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PREFACE.

In preparing a new Catalogue of the Vases it has been found convenient to

classify the collection into separate sections, each representing a definite phase

in the art of vase painting and each having its own enumeration. Section B,

comprising the black-figured vases,_ has been the first to be completed. The

other sections are in hand and will be issued in the order in which they are

finished.

In the present volume the actual catalogue is preceded by an Introduction,

in which Mr. Walters has discussed several important questions connected with

the black-figured vases in general and with those of the Museum collection in

particular. One of these questions is the persistency with which certain types

of subject were repeated with little or no variation, as if the imaginative faculty

which was so active in the subsequent red-figured stage had been still under

severe restraint. Mr. Walters has collected these types and given illustrations of

them. The opportunity has also been taken to include illustrations of a number

of vases hitherto unpublished.

The proof-sheets have been read and revised by Mr. Cecil Smith and

Mr. Arthur Smith, Assistants in the Department of Greek and Roman

Antiquities, and by myself.

A. S. Murray.

Maj; 1893.
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INTRODUCTION.

The vases catalogued in this volume belong to what is known as the black-

figured style. They fall mainly into two divisions, of which the earlier

comprises fabrics from many parts of Greece (with a few from Athens itself),

together with imitations of the same produced in Etruria and probably also

in Asia Minor. These various local fabrics appear to have died out gradually,
or to have coalesced into one style, thus forming the later division, the centre

of which was Athens.

The term "
black-figured

"
as applied to vases of the kind here catalogued

is in several respects inadequate as a definition. It was introduced at a time

when the Greek vases in public museums consisted mainly of two classes, the

one having figured subjects painted in black silhouettes on the red ground of

the vase, the other—a later phasC'
—having the figures drawn in outline and

surrounded with black colour, so that the figures stand out in red. Between

these two classes the term " black -figured
"

or "red-figured" offered, and still

offers, an obvious and useful distinction. The distinction is best seen when we

compare the series of amphorae in the east side of the Second Room with the

vases in the Third Room. In the former the whole vase stands out in the

natural red colour of the clay of which it is made, with only the addition of a

glaze to give it brilliancy, whereas the vases in the Third Room are covered

with black colour so as to conceal the whole of the red of the clay except
where the red is left to fill in the contours of the figures, which are drawn in

upon it. If w^e turn to the west side of the Second Room, we shall see a large
number of black-figured vases in which the whole body of the vase is covered

with black colour except a more or less large panel, which is left in the red

colour of the clay on which the figures are painted as black silhouettes.

This class of black-figured vases obviously approaches in general aspect
more nearly than the other to the red-figured vases in the Third Room.

Yet from an artistic point of view it seems impossible to distinguish them

as later products. More probably they represent only a contemporary difference

of taste.

But within a comparatively recent period there have been found in the

island of Rhodes, on the Greek site of Naucratis in the Delta of Egypt, in

Corinth, and many places of Greece proper, large numbers of vases having

designs which include figures painted in black silhouettes on a cream ground, but

in a manner which clearly shows that they had been executed in a ruder and

earlier stage of the art. Strictly speaking, these vases should all be reckoned in

the "
black-figured

"
class. That, however, would involve several disadvantages.

B
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The terms " black-" and "
red-figured

" would then cease to imply, as they now

do, an exact contrast of black figures on red ground and red figures on black

ground. Still worse, the name of "
black-figured vases," if the class were enlarged

to that extent, would cease to represent, as it now does, a limited period of

vase painting immediately preceding the introduction of the red-figured style.

At the same time there is among these vases with black figures on a

cream ground a certain number from Daphnae and Naucratis in Egypt, with

others which have been assigned to Cyrene on the North Coast of Africa, on

which the drawing of the human figure may fairly be compared with that

of the black-figured vases, usually so called. They may be regarded as

representing the climax of one period or the beginning of another. It is

difficult to class them exhaustively one way or the other. We have decided

to include most of them in the present volume, placing them at the beginning.

It will be seen that the vases of the so-called Cyrene class frequently have the

body covered with black colour outside the space where the figures are painted.

In that respect they may be regarded as the immediate predecessors of the

second class of black-figured vases mentioned above. On the other hand

the vases from Daphnae present a continuous surface of cream colour, on

which the designs are painted and fired. They in their turn may be regarded
as the immediate predecessors of the first class of black-figured amphorae,
mentioned above.

We may assign 600 B.C. as, roughly speaking, the earliest limit for

the vases in this volume. To the first half of the 6th cent. B.C. belong
most of those from Naucratis and Daphnae, together with the class which

has been assigned conjecturally to Cyrene. In the two former places

fragments have been found dating perhaps as late as 520 B.C. But the

typical ware of these sites belongs to the earlier period ;
the later remains

are almost entirely Athenian. Among the earlier classes the Corinthian

'attained to the greatest popularity, and its development can be clearly

traced from a comparatively early period until the latter half of the

sixth century. About this time a great impetus was given to vase-painting,

as to all other branches of art, at Athens, and the aid of celebrated Corinthian

potters was invoked to meet the demand. While owing much and in

fact almost everything to the influence of Corinth, the Athenians yet

exercised to some extent a counter-influence on the former place, which may
be traced in the forms and method of decoration of later Corinthian vases.

From this time forward Corinth sinks into insignificance, and it is to Athens

that we have to turn for the further development of the art to its highest

perfection under the masters of the red-figured style. With regard to

the date of this style a change of opinion has been brought about in

recent years, owing chiefly to excavations on the Acropolis of Athens
;

it is

now pushed back to the time of the Peisistratidae. For some fifty years it

would seem that the two methods of painting were contemporaneous, but

the red figures gradually proved their superiority, and finally reigned supreme
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in popular favour throughout the two following centuries. After about 450 B.C.

the black-figured style is only represented in Italian or other imitations, and

on the Panathenaic amphorae, which for ceremonial reasons retained this style

down to the end of the fourth century.
From this question of dates we may now return to some of the other

characteristics of the black-figured vases. In the first place the figures are not

always purely and entirely black, though black is their prevalent aspect. They
are mostly enriched with accessory pigments of white and purple for details of

features, dress, etc., and of incised lines both for the outlines and the inner

markings of figures. It is true that the use of accessory purples or whites and of

incised lines was not unknown on vases of an earlier time. The well-known

pinax from Camiros in the British Museum (A 268), representing the combat of

Menelaos and Hector over the body of Euphorbos, not only has rudely-incised

lines, but a purple pigment is employed for the details. There is, however,

this difference, that there the purple is not laid upon the black after the first

firing, as on the regular black-figured vases, but directly upon the clay

ground. White is not employed, but instead the design is rendered in

outline on the drab ground of the clay {e.g. for the cuirass of Menelaos).
As regards the subjects painted on the black-figured vases, it may here be

noted that they consist mainly of scenes from mythology or legend. In the

older art, scenes from daily life had been not uncommon, as in the Geometric

style, with its funeral processions and combats by land or sea. Next came a

passion for long narrow bands of animals, due to the influence of Assyrian and

Phoenician industries. These narrow bands of animals lingered on into the

black-figured style, where they were retained in the subordinate position of

borders employed to set off the larger designs from mythology or legend, which

had now usurped the first place. But the larger question of mythological and

legendary subjects on the black-figured vases will be discussed later, with

reference to type-forms. Meantime we may re-state certain characteristics of

the black-figured vases : (i) black varnish entirely filling in the contours of

the figures ; (2) red, or sometimes white, glaze employed as background ;

(3) details indicated by accessory pigments and incised lines
; (4) purely

decorative patterns replaced by human or mythological figures. In the red-

figured style (i) and (2) are reversed.

A certain measure of development in the black-figured style can

be traced in the shapes and secondary
ornamentation of the vases. In the earlier

stages, as represented by the Cyrene (so-

called) and Corinthian fabrics, the favourite

shapes are : (i) the kylix, obviously imitated

both in its shape and secondary ornamentation

from vases in metal. Among the so-called

Cyrene vases this is the prevalent shape. f's- 1- cyrenaic kylix.

{2) In the earlier Corinthian style, the skypJios, oinochoe, lekythos, and

B 2
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amphora prevail. Of these the two former are not new to this style. They
had been common in the older stages, when Oriental designs were imitated.

Fig. 2. SKYPHOS. Fig. 5. AMPHORA. Fig. 3. OINOCHOE. Fig. 4. LEKYTHOS.

The lekythos is usually shaped like an alabastron, with no marked separa-

tion of shoulder and body, but characterized by a moulded ring below the

neck. The amphora is at first small, but in later instances of larger size,

and is often covered with a black varnish, except for a small panel on which

the subject is painted, and which accordingly is left red. In the oinochoe

and its variant the olp^, the same development is visible
;

at first the whole

field is covered with the design, as in the Oriental style, but later it is

confined to a panel either in front or on the right-hand side of the handle.

A favourite shape in the later Corinthian fabrics, together with imitations

of the same, is the kelebh or amphora a colomiette, which is the earliest form

Fig. 6. ALABASTRON. Fig. 7. KELEBE. Fig. 8. 0LP£.

of the crater. (3) The early form of hydria is chiefly found among the

so-called Caeretan vases
;

it is large, usually with

an almost globular body, and with a charac-

teristic scheme of decoration. It rarely has

its painted subjects confined, as in the Attic

hydriae, to panels in front. (4) The lebes occurs

mostly in the early stage of the black-figured

period ;
it is frequently found at Naucratis.

Fig. 9. LEBES. (5) At Daphnae the shapes of the vases owed
their origin to Egyptian influence, and arc almost entirely confined to
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three varieties, two forms of the situla, and a two-handled vase known for

convenience as a stamnos (though differing much from the form common in

the red-figured style). The
situla in one of its forms

(Fig. lo) is a direct copy of

an Egyptian bronze vessel
;

the other form (Fig. 12) is

more Greek, nor are the

designs confined to the neck

as in the first case.

Turning to the Attic

black-figured vases which,

as we have said, represent
a later stage of that style of vase-painting, we find five varieties predominating :

avipJiora, hydria, kylix, oinocho^, and lekytJios. In the amphora (for its evolu-

Fig. 10. SITULA. Fig. II. STAMNOS. Fig. 12. SITULA.

Fig. 13. AMPHORA. Fig. 14. HYDRIA. Fig. IS. AMPHORA.

tion see p. 1973 of Baumeister's Denkviaeler), the designs are either confined

to panels (Fig. 13) or else the whole body of the vase is left in red as a field for

Fig. 16. KYLIX. Fig. 17. LEKYTHOS. Fig. 18. KYLIX.

the painter. On this point we have already remarked. The hydria appears

chiefly in the later stage of this period, and the designs are invariably in

panels on the shoulder and front of the body. The design on the oinochoe
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is always confined to a panel in front
;
in the lekythos the whole of the body

is left in the red colour of the clay so as to form a ground for painted decoration.

The kylix shows a gradual process of evolution, both in shape and decoration,

which is discussed at length later, p. 45.

It should here be stated that many of the names of vases which have been

handed down by ancient writers—especially Athenaeus (xi. 466-504)
—have

not been identified, and that such terms as kelebe, olpe, and calpis, when

used to indicate certain varieties of the crater, oinochoe, and hydria respectively,

are used conjecturally. On the shapes of vases generally, see Birch, A net.

Pottery, ch. ix.
; Krause, Angeiologie ; Dennis, Cities and Cem. of Etniria^,

vol. i., app. to Introd.
; Jahn, Vaseiis. zu MiincJieji {Einleitiing).

The secondary ornamentation of vases, such as borders round the neck or

shoulders, under the handles, or under the main design, was subject to change,

like the shapes ;
at first great variety is to be noticed, but in the Attic vases

there is always a tendency to settle down into a fixed scheme. In the earlier

examples great prominence is frequently given to purely decorative designs,

whether figures of animals or merely ornamental patterns, as on the Caeretan

hydriae, where the importance of such methods of decoration is unduly

exaggerated. The characteristic ornaments of the various styles are treated

of under their respective heads.

With fixed methods of disposing the main design, the secondary
ornaments became stereotyped ;

the neck of an amphora is almost always
decorated with a palmette and lotos-pattern ;

the tongue-pattern finds its

place unfailingly on the shoulder of a hydria or amphora, as do lotos-

buds on the shoulder of a lekythos ;
the ornaments of a kylix are almost

confined to palmettes on either side of the handle, and on all the larger

vases the Rhodian invention of rays shooting upwards from the stem is

adopted.
Much of the interest of vases is derived from the inscriptions which are so

frequently found on them, and on the earlier vases this interest is mainly

palaeographical. Of such inscriptions three divisions may be indicated :

(1) artists' signatures, (2) 'pet-names,' (3) descriptive names, having reference

to the designs on the vases.

Of these the most important are the signatures of artists, the earliest of

which go back as far as the beginning of the black-figured style proper. Those

belonging to this period may be divided into four groups, the chief names in

which are as follows :
—

(«.) Early non-Athenian artists : (Boeotia), Gamedes and Theozotos.

(Corinth), Chares and Timonidas. (Uncertain locality), Aristonofos.

{b) Early Athenian artists : Amasis, Exekias, Clitias, Ergotimos, Taleides,

Nearchos, Colchos.

{c) Athenian minor artists (whose names are frequently the only decora-

tion of a kylix) : Glaukytes, Archicles, Eucheiros, Hermogenes,

Tleson, Phrynos, Xenocles.
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{d,) Later Athenian artists who combined on their vases both the black-

and the red-figure methods : Andokides, Nicosthenes, Pamphaios,

Pasiades, Charinos, Kittos.

Of these the following are represented in the British Museum :
—

{a.) GamedeS: a 189*.

(/;.)
AmasIS : B 471.

EXEKIAS : B 209-210. In his style: B 170, B 211, B 60O46?

Clitias and Ergotimos : B60I4.5?

{c.) GlauKYTES : B 400. In his style : B 401, B 402, B 402,, B 6oii= ?

Archicles : B 398, B 418. In his style : B 419, B 60O7?

EUCHEIROS: B 417. In his style : B 419, B 601 j?

Hermogenes : B 412-3.

Tleson : B 410-1, B 420--1. In his style : B 416, B 422-3 ?

Phrynos : B 424.
• Xenocles : B 425. In his style: B60O33?
Priapos ? : B 395.

Sondros : B 6oi6.

PSOIEAS ? : B 6OO40.

{d,) Nicosthenes : B 295-7, B 364, B ^6^, B 60O53. In his style : B 403,

B 601 3. 15-37?

Pamphaios: B 300. In his style: B 301-2.

Andokides: In his style: B 193, B 524?
Epictetos : In his style : B 304-5 ?

Charinos : B 631.

Pasiades : B 668.

Kittos : B 604.

The occurrence of the name of the painter or potter on a Greek vase has

long been a subject of interest and importance to students of ancient art.

Among the writers who have distinguished themselves in the endeavour to

bring the large mass of materials into something like scientific order, the first

was Brunn in his Probleine der Vasenvialerei. His work has now been

superseded by Prof Klein's Vaseii mit Meistersignatiiren, 2nd ed., which furnishes

not only an admirable compendium of the vases in question, but is also one

of the best possible guides for the student, because the practice of learning to

distinguish between the peculiarities of the various masters is the best training

for a true appreciation of Greek vase painting as a whole. But along with

this work of Prof Klein's should be studied also his Euphronios, 2nd ed., and

his most recent book, Vasen mit LieblingsinscJiriften. In the last mentioned

he deals fully with the vases which are inscribed with "
pet-names," not a few

of which are believed to be names of historical persons, and therefore of the
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highest importance in determining the dates of the vases on which they

occur. But that is more a question for subsequent consideration when the

red-figured vases come to be discussed.

With regard to inscriptions which consist of names of heroes accompanying
scenes of combats, setting-out of warriors, etc., it is only necessary to say that

this habit of inscribing names had been handed down from earher art. The

addition of names serves no doubt as an explanation of the scene, but it

seems also to have been part of the artistic conception. As a rule the writing

of the names is in perfect harmony with the drawing of the figures. Hence

perhaps the frequency of inscriptions which, though quite unintelligible, yet

convey the general appearance of names.

The subjects on black-figured vases, whether mythological or scenes of

dail}' life, present many and varied interests. The most noticeable feature of

these paintings is that a scheme of design for any given subject once adopted
becomes conventionalised, and is adhered to with only minor variations, which

do not affect the main design. Unfortunately in a catalogue it is impossible to

class the vases according to these type-forms, for the obvious reason that many
vases contain more than one subject, and each subject may represent an

important type-form. Hence these type-forms can only be collected in the

form of an introduction, to which passing references will be made throughout
the catalogue. It must be borne in mind that these remarks apply only to

the later vases, those of the Attic style ;
for not only are representations of

an action (as opposed to merely decorative figures) comparatively rare on

the earlier vases, but it is only in a very few cases that there is any approach
to the definite type-forms of the more advanced style.

The subjects represented may be roughly divided into six classes, exclusive

of single decorative figures, and friezes of animals. They are as follows :
—

1. Representations of deities, chiefly Olympian.
2. Representations of Dionysos and kindred subjects.

3. Representations of Heracles.

4. Representations of subjects connected with the Trojan cycle.

5. Representations of other myths (such as those of Perseus and Theseus)
6. Subjects taken from daily life.

In some cases it is hard to distinguish between mythological subjects and

those of ordinary life, as for instance in the representations of marriage-processions

(whether of Zeus and Hera or of ordinary individuals), departure of warriors

(whether Hector or not), and combats of warriors (whether or not to be referred

to the Trojan cycle). In such cases it is possible that even where the names

of deities or heroes are added, the intention was to produce a sort of parable of

events in ordinary life, and it is conceivable that when names are omitted the

purpose was to give simply an idealized picture of ordinary events. In fact

heroic names are often given to what apparently were ordinary scenes of

battle, etc., in order to lend more interest to them ; as a probable instance,

see B 76.
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It by no means follows that the simpler type-forms are the earlier. The

representations of the birth of Athene seem to indicate the contrary, as the

greatest number of figures is found on the two earliest vases with this subject

(B 147 and Berlin No. 1704). The number of figures was regulated by the available

space for the design ;
and where the design takes the form of a frieze, as on the

shoulder of a hydria, or the exterior of a kylix, it will generally be found that a

larger number of spectators of the scene, or other subsidiary motives, have

been introduced
;
whereas a panel, in imitation of a metope, frequently contains

the figures immediately concerned in the action, and no more. Illustrations of

this principle may be seen in type-form N.

A list of the principal type-forms is here appended, showing in each case

the variations from the normal type.

A. GIGANTOMACHIA—For simple Type see Fig. 20.

Here the simple type is that of a god or goddess in combat with a giant, and usually-
victorious ; the most common representation is that of Athene and Enkelados. This type-form
is extended by nuihiphcation of the single combats.

a. B 208. Amphora. In a c^uadriga to r. Zeus (with thunderbolt) and Heracles (shooting

Fig. i9.=B 208.

arrow). At the further side, Athene to r. (with spear) and Enkelados fallen

under the horses, defended by Hyperbios and Ephialtes (?) with spears. On I.

Hera stabbing Harpolycos (?), holding his helmet, r. foot on his r. leg.
b. B 338. Hydria. Three groups, each with same motive, slightly varied : (i) Athene to r.

trampling on prostrate ErLkelados; another giant ^&{(tx\di%\v\m. (2) On r. Hera
transfixing giant, grasping shoulder v/ith r. hand. (3) On 1. Artemis transfixing

giant fallen to r.
;
another giant defends him with spear.

c. B 250. Amphora. Athen^ to r. transfixing Enkelados fallen to 1.
; behind him is

Porphyrion (?) defending him with spear.
d. B 251. Amphora. A quadriga to r., with Zeus as charioteer, and Ares hurling spear. By

its side, Athene to r. ; beneath the horses Enkelados fallen back to 1.

e. B 145. Amphora. Identical with d.
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/, B 252. Amphora. A quadriga to r., with Athenfe as charioteer
; beneath the horses

Enkelados lies prostrate.

g. B 370. Skyphos. Athen6 advancing to r. in combat with Enkelados. (Design twice

repeated.)

h. B 432. Kyhx. Athen^ advancing to r. with spear, over prostrate Enkelados ; on either

side, eyes. (Design twice repeated.)
t. B 434. Kylix. Athene to r. transfixing with spear Enkelados fallen to 1. On either

side, eyes.

k. B 483. Oinochoe. In centre Athene about to transfix with spear Enkelados fallen to 1-

Behind him another giant defending him
;
on 1. Hermes.

Fig. 20.= B 252.

/. B 484. Oinocho^. Poseidon springing forward to 1. to slay Polybotes with trident or

spear (on 1. shoulder the rock Nisyros) ; Polybotes falls on 1. knee. On 1. another

giant retreating.

m. B 526. Lekythos. On 1. Athen6 rushing to r. thrusting with spear at Enkelados, who
retreats to r. and turns back to thrust with spear. On r. Poseidon to r. about to

hurl the rock Nisyros on the prostrate Polybotes.
n. B 5992. Frag, of kylix. Athen^ to r. thrusts with spear at Enkelados beaten down to 1.

On r., legs of departing figure. On 1., another giant kneeling to I., with stone.

o. B 617. Oinocho^. Ares to r. about to transfix Mimas with spear ; Mimas fillen to r.,

looking back, endeavours to thrust with spear; wounds indicated. In field,

eagle with snake in claws.

p. B 676. Alabastron. A quadriga to r., with charioteer and Athene thrusting with spear.

Beneath the horses, Enkelados prostrate to 1.
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n.

^.

a.

Abnormal representations of the subject :
—

B 62. Etruscan hydria. Typhon (?) attacked hy two beardless figures, ^xo^dHoXy deities,

one on either side.

B 253. Amphora. Dionysos attacking Eurytos, with six attendant animals which have

seized on different parts of the giant.

B. BIRTH OF ATHENE.—For normal Type see B 424.

Here the constant figures are Zeus, Athene, and Hephaestos.
On

c.

B 424. Kylix. Zeus in centre seated on throne to r. Athen6 springs from his head.

the r. is Hephaestos departing.
B 218. Amphora. Zeus in centre seated on throne to r. Athen^ springs from his head.

On either side is an Eileithyia, moving hands up and down. On r. Hephaestos
retreating. Under Zeus' throne, Iris to r.

B 244. Amphora. Zeus in centre seated on okladias to r. Athen6 springs from his head.

On either side, an Eileithyia. On 1. Hermes. On r. Hephaestos retreating.

Fig. 2i.:=B 244.

d. B 147. Amphora. Zeus in centre seated on throne to r. Athene springs from his head.

Under his throne, two small figures of athletes (?) confronted. On 1. Eileithyia,
Heracles and Ares. On r. Apollo Citharoedos, Hera and Poseidon,
Hephaestos retreating. All names inscribed.

[According to Loeschcke, this is the prototype of Attic representations of the subject ; next

in point of date is Berlin No. 1704.]

In the two following examples the ' birth of Athen^ '

type has been adopted :
—

a. B 157. Amphora. Zeus (?) in centre seated to r. Facing him, Hermes. On either

side, two bearded malefigures looking on.

/3. B 341. Hydria. In centre, seated figure to r.
; confronting him, male figure cxo-vivixvigYma.

with wreath ; behind the latter, two female figures and a male figure; on 1. three

similar figures.
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C. MARRIAGE OF ZEUS AND HERA.—For NORMAL TYPE SEE B 340.

There are ten vases with representations of marriage-processions included in this catalogue,
but only two can with certainty be referred to the nuptials of Zeus and Hera by means of

the attributes of the figures ; the rest however adhere closely to the type-form, with one

exception (B 257). A similar type is that of Heracles conducted to Olympos, which will be

treated of under the heading E. (see p. 23) in connection with the myths of Heracles. Here
the only constant figures are the bridal pair in the chariot. For illustration see plate VI.

(i) Zeus and Hera with attendant deities.

a. B 197. Amphora. In a quadriga to r. Zeus (laurel-wreath, holding reins) and Hera

(veiled). Behind, Apollo Citharoedos (chelys) ; before him a Siren. On
further side of chariot, Dionysos (ivy-branch), Aphrodite (lebes), and Poseidon

(trident), all to r. At the horses' heads, Artemis to 1. (torches), and Hermes
2lS proegetes to r. looking back.

b. B 298. Calpis. Zeus (no wreath) and Hera (only face visible) as a. On further side of

quadriga, Apollo Citharoedos to r. (chelys), and Dionysos (looking back, with

vine). At the horses' heads, Artemis to r. holding torch, with her fawn.

(2) Ordinary marriage-procession.

n. B 160. Amphora. Bridalpair standing in quadriga to r., the female veiled ; on the further

side, two sieve-bearers.

/3. B 174. Amphora. Bridal pair as a (the bridegroom beardless) ; behind, the parochos.
On the further side, a canephoros (or sieve-bearer as a) between two bearers of
vaniii ; in front, iht proegefes (with attributes of Hermes),

y. B 339. Hydria. Bridal pair as /3, the female not veiled. On the further side, the

promtba (?) clapping her hands, and a citharist. In front, the proegeies

(as ^).

h. B 340. Hydria. Bridal pair as a. On further side, citharist and female figure with

flower. In front, the /r^i^^^/^J as /3. [Possibly Zeus and Hera, Apollo, Aphrodite
and Hermes.]

f. B 485. Oinocho^. Bridal pair seated in car drawn by two mules (male beardless, female

wrapped in himation) ; at the back, t\\e parochos.

i^.
B 381. Kylix. Bridal pair a.s a. On imihtr s\([c,femalefgure; \)&]\in6., 7nale andfemale

figures.

T],
B 647. Lekythos. Bridal pair in quadriga ;

on further side, citharist; facing him, a

draped figure holding a branch. In front, the proegctcs moving to r. (chlamys,

endromides, and wreath).

(3) Bridal pair walking, not in quadriga.

B 257. Amphora. Apollo Citharoedos to r. (chelys) ; by his side, a hind. Following him
Artemis ; behind her, the bridalpair (male figure bearded).

D. RETURN OF HEPHAESTOS TO OLYMPOS.—Normal Type: Hephaestos
ON Mule, as in B 264.

a. B 42. Kelebe. On the 1. two Seilenl (of Corinthian type) to n, one with askos, the other

with oinocho^
; Dionysos to r. (keras). In front of him Hephaestos on mule

to r. looking back (keras). Seilenos running to r. (spear?) ; two Seileni

conversing (one with keras). [Cf. Mo7i. delP Inst. iv. 55.]
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b. B 264. Amphora. Obv. Dionysos to r. (vine and cantharos) ; facing him a lion seated.

On either side, eyes. Rev. Hephaestos on ithyphallic mule to r. (vine and axe) ;

on the phallos of the mule, an oinochoe. Eyes. Under each handle, a Satyr,
one with askos, the other playing flutes.

r. B 265. Amphora. In centre Hephaestos, as b^ with cantharos in 1. hand
; by his side a

goat ;
behind him, an ithyphallic Satyr with askos.

E. I. HERACLES AND THE NEMEAN LION.—Two Types.*

(i) Heracles in an erect position, see Fig. 22.

a. B 160. Amphora. Heracles plunges sword into lion's neck ; 1. hand tears its mouth open.
The lion stands on r. hind-leg, with 1. paw on Heracles' 1. arm. On r. lolaos; on
1. Athene.

Fig. 22.=B 232.

b. B 232. Amphora. Heracles grasps lion round neck, and tears its jaws open. Lion as a,

seizing Heracles' 1. thigh. On r. Athen^ ; on 1. lolaos.
c. B 234. Amphora. Heracles (with sword) grasps lion round neck, and with r. hand seizes

its 1. forepaw. Lion stands on hind-legs. On r. Athene ; on 1. lolaos.
d. B 233. Amphora. Heracles (with sword) as b

; lion as b. On r. lolaos ; on 1. a youth
departing.

e. B 530. Lekythos. Heracles strides to r. and grasps lion round neck with 1. hand, plunging
sword into its side. Lion as b. On r. Athene and bearded^gurej on I. lolaos
and warrior.

* See Reisch, Athen. Mittheil. xii. (1887), p. 121.
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/. B 621. Oinocho6. Heracles to 1., face to r., holds lion's head under 1. arm, and forces its

jaws open with r. hand. Lio7i on one leg to r., with head twisted back, r. fore-paw
on Heracles' arm, endeavours to get free. On r. Athene ; on 1. lolaos.

g. B 1297. Fragment of amphora. Heracles as «. Z/Vw has 1. hind-leg against Heracles' I. leg.
h. B 6oOj5. Fragment. Heracles and lion as B 160. On r. Athene.

Fig. 23.
=B 318.

(2) Heracles in stooping position : see Fig. 23. Heracles stoops forward and strangles

lion, with arms round its neck ;
lion raises 1. hind-paw against Heracles' forehead

to push him off. This type is more common on the shoulder of hydriae and

exterior of kylikes, where a frieze-like treatment is required ; the other or

metope-like treatment is found chiefly on amphorae.

a. B 159. Amphora. Heracles (armed with sword) kneeling to r., with arms clasped round

lion's neck. Lion laises 1. hind-paw against his head. On r. Athen^ ; on 1. lolaos.

/3. B 301. Hydria. As a; inscribed with names of Athenfe, Heracles, and lolaos.

y. B 306. Hydria. Heracles kneeling on one knee, strangling lion, and seizing its 1. fore-leg

with r. hand. Lion as a. On 1. Athenfe and Hermes (seated) ;
on r. lolaos.

8. B 318. Hydria. Heracles and lion as a. On 1. Athen^. On either side, eyes.

€. B 319. Hydria. Heracles and lion as a. On r. the nymph Nemea seated, and lolaos;

on 1. Athene and 2i youth advancing.

f. B 307.

6.

X.

V.

$
o.

B 308.

B 303.

B 330.

B 305.

B 348.

B 216.

B 217.

B 276.

B 199.

Hydria.
lolaos,

Hydria.

Hydria.

Hydria.
seated.

Hydria.

Heracles and lion as 7. In centre, Athene ; on 1. Hermes ; on r.

Heracles and lion as y.

Heracles and lion as 7.

Heracles and lion as a.

In centre, Athen^ ; on 1. lolaos.

On 1. Athen^ ; on r. lolaos.

On r. Hermes ; on 1. lolaos and Athen^, all

On either side of the scene, Doric colutnns.

Heracles and lion as a. On r. Athene advancing and Hermes seated
;

on 1. lolaos kneeling.

Hydria. Heracles and lion as a. In centre, Athene.

Heracles and lion as a.

Heracles and lio7i as a.

On 1. lolaos. On either side, eyes.

In centre, Athene : on 1. lolaos.

TT. B 434.

p. B 443.

Amphora.
Amphora.

Amphora. Heracles, lion^ and Athene, as X.

Amphora (round neck). Heracles and lion as a.

lolaos rushing to r. On either side a boar.

Kylix. Heracles and lio}i as a. In field, a tree with dovesj eyes.

Kylix. Heracles and lion as 7. On either side, youth on horseback and ivarrior,

all to r.

On r. Hermes stooping ;
on 1.
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(T. B 489. Oinochoe. Heracles and lion as a
; Heracles thrusts away lion's hind-leg from

head with r. hand. In centre, Athene ; on either side, a tree.

T. B 490. Oinocho^. Heracles and /ion as a
;
on further side of lion, Athene.

V. B 491. Oinocho^. Heracles and lion as a.

(3) Abnormal type :

B 193. Amphora (red-figured). Heracles kneeling holds lion's head downwards over 1.

shoulder, r. hand grasping its fore-paws ;
Hon has hind-claws inserted in his 1.

shoulder ; he is about to fling it on the ground. On 1. Athen6 ; on r. lolaos.

[This type resembles that of Heracles with the Erymanthian boar, E. 2 (i).]

E. 2. HERACLES AND THE ERYMANTHIAN BOAR.—Three Types.

(i) Heracles bringing the boar to Eurystheus, as in Fig. 24 :

n. B 161. Amphora. Heracles to r. (lion's skin, bow and quiver), holding doar upside down
over Eurystheus, who is hiding in a pif/ios, head and hands visilale. On r.

Athene advancing; on 1. lolaos, with Heracles' club ; deer by his side.

Fig. 24. =B 161.

d. B 162. Amphora. Heracles (nude), doar, and Eurystheus, as a. On r. Athene ; on 1.

old man and wwde youth.
c. B 213. Amphora. Heracles (lion's skin and sword), boar, and Eurystheus as a.

(2) Heracles bringing the boar to Athen^ :

a. B 41.7. Kylix. Heracles to r. (nude and beardless) seizing from behind the boar,\s'\\\c\i

moves to r. On r. Athene seated to r., looking back. [Design twice repeated.]
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/3. B 492. Oinochoe. Heracles advances to r. (lion's skin, sword, bow, quiver), and seizes the

boar by r. hind-leg, as it endeavours to escape. On r. Athene.

(3) Heracles capturing the boar :

B 462. Kyathos. Heracles (nude and beardless) stoops to r. and grasps the boar round

shoulders. In background, a tree. On either side, a mounted Araazon ; on r.

another Amazon turned to r.

E. 3. HERACLES AND THE CRETAN BULL.—For norm\l Type see Fig. 25.

a. B 309. Hydria. Heracles to r. (lion's skin, bow, and quiver) seizes bulTs horn with 1. hand,
and its shoulder with r., to arrest its course. On 1. Athene seated to r.

;
behind

her, Hermes to r. On r. Britomartis (.?) seated to r. and lolaos departing.

b. B 277. Amphora. The bull falls forward to 1. Heracles to r. (nude, with sword) leaps on

its back, with 1. knee on its neck.

c. B 441. Kylix. Bull as b. Heracles to r. (nude and beardless) grasps it round neck,

pressing with knee against its head. On 1. Athene seated to r. ; on r. lolaos

stooping to r. [Design twice repeated.]

d. B 447. Kylix. Heracles (as c) grasps bull round body, with 1. knee against neck
;
the

bull endeavours to butt him. On 1. Athene seated to r. {%>ide supra).

e. B 474. Oinochoe. Heracles to r. (nude) stands at further side of bull^ drawing its head to

the ground by a noose fastened round its nose
; the bull kneels to r.

f. B 488. Oinochoe. Heracles to r. (nude) stoops forward with rope in r. hand, which passes
round the bull's hind-legs, and with which he is about to bind it ; the bull is fallen

forward to 1.

Fig. 25.= B

h.

k.

I.

B 487. Oinochoe. Heracles (nude and beardless) stoops forward to r., grasping the bull

round the shoulders
;
the bull a.s/.

B 531. Lekythos. Heracles (nude, with sword) stoops forward and grasps bull round body
to fasten it with rope ; the bi/ll as/. On r. Hermes.

B 532. Lekythos. Heracles (nude, with sword and club) grasps bull round shoulders ;
b/dl

as/. On either side, Irees.

B 636. "Lekythos. Heracles and i5;^// as t".

B 600^. Fragment. Part of the bull fallen forward on its face to 1.
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E. 4. HERACLES AND GERYON.—For normal Type sek B 221.

a. B 155. Amphora. Heracles (sword) seizes centre head of Geryon, who is winged and

triple only from waist upwards ; first and second bodies wounded (one full face).

On 1. Athene (no hehiiet) holding out cup to Heracles. Inscribed.

b. B 156. Amphora. Heracles (club) and Geryon (triple-bodied) ;
one body wounded.

Eurytion dead in centre. On 1. Attend; on r. Erytheia.

c. B 157. Amphora. Heracles (sword) and Geryon as ^. In centre Eurytion dead; on

1. Athene.

d. B 310. Hydria. Heracles (sword) seizes one head of Geryon (as b
;

middle body

wounded). In centre Eurytion wounded. On 1. Athend and Hermes.

e. B 220. Amphora. Heracles (sword) and Geryon (all three bodies thrusting with spears).

Between them, Eurytion dtad.

Fig. 26. = B 155.

/. B 221. Amphora. Heracles (sword) attacks Geryon (as rt'). Between them, Eurytion in

a sitting posture.

g. B 194.. Amphora. Heracles and Geryon as /. Between them, Eurytion and the dog
Orthros, both fallen wounded. [See Plate IV.]

h. B 426. Kylix. Heracles (sword) attacks Geryon (triple-bodied ;
further one wounded).

Between them, Erytheia and Athene ; on r. Orthros wounded.

/. B 442. Kylix. Heracles shoots with bow at Geryon (as c/). Between them, Orthros.

behind Heracles, Eurytion, both wounded. Under the handles and on rev.

fi^'c of Geryon^s cattle.

E. 5. HERACLES AND KYKNOS.—For normal Type see Pl. V. = B 197.

a. B 156. Amphora. Heracles to r. (sword) attacking Kyknos ; Zeus interposing. On 1.

Athend advancing : on r. Ares, thrusting with spear.

C
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/'. B 158. Amphora. Heracles attackinj^ Kyknos with chib, planting 1. foot on his hip ;

Kyknos fallen on knee to r. Athen^ and Ares as a.

c. B 197. Amphora. Heracles as a
; Kyknos retreats to r., looking back. Zeus interposes.

On 1. Athene to r., thrusting with spear ;
on r. Ares as a.

d. B 202. Amphora. Heracles attacks Kyknos with spear ;
the latter fallen to 1. On 1.

Athene thrusting with spear ;
on r. Ares defending Kyknos, with spear.

e. B 212. Amphora. Heracles to 1. with club attacking Kyknos; Zeus interposing. On r.

quadriga driving away ; by its side, Athene to 1. hurling spear ;
in front, warrior

retreating. On 1. .y/;;///rtr j'^^z/i'y by the chariot, Ares advancing to r. hurling spear.

/. B 364. Crater. On 1. iwo youths to r. Hermes (?) running away to r. Quadriga to r.

with lolaos as charioteer, and Heracles hurling spear ;
on further side Eris

moving to r. In front, Athene to r. in combat with Ares; between them, Zeus

interposing. On r. quadriga retreating, with Phobos as charioteer and Kyknos
turning back to hurl spear ; by its side, female figure. On extreme r. bearded

figure confronting _>/(?/////.

Fig. 27.:=B 364.

g. B 365. Frag, of crater. Heracles and Kyknos in combat with spears ;
Zeus interposing.

On 1. Athene (?) ; quadriga to 1., with lolaos as charioteer
; by its side an old

man ; in front, a seated 7uarrior and bearded Jigure. On x. female figure looking

back to 1.
; quadriga to r., with Phobos as charioteer; facing him, an old man.

h. B 333. Hydria. Two fully-armed warriors in combat; bearded figure interposing; on

either side, a female figure departing.

[An ordinary combat, the figures having no attributes
;
the type-form a-c is here

adopted.]

/. B 529. Lekythos. Heracles to r. (sword) ; Kyknos (?) retreating, turning back to thrust

with spear ;
on either side a rock, indicating a cave.

[This is a doubtful example, and may represent some other adventure of Heracles.]

k. B. 329. Hydria. Heracles and lolaos advancing to r. to attack two armed figures who

may be Kyknos and Ares ; in the centre Athen6 interposing.

[This does not resemble the ordinary type, but it is the most satisfactory explanation
of the scene.]

d.

E. 6. HERACLES AND THE AMAZONS.—For simple Type see B 472.

B 164. Amphora. On 1. an Amazon attacking Heracles from behind. Heracles is about

to stab Andromache, who is beaten down on one knee
;
he seizes her shield. On

r. Telamon is about to transfix an Amazon to 1.

B 154. Amphora. Heracles is about to stab Andromache, and seizes her helmet. On
1. lolaos hurling spear, but no opponent. On r. Telamon thrusting with spear
at another Amazon.

B 315. Hydria. Heracles and Andromache as b\ she is fallen to r. On r. Alkaia

defending her ; on 1. another Amazon (clad as archer) departing.

B 217. Amphora. Heracles (club), and Andromache as /'. On r. Alkaia thrusting with

spear ; on 1. Amazon as e.
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e. B 2 1 8. Amphora. As c
;
Androraacli^ retreats to r., looking back.

/. B 219. Amphora. Heracles (sword) tramples on Andromache fallen to r.
;
Alkaia

defends her. On 1. Amazon (as archer) kneeling to 1. and looking back.

^. B 426. Kylix. In the centre, Heracles to r. (sword) attacking two Amazons, who thrust

with spears. Between them, Amazon fallen back to 1. On 1. Amazon kneeling

to r. in combat with Greek, and seizing his shield. On cither side, tjrj. Under
handle on 1. another Greek advancing to defend a Greek kneeling to r.

Amazon attacking with spear.

On

Fig. 28.:=^B 426.

/t. B 463. Ivyathos. Heracles (club) about to slay an Amazon fallen on knee to 1. On
either side, cj't's ; lions,

i. B 472. Oinocho6. Heracles (club) attacks Andromachfe, who is fallen to r., looking
back ; Alkaia defends her.

k. B 495. Oinochoc. Heracles advances to r. and thrusts spear into Andromache, beaten

down to 1. Behind her Telamon (or lolaos) to 1. thrusting with spear.

/. B 496. Oinochofe. Heracles and Amazon as h. On one side lolaos, on the other

Telamon, attacking with spears.

;;/. B 535. Lekythos. Heracles (club) seizes shoulder of Amazon, who retreats to r., looking
back. On 1. an Amazon retreats, turning back to thrust with spear. On either

side, an Amazon on horseback.

n. B 534. Lekythos. Heracles (sword) seizes Andromache with 1. hand ; she kneels to 1.

Behind her is Alkaia defending. On 1. an Amazon advancing.

C 2
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0. B 60O43. Fragment. Heracles to r. seizes Amazon round neck with 1. hand
;
she retreats

to r., looking back,

p. B 601 13. Fragment of hydria. On 1. Telamon to r. On r. Lycopis fallen to r.
;
a warrior

is trampling on her (his r. leg only visible). Inscribed.

q. B 634. Lekythos. Heracles grasps helmet of Andromache and springs forward to stab

her
; she is fallen to r. and thrusts with spear. On 1. is Telamon thrusting with

spear ; on r. Alkaia defending Andromache with spear. On extreme r., a third

Amazon retreating and looking back.

r. B 635. Lekythos. Heracles brandishes club over Andromache, who kneels to 1. Behind

her Alkaia advances to her defence. On 1. Amazon as in q.

•'• ^ 533' Lekythos. Heracles to r. (sword) has beaten down Hippolyte on one knee to r.,

and holds her girdle in 1. hand ; she turns back to thrust with spear. On 1.

beardedfigure; on r. youth looking back.

E. 7. HERACLES AND CENTAURS.—Two Types."

(i) Heracles received by Pholos.

a. B 226. Amphora. On the 1. Pholos to r. (tree over 1. shoulder, with fox, hare and bird),

laying his hand in that of Heracles
; by his side a hind. Heracles confronts him

(sword and quiver, club over 1. shoulder, lion's skin hanging from it). Behind him
Hermes (with attributes).

b. B 464. Kyathos. In the centre Heracles to r. (lion's skin and sword) has just lifted lid off

pithos buried in the earth. Facing him is Pholos (human body with horse's body
attached at hips), holding pine-branch. Behind Heracles is Athene to r

,
1. hand

extended. On either side : eyes; Satyrs.
c. B 536. Lekythos. Heracles as b (no sword) stands with one foot on neck of pithos, having

just pushed away the lid. Pholos confronts him, holding out simpulum, r. fore-leg

raised, in 1. hand staff. On 1. Athene.
</. B 51. Hydria. Heracles (?) on extreme 1. (beardless, sword in r. hand) pursuing /w/r

Centaurs to r., seizing the last by the arm. [Cf. /. H. S. i. pi. i.]

There are three progressive incidents in these scenes : [a) Pholos welcoming Heracles ;

{b and c) the opening of the cask of wine
; {d) Heracles putting to flight the Centaurs who came

to taste the wine.

(3) Heracles and Nessos (or Dexamenos).

a. B 30. Lekythos (Corinthian). Nessos gallops off to r. with Deianeira in his arms.

Heracles pursues him (sword and club). On r. a panther to 1.

^. B 227. Amphora. On 1., Heracles to r. (lion's skin and sword) attacks Nessos with club.

Nessos retreats to r., looking back (piebald body). On r. Deianeira to 1.

7. B 278. Amphora. Nessos to r. with Deianeira on his back. Behind them Heracles
advances to r. (chlamys), attacking Nessos with spear. On r. Oineus seated to 1.

[This identification is not certain.]

S. B 537. Lekythos. Heracles to r. (nude and beardless, sword and club) seizes wrist of

Centaur with 1. hand. The Centaur is beaten down on his forelegs to r., with

stone in either hand. On either side, a youth draped, with spear.
f. B 1)38. Lekythos. Centaur to r., looking back. Heracles Q) advances to slay him

(chlamys). On either side, a. fe7nale figure. [Identification uncertain.]

*
See/. //. S. i. p. 107 lil".
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E. 8. HERACLES AND TRITON.—For normal Type see Fig. 2g. = B 223.

a. B 311. Hydria. Heracles kneels to r., seizing Triton's 1. arm, and grasping him round

neck with 1. hand
;
Triton ends in long scaly tail to 1. On r. Nereus and

departing Nereid. ; on 1. Nereid.

i. B 312. Hydria. Heracles seizes Triton from behind; Triton as «, with fimbriated tail.

On 1. Nereus ; on r. Nereid holding a flower.

c. B 223. Amphora. Heracles and Triton as A. On 1. Nereus. Inscribed.

Fig. 29.=B 223.

^. B 224. Amphora. Heracles as k Triton as ^, but endeavouring to free himself by
seizing Heracles' arms. On r. Nereus; on 1. a Nereid.

e. B 201. Amphora. Heracles and Triton as d. On one side, Nereus; on the other,
Proteus.

/. B 493. Oinochoe. Heracles and Triton as d. On 1. a Nereid,

jf.
B 494. Oinochoe. Heracles and Triton as d. On 1. two dolphins diving down.

E. 9. HERACLES AND ANTAIOS.—Two Types.

(i) Earlier type ; both upright.

a. B 196. Amphora. In centre Heracles to r. seizes Antaios by 1. arm with 1. hand, the

r. drawn back to strike him. Antaios crouches down on one knee, 1. hand
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grasping Heracles' waist. On 1. Athene and Hermes. On r. a Doric portico,
under which are Poseidon (petasos, endromides, and two spears) and G6
(suppHcating).

(2) Later type ; composition resembling E i (i).

a. B 322. Hydria. In centre Heracles (nude and beardless) stoops down to r., endeavouring
to raise Antaios from the earth, grasping him by r. arm. Antaios seizes his

1. foot. On 1. Athen.6, and Hermes seated looking back at lolaos. On r. G6
(or Iphino^) moves away to r.

; facing her, bearded figure (Poseidon ?) with spear.

/3. B 222. Amphora. Heracles (bearded) grasps Antaios round upper part of body ; Antaios
crouches to 1., touching the earth. On 1. Athene ; on r. Hermes.

y. B 596. Cover of vase. Heracles (nude and bearded) seizes Antaios round waist
;
Antaios

as /3. On 1. lolaos running up ; on r. two bearded figures.

E. ID. CONTEST OF HERACLES AND APOLLO FOR THE TRIPOD.
NORMAL Type see Fig. 30.

-For

a. B 316. Hydria. Heracles moves away to r., looking back (quiver and club), grasping

tripod with r. hand. On the 1. Apollo to r. (laurel-wreath, bow and quiver) takes

hold of tripod with both hands. Between them Zeus to 1. interposing, with

sceptre in r. hand. Behind Apollo, Artemis (mitra and cjuiver). On r. Athene
and Hermes.

Fig. 30.=B 19s.

b. B 195. Amphora. Heracles as a (unarmed), carrying tripod over 1. shoulder. Apollo
as a (unarmed), seizing a leg of the tripod with r. hand. On r. Athene to 1.

;
in

front of her a hind. On 1. Artemis to r. (sphendone). Inscribed.
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c.

d.

e.

/

B 233. Amphora. Heracles as a (club), carrying tripod in I. hand. Apollo (laurel-

wreath) seizes legs of tripod Inscribed.

B 190. Pelike. Obv. Heracles as c {tripod in 1. hand). On either side, Doric column

with cock. Rev. Apollo pursuing (talaria and bow). Doric columns as obv.

B 527. Lekythos. In centre Heracles as a (nude and beardless), tripod \\\ 1. hand. On r.

Athene moving to r., looking back. On 1. Apollo pursuing, as a (quiver).

Behind him, Artemis (hood?, quiver, and torch ?).

B 528. Lekythos. Heracles (nude, quiver, sword, club) as a; before him, lolaos. On
I. Apollo (quiver, sword) as b. Between them, the Delphic altar j behind Apollo,

a Doric coliwm.

E. II. APOTHEOSLS OF HERACLES.—Two Types. See Figs. 31, 32.

(i) Heracles conducted to Olympos.

a. B 317. Hydria. Athen^ stepping into quadriga (holding goad and reins). On further

side, Heracles to r. looking back (club and sword). On further side of horses,

Hebe (?).

b. B 31S. Hydria. Athene as a. Heracles as a (not looking back, (club only). On further

side of horses, Dionysos to r. looking back (vine and keras). In front of horses,

Hermes to r. looking back.

Fig. 31.=B 31

c. B 319. Hydria. Heracles m quadriga (club) ; Athene as a (holding reins). On further

side, Apollo Citharoedos to r. and Dionysos as b (no vine or keras). Hermes
as b.

d. B 320. Hydria. Heracles as c (spear, no lion's skin or club) ; charioteer stepping in. On
further side, Athene to r. looking back

; Dionysos as b (vine-branches). At
horses' heads, Artemis to 1., r. hand held out to a doe by her side.

c. B 321. Hydria. Heracles stepping into c|uadriga (lion's skin, sword and quiver, holdmg
goad and reins). On further side, Athene to 1.

; behind her, Dionysos to i.
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(cantharos), and Apollo Citharoedos to r. (laurel-wreath). At horses' heads,
Hermes to 1.

f. B 230. Amphora. In the quadriga, Athen^ (holding reins) and Heracles. Behind,

Hyllos (?) to r., nude. On further side, Apollo Citharoedos (laurel-wreath) and

Artemis (?) to r. looking to 1. In advance of her, Hermes to r. (upper part
hidden by horses). At horses' heads, Dionysos to 1. (vine).

g. B 211. Amphora. Athene and Heracles as f. On further side, Dionysos looking
back (vine and cantharos), and Apollo (laurel-wreath). At horses' heads,
Hermes to 1.

//. B 199. Amphora. Athene and Heracles (club) as/. On further side, Apollo to r. as/.
At horses' heads, Hermes kneeling to 1. Inscribed.

/. B 200. Amphora. Athen^ (goad and reins) and Heracles (lion's skin and club) as /
Apollo as //, and Dionysos as d. At horses' heads, Heb6 (?) to 1.

X'. B 201. Amphora. Athen6 as / and Heracles as/ Behind, Amphitryon (?) to r.

(sceptre). Apollo as h
; facing him, Dionysos. At horses' heads, Hermes to r.

(head hidden) ; confronting him, Alcmen^ (or Artemis), with laurel-wreath.

Facing them, a warrior ; at horses' heads, lolaos.

/. B 499. Oinochoe. Quadriga tliree-quarters to r., at full speed. Athene and Heracles

(lion's skin) as / Behind, Amphitryon or Zeus (?) departing ;
in front of the

horses, Hermes to 1.

This type is found extended to scenes representing merely the chariot of Athene, without

Heracles :

a. B 203. Amphora. Athene stepping into quadriga (holding goad and reins). On further

side, Dionysos to r. looking back (keras), and Apollo Citharoedos to r. confronted

by Artemis (head hidden),

departing, looking back.

At the horses' heads, Aphrodite to r., and Hermes

Fig. 32,= B 166 In-z'.).
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^. B 545. Lekythos. Athene (?) as a. On further side, female citharist and Dionysos to r.,

the latter looking back. At the horses' heads, Hermes (only part of the figure

left).

y. B 547. Lekythos. Femalefigure as /3, in quadriga. Female citharist and Dionysos (?) as

j3. At horses' heads, Hermes to r. [See also B 544 and B 546.]

(2) Heracles received into the presence of Zeus.

a. B 166. Amphora. (Obv.) On 1. Zeus seated to r. on throne (sceptre; ; facing him is

Athen6 ; behind her, Heracles moving to r., looking back (lion's skin and club).

On r. Poseidon (?) (or Palaemon) to 1. (beardless, with trident).

b. id. (Rev.) On 1. Zeus as a, with feet on stool ; facing him Athene, with owl perched
on r. hand. Behind her, Heracles to 1. (lion's skin, greaves, twig in 1. hand), and
Hermes to 1.

c. B 424. Kylix. On r. Zeus seated to 1. (sceptre) on throne. Athene advances towards him,

leading up Heracles by the 1. arm. Heracles has lion's skin, club, bow, and

arrows.

d. B 379. Kylix. On 1. Zeus seated on throne to r. (thunderbolt, sandalled feet resting on

stool). Behind, Hera seated on throne to r. (veiled in himation, feet as Zeus) ;

before her Heb6 standing on footstool to 1., supplicating. Before Zeus advance

Hermes (winged) and Athene (shield with Gorgoneion), leading up Heracles

(lion's skin). Behind them, Artemis (bow and arrows) and Ares (helmet, skin,

kibisis, and endromides, as if for Perseus).

P. PELEUS SEIZING THETIS.—For simple Type see Fig. 33.

a. B 349. Hydria. On r. Peleus to r. (nude and beardless, with sword), stooping forward and

Fig. 33.=B 215.
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seizing Thetis round waist. Behind her, wings (indicating metamorphosis). On
1. an altar.

b. B 215. Amphora. Peleus to r. (bearded, chiton and cuirass) seizes Thetis round waist

with 1. hand, grasps drapery with r. Thetis moves to r., looking to 1.
;
transfor-

mations indicated by lion and panther. On r. Siren ; on 1. bearded Siren (flesh

white) : over them, eyes.

c. B 29S. Calpis. Peleus as a, with chiton and cuirass, but no sword. Behind Thetis are

wings (?) ox flames.^ indicating transformation
;
she holds out 1. hand to a Nereid

moving away to 1. On r. a similar Nereid.

d. B 465. Kyathos. Peleus as a (no sword). Thetis stands to r., looking to 1.
;
transforma-

tion indicated by litni on Peleus' back. On either side, eyes and cocks.

e. B 500. Oinochoe. Peleus (bearded, myrtle-wreath, loin-cloth) seizes Thetis round waist ;

she is as in b. On r. an altar; on 1. a Nereid, departing.

f. B 540. Lekythos. Peleus and Thetis as d. On either side, a Nereid to r.

g. B 449. Kyli.x. Peleus (bearded, in himation) embraces Thetis, who is as in d.

h. B 619. Oinocho^. Peleus as in a (loin-cloth, but no sword). Thetis as in b. On 1. a

Nereid running away.
Cf. also Heracles seizing Nereus, B 225.

G. JUDGMENT OF PARIS.—Three Types.*

(i) Includes a figure of Paris.

a. B 171. Amphora. Paris on rock to 1. with lyre; Hermes leads up the goddesses to him :

Hera, Athene (helmet, aegis, spear), Aphroditd.

F'g- 34-= B 312.

b. B 312. Hydria. Paris running away to r.
;
Hermes as a. Hera (sceptre and fillet),

Athene (helmet and spear). Aphrodite (sceptre, no fillet).

c. B 236. Amphora. Paris and Hermes as b. Hera, Athene (spear), and Aphrodite.

(2) Hermes leading the goddesses.

a. B 237. Amphora. Hermes as a. Aphrodite (sceptre and flower), Athene (helmet, aegis,

spear), Hera (sceptre).

/3. B 239. Amphora. Hermes on 1. saluting Athene
(.'')

Athene as a, and Aphrodite (with

branch).

See Miss Harrison in_/. H. S. vii. p. 196 ff.
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y. B 238. Amphora. Hermes as a, with goat by his side. Aphrodite with apple-branch

Athen6 (hehnet and spear) with hind by her side, Hera (sceptre).

(3) Extension of type.

B 230. Amphora. Hermes leadingyf^/^ nymphs or female deities, advancing two, one, and

two ;
the middle one holds crotala.

H. HEROES WITH PESSI OR DICE.—Two Types.

(i) Heroes playing /^i'^/.

a. B 211. Amphora. On r. Achilles, on 1. Ajax seated over a table on which are seven

pessij both armed, with shields behind them. Ajax is about to move a.pcssos.

Inscribed.

^. B 193. Amphora. Achilles and Ajax as a, each stretching out r. hand to the table, on

which are six pessij Achilles holds another between his fingers. [Not inscribed,

but closely resembling a.]

c. B 438. Kylix {bis). Obv. Two heroes as a, with r. hands extended over the table. On
either side a warrior to r. looking back. On r. a female figure seated to r.

Rev. The same ; on 1. 2.femalefigure seated to r.

WV»%VWV«PA^AVwV«».»«»«»«*«V«*.f«».W«V><

E^ iMiliietilil^S

Fig. 35. =6541.

d. B 466. Kyathos. Two heroes kneeling on opposite sides of a table, on which are six pessi,

to which they put out their hands. In background, a palm-tree. Behind each,

a.femalefigure J on 1. a beardedfigure seated to 1., towards whom a. fetnalefigure

advances, holding wreath. On r. a bearded figure seated to r. (holding keras ?) ;

before him, Dtale figure departing.
e. B 501. Oinocho^. Two elderly heroes zs c

;
on the table ionx pessi. Behind each, helmet

and shield.

(2) Heroes casting lots before the statue of Athene.

a. B 541. Lekythos. In the centre, statue ^ Athene looking to 1. On either side, a hero

crouching down on one knee, fully armed, r. hand extended to throw the dice.

Behind each is his shield.
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^. B 637. Lekythos. Athene and heroes as a.

y. B 638. Lekythos. Athene as a
;
behind her, a table on either side of which is a hero as

a ; the one on the r. stretches out r. hand to the table.

I. ACHILLES, POLYXENA, AND TROILOS.- Two Types.

(i) Achilles lying in wait behind the fountain.

a B 324. Hydria. In centre a rock (water pouring from lion's head into hydria), with crow on

top. On 1. Polyxena looking to 1. towards Troilos, who is on horseback to r.

(second horse at side, only front parts visible). On r. Achilles crouching down
on one knee to 1. (fully armed).

Fig. 36.=B 324.

b. B 325. Hydria. On r. fountain (Doric column, panther's head from which water pours
into hydria), behind which is Achilles as a. On 1. Polyxena to

1., and Troilos

approaching as a
; behind him, nude malefigure to r.

c. B 542. Lekythos. In centre, rock as a, with raven on top. On 1. Poljrxena moving to 1.,

looking back. On r. Achilles as a.

d. B 640. Lekythos. On 1. Troilos to r. (second horse) ;
in front, warrior to r. looking back,

and Poljrxena to r. She is inside the building, in which is the spring (two
columns and panther's head). On r. Achilles as a

; in front of him, a tree.

(2) Flight and death of Troilos.

a. B 326. Hydria. In centre, Achilles to r. pursuing Troilos, who gallops away with second
horse at side ; beneath the horses, a broken hydria. Poljrxena flees to r. On 1.

femalefigureJ in front of her, a hydria ; behind her, a warrior to r.

^. B 327. Hydria. On 1. the quadriga of Achilles ; Achilles mounts steps of altar, with head
of Troilos in r. hand

; the body lies on the altar, defended by two warriors

(Aeneas and Hector ?).
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K. COMBAT OF GREEKS AND AMAZONS. -Achilles, Penthesilea, &c.

a. B 209. Amphora. Achilles to r. thrusts with spear at Penthesilea, who retreats to r.,

defending herself with spear and shield.

b. B 210. Amphora. Achilles to r. plunges spear into throat of Penthesilea, whom he has

beaten down on one knee to r.
;
she looks back and thrusts with spear.

c. B 322. Hydria. A quadriga driven to r. by an Amazon, by the side of which is Achilles to

r. thrusting with spear at Penthesilea, who retreats to r., looking back, and

defending herself with spear. Beneath the horses, a fallen Amazon lying on back

to r.
;
in front of the horses, another Amazon to 1. hurling spear.

d. B 323. Hydria. In centre, Achilles moving to r. carrying body of Penthesilea over 1.

shoulder. In front of him are a warrior and archer departing. On 1. is a fallen

Amazon lying on back
;
over her strides a warrior to 1. [According to some

authorities, Theseus and Antiope.]

L. AITHRA BROUGHT BACK FROM TROY.—For normal Type see B 173.

a. B 173. Amphora. In centre, Aithra to r. (veiled). On r. Demophon moving to r., looking
back at her ;

on 1. Acamas departing to 1., looking back.

b. B 243. Amphora. In centre, Aithra (veiled) ;
on r. Demophon looking back at her ; on 1.

Acamas; all three to r. On extreme r., z. youth to 1. and old man to r. ;
on 1. an

old man to r.

c. B 244. Amphora. In centre, Aithra as «
;
in advance of her, Demophon looking back at

her, and taking hold of her himation. On 1. Acamas to r.
;
on r. beardless male

figure to 1.

d. B 245. Amphora. In centre, Aithra to r. turning towards Demophon, who takes hold of

her himation. On 1. Acamas departs, looking back.

M. ODYSSEUS AND POLYPHEMOS.—Two Types.

(i) The blinding of Polyphemos.

B 154. Amphora. Odysseus and /w^? f(?;;;/a«/<)«.y advance to r., holding aloft the pine-tree,
which they thrust into the eye of Polyphemos, who is seated to 1. against the

wall of the cave
; Odysseus' 1. foot is raised against his chest.

(2) The escape of Odysseus.

a. B 502. Oinocho^. On r. Polyphemos as (i), blindness indicated. On 1. Odysseus at

entrance of cave, tied under the ram. In background, a tree.

b. B 407. Kylix. The ram walks to r. with Odysseus fastened under it by a rope.

[Design twice repeated.]
c. B 687. Lekythos. Odysseus (beardless, with sword), and ram as b.

N. THESEUS AND THE MINOTAUR.—For simple Type see B 403.

a. B 14S. Psycter. Theseus to r. plunges sword into neck of Minotaur, holding 1. arm with
1. hand. The Minotaur (bull's head with mane, body stippled) is fallen on
1. knee

;
r. hand grasps Theseus' r. arm, in 1. a stone. Beneath Theseus, a

conical stone. On either side, a youthful male and female figure = Athenian
victims.

b. B 174. Amphora. Theseus as a, grasping Minotaur by the neck
; the Minotaur as a

(body not stippled). On either side, two Athc?iian victims (on extreme 1., female,
next a male

;
on extreme r., male, next a female).
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c. B 313. Hydria. Theseus as a, grasping horn of Minotaur
;
the Minotaur has bull's head

and tail, and stone in 1. hand. On either side, seated female figure, beardless

male figjire, ^xvA femalefigure (on 1. standing, on r. seated).

d. B 246. Amphora. Theseus plunges sword into Minotaur's breast, grasping his horn. The
Minotaur as b. On 1. Athenian maiden, on r. Athenian youth,

c. B 247. Amphora. Theseus (hair looped up, cuirass), about to plunge sword into Minotaur,

grasping his 1. horn. The Minotaur (bull's head and tail) kneels to r., looking

back, in 1. hand a stone. Athenian maiden and youth as d.

f. B 175. Amphora. Theseus as e, seizing horn of Minotaur with r. hand, and grasping him
round neck with 1. Minotaur as c. Athenian victims as a.

g. B 205. Amphora. Theseus (bearded, with cuirass) as b. Minotaur as e. Athenian

victims as a.

h. B 403. Kylix (bis). Theseus as c. Minotaur as e.

r'ig- 37=S 313-

. B 593. Pyx'is. Theseus (with skin) as a. Minotaur falls to r., with stone in cither hand.

On cither side, :ifemale figure j on 1. a nude youth,

h. B 596. Cover of vase. Theseus (with endromides) grasps head of Minotaur with 1. hand

and plunges sword into his body. Minotaur retreats to r., looking back, stone in

1. hand. On 1. Ariadn6; behind her, three bearded figures. On r. /tv;/^/t' and

two bearded figures.
I. B 600^7, Fragment. Theseus (with skin) seizes Minotaur with 1. hand, and plunges sword

into him. Minotaur as a.

m. B 642. Lekythos. Theseus seizes horn with 1. hand, drawn sword in r. Minotaur

crouches to r., 1. leg doubled under him, looking back, wounded, stone in each

hand. On either side, Athenian maiden.

O. CENTAUROMACHIA.—Various Types.

a. B 50. Hydria. Lapith to r. slaying Centaur with sword, seizing him with 1. hand by a

long forelock. On either side, a female figure with himation over her head.

b. B 176. Amphora. Centaur to 1. tramples on a Lapith, raising a rock in his arms to hurl

at him. The Lapith is fallen back to 1. (fully armed, stone in 1. hand).

c. B 504. Oinochofe. Lapith fully armed attacks with spear a Centaur, who retreats

turning back to hurl a stone. In the field, a rock and a tree.

d. B 622. Oinocho^. Lapith fully armed rushes with sword to r. on a Centaur, who

kneels to 1. and with 1. arm seizes sword, pushing him away with r. hand. On 1. a

rock ;
on r. a pine-tree.
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e. B 623. Oinochoe. Centaur (Petraios) as b^ with pine-tree in both hands ; Lapith.

(Hoplon), fallen back, defends himself with spear.

P. PERSEUS AND THE GORGONS.—Two Types.

(i) Perseus slaying Medusa.

a. P> 471. Olpe. On 1. Perseus to r. looking back (petasos, endromides, kibisis) ;
he grasps

Medusa round neck with 1. hand and plunges sword into her neck. Medusa
moves away to r. (face to front). On r. Hermes to 1.

(2) Perseus fleeing from the Gorgons.

h. B 248. Amphora. Obv. Perseus flying to r. over mountains {kvvt] aI'Sou, talaria, kibisis,

sword at side, Jiarpc in r. hand). Behind him Athene to r., turned towards

Hermes, who stands to r. Rev. Two Gorgons (Stheno and Euryale) flying to r.

(archaic running attitude, faces to front
;
one has four wings).

/3. B 281. Amphora. Obv. Medusa fallen to r., beheaded. On 1. a Gorgon (as a). Rev.

Perseus as a, and Athen^ fleeing to r. in archaic running attitude,

•y.
B 380. Kylix. On 1. Medusa (horse's head to r., four wings) ;

behind her, Chrysaor
to r. (as a nude youth). Stheno and EuryaI6 (faces to front, four wings) as a

;

between them Chrysaor repeated. On r. Athene, Hermes, and Perseus (as «,

with skin) fleeing in archaic running attitude to r.

Q. HYDROPHORIA.—For this Type see Fig. 38.

Fig. 38.= B33i.

B 331. Hydria. Maidens drawing water at a fountain. This subject is of frequent occurrence

on hydriae.
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We now proceed to notice more fully the characteristics of the various

fabrics included in this volume, beginning with the so-called

CYRENAIC STYLE (B 1-7).

Vases of this class owe their present designation principally to the fact

that on the two most important of them are represented scenes which

peculiarly belong to Cyrene. The first is a kylix, in the Cabinet des

Medailles at Paris, on which we see a picture of Arkesilaos, king of Cyrene,

superintending the weighing of silphium, a valuable source of his revenue.

Apparently this was the Arkesilaos who reigned about 580-550 B.C. On

the other vase here referred to (B 4 of this catalogue) the subject has been

explained as the Nymph Cyrene holding out a plant of silphium and branches

of fruit-bearing trees. This also is a kylix. Up to the present no vases of

this style
— nor indeed any remains of the early colony of Cyren^, have been

found there. On the other hand, several examples have been obtained from

excavations at Naucratis in Egypt, and this has suggested the possibility that

Naucratis may have been the centre of this manufacture (C. Smith in

Naukratis, I. p. 53). In any case there must have been close connection

between the two settlements in the early part of the sixth century B.C., when

the queen of Amasis was a princess of Cyrene.

On these vases subjects taken from Greek legend first become common
;

we have representations of Pelops, Atlas and Prometheus, Cadmos, and other

legends characteristic of archaic art.

The favourite form of the kylix
* shows a great advance or development of

what was destined to be the most popular and beautiful product of Greek

pottery. It obviously owes much to contemporary metal vases. The thinness

of the clay, the lustrous black varnish on the stem, the palmettes on either

side of the handles, and the favourite ornaments of lotos and pomegranate-

buds, recall vases of metal where the palmettes would be made in relief and

would serve for the attachment of the handles.f The firmly-incised lines of the

drawing are also characteristic of metal work.

The designs are painted in black on a light ground covered with a

slip varying in tint from deep buff to the palest cream-colour, purple accessories

being employed for details of drapery, etc. The drawing is as a rule spirited,

and can hardly be dated later than the first half of the sixth century B.C.

Literature: Puchstein, in Arch. Zeit. 1881, p. 215 ff.
; Milchhoefer, ^«/a»/^^ der Knnst,

p. 171 ; Loeschcke, Dorpat. Progr. 1879, P- ^^ fif.
;
Dumont and Chaplain, p. 293 ff.

; Rayet
and Collignon, p. 80 ff.

; Baumeister, Denkmaeler, p. 1958 ;
and above all Studniczka, Kyrene

(1890).

* We do not include in this class the hydria B 58 which, though long considered to be

Cyrenaic, can hardly be other than an imitation of that style, comparable in several aspects to the Caeretan

hydriae (p. 35).

t A fringe {idvaa.vos') of silver pomegranates may be seen attached to a Phoenician girdle from Cyprus

in the Gold Ornament Room.
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CORINTHIAN STYLE (B 8-41).

There are three periods of archaic Corinthian pottery. They arc known
as Protocorinthian, Oriental, and Late, or black-figured, Corinthian. It is

almost entirely with the last-named that we have to deal
;
and if among

these we find specimens which yet retain the older. Oriental, class of subjects,

viz., figures of animals, to the exclusion of human and mythological beings,
these are exceptions. As instances we may refer to B 9-14, B 18, and B 22.

On the Corinthian vases with which we are now concerned subjects
drawn from mythology or from daily life continue to gain ground ; animals,
whether in groups or friezes, are gradually relegated to subordinate positions,
and the rosettes and other ornaments which completely filled every available

space in the earlier vases, slowly disappear. The vases B 15-17, 20-35 are

apparently of a transitional epoch, some bearing traces of the older Oriental

influence, others being of more advanced type, while human figures and even

mythological subjects (Perseus, Hermes, Heracles and Nessos) are of frequent
occurrence.

A new impetus had been given to Corinthian pottery by painters like

Timonidas and Chares, as we see from the Corinthian pinakes in the Berlin

Museum (Nos. 347-955). Inscriptions fix the date of that impetus between

650-550 B.C. The chief characteristic is the introduction of a white pigment,

applied directly to the ground, and used for the nude parts of women, as

also for dogs, horses, etc., the outlines being frequently rendered in black.

This phase of the art is represented by the six vases, B 36-41.
Vases of this class are frequently inscribed

;
indeed it is largely to them

that we are indebted for our knowledge of the Corinthian alphabet. Not

only are the personages in mythological scenes carefully designated, but

even in such scenes as the boar-hunt (B 37), banquets, combats, etc., the

figures are inscribed with names, some of which, like Charon (B 40) and Dion,
occur more than once. Apparently the vase-painter adopted names in common
use at Corinth, in order to lend more interest to a scene of every-day life.

On these vases, where subjects consisting of animals or monsters such

as the Sphinx have been retained from the older Oriental style, these are most

commonly grouped heraldically. The next step was the introduction of

single mythological figures, such as Perseus (B 16), or Hermes (B 32). The

lekythos B 30 (Plate I.) is interesting as having been actually found at Corinth
;

and though partly indebted to the Oriental style, as the rosettes and leaves

scattered over the field indicate, the principal subject, Nessos carrying off

Deianeira, with Heracles pursuing, is of definite mythological import
While mythological subjects become more common, scenes from daily

life on the whole find most favour, especially in such scenes as the de-

parture of warriors {Berlin Cat. 1655, where the figures are given mythological
names to add to the interest of the design), banqueting-scenes (B 41), hunting-
scenes (B 37), and burlesque dances of nude male and female figures (the

D
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former being the Corinthian substitutes for the Ionic Satyr ;
cf B t^6 and

Berlin Cat. 1662). Another favourite subject is a youth walking by the further

side of, or riding, a horse, with a bird flying above him, as in B 8 and B 15.

The most common shapes are, first, the oinochoe, pinax, alabastron, and

aryballos ;
the three latter, however, soon disappear, though in the first stage

they were the most popular of all
; next, the skyphos, amphora (generally

rather small), and lekythos, with short neck and oval-shaped body. Later on

we find the amphora, oinochoe, and above all the large kelebe, as in numerous

imitations of the style.

The necks of amphorae (except where the design is on a panel) are generally

occupied with an alternating pattern of palmettes and lotos-flowers (B 16,

B 17, etc.) ;
otherwise with rosettes formed of white dots round a purple

centre, painted on the black varnish, as B 20, B 36, with maeander round the

lip. Other favourite ornaments, especially in the group B 36-41, are the

tongue-pattern, and a system of dots with connecting lines forming network

(as B 19). The former is at first merely painted in black
;
afterwards it is

usually polychrome, as in B 38. These two kinds of ornament are mostly found

on the shoulder as a border above the design. Characteristic of Corinthian

vases, particularly the lekythi, is a moulded ring round the bottom of the neck,

painted in purple, as in B 30 and B 40,

Literature : Dumont and Chaplain, p. 231 ff.
; Rayet and Collignon, p. 55 ff.

; Baumeister,

p. 1959 ff.
;

Loeschcke in A7in. dclP Inst. 1878, p. 301 ft"; Wilisch, Altkorinthische TJion-

indiistrie, p. 35 ff".

IMITATIONS OF THE CORINTHIAN STYLE (B 42-53).

We have here to consider two separate groups of vases, the one consisting
of four specimens (B 42-45), the other of eight (B 46-53). Of the former group,
three of the vases are craters (or rather kelebae) and have subjects painted on

a white ground, with accessories of purple. So far as shape and secondary
ornamentation are concerned, these vases might be regarded as true Corinthian.

But the use of a white ground is a serious objection, because that appears to be

unknown at Corinth after 600 B.C. Nor is the style of drawing exactly that of

the Corinthian kelebae. The Satyrs in B 42 are of the Corinthian type,

i.e. with ordinary human forms (cf also B 44), and the arming of the warriors

in B 42, with helmet, shield, and spear, and nude bodies, is another Corinthian

characteristic, cf B 24-5, B 40. The practice of painting faces purple is

Corinthian (cf B 42 with B 30). But in its technical aspects the vase

B 42 seems to point in another direction, namely to Naucratis
;
the crested

birds (B 43) and Sirens (B 44) may be compared with the Naucratis lebes

B loi
; again, the manner in which the under-chiton of Dionysos is represented

on B 42 recalls a Corinthian fragment found at Naucratis (B 10209). Moreover
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rraf:^ments of kclcbae have been found at Naucratis with designs on the tops of

the handles, h'ke those of B 45, (of B 10221). The fact, however, that the vase

B 42 was found at Nola is unfavourable to this attribution
;
and since the

representation of Hephaestos' return, as seen on the obverse of B 42, was

mainly an Attic idea (cf Pans. i. 20, 3, and the Frangois vase), it would seem
that the Corinthian style in this case must have been imitated, if at all, by
an Athenian artist. This particular subject does indeed occur on a Caeretan

hydria {Vienna Cat. 21 8), but not in its Attic form as here.

The fourth vase of this group we are now considering has the usual red

ground, and is of Athenian technique, though the shape and secondary
ornamentation are Corinthian. And thus it would seem to be an open ques-
tion whether these are Attic imitations of the Corinthian style, or Corinthian

vases manufactured under Athenian influence (see below, and Dumont and

Chaplain, p. 254, note 4).

The second group, B 46-53, consists of vases apparently of Athenian

manufacture, with the usual red-ground technique. B 46 may be compared with

the late or imitative Corinthian kelebe representing the banquet of Eurytos
and Heracles, Aloji. deir Inst. vi. 32. The next two, B 47-8, have been fully
discussed by Holwerda in the Jahrbiich for 1890, p. 237 ff. Though they are

not actually similar in technique, there seems good reason for accepting his view
that they are both Attic imitations. The shape is that of the so-called Tyr-
rhenian amphorae. B 48 bears inscriptions in early Attic characters, mostly

unintelligible ;
friezes of animals are common on both. The Berlin vase with

the birth of Athene (Cat. 1704) appears to belong to this class. B 49 is a

vase with no special characteristics, but probably Attic. The next four are

forerunners of the Corintho-Attic or 'affected' style as illustrated in B 148-153,
and later in the vases of Amasis and Exekias

;
also in a bronze cuirass found

at Olympia (Murray, Handbook of Greek Archaeology, p. 122). While free from
the mannerisms and stiff drawing of the later vases, they show the characteristic

late Corinthian rosette of white dots with purple centre. B 53 has the typical

shape of the Corinthian olpe. Compare, for this group, Loeschcke in Arch. Zcit.

1876, p. 108 fif.

It has already been said that the Corinthian style, while it exercised so

strong an influence on the early Athenian vase-painters, was at the same time
itself indebted to Athens to some extent for its further development. For

example, we find that particular shapes of vases which had been common in

the old Athenian Geometrical style, now reappear in the Corinthian, more

especially in the amphorae and oinochoae which are covered with a black

glaze and have a small panel for the design, as B 19, B 23-4, and perhaps
also B 44. Cf Furtwaengler in Athen. Mittheil. vi. (1881), p. no.

It was moreover at the time of contact with Athens that the practice grew
up of distinguishing female figures by means of white pigment, and Pliny may
therefore be right in saying that the innovation of Eumaros {mareni a feniina

discernere) came from Athens (^V. //. xxxv. 56). On this question, and on the

D 2
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subject of painting in connection with archaic pottery, see Studniczka in

Jahrbuch ii. (1887), p. 135 ff., and Smith, Diet. A?it.\ Art. Pictnra.

IONIC OR ASIATIC STYLE (B 54-57).

The four vases included under this title, together with a number of specimens
in other collections, which previously had been thought to be Etruscan, Duemmler

{Roiuische Alitthcihuigen, 1887, p. 171 ff.) regards as having been manufactured

in Asia Minor, though not necessarily in the Ionian colonies. Three of them
are oinochoae of Rhodian shape (for the cross-piece at the end

of the handle, B 54, and the incised eyes on the lip, B 55,

see Rayet and Collignon; p. 49 ;
and for the traces of Corinthian

influence, see Duemmler loc. cit.). The fourth, an amphora, is

of the class formerly known as Tyrrhenian, with oval-shaped

body and several bands of design. On B 54 occurs the

characteristic pattern of maeander alternating with stars

(cf. Baumeister, p. 1968), which also occurs on the Clazo-

menae sarcophagus, Man. deW List. xi. 54. The designs

Fig. 39. RHODIAN are rudely drawn
;
accessories of purple and white are freely

iNOCHOE.
used

;
the chief scene is placed on the shoulder. On the

neck is commonly a heraldic group of animals, or one animal, such as a

panther, with both sides shown together, to give the idea of perspective (see

Duemmler, /. c. p. 172, and Murray in /. H. S. ii. p. 318 ff).

On some of these vases are represented barbarians of Scythian, not Asiatic

type, which causes Duemmler to think that the vases come from Pontus
;
thence

they would be conveyed to Italy through the agency of Phocaea or Kyme. See

also Baumeister, p. 1968, Dumont and Chaplain, p. 272, and Arch. Anzeiger,

1889, p. 51.

' CAERETAN ' HYDRIAE (B 58-59).

The ' Caeretan
'

hydriae, so called from the fact that almost all of them

have been found at Caere (Cervetri), in Etruria, form in many respects
the most remarkable group of all the early black-figured vases. They show

Ionic, Rhodian, and Egyptian influence, and have many points in common
with those remarkable examples of early Ionic art, the painted sarcophagi
from Clazomenae. Brunn, Arndt, and formerly Helbig, have regarded
these vases as Etruscan imitations of Corinthian art, but they have little

or nothing in common with the Corinthian style, and were, as we shall see,

themselves the subject of imitation in the undoubtedly Etruscan vases of the
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class to be next discussed {B 60-74). The most natural explanation seems to

be Duemmler's, that they are the product of Asiatic Greeks, most probably the

Phocaeans, who would have introduced Egyptian characteristics from their

association with Naucratis, and who would have imported the fabric into Italy.

Of this style of pottery B 59 is a fairly typical example. B 58 is, however,

not quite in the same style, still its peculiarities of ornamentation are sufficient

to justify its being included in this class. It is in technique an imitation of

the Cyrenaic vases, but the shape is ugly, and the designs awkwardly arranged,

while the drawing, as in the Sphinxes and Gorgoneion, is very rude.

The exaggerated tongue-pattern on the lip, shoulder, and foot, is exactly

characteristic of the Caeretan hydriae. Instances of a connection with the

Cyrenaic group are seen on vases from Asia Minor on the one hand, while on

the other hand the Etruscans must have been familiar with the Cyrenaic ware
;

moreover they have left us striking evidence of their skill in painting on terra-

cotta, in the panels from Caere in the Etruscan Saloon.

See Helbig in Ann. deW Inst. 1863, p. 210 ff., and Bull. delP Inst. 1883, p. 4 ; Brunn,

Probleme, p. 28 ff. ; Arndt, Studien, p. 1 1
; Dumont, Cer. Grccgues, p. 264 ff.

; Duemmler, Rbni.

Mittheil. 1888, p. 165 ff.
;
E. A. Gardner in /. 77. .5". x. p. 131 ;

Bull, de Corr. Hell. 1892,

p. 240 ff.
;
and Baumeister, p. 1969.

ETRUSCAN IMITATIONS (B 60-74).

Without going so far as Brunn and Arndt, it is possible to attribute a

fair number of vases to an Etruscan origin. In this group the favourite subjects

are Pegasos (generally between two youths), and Dionysiac scenes (with Satyrs

of Ionic type) ;
other mythological subjects are rare (see the Gigantomachia of

B 62). With regard to secondary ornamentation, the tongue-pattern, so common
on the Caeretan hydriae, is almost unknown

; ivy-leaves and sprigs shooting up
from the ground, and maeander and chevron patterns are very common. A
fondness for white accessories is noticeable

;
and a special peculiarity of the

group is the emphasizing of the lines on the backs and legs of animals,

eg. on the Pegasos, B 62 and B 65. The hair is generally wavy and

floating behind
;
the faces are rudely drawn, with receding foreheads. B 60-

61 are direct imitations of the Caeretan hydriae ;
B 64 is a remarkable

amphora, with the characteristic Caeretan band of large palmettes and lotos-

flowers round the body ;
the drawing of the figures resembles that of the later

Panathenaic amphorae, and the lines of the drapery are freely rendered. B 65

and 73-4 are typical examples of this group ;
the rest are extremely rude, and

probably late.

These vases are of the type discussed by Duemmler in Rdin. MittJieil.

1888, p. 174 ff., and several designs are there repeated (cf B 62 with fig. 3 on

plate facing p. 1 80, and B ^^ with fig. 9 ibid).
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CHALCIDIAN (?) STYLE (B 75-76).

The two vases included under this heading bear inscriptions in the

Chalcidian alphabet and like most of the existing vases so inscribed belong
to a particular fabric. It is open to question, however, whether this particular

fabric was of a purely Chalcidian origin, as at one time was supposed, there

being vases of this fabric which have inscriptions other than Clialcidian, and

on the other hand vases with Chalcidian inscriptions which are not of this

fabric. For instance the vase B 155, which Klein {Enphronios^, p. 65 fif.)

ranks as Chalcidian, is of the fully-developed black-figured style, though it

is closely connected with a series of amphorae (cf the vase in Gerhard, A. V.

105-6), mostly bearing inscriptions, and with characteristic ornaments of

palmettes and lotos-buds.

A more descriptive term would be ' metallic style,' which would include all

the vases with Chalcidian inscriptions, and others which in shape and ornament

give evidence of imitation from metal work. As instances may be cited : B 51,

in the Corintho-Attic manner
;
B 382 and the Rhodian kylikes B 379-381, which

have the typical lotos-bud ornament, and are of metallic shape, with a spike

beneath the bowl in imitation of the nail which fastened bowl and stem in a

vase of metal. To these vases of metallic appearance may be added B 155

above mentioned. Though the shape is not metallic, the inscriptions are

Chalcidian, and there are two other points of resemblance with the vase in

Gerhard, A. V. 105-6: firstly, Geryon is represented as winged ; secondly, one

face is turned to the front, a characteristic of all vases of this class. We may
also include B 154, which in style resembles a vase in Mon. deW Inst. i. 51,

wilh Chalcidian inscriptions, but is probably of early Athenian manufacture.

Both these vases, B 75 and B 76, bear remarkable evidences of imitation of

metal
;

the shape of the second is singular, and according to Loeschcke

Arch. Zcit. 1881, p. 39, n. 31, is the old Attic form of the hydria (cf. also

Vienna Cat. 220).

[For the literature of the subject, cf. Klein, /. c.
; Studniczka in Jahrbiuh, i. (1886),

p. 87 ff.
;
C. Smith, in /. //. S. v. p. 220 ff.]

MISCELLANEOUS EARLY FABRICS.

I. Boeotian (B 77-7^).

Besides the aryballos of Gamedes (A 189*), the Museum possesses two

interesting examples of Boeotian pottery. They are skyphi with small ring-

shaped handles and large deep bodies, and were found on the site of the

temple of the Cabiri at Thebes. A series of similar vases from the same site

has been published in the AthcniscJic Mittheiliingen, 1888, pis. ix.-xii., and
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discussed by Winnefeld, pp. 415 ff.
;
also by Otto Kern in Hermes, 1890,

p. I ff. According to the former, there is a connection between the cult of the

Cabiri and the subjects of these vase-paintings. The worship of the Cabiri at

Thebes was due to Orphic influences emanating from Athens about 500 B.C.,

which mingled with an earlier local cult of Dionysos, and introduced the

Oriental Cabiric myth which had become part of the Orphic theogony. Hence

the mixed burlesque and serious character of the Orphic mysteries was trans-

mitted to the Cabiric religion, and found vent in their art-representations (cf. C.

Smith, in /. H. S. xi.'p. 346). These vases, though rude in style, appear to

date from the fifth century B.C., and probably, like the Panathenaic amphorae,
retained the older technique from ceremonial motives.

2. Early Attic Vases (B 79-82).

A group of three vases and part of a pinax, with designs rudely drawn

and painted in plain black on a (with one exception) red ground. B 79 gives

an Athenian Dionysiac myth, B 80 was found at Athens, and is interesting from

its representation of the Athenian games, B 81 was also found at Athens, and

B 82 is probably Athenian, from its white-ground technique, though found in

the island of Melos.

3. Vases from the Troad (B 83-95).

A series of small skyphi and phialae, with an oinochoe and a pinax, most

of which were found in the Troad. The designs consist mainly of figures of

animals rudely painted in black on a red ground ; they recall to a certain

extent the early Rhodian vases, and the shapes, too, are Rhodian. Cf. for

earlier vases a skyphos from Cameiros, A 145, and for later vases of Rhodian

style from the Troad, B 683-5.

4. Two Roof-Tiles from Carpathos (B 96-97).

On the subject of roof- tiles see Boetticher, Tektonik, i. p. 251, Studniczka in

Jahrbnch, ii. (1887), p. 69, Rayet and Collignon, p. 389. These are different in

shape from the later ones B 597-8, which are of cylindrical, not as these, of

conical form. Though rude in design, the ornamentation seems to be rather

late.

5. Pinax from Cyprus, B 98.

Of Naucratite style, see /. H. S. xi. p. 41. Mr. J. A. R. Munro regards it

as an attempt of a native potter to combine the features of Naucratite and

ordinary black-figured ware.

6. Fragment from Mytilene, B 99.

Also of Naucratite style ;
cf. B 10311, and the Daphnae vase B 121. This

fragment seems to illustrate the close connection between these Egyptian
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CHALCIDIAN (?) STYLE {B 75-76).

The two vases included under this heading bear inscriptions in the

Chalcidian alphabet and like most of the existing vases so inscribed belong
to a particular fabric. It is open to question, however, whether this particular

fabric was of a purely Chalcidian origin, as at one time was supposed, there

being vases of this fabric which have inscriptions other than Chalcidian, and

on the other hand vases v\ ith Chalcidian inscriptions which are not of this

fabric. For instance the vase B 155, which Klein {Euphronios^, p. 65 ff.)

ranks as Chalcidian, is of the fully-developed black-figured style, though it

is closely connected with a series of amphorae (cf. the vase in Gerhard, A. V.

105-6), mostly bearing inscriptions, and with characteristic ornaments of

palmettes and lotos-buds.

A more descriptive term would be ' metallic style,' which would include all

the vases with Chalcidian inscriptions, and others which in shape and ornament

give evidence of imitation from metal work. As instances may be cited : B 51,

in the Corintho-Attic manner
;
B 382 and the Rhodian kylikes B 379-381, which

have the typical lotos-bud ornament, and are of metallic shape, with a spike
beneath the bowl in imitation of the nail which fastened bowl and stem in a

vase of metal. To these vases of metallic appearance may be added B 155

above mentioned. Though the shape is not metallic, the inscriptions are

Chalcidian, and there are two other points of resemblance with the vase in

Gerhard, A. V. 105-6: firstly, Geryon is represented as winged ; secondly, one

face is turned to the front, a characteristic of all vases of this class. We may
also include B 154, which in style resembles a vase in 3Ion. dell Inst. i. 51,

with Chalcidian inscriptions, but is probably of early Athenian manufacture.

Both these vases, B 75 and B 'j6, bear remarkable evidences of imitation of

metal
;

the shape of the second is singular, and according to Loeschcke

ArcJi. Zcit. 1881, p. 39, n. 31, is the old Attic form of the hydria (cf. also

Vienna Cat. 220).

[For the literature of the subject, cf. Klein, /. c.
; Studniczka in Jahrbuch, i. (1886),

p. 87 ff.
;
C. Smith, in /. H. S. v. p. 220

ff.]

MISCELLANEOUS EARLY FABRICS.

I. Boeotian (B 77-78).

Besides the aryballos of Gamedes (A 189*), the Museum possesses two

interesting examples of Boeotian pottery. They are skyphi with small ring-

shaped handles and large deep bodies, and were found on the site of the

temple of the Cabiri at Thebes. A series of similar vases from the same site

has been published in the AtheniscJie Mitthciliingen, 1888, pis. ix.-xii., and
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discussed by Winnefeld, pp. 415 ff.
;
also by Otto Kern in Hermes, 1890,

p. I ff. According to the former, there is a connection between the cult of the

Cabiri and the subjects of these vase-paintings. The worship of the Cabiri at

Thebes was due to Orphic influences emanating from Athens about 500 B.C.,

which mingled with an earlier local cult of Dionysos, and introduced the

Oriental Cabiric myth which had become part of the Orphic theogony. Hence

the mixed burlesque and serious character of the Orphic mysteries was trans-

mitted to the Cabiric religion, and found vent in their art-representations (cf C.

Smith, in /. H. S. xi. p. 346). These vases, though rude in style, appear to

date from the fifth century U.C, and probably, like the Panathenaic amphorae,
retained the older technique from ceremonial motives.

2. Early Attic Vases (B 79-82).

A group of three vases and part of a pinax, with designs rudely drawn

and painted in plain black on a (with one exception) red ground. B 79 gives

an Athenian Dionysiac myth, B 80 was found at Athens, and is interesting from

its representation of the Athenian games, B 81 was also found at Athens, and

B 82 is probably Athenian, from its white-ground technique, though found in

the island of Melos.

3. Vases from the Troad (B 83-95).

A series of small skyphi and phialae, with an oinochoe and a pinax, most

of which were found in the Troad. The designs consist mainly of figures of

animals rudely painted in black on a red ground ; the}' recall to a certain

extent the early Rhodian vases, and the shapes, too, are Rhodian. Cf for

earlier vases a skyphos from Cameiros, A 145, and for later vases of Rhodian

style from the Troad, B 683-5.

4. Two Roof-Tiles from Carpathos (B 96-97).

On the subject of roof-tiles see Boetticher, Tektonik, i. p. 251, Studniczka in

Jahrbfich, ii. (1887), p. 69, Rayet and Collignon, p. 389. These are different in

shape from the later ones B 597-8, which are of cylindrical, not as these, of

conical form. Though rude in design, the ornamentation seems to be rather

late.

5. Pinax from Cyprus, B 98.

Of Naucratite style, see /. H. S. xi. p. 41. Mr. J. A. R. Munro regards it

as an attempt of a native potter to combine the features of Naucratite and

ordinary black-figured ware.

6. Fragment from Mytilene, B 99.

Also of Naucratite style ;
cf B 10311, and the Daphnae vase B 121. This

fragment seems to illustrate the close connection between these Egyptian
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settlements and Asia Minor. Moreover, fragments of early pottery with Lesbian

inscriptions were found at Naucratis by Mr. E. A. Gardner {Naukratis, II. p. 47,

and /. H. S, x. p. 1 27).

VASES AND FRAGMENTS FROM NAUCRATIS (B 100-103).

The pottery found at Naucratis by Messrs. W. M. Flinders Petrie and

E. A. Gardner in the years 1884-6 was almost entirely of local manufacture, dating

from about 600-550 B.C. It is illustrated in this part of the Museum Collection

by some sixty-eight fragments with designs, but only two vases which are

anything like complete. In addition, four kylikes and fragments of five

other kylikes of Cyrenaic style were found at Naucratis. The subject of

Naucratite pottery has been discussed by Messrs. C. Smith and E. A. Gardner

in the third and sixth memoirs of the Egypt Exploration Fund (referred

to as Naukratis, I., II.), and to a less extent by M. Pottier in Les Cth-amiques

de la Grke propre, p. 308 ff.
;
on the inscriptions, see also G. Hirschfeld, in

R/icin. Mus. N. F. xlii. (1887), p. 209, and xliv. (1889), p. 461.

The greater part of the remains found in the first season (1884-5) was

obtained from the site of the temple of Apollo, and consists of vases dedicated

in that temple to the use of the god, and afterwards thrown iniofavissae (cf C.

Smith, Ice. fit., and Furtwaengler, Berli)i Cat. p. 47) ;
the earlier ones are incised

with inscriptions denoting dedication or possession. The excavations of 1885-6

were on the sites of the temples of Aphrodite and the Dioscuri, and similar

inscriptions occur on many of the fragments. The whole of the collec-

tion was presented by the Egypt Exploration Fund, which conducted the

excavations.

Naucratis was a settlement of Greeks, engaged in trade in Egypt. It is

situated to the west of the most westerly or Canopic mouth of the Nile, nearly

midway between Cairo and Alexandria. The date of its foundation has been a

subject of much controversy. It is known that the settlement owed much to

Amasis, King of Egypt (564-526 B.C.). According to the statement of Hero-

dotos (ii. 178), Amasis showed his friendship to the Greeks by giving to those

who came to Egypt, the city of Naucratis to live in {^tkeWt^v he 'yev6fi€vo<i 6

"Aaacri9 aXXa re e? 'EAXy'jvcov fieT€^6Tepou<i uTreBei^aro, koX Ztj kol rolcri ciiriKvev-

iikvoKTi e'f Kt'yv'rrTov eBcoKe ^avKpariv ttoXlv evoLKtjaai, k.t.X.). The question has

been discussed whether the words of Herodotos prove that Amasis was the first

to allow the Greeks to live at Naucratis, or whether it may be supposed that

Naucratis was already occupied by Greeks, especially by Greeks of Miletos, to

whom Strabo (p. 801) assigns the foundation of the city, c. 620 B.C. But the

words of Herodotos seem to imply that the city already existed
;
otherwise he

would have said that Amasis gave them the privilege of founding a city, which

they named Naucratis. If, however, Amasis introduced the Greeks to Nau-

cratis, no Plellenic remains can be older than 570 B.C. If an earlier settlement
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is assumed, it may have dated from the middle of the seventh century. It may
be added that Herodotos states that by permission of Amasis the Milesians

independently founded a temenos of Apollo (;;^&>/Di9
Se . . . eV eovrow

IhpvaavTo Te^evo<i . . . MiXyjcnot 'AttoXXwi^os'). Messrs. Petrie and Gardner

place the foundation of the city shortly after the middle of the seventh

century.
The series of fragments B 1021.39 belong to the first season's results,

B I03i.29 to the second, as do the two lebetes, B loo-ioi. They form a

transitional stage from the earlier local and Oriental styles to those of the

black-figured style proper, which is well represented in the series of fragments

B 600-601. The designs are for the most part in black on a rich buff or pale

drab ground, and accessories of white and purple are freely used
;
the technique

is not unlike that of the Daphnae fragments, which are contemporaneous.

The favourite shape is the lebes, or large bowl with flat rim, and the kelebe

also occurs, but as a rule the fragments are too small to allow of the

shapes being ascertained. Among the subjects, Sphinxes, Sirens, waterfowl

and other animals are very popular, mostly arranged in friezes or heraldic

groups. The only mythological subjects are an Amazonomachia (B 1022^)

and Odysseus passing the Sirens (B 10319) ;
B 102^3 is interesting as repre-

senting a negro.

VASES AND FRAGMENTS FROM DAPHNAE (B 104-129).

This interesting series of vases was discovered by Mr. Flinders Petrie

in 1886 on the site of the ancient Daphnae or Tahpanhes, now Tell Defenneh,

and has been discussed by him and Mr. Murray in the fourth memoir of the

Egypt Exploration Fund. In many ways these vases arouse even greater

interest than those of Naucratis
;
the majority are almost unique in type, and

probably of local manufacture.

Daphnae lies near the Pelusiac mouth of the Nile, on the opposite side of

the Delta to Naucratis, and was an old frontier fortress guarding the highway
into Syria. It is twice mentioned by Herodotos (ii. 107, Xeacoo-rpiv . . .

CTretre ijevero dvaKO/ji,t^6fievo<i ev Adcjivrjat rrjcn YlifKovalrjcri, rov dBe\(f)eov eoivrov

. . . eVl ^eivta avrov KoXecravTa . . . viroirprjaai, and in a very important

passage, ii. 30, eVt ^a/jL/xLTL-x^ov ^aacXioi; (f)v\aKal Karearaaav . . . ev Ad(f)vr}ai

rfjaL YlrfKovalrjcn . . . en Be eV ifiev . . . HepcraL 4>povpeov(n, . . . ev Ad(f)vr](ri).

From the latter passage we learn that a fort was founded here by Psammetichos I.,

and the excavations bear out this statement, as the earliest remains go back to

the twenty-sixth dynasty. The remains of pottery are sufficient to shew that

Daphnae was peopled by Greeks rather than Egyptians. Mr. I'etrie seeks

to identify it with the SrparoTreBa, the camps mentioned by Herodotos (ii. 154)

as garrisoned by Ionian and Carian troops ;
the garrison was removed by
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Amasis not later than 560 B.C., and the camp desolated. If such is the case,

the date he gives for the pottery (595-565 B.C.) may be accepted as fairly

certain, but the style of the fragments seems to indicate that they belong to a

slightly later period, viz., about 550 B.C.

The Daphnae pottery has little in common with that of Naucratis

although both have points of contact with other centres of vase manufacture

such as Rhodes and Athens. Where, however, any particular fabric is common
to both, the evidence of Naucratis confirms the date given above for the

Daphnae pottery. Egyptian influence made itself felt far more at Daphnae
than at Naucratis, both in the shapes and the subjects of the vases. The

only fabric that occurs in any quantity at both places is the so-called

Fikellura ware, but even this is far commoner here than at Naucratis. Most of

the other classes in this volume are unrepresented, e.g: there are no remains of

Corinthian or Cyrenaic ware
;
but there are some fragments of Attic vases

(B 1291.2,,).

Two important points may be here noted, to show that the inhabitants

of Daphnae were by no means unacquainted with older Greek pottery, (i.) On
the fragment B 1 15^ is the figure of a man holding a cup with two handles and a

tall stem, which recalls in a measure the shape of the Mycenaean kylikes.

(2.) The situla B 104 is decorated with patterns of squares and other devices

which are evidently imitated from the Geometrical style (cf., for instance, A ^6
in the British Museum) ;

the manner in which the body of the vase is covered

with a dark brown varnish with bands of buff glaze is also characteristic of that

style.

Further evidence of a local fabric is afforded by the remarkable shape of

the vases B 104-5, hitherto unknown, but plainly imitated from the Egyptian
bronze situlae

;
in B 1061.20 we have a series of fragments of similar vases, some

of which have designs of undoubted Egyptian origin, such as the combatants on

B 106, or the hawk on B 1062. There are two varieties of the situla shape, of

which the first usually has a design in a panel on either side of the neck,

below which is a pattern of lotos-flowers and fan-shaped half-rosettes, of

Egyptian type ;
the handles are small and ribbed. The other form of situla

marks the distinction between neck and body by a moulded ring with a

band of tongue-pattern below it
;
the designs are painted in panels on the body,

and single figures, such as Sirens or cocks, on the neck. The first shape
of situla may be called for convenience the Egyptian, the latter the Greek

situla. The technique in each case is different
;

in the one the designs
are laid on in black and purple on a white slip ;

in the other they are

painted in black on the ground of the clay, with a lavish use of purple and

white accessories.

A third shape is the stamnos (to adopt Mr. Petrie's nomenclature),* in

* This shape must be distinguished from that commonly known as the stamnos in the red-figured

style, which has a short neck and almost spherical body, with two side handles.
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which neck, shoulder, and body are sharply distinguished ;
the shape is some-

thing between an amphora and a hydria, with ribbed handles running straight

up from the edge of the shoulder. This is the characteristic shape of the

Fikellura vases (B 117-120), so named from their resemblance in style to the

Rhodian ware of that provenance. They are of more advanced style than the

Rhodian vases, and the drawing is generally good, while the ornaments, such as

the honeysuckle pattern on B 117, are quite those of the black-figured style.

The designs are painted in black or reddish-brown on the clay, which is

covered with a highly-polished buff glaze ;
the figures are frequently drawn in

outline. The favourite ornaments are the maeander, honeysuckle, and a band of

crescents between the shoulder and body.
This shape is imitated in some vases of the same technique as the Greek

situlae (B Il6, 121-3). Of other shapes the hydria alone is found (B 126-7),

except among the fragments of Athenian ware.

The subjects comprise several mythological designs of interest : Belle-

rophon and the Chimaera, Oedipus, Boreas and one of his sons, the hunt of the

Calydonian boar, Menclaos and Helena (?), Heracles and the Ncmean lion.

Besides the Egyptian designs mentioned above. Oriental influence is seen in

the winged figures of B 1063 and B 1252; also in the series B 1161.4, where a

nude female figure is represented on horseback (in one case, B 125.,, in a

chariot). Such figures are rare in early Greek art (on the subject, see JaJirbucJi,

1886, p. loi), and seem to be derived from the East (cf the legend of Ishtar

going down nude into Hades, Records of the Past, i. p. 141, and the Clazomenae

sarcophagus in the Brit. Mus.) ;
the saddle-cloths are of distinctly Oriental

type, as on the sarcophagus above-mentioned, and the Xanthos reliefs {Brit.

Miis. Cat. of Sculpture, 1892, No. ^6) ;
on the sarcophagus also the figures are

represented nude. On the Greek situlae two types of Satyr are found
;
on

B 108-9 they are of the Corinthian type, bearded figures dancing, cf B 42 and

B 44 ;
on B I II and B 113, of the Ionic type, with horses' hoofs, as on the

Clazomenae sarcophagus (see /. H. S. iv. p. 20).

This series of vases was also presented by the Egypt Exploration Fund.

ATTIC BLACK-FIGURED VASES (B 130-612).

The accession of the Peisistratidae to power in 566 B.C. gave a new impetus
to this, as to other branches of art in Athens This was the time when the

Corinthian ware began to exercise such a marked influence, and most of the

earlier Athenian vases bear the impress of that or of the
'

metallic
'

group in

their shape or method of decoration.

But a city like Athens could not long remain content with dependence
on an outside influence, and the peculiarly Attic black-figured style was soon

established on a firm basis.
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We observe two stages in its development, but as these stages seem to have

followed rapidly one on the other, it is not always easy to distinguish between

them. To the earlier class, which must be placed about 550 B.C., may belong
most of the amphorae with designs in panels, and those kylikes which have

off- set lips, and bowls not perfectly convex; to the later the hydriae, the

amphorae with red bodies, the kylikes decorated with eyes (with shallow bowls,

the lip not set off), and most of the oinochoae and lekythi.

The treatment of drapery may be regarded as a fair indication of date.

The chiton is at first straight with rigid stripes of purple on black
;
then

patterns are incised or painted in white on the black ground ;
the waist is

very small and bound tightly with a broad girdle in the earlier figures, as for

example the Athene on B 130. By degrees the lines which indicate the folds

of the skirt take an oblique direction, as if to indicate motion, while more

noticeable is the himation which female figures adopted later on to wear over

the chiton in long points or pteryges, which the vase-painters liked to render

with effect. On the red amphorae the chiton is most frequently covered by this

upper shawl or himation with its oblique flowing lines. The exceptions where

the chiton preserves the narrow waist and rigid upright skirt (as frequently on

the panel amphorae) seem to show how nearly contemporary both methods of

drawing must have been. The hydriae, which strictly belong to the class of

vases with designs in panels, appear "to extend all through the Attic black-

figured style, presenting as they do a wide variety of treatment, from rigid

severity to comparative freedom of drawing.

Generally speaking, purple is commoner in the earlier vases, white

in the later. White is used invariably for the nude parts of female figures,

and in the later vases for the hair of old men, and the long chiton of

charioteers. The eyes of men are large and round, those of women oval and

small. There is a tendency, as always in archaic art, to give human figures

tapering extremities; this is especially noticeable in the 'affected' style.

There is no attempt at perspective, and landscape is only indicated in a purely

conventional manner.

In the amphorae with red bodies there is as a rule a marked advance in the

drawing, and especially in the composition, over the panel amphorae. A
beautiful example is B 208 (see Fig. 19, p. 9), with the representation of a

Gigantomachia. But the panel amphorae are by no means all of one distinct

period. It will be sufficient to compare the smaller specimens in the upper

part of case G (B 155, 163, 175, 205) with the larger amphorae in the same case

(B 158, 159, 161, 195, 198, 199), to see that in the latter the advance towards

artistic freedom has been very considerable, though it may be questioned
whether the vases have as a whole gained in beauty thereby.

In this period, as observed above, ornaments become practically stereotyped.

On the neck of an amphora is a pattern of lotos and palmettes, on the shoulder

above the design, a tongue-pattern (or if the design is in a panel, lotos-buds) ;

below, when the design is not in a panel, maeander, lotos-buds, and rays pointing
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upwards from the foot, and under the handles a pattern of two large

palmettes and two large lotos-flowers, with tendrils. For a red-bodied

amphora we have as a rule a broad flat handle with three vertical ribs. For
an amphora with panels most frequently the handles are round and plain,

except in the larger examples (B 193-205), in which they are broad and flat,

with a wide groove. On the hydriae the tongue-pattern again appears ;
the

panel on the body is generally bordered with palmettes, ivy, network, or other

patterns, and sometimes also has a frieze with designs below. The same
decoration is generally applied to oinochoae

;
on the lekythos, decoration is

confined to a pattern of lotos-buds on the shoulder, and a band of some
ornament immediately below.

An interesting feature is the development of the kylix, the older form

of which, with off-set lip, was derived from a Rhodian and Corinthian type,
This earlier form, having a deep bowl, is decorated externally with a frieze,

only one band, however, being utilised. Later the band for the design
on the lip was left almost entirely in the colour of the clay, and decorated

with small groups or single figures, or merely with an ornamental design, while

on the lower band was inscribed the name of the artist, or some such phrase as

X<^^P^ K^oX '^^^t, ev. The artists whose names appear on this group of kylikes are

known as 'minor painters.' The artists Exekias and Nicosthenes are con-

sidered to have introduced the kylikes decorated with eyes ;
these are shallower,

and the bowl is convex, without off-set lip. Gradually the field for decoration

was widened, and the whole space under the handles utilised. The interior

was not at first decorated, or if so, only with a small medallion
; occasionally

in the later vases the whole of the inside is painted, but a more usual

practice is to paint a Gorgoneion in a medallion. This, according to Klein

{Eiiphronios^, p. 31 ff), suggested the technique of the red-figured style, as

the whole of the interior was covered with the black varnish except the

fleshy parts of the Gorgoneion.
The artists whose signatures are found on black-figured vases have been

enumerated above, p. 7. The most remarkable among them is perhaps
Nicosthenes (see Loeschcke in Arch. Zcit. 1881, p. 33 ff., and von Rohden in

Baumeister's Dcnktnaeler, p. 1983 ;
also Wiener Vorlegebldtter, 1 890-1, pis. i-vi).

It is indeed by no means certain that he was an Athenian, and an attempt has

been made to connect him with Naucratis (C. Smith in Naukratis, I. p. 52),

where a fragment signed by him was found. Wherever his home fliay have

been, he was at least a painter of some originality, as the style of his

amphorae (B 295-7) shows, and he is supposed, not without reason, to have

introduced the white-ground rnethod into Athens (see below). Together with

Andokides, Epictetos, and others, he illustrates the transition from the black-

to the red-figured style.

Closely connected with artists' signatures are the inscriptions consisting of

a male or female name with Ka\6<^ or KoXr]. These have for long been a

subject of discussion, but the most generally accepted theory now is that
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they in many cases refer to certain popular characters of the day, and this

theory is borne out by the occurrence of such well-known names as Hipparchos,

Miltiades, and Alcibiades. At the same time the frequent recurrence of the

legendary name of Mefivcov Kak6<i reminds us of the line of the Odyssey (xi. 522)

where Memnon is cited as a type of the highest beauty, and suggests that the

idea of personal beauty was generally associated with these names. This

question, however, is more appropriately dealt with under the red-figured style.

The works of Klein and Wernicke, and the article of Studniczka in the

JahrbiicJi of 1887 contain all the information on the subject.

A peculiarly Athenian class of vases is formed by the Panathenaic

amphorae, which fall into two groups, the genuinely archaic (B 130-146),

and the archaistic (B 602-612). These vases contained the olive-oil which

was the prize of the victors in some of the Panathenaic games. Cf

Simonides, Frag. 152, 3, Schol. in Ar. Niib. 1005, and Pindar, Nein. x. 35 : ^a/a

8e KavOeicra TTvpl Kapiro^ e\aia<i e/jioKev "Hpa? rov evdvopa \aov iv dyyecov

epKeaiv 7ra/u,7rotKL\oi<i. These vases were carried away by the victors to their

respective homes, and have been found in many different places, though most

come from Italy. The later examples in the Museum are chiefly from the

Cyrenaica.
The design on the obverse is always the same, Athene in her attitude

of Promachos, striding forward, and brandishing a lance in her

S y ricrht hand while her left arm bears a shield with some device ;

nLjn\ the nude parts are invariably painted white. On the earlier

1/
\1[

vases she stands to left, on the later frequently to right (e.g.

/- -\ B 607-611); her figure is at first squat, but later on becomes

if I
taller and thinner, to excess. On either side of her are columns

I I surmounted usually by cocks, later by Nike, Triptolemos, and

\ / other figures ;
the inscriptions are written down the side of

V '

/ these columns, at first with letters at right angles to the columns,
\ / afterwards with letters one above the other, parallel to the

^^^ column.

F!g. 40. LATE On the reverse are represented various contests, such as

PANATHENAIC
cliariot-raccs, foot-races, the pentathlon, boxing, and musical

AMPHORA.
_

' ' ^ ' fc>'

competitions.

The earliest of these vases is B 130, but it cannot be older than 566 B.C.,

when the Panathenaic games were re-instituted. According to Roberts {Greek

Epigraphy, i. p. 100), the form for @, which occurs on this vase, is not

older than 510 B.C. The style is certainly more archaic than in any of the

others.

The majority of the later vases of the class can be dated, owing to the

practice of inscribing them wdth the name of the archon of the current }ear ;

nine such instances are known, of which six are in the British Museum. The

dates of our series range from the archonship of Polyzelos in 367 B.C. to that

of Euthycritos in 328 B.C.
;
but one of 313 B.C. has also been found. On the
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obverse, the composition of the older vases is to a p,reat extent preserved,

presumably from ceremonial motives
;
the drawing is always archaistic in style,

but the differences mentioned above are sufficient to indicate the later date. The

designs on the reverse are the same in character as before (chariot- and foot-

races, boxing contests, etc.), but the drawing is clearly that of the fourth

century. The technique on both sides is that of the black-figured style, but

whereas buff is frequently used as an additional accessory on the obverse, the

designs on the reverse are as a rule merely painted in black, with incised lines.

On the subject of Panathenaic amphorae, see De Witte in Ann. deW Inst. 1877, p. 294 ff.,

and 1878, p. 276 ff., (twenty-one plates in Mon. dcW Inst. x. 47, 48) ; Rayct and Collignon,

p. 129 ff. ; Jahn, Vascns. zit Miinchcn, p. ci
; Stephani, Coinpte-Rendii, 1876, p. 9 ff.

; Schomann,
Grit'ch. A Itert. ii. p. 446 ff. ; Boeckh, Staatshaush. i. 61, 106, 3C0.

VASES WITH BLACK FIGURES ON A WHITE GROUND
(B 613-681).

This interesting group of vases belongs for the most part to the later

black-figured style ;
in fact several of them (B 66"}^, 66%, 673-4) may be dated

considerably later, the technique being that of the polychrome lekythi
of the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. In the majority, however, the style is

that of the vases with red ground, with the exception that white accessories

are avoided, that colour having been used for the slip on which the designs
are painted.

Of signed vases in this style the Museum possesses two, an oinochoe

(B 631) by Charinos, and an alabastron {B 668) by Pasiades,

For vases with black figures on a white ground, see Loeschcke in Arch. Zeit. i88r, p. 33 ft".

VASES WITH OPAQUE DESIGNS ON BLACK GROUND
(B 682-700).

This series of vases is important as forming a link between the black- and

red-figured styles. Similar vases are indeed found, which cannot be earlier

than the fifth century, and can only be classed with the red-figured style (cf

Furtwaengler, Berlin Cat. 4029). But the group here discussed, though in some

respects resembling the later technique, is for the most part earlier in character.

Such designs as those of B 687, B 693, are altogether characteristic of black-

figured vases
;
B 692 and B 694 on the other hand are more like the later

style.

In all cases the vase is covered throughout with black varnish, and the

designs are applied in a slip or engobe, sometimes of white, sometimes of red

or buff, on the black ground. Hence the technique is more like that of the

black-figured style, though the appearance of the vases is that of the red-
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figured. Purple and red accessories are employed, and occasionally also black
;

incised lines are fairly common.
The first four phialae, B 682-5, form a class by themselves, and may be

compared with a series of fragments found on the Acropolis of Athens in 1886,

also with Nmikratis, I. pi. v, i. As the fragments from the Acropolis are

earlier than the Persian war, these phialae must also be older than that date.

B 683-5 were found in the Troad, and may be compared with earlier Rhodian

phialae from that source in the Museum
;
the ornamentation is the same, but

in the earlier ones the designs are painted in black on a pale red ground.
The technique of these vases reappears in the late Apulian style of the

third century B.C., of which numerous examples are known, painted with a white

slip on a black ground.

For vases of this style, see Six, in Gaz. Arch. 1888, pp. 193-210, 281-294.
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B 1.

CATALOGUE.

CYRENAIC STYLE (see p. 32).

KYLIX. Old No. 686. Ht. 4| in. Diam. 7 in. Arch. Zcit. 1881, pi. 13, 2, p. 217;

Dumont and Chaplain, p. 298 ; Sikes, Nike of Archcrmos, p. 10. Designs in black on buff

ground, with incised lines and purple accessories. Shape Fig. I.

Interior : A nude male figure on horseback to r. with a floral ornament

on his head, as on other vases of this style (of. Arch. Zeit., 188 1, pi, 13, 3, 6,

and p. 232). He has long hair, and holds a goad in r. hand and reins in 1.

Behind him is a winged female figure (somewhat resembling those on the

Naucratis kylix, B 4), flying towards him, with long hair, short fringed chiton,

and a wreath in either hand
;
the wings start from the breast. On the horse's

neck is perched a water-bird, and in front is an eagle flying to 1.
;
between the

horse's legs are three water-fowl of varying size, and in the exergue is a

pattern of lotos-flowers.

[A similar representation in Arch. Zeit. 1881, pi. 13, 3. This scene may represent Nik^

crowning a victor in a horse-race, though it would thus be an early instance of a winged

representation of the goddess ;
a similar figure is seen crowning Europa on the bull, in Jahn,

Die EHtfiihrung der Europa, pi. \a (on a Caeretan hydria, see Duemmler in Rom. Mittheil. iii.

(1888), p. 167): cf. also the Daphnae fragment, B 1063, and Micali, Sioria, pi. 87, 3; for

another view, see Loeschcke m Jahrbuch, ii. (1887}, p. 277, n. 5.]

Exterior : On either side of the handles are horizontal palmettes ; below,

pomegranates, tongue-pattern and rays.

B 2. KYLIX Old No. 686*. Ht. 4 in. Diam. 5y'\j in. S. Maria di Capua, 1847. Millingen

Coll. Bull. Arch. Nap. i. pi. xi. fig. 8, p. 190; Bontier Stiidien, p. 250; Arch. Zeit. 1881,

p. 218
;
Dumont and Chaplain, p. 30 r. Colours as last.

Interior : Between two horses, with recurved wings, rearing against one

another, is a half-kneeling figure to r. looking to 1., with long hair, and short

fringed chiton, holding the horses by their bridles. The scene probably

represents Pelops with the horses given him by Poseidon for his race with

Oinomaos (cf. Find. 01. i. 88, and Paus. v. 17, 7 : of a similar type is the Rhesos

in B 234-5).

Exterior : Palmettes round the ends of the handles, rudely painted in

black.

E
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B 3. KYLIX. Ht. 4f in. Diam. 7 in. 1854. Arch. Zeit. 1881, pi. 13, i
; Murray, Hand-

book of Gk. Archaeol. p. 70 ; Daremberg and Saglio, i. p. 1555 ;
Dumont and Chaplain, p. 299.

Design black on pale drab ground, with incised lines and purple accessories.

Interior : Sacrifice : In the centre, a stand with Hon's claws for feet,

supporting a crater, which has a small oinocJiok on the top ;
on the stand two

pigeons are perched, facing opposite ways. On the 1. is a nude beardless

aiiletes to r., with long hair, playing the double flute (cf Paus. v. 15, 6) ;
on the

r., a similar figure to 1., with a keras in r. hand, and in 1. a phiaU, his hair tied

behind his ears. Above on the 1. is an eagle (?) flying downwards, and in the

exergue a lotos-flower with tendrils.

Exterior : Palmettes on each side of the handles.

B 4. KYLIX. Ht. 6 in. Diam. \o\ in. Naucratis, 1886. Naukratis I., pis. viii., ix., and

p. 53; Studniczka, Kyrciie, p. 17 ff.
;
Dumont and Chaplain, pp. 312, 400; /. H. S., x.

p. 133 ; Sikes, Nike of Archcrmos, p. 1 1, Much injured ;
a large part lost. Designs black on

bufif ground, with purple accessories and incised lines.

Interior, within a double border of lotos-buds and pomegranates : The

nymph Cyrene standing to r., the ends of her hair and folds of her dress being

visible, also both feet, but the rest of her figure obliterated
;
she holds in her hand

a large branch of silphium, and another brancli with pomegranates, or perhaps

apples from the garden of the Hcsperides (cf. Plin. N. H. xix. 41). Around
her are flying winged- figures, on the 1. four Harpies (?),

on the r. three

Boreades (?), all with long streaming hair and short fringed chitons
;
the male

figures are bearded, and wear cndromidcs. In the field are three large birds,

one flying to 1.

[The Harpies, according to Philodemos (7re//t fvaflSfias, p. 43), guarded the garden of the

Hesperidcs, which was localized at Cyrene ; the nymph Cyrene was a Hesperid (see Stud-

niczk.i, pp. 20-26). The Boreades are introduced as the winds bringing the fruit, and prospering

the land (Studniczka, p. 26) ;
cf. the figure on the Daphnae vase, B 104 (rev.), representing

one of the sons of Boreas with various animals.]

Exterior: (a) Two cocks confronted
;
between them, a palmette- and lotos-

pattern. (/;)
Two seated Sphinxes confronted (one obliterated), with long hair

tied behind and wings recurved. Under each handle a bird with crest and

wings spread, one to r., the other to 1. regardant. In the field, rosettes and

leaves.

B 5. KYLIX. Ht.
, 4 in. Diam. 7I in. Naucratis, 1888. Fragments joined together and

restored. Design black and purple on drab ground, with incised lines.

Interior, within a border of pomegranates : Gorgoneion surrounded by

serpents ;
teeth and tongue protruding ;

under the chin a fringe of hair
; eyelids

and eyebrows indicated.

Exterior : On either side of the handles, palmettes ; below, rays, tongue-

pattern and pomegranates.
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B 6. KYLIX. Ht. 3f in, Diam. 7 in. Naucratis, 1888. Studniczka, Kyrcne, p. 23.

Fragments joined together and restored. Colours as last.

Interior, within a border of pomegranates : Remains of a group which has

represented the Nymph Cyrene standing to r., in long purple chiton, with a

pomegranate (or apple, cf B 4) in her r. hand, which she offers to Apollo (?),

who is seated before her, bearded, in long purple chiton. In the exergue, a lion

to r., open-mouthed (possibly with a reference to Cyrene \€ovTo(f36vo<;, cf.

Studniczka, op. cit., p. 28).

[Apollo was the husband of Cyren^ (Callim. ii. 90). A similar scene in Arch. Zeit.

1881, pi. 13, 5.]

B 7i.

B 7,.

B 73.

B 7.

B 7..

B 7«

Exterior as last vase.

KYLIX. Ht. 3I in. Diam. 7r in. Naucratis, 1888, Fragments joined together and

restored. Designs black on drab ground, with incised lines.

Interior : Centre design obliterated
;
round it, two dogs pursuing a wolf

to r., of which part of the first dog, the tail of the second, and the head of the

wolf are visible. Above the design, pomegranate-buds.
Exterior : Palmettes on each side of the handles

; below, rays and tongue-

pattern.

FRAGMENT of kylix. if x i in. Naucratis, 1888. Naickratis II., pi. xxi. 765.
Interior : Pattern of pomegranates in black and purple on a white ground.
Exterior: Incised: A^f>0 . . . 'A(0)/3o[StV7/ ?

FRAGMENT of kylix. li x | in. Naucratis, 1888. Design black on drab ground.
Incised : N.

FRAGMENTS of kylix, twenty in number. Naucratis, 1888. Design black and purple
on drab ground, with incised lines.

Interior : Unintelligible design.

FRAGMENTS of kylix, two in number, (i) if x ij in. (2) f x i\ in. Naucratis,
1888. A-a:dya/is II., TpL xxi. 767. Design black on drab ground.

Interior: Pattern of buds.

Exterior : Pomegranate-pattern. Incised : ITI-II04> . . . MfJ . . . 6 8emi uvedrjKfv

A0po5]t'r?7 6 $[iXo]^/i[a)j'os (?).

FRAGMENT of kylix. ifxii in. Naucratis, 1888. Design black on drab ground,
with incised lines.

Interior ; Part of the body and r. arm of a winged giant (.''j.

E 2
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CORINTHIAN STYLE (see p. 33).

B 8. KYLIX. Ht. 3 in. Diam. 7I in. Aegina, 1852. Deep bowl, with flat rim and short

stem. Designs black on drab ground, with incised lines ; purple and (on the outside) white

accessories. Shape Fig. 16.

Interior, in a medallion with border of tongue-pattern (purple and black) :

Gorgoneion with protruding tongue, curls, and a fringe of hair round the chin,

the eyebrows indicated. Round the rim is a network-pattern of pomegranate-
buds.

Exterior : {a) In the centre, a double lotos-flower
;

on either side an

eagle (?), with curved beak, regardant ;
behind each is a gryphon seated on

hind legs, with crest and wings addorsed. Under the handle on the r., an owl

to r., with face to the front,
(l?)
A youthful horseman to r., with long hair, long

chiton, and spear ;
the horse's tail is plaited. Next, a group of a Sphinx and

a swan confronting a Sphinx and a swan
;
the swans with wings addorsed, the

Sphinxes with long hair, fillets, and wings recurved. Below, zigzag lines. In

the field, rosettes.

B 9. KYLIX. Ht. 2f in. Diam. 6 in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll. Imperfectly fired;

coarse style. Shape as last vase. Designs black on buff ground, with incised lines.

Exterior : (a) A peahen (?) to 1. regardant ;
on either side, a peacock (?)

with wings recurved, (d) The same design.

BIO. KYLIX. Ht. 2iin. Diam. 61 in. 1851.

Same as last, but of coarser execution.

B 11. SKYPHOS. Ht. 4f in. Diam. 6 in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll. Designs black on
buff ground, with purple accessories and incised lines. Shape Fig. 2.

(a) Fox and duck to r.
;
in the field, rosettes. {/?) Panther and duck to

r.
;
in the field, rosettes. Under each handle, a Siren to r. looking back, with

long hair, fillet, and face painted purple ;
on each side of the handles, palmettes.

B 12. OINOCHOE. Ht. 8^ in. 1867. Blacas Coll. Design black on a buff panel, with

purple accessories. Shape Fig. 3.

On the shoulder : A swan to r. between two cocks
;
in the field, rosettes.
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B 13. SKYPHOS. Ht. 2i in. Diam. 4 in. Corinth, 1865. Much injured. Designs black

on red ground, with accessories of purple. Shape Fig. 2.

(a) Two panthers confronted, with faces turned to front, (d) Two Sirens

confronted, with long hair confined at the back, fillets, and wings recurved.

Under each handle, a swan pluming itself, one to r., the other to 1. Field se^/i^

with rosettes of various sizes. Below, a band of dots.

B 14. LEKAN^. Ht. 12 in. Diam. lof in. Athens, 1837. Designs black on red ground,
with incised lines and purple accessories

;
coarse execution.

High cover, with handle in form of a truncated cone terminating in a mouth,
and hollowed out. Round this handle are three swans to r., pluming
themselves

;
field sej/u^ with leaves. Below, a frieze of animals : (a) A large

bird flying to 1.
;
on each side a Sphinx and Siren with long hair and zigzag

diadems on their heads, wings recurved, (d) A Siren to r. with wings out-

spread, long hair, and zigzag diadem, between two lions
;

field semc^ with leaves

and rosettes.

On the vase are two friezes: (i) A bird flying to r. between two Sirens

confronted, as on cover
;
under one handle, two similar Sirens confronted

;

Siren to r. between panthers. (2) Two Sirens confronted and two lions con-

fronted
;
between these groups a Siren on one side and a lion and Siren on

the other. Field on both sides seffu^ with leaves.

B 15. CRATER, with cover. Old No. 562. Ht. 18 in. (with cover). Diam. ii|- in. From
Vulci. Canino Coll. iiii. Shape as Fig. 7, with handles curving downwards. Designs black

on red ground, with incised Hnes and accessories of purple and white, the latter faded. Round
the mouth, on the top, zigzag lines

; outside, maeander ;
round the neck below, purple and

white rosettes. On the shoulder, tongue-pattern in purple and black, above each design.

Below the designs, lotos-buds and zigzag lines.

On the cover : Rays ;
lotos-buds

;
frieze of animals : a swan to r. with

wings addorsed, pluming itself
;
ram and panther to r.

;
swan to r. as before,

between two birds with crests and wings recurved
; panther and ram to 1.

;
field

j-^w/ with leaves and rosettes.

On the body : (a) A quadriga seen from the front, in which is a charioteer,

beardless, looking to 1. On the 1. is a youth on horseback advancing to r., in

short purple chiton
;
on the r. is a nude youth, walking by the farther side of his

horse to 1.
;
the horse's tail is plaited. Above each of the two latter is an eagle

flying to r.
;

all three have long hair with fillets. In the field above, two rosettes.

(/;)
Two youths confronted, with purple chlamydes, and spears. On the 1.

is a youth in short purple chiton on horseback to r.
;
on the r. is a female

figure in long purple chiton, by the side of a horse to 1.
;
her face is painted

white. All the figures have long hair with fillets. By the side of each horse is

a hound
;

in the field each side is a lotos-bud.
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B 16. AMPHORA. Old No. 425. Ht. I2| in. Panofka in Abhandl. d. k. Akad. d. IV/ss.,

Berlin, 1846, p. 211, pi. i. Shape Fig. 5. Designs black on red ground, with incised lines and

purple accessories ;
much worn. On the neck, large pattern of lotos-buds and flowers ;

above

the designs, tongue-pattern.

(a) Perseus flying to r. and looking back : he is bearded and wears a fillet

short chiton with wavy borders, and winged endroinides ; he has four wings, one

pair of which are recurved, and his 1. hand is extended. On the 1. is Hermes
to r., with long hair, short embroidered chiton, pctasos, and oidroinidcs, hands

extended, in 1. the cadiiceiis. On the r. is a Siren to 1., with long tresses,

fillet, and wings addorsed. Under the handle on the 1. is an eagle (?)

to r. {b) Two youths on horseback advancing towards one another, each

nude and beardless, with long hair and fillet, carrying a spear ;
between them

a swan to r. pluming itself In the field on both sides, large lotos-buds

and rosettes.

B 17. AMPHORA. Old No. 424. Ht. io| in. Hamilton Coll. D'HancarviUe, i. pis. 91-94 ;

Inghirami, Moii. Etr. v., pi. 57 ; Dubois-Maisonneuve, Introd., pi. ii., tig. 3 (only shape and

obverse) ; Moses, Antique Vases, pi. 4. Shape Fig. 5. Coloius as last. On the neck, each

side, alternating lotos and honeysuckle pattern.

{a) A biga to r., drawn by mules, with wheels of the archaic pattern (as

in B 130) ;
in it a charioteer is seated bearded, with long hair, fillet, long chiton

and purple himation, two-thonged whip in 1. hand. In the field above, a rosette,

and a small bird flying to 1. Behind and in front, beardless male figures to r.,

the one in front looking back, the one behind with a spear ;
each has long hair

and a purple himation. Underneath the handle on the r. is a swan to 1.

pluming itself. {b) Two }^ouths on horseback, galloping to 1., nude and beard-

less, with long hair. In the field, rosettes
;
behind the second one, a bird flying

to 1., about to seize a snake. Underneath the first horse and behind the second,

two dogs running to 1.

[On the coins of Olynthus the usual type is : Obv. a man with a whip in a chariot ;

Rev. a bird wiih a snake. The similarity of these types to the designs on this vase is remark-

able, especially as Olynthus was a Chalcidian city, while the style and technique of the vase are

Corinthian.]

B 18. AMPHORA. Ht. 10} in. Cervetri, 1867. Blacas Coll. Mdmoires de VAcad. dcs

Inscr., xvii., pi. 8.
; Conze, McliscJie Thongcf., pi. v. 4. Shape Fig. 13. Designs black on

red ground, with incised lines and purple accessories ; rudely drawn. Round the neck,
rosettes.

On the shoulder : {a) Two Sphinxes to r. confronting one, with wings

recurved, calatJu on their heads, and tresses in front of the ears. Field seni^

with rosettes, {b) The same design.

On the body : {a) Two lions confronted
;
between them apparently a rude

elongated double lotos-flower. Behind them Sphinxes as above. Field senit^

with rosettes. (/^) Similar design ;
no Sphinx on 1.
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B 19. AMPHORA. Ht. io| in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll. Slightly injured. Designs

black on red panels, with pattern of network and dots in black, purple, and white, along the

top. Cf. Mon. dcir lust. x. 52, 1-3.

(a) A cock to r., with wings outspread, the left one advanced to give an

idea of perspective (cf. Siren and owl in B 130; ;
in the field, a rosette.

{d) Two panthers heraldically grouped, regardant ;
between them, a leaf or

rosette.

B 20. AMPHORA. Ht. 164 in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll. Dumont and Chaplain, p. 317, n. 4.

Imperfectly fired. Designs black on buff panels, with tongue-pattern above (black, purple,

and white) ;
incised lines and accessories of white and purple. On the lip a chequer pattern of

pellets and lozenges ;
below are painted circles of dots in white on the black varnish.

(a) A lion's head to L, with open mouth, (d) The same design. Below, a

band of maeander pattern.

[Cf. the following vase, and Berlin No. 1654; also Ephem. Archaeol. 1838, p. 130,

note 18.]

B 21. AMPHORA. Ht. iiiin. Cameiros, 1867. Dumont and Chaplain, p. 317, n. 4. Style

apparently as last, but rudely painted. Imperfectly fired. Designs black on buff panels,

with incised lines for inner markings only ;
borders of maeander and rude tongue-pattern

above.

{a) A horseman to 1,, bearded, with chlamys flying behind and short

chiton
;
his saddle has an ornamental border, ib) A lion rushing to 1., with

open mouth, the hide indicated by incised markings.

Q 22. AMPHORA. Ht. lof in. Santa Maria di Capua, 1856. Temple Coll. Style rather

coarse. Purple and white accessories.

On the shoulder : {a) Two owls confronted
;
between them a pattern of

four palmettes meeting in the middle, with ivy-leaves ;
in the field, rosettes;

(/?)
The same design. Below : (a) Siren to r. regardant, with long hair and

wings outspread, between two panthers, (l?) Siren, as the last. In the field,

rosettes.

B 23. AMPHORA. Ht. 12I in. Rhodes, 1856. Coarse style ; possibly of Rhodian or Attic

manufacture, but the shape is Corinthian. Designs black on red panels, with accessories of

white and purple.

{a) On l, a male figure to r., bearded, with long hair, in a himation with

purple and white spots. In front of him is a beardless male figure to r., similarly

draped, wearing a purple fillet. Next, a nude bearded male figure advancing to

r., holding out 1. hand to a bearded male figure in a himation with white spots

and purple stripes, (d) Similar design, except that the figure on the r. is

beardless.
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B 24. AMPHORA. Old No. 576. Ht. i5t% in. From Vulci. Durand Coll., 830. Coarse

style. Shape Fig. 5. Designs black on red panels, with accessories of white and purple. On
the neck, palmette- and lotos-pattern ; above the designs, tongue-pattern.

{a) Four warriors marching to 1., the first and third bearded
;

all have

helmets, greaves, spears, and shields
;
that of the second has device of a snake,

the third a tripod ;
the shields of the first and fourth are painted purple

with black and white antyx ;
on those of the second and third the colours are

reversed, {b) Two cocks confronted
;
between them another to 1. on a smaller

scale. In the field, two lotos-buds and a sprig with four pomegranate flowers.

On the bottom is incised : (t>.

B 25. AMPHORA. Ht. 14 in. Cameiros, 1862. Designs black on red ground, with purple
accessories and incised lines. On the neck, a design of lotos-flowers and palmettes, on
each side, as last ; on the shoulder, tongue-pattern (purple and black). Shape Fig. 5.

{a) Two warriors in combat : the one on the 1. has a visored helmet,

greaves, and shield, and is attacking with his spear : the one on the r. moves

away to r. looking back
;
he is similarly armed, and is hurling his spear with 1.

hand. On the r. a Centaur gallops up to his defence, with a stone in 1. hand. In

the field, patterns of dots and a star of eight points. (/;)
Two Sirens confronted,

with long hair and wings addorsed
;
between them, a palmette.

B 26. LEKYTHOS. Ht. Sf in. Cameiros, j86o. Neck injured. Style as last. Designs
black on red ground, with incised lines and purple and white accessories, the latter faded.

Shape Fig. 4.

Departure of a warrior : In the centre, a warrior running to 1. fully armed,
with short purple chiton, and shield with concentric rings, purple and black.

He looks back at a female figure who stands to 1., with long purple chiton and

diphndion, veiled in a himation
;
behind her is a bearded male figure to 1., with

long hair, long chiton, and purple himation. On the other side of the warrior is

a similar male figure to r.
;
behind him a nude beardless male figure running to

r., with long hair tied in a club and a tress in front of his ear, embroidered
himation over 1. arm, which is raised.

B 27. LEKYTHOS. Old No. 379. Ht. 1 1^ in. Hamilton Coll. D'Hancarville, i., pis. 80-81
;

Archacologia, xlviii., p. 366. Design in black on a drab panel, with incised lines and purple
accessories. On the neck, a purple moulded ring. Above the design, tongue-pattern.

A swan to r. between two seated Gryphons with crests and wings
recurved.

B 28. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 10; in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll. Colours as last.

Two cocks confronted
;

between them, large palmette- and lotos-

pattern.
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B 29. LEKYTHOS. Old No. 637. Ht. 5-* in. Payne-Knight Coll. Handle broken off.

Design black on a buff panel, incised, with purple accessories. On the shoulder, large tongue-

pattern, purple and black.

Two cocks fighting ;
on either side a nude youth, crouching down, and

urging them on by clapping hands. On the back is incised : EV.

B 30. LEKYTHOS. Ht. loj in. Corinth, 1883. Designs black on red ground, with incised Plate I.

lines and accessories of white and purple. On the neck, a moulded ring.

On the shoulder : Two hounds at full speed to r. pursuing a hare which

looks back at them. In the field, leaves.

On the body, Nessos carrying off Deianeira (type-form E. 7) : The
Centaur gallops to r., looking back : he has long hair, and carries Deianeira

in his arms
;
she has long hair with a fillet, long purple chiton, and arms

extended
;
her flesh is painted white. Behind Nessos runs Heracles pursuing,

bearded, with a fillet, short purple chiton with chevron border, sword and

double cross-belt, 1. hand raised, in r. his club
;

his face is painted purple.

Confronting the Centaur is a panther rearing to 1., with face turned to the front.

In the field, rosettes and leaves.

B 31. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 9^ in. Gela, 1863. One side much injured. Purple accessories.

On the shoulder : Two cocks confronted, as if about to fight ;
between

them, a rosette. On the body : Two bearded male figures confronted, in long
chitons and purple himatia

;
the one on the r. wears a fillet. Between them, a

panther to r. In the field, rosettes.

B 32. OLP^. Ht. loi in, Nola, 1867, Blacas Coll, Panofka, Music Blacas, pi. xxv.,

p. 74 ; Al. Ct'r. iii. jj. Grooved handle. Design in black on a red panel, with rosettes above ;

accessories of white and purple. Shape Fig. 8.

Two Sphinxes crouching confronted, with long tresses, curly in front,

confined with a fillet and a band at the nape of the neck
; wings recurved.

Between them is Hermes standing to r. on a helix, beardless, with long hair (as

that of the Sphinxes), short purple chiton with pardalis over it, caduceus in r,

hand
;
he is looking back, with 1. hand extended. In the field, rosettes

;
behind

each Sphinx, a lotos-flower.

B 33_ OLP^, Ht, lof in. Nola, 1867, Blacas Coll, Handle formed of two ribs ; trefoil

mouth. Design in black on a red panel, on the r, side of the handle, with four rosettes above ;

accessories of white and purple,

A lion to r., with teeth showing, and tail curled on his back. On the r. is

a large palmette with tendrils
;
in the field, rosettes and leaves,

B 34. OINOCHOE, Old No. 438. Ht. loi in, 1843, Canino Coll, Ribbed handle and

trefoil mouth. Designs in black on red panels, separated by a black border, with accessories

of white and purple. Shape Fig. 3.

On the shoulder, lotos-buds inverted. On the body : Two Sirens con-

fronted
; they have long hair, fillets and necklaces, and wings outspread, one
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advanced. Between them is a pattern of palmettes and lotos-buds and flowers.

In the field, rosettes.

B 35. OINGCHOlfc. Old No. 439. Ht. 11 in. 1843. Canino Coll. Ribbed handle and
trefoil mouth. Design in black on a red panel, with accessories of white and purple.

On the shoulder, a large ivy-wreath with leaves and berries. On the

body : Two Sirens confronted, with a pattern between them, as on the last

vase
;
their wings are recurved. Behind each is a swan to 1. pluming itself, with

wings addorsed. In the field, bits of maeander and rosettes.

g 30 AMPHORA with cover. Old No. 426. Ht. I2f in. Originally in Vatican. Passeri,

Pict. Etr. iii., pi. 228. Much injured ;
both handles broken off. Designs black on red panels,

with incised lines and purple and white accessories. Shape Fig. 5.

The cover has an acorn- shaped knob, round which are rays and dots
;

tongue-pattern (black, purple, and white) ;
dots as before. The mouth has

tongue-pattern inside (as on the cover), and black and white network pattern
outside. On the neck are purple discs surrounded with white dots. Below the

designs, network-pattern, as on the lip.

On the body : {a) Dance of five male and three female figures : the

dancers fall into two groups, the one on the 1. of two females with males on either

side
;
the other of a female between two males. All have hands extended

;

the males have long hair with fillets and short chitons (the three en the left

with purple spots, the other two plain purple). The females are nude, with

long hair and fillets
;
their bodies painted white, outlined in black.

{b) Two youths galloping to r. : they are beardless, with long hair and

short purple chitons
;
the first looks round at the second, who is on a white

horse (outlined in black) ;
each carries a spear. Behind the second one is a

bird flying to r.
;
below him a rosette.

-D 317
CRATER. Old No. 559. Ht. ii^in. Diam. 13I in. From Capua. Hamilton Coll.

D'Hancarville, i. pis. 1-4, and p. 152 ; Inghirami, Mon. Etr., v. pi. 56 ; Mueller-Wieseler,

Denkmaeler, i. xviii. 93 ; Moses, Antique Vases, pi. 6
; Dubois-Maisonncuve, Introd., pi. 27 ;

Dumont and Chaplain, p. 251 ; Wilisch, Altkorinthische Thonindiistrie, pp. 28, 76, 98; Blass,

Dialckt-Insckriftcn, 3126 ; Rose, /. Gr. V., i. p. 26, pi. iv. fig. 2 ; C. L Gr. 7372,. Designs black

and white on red ground, with border of tongue-pattern above ; incised lines and purple

accessories. Round the mouth, inside, tongue-pattern ; outside, net-work pattern (black, purple,

and white) ; the neck is black, with rosettes as last vase. Shape as B 15.

{a) Boar-hunt : In the centre is the boar to r., with a hound seizing its

hind quarters, and another attacking it from the front
;
the hounds are white,

with black outlines. Above the boar is a bird flying to 1. On either side is

a nude huntsman, with long hair, fillet, and white chlamys on 1. arm, attacking

the boar with a spear ;
it is already wounded with four spears (on which

are amaitd). In front of the huntsman on the Lis inscribed: nOAV<t>AM,

noXu^af ;
in front of the other : mgsoAY^ Eygcopof. Behind, on the r.
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one, on the 1. two, similar huntsmen advancing and thrusting with spears ;
in

front of the first on the 1. is inscribed : ANT[*ATA m, 'Avrtcpdra^; ;
below the

second : MAAY\on, UoXv8a<;. All are bearded, except the front one on the r.

(l?)
Three horsemen galloping to L, each beardless, with hair in a club,

fillet, short chiton, and spear ;
the middle one has a white horse, its outlines

marked in black. Behind the first : MonniTHAH, n«t'(^)i7r7ro9 ;
behind the

second, Mo<=lOAY^o^, UoXvScopo^. Behind the last is a bird flying to 1.
;
below

each horse, a rosette.

Under each handle a swan to r. with wings addorsed, pluming itself; in

front of one of them, a smaller bird to r., also pluming itself

OLPE. Old No. 436. Ht. iifin. From Magna Graecia. Durand Coll. 698. Mouth

trefoil
;
handle formed of two ribs, with black lines on a drab ground. Design in black on a

red panel on the r. side, with tongue-pattern above
;
accessories of white and purple. Shape

Fig. 8.

Two youths on horseback galloping to r., beardless, with long hair and

short purple chitons, each carrying a spear. Behind the second one is a

lotos-bud.

B 39. OINOCHOE. Ht. 9 in. Corinth, 1S84. Design black on a red panel, with border of

tonpiue-pattern above
;
accessories of purple and white, the latter laid on the clay and outlined

with black. Shape Fig. 3, with globular body.

On the handle is a spotted snake with a head on either side of the mouth

(black on buff, partly broken away) ;
inside the mouth at the back, a lion's

head in relief, black on deep buff; on either side of the mouth, which is

trefoil, a purple and white rosette.

Combat of two fully-armed warriors : The one on the 1. (white cuirass,

with volutes in black, greaves with purple markings, shield covered with

scales inside) thrusts with spear at the other, who is beaten down on one

knee, and looks back at him
;
he has no chiton, but white greaves, and shield

with Gorgoneion in black and purple on white
;
both have long hair and are

bearded. On either side, looking on, is a youthful attendant on horseback,
with long hair, fillet, and short purple chiton

;
the horses are white and have

top-knots ;
eacii leads a second black horse

;
behind each is an eagle flying

towards the scene. In the field, imitation inscriptions.

B 40. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 6 in. 1884. Shape Fig. 4. Design in colours, as last, with accessories

painted on the clay. Above, a border of tongue-pattern.

Amazonomachia : On the 1. a Greek warrior to r., with long hair, visored

helmet, greaves, and shield with scales, plunges his spear into the 1. thigh of

an Amazon, who is similarly armed, with white helmet and shield, and falls

forward to r., looking back at him. Behind her is a Greek to 1., armed as the

other, hurling his spear ;
his shield has a red ground, with a border of purple

and white dots. Above is inscribed: XA[>ON. On the r. are two warriors in
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combat thrusting with their spears, armed as before
;
the shield of the one on

the r. is red, with border of dots, as the last. At their feet is an Amazon fallen

on her face to r., with white helmet, white greaves, and spear ;
behind the last

warrior is another Amazon, nude, kneeling to 1., and discharging an arrow
;
a quiver

is slung at her back. The Amazons' bodies are all white, outlined in black.

B 41. AMPHORISKOS. Ht. 3? in. Corinth (?), 1884. Colours as last. Shoulder flat;

small body. On the shoulder, tongue-pattern and guilloche.

Symposion : A male and female figure (Dionysos and Ariadne ?) reclining

on a couch, looking at each other
;
the male is bearded, with long hair, fillet

and purple himation
;
his r. arm is round the neck of the female, who has long

hair and a purple himation
;
her flesh is painted white. The legs of the couch

are inlaid with patterns ;
in front, a table and a footstool. On the r. is a

beardless male figure to 1. in white chiton reaching to the knees, playing the

double flute ^\\.\\ phorbeia ; the flute-case, sybeni, hangs from his 1. arm. The rest

of the design is occupied by eleven figures dancing, seven male and four

female : on the 1. is a female to r. confronted by a male
;
behind him is an

unintelligible inscription, incised. Next, a male to r. ar.d female to 1., side by
side

;
a male to 1.

;
a male to r. embracing a female to 1.

;
a male to 1., with

one hand raised
;
male to r. confronted by a female, and a male to 1. looking

back. All have long hair, with fillets
;
the females are nude, the males have

short purple chitons. On the 1. of the couch is a nude male figure to r., with

long hair and fillet, standing over a lebes with one handle on a stand
;
above

are two objects suspended ;
on the r. of the lebes is an unintelligible inscription

incised, and above it another.

[This vase, though similar to the last two, is evidently a later imitation of the style, as is

indicated by the guilloche-pattern on the neck, which is not otherwise found on vases of this

kind
;
the technique, too, is shghtly different.]

IMITATIONS OF CORINTHIAN STYLE (see p. 34).

42. KELEBfe. Ht. 125 in. Diam. ii§ in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll. Designs black on
drab ground, with incised lines and purple accessories. Shape Fig. 7.

On the rim, zigzag lines
;
on the top of each handle, a cock to I. On the

body, two bands of design :

I. {a) Hephaestos' return to Olympos (type-form D.) : On the 1. two
Seileni to r., the front one carrying an askos over his shoulder, and an oinochoi in

r. hand
; next, Dionysos to r., bearded, in long white sleeved chiton, over which

is a purple chiton heteromaschalos, and himation, in 1. hand a keras. In front of
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him is Hephaestos riding on a mule to r., looking back
;
he is bearded, with a

short purple chiton, and keras in r. hand. Next, a Seilenos in the archaic

running attitude to r., looking to 1., with spear (?) in 1. hand
;
above his head,

a keras ; he is preceded by two Seileni conversing, in short purple chitons,

the first holding a keras. All have long hair and fillets
;
the faces are painted

purple, with the exception of Hephaestos, and the last figure on the r.

[Cf. a similar representation of the scene on the Frangois vase {Man. delV Inst. iv. 55).]

{b) Combat of two warriors, armed with helmet, shield, and spear : The one

on the r. has been beaten down on one knee to r., and wounded in the 1. thigh ;

purple drops of blood are visible
;
he looks back at his opponent. On the r, is

a charioteer in a quadriga to r., with long hair, fillet, and long purple chiton
;
at

his back is slung a shield, and he holds the reins and a goad. On the reins is

perched an owl to 1., with face to the front (cf B 601 21) ;
above a lizard to 1.

;

in front a swan to 1. Under each handle is a Siren to L, with wings addorsed,

long hair, and fillet.

[Cf. Berlin No. 1655.]

2. Frieze of animals : Cretan goat to r. between panthers ; goat and

panther confronted
;
and a large bird to 1., apparently an owl.

B 43. KELEB^. Old No. 330. Ht. iiiin. Diam. lof in. Durand Coll., 950. Style and

design as last.

On the rim, zigzags ;
on the top of the handles, birds with crests, one to r.,

the other to 1., with wings addorsed. On the body, two friezes :

1. {a) Swan to r., with wings addorsed, between two birds as on handles,

with wings recurved, {b) Swan to r. between panthers. In the field, rosettes.

Under each handle, two pigeons regardant confronted.

2. Panther and goat confronted, repeated four times.

B 44. STAMNOS. Ht. 9 in. Diam. 8i in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll. Dumont and

Chaplain, p. 254, note 4. Designs black on drab panels on the shoulders, with incised lines

and purple accessories. Round the rim are zigzag lines.

{a) Three male figures to r., bearded, with long hair, fillets, and close-fitting

purple chitons
; they are apparently dancing, with hands joined. These figures

have been much repainted. Such figures take the place of Satyrs on Corinthian

vases (cf. B 42, Berlin No. 1662, and Baumeister, p. 1963). {b) Two Sirens

confronted, each with long hair and diadem
;
between them a lotos-flower

inverted. In the field, leaves.

B 45. KELEBE. Ht. loj in. Diam. iii in. Gela, 1863. Much injured. Shape Fig. 7.

Designs in black on red ground, with incised lines and purple and white accessories. On the

rim, zigzags ; on each handle, a bearded head to 1., with long hair and fillet.

{a) Pegasos galloping to r., his mane white
;
beneath his feet a swallow

flying to r. In front, a male and a female figure, each in a long chiton and
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goat to I. (2) Sphinx to r., with one wing advanced, flanked by a cock and

panther on either side
;
at the back a panther and ram confronting a similar

pair. (3) Goat to r., on either side a lion
;
at the back a panther to r., on

either side a ram
;
before the panther, a rosette.

B 49. PELIK^, with cover. Ht. with cover, i si in. 1856. Rogers Coll. Gerhard, yJ. F. iv.

241; Ann. deir Inst. 1831, p. 155, no. 429. Repaired. Designs black on red panels, with

incised lines and purple accessories ; borders of rosettes down the sides. Round the neck
double honeysuckle and lotos-pattern.

{a) A lofty statue of a goddess (Artemis or Cybele ?) in a temple, repre-
sented by two Ionic columns with architrave, partly coloured purple. The

goddess has a long chiton with diaper border, and purple himation, and holds

her himation with r. hand before her breast
;
her face is turned to the front. On

the architrave is a figure of a lion rushing to r., and on either side of the temple,
a tripod with a small bird perched on each ring at the top, those on the 1.

having long necks, like swans. In the field imitation inscriptions. (/;)
Two

bearded male figures side by side on horseback to 1., with short chitons and

chlamydes flying behind, A bearded warrior walks behind them, in lofty

double-crested helmet and greaves, carrying a shield painted purple, and two

spears.

B 50. HYDRIA. Old No. 445. Ht. li^ in. 1839. Much restored. Corintho-Attic

style (?). Shape Fig. 14. Designs black on red panels, with incised lines, and purple and
white accessories.

On the shoulder : Two swans confronted with wings spread ;
rosettes in

the field. On the body, Centauromachia (type-form O.) : A Lapith, bearded,
in a short chiton, is slaying with his sword a Centaur whom he has seized with

1. hand by a long forelock. The Centaur has long hair, and the middle of his

body is painted in purple. On either side is a female figure looking on, with

long chiton, and embroidered himation over her head, drawn forward in the r.

hand.

[Underneath the foot, incised characters, see old Cat. pi. A. 445.]

B 51.
HYDRIA. Old No. 446. Ht. 16 in. 1846. Imperfectly fired. The handles have a

metallic form. Round the bottom of the neck a row of rosettes between two purple moulded

rings. Designs in black on red panels, with borders of ivy down the sides
; accessories of

white and purple ; embroideries of purple discs within white dots.

On the shoulder, Heracles (?) pursuing four Centaurs to r. (type-
form E. 7) : On the extreme 1. is Heracles

(.?), beardless, in short purple chiton,
sword in r. hand

;
he has seized by the arm the last Centaur, who turns round

with a stone in 1. hand, to hurl it at him. The next Centaur has a stone in

r. hand
;
his 1. is extended to the second, who has both arms raised.

[Cf Stephani, Compte-Rcndu, 1873, p. 102, and/. H. S. i. p. 115.]

On the body : Crovrning of a warrior : The warrior stands in the centre

to r., fully armed, with short embroidered chiton, spear, and shield. On cither
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side of him is a female figure turned towards him
; they have long tresses

with fillets, confined at the nape of the neck, and long embroidered chitons with

purple diplo'idia falling to the waist
;
each holds up a taenia in one hand, and

carries a branch in the other. Behind each, looking on, is a male attendant, nude

and beardless, with long hair
;
each carries a spear.

B 52. OLP£^. Ht. \o\ in. Rhodes, 1867. Handle and mouth as last. Design in black on a

red panel on the r. side of the handle, with a border of lotos-buds along the top ; accessories of

white and purple. Corintho-Attic style. Shape Fig. 8.

A hunter to r., bearded, with pilos and short embroidered chiton, holding
a stick over 1. shoulder, from which hang a fox and a hare tied by the forepaws ;

by his side is a dog to r. On either side facing him is a bearded figure in an

embroidered himation with purple lining, holding a staff; the one on the 1.

wears a fillet.

[Cf. for the hunter, B 421, signed by Tleson].

B 53. LEKYTHOS. Old No. 611. Ht. 8| in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 39. Style as

last. Shape Fig. 4. Design black on a red panel ;
accessories of white and purple.

Two female figures confronted, with long hair, fillets, and long purple
chitons with diplo'idia. They are wrapped in a large embroidered cJdaina, which

passes over their backs, and hangs between them as a curtain (cf. B 163 and

B 409). Above is a wreath suspended.

IONIC STYLE (see p. 36).

B 54. OINOCHOi:. Ht. iiiin. Duemmler in Tvt?/;;. J/////?^//. 1887, p. 176. Designs black on

red ground, with white and purple accessories, and incised lines. The handle has three ribs,

the upper part ending in a cross-piece on the lip, terminating in round disks
;
the lip is trefoil.

On the neck, maeander, with white and purple star-patterns. Shape Fig. 39.

On the shoulder, frieze of animals, all to 1. : A Gryphon, with wings
recurved, one advanced, to give the idea of perspective ;

before him is a duck (?)

to 1., and between his legs another to r.
; panther with r. foreleg raised, and two

ducks as before
;
lion with open jaws, below him a duck to 1.

; Sphinx, with

birds confronted below, and panther seated, with raised paw. Below : maeander-

and star-pattern, as above.

On the body, another frieze of animals to 1. : Sphinx, long-tailed dog,

browsing deer, roaring lion, browsing Cretan goat, panther. Gryphon with mouth

open and wings addorsed
; panther and Hon. Below, maeander- and star-pattern,

and pomegranates.

[For the shape of the handle and the friezes of animals, also for the incised eyes on the

lip of the following vase, cf. the Rhodian oinocho^ in Rayet, C/r. Crccq. p. 49, and others

of the same style.]

F
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B 55. OINOCHOfe. Old No. 423. Ht. lo^ in. 1839. Rom. Miitheil. i2>2,7, ^. 177. Imper-

fectly fired. Design black on a red ground, with purple and white accessories, and incised

lines. Mouth trefoil, with an eye incised on each side of the spout (see last vase) ;
handle

terminating in snake-heads, along the rim.

On the shoulder, frieze of animals : Lion, panther, and Sphinx with long

hair and wings recurved, all to 1. Before the lion, a stork pluming itself, on

a much smaller scale, also a shrub
;
before the panther a shrub, and before the

Sphinx, a tree. Below, maeander, lotos-buds, rude palmettes alternately

upright and inverted, and maeander.

B 66. OINOCHOfe. Ht. liin. Rd?n. Mittheil. 1887, p. 177; Dumont and Chaplain, p. 273.

Designs black on buff ground, with incised lines, and purple and white accessories. The lip is

trefoil, the handle as B 54, with stars painted on the disks. On the neck, flowers and buds,

with volutes, inverted.

1. On the shoulder, frieze of animals : a swan wath wings spread, and a

panther, both to r.
;
a beardless male figure (Heracles?) in short white chiton,

with quiver at back, running to r., and looking round, about to draw a sword
;

lion to 1. with r. paw raised, and mouth open ;
Siren to 1., with long hair

and wings recurved. Below, patterns of leaves and double volutes.

2. Frieze of animals : Boar, ram, dog, panther, and Cretan goat, all to 1.

B 57. AMPHORA. Old No. 427. Ht. 12^^ in. Cervetri, 1839. Gerhard, A. V. ii. 127,

pp. 1 50-1 ; Archaeologia, xxx. pi. xviii. p. 342 ; Rom. Mittheil, 1887, p. 174; Roscher, p. 2221
;

Encycl. Brit.^ xix. p. 616. Designs black on buff ground, with modern purple and white

accessories. Shape Fig. 5.

Round the rim, a wreath of leaves
;
on the neck, each side, a panther in

perspective, showing both sides of the body at once
;
that on the reverse has

two of the forelegs raised and crossed.
-t>'

[Cf. Murray in/. H. S. ii. p. 318; other examples in Rom. Mittheil. 1887, p. 172, and

Salzmann, Necr. Camir. pi. 41.]

{a) Heracles to r,, bearded, with lion's skin, sword at side, and club

brandished in r, hand, confronting Hera, who has a long chiton, goat-skin over

her head, with goat's horns, and shield, and brandishes a spear. Between them

is a lebes with four figures of snakes attached to the edges, and another behind

the goddess (see Duemmler, I.e. p. 184). She is held back by Poseidon, who is

long-haired and bearded, with short chiton, and trident of peculiar form in r.

hand, the lower end of which forms a spear. Behind Heracles is Athene (?) to

r., with long hair and long chiton.

[Hera is probably represented in her character of Lanuvina or Sospita. At Sparta there

was a Hera aly6(j)ayos, cf. Paus. iii. 15, 9; Miillcr, Denkm. i. 299 B.; Frazer, Golden Botigh,
i. p. 328. See also Furtwaengler in Roscher's Lexicon, loc. cit.

;
he points to Kym^ as the

probable provenance of the vase ;
hence its connection with Southern Italy and Juno Lanuvina

or Sospita as she appears on Roman coins ; cf. Ber. d. Berl. Arch. Gcs. i Nov. 1887.]
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(b) Combat of two fully-armed warriors, perhaps Achilles and Hector : The
one on the 1. has a short chiton

;
each has a visored helmet, shield, sheathed

sword and spear. Beneath the feet of each is a quail to 1.
;
on the r. is a shrub.

On the 1. is a female figure to r., in long chiton and himation veiling her head,

holding up her dress with r. hand, in I. a flower, perhaps Athene.

[Cf. Schneider, Tro. Sagenkr. p. 46, n. 3.]

Below: (i) A frieze of quails to 1.; (2) A frieze of animals to 1.: Two
boars confronted with a tree between

; panther and lion regardant ; Gryphon
with paw raised and mouth open, wings recurved, one being advanced in front

to give the idea of perspective ; Sphinx with r. paw advanced, long hair with

fillet, and wings recurved.

[For the frieze of quails, cf. a similar vase in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, where

two are also represented under the feet of warriors in the upper design.]

'CAERETAN' HYDRIAE (see p. 36).

B 58. HYDRIA. Old No. 422. Ht. 15^ in. Vulci, 1849. Pizzati Coll. Presented by John

Henderson, Esq. Inghirami, Vasi Fitt. iv. 302, 308 ; Conze, Melische Thongefiisse, pi. 5, fig. 9 ;

Arch. Zeit. 1881, pis. 10, 2 and u, 3 ; Roscher, p. 1714 ; Dumont and Chaplain, p. 304. Designs
in black on drab ground, with incised lines and purple accessories. Round the neck a pattern

of lotos buds ;
on the shoulder, a large tongue-pattern, alternately two purple stripes and two

black, with maeander beneath. Round the mouth inside is a large tongue-pattern, purple and

black stripes alternately.

id) Grotesque Gorgoneion with curly hair from which project snakes,

protruding tongue and teeth, and fringe of hair round the chin, the features

outlined in black
;
on either side a Sphinx crouching down with long hair and

wings recurved
;
beneath the Sphinxes are ravens pecking at their hind feet.

{b) A cock confronting a swan (?) with wings addorsed
;
between them a floral

ornament ;
behind the swan another cock to 1., behind the cock, a water-

bird to 1. with r. leg raised. Below each handle a lotos-flower.

Below : A frieze of birds to 1., probably guinea-fowl (cf B 57 and Gerhard,

A. V. iii. 185). Next, a myrtle-wreath, vertical zigzag lines, rays pointing

upwards, with pomegranates on stems between, and round the foot tongue-

pattern, purple and black alternately.

B 59. HYDRIA. Ht. \^\ in. Cervetri, 1887. Cf. Bull. dcW Inst. 1881, p. 161, and Bull, de Plate

Corr. Hell. 1892, p. 255. Much repaired, and slightly restored. Designs black on red ground,

with purple and white accessories and incised lines. On the lip and shoulder, tongue-pattern

in purple on black, and on the neck four rosettes, in black, faded white, and purple. Round the

F 2
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junctions of the side-handles is a tongue-pattern, purple on black ; below the other handle a

large palmette in purple and white on black. Round the body is a very wide band of palmettes
and lotos-flowers, and on the foot is a tongue-pattern, purple on black, with rays above, pointing

up the vase.

On the shoulder : [a) Four warriors in combat, two on either side, fully

armed, with shields, spears, and high-
crested helmets. The one on the r. has

the forepart of a boar rampant to 1. as

device on his shield
;
he has a short

purple chiton and white linen cuirass ;

the next has long hair, short purple

chiton, and shield with device of a

purple pellet ;
his flesh is painted

white. The next has a short white

chiton, and the fourth a linen cuirass,

as the first
;
his flesh is painted purple.

On the cuirasses of the two in the

centre are volutes, and in one case

also a palmette. {b) On either side

of the handle is a nude youth on

horseback
; they are riding in opposite

directions. They carry two -thonged

whips ;
their flesh is painted purple

and their hair black, as are the

horses
;

the one on the 1. has his
Fig. 41.—B 59.

hair tied in a bunch at the back

[This vase clearly belongs to the group of " Caeretan "
hydriae, as is shown by its

ornamentation. Moreover, it is almost identical with No. xii. in the list given by Ducmmlcr,
Rdi/i. Mitthcil. 1888, p. 168, which is now at Karlsruhe. The resemblance of the design on

the reverse to the Naucratis fragment B 10314(3) is remarkable, and bears out Dueinmler's

arguments. The tomb in which this vase was found belongs at the latest tc the end of the

sixth century B.C. (see Helbig, das Homcrische Epos"^, p. 298) . The helmets of the warriors

are of a peculiar but distinctly Greek type ; so on other vases of the group, and on the Clazo-

mcnae sarcophagus, y. //. .S". iv. pi. 31]
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ETRUSCAN IMITATIONS (see p. 37).

B 60. HYDRIA. Old No. 444. Ht. 20^ in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 868. JaIirbucIi,vn.'P-Lh.r^l.

(1892), p. 48. Repaired and restored ; bla'^k glaze much worn. Designs black on red panels,
with white accessories. On the neck, band of palmettes and dots, round the rim inside is a

maeander. .Shape Fig. 41.

On the shoulder : Two Centaurs crouching, confronted, with outstretched

arms, as if about to wrestle.

On the body, naval fight : A bireme galley among waves to 1. with

eighteen oars, and prow in form of a boar's head
; along the sides of the fore-

deck are cancdli of open woodwork (cf. B 436), and on the stern parableinata, or

cushions for purposes of defence (see JaJirbiicJi, I. c). On the foredeck are two

archers kneeling to 1. on one knee and shooting ; they have pointed caps,

jerkins, anaxyrides^ and quivers ; opposite in the air are visible the points of

hostile spears and arrows. Behind them are two warriors with hair in a tuft

behind (cf B 59),///^/, greaves, and linen cuirasses, that of the second originally

white
;
the first leads the second by the r. arm, their other arms being raised.

They are followed by another warrior with helmet, linen cuirass, shield and

sword. In the stern are another archer shooting, as before, and a steersman

with pedalioH, of whom only the arms now remain, both to 1. Possibly the

second warrior who is being led by the arm is Protesilaos, and the scene

represents the landing of the Greeks at Troy.
'I he handle has two ribs, and was restored as terminating below in a head

of fourth-century style, representing a youthful unbearded Satyr (or Dionysos?),
with flowing haii and ivy-wreath. This restoration has been removed.

[For the naval fight, cf. Eur. Ion, 1160 ff., (Bap^dpoov vcpdanuTa, (vjjpiTjjiovs vavs avrlas

'EWtjvlo-iv ;
also the rev. of the Aristonofos vase {Man. delP l/isL ix. 4) and Gaz. Arch.

1881-2, pi. 28.]

B 61. HYDRIA. Old No. 441. Ht. 16} in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 396. Design in

black on a red panel, with white accessories and incised lines. Round the rim inside are lare^e

ivy-leaves with tendrils, and outside, smaller ones, touched up with white. The handle has

three ribs.

Combat of four warriors, three fully armed . The warrior on the 1. has a

linen cuirass and shield with projecting wings, and is ybout to strike with his

sword one of his opponents, represented on a much smaller scale, who has sprung

up into the air, spear in hand, against his shield
;
behind on the r. stands his

other opponent, who is bearded, with linen cuirass and spear ;
on the boss of

his shield is a Satyric mask in relief The fourth warrior is fallen back to r.
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in the centre, and a bird is pecking at his face
;
above him another bird stands

on the edge of the shield of the warrior on the 1., looking up. All four warriors

have long hair and helmets with long crests
;
the two in the middle have short

chitons. In the field are ivy-branches.

B 62. HYDRIA. Old No. 443. Ht. iji in. From Vulci. Micali, A/on. Ined. pi. 37, 2,

p. 227-8 ; Overbeck, Kiinstmyth. {Zeus), p. 395 ; Heydemann, Zeus in Gigantoikatupf, p. 14 ;

Max. Mayer, Gig. u. Titan., p. 278. Designs black on red panels, with incised lines. Handle of

two ribs
;
on the neck, a chevron pattern ; round the rim inside, a pattern of semicircles and dots.

On the body : Gigantomachia (see type A.) : In the centre a giant,

probably Typhon, with face to the front, upper part human, with wings starting
from the waist

;
his body ends in four bearded snakes issuing intertwined from

below the waist, and diverging two each side
;
each has a small dorsal fin.

Both hands are raised, holding a mass of rock above his head. On either side

is a beardless male figure attacking him, with long hair looped up, short chiton,

spear and shield
;
the one on the r. has greaves and cuirass.

Below : A nude male figure running to 1. and looking back, with long hair,

between two Pegasi to 1. with wings addorsed
;
each Pcgasos wears a necklace

of bullae, as in B 65.

[The scales on the wings and hair on the body of the Pegasi are indicated as usual on
vases of this type, cf. B 65, B 71, and Rd?n. Mitthcil. 1888, pi. opposite p. 180, fig. 3.]

B 63. HYDRIA. Old No. 442. Ht. 16 in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 576. Micali, Man.
Ined. pp. 236-8, pi. 39. Designs black on red panels, with incised lines and white accessories.

Inside the rim, a pattern of pear-shaped leaves pointing alternately up and down, white on
black ; outside, ivy-leaves touched up with white.

On the neck, Perseus running to 1., beardless, with long hair, wings
springing from his hips, and talaria. Between his feet, a lotos-bud

;
on either

foot a bird, the hinder one larger, with wings addorsed
;
behind it, two ivy-

branches.

On the shoulder, a conclamatio (cf Berlin Cat. 181 1-2, 1887-9, ^^^ Ann.
deir Inst. 1864, pis. O. P.) : On the 1. is the corpse lying on a bier, enveloped in

drapery, with the head to r.
; below, on a low stand, a pair of boots and a pair

of sandals. Four mourners approach, with short chitons, and chlamydcs over

their arms, the three first raising their r. hands to their foreheads
;
the last has

both hands on his head. Behind is a bird walking to 1.
;
in the field, ivy-

branches. Below this design, a band of large ivy-leaves with tendrils, and dots.

On the body, Pegasos, with necklace of bullae, and wings attached to feet,

galloping to 1., with wings addorsed, followed by a Centaur, with human fore-

legs and a horse's body attached behind, long hair and beard. His r. arm is

advanced, 1. arm drawn back, r. leg raised and pointed out in front
;
on his tail

is a large bird to 1.
;

in the field, branches.
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B 64. AMPHORA. Ht. i8J in. 1865. Pourtal^s Coll. The figures resemble in drawing
those on the reverse of the late Panathenaic amphorae, eg. B 603, and the lines of the drapery
are rendered in a free manner. Shape Fig. 15. Designs black on red ground, with incised

lines. Round the top, lotos-buds.

On the neck, two similar panels : Three beardless figures to 1. with long

hair gathered up, long chitons and himatia, holding up their r. hands in

beckoning (?) attitudes. Between them arc tall branches
; below, a band of

palmettes and lotos-buds.

On the shoulder : {a) Three similar figures moving swiftly to 1., the

second looking back and beckoning to the third. Behind the first and third

are water-birds to 1. {b) Similar figures ;
behind the first, a quail (?). On each

side of the handles are large palmettes ; below, maeander.

On the body, a continuous frieze : In the centre, two boxers confronted,

nude and beardless, wearing the caestus
;
beneath the one on the r. a prochoos,

and between them a branch. On the r. is a nude youth to L, acting as a

'second' with sponge and aryballos, behind him two beardless figures to 1.

(hair looped up, himatia, and sandals), the first as auletes, playing the double

flute, the second as a brabeus, holding a long wand. On the r. are : a boy

climbing a pole to r., and a bearded man to 1., with r. arm raised, leading by the

hand a small bearded figure carrying a branch
;
both have short chitons and

sandals. Next, a diskobolos to r., nude and beardless, with hair gathered up,

holding the diskos in r. hand
;
an akontistes to r., as last, with spear brandished

in both hands, and a Jioplitodronios to 1. with long hair, helmet with lofty plume,
and greaves, both hands extended. (This costume is noticeable, because in late

times shields, but not greaves, were worn in this race, see B 608 and

/. H. S. vii. p. 190.) Next, on the r. are carceres, from which the forepart of four

bridled horses and a dog are issuing to r.
;
above is a garment on a hook.

Next, six ithyphallic Satyrs, with long hair and hands raised, walking in pairs

to 1., followed by six Maenads walking in pairs, in long chitons, himatia, and

tutuli ; one of each hinder pair holds a twig, and one of the last pair has face

turned to front
;
between all these figures are branches. Next, four nude male

figures to r. in pairs, with hair bound up, each with crotala in either hand
;

three are looking back, the fourth has head thrown back. Lastly, two beardless

male figures to 1., with hair bound up, chitons reaching to the knees, and himatia;

each has a long knotted staff; between them are branches. Below, a row of

large palmettes and lotos-flowers, and two of lotos-buds, an Etruscan imitation

of the ornamentation of the Caeretan hydriae.

B 65. AMPHORA. Old No. 430. Ht. 12 in. 1849. Pizzati Coll. Designs in black, purple,

and white on buff panels. On the nerk, honeysuckle-pattern each side.

{a) Pegasos to r., with wings addorsed and a row of pendant ornaments

probably bells or bullae, round his neck. On either side of him is an ivy-plant,

{b) Similar design ; Pegasos (without collar) is tied by a halter to the shrub in

front of him.
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B 66. AMPHORA. Ht. 8| in. Neck broken off above the handles. Designs black on red

ground, with occasional incised lines
; coarsely painted. On the neck, lotos-flowers and buds ;

on the shoulder, ivy-leaves.

{a) Heracles running to r., beardless, with short chiton, club in r. hand,
bow in 1. He is apparently pursuing (^) a beardless warrior running to r., with

shield and spear (which he has just dropped), and r. arm extended. Under the

handles are large lotos-flowers.

B 67. AMPHORA. Old No. 431. Ht. gi in. Designs in black, rudely painted, on drab

panels. On the shoulder, each side, ivy-leaves between palmettes.

[a) A winged lion walking to 1., with one wing advanced
; below, an

ivy-leaf, {b) Three palmettes inverted
;
in the field, ivy-leaves.

B 68. AMPHORA. Old No. 432. Ht. SJ in. Payne-Knight Coll. Designs in black on buff

panels all down the vase, with accessories of white
; rather coarse style. On the neck, lotos-

flowers wath tendrils ;
on the shoulder, tongue-pattern.

{a) A Hippocamp, or sea-horse to r., with horse's head and fore-paws, long
tail, and small pectoral and dorsal fins

;
scales indicated in white. (/;) A sea-lion

to r., with lion's head and fore-paws, and open mouth
;

the rest as the sea-

horse.

B 69. AMPHORA. Old No. 433. Ht. 8f in. From Magna Graecia. Durand Coll. 873.

Designs in black on red panels, with incised lines and black lines added later ; very coarse

style. On the neck, maeander ;
on the shoulder, wave-pattern.

{a) A beardless hunter in a chlamys, moving to r. and urging on
a hound. (/;) Two beardless males confronted, each kneeling on one knee

;

the one on the r. has long chiton, himation, and cross-belt
;

the other has

a chlamys over his r. arm, and cross-belt
;

his r, hand is extended, and 1.

drawn back.

B 70. AMPHORA. Old No. 434. Ht. 9? in. Overbeck, Her. Bihhu. p. 663. Much restored
;

handles broken off. Design black on buff ground, very rudely drawn, with occasional incised

lines. On the neck, honeysuckle-pattern. On the shoulder, a rude crenelle-pattern

interspersed with dots.

On the body, the sacrifice of Polyxena (?) : Odysseus to 1., bearded,
with helmet and greaves, carries Polyxena to the altar

;
she is nude, with long

hair and/Z/fj. On the other side of the altar Neoptolemos to r. (helmet and

greaves) is about to slay her with his sword. Behind Odysseus is Hecuba to 1.

in a long chiton, tearing her dishevelled hair. On the other side are two Trojan
women, in long chitons, the first rushing forward, tearing her dishevelled hair

with 1. hand, and uncovering her knee with r.
;
the other one crouches down,

tearing her hair with both hands. On the 1. is Polydoros to r., in long chiton

and himation, 1. hand raised as if in deprecation.
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B 71. OINOCHO^. Old No. 437. Ht. loi in. Cervctri, 1839. Handle lost. Shape

Fig. 3. Design black on red ground, with incised lines. On the neck is a row of pear-shaped
leaves pointing alternately up and down

;
on the shoulder, an ivy-wreath.

Four Pegasi galloping to 1.
; they have wings recurved, and pendants

round their necks
;
between two of them is a beardless Satyr with long hair,

crouching down, and looking to 1., with arms extended.

[Cf. Rom. MitthciL 1888, pi. opposite p. 180, fig. 3.]

B 72. OINOCHOfe. Old No. 435. Ht. 13 in. 1846. ^rc/i^^t?/^^/^, xlviii. p. 366 ; cf. Gar-

giulo, Mus. Borb. 98. Design in black on a red panel, with incised lines and accessories

of purple.

Spout in form of a gryphon's head, with open mouth showing the tongue,
and erect ears, the neck long and narrow, banded.

Two Sphinxes confronted, each with wings addorsed and one paw raised
;

the one on the r. wears a mitra or calatJios ; between them a lotos-bud. Below

is a dog chasing a deer to 1., both on a smaller scale.

B 73. KYATHOS. Ht. 5^ in.
; with handle, gi in. Diam. 7| in. 1865. Christy Coll.

Part of handle lost ; the rest put together from fragments. Shape as Plate vii. i, but with

high foot. A similar kyathos in Rom. MitthciL 1888, pi. opposite p. 180, fig. 9. Design black

on red ground ; merely painted. Round the rim, ivy-leaves, as B 61 ; above the design a

chevron-pattern interspersed with dots, as B 62.

Frieze of various figures : On the 1. a seated Maenad to r., in long chiton,

with flower in 1. hand
; next, a Satyr with outstretched arms looking back at

her
;
another Maenad to r. with outstretched arms, in long chiton, turning away

from a Satyr who looks back and holds out r. hand to her. Next, a tumbler

standing on his head, and a brabens to r. in a himation, with a wand in

either hand, followed by two nude bearded wrestlers about to engage, and

a tumbler standing on his head on a box or stool (?) ;
on the r. another box or

stool, and a branch.

B 74. KYLIX. Old No. 440. Ht. 4 in. Diam. 8f in. 1846. Imperfectly fired. Very flat.

Probably Etruscan ; the tiitiilus, however, is not an exclusively Etruscan head-dress. Design
in black on a red medallion, with accessories of white and incised lines.

A Maenad running to 1., looking back, with outstretched arms in long
embroidered chiton with short sleeves and stars incised on it, and a close head-

dress, or Uttuliis, concealing the hair (cf. the Maenads in B 63). In the field on

the 1. is an ivy-branch. Round the design are two rows of crenelle-pattern,

and a wavy line between, all interspersed with dots.
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'CHALCIDIAN' OR METALLIC STYLE (see p. 38).

B 75. HYDRIA. Ht. 13^ in. 1865. Dumont and Chaplain, p. 282
;

^r<:>^, Z^//. 1881, p. 36,

n. 23 ; Studniczka in Jahrbuch, i. (1886), p. 89, n. 12. Designs black on red ground, with

purple and white accessories. Inside the lip, tongue-pattern, purple and black ;
on the

shoulder, tongue-pattern, lotos-buds and flowers (cf. B 34). Shape Fig. 14.

On the body, two friezes: (l) Combat of six warriors, in pairs: In the

centre is a warrior fallen to r. on his knees
;

his face is upturned towards a

warrior attacking him with spear, and he endeavours to defend himself with

sword. The attacking warrior is inscribed iOlATHA, 'Ai^raio?. On their

further side is a similar pair, each thrusting at the other with spear ; they are

inscribed respectively ANTIOVO>, 'Ai^Tto;>^o9,
and n0VVA0P>05-, TloXvhcopo^. On

the r. is a warrior kneeling to 1. on one knee, looking back at an opponent who
is about to transfix him with a spear. These two are inscribed respectively

5.VVA3, Faxv^ ? (cf Ami. delP Inst. 1878, p. 307), and MEAON, Mehwv. All

have long hair, visored helmets, greaves, swords, shields, and spears. The
one on the r. has a short purple chiton, and he and the one defending the

fallen warrior have white shields with two black rings round the edge. The
rest of the frieze is occupied by animals : Under the handle a Siren to r.

regardant, with long hair, fillet, and wings outspread ;
next to r., a Sphinx

seated to 1. regardant, with long hair, fillet, and wings recurved
;
under the

handle at the back is a large palmette (purple and black with white centre)

v/ith volutes
; next, a Sphinx as the last, but to r.

;
under the other handle

a lion passant to r. with tail recurved.

(2) Frieze of animals : A goat and panther confronted (repeated three

times), and a swan to r. with wings addorsed.

The handles all have cross-pieces at the junctures, with imitations of rivets

on the lip, and the large one ends below in a moulded palmette (see Arch.

Zeit. I.e.).

[The manner in which the warriors are armed, the name faxvs, and the border of lotos-

buds on the shoulder seem to point to a Corinthian origin for this vase.)

B 76. HYDRIA. Ht. 13! in. Cameiros, 1861. Torr, Rhodes in Ancient Times, pi 6, A
;

Dumont and Chaplain, p. 281
; Arch. Zeit. 1881, p. 39; Wulff, 7 hcseussage, p. 20. Designs

black on red ground, with purple and faded white accessories. Round the lip inside, interlacing

lotos- and honeysuckle-pattern ;
round the neck, lotos-buds and flowers. The body is almost

globular (shape Fig. 41) ; on it are two designs divided by a band of lotos-buds and flowers.

According to Loeschcke, Arch. Zeit., I. c, this is the old Attic form of hydria, cf. op. cit. 1866,

pi. 209. It is not unlikely that the vase is really of Athenian manufacture ; the animals on the
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lower frieze are of Attic type, and the shape of the vase resembles that of the early Attic

hydria, Vienna Cat. 220.

(i) Departure of Hector: In the centre a quadriga seen from the front
;

in it the charioteer Kebriones looking to n, with long hair, long chiton, and

goad. He is inscribed: KEBPIONE, Ke/3/3tot'7;[9. On one side of the horses is

a palmette on a stalk, on the other a lotos-bud
;
the horses' tails are plaited.

On the 1. is Hector to r., bearded, with long hair, fillet, long* chiton and

purple himation, in r. hand a spear ;
in front of him BEKTOP, "E/crcop. Behind

him is a warrior to r., with visored helmet, greaves, shield, and spear ;
behind

him an eagle flying to 1. On the 1., Troilos (?) on horseback to r., nude and

beardless, with long hair and sword at side
;
in the field behind him is a lotos-

bud. On the r, is Glaucos to 1., beardless, with long hair, fillet, long chiton,

purple himation, and spear in 1. hand. In front of him, $0>1VA\/ . . . FJXaO/co?.

Behind him a warrior (as the other) to 1., and another similar warrior (but with

no spear) walking to 1. and leading a horse. On the shield of the former is the

forepart of a goat running to 1., on that of the latter an eagle flying to 1.

(2) Cretan goat to 1. between panthers ; panther to 1. between

goats (cf B-42).

MISCELLANEOUS FABRICS (see p. 38).

B 77. SKYPHOS. Ht. 7 in. Diam. 7I in. From the temple of the Cabeiri, Thebes, 1889.

Much injured. Designs black on deep buff ground, with incised Hnes. Of local manufacture.

On the top of the handles, a zigzag pattern ;
below the designs a double wave-pattern.

Fif . 42.—B 77.
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(a) Centaur to r., with shaggy hair, beard, and tail, holding a crooked staft"

in r. hand, and a tree in 1., confronts two grotesque beardless male figures in

himatia, carrying sticks, that of the front one knotted
;
behind them, a tree.

This scene probably represents Peleus bringing the young Achilles to Cheiron.

(/}) Pigmy to i. with hump-back, attacking a crane (cf. Athen. MittJieil.

1888, pi. xii.) ;
the crane retreats to I., looking back. Behind, a vine with

large bunches of grapes.

B 78. SKYPHOS. Ht. 6 in. Diam. 6 in. Temple of the Cabeiri, Thebes, 1889. Partly

restored. Designs as last.

{a) Flute-player to 1. with puffed-out cheeks, wearing a beaded fillet and

himation
;
in front of him, two grotesque nude figures to 1., dancing, the first

slightly bearded, holding up a tympatioii (?), the other beardless, with a wreath

in his hand and another on his head, standing on a thymeli (?) On the 1.,

a branch.
{})) Vine, as on last vase.

B 79. SKYPHOS. Old No. 687. Ht. 6^ in. Diam. 83^3 in. From Acrae in Sicily. Frag-
ments pieced together and restored ; has been much painted over. Durand Coll. 197.

Judica, Ant. di Acre^ pi. 25, 26, p. 137 ; Inghirami, Vasi Fitt. i. pi. 33 ; Panofka, Vast di

Prcinio, i. pis. 4 b ; Harrison and Verrall, p. 253 ;
Rhcin. Mus. xliii. (1888), p. 357. Cf. a vase

in Mits. Hal. ii. p. 30, pi. i, 4. Designs black on red ground, with incised lines and purple

accessories. Early Athenian style. Shape Fig. 2. Round the top a wreath.

{a) Dionysos in his ship-car, seated to r., with long hair, ivy-wreath, and

pointed beard, long chiton and himation, holding in 1. hand a vine which spreads
over the field. At either end sits a Satyr with phorbeia, playing the double

flute, of whom hardly anything is now visible. The car is of the shape of a

galley, with four wheels, the prow terminating in a boar's head, the stern in a

cheniskos, or goose's head.

[Cf. the kylix by Exekias, Gerhard, A. V. 49]

{b) Sacrifice of a bull (probably the prize of a dithyrambic victory, cf. the

following vase) : Six bearded male figures,*the first five wearing himatia
;
the

two on the 1. are conversing ;
the third moves to r., carrying an ivy-branch ;

the fourth, also to r., plays the double flute, with a phorbeia; the fifth stands

to r. behind the bull, guiding it by a cord attached to one of its horns
;
the

sixth stands at its head to r., looking to 1., with branches in 1. hand. Under one

handle is a swan to r., nearly obliterated
;
the space under the other is com-

pletely painted over.

B 80. PLATE. Ht. 3 in. Diam. I if in. Athens, 1879. /. H. S. i. pi. 7, p. 202 (C. Smith^
;

Class. Rev. i. (1887), p. 315 (Murray) ;
Harrison and Verrall, pp. 289, 458 ; Roscher, p. 691 ;

Studniczka, Kyrene, p. 14. Repaired. Designs black on buff ground; rudely incised.

Interior, in a medallion with border of tongue-pattern : A nude bearded

figure to r. holds the arms of an opponent, bearded, with short chiton and sheath
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at side, who attempts to fly to r. and brandishes a sword in r. hand
;
in 1. hand

he holds a cord, to the end of which is fastened an uncertain object resembhng
a tortoise. On the r. is a third figure, nude and bearded, retreating and looking
back. In the field, a branch and helix. The scene may represent Theseus and

Skiron (cf E 49, E 53), or Heracles and the Kerkopes.
Exterior : Under the rim, ivy-leaves. Frieze of figures in four scenes,

representing various Athenian games :

1. Panathenaic games and, sacrifice to Athene (cf Berlin Cat. 1686) :

The goddess is represented as on the Panathenaic amphorae, to 1., in long
chiton with aegis over it, brandishing a spear in r. hand, with shield on 1. arm.

Behind her is a snake (the otKovpo<; 6(f)i.^)
coiled on a /le/Lv, and a Doric column

(cf JaJirbucJi, 1 887, p. 1 5 i
,
n. 64, and p. 280). In front is an altar of two steps, with

flames rising and a bird on the top to 1., either a crow, or a cock (on the analogy
of the Panathenaic amphorae). (For the altar, which is of open wood-work, see

Studniczka, /. r.) On the 1. a priestess in long chiton approaches with a tray on

her head containing offerings. Further to the right :

2. Tragic chorus : A nude male figure, bearded, advancing to r., with a

wreath in 1. hand, and r, hand on his hip ;
on his r. leg a swan or crane is

perched. In front of him are three similar figures, the first turned towards him,
with a wreath in r. hand, the second to r. holding out a wreath over a goat (the

tragic prize) which stands to r, looking back
;
the third stands to 1. and holds it

by the horns. On the r. are two similar figures approaching with r. hands

raised.

3. Comic chorus : First, a nude male figure to r., bearded, with a staff in

his hands
; next, in a two-wheeled cart drawn by two mules to r. are four draped

figures ;
one sits at the back, holding a wreath, and apparently making fun of

the first figure. Two others stand in the car to r., and one drives with a two-

thonged whip ;
the wheels are of the archaic pattern, as in B 17 and B 130.

[This probably alludes to the practice of making jokes e| (5/ia^^f, which was con-

nected with comic contests.]

4. Dithyrambic chorus : Seven figures advance to r., nude and bearded.

The first has a wreath and short stick (?), the second a short stick, the third an

oinochoc, the fourth a wreath, the sixth plays the double flute. The fifth holds

a cord fastened to the hind-legs of a bull which he is leading up to sacrifice (as

the prize of victory), and by it walks the seventh figure holding a halter tied to

its r. leg, and a wreath.

[The vase is probably later than 566 B.C., when the Panathenaic games were instituted.]

B 81. FRAGMENT of pinax. 3g x 2f| in. Athens, 1890. Design black, with incised

lines, on deep buff ground.

A female figure to r., with hair tied in a bunch behind, long chiton and

himation, holding out 1. arm over a large vase (perhaps a crater). The pinax is

pierced for suspension.
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B 82. OINOCHO^. Ht. 6f in. Melos, 1819. Burgon Coll. Rather worn; coarse style.

Shape Fig. 3. Design black on a drab panel, with incised lines and accessories of purple.

Three male figures to r., dancing, in short purple chitons, with 1. hands

raised.

B 83. PHIALE. Diam. 3^ in. Troad, 1856. Design black, rudely painted, on pale red

ground. Shape as B 80.

Exterior : Two swans to r.
;
behind the second, a rude rosette.

B 84. PHIALE. Diam. 3^ in. Thymbra, Troad, 1877. Design black on pale red ground ;

rudely painted.

Exterior : Four swans to r.

Q 35_ PHIALlfc. Diam. 6f in. Thymbra, 1877. Style and design as last.

Exterior : Three swans alternating with as many hens, all to r.

g Qg PHIALE. Diam, 4Y^g in. Thymbra, 1877. Style and design as last ; the black rather

worn.

Exterior : Four swans to r.

B 87. PHIAL^;. Diam. 6J in. Troad, 1856. Style as before. Design black, turned to red,
on pale red ground.

Exterior : Four swans to r.

B 88. SKYPHOS. Ht. U in. Diam. 2I in. Troad, 1856. Design black, turned to red, on

pale red ground. Shape Fig. 2.

Four swans to r.

Q 89. SKYPHOS. Ht. ij in. Diam. 2? in. Thymbra, 1877. Design black on pale red

ground.

Four swans to r.

B 90. SKYPHOS. Ht. 3-| in. Diam. si in. Thymbra, 1877. Design black turned to red,
on pale red ground ; very coarse style.

(a) A male figure in short chiton moving to r. and looking back, with r.

arm raised. On either side a seated Sphinx with wings recurved, turned away
from him. (d) The same design. On either side of the handles, palmettes.

B 91. SKYPHOS. Ht. 2i in. Diam. 4i in. Troad, 1S56. Much injured. Colours as last,

faded.

Subject as last vase.

B 92. SKYPHOS. Ht. 3| in. Diam. 5 in. Troad, 1856. Much injured; black nearly all

faded.

Subject as before.

B 93. SKYPHOS. Ht. 3i in. Diam. 5^ in. Troad, 1856. Much injured; part broken

away.

Subject as before, but not so faded.
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g g^ OINOCHO^. Ht. iij in. Thymbra, 1877. Much broken. Rhodian style. Design
black on pale red ground. Round the shoulder, lotos-buds inverted. Shape Fig 3.

Frieze of animals : Two panthers, swan, and panther, all to r. In the

field, rings.

„ gc PINAX. Diam. 8 in. Dardanus, Troad, 1877. Presented by A. W. Franks, Esq. C.B.

Slightly injured. Rhodian (?) style. Design black on pale red ground, with incised lines.

Round the rim, a myrtle-wreath.

A Hon to r. has leapt upon a bull to 1., and has his teeth fixed in its hind-

quarters ;
the bull has its head twisted round, and endeavours to escape.

B 96.

B 97.

B 99.

ROOF-TILE. Ht. 12 in. Diam. 61 in. Bourgounte, Carpathos, 1886. Class. Rev. i.

(1887), p. 27. Cf. also Furtwaengler \n Jahrbuck, 1886, p. 153.

Of nearly cylindrical form, thinning to one end, and terminating in a knob

with a spout. Unglazed buff clay painted in black, with tendrils on either side

of the opening, a florid palmette in the centre, and a rude geometrical pattern

below
;
the knob black with a border of tongue-pattern.

ROOF-TILE. Ht. I2in. Diam. 6i in. Bourgounte, Carpathos, 1886.

Similar to the last, with a rude bird to r. in place of the palmette, and on

one side of the opening an ivy-wreath, on the other, myrtle (?).

_ _Q PINAX. Diam. 5f in. Marion, Cyprus, 1890. Presented by the Cyprus Exploration
Fund. /. H. S. xi. p. 41, Naucratite style. Design black on a pale red ground, with red

and white accessories, and incised lines sparingly used. The rim is pierced with holes for

suspension.

A Sphinx seated to r., with long hair and wings recurved. Between its legs

is a swan to r. with beak resting on breast
fci

FRAGMENT. Length 2i in. From Mytilenfe. Design black on red ground, with

white accessories. The style resembles that of some Daphnae and Naucratis fragments,
cf. B io3ii, and B 121.

The lower part of a bird to 1.
; below, crescent pattern in white on black.

EARLY BLACK-FIGURED VASES AND FRAGMENTS FROM
NAUCRATIS (see p. 40).

B 100. LEBES. Ht. 6\ in. Diam. 7? in. Naucratis, 1888. Naiikratis II., pl. ix. 6. Put

together from fragments. Shape Fig. 9. Designs black on red ground, with incised lines and

purple accessories. Round the rim, rosettes.

Three friezes : (i) Goat and panther to 1.
;

Siren to 1. with long hair and

wings recurved and lion to r.
;
two Sirens confronted, with long hair and wings
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recurved
;
two panthers confronted over a lotos- and honeysuckle-pattern. On

the r, the head of a Siren to 1. is visible, with long hair, fillet, and necklace.

(2) Two Sirens confronted, as above
;
between them Hermes standing to 1.,

bearded, with long chiton and purple himation, in I. hand a caduceiis ; beyond,
two boars confronted, with a rosette between, and a lion to r.

(3) Two Sirens confronted, and part of a panther to 1.

B 101. LEBES. Ht. 7 in. Diam. 12 in. Naucratis, 1888. Naukratis II., pi. xiii. 2. Only-

one side remaining. Shape Fig. 9. Design black on a buff panel ; imperfectly fired.

In the centre, a large bird to r., with double crest, and wings addorsed,

between, two seated Sphinxes with long hair, fillets, and wings recurved.

In the field, rosettes.

[For the bird, of. B 43 ;
for the Sirens, B 44 ; both vases are imitations of the

Corinthian style, while this one had apparently been made at Naucratis
; see p. 33.]

B 102|. FRAGMENT, with base of handle. Naucratis, 1886. Design in black on a buff panel,

with purple accessories and incised lines.

Hinder part of a nude male figure to 1., with 1. leg lifted back, and a club (?) in r. hand.

Below the handle is incised : APOh . . . 'A7roX[Xa)i'of (l\j.l.

B 1022. FRAGMENTS, seven joined in three. Natikratis I., ^\s. \\. i, xxxiii. 219. Design in

black on a red panel, with purple accessories and incised lines.

A cock to r.
;
in the field, black pear-shaped markings.

Incised: \/^®HK^TnnOhhnNl ;
below: OA . . . llMlhHjIi, 6 fielm avIidr^Ke

rwTToXXwi't r]cp MtX»y(ri'a).

B 1023. FRAGMENTS, three in number, of similar vase. Ht. 5 in. Nankratis /., pis. vi. 2,

xxxiii. 223. Design black on a red panel, with purple accessories and incised lines.

Part of a Sphinx to r. with long hair, fillet, necklace, calathos on the head, and 1. wing
advanced, to give the idea of perspective.

Incised : K . . . ^^TO^'M | '^V\ A
|

K . . fo-ros ft' avi6rjK\f'\ Td[(f)pf)8iTr).

TA

B 102 . FRAGMENTS, six in number. Naukraiis I., p\. xxxii. 177. Design black on a drab

panel ;
much faded.

A panther to 1., with face to front.

Incised: Pf^QT . P+O'hJM- . . . Q.P\^H npa)r[a]pxo!r /x'[ai/e<9;;»ce r]a)7ro'XXw[i/t.

B 102-. FRAGMENT. 2^ x 3^ in. Nankratis /., pi. xxxiii. 330; Blass, Dialckt-lnschr. 3154.

Corinthian style. Design black on buff ground, with incised lines and purple accessories ;

much worn.

Legs of male figure to 1., confronted by a duck. Between these two figures is the painted
outline of a human leg to r., probably forming part of an abandoned design.

Inscribed :MOA[
,

. . . tXos (?) ;
incised MY ATA, . . . arpuy (?).

B 102 .
FRAGMENTS of crater, with part of handle. 35 x 4f in. From the temenos of Apollo.

Design black on drab ground, with incised lines and purple accessories.

A swan to 1. pecking at its breast, with wings addorsed.
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B 102-. FRAGMENTS, four in number, of large bowl. Designs red on buff ground with incised

lines.

Interior : Part of a large animal to r. ; above, rosettes.

Exterior : Part of a frieze of animals
; in the field, rosettes.

B 102^. FRAGMENTS of large bowl, two in number. 3f x 35 and 3x3 in. From the

temenos of Apollo. Designs black on a buff ground, with incised lines and purple accessories.

Interior : A colossal head of the Gorgon, the features outlined in black; on the larger

fragment, the 1. ear and part of the 1. eye and eyebrow, and the hair, indicated by stripes of black

and purple, with a narrow fillet ; on the other fragment, part of the curls on the forehead, and

of the r. eye and eyebrow.
Exterior : Frieze of browsing deer to r., parts of two visible

;
in front of one is an animal

seated, perhaps a Sphinx ; the head is lost.

B 102y. FRAGMENT of a bowl. 21 x 3 in. Design red on a drab ground, with incised

lines.

Lower part of a nude male figure, turned to the front
;
in the field, a rosette.

B 102 FRAGMENT. 25 x i? in. Design black on red ground, with purple accessories, and

incised lines.

Above, part of a Sphinx {?) ; below^ the upper part of two figures, one with a head- dress.

B 102 FRAGMENTS, nine joined in two, Naukratis /., pi. vi. 6; Corey, de Avias. ant.

Jignr. p. 79. Design black on drab ground, with incised lines and purple accessories.

Fore-part of a horse galloping to r., and part of a swan to r. with wings addorsed ;

between them a rosette.

Incised : IO5.KOPO /§>!, 6 beiva Toh A]to(rKdpo[t](n[i/ dvydii\^K(v.

>f®H )

[In the illustration in Naukratis I. the fragment is more complete, with part of a

figure riding on the horse
;

this additional fragment has not been found in the Museum

Collection.]

B 102i2> FRAGMENT. 3 x 25 in. Design black on a drab panel, with incised lines
;
much

worn.

Exterior : A water-fowl to 1. with long neck, pecking at its breast ;
in the field, leaves.

B 102i3. FRAGMENT. 2I x 2\ in. Design black on buff ground, with accessories of purple

and white, and incised lines.

Part of a frieze of Sirens or large birds to 1.
;
the tail of one and the legs and breast of

another remain.

B 102^. FRAGMENT of rim of kelebe, with part of handle. 2\ x 3^ in. From the temenos

of Apollo. Colours as last.

A Siren to r. regardant, with long hair.

B 102i5. FRAGMENT of rim of bowl. 3! x 2^ in. Imperfectly fired. Design black on

buff ground, with incised lines.

Head of a lion to r. ; above and in the field, rosettes.

B 102ic. FRAGMENT of large lebes or kelebe, 'with part of handle. Imperfectly fired. Design

black on buff ground, with incised lines.

A nude male figure thrown back to
1.,

in a contorted attitude, with his face to the ground ;

he is bearded, with long hair and a fillet.

G
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B 102^-. FRAGMENT. 5 x i^ in. Design black on red ground, roughly incised.

A nude male figure in archaic running attitude to r., with hands folded in front, con-

fronted by a boar ;
in the field, a rosette.

B 102|y. FRAGMENT. 2J x 3 in. Design black on red ground, with incised lines.

Part of a frieze of water-fowl to r., one and part of another being visible. In the field, a

rosette ; below, a band of dots.

B 102ir,. FRAGMENT. i| x 4 in. From the tenienos of Apollo. Imperfectly fired. Design
black on red ground, with purple and white accessories, and incised lines.

The back of a chariot-horse to 1. mth ornamented collar ; the yoke and reins are also

visible.

B 102^ . FRAGMENT. From the temenos of Apollo. Imperfectly fired. Design black on

drab ground, slightly incised, with purple and white accessories.

The tails of two cocks back to back ; in the field, a lotos-bud.

B 102^1. FRAGMENT, forming the handle of a kelebe. 4 x 2^ in. Naukratis /., pi. xiii. 16.

A male head to 1.,
with pointed beard and long hair tied in a club at the back, with fillet ;

the face and neck purple.

[Probably of Athenian fabric, see p. 34.]

B 102^2" FRAGMENT of shoulder of vase. 1% x 2f in. Imperfectly fired. Design black on
red ground, with incised lines and purple accessories.

A Sphinx (?) to r., rudely drawn, with 1. wing advanced.

B 102^2. FRAGMENT. 3 x 2^ in. Colours as last. Corinthian style, cf. B 30 and B 33.

Upper part of a panther to r. with face to front, holding a deer upside down in its mouth ;

its head and fore-legs are visible behind the panther's head. In the field, a rosette.

B 102;ij. FRAGMENT. 3 x ^\ in. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and
accessories of purple and white.

Parts of a male and female figure to 1., dancing (?), with arms raised
; the female wears a

close-fitting purple chiton and himation. Between them is a large bird flying to r.

B 1022^. FRAGMENT. Ht. 4J in. Design black on red ground, with incised lines.

Hind-quarters of lion and fore-leg of deer ; both passant to r. ; the lion's hide indicated

by incised lines.

B 1022^. FRAGMENT. 5J x 4? in. Design black, turned to red, on red ground, with incised

lines and white accessories.

Part of a frieze of female figures hand-in-hand to 1., with long hair and long chitons

embroidered with stars ; parts of two figures are visible.

B 10227. FRAGMENT. 2g x 2J in. Design black on red ground, with incised lines, and

purple, white, and buff accessories.

Part of a Siren to r., with long hair and purple fillet fastened with a wheel-like clasp over

the ear
; the clasp and the hair on the temple buff. Behind is a palmette on a tendril, purple

and white.

B 102,^. FRAGMENT of shoulder of hydria. 3J x 2| in. Imperfectly fired. Design black on
a red panel, with incised lines and accessories of purple and white.

Vaxioi an Amazonoinachia: Two Amazons, each kneeling on one knee to 1., one as an

archer, with long hair, close cap, jerkin and anaxyridcs, and quiver, on which are scales, the

other in high-crested helmet and short chiton, thrusting with spear ;
the nude parts are painted

white, the bow and spear black, without incised lines.
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B 102,r. FRAGMENTS, two in number. Corinthian style. Design black, partly painted, partly-

outlined, on red ground, with incised lines and purple accessories,

(i) Parts of two figures to r. in long chitons
; the front one has an embroidered

diploi'dion, and his chiton is left in the colour of the clay, the folds indicated by wavy vertical

lines. Inscribed : MAA&i (-iSas-.^) and 30HAC (Fawn ?),

(2) Part of a frieze of water-birds
;

in the field, rosettes.

B 1023,.
FRAGMENT. 3 x 3 in. Design light red on coarse drab ground.
A tree with spreading branches.

B 102. . FRAGMENTS, joined in two, forming handles and part of rim of a phiali. Shape
as B 80. Designs black on red ground, with incised lines and purple accessories, rudely
drawn. Corinthian style.

Exterior : On either side, two Sirens confronted, with long hair and wings recurved ;

under each handle a water-fowl to r. with long neck ;
in the field, rosettes.

B 102. FRAGMENT. 2\ x 3? in. Design black and white on red ground, with incised lines.

Part of a nude female figure on horseback to 1., the body painted in white on the clay, the

breasts only incised.

[Cf. the Daphnae fragments, B 1 161.4.]

B 102.". FRAGMENT. 2I x 2^ in. Naukratis /., pi. v. 41 ;
Dumont and Chaplain, p. 312, 2.

Design black on drab ground, with incised lines and accessories of purple and white.

Head and upper part of negro looking to 1., the eye painted white with purple pupil.

B 102 .
FRAGMENT. 4x2? in. Design black on buff ground, with incised lines.

In the centre a male figure crouching down to r., with long hair and fillet, in 1. hand a

keras; confronting him is a similar figure, bearded, with r. hand raised. On the 1. is the

1. arm of a third figure.

B 102. r.
FRAGMENT. 5 x 3I in. Design black on buff ground, with incised lines and purple

accessories ; much worn.

Two male figures running to 1., in short purple close-fitting chitons ;
between them, a

rosette ; below, head of a panther to 1., and part of a rosette.

.g \r\o'~
FRAGMENT, if x i in. Design on exterior rudely painted in dark brown on red

"''
ground, with slight accessories of purple and white ; interior, white painted on dark red-brown

glaze, with incised lines.

Exterior : Part of a rude bearded face (?) turned to front, and r. arm of nude male figure.

Interior : Body and I. arm of nude male figure looking to 1.

B 102j;. FRAGMENT. 2I x i\ in. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and purple
accessories.

Part of wing of large bird or Siren to r.

B 1023^. FRAGMENT. 2f x 2 in. Design black on red ground, with incised lines.

Part of a Satyr to 1. with long hair.

T3 ino FRAGMENT. 2\ x ix in. Design black on buff ground, with incised lines and purple
accessories

;
much worn.

Bearded head of nude male fi"-ure to r.

'jfi'

B 103 .
FRAGMENTS, five in number, of rim of large vase. Naucratis, 1888. Natikratis II.,

pi. xxi. 799. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and purple accessories.

On the rim, rosettes
; below, part of a panther to 1. with head turned to front.

Incised on the inside : nXIAO^MANE®HKE . . . wx'/^os- /^' ""f'^'J^e.

G 2
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B 103 . FRAGMENTS, three in number. 31 x 2I in. Naiikratis II., pi. xxi. 826 ;
Class. Rev.

ii. (1888), p. 233. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and accessories of white and

purple ; style somewhat resembling B 382.

A nude beardless male figure to r. with long hair, dancing ; confronting him is a female

figure dancing, with long hair tied in a club and curls in front of the ears, fillet, necklace,

and short purple chiton. Incised: AS^AHHO.

B 103;j. FRAGMENT. 3! x Ib in. Design black on drab ground.
Four legs of a deer to L

B 103 . FRAGMENTS, three in number. Imperfectly fired. Design black on drab ground.

Four legs of a deer to 1. Below, maeander.

B 103-. FRAGMENT of rim and neck of large lebes or krater. Ht. 3^ in. Diam. 13! m.

Naiikratis II., pi. xiii. i. Design black on white ground, with incised lines and purple

accessories. On the top of the rim, a guilloche pattern.

Round the neck, a frieze of female figures standing to 1. with hands joined ; they have

long purple chitons and himatia, and close-fitting caps on their heads.

B 103 FRAGMENT, with part of rim. 3} x 2\ in. Design black on a drab panel, with

incised hues and purple accessories.

Head of a cow to 1. On the rim, maeander.

B 103-. FRAGMENT. 4? x 2^ in. Imperfectly fired. Design black on drab ground, with

incised lines.

Two heads of horses to 1., the further one turned upwards, the other downwards.

B 103 FRAGMENT. 4 x 3j in. Design black on buff ground, with incised lines.

Three nude male figures to r., dancing ; only one complete.
'is*

B 103r. FRAGMENT. 3 x 2 in. Design black on pale buff ground, with white accessories.

Two female figures in long chitons moving to 1., carrying a large wreath between them
;

the first has a girdle, the second white stars embroidered on her chiton.

B 103i .
FRAGMENT of large kelebe, with part of handle. 5 x 3^ in. Design black turned to

red on drab ground, with incised lines.

On the top of the handle, a seated Sphinx to 1. with r. fore paw raised ; on the 1. part of a

palmette. Round the edge, zigzags.

B 103 .
FRAGMENT. Ht. 5 in. Design black and white on buff ground, with incised lines

and purple accessories.

A female figure to r. with long embroidered chiton and diplo'idion, long hair, double fillet,

and necklace, playing the double flute. The flutes and nude parts are white, painted on the

clay, the face outlined in black. Above, a band of crescents in black and white. [Cf. the

Mytilene fragment, B 99.]

B 103 ..
FRAGMENT. 3x2 in. Design black on drab ground with incised lines and

accessories of purple and white.

Part of a nude male figure to r., with quiver, in the act of drawing a bow.

B 103 ..
FRAGMENT. 2I x 2 in. Designs black on buft' ground, with incised lines.

Exterior : Part of a boar to r., with scales and hair indicated by incised lines
;

in the

field, a rosette.

Interior : Part of a colossal Gorgoneion (cf. B lo2g), showing wavy tresses, and part of

the coils of a large serpent.
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B 103 14' FRAGMENTS, four in number, of similar type. A^aukraih IT., \)\.
\\. 7. Imperfectly

fired. Designs black on red ground, incised, with purple and white accessories.

(i) Horseman to r. confronting a quadriga (?), of which the heads of two horses and of a

bearded charioteer, with long hair and fillet, are visible.

(2) Head of horse and hind-quarters of another, both to r.

(3) Horseman to r. with hair tied in a bunch at the back
;
the horse has a collar with

pendants. (Cf. B 59, and the Clazomenae sarcophagi, /. H. S. iv. p. i ff.)

(4) Part of horseman and head of horse, to r.

B 103i5. FRAGMENT. 4^ x 31 in. Design black on red ground, with accessories of purple
and white.

Lower part of bull to r.

B 103 IC" Design black onOFRAGMENT. Length 3^ in. From the temenos of the Dioscuri,

drab ground with incised lines and accessories of purple and white.

Part of a frieze of geese to r. with heads to the ground, one visible, and the head of

another. Below is a Satyr to r. with long hair, playing the double flute
;
in front of him the

arm of a Maenad (?), and in the field, a rosette.

B 103i7. FRAGMENT of bottom of kylix. Ht. 2\ in. Design black on pale red ground, with

incised lines and purple accessories.

Parts of two lions confronted, each with one paw raised
;
between them a rude lotos-

flower (?).

B 103,..18* FRAGMENT. 4x4 in. Design black and white on red ground, with incised lines

and purple accessories.

Above, the hinder part of a Siren, white outlined in black.

Below, the hinder part of a boar, and a duck, both to 1. ; between them, a four-leaved

flower.

B 103 19' FRAGMENTS, two in number. 5^ x 4 in. Class. Rev. ii. (1888), p. 233. Design black

on buff ground, with incised lines, and accessories of purple and white.

Odysseus passing the Sirens : The ship is moving to r., and the heads of five rowers are

Fig. 43.= !!
103,,,,
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visible over the gunwale, beardless, with long hair
; above is the wing of a Siren flying to 1.

The waves are painted white, and in them is a dolphin, left in the colour of the clay.

[Cf. E 156 {Afon. deW Inst. i. 8, Overbeck, Her. Bildw. pi. xxxii. 8), and Harrison, Myths
of the Odyssey, ch. 5.]

B 1032o» FRAGMENTS, six in number. Imperfectly fired. Designs black on red ground,
with incised lines and accessories of white and purple. Corinthian style.

On each fragment is a lion's head (two to r., three to 1.), wth tongue out, except one,

which only has part of the mane of a lion to r.

B 103.,,. FRAGMENTS, two in number. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and

purple accessories.

Parts of two nude male figures to 1. dancing.

B 10820. FRAGMENTS, three in number, of large vase. Nauki-atis II.,y>. ^7- Design white on

a black ground ; coarse style.

Lions and swans, in friezes.

B 10823. FRAGMENT. 2 x ij in. From the Heraion. Design white on black glaze.

Tail and one leg of Siren to r.

B 10821. FRAGMENT. 2 x if in. Design black on buff ground, with incised lines.

Tail of horse to r., plaited.

B 10825. FRAGMENT of rim of bowl. 3J x 2J in. Imperfectly fired. Design black on red

ground, with incised lines and accessories of white and purple.

Part of a frieze of animals to r.
; fore-part of lion and hind-part of Siren with wings

recurved ; between them, a rosette.

B IO826. FRAGMENT. 2I x 2 in. Imperfectly fired. Design black on red ground, with

roughly incised lines and purple accessories.

Parts of two draped figures (?), and of Siren with long hair, all to 1.

B IO827. FRAGMENT. 2\ x 2I in. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and white

accessories. (.- .. ,

Frieze of ducks to r. Incised below : Vp|vj, 'At^poSiTT^r] e/xi" [6 btlva dvi6r]K]ev.

B 10828. FRAGMENT, if x iJ in. Design black on red ground, with occasional incised lines,

and purple accessories.

Lower part of nude male figure to r., dancing. In the field, a rosette.

B IO829. FRAGMENT, if x | in. Perhaps part of the last ; colours as last.

Part of bearded male figure to r., with' long hair confined at the neck, and short purple
chiton.
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VASES AND FRAGMENTS FROM DAPHNAE (see p. 41.)

B 104. SITULA. Ht. 2ii in. Diam. lof in. Daphnae, 1888. Tarns //., p\. xxv. 1-3, and

Murray, /^. p. 68. Shape Fig. 10. Designs in black on buff panels on the neck, with incised

lines and accessories of purple.

(a) In the centre, a winged male figure ending in a serpent, bearded, with

short purple chiton, the head turned to r,, holding a serpent in either hand
;

the wings start from his breast. The name of Typhon, or (on the authority of

Paus. V. 19, i) Boreas, has been suggested for this figure. At his r. side is a

plant with stiff leaves, and in the field crosses and dots.

On either side is a square with borders of rosettes formed of discs sur-

rounded by dots
;

in each square is a diamond filled in with a diaper-pattern,

(d) In the centre, an erect male figure to r. with wings starting from his

breast, and short purple chiton (cf. the winged figures in B 4, which are

probably Boreades), apparently letting loose two birds of prey upon a hare

which stands on its hind-legs to r. in front of him. Behind the hare stands a

larger bird to r., and in the field above is a tettix, also crosses and dots, as in (^z).

If the figure on the other side is Boreas, this may be one of his two sons,

Zetes and Calais (cf. Pind. PytJi. iv. 182, and Murray, /. c).

On either side is a square, as on {a). The one on the 1. has a border of

rosettes, as before
;

in it is a star of four points, shaded, with segments of circles

and rows of dots filling up the angles ;
in the field, crosses and dots. The

square on the r. has borders of rosettes above and below, and down each side a

chevron-pattern interspersed with dots
;

in it is a diamond filled in with diaper-

pattern ;
in the field, patterns of crosses and dots, and in the angles of the

square, segments of circles and rows of dots.

[These patterns are apparently derived from the vases oi geometric style, cf. A 36.]

B 105. SITULA. Ht. 18 in. Diam. Si in. Daphnae, 1888. Tanis IL, pi. xxvi. 8, and

Murray, ib. p. 67 ; Murray, Handbook of Gk. Archacol. p. 81
; Goodyear, Grammar of the

Lotus, pi. 40, 5. Designs originally black, on drab panels on the neck, with purple accessories

and incised lines.

(rt) Bellerophon riding on Pegasos to r., wearing a short chiton, and seated

between the wings of Pegasos, with a long spear in r. hand. His head is

wanting, {b) The Chimaera, with head of lion, body of goat, and tail in form

of a serpent, standing to 1. Below all round is a large fan-pattern formed of

lialf-rosettes, alternating with lotos-flowers of five pointed leaves, in two bands.

The figures have been painted in black on a creamy-white slip, but the black

(as in several of the fragments B io6i.o,) is almost entirely worn away.
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B IO61. FRAGMENTS of neck of situla, five in number. Daphnae, 1888. Tanis II., pis. xxvi. 3,

xxix. 2, p. 62. Design black on drab ground, with incised lines and purple accessories.

Combat of two nude Egyptians with clubs ;
between them, a lotos-flower.

[The shaven faces, close-cut hair, circumcision, and the method of fighting, betoken the

Egyptian character of the figures ; the lotos too is Egyptian, not Greek in design, and the

shape of the vase is copied from Egyptian bronze situlae ; but the vase is, like the following,

of Greek fabric]

B IO60. FRAGMENTS of neck of large situla, eight in number. Tanis II., pi. xxv. i. Designs
black on deep buff ground, with incised lines and purple accessories.

{a) A hawk to r. perched on a tendril springing from a palmette on a stalk with a volute

either side, {b) Part of a hawk to 1. Below : Part of a rosette-pattern, purple and black.

B 106 FRAGMENT of situla. 4J x 51 in. Tanis II., pi. xxvi. 4, and Murray, ib., p. 67 ; Sikes,

Nike of Archermos, p. 12. Design originally black, on drab ground, with incised lines.

A winged female figure moving to r., with short purple chiton and endromides, the wings

starting from the breast ;
she holds a flower. Below the handle, maeander.

[The figure much resembles the statue by Mikkiades and Archermos (Mrs. Mitchell, Hist.

A?it. Sailpt., pp. 196-7), but whether it is to be considered as a Nike is doubtful
; it may be

merely decorative, cf. B 1252. On the other hand, it resembles the Nike crowning Europa on

a Caeretan hydria, published by Jahn {Die Entfiihrung der Europa, pi. Ya).'\

B 106 . FRAGMENT.S, eleven in number, forming neck of situla. Tanis II., pi. x-xvi. 5, c^a.

Designs black on deep buff ground, with incised lines and purple accessories ; much faded.

(i) Two lions back to back, regardant, w-ith open mouths. (2) A galloping horse to r.,

and behind on the ground an owl to r. with face to front ; in the field, two rosettes. Below,
a rosette and fan-pattern.

B 106 FRAGMENTS of neck of situla, four in number. 5s x 5 in. Tanis II., pi. xxvi. 3^:.

Colours as last.

Fore-part of a bull to 1. and two rosettes.

B 106.. FRAGMENTS of situla, eight in number. Tanis II., pi. xxvi. 6. Colours as before.

A ram fallen on its knee to 1., the fore- and hind-parts remaining. Below, a fan-pattern,

originally black, but the colour has faded, and the white slip beneath is visible.

B 106-. FRAGMENT. Ht. 5 in. Tanis II., pi. xxvi. 7. Colours as before
;
the black faded.

Two rudely-drawn nude male figures confronted, the one on the 1. playing the double

flute, the other the chelysj between them is a lebes on a tripod.

B 106 FRAGMENTS of neck of a situla. Tlaw/j //., pi. xxvi. <^a. Designs in black on drab

panels, with purple accessories and incised lines.

Two Sphinxes confronted, with long hair and wings recurved
; between them are two

interlacing stalks spreading out into a volute above the head of each Sphinx.

B 106 .
FRAGMENTS of neck of situla. Ht. 3J in. Diam. c. 6^ in. Tanis II., pi. xxvi. 10,

\oa. Design in panel, as last.

(a) Medusa, with face turned to the front, curls and fringe of snakes, protruding tongue.

{b) A cock to 1. and part of a palmette.

B 106,c. FRAGMENTS of neck of large situla, four in number. Tanis II., pi. xxvi. 9. Design
black on a buff panel, with incised lines and purple accessories ; rather worn.

Two large birds to r.
;
an eagle (?) has leapt on the back of the hinder one

; the heads of

all three are lost- In the field, a rosette formed of a ring surrounded by purple and black dots.

Below, lotos-flowers and rosettes alternating.
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B IO611. FRAGMENTS of neck of large situla, four in number. Tunis II., pi. xxvi. 15. Design
in panel, as last.

The lower part of some quadruped walking to r. Down the side of the panel, maeander

(cf. B 1063) ; below, lotos-flowers and rosettes, alternating.

B 10610. FRAGMENTS, four in number. 6 x 23 in. Tanis II., pi. xxvi. 12. Design originally

black, on drab ground, with incised lines.

Part of Sphinx or Siren to 1., with long hair confined by a band behind the ear. and wings
addorsed.

B 106|-,.
FRAGMENT. 5 x 4 in. Tanis II., pi. xxvi. \2a. Design originally black, on drab

ground, with incised lines.

Head of a horse to 1.

B 106,,. FRAGMENTS, four joined. 7^ x 4^ in. Tanis II., pi. xxvi. I'^a. Design originally

black, on drab ground, with incised lines and purple accessories.

A panther passant to
1.,

with face to front, holding a hare in its mouth. Below, a lotos-

flower.

B IO61-. FRAGMENTS, four joined. 6 x 4 in. Design black and purple, with incised lines,

on drab ground.
Lower parts of two draped female figures, one on each side of a tripod ;

the one on the r.

has a girdle incised with a maeander.

B 106ig. FRAGMENTS, three joined. 5 x 4^ in. Colours as last.

Part of a lion moving to 1.

B 106 -. I'RAGMENTS, two joined. Ht. 4 in. Design originally black, on drab ground, with

incised lines.

Very indistinct, apparently part of the coils of a snake.

B 106iy. FRAGMENT of situla. 7^ x 41 in. Design black on buff ground, with incised lines

and purple accessories.

Part of an animal to r., and branch of tree
; very indistinct.

B IO619.
FRAGMENT of situla. 2f x 3 in. Tanis II., pi. xxv. 2. Colours as last.

Head of an owl to r. with face to front, beside a lion
; only the back of the latter's head is

visible.

B 1062c. FRAGMENTS, two in number, of neck of situla. Colours as before.

(i) A lion devouring a deer, both to 1.
; the teeth and one paw of the lion are visible;

the deer is erect on its hind-legs, and blood falls from the wound made by the lion's teeth.

(2) Fore-leg of lion (?) to 1.

B 107. SITULA. Ht. 18 in. Diam. 6i in. Daphnae, 188S. Shape Fig. 11. Designs black

on buff panels, with tongue-pattern above (black, purple, and white) ; incised lines, and purple
and white accessories, the former faded.

On the neck, each side, a Sphinx crouching with 1. fore-leg raised, wings

addorsed, long hair tied at the back, and a fillet, {a) Four draped female figures

advancing to r., with long hair tied in a club, curls in front, fillets, long em-

broidered chitons, and himatia
;
each takes hold of the hair of the one in front.

(/;) Design destroyed ; probably originally the same as {a). Below, a band of

dots, and a frieze of swans to 1. pluming themselves.
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B 108. SITULA, fragments of. Ht. iifi in. Daphnae, 1888. Tanis II.,y>\. xxx. 2. Design
black on buff round the lower part of the vase ; purple and white accessories.

Above, tongue-pattern (purple, white, and black), and two panels of scale-

pattern in black and white. Below, a frieze of dancing male figures, con-

fronted in pairs, nude and bearded, hair purple ; parts of six figures arc

visible.

B 109 SITULA, fragments of. Ht. 9I in. Daphnae, 1888.

As the last, but rather more of it preserved.

B 110. SITULA. Ht. 12J in. Daphnae, 1888. Ten fragments put together. Designs
black (turning to red) on buff, with incised lines and accessories of purple and white.

Above, tongue-pattern (black, purple and white) ;
a panel of scale-pattern

in red and white (cf. the two last last), with a row of dots below. Round the

bottom, a frieze of geese to 1., pecking the ground.

B 111. SITULA. Ht. 9 in. Daphnae, 1888. Ten fragments put together. Designs black

(turned to red) on red panels, with incised lines.

Above, a frieze of dancing Satyrs (with horses' hoofs) and Maenads to 1.

Below, a frieze of Sirens to I.,
with long hair and wings recurved.

[Satyrs with horses' hoofs also occur on the Clazomenae sarcophagi, /. H. S. W. p. 20.]

B 112. SITULA. Ht. 9 in. Daphnae, 1888. Put together from fragments ; top and bottom

wanting. Designs black and white on red panels, with purple accessories.

{a) Four female figures to r. with long hair, fillets, necklaces, long chitons,

and himatia. {b) Similar design. Below, a guilloche border and a frieze of

Sirens to 1., of which parts of four are visible
; they have long hair, fillets, and

wings addorsed.

g 11 q SITULA. Ht. II in. Daphnae, 1888. Eight fragments put together. Design black

(turned to red) on buff panels, with accessories of white and purple.

On the shoulder, tongue-pattern, black, white, and purple. Two ithyphallic

Satyrs, with long hair and horses' hoofs, pursuing a Maenad
; only one

foot and part of the dress of the latter visible. Below, a row of dots, and a

frieze of Sphinxes to 1. with long hair, necklaces, and wings addorsed.

B114.
SITULA. Ht. 8i in. Ten fragments pieced together. Designs black (turned to red)

on red panels, with incised lines.

{a) Frieze of dancing Satyrs with horses' hoofs, and Maenads, all to 1.

{b) Similar designs. Below, a frieze of Sirens to r. with long hair and wings
recurved.

B llSp FRAGMENTS of situla, five in number. Ht. 5 in. Design black on a red panel, with

incised lines and accessories of white and purple. Above, tongue-pattern in black, purple and

white.

Combat of two warriors, with helmets, short chitons, shields and spears ;
on the shield of
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the one on the r. is the fore-part of a boar to l, in white with finely incised markings. On the

1. is an Amazon to r., clad as an archer, in peaked cap and close-fitting jerkin, shooting off an
arrow. The warrior on the r. has a curious projection on the front of his helmet, cf. B 1163.

[This projection, which rises perpendicularly like a handle from the ridge of the helmet,

maybe meant to represent thcp/ialos, which held the plume of feathers, or perhaps the KVfifSaxos

of //. XV. 536, unless that is identical with the p/ia/os, for which cf. //. iv. 459, xii, 384

(T(Tf}u(f)aXos). It occurs on an archaic bronze relief in the Perugia Museum, and on the

Clazomenae sarcophagi (/. //. S, iv., pi. 31, p. 11), in one case double (cf //. v, 743, ificplcfiaXos

B 115.. FRAGMENT of situla. 3i x 4! in. Tanis II., pi. xxix. 3. Design black on buff

ground, with incised lines and accessories of white and purple.
Parts of two male figures, the front one wearing an embroidered chlamys, and holding a

cup in 1. hand, the hinder one nude
; they advance to r. towards a seated draped figure.

[The cup is shaped like the Mycenaean cups, and seems to indicate a survival of

Mycenaean ware at Daphnae.]

B 1163^ FRAGMENT of situla. 6i x 4 in. Imperfectly fired. Design black on a buff panel
with incised lines.

The leg of a male figure to r., outstretched behind,

B 1164. FRAGMENTS of situla, six in number. Imperfectly fired. Design black on buff

ground, with incised lines and accessories of white and purple.
On the shoulder, a frieze of Sirens to r., with long hair, necklaces, and wings recurved.

Below, a panel of scale-pattern.

B 115r. FRAGMENT of situla. Ht. 5 in. Design black on a buff panel, with incised lines

and accessories of white and purple.
Parts of two male figures advancing to r., the one bearded, with long hair and long-

sleeved embroidered chiton, holding a stick in 1. hand, the other in front of hini wearing a

purple bordered loin-cloth (a distinctly Egyptian form of dress).

B 115 -.
FRAGMENTS of situla, two in number. Design black on red ground, with incised

lines and purple accessories.

Fore-part of a bull to r.
; above, two rows of dots.

B 115-. FRAGMENTS of situla, two in number. Designs black on drab panels, with incised

lines and white accessories.

{a) Horse's hoof to
1., evidently the foot of a Satyr ; opposite are the foot and tail of a

similar Satyr, {b) A square base or seat with border round the top, in the extreme right-hand
corner. Below, a row of white dots pierced with black, and a frieze of geese to 1., pecking
the ground.

B 115 .
FRAGMENT of situla. 4! x 3 in. Design black on drab ground.
An ithyphallic Satyr to r., holding out one hand, confronted by a similar Satyr holding a

youth in his arms (?) ; the latter has one hand extended,

B 115
9.

FRAGMENT of situla (?). Ht. 2 in. Imperfectly fired. Design black on pale red

ground, with incised lines and purple accessories.

Head and fore-leg of lion rampant to r.

B 115 10»

FRAGMENTS, five in number, of situla. Designs black on red panels, with incised

lines and accessories of white and purple.

Parts of two female figures to r., in long embroidered chitons ; one has also a himation.
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B llSii-
FRAGMENT of situla. 2^ x 2^ in. Design in a panel, as last. Imperfectly fired.

Above, tongue-pattern, black, purple and white.

Part of female figure to r., with long hair, fillet, necklace, and long purple chiton ;
behind

her, part of a similar figure.

B 115i2. FRAGMENT of neck of situla. Ht. 4^ in. Design black; on buff, with incised lines

and accessories of white and purple.
A Siren to r., with long hair tied behind, necklace, and wings addorsed.

B 115i3. FRAGMENT of similar neck of situla. 4I x 3! in. Colours as last.

The lower part of a cock to r. Below, round the shoulder, tongue-pattern.

B 115i4. FRAGMENT of neck of situla. Ht. 5 in. Tunis //., pi. xxxi. 2. Design black on red

ground, with incised lines and purple accessories.

Part of a cock to r.

B 115i3. FRAGMENT of neck of situla (?). Ht. 3I in. 7an/s //., pi. xxxi. 3. Colours as last.

A bearded head to r. with purple fillet.

B II61. SITULA. Ht. 8 in. Tan/s //., pi. xxix. 4, and p. 70. Only the body of the vase

remains
;
the two sides pieced together separately. Designs black on red ground, with incised

lines and accessories of white and purple.

{a) Nude female figure with long hair on horseback to r., with a dog by her

side
;
both she and the dog are painted white

;
in advance of her, a nude

bearded male figure, looking back and holding a spear. (/;)
Similar design ;

no male figure ;
in the field a large bird flying to 1. The horses have orna-

mented collars with pendants, and saddle-cloths of Oriental type, purple with

white border (cf. Brit. Miis. Cat. of Sculpture, 1892, No. 86). Below: A frieze

of four geese to 1., pecking the ground.

B 116;^. FRAGMENT of stamnos. 4^ x 4I in. Design black and white on red ground, with

incised lines and accessories of purple and white.

A nude female figure, painted white, riding to r., with long hair ; the saddle-cloth is like

that on the last vase ;
the horse has pendants from the collar.

B II63. FRAGMENTS of shoulder of stamnos, four in number. 6 J
x 4| in. Design black

and white on buff ground, with incised lines, and accessories of purple and white.

A nude female figure riding to 1., with long hair, the body in white with black outline.

Behind her is the head of a warrior to 1. with visored helmet, shield, and spear ; the front of his

helmet has a projection, as in B iiSj.

B II64. FRAGMENTS of stamnos, two in number. Colours as last.

Two horses to 1. with ornamental trappings and pendants from their collars
;
on the

hinder one is a nude female figure, her leg only visible.

B 117. STAMNOS. Ht. 12^ in. Tunis II., pi. xxvii. 3, 3^. Fragments pieced together ;

foot and part of one handle wanting.
' Fikellura ' ware. Shape Fig. 12. Designs red on buff

ground, partly painted, partly in outline.

On the neck, rude chequer and network patterns ;
on the shoulder, between

lotos and maeander patterns, a frieze of water-birds to r. On the body, a frieze

of ibexes browsing to r.
;

in the field, dots. Below, maeander, honeysuckle and

lotos-patterns.
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B 118. STAMNOS. Ht. gf in. Tunis II., pi. xxviii. 2, 2a. Fragments pieced together ;

handles, neck, and foot wanting.
'

Fikellura '

ware. Design black (turning to red) on drab

ground ;
details indicated by outlines and purple accessories. On the shoulder, tongue-

pattern.

{a) Panther to r., boar and lion confronted
;
in the field, dots, {b) Deer to

1. between wolves
;

in the field, dots. On the body, a band of crescents, and
frieze of wolves to r,, pursuing a hare.

B 119. STAMNOS. Ht. 114 in. Tarn's II., pi. xxviii. i. Fragments pieced together; handles

lost.
' Fikellura' ware. Design black on buff ground. On the neck, network.

On the shoulder, each side a frieze : {a) Two lions attacking a bull to r., one

with teeth fixed in its hind-quarters ;
deer to r.

(/;)
Two wolves about to

attack a deer to r. In the field, crosses and dots. On the body, between

borders of guilloche and crescents, a frieze of wolves pursuing hares to r., a wolf

and two hares alternately. In the field, dots.

B 120. STAMNOS. Ht. 8i in. Tanis II, pi. xxviii. 3, 4. Neck and handles lost
;
much restored.

' Fikellura ' ware. Design black on drab ground.

On the shoulder, ivy-leaves on stalks
;
on the body, each side, a nude male

figure in archaic running attitude, one to r., the other to 1. On each side of the

handles, a palmette with volutes. Below, a band of crescents.

B 121. STAMNOS. Ht. 12 in. Ta?iis II., pis. xxix. i, xxxi. 5. Twenty fragments pieced

together ;
about half preserved. Shape derived from '

Fikellura '

type. Designs black on red

ground, with incised lines and accessories of white and purple ; imperfectly fired.

On the shoulder : Above, tongue-pattern in purple, black and white. Frieze

of Sirens confronted in pairs, with long hair and the ends of fillets hanging
down (?), and wings recurved. Below, a band of crescents in white and purple on

black.

On the body : Frieze of five female figures to 1., hand in hand, with long

close-fitting embroidered chitons and diplo'idia^ long hair, fillets, and necklaces
;

on the drapery are painted white stars.

B 122. STAMNOS. Ht. yf in. Tanis II., pi. xxx. 1. Fragments pieced together; neck,

handles, and foot wanting. Shape derived from earlier
'

Fikellura '

vases. Designs black

(turning to red) on buff panels, with purple and white accessories and incised hnes. On
the neck, a volute, forming part of a palmette.

{a) A bearded male figure (Oedipus T) to r., in long white chiton and

himation, confronted by a Sphinx with long hair, beaded fillet, and wings
addorsed. {b) The same design,

B 123. STAMNOS. Ht. 7 in. Fragments joined. Shape as last. Designs black on red

panels, with purple and white accessories and incised lines.

{a) Parts of three nude male figures to r., dancing ;
between them an aulctris

to 1., with long hair and long chiton, playing the double flute, {b) Head of a

bearded male figure to r., dancing, confronted by an auletris as on {a).
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B 124. STAMNOS (?), fragments of. Ht. 4 in. Diam. gl in. Tan/s //., pi. xxx. 3, and

Murray, t'di'd. p. 68. Designs black on red ground, with purple accessories and incised lines.

Above, the hunt of the Calydonian boar : Part of the boar is visible;

moving to 1.
;

his hide is incised
;
a warrior (Antaios, on the analogy of the

Francois vase, Mou. delU Inst. iv. 57) lies prostrate beneath to r. His face is purple,
the rest of the figure black

;
he wears a helmet and short chiton, and holds a spear

in 1. hand
;
between his body and the hind-legs of the boar are purple drops of

blood. Behind the boar is visible part of a dog which has leapt on him, also the

feet of two heroes (Kastor and Polydeukes, according to the Frangois vase).

[Besides the Francois vase, there are similar vases in the Berlin Museum, Cat. 1705-7 ;

cf. also a vase from Corneto, Mon. delP hist. xii. pi. 10.]

On a lower band, probably representing the funeral games of some

legendary person, are : On the 1. two beardless athletes in short purple chitons

boxing over a tripod, next to the 1. a brabeus, bearded, with fillet and purple

himation, wand in r. hand
; next, a group of two wrestlers, beardless with short

purple chitons
;
the one on the 1. has a fillet. Beyond them two tripods, and

on the extreme r., part of another figure in a purple himation
;
the tripods are

evidently the prizes for the athletic contests.

[Cf. for this scene the Amphiaraos vase (Berlin No. 1655, Afon. dcir Inst. x. 4-5), especially

the wrestlers, and the tripods as prizes.]

B 125i. FRAGMENTS of stamnos, five in number. Ht. 6j in. Ta7iis II., pi. xxxi. 9. Design
black on red ground, with incised lines and purple accessories.

Two Sphinxes confronted, with long hair and wings recurved ; between them, a tree.

B 1262. FRAGMENTS of stamnos, eight in number. 7\ x 8^ in. Tanis II., p\. xxxi. 10;

Sikes, N/^e of Archermos, p. 13. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and acces-

sories of white and purple.

A winged female figure to r., in long close-fitting chiton, between two cocks ;
in the field,

lotos-buds ; above, tongue-pattern.

[The figure is probably merely decorative, not mythological : cf. B 1063.]

B 120;j. FRAGMENTS of stamnos, five in number. 5 x 4! in. 7"i:z«/j //., pi. xxxi. 15. Colours

as last. Above, tongue-pattern.
A female figure running in archaic attitude to r., with long hair, long chiton, and purple

diplo'idion, between two Sphinxes with long hair.

B 125^. FRAGMENTS of stamnos, twenty in number. Ht. 7 in. Imperfectly fired. Designs
black on buff panels, with incised lines and accessories of white and purple.

{a) A frieze of four female figures to r., holding hands, with long hair, beaded fillets, neck-

laces, and long close-fitting chitons. {U) Part of a similar design.

B 1255. FRAGMENT of stamnos. 2^ x 2 in. Design black on a buff panel, with incised lines

and purple and white accessories.

Head of a horse to r., with large top-knot.

B 125g. FRAGMENTS of stamnos, five in number. 7^ x 5? in. Design black on drab ground,

with incised lines and accessories of white and purple.

A Maenad to 1. with long hair, beaded fillet, necklace, and long embroidered chiton,

followed by two ithyphallic Satyrs with horse's hoofs.
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B 125;. FRAGMENT of stamnos. 2^x1^ in. Design black on buff ground, witli incised

lines.

Three nude figures (parts of) to 1., dancing, the centre one bearded.

B 125^. FRAGMENTS of stamnos, ten in number. Design black on a red panel, with incised

lines and accessories of white and purple.
A chariot to 1. drawn by one horse, in which is a female figure, apparently nude, but only

a small part of her remains. The horse has an ornamented collar
;
the wheels of the chariot

have eight spokes.

[Cf. B 1 161.4; also B 127.]

B 125c,.
FRAGMENT of stamnos. 3I x 2I in. Tunis II., pi. xxxi. 19. Design black on buff

ground, with incised lines and accessories of white and purple.
Head and neck of panther to r., with face to front.

B 125 .
FRAGMENTS of shoulder of stamnos, two in number. Ht. 4^ in. Tanis II.,

pi. xxxi. 21. Colours as last, on a red panel.

Fore-part of a browsing deer to 1.

B 125n. FRAGMENTS of stamnos, four in number. Ht. 5^ in. Imperfectly fired. Design
black on a red panel, with incised lines and purple accessories.

A bearded head to r., with long hair and fillet, the face painted purple.

B 125;2- FRAGMENT of shoulder of stamnos or hydria. 2\ x 4^ in. Imperfectly fired.

Design black on red ground, with incised lines and accessories of white and purple.
A cock and hen confronted.

B 125i3. FRAGMENTS of stamnos or amphora, two in number. Ht. 5! in. Colours as last, on
buff ground.

Two nude male figures advancing to r.
; the front one, with sword in r. hand, is about to

attack (?) a female figure holding a vase (?) in 1. hand
; only her arm is remaining.

[This may represent Menelaos about to carry off Helena.]

B 125i4. FRAGMENTS, five in number, from different stamni, but similar in type. Designs
black on red ground, with incised lines and accessories of white and purple.

Parts of standing female figures, with long hair, fillets, long chitons and himatia.

B 126. HYDRIA. Ht. 9 in. Front half of body and part of one side-handle preserved.

Designs black on red panels, that on the shoulder projecting beyond the other on either side ;

incised lines and accessories of white and purple ; imperfectly fired. Shape Fig. 14.

On the shoulder, a frieze of six Sirens to r., with long hair, fillets, and wings
recurved.

On the body : On the 1., a Maenad to r., with long hair, fillet, necklace

long close-fitting sleeved chiton, holding up wreath in 1. hand, confronted by an

ithyphallic Satyr, dancing, with horse's hoofs. On the r., part of a similar

Satyr to r. confronted by a Maenad (like the other, no fillet, chiton embroidered).

B 127. HYDRIA. Ht. 4^ in. Diam. 11 in. Eleven fragments joined ; neck, two handles, back,
and lower part missing. Imperfectly fired. Design black on red ground, with incised lines

and accessories of white and purple. On the shoulder, a myrtle-wreath.

A female deity to r. stepping into a biga, with long hair, beaded fillet, long
sleeveless chiton embroidered with white stars, and purple diploidion. The
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wheels of the biga have four spokes, between which are shorter spokes, of no

apparent use.

[Cf. the marble relief in Athens of the goddess (?) mounting her chariot, Murray, N/st
Gk. Sculpt} i. p. 142.]

B 128). FRAGMENTS, four in number, of shoulder of hydria. i^ x 7 in. Imperfectly fired.

Design black on red ground, with incised lines and accessories of white and purple.
A frieze of cocks to r.

; below, the tops of two heads of figures conversing, with beaded
fillets.

B 128.,. FRAGMENTS, four in number. Imperfectly fired. Design black on red ground, with

incised lines and white accessories.

Part of a figure in long chiton, warrior with cuirass, diapered chiton and greaves, and
another warrior with chlamys (J.)

and shield. In the field, an imitation inscription.

B 129.. FRAGMENTS, two in number, of similar amphorae. Taiiis If., pi. xxxi. 12. Imper-
fectly fired. Designs black on red panels, with incised lines and purple accessories.

In each panel, a horse's head to r.

B 129 FRAGMENTS, two in number, of amphora (?). 5x4! in. Tanis IT., pi. xxxi. 16.
^'

Designs black on red ground, with incised lines and accessories of white and purple. Above,
tongue-pattern.

A nude male figure dancing to r., turning back to look at a Sphinx, of whicli only the head
is visible, with long hair.

B 129^. FRAGMENTS, three in number. Ht. 3^ in. Tanis II., pi. xxxi. 18. Colours as last.

A panther to 1.

B 129 .

FRAGMENT of amphora. Ht. 5 in. Tanis II., pi. xxxi. 20. Design black on red

ground, with incised lines and purple accessories.

A warrior with sword-belt, spear, and visored helmet, pursuing a horseman (?) to r.

B 129.-.
FRAGMENTS of amphora, two in number. Ht. 4 in. Design black on a red panel, with

incised hues and accessories of white and purple. Above, tongue-pattern.
A fully-armed warrior to 1. attacking a draped (?) figure ;

on the r. a palmette and volute.

B 129 .
FRAGMENTS, two in number, of shoulder of hydria. 3! x -'i in. Late black-figured

style. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and purple accessories. Above, tongue-
pattern.

Upper part of a nude boy to
1.,

and palmette.

B 129-. FRAGMENTS, three in number, Ht. 5 in. Colours as last.

Heracles strangling the Nemean lion (type E. i) : The composition is the upright one,
as B 160

;
Heracles to r., nude; the lion's 1. hind-leg is pressed against Heracles' 1. leg; the

heads of both are lost.

B 129.. FRAGMENTS of amphora, ten in number. Designs black on red ground, with incised

lines and accessories of white and purple, much faded.

{a) I. Female figure moving to r.
;
one foot and part of dress visible. 2. A male figure to

r. in long chiton and himation
; before him an okladias, on which another draped figure is

seated, ib) Part of a boat. Below, maeander and lotos-buds.

B 129y. FRAGMENTS, two in number. Ht. 4^ in. r^/z/V //., pi. xxxi. 13. Design black on
rod ground, with incised lines and purple accessories. Above, tongue -pattern.

A nude boy on horseback, galloping to r.
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B 129ic. FRAGMENT of shoulder of vase. 2 x 4 in. Tunis II., pi. xxxi. 14. Colours as last.

Above, tongue-pattern.
Two mounted boys galloping to r., pursued by a warrior.

B 129 .
FRAGMENT. 3 x 2 in. Colours as before.

Part of female figure in long purple chiton, and cock to 1. Behind the cock, a lotos-bud.

B 129 .
FRAGMENT. 2J x ij in. Colours as before.

A warrior to r., with cuirass, short chiton and shield, plunging sword into a fallen warrior,

whose helmeted head is visible
; part of a warrior to

1.,
as the first.

B 129,". FRAGMENT. 2I x 2\ in. Design black on a red panel, with incised lines and

accessories of white and purple.

Lower part of an Amazon moving to r., in cuirass, greaves, and short chiton falling in

regular folds, striped purple and black.

B 129 . FRAGMENTS, four in number. 4^^ x 6 in. Colours as last, on a panel.

Parts of two figures, male and female, to r., in long chitons and striped himatia.

Below, maeander, and part of a browsing deer to 1.

B 129,5.
FRAGMENT, ij x ij in. Design black on red ground with incised Hnes and purple

accessories.

Heads of a boy and horse to r.

B 129 . FRAGMENTS, two in number. Design black on a red panel, with incised lines.
'16'

The feet of two draped figures confronted.

B 129^-. FRAGMENT. Ht. i in. Design black on red ground, with purple accessories.

Part of a fully-armed warrior retreating to r. and turning back to hurl spear, and of a

male figure to 1. with long chiton, himation, and staff.

B 129 .
FRAGMENT. 2% x 2\ in. Design black, incised, on a grey panel, apparently injured

by fire.

Hands and one leg of draped male figure moving to 1.

B 129 FRAGMENTS of rim of kylix, three in number. Design black on red ground, with

incised lines and accessories of white and purple ; finely executed.

Part of a frieze of cocks to 1.

B 129., .
FRAGMENTS of kylix, seven in number. 6 x 5^ in. Colours as last.

A panther to r., with face to the front
;
round the stem, tongue-pattern and lotos-buds.

[The ornamentation resembles that of the Rhodian kylikes, B 379-380.]

H
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B 130-146. PANATHENAIC AMPHORAE (see p. 45).

B 130. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Old No. 569. Ht. 2 ft. J^ in. Athens, 1813. Burgon

Coll. Millingen, Anc. Utied. Moiiiimenis, i. pis. 1-3 ; Inghirami, Mon. Etriisc. v. pis. 33, 34 ;

Dubois-Maisonneuve, Introd. pi. 82
; Muller, Detikm. d. a. Kiinst. pi, 17, fig. 91; Mon. deW Inst.

X. pis. 48 /, 48/^,andy^««. 1877, p. 299, 1878, p. 276 ; Rayet and Collignon, pp. 135, 142 ;
Harrison

and Verrall, p. 458 ; Baumeister, p. 1152 ; Encyd. Brit^ xix. p. 612
;
Brondsted in Trans. Roy.

Soc. Lit. ii., p. 103 ; Gerhard, Gesanwtelte Abhandl. pi. 25, 14 ; /. H. S. ii. pi. 15, fig. 7 (owl on

neck) ; Stephani, Compte-Rendu, 1866, p. 59, 1876, pp. 35,49 ;
Abhandl. d. Miinchener Akad. d.

Wiss. Philol.-Hist. CI. pt. iv. i (1844), p. 66; Dumont and Chaplain, p. 316 ; Loeschcke, in

Ann. delP Inst., 1878, p. 309 (gives date c. 550 B.C.); Miiller, Handbiich, § 99, 3 ;
for the

inscription, Boeckh, C. I. Gr. i. 33, p. 49 ; Rose, Inscr. Or. Vd. p. 14, pi. 2. Reverse much

repaired. Designs black on buff panels, which are separated from the neck of the vase, with

incised lines and accessories of white and purple.

{a) On the neck : a Siren to r., with 1. wing advanced, to give the idea of

perspective.
On the body : Athen^ to I., standing with r. foot and r. arm drawn back,

both feet flat on the ground ;
she brandishes her spear in r. hand

;
she has

long hair, aegis with a fringe of snakes, long purple sleeveless chiton, with

borders of maeander pattern incised on black ground, and girt at the waist

with a broad girdle, over which hangs a diplo'idion ; her face and arms are

white
;
she has a high-crested helmet, and her 1, arm is advanced, with a shield

on which is the device of a dolphin to 1. painted in white. In front of her is

inscribed : IM3 : HOV0AH03H30AHOT, rwv
'

KO'r]vr]Q\e'\v aOXwv ifiL

{b) On the neck : an owl to r.
; wings as the Siren on the other side

(/. H. 5. ii.pl. 15, fig. 7)-

On the body, chariot-race : A biga driven to r. by a beardless charioteer,

who, as usual in the biga race, sits with his feet hanging on a board in front
;
he

wears a purple sleeveless chiton, and holds a goad in r. hand, and in 1. the

kalaurops, a long rod terminating in a crook, from which hang two pointed

objects of metal, to incite the horses by their jingling. The horses are yoked

by a purple collar to a transverse bar fastened to the pole. The biga is in

shape not unlike a gig ;
the wheel has no spokes, but a diametrical bar crossed

by two at right angles (see Baumeister, pi. i. 13^, /. H. S. vi. p. 364 fif.,
and a

bronze wheel in Olympia, pt. iv. pi. 25, no. 510)-

B 131. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Old No. 570. Ht. 2 ft. i in. Canino Coll. De Witte,

Descr. No. 161
; Stephani, Comptc-Rendii, 1876, p. 49 ;

Ann. ddl' Inst., i877> P- 3oo-

Repaired and restored. Designs black on red pauels, with incised lines and purple and white
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accessories. On the obverse the panel is continuous with the neck of the vase ;
on the reverse

it is separated by a black border. On the neck, double honeysuckle pattern.

(a) Athene to 1., between two Doric columns, each surmounted by a cock
;

1. foot advanced, brandishing her lance in r. hand
; long hair, long sleeveless

chiton with purple spots, and aegis with scales and fringe of snakes, the

folds of the chiton being indicated
; high-crested helmet with purple fillet, and

on 1. arm a shield with the device of Pegasos to 1., painted white. Inscribed :

TONA0ENE0ENA0VON, tmv 'A6r]vy)6ev aOXwv.

{b) Chariot-race : A biga driven at full speed to r.
;

its driver is bearded, with

close-fitting white drawers, and bends forward, holding reins in r. hand and goad
in 1.

;
his feet rest on a footboard suspended from the pole. The biga is shaped

like that on the last vase, with square antjx, but the wheels have four spokes.

B 132. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Old No. 571. Ht. 24^^^ in. From Canino. Burgon
Coll. Gerhard, Etr. u. Kavip. Vasenb., pi. A, i, 2 ; Stephani, Coiiiptc-Rendu, 1876, p. 49 ;

AftH. deW Inst. 1877, p. 300; C. I. Gr. 7774. Designs black on red panels, as last. Neck
as last vase.

{a) Athene to 1., between two Doric columns, as before and in same attitude,

but wearing an upper embroidered chiton with a diaper pattern which reaches

to her knees
;
below this is seen the under-chiton with purple cable-pattern

between two wavy purple lines
; aegis with scales and fringe of snakes, helmet

and shield as on last vase. Inscribed : TONA0ENE0ENA0VON.

(/;) Chariot-race : a biga driven at full speed to r. by a bearded driver, with

a purple fillet, and close-fitting white drawers, seated, with goad in r. hand and

reins in both
;
the biga as last

;
wheels with four spokes, and footboard.

B 133. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Old No. 572. Ht. 2 ft. \{^ in. From V^ulci.

Durand Coll. 702. Mon. dclP lust. i. pi. 22, 3 i^
; De Witte, Mits. Etr. p. 112; Dubois, Vas.

ant. des fouilles faites en Etr. 1843, i"^o- H' ;
Ann. delP Inst. 1830, p. 219, no. 11, and 1877,

p. 300; Stephani, Conipte-Rendii, 1876, p. 51 ;
C. /. Gr. 7776. Partly restored. Designs

black on red panels, as last.

{a) Athene to 1. between two Doric columns as last, and in attitude as last
;

earrings, bracelets, long embroidered chiton with folds rudely indicated, and

aegis with snakes
; high-crested helmet with purple fillet, and shield with device

of a serpent to 1. painted white. Inscribed : TONA0ENE0ENA0VON.

{b) Horse-race : Two nude youths with long hair, the hinder one wearing
a fillet with ends floating behind, on horseback to r., riding at full speed. Each

has a three-thonged whip, the foremost brandishing his, the hinder holding his

downwards
;
the bridles and bits are marked by incised lines.

B 134. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Old No. 573- Ht. 24! in. From Vulci. /. i¥. .y. i. Plate ]

pi. 8, p. 215 ; Gerhard, Etr. u. Katnp. Vas. pi. A, 5, 6; Rev. Arch, i860, ii. p. 211 (for the

amentum); Braun in Bull. dclP Inst. 1841, p. 135; Ann. delP Inst. 1877, p. 300; Stephani,

Compte-Rendu, 1876, pp. 47, n ;
C I. Gr. 7821 ; Wernicke, lieblingsn. p. 21

; Klein, Licblings-

inschr. p. 22. Designs on panels as last, but execution more careful.

{a) Athend to 1., between two Doric columns, as last, and in attitude as last,

with long hair tied in a club and curls in front
; necklace, long embroidered

H 2
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chiton with folds indicating rapid movement, patterns of stars and spiral border

down front, aegis with scale-pattern and snake-border on front and back, 1. foot

raised, on 1. arm a bracelet
;
helmet decorated with border of maeander, and

palmette over the ear
;
shield with device of a wheel in white (of the same type

as those of the bigae in B 13 1-2); inscribed : EV(DIVETO$; KAVO$ i EixfjlXrjrog

Ka\6<i (cf. B 316). Inscription in usual place : TONA0ENE0ENA0VON,

{d) Four athletes, nude and bearded, engaged in the peiitatJilon, moving
to r.

;
on the 1. is one with arms raised, holding halteres painted white, about to

leap ;
the next is about to hurl a spear which he holds by the amentum, his 1.

hand raised
; next, a diskobolos, with diskos painted white in r. hand, 1. hand

raised
; lastly, another figure with 1. hand raised, holding by the amentum in

r. hand a spear pointed downwards. [Cf. Arch. Zeit. 1881, pi. 9.]

B 135. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Ht. 24^ in. Cameiros, 1863. Designs on red panels
as last.

id) Athen^ to I., in attitude as before, between two Ionic columns, the

volutes rudely indicated
;
tresses over shoulders, and curls in front

;
she wears a

chiton with purple stars, the folds indicated, aegis with scale-pattern and snake-

border, bracelet on r. arm, helmet with high crest
;
on shield, device of three

human legs, or triquetra. On each column is a cock turned towards Athene.

{p) Chariot-race : A quadriga to r.
;
the charioteer, bearded, stands leaning

forward with reins in both hands and goad in 1.
;
he wears a long white chiton

with black girdle.

B 136. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Ht. 2 ft. i in. 1852, Designs on red panels as

before.

{a) Athene to 1., as before, between two Doric columns, each surmounted

by a cock
;

attitude as before
; long chiton embroidered with stars, folds

indicated ; aegis with snake-border on front only, lofty helmet, on shield device

of forepart of bull to 1. Inscribed : TONA0ENE0ENA0VON.

{p) Diskobolos, nude and bearded, to r., holding the diskos in 1. hand

behind his head (cf. the early sepulchral slab at Athens, Murray, Hist. Gk.

Sculpture^, vol. i. p. 138), r. hand outstretched behind. Behind him is a brabeus,

to r., bearded, wearing a himation, in r. hand a wand. In front is another

athlete, nude and bearded, departing and looking back, with 1. hand raised.

B 137. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Old No. 501. Ht. 14I in. From Magna Graecia.

Durand Coll. 675. Krause, Gyvinastik, pi. vii. 14. Designs on red panels as before
;
the white

much faded.

id) Athene to 1. between two Doric columns, as before, with upper chiton

reachino" below the knees and having a broad diapered border, aegis with

snake-border on front only ; lofty helmet, and shield with device of snake to 1.

(M Foot-race : Four nude runners running to r.
;

the two foremost are

bearded.
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B 138. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Ht. 14I in. 1856. Strachan Coll. Designs on red

panels, the whites faded.

(a) Athene to I., as before, between two Ionic columns surmounted by owls,

with long chiton, the folds of which are indicated, aegis with snake-border at

back only, lofty helmet, and shield with device of the hinder part of a horse.

(d) On the 1., a male figure seated to r. on an okladias, beardless, with

drapery over his knees, binding a fillet round the head of a victorious athlete,

who is nude and beardless and bends forward, with fillets hanging from his

outstretched arms. Next, on the r., a bearded figure standing to r., with face

raised, drapery over lower limbs, r. hand resting on a staff, 1. holding a branch
;

before him a youthful nude figure wearing a fillet, departing and looking back.

B 139. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Old No. 573***. Ht. 13^ in. 1849. Gerhard, ^/r. «.

Kamp. Vasenb. pi. A, 15 ; Stephani, Comptc-Reitdii, 1876, p. 52; cf. ibid. 1875, P- io9- Much
injured. Designs on red panels, both of which are continued up into the neck of the vase.

{a) Athene standing to r., between two Doric columns surmounted by
cocks, with long hair, upper chiton diapered down to the knees, and purple
bordered diploidion, aegis on her back with snake-borders showing at each

side, bracelets, high-crested helmet with cheek-pieces, shield showing inside and

spear.

(b) Citharist, beardless, in himation with purple stripes and white rosettes,

standing to r. and playing on a clielys, between two Doric columns, each

surmounted by a cock.

B 140. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Ht. 15I in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll. Designs on

red panels as in B 13 1-8.

{a) Athene to 1. between two Doric columns with cocks, with hair in tresses

over shoulders, long embroidered chiton with folds indicated by wavy lines,

aegis with scale-pattern and snake-border in front only, lofty helmet, shield

with device of lion passant to 1.

(/;) Boxing contest : Two nude athletes, the one on 1. bearded, boxing with

the caestiis. On the 1. stands a brabens to r., in a himation, with a long wand
in r. hand. On the r. is a nude bearded figure to 1. with a thong or taenia

in either hand.

B 141. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Ht. 9J- in. 185 1. Braun Coll. Much injured

Designs black on red panels which run up into neck of vase ; white faded. On the neck,
lotos-buds inverted.

{a) Athene to 1., with spear ;
no columns at the sides

; long hair with

laurel wreath, upper chiton with chequer-pattern and borders, aegis with snake-

border in front only, helmet, and shield with star of eight points as device.

Inscribed: OlNE[N]OE (OIvuvOt]? cf. E 197).

(/;)
Musical contest : Two male figures confronted on a kind of platform,

the one on 1. bearded, in long chiton and striped himation
;

the one on r.,

beardless, with long white chiton and purple upper garment, plays the double
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flute. On the 1. is a nude male figure standing on the ground to n, with drapery
on his arms and wand in r. hand

;
on the r. is the brabeiis seated to 1., bearded,

with long white chiton and striped himation, and wand in r. hand.

B 142. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Ht. 8f in. 1846. Design on red panels as last;

extremely rude.

(a) Athene to 1., with spear, high-crested helmet, embroidered chiton and

himation
;
shield with device of three human legs.

{li) Two athletes, nude and beardless, the one on 1. departing and looking
back

;
he carries two spears ;

the other one stands to r., holding a diskos in

both hands.

B 143. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Ht. lyf in. Gela, 1875. Repaired. Designs black

on red panels, as B 140, with white accessories only.

{a) Athene to 1. between two Doric columns with cocks
; long chiton with

folds indicated, aegis with scale-pattern, and snake-border in front only, lofty

helmet, spear, and shield with device of snake to 1. Inscribed : TONA0ENE-
©ENA0VON.

{b) Race of hoplites : Three nude bearded warriors running to 1., with

helmets, greaves, and shields. The second has as his device a leaf resembling
that of the horse-chestnut, the third three pellets, and the first a dolphin
obliterated.

B 144. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Old No. 573**. Ht. I7f in. Vulci, 1849. Gerhard,
A. V. iv. 247 ; Daremberg and Saglio, Diet. Antiq. i. p. 1082 ; Stephani, Coi/ipte-Rendu, 1876,

p. 51. Designs black on red panels, as last, with accessories of white and purple.

(a) Athene in usual attitude to 1. between Hermes and Zeus (?) : she wears

an upper chiton with purple borders, under-chiton with scales, aegis with snake-

border on front only, shield with ten-point star as device, and high-crested helmet.

On the 1. is Hermes to r., bearded, with short chiton, embroidered chlamys,

petasos, and endromides, in r. hand the caduceiis, 1. raised. On the r. stands a

bearded figure to 1. in long chiton and himation, with staff, probably Zeus.

{b) Winner in horse-race : A youthful male figure on horseback to r., in a

short chiton bordered with dots. Behind is a nude youth to r., bearing a

wreath in 1. hand and a tripod on his head. In front is a bearded figure to r.,

probably a herald, wearing a long striped chiton and fillet, with head raised

a little, as if announcing the words inscribed before him : AVNEIKETV : Hin05 :

NlKAl, Au(cr)yet«;»7T(o)u Xir{ir)o<i vlkR.

B I44i. FRAGMENT of Panathenaic Amphora. Old No. 573*. 51 x 2f ins. 1847. Mil-

lingen Coll.

Part of a red panel inscribed : VE0ENA0VON.

B 145. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Old No. 500. Ht. 16 in. 1842. Canino Coll.

Overbeck, Kunstmyth. {Zeus\ p. 346 ; Max. Mayer, Gig. ic. Titan, p. 298. Designs black on

red ground, with incised lines and accessories of white and purple. Shape Fig. 15. Neck
as before.

{a) Athene to 1. between two Doric columns surmounted by cocks,

with long tresses, high-crested helmet, aegis, long diapered chiton, and
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purple under-chiton, spear raised in r. hand, on 1. arm a shield, with device

of a tripod.

{b) Gigantomachia (cf.
B 251 ; type A.): A quadriga to r. (the third

horse white), with Zeus (?) as charioteer, bearded, in long chiton, goad in 1.

hand. On the further side of the quadriga, with foot on the pole, is Ares to r.,

fully armed, with short purple chiton and Boeotian shield, hurling spear ;
in

advance of him is Athend, with long hair, high-crested helmet, long diapered

chiton, and purple under-garment, also hurling spear. Beneath the horses is a

giant (Enkelados ?) fallen on back to 1.
;
he has a visored helmet with fillet,

short purple chiton, striped chlamys, sword, and shield with device of three

pellets, which he holds over himself.

Under the handles, a pattern of palmettes and lotos-buds and flowers, with

volutes. Below the designs, lotos-flowers and buds alternating.

B 146. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Old No. 499. Ht. 8i in. From Vulci. Durand Coll.

703. Designs black on red ground, with accessories of white and purple, the latter faded. On
the neck, a chain of three palmettes, each side.

[a) Athen^ to 1. between two Doric columns surmounted by cocks, with

high-crested helmet, aegis, long chiton with wavy lines indicating the folds,

spear raised aloft, and shield with the body of a chariot as device.

(/;)
Horseman to r., looking back, beardless, with fillet, white petasos,

chlamys, and two spears ;
in front of him a nude youth wearing a fillet, looking

back, and holding a spear. On the 1. a similar figure to r., holding out 1. hand.

Under the handles, pattern as last. Below, a band of dots.

B 147-153. ATHENIAN AMPHORAE UNDER PELOPONNESIAN
INFLUENCE (see p. 35).

B 147. AMPHORA with cover. Old No. 564. Ht. i8y^o in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. £l. Cer.

i. pi. 65 A; Mon. deW Inst. iii. 44-5, and Ajui. 1842, pp. 90-103 ; Benndorf, ib. xxxvii. (1865),

p. 373 ;
Bull, deir Inst. 1839, p. 70, 1848, p. 125 ; Gerhard, A. V. \. p. 203 ; Rayet and

Collignon, p. loi
;
Harrison and Verrall, p. 432 ; Ruskin, Aratra Pentelici, pi. iv. ; Girard, La

Peinture Antique, p. 249 ; Baumeister, p. 96 (Apollo) ; Roscher, p. 453 (Apollo) ; Overbeck,
Kunsfmyth. {Zeus, T^. 27, Hera, p. 30^ Poseidon, p. 212, Apollo, p. 41) ;

C. I. Gr. 7402; Klein,

Meistersig., p. 47, Lieblingsinschr., p. 17 ; Schneider, Geburt der Athena, p. 9 ; Loeschcke in

Arch. Zeit. 1876, p. 112. Early black figure style, finely executed
; probably an Attic replica

of a Peloponnesian type. Shape Fig. 13. Designs round the body of the vase, black on red

ground, with finely-incised lines and accessories of white and purple. Round the outside of the

lip and along the top of the design, double honeysuckle-pattern.

On the cover, two bands of design. Inner: two hunting-scenes: (i) two

hunters on foot, nude and bearded, attacking a boar to r. from either side with
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spears ; (2) four nude horsemen (two on white horses) advancing two from

either side against a deer to r., which is wounded with two spears ;
one is in

act to throw his spear. Outer : frieze of animals : lion to r. between doe and

goat, panther to r., doe to 1., goat to 1. between panthers, panther to r. between

does, panther and doe to 1., lion to r., doe to 1. regardant, goat between

panthers.

{a) Birth of Athene (type B.) : In the centre, Zeus seated to r., with

feet on a stool, bearded, with long hair bound by a fillet and tied in a club
;

he wears a long chiton and purple himation, both embroidered with patterns

represented by incised lines
;
in his r. hand is a thunderbolt, his left is restored

holding a sceptre. The legs of the throne are inlaid with palmettes, and out

of the back springs the forepart of a horse
;
beneath it are two small male

figures, probably athletes one of them holding a wreath. In front of Zeus is

inscribed : i Z[ei;9]. From his head springs a small figure of Athene to

r., with 1. leg advanced, long hair, high-crested helmet, long embroidered

chiton, and aegis with fringe of snakes, shield and spear ;
in front of her is

inscribed : A0ENAIA. Facing Zeus is Eileithyia to 1., of whom only the top of

her head, her r. hand and r. leg, and her name, are antique ;
she wears

a viitra. Above her is inscribed : HIVEI0VA, 'Weidva (as on other vases).
Behind her stand Heracles and Ares to 1., entirely restored, except tops of

heads
;

Heracles has a club, Ares a high-crested helmet. Behind Zeus is

Apollo Citharoedos (as in Gerhard, A. V. i. i), to r., with short beard, long
tresses, and fillet, wearing a long white chiton heteromaschalos, and himation
with crenellated border and tassels and purple lining ;

he plays with a

plectrum on his cheljs, which is fastened by a strap to his 1. wrist
;
from it

hangs embroidered drapery. In front of him, NON^onA, 'XttoXKwv. Behind
him are Hera and Poseidon side by side to r.

;
the former has long hair,

viitra, necklace, earrings, long embroidered chiton with dipUndion, and himation
;

the latter is bearded, with long purple chiton and embroidered himation, in 1.

hand a trident. Above them, HEPA; in front, PO^EIAON. Behind them is

Hephaestos running away to 1. and looking back in wonder
;
he has long

hair bound by a fillet and tied in a club, is bearded, and wears a short

embroidered chiton
;
in his r. hand is his double-headed axe. Below him is

inscribed : ^0TilAcl>3H
;
between him and Hera is a small bird flying to r.

[For the subject, cf. Roscher, p. 694, and Baumeister, p. 218
; similar vases, E 364,

Berlin Cat. 1704. Also cf. Jahn, Einleitung, p. clvii, and Brunn, Probleme, p. 36.]

ib) Warriors setting out for battle : In the centre a quadriga to r. (third
horse white) in which stands the charioteer, bearded, with white petasos, long
chiton and pardalis, at his back a Boeotian shield, goad in r. hand, reins in

both. On his 1. stands a warrior with lofty visored helmet, shield and spear.
In front of them is inscribed: ^AIVA

;
behind: . . . . KAM (KaXXm? . . .

KaA.Xi[a9] ;
cf Klein, Lieblvigsiiischr, p. 17). In the field above is a Siren flyi ig

to r. By the further side of the quadriga is a warrior to 1., bearded, with visored

helmet with two plumes, greaves, shield, and two spears ;
behind him is an old
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man to 1., partly bald, with white hair and beard, fillet, embroidered chiton and

himation
;

1. hand raised, in r. a sceptre. Above him : AN0in ^><<i^ , "Aj^^t7r[7ro?]-

In front of the horses is a male figure seated to 1. on an okladias, bearded, in

long embroidered chiton and himation with border of spirals. At his further side

stands a warrior to 1., bearded, with hair tied in a club, carrying a shield and

two spears and holding a high-crested helmet with fillet in r. hand
;
behind him :

EPEOPVOX. In the field, an eagle flying to 1. with a snake in its mouth. Round
the lower junctions of the handles is an elaborate lotos and honeysuckle pattern.

Below, a fr eze of animals, partly restored : A beardless male figure to r.,

in long chiton and himation
; panther to r. between goats, panther and goat

to 1., swan to 1. pluming itself, w^ith wangs outspread ; goat and panther

confronted, swan with wings addorsed and panther confronted
;
the last two

groups repeated ; goat and swan to r., the latter pluming itself, with wings

outspread ; panther and goat confronted
;
swan to 1. with wings addorsed

between panthers ; goat to 1.

B 148. PSYKTER. Old No. 596*. Ht. I2f in. 1848. Basseggio Coll. V^w\^, Thesetissage,

p. 31. Corintho-Attic (formerly Tyrrhenian) style. Designs black on red panels, with palmette
and lotos borders along the top ; purple and white accessories, much faded.

{a) Dionysiac group : On 1. a Maenad standing to r. between two Satyrs,

with long hair tied in a club, and long bordered chiton, over which is a

nebris. Under the spout of the vase is a Satyr to 1., on a smaller scale,

stooping forward to caress a hare on the ground. Next to r. is Dionysos,

bearded, with long hair, ivy-wreath, long embroidered chiton and himation,

keras in 1. hand. In front of him is a Satyr advancing to r., in a dancing

attitude, with 1. hand held above his head. All the Satyrs except the

smaller one, the body of the hare, and the Maenad's nebris, are stippled all

over, to indicate hair.

{b) Theseus slaying the Minotaur (type N.) : In the centre, Theseus
to r. (long hair, fillet, cuirass and short chiton, on which is a large rosette

on his hip), holding the Minotaur's 1. arm with 1. hand, and plunging sword

into his neck
;
blood falls from the wound. Beneath his legs is a conical

stone (cf Wien. Vorlegebl. 1889, pi. v., i b), on which he has laid his embroidered

chlamys. The Minotaur has a bull's head with mane, and his body is stippled

with hair
;
he has fallen on 1. knee, and his r. arm grasps that of Theseus from

behind, while in 1. he holds a stone. On each side of the centre group are

two beardless male figures, representing Athenian victims
;

the one on the r.

and the one behind Theseus wear striped embroidered himatia
;
the one on the

1. is nude, the one behind the Minotaur has an embroidered chlamys over his

shoulders, and hair tied in a club. All the figures have a lock of hair in front

twisted over a fillet.

[For the subject {b), cf. Jahn, Arch. Bei/r., pp. 251-299; Stephani, Katnpf zwisch.

Thes. u. Minot. (Leipzig, 1842) ; Wulff, Theseussage; also the chest of Kypselos, the Francois
vase and another vase, in Mon. dcW Inst. iv. 54-59, and Munich No. 333-]
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B 149. AMPHORA. Old No. 577. Ht. 15/^ in. Canino Coll. De \T\tte, Descr. No. 138.

Designs black on red panels, with borders of lotos-buds along the top ;
accessories of white and

purple. Corintho-Attic style, with finely-incised lines
; patterns executed with white dots.

Shape Fig. 5.

{a) Dionysos received by Icarios : In the centre Dionysos standing to r.,

bearded, with long hair, ivy-wreath, long chiton and himation, the former

embroidered with purple spots, the latter also with rosettes of white dots, and

sandals, in r. hand a vine-branch with bunches of grapes, in 1. a cantharos. Facing
him is Icarios, bearded, with long tresses, fillet, long purple chiton, and himation

embroidered like that of Dionysos, r. hand raised in greeting, in 1. a spear.

Behind him is a beardless male figure moving away to r., and looking back
;

he has long hair with a beaded fillet, long chiton embroidered with rosettes

of white dots and himation, both with purple spots ;
r. hand raised, in 1. a spear.

On the 1. is a Satyr, ithyphallic, advancing to r., with long hair, beaded fillet,

and a string of beads over r. shoulder
;
he waves his hands up and down.

[For the subject, cf. B 153 ; Micali, Storia, pi. JJ ; Apollod. iii. 14. 7 ; Jahn, Arch. Beitr.,

p. 198 ;
Roscher p. 1115 ;

Mtiseutn Marbles, ii. 4.]

(/;) Agamemnon in council : In the centre Agamemnon seated to r.,

bearded, with long hair, fillet, long chiton and himation, the former embroidered

with white rosettes, and both with purple spots ;
in r. hand he holds a sceptre

terminating in a Gryphon's head, in 1. a ball (?).
The back of his chair

terminates in a swan's head, the legs in lion's claws, and on the crossbar between,

the legs is the figure of a lion (?) to 1. regardant. In front of Agamemnon is

Talthybios departing to r. and looking back at him. He is bearded, with long

tresses, and wears a petasos, short chiton, embroidered with white rosettes,

chlamys, and endromides ; his 1. hand is raised, in r. he holds a caducctts, with

which he touches Agamemnon, Behind the latter is Epeios, to r., bearded, with

long hair, beaded fillet, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, but in a

manner the reverse of Agamemnon's ;
here the patterns of the chiton are

purple, those of the himation white
;

in his r, hand is a sceptre, his 1. is

extended. Behind Talthybios is a nude figure to 1., perhaps Antilochos, with

long hair, beaded fillet, and necklace round his body, raising r. hand.

[Cf. the Samothracian relief in the Louvre, Overbeck, Gcsch, d. Gr. Plastik.^ i. p. 100.]

B 150. AMPHORA. Ht. 14I in. 1867. Blacas Coll. De Witte, Dcscr. 179. Designs black

on red panels, with borders of lotos-buds along the top ; accessories of purple and white.

Corintho-Attic style. Shape Fig. 5.

{a) In the centre, a male figure standing to r., bearded, with long hair,

fillet, long purple chiton and himation embroidered with white rosettes, in 1.

hand a spear. In front of him is a male figure running to r. and looking back,

bearded, with long hair bound by a fillet, and tied in a club, chlamys embroidered

with white rosettes, holding up a wreath in r. hand to the first figure ;
in 1. a

spear. A similar male figure stands on the extreme left. On the r. is a male

figure standing to 1,, bearded, with long hair, beaded fillet, long purple chiton
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and himation embroidered with white rosettes, in r. hand a spear, in 1. a

wreath.

{d) Similar design : In the centre is a male figure to r., bearded, with long
hair, beaded fillet, long chiton with purple spots and embroidered himation, in 1.

hand a spear. Behind him is a male figure to r., bearded, with long hair, beaded

fillet, long purple chiton and embroidered himation, in r. hand a staff", 1. raised.

In fi-ont of the first figure is a beardless male figure advancing to r., looking back
;

he has long hair tied in a club, fillet, and embroidered chlamys, r, hand raised.

On the r. is a male figure standing to 1., bearded, with long hair, fillet, long

purple chiton and embroidered himation, in r. hand a spear, in 1. a wreath.

Below the foot is incised : Mx/^.

B 151. AMPHORA. Ht. i6i in. lalysos, 1856. Designs black on red panels with borders

of double honeysuckle along the top ; accessories of purple, and traces of white. In the

Corintho-Attic manner
; shape Fig. 1 3, The tendency of archaic art to make the extremities

of figures tapering is here exaggerated.

(a) Departure of warriors : In the centre, two warriors marching to 1.,

with visored helmets, greaves, spears, and shields
;

the shield of the former
has the device of a tripod, that of the latter a snake. Between them is a dog
walking to r. On the 1. is a male figure, to r., with long hair, long chiton and
himation

;
on the r. a bearded male figure to 1., in long chiton and himation

;

both carry spears.

(d) In the centre a horseman, probably Troilos, beardless, with long hair

and short chiton, riding to r., with another horse at his cff-side
;
beneath the horse

is a man on a small scale running to 1., nude and beardless. In front of the

horseman are two male figures to 1,, the first one bearded, in a long chiton and

himation, caressing the horses with 1. hand, the other nude and beardless, with

hair tied in a club. Behind the horseman are two male figures to r., the first

nude and beardless, with hair in a club, 1. hand raised, the second bearded, in a

long chiton and himation, with spear in 1. hand.

B 152. AMPHORA. Old No. 566. Ht. 15 in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. Micali, S/or/a

(TAnt. Pop. Ital. iii. pp. 129-131, pis. 75-76. Corimho-Attic style ; dresses richly embroidered
with white rosettes, purple spots, and rows of small white dots. Shape Fig. 5. On the shoulder,

tongue-pattern and lotos-buds inverted.

On the neck, two designs : {a) In the centre, a male figure moving to r.,

looking back, with arms raised
;
he has long hair, with a tress in front of the

ear, short purple chiton and embroidered chlamys over his arms. On the 1. is

a bearded male figure to r. with long purple chiton and embroidered himation,
hands raised as if in surprise ;

on the r. a similar figure to 1., with an

embroidered chlamys hanging from r, arm, which is raised, {b) Similar

design ;
the figure on the r. has a short purple chiton

;
the central figure

none.

Round the body of the vase, two apparently progressive incidents, in which

the principal figure is a warrior accompanied by a deer :
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{a) In the centre a male figure to r., bearded, with long hair, beaded

fillet, long purple chiton and embroidered himation, offers a pomegranate
to a warrior who hastens to r., looking back and holding out r. hand as if

declining it. The latter has long hair, visored helmet, short purple chiton,

cuirass ornamented with patterns with a skin underneath, greaves, sword, and
shield on which is coiled a snake in high relief. On either side of the first figure
is a dog to 1., in front of the warrior a fawn to r., all three regardant. On the

1. is a male figure to r. bearded, with long hair, fillet, long purple chiton, and
embroidered himation, conversing (?) with a male figure moving to r., who
looks back at him, with r. hand raised. The latter has long hair falling in front

of his ears, fillet, short embroidered chiton, and embroidered chlamys over his

arm. On the r. is a bearded male figure to 1., with long hair, fillet, long chiton

and himation, both embroidered, and r. hand raised. Behind him a male figure

departing to r., looking back, with r. arm raised
;
he has long hair, fillet, and an

embroidered chlamys over r. arm.

(b) Similar scene : In the centre group, the first male figure has 1. hand

raised, but no pomegranate ;
the warrior has no shield. The dogs are differently

placed, one on the 1. to r. with 1. forepaw raised and tail curled over his back,
the other on the r. regardant. On the 1. are figures similar to those on the

obverse, the one on the extreme 1. a beardless youth with long tresses, beaded

fillet, and embroidered chlamys on r. arm. On the r., the first figure has a

plain purple chiton, and in 1. hand a ring or wreath
;
the figure behind him is

turned to 1.

Round the bottom of the handles is a tongue-pattern ending in volutes
;

below them, on the one side a Sphinx to 1. regardant, with long hair, fillet,

wings recurved, and r. paw raised. On the other side is a small beardless

male figure to r., nude, with long hair and a fillet.

B 153 AMPHORA. Old No. 565. Ht. 19 in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 119. Klein,

Euphronios^, p. 228. Corintho-Attic style, with finely-incised lines, and draj.tries richly

embroidered with rosettes and patterns of white dots. Shape Fig. 5. On the neck, double

honeysuckle pattern each side. On the shoulder, tongue-pattern and lotos-buds inverted, all

round. Under the junctions of the handles, tongue-pattern ending in volutes. Round the foot,

lotos-buds.

(a) Dionysos received by Icarios
(cf.

B 149) : In the centre is Dionysos

advancing to r., bearded, with long tresses, ivy-wreath, short purple chiton,

embroidered himation, and sandals, 1. hand raised, in r. a cantharos. Facing him

is Icarios, bearded, with long hair, beaded fillet, short purple chiton and em-

broidered himation, and sandals, both hands extended to welcome him
;
between

them is a hind to r. Behind Dionysos comes a male figure, bearded, with fillet,

long tresses, short purple chiton and embroidered himation and sandals, both

hands extended, followed by a similar figure with hair looped up under a fillet
;

behind him, a small bird flying to r. On the^. is a bearded figure with hair

looped up and embroidered chlamys over shoulders, conversing with a nude

bearded figure who has long tresses with fillet, and wreath in 1. hand. Behind
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the latter is a bird flying to r. Under the adjoining handle is a bearded male

figure to r., on a smaller scale, hair looped up, short chiton and embroidered

himation, holding a hare by the jaws in r. hand
; facing him is a bearded figure,

also on a smaller scale, with long tresses, fillet, short purple chiton and em-

broidered himation, in r, hand a taenia (?). Under the other handle is a male

figure moving to r., bearded, with long tresses, fillet and embroidered chlamys ;

by his side a hind to r.

{b) Departure of Troilos : He is on horseback to r., bearded, with long

tresses, fillet, and short bordered chiton, a second horse by his side. Facing
him is Priam seated on a four-legged stool with feet on a footstool

;
he is

bearded and has long hair with fillet, long purple chiton, and embroidered

himation, in 1. hand a sceptre. Above his head is a bird flying to r. Behind

Troilos is a warrior to r., bearded and fully armed, with a skin over his short

chiton, and Boeotian shield. Behind him is Polyxena to r., with long tresses,

fillet, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, in r. hand a Jiydria. Above
her head, a bird flying to r.

B 154-155. ATHENIAN AMPHORAE UNDER 'CHALCIDIAN'
INFLUENCE (see p. 38).

B 154. AMPHORA. Ht. iif in. Vulci, 1866. Presented by T. S. Smith, Esq. Mon. dclV

Inst. X. 53, 2
;
Ann. dell' Inst. 1878, p. 227 ; Harrison, Myths of Odyssey, pi. 10 a

; Schneider,

Tro. Sagentcr., p. 53 ; Corey, Amaz. Ant. Fig. p. 3 ; Roscher, p. 2202
; Bolte, de Monum. ad

Odyss. pert., p. 8. Style rather rude
; shape Fig. 15. On the neck, each side, two large eyes,

the pupil black surrounded with purple, the rest white with black outlines. On the shoulder,

tongue-pattern. On the body of the vase are two designs in black on a red ground, with

accessories of white and purple.

(c?)
Combat of Heracles and Amazons (type E. 6) : In the centre

Heracles to r., with short purple chiton and lion's skin over head and tied at the

neck, is stooping forward and about to plunge his sword into an Amazon (Andro-

mache), whom he has beaten down on one knee, and whose helmet he grasps

with 1. hand. She has a lofty visored helmet, with patterns in purple, black,

and white, short purple chiton, spear, and shield with a leaf resembling that of

the horse-chestnut, as device. Behind Heracles is lolaos to 1. hurling his spear,

but there is no assailant for him
;
he has long hair, a visored helmet, short

chiton, greaves, and shield with the device of a lion passant regardant to r., with

1. paw raised, painted in purple, and with a broad astragalus-border in white.

On the r. is Telamon, bearded, with helmet, greaves, and shield, thrusting with

his spear at an Amazon who is beaten down on one knee, and is of a smaller

scale, to fit in under the handle of the vase
;
she has long hair, a visored helmet,
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shield with plain purple face, short purple chiton, and greaves. In the field,

beside the handle, is a lotos-bud.

(/;) Blinding of Polyphemos (type M.) : Odysseus and two companions
advance to r., bearded, with swords and short chitons (two of them purple,

the middle one black) holding aloft the pine-tree which they thrust into

the eye of Polyphemos ; Odysseus' 1. foot is raised against his chest. The

Cyclops is seated to 1. on the ground, and grasps with r. hand the end of the

pole, to drag it out of his eye ;
he is nude and bearded, with long hair and

hllet, his body partly stippled to indicate hair, especially on the breast and

legs ;
he is of large proportions. Behind him the side of the cave is indicated

in black.

[Cf. the Aristonofos vase, Mon. delV Inst. ix. 4, Berlin No. 2123, and an amphora of Ionic

fabric in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. In style this vase resembles one published in

Mon. deir Itist. i. 51, with Chalcidian inscriptions ;
it is, however, probably of Attic fabric]

B 155. AMPHORA. Old No. 584. Ht. \%-^^ in. From Cervetri. Millingen Coll. Gerhard,
A. V. 323; De Witte, Descr. 139, note 2, and Mhn. sjir Here, et Ger., p. 13; Klein,

Euphronios'^, p. 65, No. 3 ;
Bonner Studien, p. 257 ; Jahrbuch, vii. (1892), pp. 32, 58 ;

C. I.

Gr. 7583. Designs black on red panels, with borders of lotos and honeysuckle along the top ;

accessories of white and purple. Shape Fig. 13.

Fig. 26, ('^)
Combat of Heracles and Geryon (type E. 4) : Heracles to r, having

p. 17. short chiton with purple spots, cuirass, quiver at back, and sheath at 1. side,

seizes Geryon's centre head with 1. hand, while with r. he plunges his sword

into his neck. Geryon is triple only from the waist upwards (unusual in archaic

art, but cf. Gerhard, A. V. 105-6), and has a pair of wings, recurved, at the

back (cf Stesich. frag. 6 and Gerhard, l.c) ;
the three bodies have high-crested

visored helmets, spears, and shields, the middle one having the device of an

eagle flying to 1., in black and purple on a red ground ;
the shield of the third

also has a red ground, but the design is not visible
;
on the legs are greaves.

The first body has fallen in front on one knee and lies full face, with both sides

of the crest showing, the second has fallen mortally wounded at the back, while

the third thrusts at Heracles with his spear. Inscribed in front of each figure :

. . Et>AKVE5, ^3U10V-q3^, 'Hpa/eX?'}?, Ti]pv6v7i<i. On the 1. stands Athene to r., without

helmet, in long chiton and purple himation, both with maeander-borders, holding
out a cup in 1. hand to Heracles. Inscribed : A©ENAIE, 'A0T]vali].

(d) In the centre Perseus to 1., beardless, with purple chlamys and sword

at side, hands extended. Facing him are the three Naiades in single file, in

long chitons and himatia with maeander borders
;
the first one brings him the

talaria, the second a petasos with string attached (the Kvvr] k.'ihoxj) and the third

the kibisis, or wallet (cf Paus. iii. 17, 3, and Pherec. ii. 4, 3, 7). The head and

neck of the second Naiad, the arms and breast of the third, are restored.

Behind Perseus is Athene to 1. in long chiton, and purple himation drawn over

her head, without helmet. The figures are inscribed: NEIAE . . N7;tSe[?] (
=

NamSe?), iA3lfl3n, Hepo-ez;?,
• • • H3©A, 'A07;i;[aiV
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B 156 192. AMPHORAE WITH DESIGNS IN PANELS
(shape generally as Fig. 13).

B 156. AMPHORA. Ht. 19 in. Rhodes, 1867. Torr, Rhodes in Ancient Times, pi. vi. B
;

C Smith \n J. H. S. v. p. 181
; Klein, Eiiphronios"^, p. 58. One small piece chipped out.

Designs black on red panels, with incised lines and accessories of white and purple ; along the

tops of the panels, a border of honeysuckle and lotos {a), and a border of lotos buds ib).

{a) Combat of Heracles and Geryon (type E. 4) : On 1. Heracles, with

lion's skin over short purple chiton and quiver with open lid fastened round

him, attacks Geryon on r. with his club. The latter is represented with three

separate bodies, joined at the hips (cf. the description in Apollod. ii. 5, lO, and

Paus. V. 19, I, rpel^ avSpe^ a\X)]\oi,<i Trpoae-^ofxevot),
and fully armed, the nearer

of the shields having a plane-leaf as device, the further one a thunderbolt. One
of the bodies is turned backwards, as if wounded, and carries a spear ;

the figure

nearest the front wears a short chiton of scales showing over the hips. Between

the combatants Eurytion lies prostrate, with head to r. (cf. B 194) ;
he wears a

cuirass and short purple chiton, and his r. hand is pressed to his side
;
the eye

is rendered without the pupil, indicating that he is dead. On the 1. behind

Heracles stands Athene, in a long sleeveless striped chiton, with band of diaper-
work down the front and diploidion, and a high-crested helmet, long hair with

fillet, on her 1. arm a shield, r. hand raised. On the extreme r. is a female

figure to 1., with long hair, fillet, and long striped chiton with diploidion,

probably Erytheia (cf. Berlin Cat. 2007 and Munich Cat. H"], also Klein,

Eiiphronios^, p. 58).

[For the subject, see also Roscher, pp. 1630 ff., 2203 ff.]

{b) Combat of Heracles and Kyknos (type E. 5) : On 1. Heracles, with

lion's skin over short purple chiton as in {a), sword and shield, attacks Kyknos,
who wears a short diapered chiton showing under his cuirass, and is fully armed,
with an anchor as device on his shield. Between them is Zeus interposing,

advancing to r. and looking towards Heracles
;
he is bearded, with long hair,

fillet, long white chiton, and himation. On 1., behind Heracles, is Athen^

advancing, with fillet, long sleeved diapered chiton, high-crested helmet, and
shield

;
on r. Ares, with chlamys, greaves, high-crested helmet, and shield with

device of a tripod, thrusting with a spear (not seen in the design).

[For the subject, cf. the description in Hesiod, Sent. Her., -and Roscher, p. 2210
; also

Heydemann, Gr. Vasenb., pi, i, 4, and Berlin Cat. 1732 (Colchos), 1799 (Glaukytes).]
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B 157. AMPHORA. Old No. 592. Ht. iiy^- in. Canino Coll. De Witte, Descr. No. 139.
Minute style, with profusion of white embroidered rosettes. Designs black on red panels
with borders of lotos and honeysuckle along the top ; accessories of white and purple.

{a) Type B. (a) : In the centre is Zeus (?) seated to r., bearded, with

long hair, fillet, long purple chiton and embroidered himation, in 1. hand a

sceptre ;
underneath his chair, the back of which is recurved in the form of a

swan's head, is a lion passant regardant to r. He is represented on a larger
scale than the other figures. Confronting him is Hermes, bearded, with hair in

a club
;
he wears a petasos, short embroidered chiton, purple chlamys, and

eiidromides ; in his 1. hand is a caducens, his r. is raised as if speaking. Behind
him stand two male figures to 1. holding spears ;

the first one is bearded, with

long hair, long purple chiton and embroidered himation
;
the other, beardless,

with long hair and a short purple chiton. Behind Zeus are two male figures to

r., both beardless, with long hair, holding spears ;
the first one wears a short

embroidered chiton, the second a striped embroidered himation.

[The composition is similar to that of the
'
birth of Athene '

vases, see type B. ;

cf. also B 149.]

{b) Contest of Heracles and Geryon (type E. 4) : Heracles stands to r.,

in the lion's skin, which is stippled to show the hair, and short embroidered

chiton, with quiver at back and sheath at 1. side
;

in his r. hand is a sword with

which he attacks Geryon. The latter is represented, as in B 156, as three

warriors united at the hips, all bearded and fully armed
;
the shield of the

middle one has a star of sixteen points as device, that of the right-hand one is

painted purple. The left-hand one falls back wounded
;
he has a chiton with

scale-pattern and shield painted purple inside. Behind him is a hawk flying to 1.

Between the combatants lies Eurytion prostrate to r.
;

he is bearded, and
wears a short purple chiton and greaves, his 1. hand is extended

;
his legs are

drawn up in agony, and the eye is rendered without the pupil, as in B 156.

On the 1. is Athene to r., without helmet, in long chiton with diplo'idion,

embroidered with diaper-pattern, in her 1. hand a spear.

B 15 8. AMPHORA, with cover. Old No. 586. Ht. 19 in. Canino Coll. De Witte, Descr. No. 90 ;

P. Gardner, Journ. Philol. vii. p 222
; Corey, Amas. Ant. Fig. p. 76 ; Max. Mayer, Gig. u.

Titan, p. 315. Designs in black on red panels with borders of double palmettes along the top ;

accessories of white with a little purple.

{a) Combat of Heracles and Kyknos (type E 5) : In the centre Heracles

to r., with lion's skin and short chiton, belt, quiver with wing attached to the

mouth, and sword, attacks with his club the half-prostrate Kyknos, on whose

hip he plants his 1. foot
; Kyknos falls on one knee to r., looking to 1., and

defends himself with spear and shield. On the r. is the god Ares coming to his

defence, thrusting at Heracles with spear ;
both Kyknos and Ares are fully

armed, the shield of the former having the device of an ivy-wreath, the latter a

triqiietm. On the 1, is Athene to r., with long tresses, long chiton, the folds

indicated by wavy lines, aegis, of which only the fringe of snakes is visible,
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spear in 1. hand, and shield by her side on which are two pellets. In the field

imitation inscriptions.

[This interpretation is confirmed by an inscribed vase in the British Museum, E 79,
see Prof. P. Gardner, /. c. Cf. Heydemann in Ann. delV Inst. 1880, p. 79 fif., and Max.

Mayer, /. r.J

(b) Two Amazons on horseback, riding to r., with long tresses, cuirasses,

short chitons, and high-crested helmets with fillets, that of the first one being
much higher than- the other

;
each carries two spears, a sword, and a shield with

a Satyric mask in high relief. By the side of the second one is a dog walking
to r., and under the first is another to 1. regardant. Between the two Amazons is

a youthful female head incised in profile to 1., with hair in a knot at the back,

evidently forming part of an original design abandoned. In the field, imitation

inscriptions.

On the bottom of the foot, incised characters
;
see old Cat. pi. B. 586.

B 159. AMPHORA. Ht. i8i in. 1F67. Blacas Coll. Miisee Blacas^^Xs. 2T, 2Z. Designs on
red panels, having along the tops a border of lotos-buds («), and lotos and honeysuckle (J)).

ia) Heracles and the Nemean lion (type E. i): In the centre is

Heracles kneeling to r. over the lion, which is turned to 1.
;
he has grasped it

round the neck with 1. arm, and his hands are elapsed so as to strangle it. He
has elaborate curls, beard and moustache, and wears a sword. The lion has

mouth open and 1. hind-paw raised against Heracles' head. Behind the lion is

Athene to r., looking back to 1., with long sleeved chiton, himation, high-crested

helmet, shield with ivy-wreath as device, and spear. On the 1. is lolaos, with

curly hair and beard, himation round hips and over 1. arm, sword at side,

holding Heracles' club in r. hand, 1. hand raised. In the field are Heracles'

bow and quiver and a garment suspended.

[For the subject, cf. Roscher, p. 2195 ; Baumeister, p. 654; Ann. dcW Inst. 1859,

p. 60; Athen. Mitthetl. xii. (1887), p. 121 (Reisch). Reisch publishes a relief of about 580 B.C.,

which may be considered a prototype of this composition. The '

wrestling
'

type is Ionic, the
* erect

'

type, in which Heracles usually has a sword, is Peloponnesian. Cf. also the com-

position of Heracles and Antaios, B 222, B 322.]

{b) Two beardless youths in petasi and striped himatia, walking to r. at the

further sides of their horses, and holding the bridles. The front one has a fillet,

the other, curls in front of his ears
;
each carries two spears.

B 160. AMPHORA. Ht. i6h in. 1856. Partly restored. Designs on red panels with double

honeysuckle borders along the top ; accessories of white and purple.

{a) Heracles and the Nemean lion (type E. i) : Heracles in centre

standing to r., nude, with a sword-belt, plunges his sword into the neck of the

lion, while his 1. hand tears its mouth open. The lion to r. is raised on its r.

hind-leg, the 1. placed against Heracles' leg, the r. fore-leg extended, the 1. paw
seizing his 1. arm. On the r. is lolaos to 1., nude and bearded, r. arm laid on

i
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Heracles' 1. to keep off the lion's claw. On the 1. is Athene standing to r.,

without helmet, long hair, fillet, long chiton with girdle, spear in 1. hand.

[For the subject, cf. B 159, Berlin Cat. 17 13, Gerhard, A. V. 93.]

{b) Marriage procession (type C.) : In a quadriga advancing to r. (the third

horse white) stand the bridal pair, a bearded male figure in an embroidered

himation holding the goad and reins, and a veiled female figure in a himation
;

the horses have top-knots. On the further side of the quadriga walk two female

figures in long chitons with diplo'idia, that of the front one purple, each bearing
a sieve, which a bride was accustomed to bring with her to her new home as

a arj^elov auTovpyla<; (cf. Gerhard, A. V. 310, Pollux, iii. 37, and Hermann,
Lchrb. iv. p. 275).

AMPHORA. Old No. 587. Ht. 20% in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 276. Designs
black on red panels, with borders of double honeysuckle along the top.

-,. . 04 {a) Heracles and the Erymanthian boar (type E. 2) : In the centre is

p_ Y^
'

Heracles to r., with lion's skin, the tail caught up under a girdle, and short

embroidered chiton, bow and open quiver on shoulder, holding the boar upside
down in the act of hurling it down upon Eurystheus, who had concealed himself

in a ]a.rge pil/ws sunk in the earth, and now holds up his hands beseechingly;

only his hands and part of his head are visible. On r. is Athene advancing to 1.,

with tresses over her shoulders, long chiton with purple and white spots, and

stippled aegis with border of snakes, high-crested helmet with cheek pieces,

and spear. On 1. stands lolaos, bearded, in short chiton and cuirass, with sword

at side
;
in r. hand he holds Heracles' club, his 1. is extended to a deer by his

side.

[For the subject, cf. Roscher, p. 2199, Klein, Euphronios"^ , p. 87 ff., Gerhard, A. V. ii. p. 46,

n. 34 ; also Berlin Cat. 1849, 1855.]

{b) Departure of a warrior : In the centre a warrior standing to 1. and

looking back to a female figure whose head and body are enveloped in a thick

embroidered himation
;
the warrior has a visored helmet, greaves, shield with

device of a cuttle-fish, and a spear. At his further side, looking to 1., is an

archer, bearded in short chiton and peaked cap, holding a bow in r. hand, in 1. a

quiver. On the 1. is an old man to r., with white hair and beard, in a striped

himation, with r. hand raised, in 1. a sceptre. On the extreme r. is a warrior

departing to r., looking back
;
he is fully armed with short chiton, Boeotian

shield, cuirass, helmet, greaves, sword and spear.

At the top of this panel is incised : NN-

B 162. AMPHORA. Old No. 575. Ht. 15^ in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. Designs
in black on red panels, with borders of lotos-buds along the top ;

accessories of purple and

white.

{d) Heracles and the Erymanthian boar (type E. 2) : In the centre

is Heracles to r., nude and bearded, holding the boar upside down in his arms,
in the act of hurling it on Eurystheus, who had concealed himself in a large
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pithos sunk in the earth, and now holds up his hands in supplication ; Heracles

has his 1. foot on the lip of \.hQ pit/ios, which has an incised pattern round the

shoulder of squares in which are dots. On the r. stands Athene to 1., with long
chiton and embroidered himation, high-crested helmet, shield with a rosette of

thirteen points as device. On the 1. is an old man to 1. with white hair and beard,

long chiton and embroidered himation, r. hand raised, conversing with a nude

beardless youth.

{b) Heracles (?) and the Chimaera : On the r. is Heracles to 1., bearded,
in a short chiton, aiming a blow at the lion's head of the Chimaera with club

held in both hands. Behind him is a beardless male figure, perhaps the Lycian

King Amisodaros (//. xvi. 328), in a long chiton and embroidered himation. In

the centre is the Chimaera to r., with one fore-leg raised against Heracles. The

goat's head is turned to 1., attacking lolaos (?), who is bearded and wears a short

striped chiton and shoulder-belt
;
he attacks the goat with his sword. In the

field, a garment suspended.

[There is no trace of any myth connecting Heracles with the Chimaera
;
but the

characteristics of the two figures are those of Heracles and lolaos
;
and Bellerophon is always

represented youthful and with a spear. The vase-painter may have confused two myths, or

possibly the scene may have no mythological signification.]

AMPHORA. Old No. 580. Ht. 16 in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. Gerhard, ^. F. 324 ;

Ann. deir Inst. 1831, p. 134, no. 191 ;
Gas. Arch. ii. (1876), pi. 3, for obverse. Designs

black on red panels with lotos and honeysuckle borders along the top ; accessories of white

and purple.

{a) Heracles slaying the Stymphalian birds (swans) with sling : On
the 1. Heracles stands to r., in a short purple chiton with lion's skin over head

and body, quiver slung at back
;
the swans are ."^ixteen in number, of which one

flies away behind him, five forming a lowermost row have not risen, the

remaining ten fly about in confusion.

{b) In the centre, two Maenads confronted, with fillets and long purple
chitons with diplo'idia ; both are enveloped in one large chlaijia embroidered

with rosettes, which passes round their backs like a curtain. Between them is

a small bird to r. on the ground. On the 1. is a Satyr to r., dancing, with an

askos on 1. shoulder
;
on the r. are two Satyrs dancing back to back

;
all three

have long hair.

[This representation may be the explanation of /;itas utto x^nivijs in Soph. Tr. 540. Cf.

B 53 and B 409, also Furtwaengler, Co//. Sabouroff, pi. 51, and_/. H. S. vii. p. 205.]

B 164. AMPHORA. Old No. 580*. Ht. I7f in. Bomarzo near Viterbo, 1848. Basseggio Coll.

Bu//. de/P Inst. 1839, P- 21
;
Arch. Zeit. 1847, p. 17, n. 3 ; Rev.Archco/. iii., p. 310 ; Engelmann,

de lone., Berlin, 1868, p. 23 ; Overbeck, Kitnstinyth. {Zeus), p. 476 ; Corey, Ainaz. ant. fig.

p. 26; C. I. Gr. 7413. Much injured. D. signs black on red panels, each with lotos and

honeysuckle border along the top.

{a) Hermes slaying Argos : Hermes, near the centre, with petasos,

chlamys, and short chiton with a skin over it, plants r. foot on Argos' thigh, and

I 2
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attacks him with sword. Argos has a double head, like Janus (cf. the descrip-
tion given by the author of the Alyl/jLLo<;, quoted by Schol. Eur. Phoen. 1116 and
Tzetz. ad 11. p. I53> 21 : rerpaatv 6(f)6a\/xoiatv opcofievov evda koX ev6a) ;

he is

bearded, and wears a short chiton and over it a skin tied in front. Both
these figures are partly restored. Behind Hermes is Hera to 1. with arms
extended

;
she has long hair and a long chiton. At her near side stands the

heifer lo to r. The figures are inscribed: iOCA'lA], ^3MS3H, and HEPA$,

["Ap7]o9, 'Ep/if;?, ''Hpa? (sc. eiKcov, cf B 254).

{/?)
Combat of Heracles and Amazons (type E. 6) : On the 1. an Amazon,

probably Alkaia, with short chiton, cuirass, chlamys, anaxyrides, lofty helmet,

Boeotian shield, and spear, is attacking Heracles from behind. He wears

the lion's skin over his head and over a short purple chiton, and is about

to plunge his sword into the neck of an Amazon (perhaps Andromache, cf.

Mon. dell' Inst. xii. 9), whom he has beaten down on one knee. She is armed
as the last one, with device of a tripod on her shield, and endeavours to defend

herself with spear and shield, the latter of which Heracles has seized. On r. is

a warrior, perhaps Telamon {Mon. deW Inst., I.e.), bearded, with short chiton,

cuirass, greaves, lofty visored helmet, and shield with device of two pellets,

about to transfix with spear an Amazon beaten down on one knee to 1.
;
she

has long hair, a short chiton and striped chlamys, high-crested helmet, shield

and spear. The flesh of the Amazons is painted white, except the legs of the

one on the extreme 1.

[Cf. Roscher, p. 2202, and Corey, de Ainazonum aritiqidsfiguris (Berlin, 1890).]

..p.-
AMPHORA. Ht. 17 in. Cameiros, 1862. Designs in black on red panels, with

borders of lotos-buds along the top ;
accessories of white and purple.

{a) Heracles carrying off lole (?) : In the centre is Heracles to r., nude
and bearded, with club in r. hand, sword at back, and lion's skin hanging from

1. arm, pursuing lole, who has long hair, fillet, long chiton and striped himation

embroidered with white rosettes
;
she flees to r., looking back at him, with 1. arm

raised and r. pointing downwards. On the r. is a beardless male figure, probably
an attendant, departing and looking back

;
he wears a striped chlamys, and his 1.

hand is raised. On the 1., behind Heracles, is a bearded male figure to r., in a long
white chiton and striped himation (doubtless Eurytos, the father of lole) ;

behind

him an attendant to r., nude and beardless, with long hair.

{b) Warrior arming : In the centre is a warrior to r., nude and bearded,

stooping to put greave on 1. leg, the other greave already on. Facing him is a

bearded figure in an embroidered himation, supporting his shield, which is

painted white, and holding his spear in r. hand. Behind the latter are two
warriors to 1.

;
the further one has a high-crested helmet, greaves, spear, and

shield painted white
;
the other has helmet, greaves, and shield with device of

a swan to 1. Behind the central warrior is an old man to r., with white hair

and beard, fillet, embroidered himation, r. hand raised
;

behind him again
a warrior fully armed, but without a cuirass.
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B 166. AMPHORA. Old No. 581. Ht. 15 in. Canino Coll. De Witte, Descr. % ; Gerhard,
^4. V. ii. 128, p. 152 ff.

; Baumeister, p. 1652 (Zeus on obv.) ; Overbeck, Kunstmyth. {Zeus),

p. 27, {Post'ido/i), p. 213. Designs black on red panels, with borders of lotos and honey-
suckle along the top ;

accessories of white and purple.

{a) Apotheosis of Heracles (type E. 11) : On the 1. is Zeus, seated to r.,

bearded, with long hair, fiilet, long chiton and himation, both embroidered

with rosettes
;

in his r. hand is a sceptre ending in an anthemion
{?), somewhat

resembling a trident. The back of his throne is formed by the bust of a

Sphinx to 1. with long hair and fillet. Facing him is Athene, with long hair,

fillet, long purple chiton and embroidered himation
;
she is armed with a lofty

helmet and a shield with device of a star of eight points, between which are

dots, in r. hand a spear. Behind her is Heracles retreating to r., looking
back, in a short purple chiton and the lion's skin, with sword-belt, club in r.

hand, the 1. raised. On the r. is Poseidon (?),
or perhaps Palaemon, to 1., with

long hair, beardless, wrapped in a himation with broad stripes, in r. hand a

trident (see Overbeck, l.c).

Fig. 32, {b) The same subject, differently treated (type E. 11): On the 1. Zeus,
p. 24. seated to r., bearded, with long hair and fillet, wrapped in an embroidered

himation, and holding in 1. hand a sceptre terminating in a bud-like ornament
with a volute on either side. His feet rest on a footstool with lion's claws, and
the back of the chair is recurved in the form of a swan's head, the legs
inlaid with palmettes. Facing him is Athene^ with long hair, long purple
chiton and embroidered himation, high-crested helmet, spear, and shield with

device of a small bird flying to 1., r. hand held up with an owl perched upon it.

Behind her is Heracles to 1., with short purple chiton, lion's skin, and greaves,
in 1. hand a twig ;

behind him again, Hermes to 1., bearded, wit.h long hair,

petasos, short chiton, embroidered chlamys, and endromides, in r. hand a spear.

[For the subject, of. Paus. iii. 18. 11, and Roscher, p. 2217 ;
for a difterent version, see

type E. 1 1 (i), and Jahn, Arch. Aufs. p. 96 ff.]

On the bottom is incised : F.

B 167. AMPHORA with cover and stand. Old No. 588. Ht. of vase 19/0 in. Ht. of stand

6| in., diam. 7| in. Mon. delP Inst. iv. 11, and Ann. 184+, pp. 213-225. Much injured.

Shape as the Panathenaic amphorae. Designs black on red panels, with borders of lotos

along the foot ; accessories of purple. On the neck, double honeysuckle. At the bottom of the

handles are palmettes.

{(.i)
Procession of deities : In front, Hermes advancing to r., bearded, with

. long hair Icoped up behind under a wreath, petasos, short chiton, embroidered

chlamys, and endromides, playing with a plectrum on the lyre ;
his head is

thrown back and his lips parted, as if singing ; by his further side is a goat to r.

Behind him is Heracles in a short chiton with the lion's skin over head and girt

round the waist, at his back is his quiver with open lid in the form of a wing, at

his 1. side a sword
;
he is playing on the double flute, and by his further side is

a bull. Behind him is lolaos, bearded, with ivy-wreath and embroidered

chlamys. In the field are branches.
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(b) The same design ;
lolaos holds out a kylix for Heracles to drink

from.

On the stand is a frieze of five Seileni : two stand one on each side of a

crater, the one on the 1. with white hair and beard playing on the double flute,

the other with arms extended. Next on the r. is a Seilenos dancing and

playing on the lyre with a plectrum ; the sides of the lyre terminate in swans'

heads. The next one is running to 1. and looking back
;
he has an embroidered

chlamys over 1. arm, and a crooked stick in r. hand. The next is dancing to 1.,

with 1. leg raised behind. All wear wreaths and are bearded.

B 168. AMPHORA. Old No. 578. Ht. i6| in. FromVulci. Durand Coll. iii. Gerhard, y?. F.

i. 55, and p. 182. A small piece chipped out of the rim. Designs black on red panels, having
accessories of purple and white, and bands of lotos and honeysuckle patterns interlacing along
the top.

{d) Leto with the infants Apollo and Artemis in her arms : On the 1.,

Hermes to r., bearded, with petasos, short chiton, and embroidered chlamys,
cadnceus in r. hand, 1. raised. Next, Dionysos to r., bearded, with long hair,

ivy-wreath, long chiton with purple spots, and purple and black himation with

rosettes, in r. hand a vine-branch with three clusters of grapes, in 1. a keras ;

next to him is Leto to r., looking back at him, with long tresses, fillet, and long
embroidered chiton, with diplo'idion ; in her arms are the infant Apollo (in the

left) and Artemis (in the right), the latter in a short chiton, flesh painted black.

On r. is a youthful Satyr (?) to 1., with ivy-wreath, and an ivy-branch in r. hand.

{b) Four Satyrs : In the centre, one with long hair rides on a goat, 1. hand

holding its horns, in r. hand an ivy-branch. Behind is a Satyr with fillet,

belabouring the goat with open r. hand
;
behind him another, to r., dancing,

with 1. hand raised. In front of the goat is a fourth Satyr to 1., carrying an

askos on his shoulder.

B 169. AMPHORA. Old No. 594. Ht. 15I in. FromVulci. Durand Coll. 668. Gerhard,
A. V. 100. Designs black on red panels, having border of lotos-buds along the top ;

accessories in white and purple.

(rt) Apollo seizing a stag : In the centre, a stag to r., behind it Apollo to r.,

beardless, with long hair, short chiton with purple spots, and quiver slung at

back, holding it by the horns
;
behind him is a bearded figure in a striped

himation. In front of the stag, two male figures, the first one beardless, with

long white chiton and striped himation, the second bearded, with short chiton

and chlamys, both moving to r. and looking back at the stag.

{b) Combat of six warriors : On the 1. is a warrior in lofty visored helmet

with fillet, short purple chiton, cuirass with a skin over it, and purple greave on 1.

leg, retreating to 1., pursued by another with plain greaves, visored helmet with

fillet, and shield with device of an eight-point star. In the centre a warrior with

short chiton, cuirass with skin over it, purple greave on 1. leg, lofty visored helmet

with fillet, spear, and shield with a pellet, has brought down on one knee another

similarly armed, in an embroidered chiton, but without shield. On the r. two
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warriors advance to defend the last with spears, the former having short purple

chiton, cuirass, visored helmet with fillet, purple greaves, and shield with a

tripod ;
the hinder warrior has chlamys, greaves, visored helmet, and Boeotian

shield with two concentric circles.

B 170. AMPHORA, with cover. Old No. 584*. Ht. 2oi in. 1848. Basseggio Coll. Gerhard,

Arch. Zeit. 1847, p. 24*, 1849, P- 55* ; Panotka, Eigenn. init KaXo?, p. 64 ; Robert, Arch.

Anzeig. 1889, p. 143 ; Jahrbuch fiir Class. Phil. Suppl. xi. p. 544 (Luckenbach) ; Klein,

Meistersig. p. 42 ;
id. Lieblingsinschr. p. 18

; Wernicke, Liebliugsn. p. 26
;
C. I. Gr. 7707 b.

Repaired and restored. Designs black on red panels, with borders of double palmettes along

the top ; slight accessories of white and purple.

{a) In the centre, the Dioscuri on horseback, riding side by side to r.,

beardless, with long hair and curls in front of their ears
; they wear short chitons,

that of Polydeukes embroidered, and striped chlamydes, fastened by fibulae at

the shoulder; Castor also has a petasos ; each has two spears, and Polydeukes
also a sword at his side. Below the horses is inscribed : POVVAEV*^^,

no\u8eu[/<:r/]9; in front of their heads: KA5T0P, Kao-rcop. In front of them is

Tyndareus seated to 1. on an okladias, with white hair and beard, long chiton

and himation, both embroidered, in r. hand a sceptre. Behind him is inscribed :

TVNAApEOJ, "Yvvhapkw'^. On the r. is a nude beardless male figure to 1., caressing

the horses, with fillet and hair falling in curls in front of his ears. Behind the

horses is Philonoe (Apollod. iii. 10, 6) to r., with long tresses, fillet, long

embroidered chiton and himation
;

in front of her is inscribed : OE,

\^i\ov\or]. Behind her is a nude beardless male figure to r., his hair looped up
behind with a fillet, falling in curls in front of his ears. Above : O . . ETOP

KAVO$, '0[i^]?;t&>p koXo^.

[Klein attributes this vase to Exekias, both from the style, and from the occurrence

of the name Onetor.]

(d) In the centre, a warrior on horseback, riding to r., bearded, with sword,

petasos, and striped chlamys, holding in r. hand two spears. In front of him is a

male figure seated to 1. on a four-legged stool, looking back
;
he wears a

fillet and long chiton. On the r. is a warrior to 1., fully armed, with spear, and

shield with device of a tripod. Behind him is an attendant, nude and beardless,

his hair looped up under a fillet, with curls in front of the ears. On the 1. is

a male figure to r., with long hair, fillet, and striped chlamys, holding a spear.

This side is much injured.

B 171. AMPHORA. Old No. 582. Ht. 17I in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 375. Overbeck,
Her. Bildw. p. 212

; Welcker, Arm. delP Just. 1845, p. 156. Designs black on red panels, with

lotos and honeysuckle borders along the top ;
accessories of white and purple.

{a) Judgment of Paris (type G.) : On the r. is Paris seated to 1. on a

rock, bearded, with long hair looped up by a fillet, long chiton and himation,

both embroidered with white rosettes, in 1. hand a lyre. Hermes, who is

leading the three goddesses to him, is bearded, with long tresses, petasos, short

white chiton, embroidered chlamys, and endromides, eaduceus in r. hand, 1. hand
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extended towards Paris. Behind him advance the three goddesses, each raising

]. hand. First, Hera, wearing long chiton and embroidered himation
;
next

Athene, with high-crested helmet with cheek-pieces, long embroidered chiton

with diploidion, and aegis, of which only the borders of snakes are visible, in r.

hand a spear ; Aphrodite comes last, in long chiton and embroidered himation
;

all three have long hair, fillets, and necklaces.

[For the subject, cf. Ann. deW Inst. 1845, p. 1 32 ; Overbeck, Her. Bildw. p. 206
; Schneider,

T7-0. Sagenkr. p. 91 ; /. H. S. vii. p. 196 (Harrison) ;
and Pausanias, iii. 18, 12, v. 19, 5.]

(b) Departure of a warrior: In the centre is the warrior to 1., bearded,

with visored helmet with fillet, chlamys, greaves, shield with device of a pellet, and

two spears ; facing him is a nude youth, wearing a fillet, who is receiving a

garment (?) from the warrior. On the 1. an old man advances to r.
;
he has a

white beard and long white tresses with fillet, long purple chiton and striped

himation, embroidered with white rosettes
;
his r. hand leans on a knotted staff,

and his 1. is extended to the warrior. On the r. is a female figure to 1., in a

long chiton and striped embroidered himation drawn over her head
;
behind her

is a youth to 1., with fillet, long chiton, and striped himation embroidered with

white rosettes.

B 172 AMPHORA. Ht. 9I in. Cameiros, 1864. A large part of the sides and one of the

handles wanting. Designs black on red panels, with double row of dots along the top ;

accessories of white and purple.

{(.i) Ajax carrying off the body of Achilles: In the centre, Ajax moving
to 1., with helmet, cuirass, parameridia, and greaves, two spears and Boeotian

shield, with device of one purple and two white pellets, carrying on his

shoulder the body of Achilles, in a high-crested helmet and short purple chiton
;

the greater part of their bodies is wanting. In front of them is a female figure

(perhaps Thetis, or Briseis, cf Propert. ii. 10 (9), 9) moving to 1. and looking

back, wearing a fillet, long chiton, and himation with incised patterns. On the

1. is a bearded male figure to r. in long chiton and himation, with a staff. On
the r. is a male figure to r., beardless, with long chiton and himation, and a

warrior moving away to r.
;
of these two, little remains.

[For the subject and references to similar representations, cf. Overbeck, Her. Bildw.

p. 546, and Roscher, p. 51 5
also Berlin No. 1802.]

{b) Two warriors marching to 1., with visored helmets, greaves, spears, and

shields, each with device of two pellets. Facing them is a beardless male figure

in himation, with spear in 1. hand
;
on the r. a similar figure moving away to r.

B 173. AMPHORA. Old No. 595. Ht. 10 in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 412. Overbeck,

Her. Bildw. p. 658, and cf p. 618
; Heydemann, Iliupersis, p. 21, note 8 d, p. 31, note i ;/.

Desio-ns black on red panels, with borders of lotos-buds along the top ; accessories of white

and purple.

{a) Departure of Aeneas from Troy (cf B 280, and Gerhard, A. V.

231, I): In the centre is Aeneas to r., bearded, with lofty visored helmet
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and short chiton, carrying two spears ;
on his shoulders is Anchises, whose

legs he supports with his hands. The latter has white beard and tresses, and

wears a himation
;
in 1. hand he holds a sceptre. In front of them is a female

figure, either Creusa, or (according to Overbeck, /. c), Aphrodite, hastening to

r., and looking back as if encouraging them. She wears a long embroidered

chiton and himation with purple stripes ;
her r. hand holds up her dress, her

1. is raised. On the 1. is a Trojan archer running to 1. and looking back
;
he

wears a pointed cap, close-fitting jerkin and shoulder-belt, his hair is looped up
under a fillet, and a quiver, with a wing attached to it, hangs at his 1. side.

[For the subject, cf. Roscher, p. 185 ; Overbeck, Her. Bildw. p. 655 ; Baumeister, p. 31 ;

Bedin No. 1862.]

(/;)
Acamas and Demophon conducting Aithra (type L.) : In the

centre is Aithra to r., in long chiton and himation over her head, both

embroidered with white rosettes
;
with 1. hand she draws forward the edge of

the himation. On the r. is Demophon, moving to r., and looking back at her
;

he has a short embroidered chiton, chlamys, helmet, sword at side, spear, and

shield with A©E painted on it (cf B 574). On the 1. is Acamas, departing to 1.

and looking back
;
he has a short embroidered chiton, cuirass, visored helmet,

sword at 1. side, two spears in r. hand, and shield with three crescents painted
round the rim.

[For the subject, cf. Paus. x. 25. 7 ; Roscher, pp. 201, 206, and 990 ; Overbeck, Her.

Bildw. pp. 618 ff., 632 ff. ; Robert, Bild und Lied, P- 75 ;
BerHn No. 2408 ;

an inscribed vase

in the Brit. Mus. (E 177, Mon. delV Inst. ii. 25).]

B 174. AMPHORA. Ht. 17 in. FromVulci. Presented by S. Addington, Esq., 1868. Formerly
in possession of Samuel Rogers. Designs black on red panels, with double borders of

honeysuckle along the top ; accessories of white and purple.

{a) Theseus slaying the Minotaur (type N.) : In the centre is Theseus

to r., slightly bearded, with fillet and short embroidered chiton, girt at waist,

grasping the Minotaur by his neck, into which he plunges his sword. The
latter kneels on the ground and seizes Theseus by the r. hand, holding in his raised

1. hand a white stone which he vainly endeavours to hurl at him
;
his muzzle

is painted white. On the r. is Ariadne (?) to 1., in a long embroidered chiton

with diplo'idion and purple himation
;
behind her an Athenian youth (?), beardless,

in long chiton and embroidered himation. On the 1., an Athenian youth as last,

with fillet
;
behind him an Athenian maiden (?) with long chiton and embroidered

himation.

[For the number of figures, cf. Jahn, Arch. Beitr. p. 260.]

ip) Marriage-procession (type C.) : A quadriga moving to r., in which

stand the bridal pair ;
the bridegroom beardless, in an embroidered himation,

holding the reins, the bride veiled in an embroidered himation. Behind

them is the parocJws (cf Phot. Lex. s. v.), to r., beardless, in long chiton

and embroidered himation. At the further side of the horses walk three

female figures in single file, with embroidered chitons and diploidia, carrying
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various objects ;
the first and last bear on their heads baskets closely resem-

bling the \Uvov or vannus (Vergil, Geor. i. i66) used in the worship of lacchos,

and also for carrying offerings at sacrifices. The middle one carries either a

basket (as CanepJioros) or a sieve, the object being similar to that in B i6o. In

front of the horses is a bearded male figure, probably the proegetes (Hermann,
LeJirbuch, iv. p. 273, n. 2) moving to r. and looking back, \n petasos, embroidered

chlamys, and endromides.

[For the '\lkvov, cf. Callim. Cer. 127, and for its shape, a terra-cotta panel in the Brit.

Mus. representing the infant Dionysos in a vannus (Combe, Anc. Terra-Coitas, pi. xxiv. 44) ;

also Brit. Mus. Cai. of Gems, No. 1009.]

Beneath is incised thrice : 9 .

B 175. AMPHORA, Ht. 10 in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll. Coarse style. On the neck,
double honeysuckle pattern, very coarse. Designs black on red panels ;

accessories of purple.

Shape Fig. 15.

{d) Theseus slaying the Minotaur (type N.) : Theseus stands to n,

beardless, with hair looped up under a fillet, cuirass, short purple chiton, and
sword

;
with r. hand he seizes the horn of the Minotaur, holding him round the

neck with 1. arm. The Minotaur has a bull's head and tail, and holds up a

stone in 1. hand
;

blood flows from his 1. arm. On each side are a female

figure and nude beardless male figure as spectators. The female figures have

long hair with fillets, and long chitons with purple spots ;
the one on the 1. also

wears a himation
;
the youths have fillets and spears.

{b) Athletes : Two nude youths to r., the front one looking back
; they

have fillets, and 1. hands raised, and the second one has a spear. On either side

is 3. paidotribes (?), beardless, with fillet, wrapped in a himation, holding wand.

B 176. AMPHORA. Old No. 558. Ht. iSfV in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 363. Designs
black on red panels ;

accessories of white and purple. Shape Fig. 15. Finely executed. On
the neck, double honeysuckle-pattern.

{a) Centauromachia (type O.) : A Centaur to 1. tramples on a Lapith,
and raises a white rock in his arms to hurl upon him. The Lapith is fallen

backwards to 1.
;
he is bearded and fully armed, with high-crested hehnet, short

embroidered chiton, paratneridia, and Boeotian shield on r. arm, in 1. hand a

white stone.

{b) Departure of a warrior : A quadriga to r., with third horse white, the

charioteer beardless, with long white chiton and stippled skin, goad in r. hand,
reins in both. Before him is a warrior to 1., with high-crested helmet, shield with

device of a bull's head, and spear, followed by a female figure, in long chiton

and himation over her head, both embroidered.

B 177. AMPHORA. Old No. 579*. Ht. \\\ in. From Vulci. Large parts of the reverse

wanting. Designs black on red panels, with borders of lotos-buds along the top ; accessories

of white and purple.

{a) Four male figures stung by bees, all nude and bearded
; they are Laios,

Keleos, Kerberos, and Aigolios, who plundered from the hives the honey on
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which the infant Zeus was nourished (cf. Roscher, p. 154 and Antoninus Libcralis,

Transforniat. 19). The one on the 1. tries to drive off with a branch the bees

which are stinging him on the knees, feet, and back
;
his 1. foot is drawn up in

agony. The next to r. is squatting down, full face, raising 1. hand to his head
;

bees are stinging him on the head, r. arm, 1. knee and foot, and penis. The next,

with a branch, is endeavouring to drive off bees which are stinging him in the

breast and 1. arm. The last figure is crouching down to r., holding in his hands

the disk-shaped stone on which one of the hives had been placed ;
he is being

stung on the head, breast, 1. knee and penis. In the field are numerous other

bees flying about.

{b) Satyrs and Maenads : In the centre is a Maenad to 1., dancing, with r.

arm raised, and another to r. on each side, dancing, the one on r. looking back.

All have long hair, fillets, and long embroidered chitons with diplo'idia. On either

side are two Satyrs facing them
;
of the two on the 1,, the greater part is lost.

B 178. AMPHORA. Old No. 574. Ht. 16^ in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. Late black-figured

style. Designs black on red panels, having borders of lotos-buds along the top, and ivy

down the sides
; slight accessories of white, but no purple.

[a) Dionysiac group : In the centre is Dionysos moving to r. and looking
back

;
he has long beard and long ivy-crowned hair, and wears a long chiton

and himation
;

in his r. hand are vine-branches, in his 1. a kar^tharos ; by his

side is a goat walking to r. On the r. is a Satyr to 1., bearded, with long hair,

holding an askos over 1. shoulder and a keras in r. hand. On the 1. is a similar

Satyr to r., playing with \k\Q plectrum on a chelys, from which hangs drapery.

{b) Departure of warrior: In the centre is a male figure standing to r. at

the further side of his horse, bearded, W\\\i petasos^ chlamys, shield with a Satyric
mask in high relief, and two spears in 1. hand, holding his horse by the bridle

with r. hand. Confronting him is a female figure, in a long chiton and himation

caressing the horse with 1. hand
;
at her side is a dog with a deer's foot in his

mouth. Behind the warrior is an old man to r., with white hair and beard, long
chiton and himation, in r. hand a sceptre.

On the foot, incised characters, see old Cat. pi. B. 574.

B 179. AMPHORA with cover. Old No. 583. Ht. 21 in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 116.

Gerhard A. V. 53. Designs black on red panels, with double honeysuckle along the top;
accessories of white and purple.

{a) Quadriga to n, in which stands Ariadne, holding goad in r. hand,
reins in both

;
she has long hair, with a tress in front of the ear, ivy-wreath,

long chiton and himation. Behind her is Hermes to r., bearded, with long

tresses, /^/"^jrtJj-, chlamys, and endroniides, caduceus in 1. hand. At the further

side of the horses is Apollo Citharoedos to r., beardless, with long hair, laurel-

wreath, long chiton, and himation, playing on the chelys with a plectrum.
Underneath the horses is a hind to 1., looking upwards to Apollo ;

in front of

them is a youth in a chlamys advancing to r. and looking back.

{a) Dionysiac group: In the centre is Dionysos to r., looking back, with

long pointed beard and long tresses wreathed with ivy ;
he wears a long chiton
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and himation, and holds a cantharos in each hand, also two vine-branches with

bunches of grapes. On the r. is a Maenad to 1., with ivy-wreath, long tresses,

long embroidered chiton, in r. hand crotala ; at her near side is a Satyr,

bearded, with long tresses, hands extended
;
both retreat in an attitude of

surprise. On the 1. is a Maenad to r., with long hair, ivy-wreath, and long-

sleeved chiton, playing on the crotala ; behind her is a Satyr to r. with hands

extended.

On the bottom of the foot, incised characters, see old Cat. pi. B. 583.

B 180. AMPHORA. Old No. 596. Ht. iiin. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 71. Designs black

on red panels, with borders of lotos-buds along the top ;
accessories of white and purple.

{a) Dionysos to r., bearded, with long hair and ivy-wreath ;
he wears a

long chiton and striped embroidered himation
;
in his r. hand is a cantharos, in 1.

a vine-branch. On either side is a tall object of the shape of a caduceus ; these

may denote kamakes or vine-poles.

{b) Similar to {a), except that Dionysos holds the vine-branch in his r.

hand, and a keras in his 1.
;
his chiton is embroidered with purple spots, his

himation with white rosettes.

On the bottom, incised characters, see old Cat. pi. B. 596.

B 181. AMPHORA. Old No. 597. Ht. 12^0 in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. De Witte,

Descr., No. 37. Designs black on red panels, with borders of lotos-buds along the top ;

accessories of purple.

{a) Dionysiac group : In the centre Dionysos to r., bearded, with long

hair, ivy-wreath, long purple chiton and himation embroidered with purple

spots, in r. hand a vine-branch, in 1. a keras. Facing him is Ariadne, in a long
chiton embroidered with incised patterns, and himation thrown over her head.

On each side are two Satyrs turned towards the centre, in various attitudes, with

long hair
;
their breasts indicated in purple.

{b) Warrior on horseback (perhaps Troilos) riding to r., beardless, with

long hair, purple chlamys, spear in 1. hand. At the horse's head is a nude youth
to r. looking back, beardless, with fillet. Behind the horse is a nude male

figure to r., beardless, with long hair, fillet, in r. hand a spear ;
towards him is a

hawk flying to 1.

On the bottom is incised : ©.

B 182. AMPHORA. Old No. 579. Ht. i5f in. De Witte, .Descr. No. 131. Designs black

on red panels, with lotos-bud borders along the top, and accessories of white and purple.

{a) Athletes playing ball : On the 1. is a bearded figure, probably a

brabeus, seated on an okladias, wearing a fillet, and an embroidered garment
round his loins

;
he holds in both hands a ball, the lower half white, the upper

black. Opposite him are three nude figures in single file, the last one bearded,
with hands on knees, each carrying on shoulders a boy ;

the first two boys have

long hair, the second wears a fillet
; they hold out their hands to catch the ball.

[Cf. F 113, Roevi. Mittheil. vi. (1891), p. 270, and Krause, Gymti. pis. x.xvi. 108, and xxviii.

122-3 j ^Iso a vase at Oxford, obtained by Mr. Arthur Evans, inscribed KEVEV50IV.]
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(/;) Departure of a youth : He stands in the centre to r. at the further

side of his horse, in white chlamys and petasos^ holding his horse by the bridle
;

in his 1. hand is a spear. On either side of him is an attendant, beardless, in

long chiton and embroidered himation
;

the one on the 1. wears a fillet, and

holds spear in 1. hand.

On the foot is incised : CE.

B 183. AMPHORA. Old No. 591. Ht. 15^*0 in. Repaired. Designs black on red panels
with borders of lotos-buds along the top ; profuse accessories of white and purple.

{a) Departure of a warrior : In the centre stands the warrior to 1., with

high-crested visored helmet, spear, shield with device of a bent human leg, and

greaves, the left purple, the other plain. Facing him is an old man, with long
white tresses and beard, long embroidered chiton and striped himation, 1, hand

raised, in r. a staff. Behind the warrior is a female fiigure with long hair, fillet,

necklace, long chiton with border, and striped embroidered himation, raising

r. hand to mouth.

{h) Three warriors, all fully armed, \\{i\\ parameridia and spears, advancing
to 1.

;
on the further side of the second one is an archer, bearded, with pointed

cap and bow. All three warriors have visored helmets, with central and lofty

side-crests, the latter painted white
;
the shield of the first has the device of a

triquetra, that of the third a snake to 1., while the shield of the middle one is

plain white
;
the r. greave of the middle warrior is black, all the others purple.

B 184. AMPHORA with cover. Old No. 590. Ht. 18^% in. From Vulci. Durand Coll., 687.

Designs black on red panels, with borders of lotos-buds along the top ;
accessories of white and

purple.

{a) Departure of a warrior : Quadriga to 1., in which stand a charioteer,

beardless, with fillet, and long white chiton, holding reins and goad, and a

warrior with high-crested visored helmet greaves, two spears, and shield with

device of a lion seated to r. regardant, with 1. paw raised. Behind is an archer

advancing to 1., beardless, with high Phrygian cap, close-fitting jerkin and

anaxyrides in one piece, bow in r. hand, and quiver in 1. with open lid. At the

further side of the horses is a similar archer to 1.
;
in front of him a warrior to 1.

looking back, with a lofty double-crested helmet and shield on which two

pellets are visible. In front of the horses is an archer advancing to 1,, in a

peaked cap, close-fitting jerkin, and anaxyrides, with bow in r. hand, quiver,

and sword at 1. side. The leather dress of all three archers is indicated by
incised lines.

{b) On the 1. is an aged man to r., with long white tresses and beard, long
chiton and himation, staff in 1. hand. Towards him advances a warrior with

lofty visored helmet and greaves, two spears, and shield with device of an

anchor, followed by another similarly armed, with the forepart of a lion as device

on his shield
; by the further side of the latter walks an archer, bearded, with

Phrygian cap, bow and quiver. Behind them is an old man, also to 1., with long
white tresses and beard, long chiton and embroidered himation, in r. hand a
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staff, and behind him an archer to 1., beardless, in tight-fitting jerkin, otherwise

as the last.

Beneath the foot is incised : TE.

B 185. AMPHORA. Old No. 585. Ht. 18/5 in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 1466. Designs
black on red panels with borders of lotos and honeysuckle along the top ; accessories of white

and purple.

{a) Departure of warrior : A quadriga to r., in which stands the

charioteer, beardless, in long white chiton with purple girdle, holding goad in r.

hand, reitis in both
;
behind him is a beardless figure, in long chiton and

himation, looking back to 1. By the side of the quadriga stands a warrior to r.

looking back, fully armed, with short purple chiton and shield. Confronting
him is a bearded male figure in long chiton and himation

;
at the horses' heads

a similar figure to 1., his himation embroidered.

(/;)
Race of hoplites (?) : Two warriors moving to r., in visored helmets,

short purple chitons, and greaves, with spears in r. hands, and shields
;
the

second one wears a cuirass, the first a skin over his chiton. Behind each of them
stands 2. paidotribes i^), the first to r. looking back, the second to 1., both bearded,
in long chitons and striped embroidered himatia, holding wands in their hands.

On the foot, incised characters, old Cat. pi. B. 585.

B 186. AMPHORA. Old No. 597'*. Ht. 9f in. From Magna Graecia. Durand Coll. 835.

Imperfectly fired. Coarse style. Designs black on red panels, with borders of maeander and
network along the top ;

accessories of white.

{a) An old man seated to r. on an okladias, with long white hair and beard,

long chiton and himation, both embroidered with white rosettes, his r. hand
raised as if speaking. On either side is a female figure conversing with him

;

they both wear necklaces, long chitons and himatia, embroidered with white

rosettes
;

r. hands raised.

{b) Warrior to 1., with visored helmet, chlamys, greaves, and shield with a

pellet and four rings painted on it, standing between two old men with white

hair and beards, in long chitons and himatia, who are conversing with him.

B 187. AMPHORA. Old No. 593. Ht. 9|in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 850. Designs black

on red panels, with borders of lotos-buds along the top, and of ivy down the sides
; accessories

of white and purple.

{a) Warrior standing to r. at the further side of his horse, armed with

visored helmet, cuirass, greaves, and shield, with two spears in r. hand
;
the

horse also to r., with head down. Facing him is a bearded male figure, in long
chiton and himation, both embroidered, with a staff in his hand

;
on the 1. is a

beardless youth to r., in long chiton and striped himation, holding a staff.

ib) Combat of four warriors in two groups : Two in the centre are

attacking one another with spears ;
the one on the 1. is armed with lofty visored

helmet, short chiton, cuirass, greaves, and shield
;
the other is similarly armed,

but has no cuirass
;
on his shield is the device of a pellet. Between them is a

bird flying to r., below the shields. On the 1. is a retreating warrior, looking
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back, with short chiton, cuirass, helmet, spear, and sword
;
on the r. a similar

warrior, in a high-crested helmet, cuirass, and short chiton, with sword, spear, and

shield.

B 188. AMPHORA. Old No. 595*. Ht. iiin. Nola, 1849. Campanari Coll. Designs black

on red panels, with accessories of white and purple. Shape Fig. 15. On the neck, three

palmettes each side.

(a) Musical contest : On the r. is a dema of three steps, on which stand

two youths confronted. The one on the 1., with fillet, wreath, and embroidered

himation, plays the double flute
;
the other has a wreath, and long chiton and

himation, both embroidered. On the 1. stands a paidotribes to r., bearded, with

fillet, wreath, and embroidered himation, leaning on his staff.

(/;) Design as {a) varied : On a bema of one step, the two figures side by
side to 1. Facing them is 2^ paidotribes, to r., beardless, as on {a).

B 189. AMPHORA. Old No. 597*. Ht. iii\jin. From Magna Graecia. Durand Coll. 814.

Designs black on red panels, as before. Shape Fig. 15. Neck as last.

{a) Two fully-armed warriors confronted
;
the one on the 1. is beardless,

with short chiton and chlamys on 1. arm, both embroidered, shield with device

of a tripod, helmet raised
;

the other has a high-crested helmet, short em-

broidered chiton, chlamys on r. arm, and shield by his side, wath device of a

bull's head.

{p) Warrior arming: He stands to r., bearded, with fillet, cuirass, short

purple chiton, and greave on r. leg, putting on the 1. greave ;
at his feet is a

high-crested helmet. Facing him is an old man, with white hair and beard,

fillet, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, sheathed sword in r. hand,

spear in 1., and shield at feet, with device of a bull's head.

B 190. PELIKE. Ht. Ill in. Ruvo, 1851. Braun Coll. Designs black on red panels, with

borders of lotos-buds above
;
accessories of white and purple, sparingly used.

{a) Heracles carrying off the Delphic tripod (type E. 10) : He runs

to r., looking to 1., with lion's skin, short chiton, sword, in 1. hand his club, in r.

the tripod. On either side, a Doric column surmounted by a cock.

(/;) Apollo pursuing Heracles ; He is beardless, with hair looped up under

a fillet and curls in front of ears, short chiton, over which is a skin with white

spots, and endrojiiides, in r. hand a bow. On either side, a Doric column sur-

mounted by a cock.

B 191. PELIKE. Ht. 12 in. From Vulci. Krause, Gymn. pi. xii. 34. Much injured.

Designs in black (turning to red on rev.) on red panels ; accessories of white and purple,

faded.

On the neck : {a) Two wrestlers about to engage, nude and bearded
;
the

one on the r. grasps the other's r. arm with both hands. Behind each is

2i paidotribes, bearded, in a striped himation.

{b) Similar design, but instead of the wrestlers, boxers advancing towards

each other
; paidotribes each side, as before.
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On the body :

{a) Two mounted warriors side by side to 1. : the nearer one is dis-

mounting ;
he has lofty visored helmet, greaves, and shield with device of a

boar springing to 1.
;
the other one is nearly obliterated

;
he carries a spear. In

front of them is a nude youth to 1. looking back
;
behind them, a bearded

figure to 1, with fillet and chlamys, holding spear.

{b) In the centre Ares to 1., with visored double-crested helmet, greaves, and

shield, the device on which is a Centaur to 1. with r. foreleg raised, brandishing
a pine-tree. Facing him is Poseidon, bearded, with long hair, fillet, long chiton

and bordered himation, in 1. hand a trident. Behind Ares is Hermes to 1.,

bearded, with long hair, petasos, short chiton, striped chlamys, endrornides,

cadnceus in 1. hand, r. hand raised.

B 192. PELIKfe. Ht. 13 in. Cameiros, 1864. Much worn. Designs in black on red panels,
with borders of lotos-buds above

;
accessories of white and purple.

(a) Bearded figure to r., with fillet and drapery round loins gathered up in 1.

hand, playing on the lyre with 2. plectrum, and singing, with head raised and lips

parted (cf. B 167). Behind him is a nude beardless figure with chlamys over 1.

arm, holding out r. hand to a dog, which stands to r. looking back at him.

(b) Similar scene : A beardless figure as the last
;
behind him a nude

beardless figure with fillet and chlamys over 1. arm, running to r. and looking
back.

B 193-205. AMPHORAE AS BEFORE, BUT WITH GROOVED
HANDLES (shape Fig. 13).

B 193. AMPHORA. Old No. 608. Ht. 2\\ in. Overbeck, Her. Bildw. p. 312; Encyclo-

paedia Bn'tannica^^ xix. p. 612
;
Athen. Mittheil. iv. p. 290; Klein, Eiiphronios^, p. 36;

Jahrbuc/i, iv. (1889), p. 196. In the style of Andokides. Designs in two panels, with borders

of double honeysuckle above : {a) Black on red ground, with purple accessories and finely-

incised lines
; {b) Red on black ground, with purple accessories, and network borders down the

sides in black on red. On the sides of the handles, ivy-wreaths ; below the handles, palmettes
with volutes

;
all black on red.

{d) Achilles and Ajax (?) playing with pessi (type H.) : On the r. is

Achilles seated, bearded, with hair rolled up under fillet, high-crested helmet

short chiton richly diapered, cuirass, parameridia, and greaves, all ornamented

with volutes, and chlamys richly embroidered with stars and other patterns,

in 1. hand two spears, behind him a Boeotian shield with Satyric mask having
short curls and protruding tongue. On the 1. is Ajax, seated, similarly

attired and equipped ;
each stretches out r. hand to a table between them,

on which s\-s. pessi are visible
;
Achilles holds another between his fingers.

[Cf. B 211 and the inscribed vase of Exekias in the Mus. Greg., Rome. The warriors

here represented may be named Achilles and Ajax, owing to the close resemblance of this vase
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to that of Exekias
; but according to Eur. Jph. Aul. 192 ff., they would be Protesilaos and

Palamedes
;

cf. also Paus. x. 31. i. The subje:t is discussed by Welcker, Alte Doikiii.

iii. p. I ff.]

{b) Heracles and the Nemean lion (see type E. i) : He is nude and

bearded, with curly hair and fillet, and kneels on both knees, holding the

lion head downwards over his 1. shoulder, r. hand grasping its forepaws,
while its hind-claws are inserted in his r. shoulder

;
he is about to fling it on the

ground with his 1. arm. On the 1. is Athene to r., with long tresses, high-crested
helmet with fillet, ornamented with volutes, and chevron-pattern round crest,

aegis with scales, and fringe of snakes in front, long diapered chiton, in r. hand
a spear, 1. extended to Heracles, On the r. is lolaos to r., looking back, nude

and bearded, with curly hair and fillet, sword at side, in r. hand Heracles' club.

[The attitude is unusual, and resembles that of Heracles throwing down the boar on

Eurystheus (type-form E. 2).]

B 194. AMPHORA with cover. Old No. 602. Ht. i6y^o in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 297.

Designs in black on red panels with interlacing lotos and honeysuckle pattern above. On the

handles double lotos and honeysuckle pattern, black, purple and white
;
on the sides of the

handles, rosettes.

(a) Contest of Heracles and Geryon (type E. 4) : Heracles to r., with

lion's skin over short purple chiton, sheath at side, club and quiver at back,

attacks Geryon with sword. The latter is as in B 156, all three bodies fully

armed, the one on the r. and the one in the middle having high-crested helmets
;

they have short embroidered chitons, spears, and shields
;
the shield of the one

on the 1. is white with a purple rim, and has the device of an eagle flying to 1.

with snake in mouth, in black and purple. The middle body falls back mortally
wounded. Between the combatants is Eurytion fallen to r., full face, bearded,

with piles, short chiton and skin over it tied in front
;
his dog Orthros, also

wounded, is fallen backwards upon him ;
blood flows from the wounds of both.

{b) Quadriga to front, the horses turning to r., in which are a charioteer with

pilos, long white chiton and nebris, shield at back, and a parabates looking
to r., with high-crested helmet, cuirass, and spear ;

on the horses' heads are

top-knots.

B 195. AMPHORA with cover. Old No. 599. Ht. 20^^^ in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. No.

1890. Overbeck, Kjinstinyth. {^Apollo), pp. 45, 395 ;
C. I. Gr. 7619. SJightly injured and restored.

Designs in black on red panels, with double honeysuckle-pattern above. Down the sides of one

handle, ivy-wreaths ;
the other one has been restored. Under the junctions of the handles,

palmettes.

Fig. 30 {(^)
Contest of Heracles and Apollo for the tripod (type E. 10) : In

p. 22. the centre is Heracles moving to r., looking to 1., with beard and moustache,

lion's skin and short embroidered chiton, carrying the tripod over 1. shoulder
;

above him is inscribed HEP/^KVE^. On the 1. is Apollo to r., beardless,

wreathed with laurel, in short chiton girt at waist and chlamys, both em-

broidered, seizing a leg of the tripod with r. hand. Above him : ArovvON,
K
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'AttoWwv. Behind Heracles is Athene to 1., with long tresses, high-crested
helmet with cheek-pieces, aegis held out on 1. arm (incised markings and fringe
of snakes), long embroidered chiton, and spear. Below : iAAH3©A, 'AdT]vda<i.

In front of her is a hind to r. looking back. Behind Apollo is Artemis to r.,

with long tresses, sphendon^, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, 1.

hand raised; behind her: iOA..M3TqA, 'ApTe//[i]So9. Below Heracles is in-

scribed: -^ o >
(perhaps A;a\o9 Ka/3[i)o-Tto9], cf. Wernicke, Zz>^//;?^i-«(^;/z^«,

p. 94, note i),

[Cf. Roscher, p. 2213 ; Stephani, Compte-Rendu, 1868, p. 31 ff. ; Ber. d. Siichs. Ges. 1853,

pi. 6
; Berlin Cat. 2159.]

{b) Apollo Citharoedos to r., beardless, with long tresses wreathed with

laurel, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, playing w^ith a plcctnnn on
the lyre ; by his further side is a bull to r. In advance of him is Hermes

departing, looking back, bearded, with c\\\2iVi\ys,petasos, etidroinides, and caduceiis^

r. hand raised. Behind Apollo is Dionysos to r., with long beard and tresses,

ivy-wreath, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, in r. hand vine-branches

with bunch of grapes, in 1. a cantJiaros.

B 196. AMPHORA. Old No, 603. Ht. 2o\ in. From Vulci. Canine Coll. 806. Klein,

Euphronios"^ , p. 122; Mayer, Gig. u. Titan, p. 315. Designs in black on red panels, with
double honeysuckle-pattern above. On the sides of the handles., ivy-wreaths ; below, palmettes.

{d) Contest of Heracles and Antaios (type E, 9) : In the centre is

Heracles to r,, bearded, with fillet and embroidered drapery fastened round loins,

seizing Antaios by the 1. arm with 1, hand, the r, drawn back to strike him.

Antaios crouches down on one knee, nude and bearded, with long hair, r, hand
raised above head, 1, grasping Heracles' waist. Above him is drapery sus-

pended ;
in front of him is an imitation inscription. Behind Heracles is Athend

to r., with long tresses, high-crested helmet with fillet, aegis with snakes, long
embroidered chiton, in r. hand a spear, 1. raised, at her feet a shield with device

of a tripod. In front of her is inscribed: A..ENA(?). Behind her is Hermes
to r., bearded, wdth long hair, fillet, short chiton, embroidered chX'A.my?,, petasos,

endromides, and cadnceus. On the r. is a Doric portico with one column visible,

on the further side of which is Poseidon (father of Antaios) to r, looking back
;

he is bearded, w^ith fillet, petasos, embroidered chlamys, endromides, and two

spears, r, hand raised. Under the portico is Ge (mother of Antaios, cf, B 322)
to 1., with long tresses, fillet, long chiton and himation, I. hand extended as if in

supplication, r. thrown back.

[This scene represents the early archaic type ; later, as in B 222 and B 322, Antaios
lies on the ground. For the subject, cf. Roscher, p. 2207 ; Arch. Zeit. 1878, pi. 10

; Mon. delP

Inst. 1855, pl- 5 '> Gerhard, A. V. 113 ;
and Klein, /. c]

{b) Three horsemen to r., all beardless, with fillets, embroidered chlamydes,
and white petast, each carrying two spears ;

the second, whose horse is piebald,
looks back at the third

; by the side of the horses two hounds walk to r.
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B 197. AMPHORA. Ht. 2 ft. 4 in. Cameiros, 1861. Designs in black on red panels, with

lotos and honeysuckle pattern above. On the sides of the handles, rosettes.

(a) Nuptials of Zeus and Hera (type C.) : A quadriga to r., in which

are Zeus, bearded, witii short curls in front, laurel-wreath, long chiton,

and embroidered himation, holding reins, and at his further side Hera, in long

purple chiton and embroidered himation veiling her head. Behind them is

Apollo Citharoedos to r., beardless, with long tresses wreathed with myrtle,

long white chiton and striped himation with crenellated border, playing with a

plectnun on the clielys, from which hangs embroidered drapery. Jn front of his

feet is a Siren to r. regardant, with long hair, standing on a tendril. By the

further side of the chariot are three deities to r. : Dionysos, bearded, with long

hair, ivy-wreath, long embroidered chiton and purple himation, in 1. hand an

ivy-branch ; Aphrodite, with long hair, fillet, long diapered chiton with purple

diploidion, holding a lebes on her head with 1. hand
; Poseidon, bearded, with

long hair, fillet, long embroidered chiton and purple himation, in 1. hand a

trident. At the horses' heads are Artemis to 1., with long hair, fillet, long chiton,

striped embroidered himation, in r. hand the nuptial torches, and Hermes as

proegetes, bearded, with long hair, fillet, short chiton, embroidered chlamys,

petasos, endromides, and caduceus, departing to r., looking bac'c.

[Cf. Gerhard, A. V. 313, and for the subject see Foerster, Hochseit d. Zeus und d. Hera.'\

(/?)
Combat of Heracles and Kyknos (type E. 5) : Heracles to r., with

lion's skin and short purple chiton, quiver at back, draws sword out of sheath

to attack Kyknos, who retreats to r., looking back, fully armed, with lofty visored

helmet bound with a fillet, striped chiton, and shield with device of a tripod.

Between them is Zeus to r., looking to 1., interrupting the combat with both arms
raised

;
he is bearded, with long hair curly in front, fillet, long striped chiton and

himation, both embroidered. On the 1. is Athene to n, with long tresses, high-
crested helmet, fillet, richly embroidered chiton with diploidion, and himation tied

in front, shield on 1. arm, thrusting with a spear. On the r. is Ares in a similar

attitude, bearded, with visored helmet, short chiton and chlamys both embroidered,

greaves, and a Boeotian shield, the device on which is a star of twelve points,
in black and purple on white, between two white lions rampant regardant.

B 198. AMPHORA with cover. Old No. 604. Ht. 20^ in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 2113.

Gerhard, A. V. iv. 246. Designs in black on buff panels, with borders of double honeysuckle
above ; accessories of white, faded. Handles, as the last vase.

{d) Heracles to n, with lion's skin, short chiton, quiver and sword, club in r.

hand, bow in 1., confronts Athene, who has a high-crested helmet with cheek-

pieces, aegis, long chiton, spear, and shield with device of a triquetra ; at her

feet is a hind to 1., looking up, and on either side of the design a column
surmounted by a cock, the column on the 1. Doric, the other Ionic.

{U) Dionysos to r., with long beard and tresses, ivy-wreath, kmg chiton

and himation, in r. hand vine-branches with bunches of grapes, in 1. a can-

tharos. Facing him is Ariadne, with long tresses, ivy-wreath and long chiton,

K 2
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r. hand raised. On either side of the design, an Ionic column surmounted

by a cock.

B 199. AMPHORA. Old No. 567. Ht. 2 ft. i in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 2139.

Overbeck, Kunstinyth. {Apollo), p. 49 ;
C. I . Gr. 7552 b. Designs in black on red panels, with

accessories of white and purple, and borders of lotos and honeysuckle pattern above the designs

on the body ;
no accessories on the design on the lip. Handles, as before.

{d) On the lip : Heracles strangling the Nemean lion (type E, i) :

Composition as usual
;
Heracles nude and bearded

;
above is his sword

suspended. On the r. is Hermes stooping to 1., bearded, with chlamys, petasos,

and ejtdrouiides, r. hand extended. On the 1. is lolaos rushing forward to r.,

bearded, with short chiton, sword at side, club in r. hand, 1. extended. On
either side, facing the scene, is a boar.

On the body: Heracles conducted to Olympos (type E. 11): A
quadriga to r., in which are Athene with long tresses, high-crested helmet with

cheek-pieces, aegis, long chiton, spear in r. hand, reins in both, and Heracles

bearded, with fillet, and club in 1. hand. In front of them is inscribed : HEPAKVE^,

AOENA. By the further side of the horses is Apollo Citharoedos to r.,

beardless, hair bound up with laurel-wreath, long chiton and himation, both

embroidered, playing with a plectnun on the chelys ; in front of him : ArovON.

At the horses' heads is Hermes, kneeling on one knee to 1., bearded, with long

hair, chlamys, petasos, endromides, and caduceiis ; in front of him: HEPME^.

Beneath the horses : PO^IAi, 'Pocr/a? ;
and above their heads AIO^, which may

mean (the chariot) of Zeus (?), or, like Rhosias, it may be a horse's name.

(/;)
Combat of five warriors : All are fully armed, and bearded, with long

tresses, two in the centre thrusting at each other with spears ;
of these, the one

on the r. has two dolphins to 1. as device on his shield. Between them is a

warrior fallen back to r., with stone in 1. hand which he endeavours to hurl,

defending himself with a shield on which are two pellets. On either side is a

warrior departing ;
the one on the r. has the device of a tripod on his shield, the

other a bull's head. Behind the latter is inscribed ^3AAI..A+, '^a\p\uihri<i \

below the former: VEVKON, Aev/cwi^
;

in front: AE[V]TEPE, Aei;Tep(o9?) ;
above

the centre ones nVVE$, below them 5[0]JVM' niJX?;^ koXo^, also AIKEAIKE5,

b>.iK{ai)d{p)K.'r]<s
?.

B 200. AMPHORA with cover. Old No. 606. Ht. 24^*0 in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 11 10.

Overbeck, KuJistmyth. (^Apollo), p. 49. Designs in black on red panels, with borders of lotos

and honeysuckle above and lotos-buds below ; accessories of white and purple. Handles, as

before.

{a) Heracles conducted to Olympos (type E. 11): A quadriga to r.,

in which are side by side Athene with high-crested helmet with cheek-pieces,

aegis with scales, long chiton with purple spots, goad in r. hand, reins in both,

and Heracles with lion's skin, and club over shoulder. By the further side of the

chariot is Apollo Citharoedos to r., beardless, with long tresses, laurel wreath,

long chiton with looped-up sleeves, and striped himation, playing the chelys. In
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advance of him is Dionysos to r., looking back, with long beard and tresses,

ivy-wreath, long embroidered chiton, in r. hand a vine-branch. At the horses'

heads is Hebe (?) to 1., with long tresses, fillet, long chiton and himation, both

embroidered, r. hand extended.

{b) Quadriga to 1., the charioteer beardless, with long white chiton
;

stepping into it is a warrior with lofty visored helmet, short embroidered chiton,

greaves, two spears, and shield with device of a scorpion to 1. In the field above

the horses, a hawk flying to r., and the inscription $OVA>l, Ka\6<i.

B 201. AMPHORA. Old No. 600. Ht. 24^ in. P^rom Vulci. Canino Coll. 1613. Overbeck,

Kunstmyth. {Apollo), p. 49. Slightly injured. Designs in black on red panels, with double

honeysuckle-pattern above
; accessories of white and purple. Handles, as before.

{a) Heracles conducted to Oylmpos (type E. 11): A quadriga to r.,

in which are Athene, with long tresses wreathed with laurel, long embroidered

chiton and striped himation, goad in 1. hand, reins in both, and Heracles, bearded,

wrapped in a striped himation. Behind them is Amphitryon (?) to r., bald,

with white tresses and beard, fillet, long embroidered chiton and striped

himation, in 1. hand a sceptre. By the further side of the chariot is Apollo
Citharoedos to r., with long tresses, myrtle-wreath, long chiton with looped-up

sleeves, and embroidered himation, playing on the clielys. Facing him is

Dionysos with long beard and tresses, ivy-wreath, long white chiton and

looking back striped himation. At the horses' heads is Hermes to r., his head

hidden, with short embroidered chiton, striped o^Adsay-,, petasos, endroinides, and

caduceus
; confronting him is Hebe (?), with long tresses wreathed with laurel,

long embroidered chiton and striped himation. In the field, branches.

{b) Contest of .Heracles and Triton (type E. 8) : Heracles to r., in

lion's skin and short striped chiton, seizes Triton round the neck from behind
;

the latter endeavours to free himself by seizing Heracles' arms
;
he has long

beard and tresses wreathed with laurel, and is human to the chest, below which

is a fish's body and tail to 1., fimbriated. On one side is Nereus, on the other

Proteus, looking on
;
both partly bald, with white hair and beards, fillets, long

chitons and striped himatia, wands in their r. hands.

[Cf. A?in. deir Inst. 1882, p. 73 ff., and Mon. dcW Inst. xi. 41 ;
also Gerhard, A. V. in.]

B 202 AMPHORA with cover. Old No. 601. Ht. 23^^ in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 2060.

Mayer, Gig. u. Titan, p. 315. Designs in black on red panels, with borders of lotos and

honeysuckle above
;
accessories of white and purple, the former faded. Handles, as before.

{a) Combat of Heracles and Kyknos (type E. 5) ;
Heracles to r.,

with lion's skin, short chiton, sword, quiver, and bow, thrusts with spear at Kyknos
who is fallen on one knee to r.

;
behind the latter stands Ares

;
both he and

Kyknos are fully armed and have long hair, but Kyknos has no cuirass. Ares

has an ivy-wreath as device on his shield, Kyknos a snake
;
both thrust with

spears. Behind Heracles is Athene, with long tresses, high-crested helmet with

cheek-pieces, aegis, long embroidered chiton, himation, and shield, thrusting

with her spear at Ares.
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{b) Dionysos to r., looking back, with long beard and tresses, ivy-wreath^

long chiton and himation, in r. hand vine-branches with bunches of grapes, in 1.

a cantharos. On the 1., moving to r. is a Maenad with long hair, ivy-wreath,

long chiton and himation, playing on the chelys ; the white is faded from the

nude parts ;
on the r., a Maenad to 1., as the last, playing the double flute.

B 203. AMPHORA with cover. Old No. 598. Ht. 24^^ in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 642.

Overbeck, Kiinstmyth. {Apollo), p. 51. Repaired and restored. Designs in black on red

panels, with double honeysuckle pattern above ; accessories of white and purple.

{d) Type E. 1 1 (a) : Quadriga to r., into which Athen^ is stepping ;

she has long tresses, high-crested helmet with cheek-pieces and fillet, long

embroidered chiton and striped himation, goad in r. hand, reins in both. In

advance of her is Dionysos to r., looking to 1., bearded, with long hair, ivy-

wreath, long embroidered chiton and striped himation, in 1. hand a keras.

Before him and at further side of horses is Apollo Citharoedos to r., beardless,

with long hair, fillet, long embroidered chiton and striped himation, playing on

the chelys, and confronted with him is Artemis in long chiton and himation, both

embroidered, her head hidden. At the horses' heads is Aphrodite to r., with

long hair, fillet, long embroidered chiton and striped himation, and before her

is Hermes, departing and looking back at her, bearded, with long hair, fillet,

striped chlamys, petasos, emirouiides, and caduceiis.

[Cf. a black-figured hydria in the Museum of Practical Geology.]

{b) In the centre Dionysos to r., with long beard and hair, ivy-wreath,

long chiton and himation, both embroidered, in r. hand vine-branches, in 1. a

cantharos. Facing him is Ariadne, with long tresses, fillet, long embroidered

chiton with diploidion, and hands extended. On the 1., a Maenad, and behind

her a Satyr, to r.
;
on the r., a Satyr to r., looking back, and a Maenad to 1., with

r. hand raised
;
the Maenads have long tresses, ivy-wreaths, and long striped

chitons, girt at the waist.

B 204. AMPHORA with cover. Old No. 605. Ht. 2i-j3o in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 597.

Micali, Sioria, iii. p. 144, and pi. 86, i, 2. Designs in black on red panels, with interlacing

lotos and honeysuckle pattern above ; accessories of white and purple, the former faded.

On the sides of the handles, ivy-wreaths.

{d) Dionysiac thiasos : In the centre Dionysos, bearded, with long hair,

long chiton and striped himation, in r. hand a keras, and Ariadne in long

diapered chiton with purple diploidion and purple himation veiling her head, side

by side to r.
; facing them a Satyr with fillet. On the r. is a Maenad with long

hair, fillet, long purple chiton, and nebris ; in advance of her, two Satyrs, looking

back, with fillets. On the 1., a procession of two Satyrs, a Maenad (as the last),

and another Satyr, to r.
;
the Satyrs wear fillets.

ib) Quadriga to r. (tlie third horse white), in which are a beardless

charioteer, with fillet and long white chiton, and a parabates fully armed, with

high-crested helmet and shield. At the further side of the chariot-group is a
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line of figures, beginning on the 1. with a beardless male figure, who has fillet,

long chiton and striped hiniation, and a warrior with high-crested visored

helmet, greaves, and a shield round which are purple pear-shaped markings,

departing to 1. Next is a warrior to r., with high-crested helmet, fillet, and

striped himation, confronting a female figure with long hair, fillet, and long

striped chiton. Behind her are two warriors to 1,, with lofty visored helmets,

greaves and shields
;
the shield of the first has the device of a tripod in white,

and A between two pellets in purple. They are followed by a beardless figure
with fillet, long purple chiton, and striped himation, and a warrior with high-
crested helmet, cuirass, short diapered chiton, and greaves. At the horses'

heads is a warrior to 1. with high-crested helmet, greaves, and shield with a

pellet in purple ;
behind him a bearded male figure with fillet, long chiton, and

striped himation, and a female figure with long hair, fillet, long purple chiton

and bordered himation.

B 205. AMPHORA. Old No. 607. Ht. iSy'V in. 1842. Schneider, Tro. Sagenkr. p. 196;

Overbeck, Her. Bildw. p. 623 ; Heydemann, lUupersis.^ p. 14, n. 3, and in Rom. Mittheil.

1888, p. 109 ; Wulff, Tht'seitssage, p. 30. Much injured. Imperfectly fired. Designs in black

on red panels with interlacing lotos and honeysuckle pattern above. The sides of the handles

are chequered black and red.

{a) Death of Priam (cf B 241) : In the centre is Priam, fallen to r. on his

back on the top of the altar of Zeus Herkeios, with white hair and beard, long

purple chiton and embroidered himation, 1. hand raised in supplication to

Neoptolemos, who stands over him to r. The latter is bearded and fully

armed, with short embroidered chiton and Boeotian shield, and in r. hand holds

Astyanax by the r. leg, about to hurl him on the ground ; Astyanax is nude,
and is represented on a small scale. Behind Priam is Hecuba to 1., with long

hair, fillet, long chiton, and diplo'idion, r. hand raised to tear her hair, 1. extended

in supplication. Behind her are two bearded figures, one moving to r., nude,

looking back, the other has a fillet, long chiton, and striped himation. On the

1. is Andromache to r., with long hair, long striped chiton and diploidioii,

both arms raised
; by her side a nude youth with long hair, running away to 1.

and looking back (perhaps Polites),

ib) Contest of Theseus and the Minotaur (type N.) : Theseus to r.,

bearded, with long hair, cuirass, short chiton, and sheath at side, holds the

Minotaur round the neck with 1. hand, and plunges sword into him. The latter

has a bull's head, and kneels on one knee to r., looking to 1., with stone in 1.

hand
;
blood flows from the wound. On either side, looking on, is a female

figure with long hair, fillet, long chiton girt at the waist and himation, and a

nude youth with hair tied in a club.
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B 206-297. AMPHORAE WITH RED BODY
(shape generally as Fig. 15).

B 206. AMPHORA. Old No. 589. Ht. 20j% in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 95. Shape as

Panathenaic amphorae. Designs round upper part of body of vase representing two successive

incidents ; black, with accessories of white and purple on the red ground of the vase. On the

neck, double honeysuckle.

(a) Dionysiac group : In the centre, Dionysos driving in a quadriga to r.,

bearded, with long hair, ivy-wreath, long chiton and himation, goad in r. hand,

reins in both. By the further side of the chariot is a Satyr moving to r.,

playing the chelys ; in front of hini a Maenad also moving to r., looking back,

in long chiton and himation, playing on the crotala. At the horses' heads is

a Satyr to 1, crouching down, on whose 1. shoulder sits a Maenad to r. in long

embroidered chiton with crotala in r. hand. Behind them is a Maenad to 1., in

long embroidered chiton, pardalis, and himation, dancing and turning to look

at a Satyr who kneels with keras and vine-branches in r. hand. Behind

Dionysos is a similar Maenad with crotala in either hand, following the

quadriga ;
behind her a Satyr crouching down, holding a vine-branch in 1. hand.

Thus a group of a crouching Satyr and a Maenad closes the composition at

each end. All the Maenads have long hair and ivy-wreaths.

(/;) Dionysos seated on an okladias to r., with Ariadne seated at his side
;

Dionysos has a long pointed beard, ivy-wreath, and a long chiton, and in 1,

hand a cantharos ; Ariadne has long hair, ivy-wreath, and long embroidered

chiton and himation. On either side of them is a Satyr to r., each playing
with a plectrum on a chelys, from which hangs drapery. On the 1. is a

Maenad dancing to r., in long embroidered chiton with sleeves and pardalis ;

in her 1. hand is a keras, behind her a Satyr to r., with 1. arm raised. On
the r. is a Maenad to 1., looking back, in a long chiton the folds of which

are indicated, playing the crotala. All the Maenads have long flowing hair,

crowned with ivy. In front of Dionysos is a vine, which spreads all over the

design, with clusters of grapes.

B 207. AMPHORA. Old No. 568. Ht. 2 ft. 2^0 in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 694. Shape
as Panathenaic amphorae. Designs black, round upper part of vase

;
accessories white and

and purple. Round the neck, double honeysuckle-pattern ; on the shoulder, tongue-pattern.

Below the designs, a band of lotos-buds all round.

{a) In the centre a quadriga seen from the front, in which are a charioteer

looking to 1., bearded, with long white chiton, holding a spear, and a warrior to r.,

of whom only the helmet and the two spears held in his hand are visible. On
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the left is a small beardless figure to r., nude, with 1. hand extended. Behind

him are a warrior and archer to 1., but looking back
;
the warrior has a high-

crested helmet, with fillet, parameridia, greaves, spear, and shield with the

device of fore-part of lion to 1., with raised 1. paw ;
the archer has a peaked cap

and embroidered miaxyrides. On the extreme 1. is a bearded male figure seated

on an okladias to r., in long chiton and striped himation, with staff in 1. hand.

On the r. of the quadriga is a small beardless figure to 1. in long chiton and

himation, both embroidered. Next to him is a warrior with visored helmet,

greaves, spear, and shield with device of a bent human leg ;
at his further

side an archer in peaked cap and embroidered anaxyrides. The horses of the

quadriga have purple collars with white pendants.

(/;) Design as last slightly varied : The warrior in the quadriga wears a

high-crested helmet, and the one on the 1. has two dolphins to 1. as device on

his shield. On the extreme 1. is an old man to r., bald in front, with long white

hair and beard, in long chiton and embroidered himation, leaning on his staff*.

On the r. the youth is looking back, and wears a striped and embroidered

chlamys ;
the warrior has the upper part of a chariot as device on his shield

;

otherwise the desigrn is as the last.'fc>'

B 208. AMPHORA. Old No. 557. Ht. lof in. From Vulci. Roscher, p. 1655 ; Overbeck,

Ktinstmyth, {Zeus), p. 344, Atlas, pi. 4, No. 3 ; Mayer, Gig. u. Titan, pp. 293, 328 ; Bull.

delV Inst. 1839, p. 22. Designs black on the red body of the vase, with rich accessories

of white and purple ; patterns on the dresses partly incised, partly painted ;
rows of white

dots frequent. Shape as Fig. 13. On the neck, double honeysuckle-pattern. Below the designs,

bands of zigzags, lotos-buds, and maeander.

Fig. 19, [a) Gigantomachia (type A.) : In the centre a quadriga to r., the third

P" ^' horse white, the others black
;
Zeus is stepping into the chariot and holds the reins

in 1. hand, while brandishing a thunderbolt in r.
;
he is bearded, and wears a short

striped embroidered chiton and cuirass. In the chariot is Heracles, on the further

side of Zeus, with 1. foot put forward on the pole ;
he wears a short embroidered

chiton and the lion's skin, with quiver at his back, hung from a cross-belt, and

is in the act of shooting an arrow from his bow. At the further side of the

quadriga is Athene to r., with long tresses, high-crested helmet, long diapered

chiton, the patterns partly incised, partly painted, aegis with fringe of snakes, and

purple breastplate, probably for the Gorgoneion, shield with device of a tripod ;

she thrusts wath spear at a fallen giant (probably Enkelados). Three giants

(Enkelados, Hyperbios, and Ephialtes) are opposed to the deities. Enkelados

has fallen to r. underneath the horses
;
he has a lofty visored helmet, cuirass, short

embroidered chiton, and greaves, and tries to defend himself with shield and a

white stone grasped in 1. hand. The other two advance to his rescue, thrusting

with spears ;
the first has a visored helmet, cuirass, embroidered chiton and greaves,

the second a lofty helmet, short striped chiton and chlamys, both embroidered,

paravieridia, greaves, and shield with device of an ivy-wreath. On the 1. is

Hera to 1. (cf. Overbeck, Atlas, iv. 8), with long tresses, fillet, and long diapered

chiton with diploidion, plunging a sword into the neck of a giant whom she has
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beaten down on one knee to 1.
;
she holds him by the helmet with 1. hand, and

plants her r. foot on his r. leg. The giant (who may be Harpolycos, Overbeck,

l.c) is bearded and wears a visored helmet, short embroidered chiton, cuirass,

parameridia, and greaves ;
he is looking back.

[For the subject, cf. Overbeck, Knnstmyth. {Zeus\ pp. 339-398, Atlas, iv.-v.
;
£l. Cer. i.

l-li
; Mayer, GigcDitcn und Titaiicn, passim ; Roscher, p. 1654 ; Baumeister, p. 594.]

{b) Dionysos and Ariadne
(cf. B 179 and B 181) : In the centre, Dionysos

to r., bearded, with long tresses, ivy-wreath, long embroidered chiton and striped

himation, vine-branch in r. hand, keras in 1.
; facing him is Ariadne, with

long tresses, fillet, long embroidered chiton and himation, in r. hand an oinocJiob.

Behind Dionysos is a Maenad to r. dancing, with long tresses, fillet, long em-

broidered chiton diWd pardalis, and behind her a Satyr to r., with 1, hand raised
;

behind Ariadne two Satyrs dancing in grotesque attitudes
;

all three have long
hair.

B 209. AMPHORA. Old No. 554*. Ht. i6i in. 1849. Pizzati and Blaydes Collections.

Wiener Vorlegebl. 1889, pi. iii. 3 ; Gerhard, A. V. iii. 207, and p. 117 ;
Panofka in Arch. Zeit.

1846, pi. 39, figs. 2, 3 ; Rev. Phil. ii. p. 391 ; Brunn, Kiinstlergesch. ii. p. 656 ;
Lotschcke in Arch.

Zeit. 1881, p. 31, n. 9, and in Bonner Studien, p. 248 ; Corey, Atnas. Ant. Fig. p. 61
; Klein,

Meistersig. p. 43 ; Schneider, Tro. Sagenkr. p. 137 ; C. I. Gr. 8128
;
Leaf in /. H. S. iv.

p. 83. Mannered style ; somewhat injured ;
white accessories faded. On the neck, double

honeysuckle. Under the handles, patterns of palmettes and spirals ; below, maeander and

lotos-buds.

{a) In the centre Memnon to r., bearded and fully armed ;
on his helmet

the figure of a dog, the tail supporting the crest
;
he has long curls ending in

spirals {Kepara, cf Helbig, Horn. Epos^, p. 241), a white cuirass, probably of linen,

richly ornamented (/, H. S. v. p. 235), short striped chiton, shield and spear.

On either side facing him is an Ethiopian attendant, beardless, with woolly hair
;

the one on the r. has a short striped chiton and di pelta, on which is a pellet ;
the

other has a cuirass and short diapered chiton
;
each has a club in r. hand.

Above Memnon behind is inscribed KOIH5N, e7r]ot?7C7(e)y (.?) ;
in front: AMA$15,

"A/Aaat9.

[Loeschcke has shown that this is an imitation of Amasis' work, probably by Exekias,

who copied the former's signature. Cf. B 471 and B 210. It is possible that "A/iao-t?

may be the name of one of the Ethiopians ; enoirjaev is very doubtful.]

(/;)
Achilles slaying Penthesilea (type K.) : Achilles to r., fully armed,

bearded, with hair as Memnon's in (a), short striped chiton, sword, and

Boeotian shield, is thrusting with spear at Penthesilea, who retreats to r. She

has long tresses, high-crested helmet with cheek-pieces, and meander border on

crest, cuirass, and short striped chiton, and defends herself with spear and shield

with device of an ivy-wreath.

B 210. AMPHORA. Old No. 554. Ht. 16^^ in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 389. JViener

Vorlci^ebl. 1888, pi. vi. 2
; Gerhard, A. V. iii. pi. 206, p. 117 ; Overbeck, Her. Bildw. pi. xxi. 6,

p. 500 ; Magazine of Art, viii. pp. 102, 105 ; Panofka, Namen d. Vasenbildner
, pi. ii. p. 19 ; Bau-

meister, pp. 1 980- 1
; Schneider, Tro. Sagenkr. p. 137 ; Dumont and Chaplain, p. 348; Bonner
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Shidien, p. 248 ; Corey, Amaz. Ant. Fig. p. 61
; Rev. Phil. ii. p. 423 ; Brunn, Kiinstlergesch.,

p. 690 ; Klein, Mcistersig.., p. 39 ; Wernicke, Lieblingsn. p. 25 ;
C. I. Gr. 8156. Cf. De Wife,

.Coll. (X I hotel Lambert, pi. xiii. 43. Somewhat injured. Mannered style. Neck as last vase.

Under each handle, two patterns of spirals ; below, as last vase.

{a) Achilles slaying Penthesilea (type K.
;

cf. the last vase) : Achilles

to r., bearded, with long tresses, fully armed, high-crested helmet and short

striped chiton, has beaten down Penthesilea on one knee to r., and plunges

spear into her throat. She has a high-crested helmet with cheek-pieces and

serpent in relief, short diapered chiton, over which is a pardalis, sword and

shield, and looks back at him, thrusting vainly with spear ;
a stream of blood

gushes from her wound. In front of Achilles is inscribed : A+IVEV^ ;
in front of

Penthesilea : PENOE^IVEA. On the 1. is inscribed : 3i3I0n3^AlM3i-f-3, 'E;i^o-7//cta9

eTTOirjcre ;
on the right: ONETOPIAE5 KAVOJ, 'Ovr]TopiSr]'i AraXo?.

(/;) Dionysos and Oinopion : Dionysos to 1., bearded, with hair looped up
and wreathed with ivy, long white chiton and embroidered himation, holds in 1.

hand vine-branches, and with r. gives a caittharos to Oinopion, who stands

facing him, nude and beardless, his hair looped up with a myrtle wreath, holding
an oinochoe in r. hand. In front of Dionysos is inscribed : iO^VMOIA, Aioffo-o?-;

above Oinopion : OINOPION ;
behind him: 3^3lon3^Al>i3i+3, as on {a).

B 211. AMPHORA with cover Ht. i8i in. Chiusi, 185 1. B71II. delP Inst. 185 1, p. 52 ; Arch.

Zeit. 185 1, pp. 43*, 86* ff.
; Schneider, Tro. Sagenkr. p. no; Klein, Lieblingsinschr.

p. 24 ; Wernicke, Lieblingsn. p. 23. Much injured ; white accessories faded. Mannered style,

as in the two preceding vases by Exekias. On the neck, double honeysuckle. Under the

handles, a pattern of spirals. Below the designs, maeander and lotos-buds.

{a) Achilles and Ajax playing with pessi (type H.)': On the r. is

Achilles seated on a block to 1., bearded, with long tresses and short curls in

front, high-crested helmet (raised), short embroidered chiton, striped himation,
and greaves with volutes, r. hand extended, in 1. two spears ;

behind him a

Boeotian shield with device of a tripod; above is inscribed : AH-IVEVJ. On the

1. is Ajax seated facing him, bearded, with short curly hair, high-crested helmet

(raised), cuirass, short diapered chiton, striped chlamys, and greaves with

volutes
;

in 1. hand two spears, with r. he is about to move one of the pessi,

of which seven are visible, on a table between them. Behind him is a Boeotian

shield with two pellets ;
above: AIA$. Between them is inscribed: VV5iniAEJ

KAV0$, Av(Ti7r7rt8rj<i koXo'? (cf B 339).

(/;)
Heracles conducted to Olympos (type E. 11): A quadriga to r.,

in which are Athene, with long tresses, lofty helmet with cheek-pieces and fillet,

aegis with scales and fringe of snakes, long chiton and diapered over-chiton spear
in r, hand, and reins in both, and Heracles, bearded, with hair curly in front and

striped himation, carrying club. At the further side of the horses are Dionysos

looking back, with long beard and hair, ivy-wreath, long chiton and himation with

border of spirals, in r. hand a vine-branch, in 1. a canl/taros), and further to the r,

Apollo, beardless, with long hair arranged in spirals in front (cf Memnon in B

209), laurel-wreath, long striped chiton and embroidered himation, playing on
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the chelys. At the horses' heads stands Hermes to 1., bearded, with long tresses

and curls in front, short chiton, striped himation, petasos, endromides, and cadiiceus.

B 212. AMPHORA. Old No. 552. Ht. i;^?, in. From Vulci. ^Canino Coll. 1895. Inghirami,
Vasi Fitt. pi. 299 ; Micali, Storia, iii. p. 146, pi. 85, 3, 4 ; El. Cer. ii. pi. 36 D

; Overbeck,
Kunstmyth. Atlas^ xi. 15 ; id. Zens, p. 345, Apollo, p. 44, Poseidon, p. 212 ; Mayer, Gig. u.

Titan, p. 304. Much injured and partly restored. On the neck, double lotos and honeysuckle

pattern. Under the handles each side, a design of palmettes, lotos-buds and volutes. Below,

palmettes and lotos-buds alternating in purple and black, and a chain of leaves in red on black.

{a) I. On the shoulder: Combat of Heracles and Kyknos (type E. 5):
In the centre, Heracles to 1., with lion's skin, short purple chiton, quiver, shield

painted white on 1. arm, and club brandished in r., rushing upon Kyknos, who is

fully armed, with short diapered chiton, Boeotian shield and drawn sword, and
retreats to 1., looking back. Between them Zeus to 1., bearded, with long hair,

fillet, long embroidered chiton and himation with purple lining, interposes and
forces back their shields. On the r. is a quadriga driving away, the charioteer

bearded, with long white chiton and purple girdle ;
on the further side of it is

Athene to 1., with high-crested helmet, long diapered chiton, and shield painted

purple, hurling a spear ;
in front of this quadriga is a warrior departing, fully

armed, with shield on which are two pellets. On the 1. is a similar scene
;
a

quadriga driving away to 1. with a charioteer as the last
; by the side of it

Ares advances to r., hurling spear at Heracles
;
he has a high-crested helmet,

greaves, and shield painted purple. In front of the chariot is a warrior departing,
as the other, with a shield painted purple.

2. On the body : Procession of deities : In the centre, Apollo Citha-

roedos to r., bearded, with long white chiton and striped himation, playing with

a plectrwn on the chelys, from which hangs embroidered drapery. On either

side, facing him, is a female figure (Artemis and Aphrodite?), with long tresses,

fillet, long diapered chiton with diploidion and striped embroidered himation,

holding a wand. On the 1. is a winged male figure, probably a wind-god, to r.,

bearded, with long hair, fillet, short purple chiton, pardalis girt round the waist,

and endromides, 1. hand raised. On the r. is Poseidon to r., looking back,

bearded, with fillet, long embroidered chiton and striped himation, in r. hand a

trident,

{b) I. On the shoulder, Battle-scene : On the 1., two warriors advancing
to r., with lofty visored helmets, greaves, swords, and shields, the one painted

purple, the other white
;
in front of them another warrior rushing forward to r.,

similarly armed, with device of a tripod on his shield
;
in the opposite direction

is a quadriga at full speed, the charioteer beardless, with long white chiton. On
the r. is another quadriga driving rapidly to r., the charioteer bearded, with long
white chiton and purple girdle ; facing it is a warrior thrusting with spear,

armed as the others, with purple shield. The parabates has fallen out of the

quadriga backwards on his head
;
he has a high-crested helmet and purple

shield. Behind him is a warrior rushing forward to his rescue, fully armed, with

a shield. In front of the chariot are two warriors to 1., the first fully armed,
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with short chiton, on which scales are incised, sword, and shield with device of

a bull's head
;
the second has high-crested helmet, greaves, and shield, on which

are three pellets.

2, On the body, Departure of a warrior : A quadriga to r., the third

horse white, the charioteer beardless, with long white chiton and striped

embroidered himation
; by his side a bearded figure with fillet and similar

himation. Facing them is a female figure, with long hair, fillet, long diapered
chiton and purple diploidion, r. hand raised. Behind her, on further side of

horses, is a warrior to 1., with lofty visored helmet, greaves and shield
;
behind

him a bearded figure to r. looking back, in long chiton and striped himation.

In front of the horses is a warrior advancing to r., bearded and fully armed,
with fillet, short striped chiton, purple greaves and shield. Behind the quadriga
is a warrior departing to 1., with lofty visored helmet, greaves, and shield with

device of a scorpion to 1.

B 213. AMPHORA. Old No. 55 r. Ht. 17 in. From Viilci. In>;hirami, Vasi Fitt. iii. 300 ;

Micali, Sloria, iii. p. 144 ; pi. 85, i, 2. On the neck, lotos and honeysuckle pattern. Under

the handles, pattern of palmettes and volutes. Below the designs, lotos buds between two

bands of maeander.

{a) I. On the shoulder, Combat of warriors : On the 1. a warrior

advancing, before him a horseman. In front of them a warrior retreating to r,,

looking back, and defending himself with shield and spear ;
next on the r. are

a horseman and warrior advancing to r. to encounter two similar figures. The
horsemen are nude and beardless, and carry spears ;

the warriors on foot have

high-crested helmets, shields, and spears ;
the two on the 1. have also greaves.

2. On the body : Leto (?j to r. looking to 1.
;
she has long hair with fillet

and long embroidered chiton with diploidion ; on her shoulders she bears two

children (probably Apollo and Artemis). On the 1. stands Dionysos, bearded,

with long hair, fillet and ivy-wreath, long chiton and embroidered himation,

in r. hand a vine-branch, in 1. a keras. On the r. is a Satyr to 1. with long hair

and hands extended.

[Cf. B 168.]

{b) I. On the shoulder, Battle-scene : On the 1. is a beardless figure to r., in

a striped himation, with spear. In front of him are : a warrior with lofty visored

helmet, shield, and spear, a nude beardless horseman with spear, a similar warrior

and horseman, all advancing to r. In front of them is a warrior with lofty

visored helmet, short chiton, greaves, shield, and spear, retreating to r. and looking
back at them. On the r. is a nude youth on horseback to 1. with spear ;

behind

him a warrior running up, with lofty visored helmet, shield and spear.

2. On the body, Heracles bringing the Erymanthian boar to Eury-
stheus (type E. 2) : Heracles to r., with short purple chiton, lion's skin, and

sword at side, holds the boar on its back on his 1. shoulder, and is about to hurl

it down on Eurystheus ;
the latter has taken refuge in a pithos buried in the

earth, from which only.his bearded head and arms appear, to 1.
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B 214. AMPHORA. Old No. 549. Ht. i6| in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 608. Overbeck,
Her. Bildw. p. 521, note. Deep buff ground. Neck as last. Under the handles, pattern as

before, with large lotos-flower pointing downwards. Below the designs, an interlacing pattern
of lotos-buds and palmettes, between bands of maeander.

{(i) I. On the shoulder : A bird flying to r. between two Centaurs, who
hold stones in their r. hands to hurl at it

;
on either side, a palmette.

2. On the body, Combat of warriors: On the 1. is a warrior to r., trans-

fixing with spear another who is beaten down on one knee, and looks back,

interposing his shield. Another warrior on the r. comes up to his defence, and
thrusts at the first with his spear. All are fully armed

;
the fallen one has a

high-crested helmet and shield painted white
;
the other two have Boeotian

shields, that on the r. having the device of a tripod. On either side is a female

figure looking on, with long hair, long chiton and diploidion, the chiton of the

one on the r. striped and embroidered
;
hands extended.

[This may represent the combat of Achilles and Memnon over the fallen Antilochos, in

the presence of Thetis and Eos, of. B 302, and B 339 ;
but see Overbeck, l.c^

(b) I. On the shoulder : A nude beardless male figure, probably a pigmy,

running to r., between two cranes to 1. with wings addorsed
;
on either side a

palmette.
2. On the body, Departure of a warrior : On the 1. is a warrior to r.,

fully armed, with Boeotian shield
;
in advance of him is a beardless male figure

looking back at him, with long white chiton (the dress of a charioteer) and

striped himation, 1. hand raised. In front is a horse \valking to r., led by a

nude youth on the further side, who holds the bridle in r. hand and a spear in 1.

At the horses' heads is a warrior to 1., as the other (but no sword) ;
he has

a Boeotian shield with device of a tripod.

B 215. AMPHORA. Old No. 509. Ht. I5|- in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 1523. Micali,

Storia, pi. 84, 4; El. Cer. ii. pi. 25, p. "]"] ; Dennis, Cities and Con. of Etruria, i. p. 467;

Overbeck, Her. Bildw. p. 178 ;
id. Kunstmyth. {Apollo), p. 42 ; Schneider, I'ro. Sageiikr.

p. 76 ; id. Prolegomena, p. 34 ; Graef \x\Jahrbuch, i. (1886), p. 201. Much injured and restored.

On the neck the usual double palmette pattern, but on a white ground.

{a) On the shoulder : Lion to r. and goat confronted, twice.

Fig. 33, On the body, Peleus seizing Thetis (type F.) : Peleus to r., bearded,
p. 25. with short embroidered chiton, seizes Thetis round waist with 1. hand,

and with r. grasps her drapery. Thetis moves to r. looking to 1., with long

hair, laurel-wreath, long embroidered chiton, and himation, r. arm round Peleus'

body ;
two of her transformations are indicated by the lion's head issuing from

her 1. shoulder with open jaws and flowing mane, and by the panther which has

leapt upon Peleus from behind, with its forepaws on his shoulder. On the r. is a

Siren to 1.
;
on the 1., a similar figure to r., with a bearded male head, and flesh

painted white (an almost unique exception to the usual rule) ;
both have long

hair wreathed with myrtle, and their bodies are formed by large eyes, with

black pupils surrounded by purple and white rings, and black outlines, the

ground being left red (cf. B 342).
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(/;)
On the shoulder, lion to r. confronting goat, twice.

On the body, Apollo Citharoedos to r.
;
he is beardless, with long hair,

tresses in front of ears, fillet, long chiton and embroidered himation, and holds

the plectrum in r. hand
;
from his chelys hangs drapery. By his side is a hind

to r.
;
on either side bird-figures with human heads and bodies formed by eyes,

as on {a).

Under the handles : (i) Hermes moving to r., looking back
;
he is bearded,

with hair looped up under a fillet, short chiton, embroidered chlamys, petasos,

endroinides, and caducens ; in his r. hand he also holds ivy-branches ; (2) Artemis

moving to 1. looking back, with long tresses, mitra, long chiton and himation,
both embroidered, and bow raised in 1. hand

;
in the field, ivy-branches.

Below, frieze of animals : Panther to r. confronting goat, twice repeated ;

lion and panther confronted, between them a goat to 1.

B 216. AMPHORA. Ht. i6i in. 1867. Blacas Coll. Imperfectly fired. On the neck,
double honeysuckle pattern each side.

Designs on the shoulder only, the body being covered with black varnish :

{a) Heracles strangling the Nemean lion (type E. i) : Composition as

usual
;
Heracles is nude and bearded

;
above are suspended his bow, quiver,

and chlamys. On the 1, is lolaos to r., bearded, with chlamys over 1. arm, cuirass,

sword at side^ and Heracles' club in r. hand. On either side, a large eye, black

with white markings.

{b) Two youths on horseback to
1., nude and beardless, each with two

spears, followed by a nude youth walking, with spear in r. hand. On either

side, a large eye, as on {a).

B 217. AMPHORA. Old No. 547. Ht. i6^V '"• From Vulci. Durand Coll. 290. Corey,
Ainaz. Ant. Fig. p. 16. Purple sparingly used. On the neck, double honeysuckle pattern
each side. Under the handles each side a pattern of lotos-flowers and palmettes.

{a) Heracles fighting with Amazons (type E. 6) : In the centre is

Heracles to r. (short embroidered chiton and lion's skin over 1. arm, sword at

side), wielding club in r. hand. He is attacking an Amazon (probably

Andromache) who is fallen to r. on one knee looking to 1. (helmet with fillet,

short chiton, cuirass, greaves, sword at side, spear, and Boeotian shield with

device of two pellets). Behind her stands another Amazon, defending her,

armed as the last, with a circular shield on which are two white pellets and a

Satyric mask in high relief; she thrusts at Heracles with her spear. (She may
be Alkaia, on the analogy of a vase in the Fitzwilliam Mus., Cambridge).
Behind Heracles is another Amazon retreating to 1., looking back, in high-

peaked cap, cuirass, and short chiton, in r. hand a spear, 1. hand raised.

{b) Heracles strangling the Nemean lion (type E. i) : Composition
as usual, Heracles nude, his bow and quiver suspended above. Athene stands

over them looking to 1., with high-crested helmet, fillet, stippled aegis with

border of snakes, long embroidered chiton, spear, and shield with device of a

tripod. On the 1. is lolaos to r., bearded, with fillet, cuirass, short chiton.
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chlamys over 1. arm, sword at side and quiver at back, in r. hand two spears, 1.

extended. In the field, branches.

B 218. AMPHORA with cover. Old No. 544. Ht. i7i?o in. 1837. Canino Coll. De Witte,

Descr. No. 6
;
El. C^r. i. pi. 61

; Overbeck, KmistDiyth. {Zeus), p. 27 ; Schneider, Gebttrt

d. Athena, p. 1 1
; Corey, Amas. Ant. Fig. p. 16. Much injured ; accessories faded. Below,

maeander and lotos-buds.

{d) Birth of Athend (type B.) : In the centre, Zeus seated to r.,

bearded, with long tresses, long chiton with looped-up sleeves, and embroidered

himation, in 1. hand a sceptre ;
his seat ends in a swan's neck and head at the

back, and beneath it is Iris to r., looking back, with long hair, short bordered

chiton, over which is a pardalis, endromides, and wings outspread. From the

head of Zeus springs Athene to r., with one leg advanced, high-crested helmet,

long chiton and chlamys, shield with two pellets, spear brandished in r. hand.

On either side of Zeus is an Eileithyia facing him, with long tresses, and long
embroidered chiton, moving her hands up and down, as if to assist the birth

;

the one in front of him also wears an embroidered himation. On the r. is

Hephaestos departing and looking back, bearded, with long hair, short chiton

or jerkin, double-headed axe in r. hand.

{b) Heracles fighting the Amazons (type E. 6) : Heracles in the centre

to r., with lion's skin, short chiton, sheath at side and quiver at back, is about to

slay an Amazon (Andromache) with his drawn sword. She is endeavouring to

retreat to r. and looks back at him
;
his 1, hand is about to grasp her shoulder.

She has long tresses, high-crested helmet with cheek-pieces, short chiton, spear,

and Boeotian shield on which are four pellets and a boss in the shape of a rosette.

Another Amazon (Alkaia) stands over her to 1., defending her with spear and

shield
;
she has long tresses, high-crested helmet with cheek-pieces, short purple

chiton and cuirass. A third Amazon retreats to 1., looking back, with long

tresses, helmet as the ethers, short striped chiton, cuirass, pardalis, spear, and

shield on which is a pellet.

B 219. AMPHORA. Old No. 543. Ht. 17 in. 1837. Canino Coll. De Witte, Descr.

No. 79; Corey, Avias. Ant. Fig. p. 16. Repaired.

{a) Contest of Heracles with Amazons (type E. 6) : In the centre is

Heracles to r., with lion's skin, short chiton, quiver at back and sheath at side,

sword in r. hand, trampling on Andromache who is fallen to r.
;
she has long

tresses, helmet with fillet, short chiton, greaves, sword, spear, and shield with

two pellets, r. leg drawn up. Behind her is Alkaia to 1., defending her with

spear and shield with device of a tripod ;
she is similarly armed, with a chlamys,

and her helmet is high-crested. Behind Heracles is another Amazon kneeling

on one knee to 1., looking back
;
she has hair looped up under a fillet, peaked

cap, short chiton, and quiver with wing attached, 1. hand raised.

{b) Combat of two warriors, perhaps Achilles and Memnon, over the body
of a third (Antilochos ?) : both are bearded and fully armed

; they attack one

another with their spears ;
the one on the r. has the body of a chariot as device
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on shield. The third warrior is fallen to r.
;
he is also fully armed, and has a

shield with two pellets.

B 220. AMPHORA. Old No. 546. Ht. i6| in. From Canino. Durand Coll. 295. Lip

slightly injured.

(a) Contest of Heracles and Geryon (type E. 4) : Heracles to r., with

lion's skin tied round neck and stippled all over, short chiton, quiver and bow
at back, sheath at side, attacks Geryon with sword

; Geryon is as in B 156,

i.e. three fully-armed warriors joined at the hips ;
the left-hand one has the

hind-quarters of a horse on his shield, that of the centre one is painted white
;

all three are thrusting with their spears at Heracles. Between the combatants

is Eurytion fallen to r., bearded, with pilos, short embroidered chiton, and

sword at side, legs drawn up ;
his eye is closed, indicating that he is dead .

[b) In the centre, Dionysos to r., looking back, with long beard and tresses,

ivy-wreath, long white chiton, and embroidered himation, vine-branch with

bunches of grapes in r. hand, canthm'os in L Facing him is a Maenad (or

Ariadne) with long tresses, long chiton and himation, both embroidered,

holding up a fold of the latter with r. hand. Behind him is a Satyr to r. with

long tresses, ithyphallic, playing on the chelys, from which hangs drapery,

B 221. AMPHORA. Old No. 540. Ht. 12x^0 in. Canino Coll. De Witte, Z'^j-^-. No. 124 ;

Gerhard, A. V. 157 ; Baumeister, p. 1201. Much injured.

(a) Medea boiling the ram : In the centre is a lebes on a tripod over a

fire, out of which appears the forepart of a ram to r. On the 1. is Medea

standing to r., 1. hand raised in an attitude of command
;
she wears a iiiitra,

long embroidered chiton, and striped himation, which she holds up with r. hand.

Behind her sits Pelias on an okladias to r., with long white tresses and white

beard, fillet, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, staff in 1. hand. On
the r. are his two daughters, Antinoe and Asteropeia, to 1. with long hair,

fillets, and long embroidered chitons with diploidia ; the further one has r. hand

raised in astonishment.

[Cf. B 328, and Berlin Cat. 2188.]

(/;)
Contest of Heracles and Geryon (type E. 4) : Heracles, with lion's skin

and short chiton, sheath at side and sword brandished in r. hand, strides

forward to r, to attack Geryon (who is as in B 156). All the bodies are fully

armed
;
the left-hand one has an ivy-wreath on his shield, and short striped

embroidered chiton
;
the middle one falls back wounded, the other two thrust

with spears. Between the combatants is Eurytion fallen in a sitting posture
to r.

;
he is bearded, W\\\i pilos and close-fitting jerkin.

B 222. AMPHORA. Old No. 542. Ht. i6| in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 528. Klein,

Euphronios'^, p. 122.

{a) Heracles wrestling with Antaios (type E. 9) : Heracles to r., nude,

bearded, with curly hair and fillet, stoops forward and grasps Antaios round

neck and shoulders
;
the latter crouches forward to 1. touching the earth with
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r, hand, his 1. being raised above his head
;
he is nude and bearded, with long

tresses. Above Heracles, lion's skin, bow, quiver, and sword suspended. On
the 1. is Athene to r., with long tresses, fillet, aegis with fringe of snakes, long
embroidered chiton, in r, hand a spear, in 1. hand her helmet, which is high-
crested and bound with a fillet. On the r. is Hermes looking to 1. and pointing

away to r. with 1. hand
;
he is bearded, with hair looped up, short chiton,

chlamys, petasos, endroniides, and caduceus. Above the centre group, an imitation

inscription.

[Cf. the composition of Heracles and the Neniean lion, B 159.]

{U) Departure of warrior : A quadriga seen from the front in which are

a charioteer looking to 1., bearded, with petasos and long white chiton, and a

warrior looking to r., bearded, with visored helmet and two spears. On the r.

is a dog to r., leaping up ;
on the 1., above, a bird flying downwards to 1.

B 223. AMPHORA with cover. Old No. 535. Ht. i5| in. 1837. Canino Coll. De Witte,

Descr. No. 84 ;
Rev. Arch. ii. p. 625, note i ; Gerhard, A. V. ii. p. 95 ;

C. L Gr. 7592.

Much injured.

Fig. 29, ia) Contest of Heracles with Triton (type E. 8) : Heracles to r., in

p. 21. lion's skin and short purple chiton, has seized Triton round the breast from

behind
;
Triton is human to the waist, ending on the 1. in a long fish's tail,

fimbriated ;
he has a long pointed beard, long hair curly in front, and fillet

;

he endeavours to free himself from Heracles' grasp. Above is inscribed :

HEPAKVEES ;
on the r. : TPITON. On the 1. is Nereus to r., partly bald, with

white hair and beard, wrapped in an embroidered himation, staff in r. hand.

Above him is inscribed : NEPEE[V]$.

{b) In the centre, Dionysos to 1., turned to r., with long beard and hair,

ivy-wreath, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, in r. hand a vine-

branch with bunches of grapes, in 1. a cantharcs. On either side is a Maenad

facing him, with long tresses, ivy-wreath, long embroidered chiton with sleeves

purple girdle, and diploidion, hands extended.

2 224 AMPHORA. Old No. 532. Ht. i3y''o in- From Vulci. Durand Coll. 301.

{a) Contest of Heracles and Triton (type E. 8) : Heracles to 1., with

lion's skin and short embroidered chiton, sword at side, seizes Triton from

behind (as on last vase) ;
the latter endeavours to release himself by seizing

Heracles' arms
;
he has a long pointed beard and long myrtle-wreathed tresses,

and ends to r. in a long fish's tail, fimbriated. On the r. is Nereus to 1., partly

bald, with white beard and long tresses, long chiton and striped himation, in r.

hand a sceptre ;
on the 1. is a Nereid to r., with long hair, fillet, long diapered

chiton and striped himation.

{f})
Warrior arming : The warrior stands to r., bearded, with cuirass and

short chiton, a greave on r. leg, engaged in fastening the other greave on 1. leg,

which is raised
;
at his feet is his high-crested visored helmet. Behind him is a

bearded figure to r., wrapped in an embroidered himation, with spear in 1. hand.
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Facing the warrior is a female figure with long tresses, fillet, and long striped

chiton, holding his sword and two spears in r. hand, and supporting with 1. hand
his shield, on which .is the device of a tripod. Behind her is a bearded figure
to 1., as the other.

B 225. AMPHORA. Ht. 16^ in. Presented by S. Addington, Esq., 1868. Schneider, Pro-

legomena, p. 22
;

cf. Roscher, p. 2193.

{a) Contest of Heracles and Nereus : In the centre Heracles to r. {lion's

skin with tail caught up under a belt, short chiton, and sword at side) has seized

Nereus round waist with 1. arm, and with r. hand grasps the other's 1. arm. Nereus
is partly bald, with white beard, long white tresses, fillet, and long embroidered

chiton
;

his r. hand is raised, and he endeavours to escape to r. On the r.

is a Nereid retreating and looking back, with long tresses, fillet, long embroidered

chiton and himation, and 1. hand raised. In the field, a tree from which hang
Heracles' bow and quiver ;

about Nereus, water is indicated,

[The type is that of Peleus seizing Thetis, see type F.]

{b) Dionysos riding to r. on an ithyphallic mule, looking back
;
he has a

long pointed beard and long tresses, ivy-wreath, short chiton and embroidered

himation
;
in r. hand a vine-branch with bunches of grapes, his 1. hand holds the

bridle, close to the bit. Behind Dionysos is a Satyr to r., holding the mule's tail

with r, hand, 1. hand laid on its back
;
in front of him is a Satyr approaching

to 1. with askos over 1. shoulder.

B 226. AMPHORA, Old No. 538. Ht. 15/0 in. 1837. Canino ColL De Witte, Descr.

No. 76 ;
Bcrichte d. Scichs. Gesellsch. 1867, pi. 2, p. 88

; Baumeister, p. 1047. Repaired.

{a) Pholos receiving Heracles (type E. 7) : On the 1. is Pholos to r.,

carrying a large bough over his 1. shoulder, fri)m which hang a hare and a fox

tied by the forelegs, and a bird tied by its beak
;
he is laying his hand in that

of Heracles, who confronts him, Heracles is bearded, with short embroidered

chiton, sword and quiver at girdle, club over 1. shoulder, from which the lion's

skin is suspended. Behind him is Hermes seated to 1.. bearded, with long hair,

fillet, striped embroidered chlamys./^/^j^j, endroniides, and cadticeiis. By the side

of Pholos is a hind walking to r.

[For the subject, cf. Gerhard, A. V. ii. pis. 1 19-120, 7 ; Stephani, Coinpte-Rendu, 1873,

p, 90 ff., and pi. V.
; J. H. S. i. p. 1 1 1.]

{U) Olive-gathering: Three olive-trees
;
in the branches of the centre one

is a nude youth seated to 1. with a stick in his hands, with which he shakes

down the olives. Two bearded figures, one on each side, with purple drapery
round the loins, are beating the trees with long sticks

;
the one on the r. wears

2. pilos. At the foot of the tree is a nude youth kneeling to r., picking up the

olives, as they fall, into a basket.

[Cf. Berlin Cat. 1855 ! Inghirami, Vasi Fitt. iii. 230; Micali, Sioria, pi. 92 ; Panofka,

Bild. A Hi. Lcb. pi. xiv. 8
;
and Gerhard, A. V. ii. p. 46.]

L 2
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B 227. AMPHORA with cover. Old No. 537. Ht. i5f in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 1896.

Mouth injured. Below the designs, lotos-buds.

{a) Heracles slaying the Centaur Nessos (type E. 7) : On the 1. is Heracles

to r. (lion's skin and short chiton, sword at side), attacking the Centaur with

club. Nessos retreats to r., looking back at him
;
he has long tresses and

his equine body is piebald. On the r. is Deianeira to 1., with long chiton,

embroidered himation over her head, and 1. hand raised.

[For the subject, cf. Roscher, p. 2195;/. H. S. i. p. 117 ; Ross, Arch. Au/s. pi. 2
;

Gerhard, A. V. 117-8 ;
and Berlin Cat. 1835.]

(/;) Dionysiac thiasos : In the centre, Dionysos to n, bearded, with long

tresses, ivy-wreath, long chiton and embroidered himation, in r. hand a

cantliaros, in 1., a vine-branch with clusters of grapes. Facing him is a Satyr
with long tresses, holding an askos in both hands

;
behind whom is a Maenad

to r. looking back, with long tresses, long chiton and himation, both embroidered,
and 1. hand raised. On the 1., a similar Maenad to r.

B 228. AMPHORA. Old No. 536. Ht. i6i in. From V'ulci. Canino Coll. 619. Arch. Zeit.

1885, pi. 6, p. 106. Repaired.

{a) In the centre is Heracles to r., with lion's skin, short chiton, sword at

side, bow and quiver at back, playing with a plectrjun on the cJielys, from which

hangs drapery. Facing him is Poseidon seated on an okladias, bearded, with

long tresses, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, in r. hand a trident.

Behind Poseidon is Ares to 1., bearded, with visored helmet, embroidered

chlamys, and two spears. Behind Heracles is Athene to r., with long tresses,

high-crested helmet with fillet, aegis, long embroidered chiton, and spear in 1.

hand
; by her side a shield with two pellets.

[See Roscher, p. 2184.]

{b) Contest of Heracles with Achelods (cf. B 313): In the centre is

Heracles to r., with lion's skin, short chiton, and sword, seizing by the beard and
horn Acheloos, whom he has beaten down on one knee to 1. .planting his 1. foot

on his flank. Acheloos is human to the waist, with a bull's body (as in B 313),

long tresses and pointed beard, and horn in centre of forehead
;
he seizes

Heracles' r. elbow with r. hand, to thrust him avv^ay. Behind Heracles is

Hermes to 1. looking back, with long beard and tresses, chlamys with purple

spots, pctasos, endromides, and cadiiceiis. In the field is a tree from which hang
Heracles' quiver, bow, and club.

[For the subject, cf. Arch. Zeit. 1862, p. 353, and 1885, p. 106
; Stephani, Compte-Rendu,

1867, p. 5 ; Roscher, pp. 9, 2209 ; Baumeister, p. 2.]

B 229. AMPHORA. Old No. 539. Ht. 14^% in. 1837. Canino Coll. Do Witte, Descr.

No. 82
; Gerhard, A. V. ii. p. 161, and pi. 134.

{a) Heracles bathing : In the centre of the scene is a rock with a lion's

head to 1. at the top, from which a stream of water issues
;
this appears to be
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a representation of one of the 'HpuKXeia \ovrpd, or hot springs connected with

the hero, which existed at Himera in Sicily and elsewhere (cf Schol. in Ar.

Niib. 1050, and Find. 01. xii. 27, and Gerhard, /. c). Heracles is retreating to

1. from beneath the stream, looking back
;
he is nude and bearded, and wears a

fillet
; suspended in the field in front of him is his chlamys ; below, his quiver, bow

and club. On the other side of the rock is Hermes to r., with face upturned to

1.
; he is bearded, with hair looped up under a fillet, short embroidered chiton,

petasos and endroinides, r. hand raised above head.

(1^) A Maenad to r., holding out a torch in either hand to another who
moves away to r. and looks back at her

;
the latter holds in r. hand a vine-

branch with clusters of grapes. Both have long tresses, ivy-wreaths, long

embroidered chitons, and himatia. Between them is a hind to 1. regardant.

B 230. AMPHORA. Old No. 541. Ht. 151 in. 1842. Canino Coll. Schneider, Tro.

Sagenkr. p. 98, note ; Overbeck, Kunstmyth. {Apollo), p. 49. Below the designs, maeander

and lotos-buds.

{a) Heracles conducted to Olympos (type E. 11): A quadriga to r. in

which are Athene, with long tresses, high-crested helmet with cheek-pieces
and fillet, long embroidered chiton with diplo'idion, spear in r. hand, reins in

both, and Heracles, bearded, with fillet and long embroidered chiton, one hand

muffled in drapery ;
over his head is the lion's skin (?). Behind the quadriga is

a nude youth (Hyllos ?) to n, with hair looped up under a fillet. On the further

side of the quadriga are Apollo Citharoedos to r., with long tresses wreathed

with laurel, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, playing on the chelys,

and in advance of him Hebe to r., looking to 1., with long tresses, fillet, long
embroidered chiton, and striped himation. In advance of her is Hermes to r.,

in striped chlamys and endroinides, the upper part of him hidden by the horses.

At the horses' heads is Dionysos to 1., with ivy-wreath, long bordered chiton and

embroidered himation, in 1. hand vine-branch with clusters of grapes.

{b) Procession of deities (type G.) : On the r. Hermes to r., bearded,

with long hair, striped and embroidered chlamys, petasos, endroinides, and

caduceiis, looking back at a procession of female figures (Nymphs?) advancing
in order, two, one, and two

; they have long hair with fillets, long chitons and

striped himatia, both embroidered, hands extended
;

the two last also have

embroidered diploidia, and the middle one holds crotala in 1. hand.

[This scene is an extension of the ordinary 'Judgment of Paris' type, Schneider, l.cl\

B 231. AMPHORA with cover. Old No. 534. Ht. i5f in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 1760.

Caz. Arch. ii. pi. 9. Below the designs, lotos-buds between two bands of maeander.

{d) Heracles seizing the Keryneian stag : In the centre is Heracles to

r., with lion's skin girt round the waist, and short purple chiton, seizing the stag,

which stands before him to r.
;
he grasps its r. antler, and holds the 1. antler,

which he has broken off, in 1. hand. Behind him is Athene to r.. with long

tresses, high-crested helmet with cheek-pieces, long chiton, and striped himation
;
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she holds up his sword in 1. hand. Facing Heracles is Artemis, with long hair,

fillet, long striped chiton with diploidion, in r, hand a bow and arrow.

[For the subject, cf. Roscher, p. 2200, Gerhard, A. V. 100, BerUn Cat. 1859.]

(b) In the centre a warrior to r., with visored helmet, short striped

chiton, cuirass, and shield from the omphalos of which a snake stands out in

very high relief. Facing him is a female figure with long tresses, fillet, long

striped chiton and diploidion with girdle. Behind him, a beardless male figure

to r., with long hair, long chiton and striped himation.

B 232. AMPHORA. Old No. 545. Ht. i6| in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 1549.

Fig. 22, {a) Heracles strangling the Nemean lion (type E. i) : In the centre

p. 13. is Heracles erect to r., bearded, with fillet, short embroidered chiton, cuirass,

and sword at side, grasping the Hon round the neck and tearing its jaws open ;

the lion stands on its r. hind leg, and with the claws of the other seizes his

1. thigh. In the field above, Heracles' quiver, and embroidered chlamys. On
the r. is Athene to 1., with long tresses, fillet, high-crested helmet, aegis with

scales, and fringe of snakes before and behind, long embroidered chiton, spear
in 1. hand, r. extended. On the 1. is lolaos to r., beardless, with fillet, short

embroidered chiton, cuirass, and sword at side, holding Heracles* club in r.

hand and bow in 1.

{b) Dionysiac thiasos : In the centre, Dionysos to r., with long beard and

tresses, ivy-wreath, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, in r, hand a

cantharos, in 1. a vine-branch. Facing him is a Maenad (or Ariadne) with long

tresses, fillet, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, in r, hand an ivy-
branch

;
behind her a Satyr to 1. On the 1., a Maenad and Satyr to r., dancing;

the Satyr holds r. hand above his head
;
the Maenad has long tresses, fillet,

long embroidered chiton with diploidion and looped-up sleeves, and hands
extended.

B 233. AMPHORA. Ht. 12^^,. in. Gela, 1863. Robert, ^9/7^//^. Z/^'rt', p. 112. Much injured and
restored. Rather coarse style ;

no accessories. No bands of ornament beneath the designs.

(<^)
Contest of Heracles and Apollo for the tripod (type E. 10) : Heracles

to r., with lion's skin and short chiton, club in r. hand, is carrying off the

tripod in 1. hand, and looking back at Apollo, who seizes the legs of the tripod ;

he has long tresses wreathed with laurel, himation, and bow and quiver at back.

Behind Heracles is inscribed: 1037 . Aq3H, 'Hpa[/c]Xeo[L'9 ;
behind Apollo:

APO . . . O^, 'A7ro[A,X&)v]os\

{b) Heracles strangling" the Nemean lion (type E. i) : Heracles to r.,

nude and bearded, with sword at side, grasps the lion round the throat and tears

its mouth open ;
the lion stands erect with one hind- leg raised against Heracles'

1. leg. On the r. is lolaos to 1., nude and bearded, holding Heracles' club. On
the 1. is a nude youth moving away to r., looking back. In the field are suspended
Heracles' bow and quiver.
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B 234. AMPHORA. Old No. 533. Ht. 141 in. From Vulci. Durand Coll 2f^6. Bonner

Siudien, p. 250.

{a) Heracles strangling the Nemean lion (type E. i) : Heracles erect

to r., nude, with sword at side, grasps the Hon round the neck with 1. hand,
and forces its jaws open ;

with r. he seizes its 1. fore-paw ;
the lion stands on its

r. hind leg. On the r. is Athene to 1., with long tresses, high-crested helmet, long
embroidered chiton, and shield on which are three pellets. On the 1. is lolaos

to r., bearded, with short chiton, cuirass and sword.

(b) In the centre, Rhesos, kneeling to r. and looking to 1., between two

rearing horses, whom he is trying to hold by a rein. He is bearded and wears

a high peaked cap, and close-fitting jerkin and anaxyrides both incised to

imitate an animal's skin
; quiver at back, bow in 1. hand.

[Cf. Pelops in B 2
; also the following vase.]

B 235. AMPHORA. Old No. 524. Ht. i8i in. 1837. Canino Coll. De Witte, Descr

No. 142 ; Schneider, Tro. Sagenkr. p. 43, n. 3 ;
Bonner Siudien, p. 250. Slightly injured.

{a) Departure of warrior : A quadriga to r., the third horse white, into

which a charioteer is stepping, slightly bearded, with fillet and embroidered

himation, goad in 1. hand, reins in both. By his side is an old man to r.,

partly bald, with white hair and beard, in a long embroidered himation

On the further side of the quadriga is a warrior to 1., bearded, with lofty

visored helmet, greaves, spear, and shield on which are three crescents, looking
back at a female figure to 1., in long chiton and embroidered himation, veiling

her head
;
on her shoulders is a nude male child, whom she holds with 1. hand.

Behind her is a warrior to 1., with visored helmet, on which are two tall plumes,

greaves, spear, and shield on which is a pellet. At the horses' heads is an

old man to 1., with white hair and beard, long chiton, striped himation, and

spear.

[This may represent Hector parting from Andromache and Astyanax, cf. Schneider, /.
c.'\

{b) Rhesos, kneeling on one knee to r., looking back, holding by the reins,

and endeavouring to restrain two rearing horses, one on either side of him
;
he

has a slight beard, high peaked cap, short embroidered chiton, and quiver at

back.

B 236. AMPHORA with cover. Old No. 513. Ht. 15^0 i"- From Vulci. Durand Coll. 376.

Overbeck, Her. Bildw. p. 210
;
A7in. deW Inst. 1845, p. 151, and 1831, p. 127, No. 57.

{a) Judgment of Paris (type G.) : On the r. is Paris moving away to

r., bearded, with long hair, fillet, long striped chiton and himation, in r, hand
a staff. He is looking back at Hermes, who advances to r., bearded, with

long hair, striped himation, petasos, endroviides, and cadnceiis, leading up the

goddesses. All three advance to r., with long hau", fillets, long chitons, and

striped himatia, hands extended
;
the middle one (Athene) has a spear in r.

hand.

{b) In the centre a warrior to r., fully armed, with spear and Boeotian
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shield. Facing him is a male figure seated on an okladias, bearded, with fillet

and striped himation, in r. hand a staff. Behind the warrior is a female figure

to r., with long chiton and himation over her head, both embroidered, hands

muffled in drapery.

AMPHORA. Old No. 524*. Ht. 15I in. 1847. Millingen Coll. Overbeck, Her.

B 237. Bildw. p. 209 ; id. Kitnstinyth. iii. {Hera), p. 29, note b. Somewhat injured.

(a) Judgment of Paris (type G.) : Hermes advances to r., leading up
the goddesses, and looking back at them

;
he is bearded, with long tresses, short

chiton, striped chlamys, petasos, endromides, and cadnceus. Aphrodite comes

first, followed by Athene, Hera last
;

all have long tresses and long embroidered

chitons
;
Hera and Aphrodite have striped himatia, and sceptres with pome-

granates at the top, and the latter holds a flower in 1. hand. Athene has a high-

crested helmet with cheek-pieces, and aegis with scales, in r. hand a spear.

(/;)
Heracles to r., bearded, with lion's skin slung over shoulders, club in r.

hand, quiver at back, 1. hand extended, is confronted by Athene, who has a high-
crested helmet with cheek-pieces, long chiton and himation, spear in r. hand,

shield with device of two dolphins to 1. Behind her is Hermes to 1., with short

chiton, striped Q^Azxcxys,, petasos, endromides, and caditccns \ he is bearded, with

long hair, and r. hand extended. Behind Heracles is lolaos to r., beardless, in

striped himation, with 1. hand extended.

B 238. AMPHORA with cover. Old No. 530. Ht. 16^ in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 621.

Overbeck, Her. Bildw. p. 209 ; id. Kunstmyth. {Apollo), p. 46.

{a) Hermes leading goddesses to Paris (type G.) : Hermes advances

to r., bearded, with long hair, himation with purple spots, petasos, endromidt's,

and cadnceus. by his side a goat to r., followed by the three goddesses, Aphrodite,

Athene, and Hera. They have long hair, v.ith fillets, long chitons and himatia,

both embroidered, and 1. hands extended. Aphrodite holds branches of an

apple-tree with fruit in r. hand, Athene has a high-crested helmet and spear in

r. hand, and looks back at Hera, who has a sceptre in r. hand, ending in

a pomegranate. By Athene's side is a hind walking to r.

{b) On the 1. Apollo Citharoedos to r., beardless, with long hair, fillet, long
chiton and himation, both embroidered, playing with a plecti^iini on the chelys,

from which hangs drapery. Before him, looking back at him, is Athene, with

long hair, fillet, high-crested helmet, aegis, long chiton and himation, both em-

broidered, in 1. hand a spear ; by her side a bull walks to r. In advance of

her is Hermes moving to r. and looking back, bearded, wath hair looped up,
short chiton and chlamys, both embroidered, /^/(^j-f^x, endromides, and cadnceus^

1. hand extended. In the field, branches of an apple-tree with fruit.

B 239. AMPHORA. Old No. 553. Ht. 171 in. From Vulci. Overbeck, //fr. ^//.7ay., p. 456 ;

Schneider, Tro. Sagenkr., p. 27 ; \MQk.G.x\\rA.z\i. Jahrbiich fiir Philologie, Suppl.-Band xi. p. 500.

{a) Hector's body dragged by Achilles round the tomb of Patroclos

(//. xxiv. 16) : Achilles' quadriga is driven at full speed to r. by his charioteer,
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Automedon, who is bearded, with fillet, and long white chiton with shoulder-

belt and girdle, goad in r. hand, reins in both. The nude body of Hector, who
is bearded, is trailed face upwards behind the chariot, to which his legs are

fastened. By the further side runs Achilles to r., looking back, bearded, with

lofty visored helmet, cuirass, greaves, two spears, and shield with device of a

tripod. His body appears, by an error of drawing, with upper part behind,

and legs in front of, a mound-shaped tumulus, which represents the tomb of

Patroclos
;
at its base is a snake to r., and in the field on the r. is a tree.

(/;)
Hermes leading goddesses to Paris (type G.) : On the 1. is Hermes

to r., bearded, with short chiton, embroidered chlamys, petasos, endromides,

wand in r. hand
;

1. hand raised to petasos as if saluting Athene, who
stands to r. looking back at him. She has long tresses, with curls in front,

high-crested helmet, aegis, long embroidered chiton with girdle, spear in r. hand,

1, hand raised. On the r. is Aphrodite looking back, with long tresses, fillet

with ends hanging down, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, in r. hand

a branch, 1. hand extended.

B 240. AMPHORA. Old No. 556**. Ht. h^^^ in. 1S48. Basseggio Coll. Gerhard, ^. K iii.

198, I, and p. 101. Much injured and restored, especially the neck.

{a) The shade of Patroclos or Achilles passing over the ships : He is

represented as a winged warrior flying to r., bearded, and fully armed, with

chlamys, two spears, and Boeotian shield with device of a tripod. Beneath him
is the fore-part of a war-galley, with heads of rowers (?) appearing over the

gunwale ;
on the prow is a high deck in two stages, ornamented with diaper

pattern. On the 1. is a rock, perhaps representing Cape Sigeum, on which is

a raven to r. The water is indicated by a wavy line, and four fishes swimming
in it.

[This scene may have reference to that described in Eur. Hcc. 37 and 112 ff.]

{b) Combat of warriors, perhaps Achilles and Memnon over the body
of Antilochos : The warrior on the 1. is bearded, and has a lofty visored helmet,

greaves, spear, and Boeotian shield
;

the one on the r. has visored helmet,

greaves, sword, and shield with device obliterated (this figure has been much

restored). The fallen warrior lies to r., with legs drawn up ;
he has a visored

helmet, cuirass, greaves, and spear, and holds his shield over his body as a

defence
;
on it is a pellet

Below, frieze of animals
;
lion to r. confronting boar, three times repeated ;

lion to r.

B 241. AMPHORA with cover. Old No. 522. Ht. 16/0 in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 618.

Cf. Heydemann mRoin. Mittheil. 1888, p. 109 ,Jahrbiichfur Philol. Suppl.-Bd. xi. p. 631 ; Over-

beck, Her. Bildiu. p. 625 ;
and Schneider, Tro. Sagenkr. p. 169. Much injured and restored.

{a) Death of Priam at the altar of Zeus Herkeios : In the centre is

Neoptolemos to r., in lofty visored helmet, embroidered chlamys, and greaves,

stabbing Priam with spear. Priam has fallen across the altar and looks back
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beseechingly ;
he is partly bald, with white beard and long tresses, and long

embroidered chiton
;
he raises r. hand above head. On his body and the altar

are purple streaks of blood. With 1, hand Neoptolemos thrusts back Hecuba,
who is standing to 1., with r. hand placed on his helmet, and 1. raised to head

;

she has long hair, fillet, long chiton and himation, both embroidered. Behind

Neoptolemos is a similar female figure (perhaps Andromache), with hands

extended
;
behind the altar is a tree,

[Cf. B 205, and Heydemann, Iluipersis, p. 14.]

(J))
In the centre, Dionysos to r., bearded, with ivy-wreath, long chiton and

himation, both embroidered, in r. hand a vine-branch, in 1. a keras. At his

further side a goat walks to r. On either side of him is a Maenad advancing
to r., with long hair, fillet, and long embroidered chiton

;
the first one has a

pardalis tied round her neck, and r. hand extended
;

she looks back at

Dionysos ;
the second also wears a himation, and holds crotala in 1. hand.

B 242. AMPHORA, with cover. Old No. 556. Ht. 17I in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 407.

Overbeck, Her. Bildw., p. 638 ; Heydemann, Iliupersis, p. 29, note 4^ ; Schneider, 'fro.

Sagenkr. p. 176, n. i. Much restored.

{a) Ajax and Cassandra: On the 1. is Ajax (son of Oileus) to r., bearded

and fully armed, with spear in r. hand, and chlamys on 1. arm. He stretches

out 1. hand to seize Cassandra, who flees to 1., seeking the aid of Athene.

She wears a fillet, and a himation thrown across her body, and looks back at

Ajax. Athene stands to 1. in attitude as on the Panathenaic vases, with long
tresses and high-crested helmet with fillet, aegis, long embroidered chiton, spear,

and shield with device of a bearded snake to 1.

[Cf. Gerhard, Arch. Zeit. 1848, Nos. 14 and 15 ;
B 379 ;

Berlin Cat. 1698 ; Klein, Ann.
deW Inst. 1877, p. 246 ; /. H. S. v. p. 234.]

{b) Dionysos to r., with long beard and tresses, ivy-wreath, long chiton

and himation with purple spots, in r. hand a vine-branch, in 1. a cant/iaros. On
either side of him is a Satyr with long hair, dancing and looking back at him.

B 243. AMPHORA. Old No. 512. Ht. I4^'„ ins. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 176 1.

(£?)
Warrior arming: In the centre is the warrior stooping to r., nude

and bearded, placing a greave on 1. leg ;
before him is his high-crested helmet.

Facing him is a female figure with long tresses, and long chiton and himation,
both embroidered, holding his spear and Boeotian shield on which is a panther's

head between two snakes. Behind her is an archer to 1., bearded, with high

peaked cap, short chiton, quiver at side, and bow in 1. hand. On the 1. is an

old man to r., with white beard and hair, and long chiton and himation, both

embroidered, in 1. hand a staff
;
behind him an archer to r., as the former, bow

and quiver at side, 1. hand raised.

{b) Acamas and Demophon conducting Aethra (type L.) : In the

centre is Aethra between them, all three to r.
;

she has a long embroidered
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chiton, and embroidered himation drawn over her head. Demophon, on the r.,

is looking back at her
;
he and Acamas both have short chitons, visored hchnets,

cuirasses, and greaves, and are bearded
;
the latter has a high-crested helmet,

sword drawn in r. hand, and embroidered chlamys. On the r. is a youth to 1., with

long chiton and embroidered himation
;
behind him an old man to r., with white

beard and hair, in long chiton and striped himation. On the 1. an old man to r,,

as the last, with long white tresses
;
each of these three has a staff in r. hand.

B 244. AMPHORA with cover. Old No. 510. Ht. i5iVin. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 20
;

Gerhard, A. V. 2
;
EL Cer. i. 58 ; Overbeck, Her. Bildw. p. 628 ;

id. Kunstmyth. ii. {Zeus\

p. 27 ; Heydemann, liiiipersis, p. 22, note
2>
^

'>

R- Schneider, Geburt d. Athena, p. 10
;

A. Schneider, 7>'f. Sagenkr. p. 108
; Robert, Bild u. Lied, p. 56.

Fig. 21, {a) Birth of Athene (type B.) : In the centre is Zeus seated to r. on

p. 11. an okladias, bearded, with long tresses, fillet, long embroidered chiton and

striped himation, sceptre in 1. hand. From his head springs a diminutive

Athene to r., with one leg advanced, lofty helmet with cheek pieces, aegis, long

, striped chiton, shield, and spear brandished in r. hand. On either side of Zeus

is an Eileithyia, facing him, with long tresses, fillet, long embroidered chiton

and diplo'idion, both hands raised. On the 1. is Hermes to r., bearded, with

long hair, petasos, endromides, and caduceJis
;
on the r. is Hephaestos departing,

looking back, nude and bearded, with double-headed axe over r. shoulder.

{b). Acamas and Demophon with Aethra (type L.) : In the centre is

Aethra to r., in long chiton and himation veiling her head, both embroidered,

and in advance of her is Demophon, looking back at her and taking hold of her

himation. On the 1. is Acamas to r.
;
both are fully armed, with short em-

broidered chitons
;
Acamas has a Boeotian shield. On the r. is a beardless

male figure to 1. with long chiton and embroidered himation.

[Robert interprets this and similar scenes as the carrying off of Helen by Paris and

Aeneas. For a discussion of the subject, see him and A. Schneider, //. cc^

B 245. AMPHORA with cover. Old No. 507. Ht. i\% in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 13.

Overbeck, Her. Bildw., p. 629 ; Heydemann, Iliitpersis, p. 22, note 3 a
; Overbeck, Kunstmyth.

{^Apollo), p. 42. Repaired and restored. Below the designs, maeander and a row of leaves

pointing upwards.

{a) Apollo Citharoedos to r., beardless, with hair looped up under laurel-

wreath, with elaborate curls in front, long white chiton, and himation with purple

spots, playing with a plectrum on the cJielys, from which hangs embroidered

drapery. Facing him is Artemis, with long tresses confined at back, luitra, long

diapered chiton, at back a quiver, in r. hand a bow
; by her side a hind to 1.

Behind Apollo is Hermes departing, looking back
;
he is bearded, with short

embroidered chiton, striped c\\\d.vi\y'B>, petasos, endromides, and wand.

ib) Acamas, Demophon, and Aethra (type L.) : In the centre is

Aethra to r., with long hair, fillet, long chiton and himation, both striped ;

she raises her himation with 1. hand, turning towards Demophon, who takes

hold of it. He is fully armed, with embroidered chlamys, parameridia, and
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drawn sword in r. hand. On the 1. is Acamas departing, looking back, also

fully armed, with bull's head as device on shield.

[Schneider, Tro. Sagenkr., p. 182, n. i, interprets this as the recovery of Helena by

Menelaos.]

B 246. AMPHORA. Old No. 515. Ht. 15^ in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 616. Wulff,

Tlicseussage, p. 31.

(c^)
Theseus slaying the Minotaur (type N.) : Theseus to r., beardless,

with hair bound up with fillet, short embroidered chiton, lion's skin, sheath at

side, is plunging his sword into the breast of the Minotaur, seizing his horn

with 1. hand. The Minotaur kneels to r. looking to 1.
;
he has a bull's head and

human body, and his r. hand grasps Theseus' r. arm, while his 1. holds a stone
;

a stream of blood flows from the wound. On the 1. is Ariadne (?)
—or perhaps

an Athenian maiden, to balance the youth on the other side—to r., with long

tresses, fillet, long embroidered chiton and himation, in her r. hand a sceptre

ending in a lotos-flower. On the r. is an Athenian youth (.'')
to 1., in long

chiton and himation, in r. hand a sceptre as before.

{b) Departure of a warrior : In the centre is a warrior to 1., with visored

helmet, chlamys, greaves, two spears, and shield with device of an okladias.

Facing him is an archer, bearded, with Phrygian cap, cuirass, short chiton,

quiver and sword at 1. side, 1. hand raised as if conversing. Behind the warrior

is an archer to 1., bearded, with high-peaked cap, close jerkin, sword and quiver at

1. side, looking back at an old man who stands to 1.
;
he is bald in front, with white

hair and beard; long chiton and embroidered himation, in r. hand a staff (as on obv.).

B 247.

B 248.

AMPHORA. Old No. 514. Ht. 14/0 in. 1837. Canino Coll. De Witte, Descr.

No. 112
; Wulff, ThcscHSsage^ p. 30.

{(.i)
Theseus slaying the Minotaur (type N.) : Theseus to r., beardless

with hair looped up under a fillet, curls in front of the ear, cuirass, short

chiton, sheath at side, is about to plunge his sword into the Minotaur, whose

1. horn he has seized. The latter has a bull's head and tail, and kneels to r.,

looking back, r. hand extended, in 1. a stone, which he is about to hurl. On the

r. is Ariadne—or an Athenian maiden, as on last vase—to 1., with long hair, fillet,

long striped chiton, extending her arms as if in approbation, and on the 1.

is an Athenian youth to r., nude, wearing a fillet, with 1. hand extended.

ib) Departure of a warrior : A quadriga seen from the front, in which are

the charioteer, in a long white chiton, with goad, and the warrior with lofty

visored helmet and two spears. At the horses' heads is a female figure to 1.,

with long tresses, fillet, and long striped chiton with looped-up sleeves.

[Cf. a black-figured amphora in the Museum of Geology ;
see also Overbeck, Her.

Bildw. p. 104.]

AMPHORA. Old No. 548. Ht. \-]-i^ in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 243.

On both sides, Perseus pursued by the Gorgons (type P.) : {a) On the

r. is Perseus flying to r. over the Libyan mountains
;
he is bearded, with
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long tresses, the kwt} A'lSov, or helmet of darkness, short embroidered chiton,

efzdrouiidcs, the kibisis, or wallet at back, sword at side, in r. hand the harpe, or

sickle (see Loeschcke in ArcJi. Zcit. i88i, p. 29). Below him is the range of

mountains, on which are a tree and a small conical object. Behind him is Athene
to r., with long tresses, high-crested helmet, aegis, long embroidered chiton, spear
in 1. hand, turning round to speak with Hermes

;
r. hand raised, by her side her

shield with device of a bull's head. Hermes stands to r., bearded, with hair

looped up under a fillet, short chiton, embroidered himation, petasos, endroniides,

and caducejis.

{b) Two of the Gorgons, Stheno and Euryale, flying to r. in archaic running

attitude, their faces, of the usual archaic Gorgon-type, seen from the front
; they

have long tresses, and two snakes rising like a crest from the top of the head,

also long embroidered chitons girt up round the waist, and endroinides ; their

wings are outspread ;
the one on the 1. has a second pair of wings, recurved.

[Cf. Gerhard, A. V. 88
;
Ann. dclP Inst, xxxviii. pi. R.

;
also Hesiod, Scut. Her. 228

fl'.]

B 249. AMPHORA. Ht. lyf in. Vulci, 1867. Blacas Coll. Corey, A7nas. Ant. Fig. p. 79.

On both sides, Amazonomachia : {a) A Greek warrior on horseback to r.,

bearded and fully armed, with sword and two spears, is trampling upon an

Amazon, who has fallen back and supports herself on r. elbow. She has long

tresses, high-crested helmet with cheek-pieces and fillet, cuirass, short chiton,

spear, and shield with device of a bull's head. On the r. is an Amazon on horse-

back to 1., attacking the Greek with spear ;
she is similar to the first, except that

she has greaves and no shield or cuirass.

[There are no traces of white on the nude parts of this figure, but an Amazon must be

intended.]

{b) An Amazon to r., with long tresses, helmet as the others, short chiton,

embroidered chlamys, in r. hand two spears, is trampling on a Greek warrior, who
is fallen backwards to r. He is fully armed, with short embroidered chiton,

Boeotian shield on which are two white and two smaller purple pellets, and

stone in r. hind, which he endeavours to hurl. On the r. is a bearded Greek

warrior on horseback to 1., attacking the Amazon with spear ;
he has visored

helmet, cuirass, short chiton, and greaves, and sword at side.

B 250. AMPHORA. Old No. 531. Ht. 15^ in. 1837. Canino Coll. De Witte, Descr.

No. 8
; Mayer, Gig. tt. Titan, p. 310.

{d) Gigantomachia (type A.) : Athene to r., with long tresses, high-

crested helmet, aegis with scales and string of beads over it, extended as a

shield, and long embroidered chiton, is transfixing Enkelados with spear. He
is fallen on one knee to 1., and is fully armed, with chlamys, and shield with

device of a bull's head, with which he endeavours to defend himself Behind

him is another giant (Porphyrion ?) to 1., defending him with spear ;
he is armed

as Enkelados, and has a shield with device of a tripod.
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{b) In the centre is Dionysos to r., looking back, with long pointed beard

and ivy-crowned tresses, long white chiton, and himation with purple border ;

in r. hand a vine-branch with bunches of grapes, in 1. a cantharos. On either

side is a Maenad facing him, with long tresses, and long embroidered chiton and

himation
;

the one on the 1. has 1. hand raised, the other has a procJioos in

r. hand.

B 251. AMPHORA. Old No. 511. Ht. 14 ins. 1842. Canino Coll. OvQx\i&c\i, Kimstmyth.xx.

{Zejis), p. 346 ; Mayer, Gig. u. Titan, p. 298. Slightly injured.

{a) Gigantomachia (type A.) : A quadriga to r., the third horse white,

in which are Zeus as charioteer, bearded, with long chiton, and Ares, leaning

forward, with 1. foot on the pole, fully armed, with short embroidered chiton and

shield with device of a pellet, apparently hurling a spear, which is not indicated.

By the side of the quadriga is Athene to r,, with long tresses, high-crested

helmet, long embroidered chiton, and shield with a purple pellet ;
beneath the

horses is a giant (Enkelados ?) fallen back to 1., fully armed, with short purple

chiton, sword, and shield with device of a tripod.

[Cf. B 145, the design on the reverse of which is almost identical with this scene.]

(/;)
Combat of two fuUy-armed warriors, attacking each other with spears ;

they have short embroidered chitons, swords and shields, that of the one on

the r. having as device the fore-part of a boar to 1.

B 252. AMPHORA. Ht. 16J in. Vulci, 1867. Blacas Coll. ^/. C/r. i. pi. 11, p. 17.

Repaired and much restored.

Fig. 20 ^^^^ Gigantomachia (type A.) : A quadriga at full speed to r., in

p. 10. which is Athene, with long tresses, high-crested helmet with fillet, aegis and

long embroidered chiton, goad and reins in r. hand. Beneath the horses' feet

is Enkelados, lying prostrate on his face to r.
;
he has a lofty visored helmet,

short embroidered chiton, spear, and shield, r. hand raised as if in supplication.

(/;) Departure of warriors : In the centre is a warrior to 1., with lofty

visored helmet, greaves, two spears, and shield with device of a bent leg ; by
his side is an archer looking back to r., with high-peaked cap, jerkin, and

embroidered anaxyrides. By their side is a dog to 1., looking up at them. On
the 1. is an old man to r., partly bald, with white beard and tresses, fillet, long
chiton and himation, in 1. hand a staff. On the r. is a female figure to 1., with

long hair, fillet, long chiton and himation, r. hand raised.

B 253. AMPHORA. Ht. 14I in. Vulci, 185 1. Bull. delV hist. 1847, p. 102; Mayer, {7/^. u.

Titan, p. 323.

{a) Dionysos slaying a giant (see type A.) : Dionysos to r., bearded, with

long ivy-crowned tresses, short purple chiton and pardalis, sword at side and

shield, is transfixing with spear a giant (probably Eurytos, cf ApoUodorus, i.

6, 2), who kneels to r., looking back at him. The giant has a high-crested visored

helmet with fillet, short chiton with purple spots, greaves, and drawn sword in r.
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hand. He is also attacked by five attendant animals of Dionysos ;
a lion has

leapt on his r. shoulder and a hound on his 1
,
and both are attacking his

head, a panther seizes his 1. arm, while a hound' has leapt on his 1. knee
;
a third

hound is below his 1. leg.

[Cf. Roscher, pp. 1095-6, 1144, and Eur. Ion 187. These animals may denote various

metamorphoses of Dionysos, according to Robert, Bild k. Lied, p. 22, n. 20
;

cf. the represen-
tations of Thetis and her metamorphoses.]

{b) Scene from the palaestra (?) : A nude bearded male figure to r., with

r. arm extended, carries a cock under 1. arm
; facing him is a nude athlete,

beardless, with long hair and fillet, in r. hand a wreath,

B 254. AMPHORA. Ht. 17 in. 1856. Rogers Coll. El. CJr. iii. 15 ; Brondsted, Descr. 32 Gk.

Vases, p. 66, No. 29; Overbeck, Kunstmyih. {Poseidon), y>- 213, and Atlas, xi. 25; Mayer,

Gig. u. Titan, p. 305 ; Panofka, Eigenn., pi. ii. r, p. 20
ff., and in Ann. delP Inst. iv. p. 375 ff. ;

Arch. Zeit. 1856, p. 253* ; C. I. Gr. 7390 ; Wernicke, Lieblingsn. p. 51 ; Klein, Lieblingsinschr.

p. 18. Much injured ;
accessories faded.

{a) A quadriga at full speed to r., in which are Poseidon (only his head

visible) and Aphrodite, with hair looped up under a fillet, aegis with fringe of

snakes, long embroidered chiton, holding reins in r. hand. Behind her is inscribed :

Act>POAlTE$ ;
before him: ro$EIAON05 ;

in front of the horses: TVOOKVE^
KAVOJ ; 'Ac^poSm;?, X\.oaeih(xivo^, IIv9oK\7]<i koXo^.

[The name Aphrodite here may be a mistake for Athene.]

{/?) A quadriga seen from the front, in which are a bearded charioteer with

petasos, and goad, and a warrior with visored helmet and two spears (perhaps
Hermes and Ares).

B 255. AMPHORA. Ht. i5Jin. Etruria, 1867. Blacas Coll.

(a) Farewell scene : A warrior and archer side by side to 1.
;
the warrior

has visored helmet, chlamys, greaves, two spears, and shield with device of a

tripod ;
the archer is bearded and has a pointed cap, stippled anaxyrides, bow

and quiver. On either side, facing them, is an old man with white hair and beard

(the one on the 1. partly bald), himation with purple spots, and wand in his hand.

{b) In the centre, Apollo Citharoedos to r., beardless, with hair looped up
under a laurel WTeath, and himation, playing with ^ plectrian on the cJielys, from

which hangs drapery. Facing him is Hermes, seated on an okladias, bearded,

with long hair, himation, petasos, eiidroniides, and wand. Behind Apollo is

Dionysos, seated on an okladias to r., with long beard, tresses confined at neck,

ivy-wreath, long chiton with purple spots, and himation, in r. hand a vine

branch, in 1. a cantharos.

B 256. AMPHORA. Ht. 17^ in. Vulci, 1867. Blacas Coll. El. Ci'r. ii. pi. 38, p. 120;

Overbeck, Kunstmyth. {Apollo), p. 44. Repaired.

{a) Apollo Citharoedos to r., beardless, with long tresses, fillet, long chiton

and himation, playing with a plectriDn on the chelys. Facing him is Dionysos,
with long beard and tresses (the latter painted over), ivy-wreath, long chiton
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and himation, in r. hand a vine branch with bunches of grapes, in 1. a cantliarcs.

In the field, branches.

(b) Dionysos to n, as in [a) ; facing him is Ariadne, with long tresses,

ivy-wreath, long chiton and himation, in r. hand a vine branch, 1. extended.

B 257. AMPHORA. Old No. 519. Ht. 17 in. From Vulcl. Durand Coll. 651. Gerhard, ^. K
T^) ; Overbeck, Kunstinyth. {Apollo), p. 48. No purple accessories.

{a) Marriage procession (see type C.) : Apollo Citharoedos to r.,

beardless, with long tresses, long chiton and himation, playing w'xth plectrum on

the lyre ; by his side walks a hind. Following him is Artemis (?), with hair

looped up under a fillet, long chiton and himation, 1. hand raised. Behind her, a

bridal pair side by side, the man bearded
;

each wears a long chiton and

himation. In the field, imitation inscriptions.'

{b) Dionysos to r., with long beard and ivy-crowned tresses, long white

chiton with black spots, and himation
;
in r. hand a vine-branch with bunch

of grapes, in 1. a cantJiaros. In front of him is Ariadne to r., looking back

at him, with hair looped up under a fillet, necklace, long chiton and himation,

holding up a flower in 1. hand. Before her, Hermes advances to r., looking

back at her
;
he is bearded, with long tresses, short white chiton, chlamys

fastened in front, petasos and endroviides, in r. hand a wand. By the side of

Ariadne is a bull walking to r.
'fc»

B 258. AMPHORA. Old No. 523. Ht. i6| in. Overbeck, Kunstmyih. {Apollo), p. 45.

{a) A quadriga driven at full speed to r. by Athene
;
she holds the goad

in r. hand and reins in both, and has long tresses, high-crested helmet, aegis,

and long chiton. Beneath the horses' feet is a shield, on which are two pellets ;

between them X, and on the inside, M (?), painted in white.

(b) Apollo Citharoedos to r., beardless, with long tresses and curls in front

of the ear, fillet, long sleeyed chiton and embroidered himation, playing with

plectnim on the dielys. Facing him is Dionysos, with long beard and ivy-

crowned tresses, long chiton and embroidered himation, in 1. hand a vine-

branch, in r. a caiitharos ; by his side a goat to r. regardant. Behind Apollo is

Ariadne to r., with long tresses, long chiton and embroidered himation, in r.

hand a vine-branch, in 1. a wreath
; by her side, a panther to r.

B £59. AMPHORA. Old No. 520. Ht. 17^0 in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 1383. Overbeck,

Kunstmyih. {Apollo), p. 43.

{a) Apollo Citharoedos to r., beardless, with long hair laurel-wreathed,

long chiton and embroidered himation, playing \\\\.\\ plectrum on the chelys from

which hangs drapery ; by his side a hind walking to r. On either side is a

Nymph facing him, with long hair, fillet, long chiton and himation, both em-

broidered
;
each holds a branch in r. hand.

{b) Dionysos to r., with long beard and tresses, ivy-wreath, long chiton and

himation, both embroidered, in r. hand an ivy-branch, in 1. a cantliaros. Before
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him, Hermes departing to r., looking back, bearded, with short chiton, em-

broidered chlamys, fi\\<:it, pelasos, endromides, and wand. On the 1. is Ariadne

to r., with long hair, ivy-wreath, long chiton and himation, both embroidered.

B 260. AMPHORA. Old No. 508. Ht. 15} in. From Viilci. Canino Coll. 2199. El. Ur.

ii., pi. II, p. 30 ; Micali, Storia, pi. 84, i
; Overbeck, Kunstmyth. {Apollo), p. 42, and Atlas,

xix. 14 ; Murray, Handbook of Gk. Archaeology, p. 87. On the neck, palmette and lotos

pattern, differing from the usual form, the lotos-flowers larger than the palmettes.

{a) Apollo Citharoedos to r., beardless, with long tresses, fillet, long white

chiton, and himation wound round the body, with alternate black embroidered

and purple stripes, divided by crenellated border, as in B 147, playing on the

chelys. Facing him is Artemis, with long tresses, viitra, long sleeved chiton,

purple above and diapered below, quiver slung at back, in 1. hand bow and

two arrows, r. hand raised to mouth.

{b) Apollo Citharoedos to r., bearded, with long hair, long white chiton,

and embroidered himation, playing ^\\h plectrum on the chelys, from which hangs
embroidered drapery. On either side of him is a Doric column, surmounted

by a Sphinx regardant, with wings recurved.

[Cf. B 139.]

Under the handles, a design rudely representing a human face with two

eyes and nose indicated, branching out on either side in palmettes and volutes,

with a lotos-flower inverted below.

B 261. AMPHORA. Old No. 550*. Ht. lyf in. 1848. Bassegjio Coll. Overbeck, ir««i-//;«y///.

{Apollo), p. 47. Much injured and restored.

{a) Return of Persephone from Hades : On the 1. is Pluto seated to r.,

partly bald, with white beard and long tresses, fillet, long embroidered chiton

and himation, sceptre in 1. hand. Before him is Hermes (as Psychagogos) to

r., looking back at him
;
he is bearded, with hair looped up under a fillet, short

chiton and chlamys, both embroidered, petasos and endroniides, r. hand pointing

upwards. In advance of him is Persephone to r., looking back, with long

tresses, fillet, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, in 1. hand three ears

of corn. The locality is indicated by Sisyphos who is bearded, with petasos.

and chlamys over 1. shoulder
;

he rolls the stone to r. up a steep incline,

holding it with both hands, and raising 1, knee to assist its progress.

[Cf. Berlin Cat. 1844 (Persephone and Sisyphos only) and a Munich vase (Gerhard,
A. V. 87), with Sisyphos in centre, and Pluto and Persephone seated on either side ; these two

scenes are probably mere representations of the under-world.]

{b) Apollo Citharoedos to r., beardless, with long tresses, fillet, long chiton

and himation, both embroidered), playing with a plectnnn on the chelys, from

which hangs drapery ; by his side is a hind to r. Facing him are two female

figures (Nymphs?), with long hair, fillets, long chitons and himatia, both em-

broidered, and r. hands extended. Behind him are two similar figures to r., with

1. hands raised. In the field, branches. The greater part of the design is restored.

M
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B 262. AMPHORA. Old No. 517. Ht. I2f in. 1842. Canino Coll. Ow^rheck, Ku}ist7nvth.

{Apollo)^ p. 44. Slightly injured ; imperfectly fired, the black on the reverse turned nearly

to red. On the neck, undulating pattern of alternate palmettes and lotos-flowers.

{a) Apollo Citharoedos to r., beardless, with hair looped up under a fillet,

long embroidered chiton and himation with purple stripes, playing with a

plectmm on the chelys, from which hangs embroidered drapery. Facing him,

side by side, are Artemis, or more probably Amphitrite, with mitra, long chiton

and himation, both embroidered, r. hand raised to mouth, and Poseidon, who

is bearded, with long tresses, fillet, short chiton and himation, both embroidered,

in 1. hand a trident. Behind Apollo are Aphrodite, or Leto (?), with long

hair, fillet, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, hands extended, and

Hermes, who is bearded, with embroidered himation, petasos, and caducens, side

by side to r.

{b) Erastes scene (?) : In the centre a nude youth to 1., with long hair and

fillet, holding in his arms a cock, which is white
; facing him is a bearded figure

with fillet and striped himation, hands extended
;
behind him is a nude bearded

figure to r. On the r. is a nude bearded figure to r., wearing a fillet and looking

back
;
he is caressing a youth with hair looped up under a fillet, wearing a

striped himation.

B 263. AMPHORA, with cover. Ht. 15I in. Cameiros, 1863. Above the foot are four ancient

rivets. Neck and shoulder, as usual.

{a) Apollo Citharoedos to r., beardless, with long tresses, long chiton, and

embroidered himation, playing with 2. plectrum on the chelys, from which hangs

embroidered drapery. On either side, facing him, is a female figure, with long

hair, long embroidered chiton, and hands extended. On the r. is Hermes to 1.,

bearded, with long hair, short embroidered c\\\\.o\\ petasos, endromides, and wand.

(/;)
Combat of two warriors : They are fully armed, with short purple

chitons, attacking each other with spears ;
the one on the r. has a crescent and

two pellets on his shield. On either side is a female figure departing and

looking back, with long tresses and long striped chiton
;
the one on the 1. has

r. hand raised.

B 264. AMPHORA. Old No. 525. Ht. 15^ in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 124. Gerhard,

Ant. Vasenb. pi. 38, pp. 150-2 ;
El. Cer. i. pi. 49, p. 147. Purple accessories faded.

Continued round both sides of the body, Hephaestos brought back to

Olympos by Dionysos (type D.) : {a) Dionysos to r., with long beard and

ivy-crowned tresses, long embroidered chiton and striped himation, in r. hand a

vine-branch with clusters of grapes, in 1. a cantharos ; facing him a lion is

seated, with upturned head and open jaws. On either side, eyes, white with

black markings and purple ring round the centre.

{b) Hephaestos riding on an ithyphallic mule to r., bearded, with long

tresses, ivy-wreath and striped himation, bridle in 1. hand, in r. a vine-branch

with bunches of grapes, and his double-headed axe. The mule carries an

oinochoe on ihc phallos. On either side, eyes, as on (a).
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Under the handles : (i) a Satyr to r., stooping forward with face turned to

the front, in r. hand a vine-branch with bunch of grapes, over 1. shoulder an

askos ; (2) a Satyr advancing to 1. playing the double flute, of which the leather

case [sybent) is slung over his 1. arm. These figures appear to form part of the

main design.

[For the subject, cf. B 42, El. C^r. i. 41-49, and Roscher, p. 2054 ff.]

B 265. AMPHORA. Old No. 527. Ht. iZ^^ in. 1837. Canino Coll. De Witte, Descr.

No. 50.

{b) In the centre, Dionysos to r., looking back, with long beard and ivy-
crowned tresses, long embroidered chiton and himation, in r. hand a vine-branch

with bunches of grapes, in 1. a keras. On the 1. is a Satyr, ithyphallic, advancing
to r., carrying off a Maenad on 1. shoulder

;
she is playing the double flute,

and has her hair gathered up under a band wound several times round the head
;

she wears a long embroidered chiton. On the r. is a Satyr, ithyphallic, to r.,

seizing a similar Maenad round the waist
;
she has both hands raised, and is

playing on the crotala.

{b) Return of Hephaestos to Olympos (type D.) : In the centre is

Hephaestos riding to r. on an ithyphallic mule, with long pointed beard, ivy-

wreath, short chiton, and himation with purple spots ;
in r. hand his axe and

a vine-branch with clusters of grapes, in 1. a cantharos. By his side is a

goat to r.
;
behind him a Satyr, ithyphallic, with askos over 1. shoulder, r. hand

raised.

B 266. AMPHORA. Old No. 526. Ht. 15^^ in. 1837. Canino Coll. 23. One handle

injured.

{a) Mask of Satyr with long tresses, between two eyes, white, with purple
and black markings and black pupil. (/;)

The same design. Underneath each

handle is a Satyr squatting ;
one looks back, holding an ivy-branch ;

the

other stoops forward, as if to pick up something. In the field, branches.

B 267. AMPHORA. Old No. 516. Ht. IS^V in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 1763. Neck and

shoulder as before.

{a) Departure of a warrior : In the centre, a warrior to 1., with visored

helmet, greaves, two spears, and shield with device of a cantharos. Facing him

is an aged man partly bald, with white beard and long white tresses, embroidered

striped himation, staff in 1, hand, r. raised. On the 1. is an archer departing and

looking back, bearded, with high peaked cap, close embroidered jerkin, anaxyrides^

bow in r. hand, and quiver at 1. side. On the r. is a female figure to 1., with an

embroidered himation over her head, looking back, as if conversing with a warrior

who is departing and looking back at her
;
he is fully armed, with a Boeotian

shield, and short chiton with purple spots.

(JS) Dionysiac tJiiasos : In the centre is Dionysos to r., with long beard and

ivy-crowned tresses, long chiton with looped-up sleeves, and striped himation, both

M 2
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embroidered
;
in r. hand ivy-branches, in 1. a keras. Facing him is Ariadnd,

with long tresses, fillet, long embroidered chiton and upper garment, r, hand

raised. Behind Dionysos is Hermes to r., bearded, with embroidered himation,

petasos, endromides, and caduceus ; by his side is a female figure, as Ariadne. On
the r. are two Satyrs advancing, with long tresses

;
one plays the double flute,

the other marks time.

AMPHORA. Old No. 518. Ht. 161^^ in. 1837. Canino Coll. De Witte, Dcscr.

No. 47. Repaired and restored. Style coarser than usual.

{a) Departure of a warrior : A quadriga to r., in which is a charioteer with

short beard and long white chiton, the white faded, at his side a sword, in r. hand
two spears, reins in both hands. Facing him, and at further side of horses, is

a warrior with lofty visored helmet, and shield with one purple pellet and four

white, and behind him an archer to r., looking back, with high-peaked cap and

close embroidered jerkin. At the horses' heads is a warrior to 1., with high-
crested helmet, chlamys, greaves, and shield with device of two dolphins to 1,

{p) Dionysos to r., bearded, with long tresses, ivy-wreath, long chiton and

striped himation, in 1. hand a keras, in r. a vine-branch. Before and behind him

are female figures (Nymphs?) with long tresses and fillets
;
the one on the r.

wears a mitra, and is wrapped in an embroidered himation
;
the other has a

long embroidered chiton.

AMPHORA. Ht. 16J in. Cameiros, 1864. Jahrbuch, i%%(),-p. \()7. Top part of neck

broken off. Imperfectly fired.

{a) Dionysos to r., with long hair and beard, ivy-wreath, long chiton and

himation, in r. hand vine with bunches of grapes, in 1. a cantJiaros. He is

looking back at a Maenad to r. with hair looped up under a fillet and long
chiton, playing with 2. plectrum on the chelys, from which hangs drapery. On
the r. is a Satyr moving away, looking back, with hair knotted up, and pardalis
over 1. arm.

(/-')
In the centre a Maenad to r., with hair looped up under a fillet, her

features obliterated, with long chiton and himation, in r. hand vine-branches

with grapes, 1. hand held up. On either side of her is a Satyr to r., the one

on the 1. with hands raised, the one on the r. departing and looking back.

B 270. AMPHORA. Old No. 488. Ht. 15 in. Hamilton Coll.

{a) An ithyphallic mule walking to r.
; by its side a Maenad with long

hair, necklace, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, in r. hand branches,

stroking its mane with 1. hand. Behind is another Maenad to r., dancing, with

hair looped up under a fillet, long chiton and himation, both embroidered.

{b) A Maenad moving to r., looking back, with hair looped up under a fillet,

necklace, long chiton and himation, both embroidered
;
with r. hand she repels

an ithyphallic Satyr who advances to r. towards her. On the r. is a similar

Satvr running to r., looking back, with taenia in 1. hand. In the field, branches.
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B 271. AMPHORA. Old No. 521. Ht. 17^% in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 1612. Acces-

sories sparingly used.

(a) Boxing-match : An athlete to r. is about to strike with his fist his

opponent, who has fallen on r. knee, and is looking back with 1. hand raised,

as if appealing to a bearded figure behind, who stands to 1., with r. hand

raised, holding a strap in 1. hand
;

all three are nude. On the 1. is a brabeiis

to r., bearded, with large laurel-wreath on his head, himation with purple spots,

in r. hand a long forked stick or lygos. In the field a tree.

ib) In the centre, a nude athlete to r., bearded, in r. hand a diskos, which he

is about to hurl
; facing him is a similar athlete

;
on 1., a paidutribes to r., as the

brabens in {a). In the field a tree.

B 272. AMPHORA. Old No. 529. Ht. 17I in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 817.

{a) In the centre, a nude youth on horseback, seen from the front, with two

spears in r. hand. On either side, facing him, is a female figure with long hair,

long chiton, and himation with purple spots ;
each holds out a hand muffled in

drapery.

{b) A quadriga seen from the front
;

in it a charioteer in long white chiton,

holding goad, and a warrior with visored helmet and two spears.

B 273. AMPHORA. Old No. 550. Ht. 17^ in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 1554. On the

shoulder, each side, tongue-pattern and lotos-buds inverted. Under the handles, a design of

four palmettes with volutes.

ia) A biga to r., into which a nude bearded figure is stepping, with goad in

r, hand, and reins in both. One of the horses is white, and wears a collar with

pendant ornaments (palmettes and buds alternately) ;
a beardless male figure

in a long purple chiton stands to 1. at the other's head, adjusting the harness.

{b) Two male figures walking to r. leading their horses
;

the first is

bearded, with short chiton and shoulder-belt
;
the second is beardless, with fillet

and short purple chiton.

B 274. AMPHORA. Old No. 528. Ht. 20 in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 686. On the

shoulder, tongue-pattern and lotos-buds inverted.

{a) Departure of mounted warriors : In the centre, a youth walking to r,

at the further side of two horses, with white petasos, striped chlamys, and two

spears in 1. hand. He looks back at a female figure who stands behind the

horses, extending her hands towards him
;
she has long tresses and a long

embroidered chiton, with girdle and looped up sleeves. At the horses' heads

stands another beardless male figure to 1., with striped chlamys over shoulders,

spear in 1. hand, r. extended.

{b) Departure of a warrior : A quadriga to r., into which a fully-armed

warrior is stepping ;
he holds two spears and reins in r. hand. At the further

side of the quadriga are tv/o warriors to 1., with visored helmets (that of the

second warrior high-crested), greaves, and shields
; that of the first is painted
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white
;
the second has a pellet. At the horses' heads is another warrior to 1.,

as the last, with high-crested helmet, greaves, and shield with device of a tripod.

B 275. AMPHORA with cover. Old No. 555. Ht. I7f in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 1389.

(a) A quadriga to r., the third horse white, in which is a charioteer,

bearded, with long white chiton, goad in 1. hand, reins in both. In advance of

him, looking back, is an old man, partly bald, with long white beard and tresses,

in an embroidered himation, holding two spears. In front of the horses is a

male figure seated to 1., bearded, in long chiton and himation, adjusting

the pole. In the field above, imitations of inscriptions.

(d) In the centre, between two Doric columns with white abaci and

necking, is a female figure to r., with hair looped up, earrings, long chiton and

himation, both embroidered. On either side, facing her, is a male figure, beardless,

in an embroidered himation, leaning on his staff, with r. hand on hip. These

figures may represent Leda and the Dioscuri.

Under each handle is an eye, black with v/hite ring round the pupil,

eyebrows marked above.

B 276. AMPHORA. Ht. 9I in. Nola, 1867. BlacasColl. Slightly injured. Rather coarse

style. On the neck (a) double honeysuckle ; {fi) chain of palmettes.

(a) Heracles strangling the Nemean lion {type E. i), crouching

down in the usual manner
;
he is nude and bearded

;
in the background is

a tree with fruit, from which are suspended his club and quiver, and drapery.

On the further side is Athene to r., looking to 1., with high-crested helmet, long

chiton and himation, both embroidered, holding out shield with device of a bull's

head, in 1. hand a spear.

(/;) Dionysos seated on an okladias to r., with long beard, long white chiton,

and embroidered himation, in 1. hand a keras, in r. a vine-branch with bunches

of grapes. Before him is a Maenad departing, looking back, with fillet, and long

chiton and himation, both embroidered.

B 277. AMPHORA. Old No. 506. Ht. 7i% in. P'rom Vulci. Durand Coll. 279. Neck

injured. On the neck, each side, a chain of palmettes. Below the designs, a band of dots.

{a) Heracles subduing the Cretan bull (type E. 3) : The bull falls

forward to 1.
;
Heracles to r. leaps upon its back, planting 1. knee on its

neck
;
he is nude and bearded, with sword at side. Above are suspended his

club, bow and quiver, and drapery.

(/;)
Two Maenads confronted, dancing, hair gathered up under close caps

and fillets
; they have long embroidered chitons and himatia

;
the one on the 1.

holds a crotalon in 1. hand.

B 278. AMPHORA. Ht. 5f in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll. Coarse style; accessories faded.

On the neck, double honeysuckle-pattern. Under one handle, a large ivy-leaf.

{a) Nessos carrying off Deianeira "? (type E. 7) : She is seated to r.

on the Centaur's back, wearing a himation hair bound up with a fillet, in r.
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hand a branch. Behind them Heracles (?) advances to r., beardless, with

chlamys as shield on 1. arm, attacking Nessos with spear. On the r. is

Oineus (?) seated on an okladias to 1., in long white chiton and himation, staff

in hand.

{b) A Satyr to r., with a lyre, pursuing a Maenad, who runs away to r.,

looking back at him, with hair looped up, long chiton and himation, branches in

r. hand, crotala in 1.

B 279. AMPHORA. Old No. 503. Ht. 10.^ in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 404. Raoul-

Rochette, Mon. hied. Odyss., pi. 68, i, p. 388 ; Overbeck, Her. Bildw. p. 549. Rather coarse

style. On the neck, {a) double honeysuckle, and (b) chain of palmettes.

{a) Ajax carrying off Achilles' body (cf.
B 172) : Ajax to 1., fully armed,

with Boeotian shield, on which are two snakes as device, with rosette between
for the boss, is carrying the body of Achilles on his shoulder, bending down
beneath its weight. Achilles is armed as Ajax ;

on his Boeotian shield is the

device of a bull's head. Before them is Thetis (J) retreating to 1., with long hair,

fillet, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, looking back and beckoning
to Ajax with 1. hand.

{b) Dionysos seated on an okladias to r., looking back at a Maenad, who
retreats to 1., looking back. She has long hair with sphendon^, long chiton and

himation, both embroidered, in 1. hand a crotalon. Dionysos has a long beard,

ivy-wreath, long white chiton and embroidered himation, in 1. hand a keras, in

r. vine-branches with grapes.

B 280. AMPHORA. Old No. 504. Ht. 9I in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 414. Overbeck,
Her. Bildw. p. 658; Heydemann, Ilmpeysis, p. 31, note i ;;/. On the neck, double honey-
suckle.

(a) Aeneas carrying off Anchises from Troy (cf. B 173): In the centre

is Aeneas to r., fully armed, with Boeotian shield and two spears, carrying
Anchises on his shoulders

;
the latter has white hair and beard, long em-

broidered chiton, and sceptre. In front of them is Creusa (?) advancing to r.

and looking back at them, veiled in an embroidered himation. On the r. is an

old man to
1., partly bald, with white hair and beard, long chiton and himation,

holding a staff. Behind Aeneas is Aphrodite (?) retreating to 1. and looking

back, with long hair, fillet, long chiton, and embroidered himation. On the 1. is

an archer to r., beardless, with high-peaked cap, cuirass, short purple chiton, and

quiver.

(/?) Combat of three warriors (perhaps Achilles defending Antilochos

against Memnon) : On the 1. is a bearded warrior, fully armed, with short

white chiton and embroidered chlamys, thrusting with spear at a retreating

warrior also fully armed, who looks back at him
;
he has two white plumes on

his helmet, short purple chiton, Boeotian shield with device of a thunderbolt

and defends himself with spear. On the r. is another warrior defending the

latter, fully armed, with short purple chiton, and shield with device of a dolphin
to 1., thrusting with spear.
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B 281. AMPHORA. Ht. loV in. Gela, 1875. Much injured and restored. On the neck, (a)
chain of pahiiettes, and (d) double honeysuckle.

Design extending round both sides : Perseus fleeing after slaying the

Gorgon (type P.) :

(a) On the r., Medusa fallen to r., beheaded ;
she has a short chiton with

skin over it, endromides, and wings outspread. On the 1, is another Gorgon
full face, in archaic running attitude to r., attired as Medusa, with tongue out
and snakes in hair.

(/;) Perseus and Athene fleeing : Perseus flies to r., in the archaic running
attitude, looking back

;
he is bearded, with long hair, the kw?] AZSov, long

embroidered chiton, talaria, and the kibisis slung round shoulder. Athene is in

the same attitude, with long tresses, high-crested helmet, aegis, and long
chiton.

In the field, imitation inscriptions.

B 282. AMPHORA. Ht. 9I in. Sicily, 1867. Blacas Coll. Coarse style. Black turned to

red throughout ; purple accessories faded.

{d) Apollo Citharoedos seated on an okladias to r., beardless, with

fillet, long white chiton, and himation, playing with a plectrum on the

cJiclys ; facing him is a female figure seated on an okladias, with long hair,

fillet, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, r. hand raised. In the field,

branches.

{b) Dionysos seated on an okladias to r., with long hair and beard, wrapped
in a himation, in 1. hand a keras. Before him, a Maenad, running to r. looking
back, with fillet, long chiton and himation, hands raised, the r. holding crotala (?),

In the field, branches.

B 283. AMPHORA. Old No. 631. Ht. 5| in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 7. Overbeck,
Kunstviyth. {Apollo), p. 44. Buff ground, with remains of white accessories. On the neck, a

chain of three palmettes each side. Below, a band of dots.

{a) A quadriga to r., the third horse white
;
the charioteer beardless, with

long white chiton, in r. hand a goad.

{b) Apollo Citharoedos to r., beardless, in long chiton and himation, playing
with 2. plectrum on the cJielys. Facing him is a female figure in long embroidered

chiton and himation
;
behind him a similar figure to r.

B 284. AMPHORA. Ht. 9I in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll. El. Cer. i., p. 64 ; Jahn, Die

Efiifiihrung der Europa, p. 17; Overbeck, Kunstmyth. {Zeus), p. 427. Coarse style;

accessories faded. On the neck, each side, a palmette between two lotos-flowers, inverted.

{a) Europa (?) riding on the bull : She is seated on the bull to r., looking

back, with hair looped up under a fillet, long chiton, and embroidered himation
;

the bull is ithyphallic. In the field, branches.

[Cf B 475 and B 486.]

(/;) Satyr moving to r., looking back, in r. hand a keras, over 1. shoulder

an askos. In the field, branches.
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B 285. AMPHORA. Ht. loi in. Gela, 1875. Much injured and restored. Coarse style ;

white accessories faded. On the neck, (a) double honeysuckle-pattern ; (d) chain of

palmettes.

(a) Departure of a warrior : A quadriga to r., the third horse white, the

charioteer beardless, in long white chiton, with goad. In front of him is a

warrior, fully armed, with spear, and shield with device of an anchor.

(d) Dionysos moving to r., looking back, with long beard, fillet, long white

chiton, and himation. On the 1. is a Maenad to r. looking back, hair looped up
with a fillet, long chiton and himation. On the r. is a similar Maenad, head

and arms obliterated. In the field, branches.

B 286. AMPHORA. Old No. 497. Ht. e^^j in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 165. Repaired.
Coarse style. On the neck, double honeysuckle-pattern.

(a) A youth to r., wearing an embroidered chlamys, playing with 2l plectnim
on the lyre ; confronting him, a nude youth to r., looking to 1., dancing ;

between them, an okladias.

{b) Maenad retreating to 1. looking back at a Satyr, who retreats to r.
;

she has hair gathered up under a fillet, long chiton and himation, and vine-

branch in r. hand.

Under each handle, a dog to r.

B 287. AMPHORA. Old No. 495. Ht. 5| in. From Magna Graecia. Durand Coll. 81.

{a) Dionysos to r., with long beard and hair, ivy-wreath, long white chiton

and striped himation, in r. hand a keras. On either side of him is a

Maenad to r., dancing, with long hair, wreath, long chiton d,nd pardalis ; the one

on the r. is looking back. Beyond them Satyrs to r. also dancing.

{b) Similar design, except that the Maenad in front of Dionysos
is to 1.

B 288. AMPHORA. Old No. 490. Ht. 8^ in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 170. Very coarse ;

white accessories. On the neck, each side, a chain of palmettes.

{a) Dionysos, bearded, with drapery over his lower limbs, and vine-branch

with bunches of grapes in both hands, reclining to r. on the back of a ram, which

moves to r.

{b) Two Seileni (?) confronted, bearded, with large wreaths, wrapped in

himatia. The one on the 1. holds a lyre, and places his r, hand in a phialk
which the other holds

;
the latter also holds a vine-branch with bunches of

grapes in 1. hand.

B 289. AMPHORA. Old No. 491. Ht. 8/^ in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 70. Coarse

style. Neck, as last

{a) Dionysos reclining on a couch to r., with 1. elbow supported on a

cushion, bearded and ivy-crowned, with drapery over lower limbs. By his

side a table, on which are viands. In the field, branches. {b) Similar

design.
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B 290. AMPHORA. Old No. 489. Ht. 91 in. 1837. Canino Coll. De Witte, Descr.

No. 36.

{a) Dionysos to r., with long beard and hair, ivy-wreath, long chiton and

embroidered himation, in 1. hand a keras, in r. vine-branches, with grapes. On
either side, eyes, the pupils black, with white, purple, and black rings, the outer

part white with black edge.

(/;)
Ariadne to r., dancing, with long tresses, fillet, and long embroidered

chiton, in r. hand vine-branches. On either side eyes, as {a).

Under each handle a Satyr to r., stooping forward.

B 291. AMPHORA. Old No. 632. Ht. 6f in. Repaired and restored. Imperfectly fired, the

black turned to red, with accessories of purple turned to black. On the neck, an ivy-wreath.

On the body, frieze of warriors :

{a) Three warriors to 1. in single file, with helmets on the crests of which

are purple spots, chlamydes, and greaves, each carrying a shield and two

spears ;
the first has a bent leg as device, the second a poplar-leaf (?) (cf.

B 156),

the third, a dolphin to 1. Under the handle, a dog to 1. regardant.

{b) Three warriors as before, alternating with two archers, all to 1. The
middle warrior has a high-crested helmet, and three pellets on his shield, the

first has a dolphin to 1. as his device, the third, four pellets. The archers have

pointed caps, over which their hair is looped up, chlamydes, and spears. Under
the handle is a greyhound seated to 1., head obliterated.

B 292. AMPHORA. Ht. 8| in. Santa Maria di Capua, 1856. Temple Coll. On the neck

double honeysuckle-pattern. Below the designs, lotos-buds.

{a) Departure of warrior : A quadriga seen from the front, in which is a

charioteer in long chiton with goad. On either side, facing the chariot, is a

female figure with long hair, fillet, and long striped chiton with diplo'idion. On
the r. is a warrior to 1., with visored helmet, chlamys, spear, and shield with

device of a bent leg.

{b) Warrior arming : In the centre is a warrior to r., with fillet, short chiton

with purple spots, and greave on r. leg, placing the other on 1. leg ;
at his feet is

his visored helmet. Facing him is a female figure with long hair, fillet, long chiton,

the upper part purple, holding his spear and shield on which is a circle between

two pellets. Behind her is a warrior to 1., with visored helmet, greaves, spear,

and shield with device of a bent leg. Behind the first warrior is an old man
with white hair and beard, long embroidered chiton and himation, in 1. hand a

spear. On the 1. is a warrior departing, armed as the first one, with a snake as

device on his shield.

Under the handles, Sirens to r. regardant, with long hair.

B 293. AMPHORA. Old No. 505. Ht. 9I in. From Magna Graecia. Durand Coll. 678.

{a) A quadriga turned three-quarters to r. at full speed ;
in it are a charioteer

in long white chiton, and a warrior with high-crested helmet and spear.
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{b) Combat of three warriors : On the 1. is a warrior fully armed, with

short purple chiton and shield with device of a crescent, attacking with spear a

fully-armed warrior kneeling on one knee
;
he has a shield with two pellets,

short embroidered chiton, and high-crested helmet, and defends himself with

spear. Behind him is a third warrior, as the first, with shield painted white,

thrusting with spear.

B 294. AMPHORA. Old No. 502. Ht. loi in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 818. Below the

designs, honeysuckle-pattern inverted.

Round the body, a frieze of warriors :

{a) A quadriga to r., the third horse white, into which a charioteer is

stepping, bearded, with long white chiton and skin over it, goad in r. hand,
reins in both. In advance of him, at further side of horses, is an archer to r.

looking to 1., bearded, with Phrygian cap and short chiton, holding a spear ;
next

to him a warrior to 1., with visored helmet bound with a fillet, greaves, and

shield. At the horses' heads is a warrior to 1., with chlamys, greaves, two spears,

and shield with device of an anchor
;
his head is hidden, {b) A warrior to 1.,

with helmet, greaves, two spears, and shield with three pellets ;
an archer to 1.,

bearded, with Phrygian cap, short chiton and quiver ;
warrior to 1., with visored

helmet bound with a fillet, chlamys, greaves, and shield painted white, inscribed

M in purple ;
archer to 1., as the last, looking back at a warrior (as last, with

device of a bent leg on his shield) ;
behind him a third archer, as before, to 1.,

looking back. Under the handle is a warrior seated on a block to 1., his head

not seen, with greaves, two spears, and shield inscribed +.

B 295. AMPHORA. Ht. 8| in. Girgenti, 1867. Blacas Coll. Mtisee Blacas, ^A. n.
"p. lo-ii;

Panofka, Bild. Ant. Leb. pi. ii. 3, 4; Krause, Gyinnastik, pi. xvii. 58, 59 ;
Rev. Phil. ii. p. 484 ;

Brunn, Kilnstle^-gesch. ii. p. 714 ; Klein, Meistcrsig.., p. 61. Designs black on deep buff ground,
with a band of network below ; accessories of purple. Handles thin and grooved ; under each,
a palmette and lotos pattern.

On the neck : (a) Two wrestlers about to engage, nude and bearded. On
either side a brabeus looking on, bearded, with long hair, fillet, embroidered

himation, and wand in hand, {b) Two athletes, nude and bearded, boxing, each

with caestus on both hands
;
both are spitting blood. On either side, a brabeus,

as last.

On the body : {a) Two athletes boxing, nude and bearded, with caestus on

their hands
;
the one on the 1. bleeds at the nose

;
the other from a wound in

the forehead. Between them is inscribed : NIKO$©ENE$EnoiE5EN, ^LKoadevqq

iiroLTjaev. {b) Two wrestlers, each grasping the other's r, arm, nude and

bearded.

[For Nicosthenes, see p. 45 ; also Klein, Meistersig., p. 51 ff., and Brunn, Kiinstler-

gcscJiichte, ii. p. 709.]
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B 296. AMPHORA. Old No. 563. Ht. i3xV in. 1842. V->x\xnn, Kiinstlergesch. ii. p. 714;
Klein, Meistersig. p. 58; Baumeister, p. 1983; Genick, Gr. Keramik, pi. 4; Smith, Diet.

Ant? ii., p. 928. Shape of vase imitated from metal-work ;
handles broad and thin.

Inside the mouth lotos-buds
;
on the neck, each side, large lotos and

honeysuckle pattern. On each handle a Satyr dancing, one to 1., the other to n,

looking back.

On the shoulder : {a) A cock to r., between Sirens with long tresses,

fillets, and wings addorsed
;

behind the Siren, on the r., is inscribed
;

NIKO50ENEE$ EnoiE^EN, Nt/coa-^eW»79 iiroi-qcTev. {b) As («), except that the'

cock stands to 1. Below, a band of lotos-buds.

On the body, a frieze, with a dance of Satyrs and Maenads : A Maenad
to r. with long tresses, fillet, necklace, and long purple chiton

;
a Satyr to 1,

looking back at a Maenad to 1. (as last, with nebris) ;
a Satyr to r., con-

fronting a Maenad (as the first) ; Satyr and Maenad to 1.
;
the latter has long

hair, fillet, necklace, and long embroidered chiton
; Satyr to r. confronting

Maenad (as the first, looking back) ; Satyr to r. confronting Maenad, who looks

back, with long hair, fillet, necklace, long striped chiton, 2a\<\ pardalis ; Maenad
to 1., looking to r., with long hair, fillet, long chiton with purple diploiuion,

between two Satyrs. Below, a chain of palmettes.

B 297. AMPHORA. Ht. 12,^% in. Cervetri, 1873. Castellani Coll. Bu/l. ^etP //ist. 186$, p. 146,

1869, p. 27 ; Klein, Meistersig.., p. 59. Foot broken. Similar shape to last ;
rather coarser

style.

Inside the mouth, lotos-buds
;
on the neck, lotos and honeysuckle pattern ;

on each handle, a Satyr to r., dancing.
On the shoulder : {a) Two Sphinxes confronted, regardant, with long hair

and wings recurved
;
between them, lotos-flowers. On either side is a nude

youth advancing, with club, sword, and embroidered chlamys on arm. Below :

NlK05©ENE$EnoiE$^'N. {b) As
(<«), except that the Sphinxes are not regardant,

and between them is a palmette. Below : a band with two rows of ivy-

leaves.

On the body, a frieze of Maenads and Satyrs : In front of a crater with

ivy-branches fastened to the handles, stands a Maenad to r., with long hair and

long purple chiton, in 1. hand an oinochoL Facing her are a Satyr and Maenad,
the latter looking back, with long hair, fillet, necklace and long embroidered

chiton. Next, a Satyr and Maenad (as the last) confronted over an awphora
on a stand, their r. hands raised

;
a Satyr to r. stooping forward, carrying a

diota over 1. shoulder, and stand for the same in r. hand, preceded by a Maenad

(as before). Over a crater, with voluted handles and branches as before, are

confronted a Satyr and Maenad, the latter with long hair, fillet, long purple

chiton with diploidioii. Next, a Satj'r and Maenad (as the last) confronted,

dancing, and a Satyr to r. pursuing a Maenad (as before). Below : two rows of

ivy-leaves.
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B 298. CALPIS on a stand, with cover, and two handles, each formed of two loops. Ht. 15I in.

Blacas Coll, 1867. Designs on the body of the vase, black on red panels, with accessories of

white and purple.

(a) Nuptials of Zeus and Hera (type C.) : A quadriga to r., the third

horse white, in which are Zeus, bearded, in long embroidered himation,

holding the reins, and Hera (only her face visible). By the further side

of the quadriga is Apollo Citharoedos to r., with long hair, fillet, and

himation, playing with di plectrum on the cJielys. In advance of him is Dionysos

looking back, bearded, with long hair, ivy-wreath, long chiton and himation,

holding a vine-branch. At the horses' heads is Artemis to r., holding a torch,

in long chiton and himation, 1. hand raised
;
behind her is her fawn.

(/;)
Five female figures (goddesses ?) to r,, two of them side by side

;
all

have long chitons and himatia, both embroidered
;
the first and third hold out

wreaths in their 1. hands, the second is veiled in her himation, the fourth and

fifth have fillets, and their 1. hands raised.

On the stand : Above, double honeysuckle pattern.

{a) Peleus seizing Thetis (type F.) : Peleus to r., beardless, with

fillet, cuirass, and short chiton girt at the waist, stoops forward and seizes

Thetis round the waist. She has long hair, ivy-wreath, long chiton and

embroidered himation, and behind her are flames, or wings (.'') indicating one

of her metamorphoses. She holds out 1. hand to a Nereid on her r., moving

away and looking back, with fillet, and long chiton and himation, both

embroidered
;
on the r. is a similar figure.

(b) In the centre, Dionysos to r., with long beard, ivy-wreath, in long white

chiton and embroidered himation, in 1. hand a caiitJiaros. On either side is a

Maenad facing him, with long chiton and himation over her head, both em-

broidered. On the r. is a Maenad running to 1. (as the two last), looking back at,

and holding out 1. hand to another, who has long tresses, ivy-wreath, long
chiton and embroidered himation, and holds out r. hand to her.

B 299. PSYKTER. Old No. 696**. Ht. 8± in. Vulci, 1849. Durand Coll. 157. Late black

figure style ;
accessories sparingly used. Design in a frieze round the body.

Eight figures dancing, all but two to r., nude and bearded, with ivy-wreaths,

the first two and fifth with embroidered drapery round the loins, the rest have

embroidered chlamydes over their shoulders. The first plays the double flute,

the next has an ivy-branch in r. hand, and a lyre in the 1., to which is tied a

dog standing to r. regardant ;
the next is as the last, to 1., looking back

;
the next

holds a kylix (of early shape) in r. hand, both arms being raised
;
the next is as

the second
;
the next has in his 1. hand an ivy-branch and keras, and stands

to 1.
;
behind him a branch. The next holds a lyre, and the last is looking

back, waving an ivy-branch in his 1. hand
;
before him a branch.

[For the shape, cf. E 784, E 785, and Petersburg Cat. 1670 (Klein, Euphronios'^, p. 104).]
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B 300-359. ATHENIAN HYDRIAE (shape generally as Fig. 14).

B 300. HYDRIA. Old No. 447*. Ht. 16 in. Vulci, 1849. Durand Coll. 91. Ecv. Phil. ii.

p. 490 ;
Wiener Vorlei^ebl. D. 6

; Murray, Handbk. of Gk. Archaeol. p. 90 ; Panofka, Der
Vaseiibildner Panthaios, p. 7 ; Brunn, Kiinstlergesch. ii. p. 726 ; Klein, Meii^tersig, p, 89, no. i ;

C. I. Gr. 8266. Fine late black-figured style. Designs in black on red panels, with borders of

maeander and network down the sides, the former red on black
;

accessories of white and

purple.

1. On the shoulder : A quadriga at full speed to r., the charioteer bearded,

in long white chiton
;
behind is a horseman with long hair and short white

chiton, galloping to r. and plying his whip ;
behind him is a ineta, or starting-

point. On the r. is a brabeus to 1., bearded, in a striped himation, leaning on a

staff, with r. hand extended.

2. On the body : Dionysiac ihiasos : In the centre is Dionysos to r., with

long pointed beard, long hair, ivy-wreath, long chiton with looped-up sleeves,

embroidered with maeander and other patterns, and striped himation with

maeander-border
;
he holds a cantJiaros in r. hand, and in 1. an ivy-branch,

which extends all over the field. In advance of him is a Maenad looking back,

with crotala in either hand
;
she has long tresses with ivy-wreath, and a long

striped chiton, over which is a partialis knotted at the throat. On the r. is a

Satyr to 1. with long hair and ivy-wreath, playing on a chelys, which is fastened

to his 1. wrist by a band. Behind Dionysos is a Satyr to r. with long tresses

and ivy-wreath, playing on the double flute. Behind him is a Maenad to r.

with long tresses, ivy-wreath, and long striped chiton with diploidion and

looped-up sleeves, over which is a short garment round the loins, embroidered

and bordered with maeander, from which issues a snake. On her shoulders

she carries a hind, holding the legs in both hands
;

both Maenads wear
bracelets on the 1. arm. Above is inscribed : rANOAlO^ MEPOIESEN,

lld/JL(f)ai6<i fji eiroirjaev.

3. Below, a lion to r. confronting a boar
;
behind each of them a palmette.

B 301. HYDRIA. Old No. 454. Ht. 16 in. Canino Coll. 1635. Mus. Etr. p. 148 ; Gerhard,
Etr. u. Gr. Trinksch. pi. C, 6

; Micali, Storia, pi. 89 ; Archaeologia, xxiii. p. 237 ; Ann. deW
Inst. i83i,p. 152, No. 382 ;

C. I. Gr. 7559 ; cf. also Roscher, p. 2217. Well-executed
; acces-

sories somewhat faded. Designs in red on black panels, with borders of ivy down the sides
;

accessories of white and purple.

I. On the shoulder: Heracles strangling the Nemean lion (type
E. 1) : Composition as usual

;
Heracles nude, stooping forward

;
above him is

inscribed: HEPAKVE5 ;
in the field his sword and quiver are suspended. On
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the r. is Athene rushing forward to 1., with long tresses, lofty helmet with cheek-

pieces, aegis, and long striped chiton, in 1. hand spear ;
behind her : A0ENAIA.

On the 1. lolaos seated to r., bearded, with cuirass, short striped chiton, and
Heracles' club in r. hand. Before him : EIOVEOJ, E/oXew?.

2. On the body : Heracles reposing : He is reclining on a couch, nude,
with short curly hair and fillet

;
over his lower limbs is a striped himation, and

his 1. elbow rests on a cushion. The legs of the couch are ornamented with

volutes and palmettes, and have feet shaped like Ionic caps ;
those at the head

have quasi-Ionic caps. By the side of the couch is a small table on which are

three figs (?),
three other objects, and a cantharos ; beneath are his club, bow, and

quiver. Above are suspended his sword and lion's skin : inscribed above him
is iEv'>jAS3H, 'Hpa«X?;9. Behind him stand Athene and Hermes; Athene has

long tresses, high-crested helmet with fillet, aegis with scales, and long striped

chiton, and is placing a taenia on Heracles' head
;
Hermes is bearded, and has

long tresses, embroidered chlamys, petasos, endromides, and caduceiis. These

figures are inscribed AIAN30A (^XOrjvaia), and HEPME^. On the 1. is Alcmene
to r., with earrings and necklace, bracelet on 1. arm, long diapered chiton and

embroidered himation over her head, 1. hand raised. In front of her : AVKMENE.

3. Below, a frieze with a stag-hunt : in the centre is the stag running to r.,

regardant ;
on either side is a nude horseman charging it, the one on r.

bearded
;
behind each is a nude bearded male figure running up.

[Cf. for the design (2), Gerhard, A.V. 108.]

B 302. HYDRIA. Old No. 447. Ht. i8i in. Canino Coll. 1837. De Witte, Z^^^^r. No. 44.

The style closely resembles that of the last vase, and belongs to the school of Pamphaios
(cf. B 300 ;

accessories faded as in B 301). Designs in black on red panels, with borders of ivy
down the sides and lotos-buds along the bottom

; accessories of white and purple.

1. On the shoulder : Combat of Achilles and Memnon (?) : Both are fully

armed
;
Achilles has a Boeotian shield, Memnon's is circular, with device of

a bent leg ; they attack one another with spears. Between them lies the body
of Antilochos, fallen on his face to r., 1. arm extended, and r. leg drawn up ;

he is nude and beardless. Behind each is a female figure looking on, with long

hair, fillet, long chiton and himation, hands raised to direct the spears ; they are

probably Thetis and Eos, the mothers of the heroes. On the 1. is a warrior

departing, fully armed, with three pellets on shield
;
on the r. is a nude beardless

figure to 1., with fillet, spear in r. hand.

[See Overbeck, Her. Bildiv. p. 514 ff.]

2. On the body : Dionysos reposing : In the centre a couch (cf last vase
;

legs inlaid with palmettes and stars, at the head Ionic capitals), on which

reclines Dionysos, looking back to r.
;
he has long tresses with ivy-wreath and a

long pointed beard
;
over him is embroidered drapery. His 1. arm rests on a

cushion, his r. takes a cantharos offered to him by Hermes, who stands to 1.,

bearded, with embroidered chlamys, petasos, endromides, and vine in 1. hand ; by
his near side is a Maenad with hair looped up under an ivy-wreath, long
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embroidered chiton and himation, r. hand raised. By the side of the couch, and

between it and a small table with food, stands a Satyr to r., ithyphallic, with

long hair and ivy-wreath, playing with a plcctnini on a chelys, from which hangs

drapery ;
behind the Satyr is another to r., seizing a Maenad, as the last one,

but with flowing hair. Behind them is Hephaestos to r., bearded, with long

hair, ivy-wreath, long white chiton, striped himation, and cndroniides ; 1. hand

raised, in r. a double-headed axe. In the field, branches, and below the couch,
an uncertain object, perhaps a large keras.

B 303. HYDRIA. Old No. 467. Ht. 20^^ in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 1207. Repaired
and restored. Design in black on red panels, divided by network, with borders of palmettes
down the sides and along the bottom ;

accessories of white and purple.

1. On the shoulder : Heracles strangling the Nemean lion (type
E. i) : the conception as usual

;
Heracles is nude. Suspended above are his

bow, quiver, sword, club, and two garments. On the 1, is Athene to r., with

long hair, high-crested helmet, aegis with scales and snakes, long embroidered

chiton, spear and shield with three pellets. Behind her is Hermes to r., bearded,
with petasos, short chiton and chlamys, both embroidered, cndromides, and vv-and

in r, hand. On the r. is lolaos to 1., bearded, in short chiton, with sword and club.

2. On the body : Harnessing of horses to a quadriga : A quadriga to r.,

into which a bearded warrior is stepping, with goad in r. hand and reins in

both
;
he has cuirass, short embroidered chiton, greaves, and Boeotian shield at

back with three pellets as device. Two of the horses are already harnessed,
and the charioteer, bearded, in long white chiton with folds shown by wavy lines,

and petasos, is adjusting the fastenings ; by his side is a dog to r. A third

horse, probably the 7rapuaeLpo<^, is behind him, about to be harnessed
;
the

fourth horse on the near side is omitted. By the further side of the chariot is an

archer to r., bearded, with long hair, peaked cap, and embroidered jerkin and

anaxyrides. At the horses' heads is a warrior to 1. with high-crested helmet,

greaves, two spears, and shield with device of a snake. Underneath the vase

are incised characters, see old Cat. pi. A.

[Cf. B 304-5. and Gerhard, A. V. 249-250, and see Arch. Anzcit^. 1890, p. 29, and Six

iny. H. S. X. p. 102, for a discussion of this subject, which is an excerpt from a fuller com-

position. M. Six attributes the vase published by Gerhard to Epictetos ;
in that case B 304-5

may also be by him, as they are in the same style. On the manner of harnessing horses to

a Greek chariot, especially with reference to Homeric times, see //. xxiv. 266 ff.., Helbig,
Horn. Epos^^ p. 147 ff.. Leaf in _/. H. S. v. p. 185 ff., and B>ut. Miis. Sculpture Cat. vol. i. p.

172.]

B 304. HYDRIA. Old No. 470. Ht. 18 in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 1764. In the style of

Epictetos (?). Designs in black on red panels, divided by maeander, with borders of ivy down
the sides

;
accessories of white on purple.

I. On the shoulder : Battle-scene : A quadriga driving rapidly to 1., in

which is a charioteer, bearded, in long white chiton, with Boeotian shield at

back and goad in 1. hand. By his side runs a warrior armed with visored

helmet, cuirass, greaves, spear, and shield with device of a dolphin ;
behind is
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an archer to 1., bearded, in peaked cap, jerkin and anaxyrides with a white

stripe, quiver at 1. side
;
he crouches down as he draws his bow. The horses

are driving over a fallen warrior, who is beardless, and lies at full length on his

face to r., stripped of his armour. Opposing the quadriga are three warriors, all

fully armed
;
the first kneels on one knee to 1., looking back, defending himself

with shield and spear ;
the other two advance to his aid

;
on the shield of the

last one are three pellets.

2. On the body : Harnessing of horses to a quadriga : To r. stands a

quadriga, to which two horses are already harnessed
;
a charioteer stands by to

r. on further side of horses adjusting the harness, bearded, with fillet and long
white chiton, the folds indicated by wavy lines. A nude beardless youth,

wearing a fillet, is just stepping into the quadriga, and holds goad in r. hand,
reins in 1. A third horse, the irapaaeipo^;, of a piebald colour, is being brought

up on the 1. by a male figure nearly hidden. The fourth horse for the near

side is omitted. At the horses' heads stands a nude beardless male figure to

1. with long tresses and fillet, caressing one of the horses.

3. Below, Boar-hunt: In the centre is the boar to r.
;

on either side is a

nude mounted hunter charging the boar with a spear ;
the one on the 1. is

beardless, the one on the r. wears a peaked cap. Three spears are sticking in

the back of the boar. Behind each horseman is a male figure running up, with

chlamys over his 1. arm.

B 305. HYDRIA. Old No. 485. Ht. 19/0 in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 689. Style as last

vase. Designs in black on red panels, with borders of ivy down the sides
; accessories of white

and purple.

1. On the shoulder; Departure of a warrior: In the centre, a quadriga
to 1., into which a beardless warrior is stepping, with fillet, short purple chiton,

cuirass, sword at side, and Boeotian shield, on which are three pellets. Facing
him is a beardless male figure, with a fillet and striped himation, 1. hand

extended. Seated in front of the horses on an okladias to r. is a bearded male

figure, with striped himation and staff in r. hand
;
behind him a warrior to r., fully

armed, with a spear, a female figure to r. with Jong hair, fillet, long chiton and

striped himation, r. hand raised, and a beardless male figure to r. in a short

chiton, with hands extended. Behind the chariot is a warrior to 1., with lofty

visored helmet, greaves, spear and shield with device of a dolphin ;
in front

of him a dog to 1., looking back at him
;
behind him a female figure to 1. with

long hair, long chiton and embroidered himation, 1. hand raised.

2. On the body : Departure of a warrior : A quadriga to r. (cf the

last two vases), to which two horses are already harnessed
;

the charioteer,

bearded, with fillet and long white chiton, is adjusting the harness
;

behind

him is a warrior looking back to 1., bearded, with helmet, short chiton, two

spears, and sword at side. A bearded figure is about to step into the chariot
;

he has a striped chlamys, reins and goad in hands
;
at his further side is the

third horse brought up to r. The fourth horse for the near side is omitted.

N
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In front of the horses is a warrior to 1. caressing them, bearded, with short curly

hair, fillet, short striped chiton, cuirass, greaves, and sword at side,

3. Below, Heracles strangling the Nemean lion (type E. i) : Compo-
sition as usual

;
Heracles is nude

;
above are suspended his sword, bow, chlamys

and quiver. On the r. is Athene, hastening to his aid, with high-crested

helmet, aegis, long embroidered chiton and spear ;
behind her Hermes seated

on an okladias to 1., bearded, with embroidered chlamys, petasos, endnmiidcs,

and cadiiceus. On the 1. is lolaos kneeling to r., beardless, chlamys on 1. arm,

sword at side, in r. hand Heracles' club.

B 306. HYDRIA. Old No, 487. Ht. ig^g in. 1837. Canino Coll. De Witte, Descr. No. 123.

Designs in black on red panels with borders of palmettes down the sides, and lotos-buds along

the bottom ;
accessories of purple and white.

1. On the shoulder: Heracles and the Nemean lion (type E. i) :

Composition as usual
;
Heracles is nude, and wears a fillet

;
he kneels on r.

knee and seizes the lion's 1. foreleg with r. hand, his left arm being compressed
round its neck. The lion plants its 1. hind-paw on his head. Above are

Heracles' bow and quiver suspended. On the 1. is Athene, seated to r., with

long embroidered chiton and aegis with snake-border behind
;

in r. hand a

spear, in 1. she holds out her high-crested helmet. Behind her is Hermes also

seated to r., bearded, with hair looped up behind, petasos, long chiton, and

chlamys, 1. hand raised to lips. On the r. is lolaos, kneeling to 1.
;
he is bearded,

with sword at side and drapery over 1. arm, which is extended
;

in r. hand,

Heracles' club.

2. On the body : Departure of warriors : Eour male figures on horseback,

riding to r.
;

all have slight beards and wear petasi fastened with fillets, short

white chitons, and chlamydes ;
each carries two spears. Of the first little is

visible
;
the second and third have their chlamydes over their knees

;
the fourth

has his fastened with a fibula in front
;
he also carries a shield with two pellets

and a Satyric mask in high relief They are accompanied by three dogs, the

first and third to 1. regardant, the second to r. with nose on the ground. In

the field, imitation inscription.

[On the foot, incised characters ; see old Cat. pi. A. 37.]

B 307. HYDRIA. Old No. 450. Ht. 19I in. Corinth (?), 1837. Canino Coll. De Witte,

Dcscr. No. 75 ; Schneider, Tro. Sageiikr. p. 121
; Welcker, Zeiischrift, 1850, No. 22. Designs

in black on red panels, with borders of ivy down the sides and palmettes along the bottom
;

accessories of white and purple.

I. On the shoulder: Troilos pursued by Achilles (type I.): In the

centre is Achilles to r., fully armed, with chlamys on r. arm, spear, and shield

with a bull's head as device, advancing after Troilos, who gallops away to r.

with a second horse by his side (cf B 153 and B 181); he is beardless and

wears a chlamys. Beneath the horses is Polyxena's broken hydria lying in

two pieces ;
she herself runs away to r., looking back, with 1. arm raised

;
she

has long hair, fillet, long embroidered chiton, and himation. Behind Achilles is
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a female figure moving to r., with arms raised, wearing a fillet, long chiton with

purple spots, and himation
;
in front of her is a hydria. Behind her is a warrior

to r., with visored helmet, greaves, two spears, and shield with three pellets.

[Cf. Overbeck, Her. Bildw. p, 339 fif. ; Jahn, Tclephos u. Troilos, p. 70 ft".
; Klein,

Euphronios-., p. 223 ff, ; Roscher, p. 48 ; Baumeister, p. 1900 ;
also the Frangois-vase {Mon. delt

Inst. iv. 54).]

2. On the body: Heracles strangling the Nemean lion (type E. i):

Heracles kneels to r., nude, with short curly hair, in the usual attitude, with

1. arm round lion's neck, and r. grasping its 1. foreleg ;
the lion's 1. hind-paw

planted on his head as usual. On the further side stands Athene to r. looking
to 1., with tresses over her shoulders, lofty helmet with cheek-pieces, long
embroidered chiton, aegis with snakes, spear in r. hand, 1. hand raised. On
the 1. is Hermes to 1., looking back, bearded, with hair looped up, petasos,

embroidered chlamys, and eiidroinides, cadncens in r. hand, 1. hand raised. On
the r. is lolaos, moving away and looking back, bearded, with sword at side,

and in r. hand Heracles' club
;
behind him is suspended Heracles' quiver. In

the field, imitation inscriptions.

HYDRIA. Old No. 449. Ht. 19 in. Canine Coll. De Witte, Dcscr. No. 74 ; W. Miiller,

Theseusinetopen.^ p. ig. Repaired and restored. Designs in black on red panels, with borders

of ivy down the sides, and lotos-buds along the bottom
; accessories of white and purple.

1, On the shoulder: Three Minotaurs with human bodies and bulls' heads

and tails, running to r., looking back, with arms akimbo.

2. On the body: Heracles strangling the Nemean lion (type E. i) :

Heracles and the lion as on last vase. On the further side stands Athene to r.

looking to 1., with long tresses, helmet with cheek-pieces, long embroidered

chiton and aegis with border of snakes, shield and spear. On the 1. is lolaos

to r., bearded, short embroidered chiton and cuirass, sword at side, 1. hand
extended. Above are suspended Heracles' chlamys, sword, bow, and quiver.

B 309. HYDRIA. Old No. 464. Ht. 20 in. Canino Coll. De Witte, Descr, No. 103 ; Mus.
Etr. 296 ; Archaeologia, xxiii. p. 152 ; Boeckh, C. I. Gr. 7643 ; Rev. Phil. ii. p. 388. Much

injured, partly restored. Designs in black on red panels, with borders of ivy down the sides

and palmettes along the bottom ;
accessories of purple and white.

I. On the shoulder : Contest of Heracles with the Cretan bull (type
E. 3) : In the centre is Heracles to r., with lion's skin and short chiton,

bow and quiver at back
;
he seizes the bull's horn with 1. hand and its shoulder

with r., to arrest its course
;
his club has fallen between its forelegs. On the 1.

is Athene seated to r., with long tresses, high-crested helmet with cheek-pieces,

long embroidered chiton, and spear in 1. hand
; by her side, her shield with

device of three pellets. Behind her is Hermes also seated to r., bearded, with

hair looped up, embroidered chlamys, spear in r. hand, 1. hand raised, petasos
and endromides. On the r. is a female figure (Britomartis ?) seated to r.,

looking back, with long tresses, fillet, long embroidered chiton and himation,

spear in r. hand, and shield against knee with device of two pellets. Further

N 2
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to r. is lolaos, departing and looking back, helmet, embroidered chlamys, and

spear in 1. hand.

[Cf. Gerhard, A. K 99, 3 ; Benndorf, Gr. u. Sic. Vas. 42, 3 ; Berlin Cat. 1886 and

1898 ; Baumeister, p. 659. This composition of Heracles and the bull is seen in a metope of

the temple of Zeus at Olympia, but is not common.]

2. On the body : Departure of a warrior: A quadriga to r., into which a

nude warrior is stepping, with goad in r. hand and reins in both
;
he is bearded,

with petasos, and sword at 1. side. Before him, looking back, is a female figure

with long hair, fillet, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, r. hand raised,

in 1. a spear. By the side of the horses a dog walks to r. In front of the warrior

is inscribed : $IMO$, 'Zt/j,o<i ;
in front of the chariot : KVEITA K\eiTa[j6pa^\

according to Boeckh
;
behind the female figure "^ev^HV V^ ;

in front of the

horses KPONOV
, T??X(e/c\r;)9 and K[p ?]6vq)v, according to Boeckh, but both

seem to be merely imitation inscriptions.

[Underneath, incised characters, see old Cat., pi. A.]

HYDRIA. Old No. 463. Ht. 2oi in. Canino Coll. 1690. Mus. Eir. p. 153; Ann.

ddV I)ist. iii. p. 142 ;
Abhandl. d. Berlin. Akad. 1863, p. 550 ; Foerster, Raub d. Persephone,

p. 247. Designs in black on red panels with borders of ivy down the sides and palmettes

along the bottom
;
accessories of white and purple.

1. On the shoulder : Rape of Persephone (?) : On the 1. is a quadriga to 1.,

into which a charioteer is stepping ;
he is bearded, and wears a fillet, embroidered

chlamys, and greaves, in his hands he holds the reins and two spears. In the

centre is Hades moving towards the quadriga and looking back
;
he is bearded

and wears a wreath and a striped chlamys ; in his arms he is carrying
off Persephone, who wears a long chiton and embroidered himation, and is

looking back towards two female figures (Nymphs ?) who are advancing to her

aid, the foremost of whom clasps her 1. arm, endeavouring to detain her
;
both

wear long chitons and himatia
;
the second one has her hair looped up under

a fillet, and holds up her chiton with 1. hand. In the field, branches.

[Cf. Baumeister, p. 418 ff. ; Mon. deW Inst. vi. 421^7 ; Millingen, Man. Incd. i. 16.]

2. On the body : Contest of Heracles and Geryon (type E. 4) :

Heracles to r. (lion's skin over short embroidered chiton, sword-belt, and

quiver), raises sword in r. hand above head, in order to plunge it into Geryon,
and with 1. hand seizes one of his heads by the crest of the helmet. Geryon is

triple-bodied (as in B 156) ;
the middle body is falling back mortally wounded.

All three are fully armed, with lofty visored helmets, parameridia, spears and

shields
;
the shield of the nearer one has the device of an eagle flying to 1., that

of the further one is white with the device of a snake in black. Between
Heracles and Geryon is Eurytion fallen backward, wounded, with closed eyes,

apparently dead
;

he is bearded, and has long hair, pilos, short embroidered

chiton, and two spears in r. hand. Behind Heracles stand Athene and Hermes
to r., side by side. Athene has long hair, high-crested helmet with fillet,

aegis, long embroidered chiton, and spear in 1. hand, r. hand raised
;
Hermes
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is bearded and has long tresses, winged petasos, embroidered chlamys, endrontides

and cadnceus ; he is looking away to 1.

B 311 HYDRIA. Ht. 12J- in. Nola, 1856. Temple Coll. Designs black on red panels, with

borders of ivy down the sides; accessories of white and purple.

1. On the shoulder, frieze of animals: Swan to r. pluming itself, with

wings spread ;
cock to r. confronting Siren with wings spread ;

lion to 1. with

r. paw raised, Siren to 1. (as last).

2. On the body : Combat of Heracles and Triton (type E. 8) : Heracles

to r., in short embroidered chiton and lion's skin, astride the fish-body
of the Triton, r. knee on ground, his r. hand seizing the Triton's 1. arm,

while his 1. grasps him round the neck
;

the Triton is bearded, the hair,

beard, and upper part of his body painted purple ;
the lower part ends in a

long tail, with scales incised and white markings. Above in the field are two

dolphins to 1. On the r. is Nereus to 1., bald in front, with white hair and

beard, long chiton and embroidered himation, staff in r. hand. Behind him is

an excited Nereid moving to r. and looking back, with hair gathered up,

necklace, and long embroidered chiton, over which a skin is tied, 1. hand raised

above head. On the 1. is a Nereid as the last, moving away to 1. and looking
back, with hair gathered up, fillet, necklace, and long embroidered chiton with

diplo'idion, r. hand raised.

B 312. HYDRIA. Old No. 451. Ht. 15 in. Canino Coll. 1831. Overbeck, /^^tv. i?/A/w. p. 209 ;

id. Kunstmyth. {Hera), -p. 29, note 1^
; Schneider, /'r6'/^_^(?wt';m, p. 21. Imperfectly fired. De-

signs in black on red panels, with borders of ivy down the sides
; accessories of white and

purple.

Fig. 34, I- On the shoulder: Judgment of Paris (type G.) : Paris is moving
p. 26. rapidly away to r.

;
he is bearded, with long chiton, himation, and endro-

inides, and spear in r. hand. He is looking back at Hermes, who advances to r.,

leading up the goddesses ;
he is bearded, and has pctasos, chlamys, endroinides,

and cadnceus in r. hand. Hera comes first, with long hair, fillet, long chiton

and himation, both embroidered, sceptre in r. hand. Next, Athene, with

high-crested helmet, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, spear in

r. hand. She is looking back at Aphrodite who has long hair, long chiton and

himation, both embroidered, and sceptre in r. hand
;

all three have the 1. hand
raised.

2. On the body : Contest of Heracles with Triton (type E. 8) : Heracles,
in short chiton and lion's skin, has seized the Triton from behind, with

legs astride round his fish-body, and 1. arm round his breast
;
the Triton has

a wreath, long tresses, and a long pointed beard
;

his body from the breast
• downwards ends in a long fish's tail with scales incised. On the 1. stands

Nereus to r., with white tresses and beard, in long chiton and himation, both

embroidered
;

in 1. hand a staff, r. hand raised. On the r. stands a Nereid to

1., with long hair, fillet, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, r. hand

raised, holding a flower.
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3. Below, a panther to 1. regardant between two goats ;
on either side of

them a palmette.

B 313. HYDRIA. Old No. 452. Ht. i8| in. 1837. Canino Coll. De Witte, Z?^^^r. No. 92 ;

Gaz. Arch. i. (1875), pis. 20, 21, p. 85 ; Arch. Zeit. 1885, p. 107 ;
W. Miiller, Thescusmctopen,

p. 13, no. 26
; Wulff, Thcseiessage, p. 31. Designs in black on red panels, with borders of ivy-

down the sides and palmettes along the bottom
; accessories of white and purple.

Fig. 37, I, On the shoulder : Theseus slaying the Minotaur (type N.) : In the

P- 2^- centre is Theseus to r., beardless, with short chiton, seizing the Minotaur's

horn with 1. hand, and with r. plunging his sword into his neck. The Minotaur

has a bull's head and tail, and holds a stone in 1. hand. On either side is a

seated female figure, with long hair, fillet, long chiton and himation, both

embroidered
;
behind them, beardless male figures in embroidered chlamydes,

each with two spears ;
behind them female figures as the last, the one on the 1.

standing, with a wreath in 1. hand, the one on the r. seated. All these are

facing the centre group ; they are probably Athenian youths and maidens.

2. On the body : Contest of Heracles with Acheloos (cf B 228) : In the

centre is Heracles to r., with lion's skin over short embroidered chiton, quiver
and sword ; he seizes Acheloos by the horn and plants 1. foot on his r.

flank
;

Acheloos is represented with human head and body united at the

waist to a bull's body, with bull's horns and ears, long beard and tresses
;
he

holds up a rock in 1. hand, to hurl at Heracles. Before him are Deianeira to 1.

and Hermes to r. looking to 1., side by side
;
the former has long hair, and long

chiton and himation, r. hand raised to mouth
;
the latter is bearded, with long

tresses, petasos, chldixnys, endromides, and cadiiceus. Behind Deianeira is her father

Oineus seated on an okladias to 1., partly bald, with long white tresses and

beard, wrapped in an embroidered himation
;
both he and Deianeira wear large

wreaths. Behind Heracles stands Athene to r., with 1. hand raised, long tresses,

high-crested helmet with cheek-pieces, aegis, long embroidered chiton and

spear ; by her side her shield, on which is a pellet. Behind her stands lolaos,

bearded, in visored helmet and embroidered himation, holding a spear.

B 314. HYDRIA. OldNo.462. Ht.2oin. 1837. Canino Coll. De Witte,Z'^^r/-. No. 91 ; Jahn,
Ber. d. .Sachs. Gcselhch. 1853, p. 139 ; Arch. Zeit. 1884, p. 31, note. Much injured. Designs
in black on red panels, with borders as last, and accessories of white and purple.

1. On the shoulder : Departure of a warrior : A quadriga to r. into which

a charioteer is stepping, in pctasos and long white chiton, with goad in r. hand
and reins in both. Behind him is a warrior to 1., with lofty visored helmet,

chlamys, greaves, spear, and shield with device of a bent leg, conversing with a
female figure with long chiton, himation and fillet, 1. arm raised. In front of

the horses is a male figure seated to 1. on an okladias, bearded, wearing a fillet,

and wrapped in an embroidered himation, staff in r. hand. Behind him is a
warrior to 1., armed as the other, with three pellets on shield.

2. On the body : Heracles slaying the giant Alkyoneus : In the centre

Heracles to r., with lion's skin, short embroidered chiton, sword-belt, and club
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at his side, 1. arm extended, from which hang bow and quiver ;
sword in r.

hand, with which he is about to slay Alkyoneus, who lies back asleep (eye

represented without pupil) against the wall of his cave, in a half-recumbent

position, with r. leg drawn up, and 1. leg bent under him. He has long curly
hair and a long pointed beard, large wreath, and club in r. hand. Behind

Heracles is Athene seated to r., with high-crested helmet, aegis with scales and

fringe of snakes, long striped chiton, and long tresses, 1. hand raised, in r.

a spear. Behind her is a quadriga, only the forepart of the horses being visible
;

the third horse is white. On the bottom are characters inscribed and incised,

see old Cat, d1. A.

[For the subject, cf. Jahn, Ber. d. Siichs. GcscUsch. 1853, p. 135 ff. ; Koepp, Arch. Zeit.,

I. c.
; Roscher, p. 2208

;
Berlin Cat. 2057.]

B 315. HYDRIA. Old No. 630. Ht. lOy^o in. 1837. De Witte, Z?^jrr. No. 80
; Corey, y?w^^.

Aiit. Fig. p. 17. Rather coarse style. Design in black on a small red panel, with borders of

ivy along the top and down the sides
;

accessories of white and a little purple. Shape as later

calpis ; no marked distinction between neck, shoulder, and body.

Contest of Heracles with Amazons (type E. 6) : In the centre is

Heracles to n, with short embroidered chiton, lion's skin, quiver and sheath at

back, about to plunge sword into a fallen Amazon (Andromache), the crest of

whose helmet he grasps with 1. hand. She is fallen to r. on her back
;
she has a

high-crested helmet, short embroidered chiton, cuirass, sword, and spear, which

she endeavours to hurl, while she holds 2. pelta in front of her, which has a band

of wave-pattern and is incised all over. Behind her is Alkaia to 1. defending
her with spear ;

she has a high-crested helmet, short embroidered chiton and

cuirass, over which is the skin of an animal, chlamys over shoulders, sword, and

shield with device of a tripod. On the 1. is another Amazon departing to 1.,

looking back, with high peaked cap, short embroidered chiton, sword, and

quiver, on which she places r. hand, the 1. being raised.

On the foot, incised characters, see ol 1 Cat., pi. B.

B 316. HYDRIA. Old No. 453. Ht. 17 in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 314. Overbeck,

Kunstmyth. {Apollo), p. 398 ; Panofka, Eigcnn. init KuXck, p. 28
; Wernicke, Lieblingsn. p. 21

;

YA&\x\,Lieblingsinschr. p. 22
;

C. I. Gr. 7624. Repaired and restored. Designs in black on red

panels, with borders of ivy down the sides ; accessories of white and purple.

I. On the shoulder : Departure of a warrior: A quadriga to r., into which

the charioteer is stepping ;
he holds the reins in both hands, also two spears,

and has a short embroidered chiton, and Boeotian shield with device of a pellet

and two rings. At the further side is a warrior to 1. with lofty visored helmet,

greaves, and shield painted white. In front of the horses is an old man seated

to 1. on an okladias, with long white tresses and beard, partly bald, in embroidered

himation, staff in 1. hand. Behind him are a warrior and archer side by side to

1.
;
the former has a visored helmet, chlamys, greaves, two spears, and shield

with device of a bent leg ;
the latter is beardless, and has a peaked cap, short
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embroidered chiton, and bow. On the 1. is a similar pair departing to 1.
;
the

warrior has three pellets on his shield.

2. On the}body : Contest of Heracles and Apollo for the tripod (type
C. 10) : Heracles is moving away to v., looking back, in short embroidered

chiton and lion's skin, with quiver slung over his shoulder, and club raised in

r. hand
;
with 1. he grasps the tripod. On the 1. is Apollo to r., beardless, with

long tresses over shoulders and in front of ears, laurel-wreath, striped himation,

bow and quiver at back
;

he also touches the tripod with both hands.

Between them is Zeus to 1. looking to r., interrupting the contest
;
he is bearded,

and has long hair with a fillet, and an embroidered himation
;

1. hand raised,

r. hand holds a sceptre. Behind Apollo is Artemis to r., with long tresses,

fillet, mitra, long embroidered chiton, and quiver, hands extended. On the r.

are Athene and Hermes side by side to 1.
;
Athene has a high-crested helmet

with cheek-pieces, aegis, long embroidered chiton, spear, and shield with the

prow of a war-galley terminating in a boar's head as device
;
Hermes is bearded

and wears petasos, chlamys, and endroinides.

3. Below : Frieze of a lion and boar confronted (twice repeated).
Round the lip is inscribed on a white ground : XO-iPCA iOT^ yiOV^, EvcfilXriro^;

KoXo^i (cf B 134).

B 317. HYDRIA. Old No. 455. Ht. 18 in. Canino Coll. Designs in black on red panels

separated by maeander, down the sides ivy, along the bottom pahiiettes ;
accessories of purple

and white.

1. On the shoulder: Battle scene: On the 1. is a warrior fully armed,

with Boeotian shield with device of thunderbolt, attacking with spear another

warrior, similarly armed, who retreats to 1. On the r. is a quadriga advancing
to 1., in which is a warrior with helmet, spear, and shield with device of upper

part of a chariot
;
behind is a warrior fully armed, on shield device of two

pellets, retreating to r. and looking back.

2. On the body: Heracles conducted to Olympos (type E. 11): A
quadriga to r., into which Athene is stepping ;

she holds goad in r. hand

and reins in both, and wears a high-crested helmet, long sleeved chiton, and

embroidered himation. By the further side of the chariot is Heracles to r.,

looking back at Athene, with lion's skin, club, and sword, 1. hand raised. By
the further side of the horses is a female figure (probably Hebe) with long hair,

fillet, long embroidered chiton and himation, r. hand raised as if beckoning.

B 318. HYDRIA. Old No. 456. Ht. 19^ in. From Vulci. Burgon Coll. Gerhard, A. V. 139.

Rim partly injured. Design black on red panels, with borders of palmettes down the sides, and
lotos-buds along the bottom

; accessories of purple and white.

Fig. 23, I. On the shoulder : Heracles strangling the Nemean lion (type E. i) :

P- 14. he is nude and is stooping down to r., grasping the lion with 1. arm round

its neck and r. hand on top of foreleg ;
the lion thrusts his head away with 1.

hindleg. Behind Heracles is Athene to r., with high-crested helmet, aegis with

border of snakes, long embroidered chiton and spear, 1. hand extended in
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encouragement. In the field are suspended his bow, quiver, and himation. On
either side are large eyes, black with purple pupils and white rings.

Fig. 31, 2. On the body: Heracles conducted to Olympos (type E. 11);
p. Ao.

j\^thene is stepping into a quadriga which stands to r.
;
she has a high-crested

helmet, long embroidered chiton, and stippled aegis with fringe of snakes, and

holds goad in r. hand and reins in both. By the further side of the quadriga
is Heracles to r., with short embroidered chiton, lion's skin, and club in 1. hand

over his shoulder, r. hand raised. On the r., on the further side of the horses,

stands Dionysos to r., looking back at Heracles
;
he is bearded, and has long

hair, ivy-wreath, long embroidered himation, two vine-branches in r. hand and

keras in 1. In front of the horses is Hermes to r., looking back, with petasos,

embroidered chlamys, endromides, and caduceiis.

[Similar vases, Ephcm. Archaeol. 1885, pi. 3 ;
De Witte, Descr. 97 ; S'.ackelberg, Griib.

der Hellencn, pi. 15, and Berlin Cat. 2060.]

B 319. HYDRIA. Old No. 458. Ht. iSJjj in. From Yulci. Canino Coll. 161 5. Overbeck,

Kunstmyth. {Apollo), p. 49. Designs in black on red panels, divided by maeander, with borders

of ivy down the sides
; accessories of white and pm-ple.

1. On the shoulder: Heracles strangling the Nemean lion (type E. i) :

Heracles to r., nude, stoops down and grasps lion round neck with clasped

hands
;
the lion's 1. hind-paw is raised against his head

;
above are suspended

his quiver and chlamys. On the r. is the nymph Nemea (?) seated to 1. on an

okladias, with fillet, long chiton and himation, r. arm extended
;
behind her is

lolaos, beardless, in a chlamys, holding Heracles' club in 1. hand. On the 1.

is Athene advancing to r., with fillet, long chiton, and shield with device of a

bull's head
;
behind her a youth advancing to r., in a chlamys.

2. On the body: Heracles conducted to Olympos (type E. 11): A
quadriga to r., in which stands Heracles in a long embroidered chiton w^ith

club in 1. hand
; by his side is Athene stepping into the chariot, holding reins

with both hands, in r. a spear also
;
she has long tresses, high-crested helmet

with cheek-pieces, long diapered chiton, and aegis with fringe of snakes. By the

further side of the chariot is Apollo Citharoedos to r., beardless, with long hair,

fillet, long embroidered chiton), playing on the cJielys, and in advance of him, at

the further side of the horses, is Dionysos, looking back, with long hair and

beard, ivy-wreath, long white chiton and striped himation. At the horses' heads

stands Hermes to r., looking back, with long hair, petasos, striped chlamys,
white purse, wand, and endromides. In the field are branches.

3. Below : Stag-hunt : In the centre the stag to r. looking back, on either

side two nude beardless hunters riding towards it
;
the first on the r. has a

short white chiton. On the bottom, incised characters, see old Cat., pi. A.

B 320. HYDRIA. Old No. 459. Ht. 2o| in. Canino Coll. i1//^.y. ^/r. p. 163, No. 1821. One
side-handle and lip repaired. Designs in black on red panels, with borders of ivy down the

sides, and palmettes along the bottom ; accessories of white and pm-ple. Round the outer edge
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of the lip is a double ivy-wreath ; the handles are left in the colour of the clay, with tongue-

pattern in black round the junctures.

1. On the shoulder : Departure of a warrior: In the centre a quadriga
to r., into which a beardless male figure is stepping, with fillet and drapery-

round his loins, at his back a Boeotian shield with device of a bull's head, spear
in 1. hand and reins in both. Facing him is a female figure with long hair,

fillet, long chiton, r. hand raised. By the side of the horses is a dog to r.
;

in front of them an old man seated to 1., bald in front, with white beard and

hair, fillet, long chiton and himation, r. hand extended. Behind him is a

warrior to r. with visored helmet, greaves, chlamys, two spears, shield with

device of a pellet, conversing with a female figure ;
she has long hair, fillet

long chiton and himation, both embroidered, r. hand raised. On the 1. is a

similar pair ;
behind the female figure, a dog to r. regardant.

2. On the body: Heracles conducted to Olympos (type E. ii): A
quadriga to r., in which stands Heracles, but without the usual attributes,

bearded, with fillet and embroided himation
; by his side is his charioteer just

stepping in
;
he is beardless, with fillet and chlamys, and holds goad in r. hand,

reins in both. In advance, and on further side of chariot, is Athene looking
back at them holding a spear ;

she has a high-crested helmet with fillet, aegis

with fringe of snakes, and long chiton, r. hand raised. Next to her, on further

side of horses, is Dionysos to r., looking back, with long beard and hair, ivy-

wreath, long chiton and himation, holding vine-branches with clusters of grapes.

At the horses' heads is Artemis to 1., with long hair, fillet, long chiton and

himation, both embroidered, r. hand held out to a doe at her further side.

B 321. HYDRIA. Old No. 457. Ht 19I in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 331. Overbeck,

Kinisimyth. {Apollo\ p. 50. Somewhat injured ; white accessories faded. Designs in black on

red panels, separated by maeander, with borders of ivy down the sides ; accessories of white

and purple.

1. On the shoulder: Battle-scene: (cf B 340) : A quadriga to 1. at full

speed, in which are a warrior (high-crested visored helmet, two spears and

shield) and a charioteer, of whom nothing is visible but a Boeotian shield slung
at his back. In front is a warrior, running to 1., looking back, fully armed,
with short purple chiton and Boeotian shield

;
on the 1. is a similar warrior to r.,

in the act of thrusting with spear. Behind the quadriga are two fully armed
warriors in combat

;
the one on the 1., with short purple chiton and Boeotian

shield, has beaten down the other on one knee, and is transfixing him with spear.

2. On the body: Heracles conducted to Olympos (type E. 11): A
quadriga to r., into which Heracles is stepping ;

he is bearded, with lion's skin,

short chiton, sword, and quiver, goad in r. hand, reins in both. Facing him is

Athene, with long tresses, high-crested helmet, aegis with scales incised, long

diapered chiton, r. hand raised, in 1. a spear. Behind her, and at further side of

horses, is Dionysos to 1., with long beard and tresses, ivy-wreath, long embroidered

chiton and himation, holding up a cantliaros in r. hand. Behind him, and also

on further side of horses, is Apollo to r., beardless, with hair looped up under
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laurel-wreath, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, playing on the

chelys. At the horses' heads is Hermes to 1., bearded, with long tresses, striped

c\\\:dA\\ys, petasos, endromides and caducens.

3, Below : a lion to 1. with open mouth, between two bulls.

B 322. HYDRIA. Old No. 471. Ht. igi in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. Overbeck, Her.

Bildw.Y>- 500; Schneider, 7m Sagenkr. p. 137 ; K\cm, Eiiphfonios'^jTp. 123; Corey, Amaz.
Ant. Fig. p. 72. Designs in black on red panels with borders of ivy down the sides, and

palmettes along the bottom
; accessories of purple and white.

1. On the shoulder: Combat of Heracles and Antaios (type E. 9):
In the centre Heracles stooping to r., endeavours to raise Antaios from the

earth
;
both are nude and wear fillets, Antaios alone is bearded

;
Heracles

grasps Antaios by the r. arm, and the other holds him by the 1. foot (the

regular proceeding in wrestling, known as to eXKetv. Cf. the composition of

Heracles and the Nemean lion, B 159). Behind Heracles is Athene to r., with

high-crested helmet, long chiton, and himation, in r. hand a spear, the 1. raised

in encouragement. Behind her is Hermes seated to r., bearded, with hair looped

up behind, petasos, short chiton, and chlamys, sword at 1. side and caducens in r.

hand. He is looking back at lolaos, who stands looking on, fully armed, with

spear in r. hand, and shield with device of two pellets. On the r. is a female

figure moving away to r., looking back, wnth long hair, fillet, long embroidered

chiton and himation, 1. hand raised (either Ge, mother of Antaios, or Iphinoe,
his wife, cf B 196) ; facing her is a bearded male figure in embroidered

himation, with spear. Above are hung Heracles' quiver and embroidered

chlamys. In the field, branches.

2. On the body : Amazonomachia (type K.) : A quadriga driven to

r. by an Amazon in a high-crested helmet, with long hair, fillet, short em-

broidered chiton and cuirass. By the further side of the quadriga is Achilles

to r
, fully armed, with short embroidered chiton and shield with ivy wreath as

device, attacking Penthesilea with a spear. She is vainly defending herself

with her spear, and moves away to r., looking back at him
;
she has long hair

with fillet, a high-crested helmet, and shield with two pellets as device.

Beneath the horses is a fallen Amazon lying on her back to r. with legs drawn

up ;
she has long hair, fillet, short embroidered chiton, greaves, spear, and

shield with device of a tripod. In front of the horses is another Amazon to 1.,

armed like the last, except that she has no shield, hurling spear ;
all four

Amazons wear necklaces.

Underneath the foot, incised characters, see old Cat. pi. A.

B 323. HYDRIA. Old No. 472. Ht. 2o| in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 390. Overbeck,
Her. Bildw. p. 505 ; Schneider, Tro. Sagenkr. p. 139 ; Wernicke, Licblingsn. p. 23, n. i.

Slightly injured. Designs in black on red panels, with borders of ivy down the sides and

palmettes along the bottom ; accessories of white and purple.

I. On the shoulder : Departure of warriors : In the centre, a warrior to r.,

beardless, with long hair, fillet, short chiton, and sword, fastening a greave on his
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1. leg, which rests on his helmet
;
the other greave is already on. Facing him,

stands a female figure with long tresses, fillet, long chiton and diploi'dion, holding
his spear in r. hand. Behind her is a warrior to 1. with lofty visored helmet,

chlamys, greaves, spear and shield with device of a bent leg supporting with r.

hand the shield of the first warrior, which has a tripod as device. Behind him
is an archer departing to r., and looking back, bearded, with peaked cap, short

embroidered chiton, double-headed axe in r. hand, 1. hand raised, quiver at side.

Confronting him is a warrior, as last, with three pellets on shield. On the 1. of

the centre group is a similar warrior to 1., with three pellets on shield, confronting
an archer, as the former, but beardless

;
also a beardless figure to r. in long

chiton and embroidered himation, holding in 1. hand a wand or spear.

2. On the body : Achilles and Penthesilea (type K.) : In the centre

is Achilles moving to r., bearded, with long tresses, fully armed, two spears
in r. hand, carrying over 1. shoulder the body of Penthesilea. Her head hangs
down in front with eyes closed, long tresses and a purple wreath, and she

wears a short chiton and cuirass, on r. arm a bracelet, on r. leg an anklet, at

side a sword, with sheath terminating in a panther's head. By the side of

Achilles is a Boeotian shield with device of an ivy-wreath. In front of him are

a warrior and archer departing to r.
;
the w^arrior, who is looking back, is fully

armed, with triquetra as device on shield
;
the archer is bearded, with Phrygian

cap, short embroidered chiton, and greaves, in 1. hand an axe, at back a quiver.

On the 1. is a fallen Amazon lying back with 1. leg drawn up, long tresses, fillet,

high-crested cap, cuirass, short embroidered chiton, greaves, spear, and shield

with two pellets. Over her strides a warrior to 1., fully armed, shield with device

of a bull's head transfixing her wath spear. Above this warrior is inscribed :

KAVO^ ;
in front of Achilles is inscribed : KPITI . . . K/}tTt[a9].

[There appears to be no otlicr example of this form of the subject, and therefore Overbeck

describes the warrior in the centre as Theseus, and the Amazon carried off as Antiop^, and

so in E 293 ; but see Schneider, /. c]

B 324. HYDRIA. Old No. 474. Ht. 2 if in. 1846. Gerhard, A. V. 93 ; Baumeister, p. 358 ;

Klein, Euphronios^, p. 223 ; Schneider, Tro. Sagenkr. p. 112
; Welcker, Zeitschr. 1850, No. 8

;

Overbeck, Her. Bildw. p. 342. Designs in black on red panels, with borders of ivy down the

sides and palmettes along the bottom ; accessories of white and purple.

I. On the shoulder: Two quadrigae moving to r., the charioteers beard-

less, with long white chitons, holding goads in their r. hands. A dog walks by
the side of the second, and another stands to 1. regardant in front of the

first chariot.

Fig. 36, 2. On the body : Troilos and Polyxena surprised by Achilles (type

p. 28.
I.) : In the centre is a rock with branches growing on it, on the 1. side of

which is a spout in the form of a lion's head, from which water is pouring into

a Jiydria. On the top of the rock is a crow to r. (perhaps as a bird of ill-omen,

cf. Welcker, Zeitschr, 1850, No. i, and B 542) ; by the hydria stands Polyxena,
with long tresses, fillet, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, her face

turned to 1. towards Troilos to whom she is making signs with r. hand to warn
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him of his danger. He is on horseback to r., leading a second horse
; only

their front parts are visible. On the r., behind the rock, is Achilles crouching
down to 1., kneeling on one knee

;
he is fully armed, with short embroidered

chiton, and Boeotian shield with device of two panthers passant to 1., placed
feet to feet. In the field are imitations of inscriptions.

The upper end of the vertical handle is ornamented with a female head

with long hair and spJiendonb, probably a later addition.

B 325. HYDRIA. Old No. 469. Ht. igi in. Canino Coll. De Witte, Descr. No. 123
;

Schneider, Tro. Sagenkr. p. 112; Welcker, Zcitschr. 1850, No. 4 ;
Ann. dclP Inst. 1850, pp. 75,

loi
;

C. I. Gr. 7839; Klein, Meistersig. p. 131, n. 4; id. Euphronios^-, pp. 223, 227, and

Lieblingsinschr. p. 39 ; Wernicke, Lieblingsn. p. 38. Designs in black on red panels, with

borders of ivy down the sides and palmettes along the bottom ;
accessories of white and

purple.

1. On the shoulder : Troilos and Polyxena surprised by Achilles (type

I.) : On the r. is a fountain represented by a Doric column wath white

abacus, and a panther's head seen from the front, from which water is pouring
over Polyxena's Jiydria. On the r. behind the column is Achilles crouching
down to 1., with lofty visored helmet, short chiton, sword, spear, and Boeotian

shield on which is a pellet. On the other side of the fountain is Polyxena to 1.,

with long hair, fillet, long embroidered chiton, 1. hand raised
;
behind her are

branches. On the 1. is Troilos approaching on horseback, beardless, with em-
broidered chlamys and two spears ;

a second horse by his side. Behind him is

a nude youth to r., with a fillet and two spears, 1. hand raised.

2. On the body : Combat of warriors : In the centre two warriors thrusting
at each other with spears ; they are bearded and fully armed, with embroidered

chitons, but the one on the 1. has no cuirass
;
the other has a bird flying to 1. as

device on his shield. Between them is a fallen warrior to 1., with eyes closed
;

he is fully armed and has long tresses
;
on shield device of an ivy-wreath. Behind

each of the two centre combatants is a fully armed warrior, with long tresses,

also thrusting with spear ;
the one on the 1. has two pellets on shield, the other,

an uncertain device
;
the latter also has paraineridia. In the field above is

inscribed : LGAAP05, Kea'ypo'i.

[According to Klein, Euphronios^, p. 227, this vase is from the same hand as B 324.]

B 326. HYDRIA. Old No. 473. Ht. 20^ in. 1837. Canino Coll. De Witte, Dcscr. No. 143 ;

Overbeck, Her. Bildw. p. 365 ; Schneider, Tro. Sagenkr. p. 130; Arch. Zeit. 1856, pi. 91, 3 ;

Klein, Enphronios"', p. 234 ; JaJirb. fiir Class. Phil. Suppl. xi. p. 607 ; Marquardt, PcntatJilon

der Hellenen, p. 4. Repaired. Designs in black on red panels, with borders of ivy down the

sides and palmettes along the bottom ; accessories of white and purple.

I. On the shoulder : Pentathlon: On the 1. a pair of wTestlers with arms

raised, about to engage ; next, an akontistes to 1. with two spears in r. hand and

one in 1., and a diskobolos to r., the diskos raised in both hands
;
in advance of

him and looking back, an athlete with two leaping-poles in r. hand. Next is

a. paidotribes to r., with fillet, long chiton, and himation, in 1. hand a wand
;
on
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the r. two runners to r. All the athletes are nude and beardless and wear

fillets.

2. On the body : Achilles slaying Troilos (type I. 4) : On the 1. is

the quadriga of Achilles, only the horses' heads and forelegs being visible
;

Achilles, bearded, with long tresses, fully armed, with a sword, and two spears

in 1. hand, mounts the steps of the altar of Apollo, holding aloft in r. hand the

severed head of Troilos, which has long hair. On the altar lies the nude body,
which two fully-armed warriors (probably Aeneas and Hector) are defending

with their spears ;
one has the forepart of a lion to 1. as device on his shield, the

other an ivy-wreath.

B 327. HYDRIA. Old No. 465. Ht. 19^"^ in. Canino Coll. Mus. Etr. p. 36, No. 78 ;

Archaeologia, xxxii.pl. xii. p. 151 ; Jahn, Ber. d. Sachs. Gesellsch. 1853, p. 24 ; Schneider, Tro.

Sagenkr. p. 158 ff. ; Robert, Bild u. Lied, p. 213 ff.
;

cf. Klein, Verhandl. d. Philologenvers. in

Innsbriuk, 1874, p. 152. Designs in black on red panels, with borders of ivy down tlie sides

and palmettes along the bottom ; accessories of white and purple, somewhat faded.

1. On the shoulder: In the centre Dionysos seated on an okladias to r.,

bearded, with ivy-wreath, long chiton and himation, keras in 1. hand. Facing
him is Ariadne, seated on a block, r. hand raised as if conversing ;

she has long
hair with fillet, long chiton and himation, in 1. hand a wreath. On the r. is a

Satyr to r. with 1. hand raised, pursuing a Maenad who runs away to r., looking
back at him, with arms extended

;
she has long hair with fillet, and a long

chiton. Behind Dionysos is another Maenad, as the last, running to r.,

pursued by a Satyr who stoops forward to seize her. Behind him is Hermes
to r., bearded with short chiton and chlamys, both embroidered, pctasos, and

endroinides ; in r. hand a wand, 1. extended. In the field, vine-branches.

2. On the body : perhaps the Strife of Ajax and Odysseus over the arms

of Achilles (cf.
B 397, E 15, E 71) : Between the combatants is Agamemnon

to r. looking to 1., bearded, with a chlamys over his arms, interposing to

separate them. On the 1. is Ajax to r., nude, bearded, with drawn sword in r.

hand, sheath in L, confronting Odysseus, who is nude and beardless, and holds

sword in 1. hand, sheath in r. Each of them is seized round the waist by a

nude male figure, who prevents them from attacking one another. On the r.

is a bearded male figure to 1. \v\\\\ drapery round his loins, who has seized

Odysseus by the 1. arm to prevent his using his sword
;
on the 1., behind Ajax,

is a beardless male figure wearing a fillet and chlamys, who has seized his r.

wrist for the same purpose.

[The combatants, however, do not greatly resemble Ajax and Odysseus. A similar

representation in Ber. d. Sachs. Gesellsch. 1853, pi. 3.]

B 328. HYDRIA. Old No. 466. Ht. 17^ in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 1521. Rather coarse

style. Designs in black on red panels, with borders of ivy down the sides and lotos-buds along
the bottom

;
accessories of whi e and purple.

I. On the shoulder: In the centre a bearded figure to r. with embroidered

chlamys over 1. shoulder, seizing with both hands a goat to r., which looks back
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at him. On either side is a seated female figure looking on, with long hair,

fillet, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, and hands extended. On
the 1. is a nude bearded figure departing, and looking back.

2. On the body: Medea boiling the ram (cf. B 221) : In the centre is a

large lebes placed on a tripod over a fire, out of which the forepart of a ram

appears to r. On the r. is Medea to r. looking to 1., waving her arms over the

lebes ; by her side is Jason kneeling to 1., nude and bearded, placing a log on

the fire. On the other side of the lebes is one of Pelias' daughters to r.,

looking back at him with 1. hand extended
;
she and Medea both have long

hair, fillets, and long chitons and himatia, both embroidered. On the 1. is

Pelias seated to r., with white beard and long tresses with fillet, wrapped
in an embroidered himation, sceptre in 1. hand. In the field, branches.

B 329 HYDRIA. Old No. 481. Ht. 22/0 in. Canino Coll. Gz/. tE"/;-. p. 1 14, No. 1387 ; i^/«J.

Etr. p. 124; Archaeologia, xxiii. p. 217; Mayer, Gig. u. Titan, p. 315 ;
Klein. Lieblingsitischr.

p. 25 ;
C. I. Gr. 8037. Designs black on red panels, divided by network, with borders of

palmettes down the sides ; accessories of white and purple.

1. On the shoulder : Combat of Heracles and Kyknos? (see type E. 5) :

Heracles, with short chiton and lion's skin, sword at 1. side, Boeotian shield

and spear, advances to r., followed by lolaos, who is fully armed, with Boeotian

shield and spear. On the r. two armed figures advance to meet them, probably

Kyknos and Ares
; they have visored helmets, short chitons, spears, and

Boeotian shields
; Kyknos has a palmette and lotos-flov/er as his device, Ares

the forepart of a winged lion to 1., the wings recurved. In the centre is

Athene to r. looking to 1., parting the combatants, with raised 1. hand
;
she has

a helmet with cheek-pieces, succinct embroidered chiton, aegis with fringe of

snakes, and spear.

[This explanation, given by Mayer, /. c, seems to be the most satisfactory, although the

scene differs considerably from the usual type ]

2. On the body : Hydrophoria : Under a tetrastyle Doric portico are

five fountains
;

the columns have spreading echini, the giittae and metopes
are painted white

;
the central and the two outer fountains are in the form of

lions' heads
;
the other two, of equestrian figures seen from the front

;
out of

each of them water is pouring into a hydria placed on a block. The horses

are not winged, but these groups may contain an allusion to Bellerophon,

Pegasos, and the fountain of Peirene. The second and fourth kydriae are

shaped like the later calpis, with no distinction between body and shoulder, as

B 315. Four maidens stand one by each column
;
the one on the 1. stands to

1. holding up a wreath, or perhaps a strap for holding the hydria, as on B Zl7 \

behind her is inscribed 3 HOI, 'Iott?; ;
the next stands to r. looking back, 1. hand

raised to the centre lion's head
;
behind her iinoAd, 'PoSo7r/9 ;

the third,

also to r., is about to place a wreath (?) on one of the equestrian figures ;
in

front of her is KVEO, KXe'w
;
the fourth, standing to r. by the furthest lion's head,
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raises 1. hand towards it. All have hair looped up and long embroidered
chitons with diplo'idia. In the field are branches.

3. Below, frieze of animals : Lion and boar confronted twice, and on the r.

the forepart of a lion to 1. On the bottom is an incised character, see old Cat.,

pi. A.

B 330 HYDRIA. Old No. 476. Ht. igf in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 643. Brondsted,
Descr. 32 Gk. Vases, No. 32 ; Wernicke, Lieblingsn. p. 14 ; Klein, Lieblingsimchr. p. 23 ;

C.

I. Gr. 8040. Designs in black on red panels, separated by maeander, with borders of double

honeysuckle down the sides
; accessories of white and purple.

1. On the shoulder : Departure of a warrior : A quadriga to r., into which
a warrior is stepping ;

he is bearded, and has a cuirass, short purple chiton,

and Boeotian shield slung at back, with device of a tripod, goad in r. hand,
reins in both. Behind him is a warrior to 1. with visored helmet, cuirass,
short embroidered chiton, greaves, spear, and Boeotian shield with device of

. two dolphins and a pellet. Facing him is an old man seated on an okladias,

bald, with white haic and beard, striped himation, staff in r. hand. In front

of the horses is a seated figure to 1. on an okladias, bearded, in an embroidered

himation, staff in r. hand. Behind him is a warrior departing to r., armed as the

one on the 1.

2. On the body : Hydrophoria : On the 1. a building represented by a

Doric column, upon which is an architrave surmounted by a pediment ;
in the

pediment are two snakes confronted, at the end a palmette, and on the apex
an anthemion. Inside are two fountains, one on the 1. issuing from a lion's

head, the other, seen from the front, from a panther's head
;
from each water is

pouring into a hydria, the one on the r. shaped like a calpis. Standing outside

the building are two maidens to 1., each holding a flower in r. hand
; they have

long tresses, fillets, bracelets on 1. arms, long embroidered chitons with diplo'idia,

and pads on their heads to support the hydriae. Above them is inscribed KAVlPE

KAVE, K«A,(\)/7r(7r)7; koXi], and behind them, ME$"IVA KAVE, M(i/)?yo-tX(X)a koKt].

Behind them two similar maidens to r., leaving the fountain with hydriae on

their heads supported on pads ;
one carries a branch in r. hand, in 1. a flower

;
the

hydria of the other is shaped like a calpis ; in front of them is inscribed, above,

POAON, 'PoSoz^, and lower down, E[P]E$1VA KAVE, 'E[p]eo-tX(\)a koXi). In front

of them is a similar pair of maidens to r., also leaving the fountain, with

embroidered himatia but no bracelets
;
the nearer one carries a hydria (shaped

as above) on a pad, the further holds a flower. Facing them is a maiden attired

as the last two, with an empty hydria carried horizontally on a pad, in r. hand a

branch.

3. Below, Heracles strangling the Nemean lion (type E. i) : Com-

position as usual : his quiver suspended above. On the r. Hermes seated to 1.,

bearded, with petasos, endromides, and cadiiceiis. On the 1. lolaos seated to r.,

bearded, in short embroidered chiton, club in r. hand. Behind him Athene
seated to r., with long hair, fillet, long embroidered chiton and himation, 1. hand
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extended. On either side of this scene is a Doric column
; beyond, a palmette

with volutes.

B 331. HYDRIA. Ht. i8^r in. From V'ulci. P^ormerly in the collection of S. Rogers, No. 506.
Presented by S. Addington, Esq., 1868. Brondsted, 32 Gk. Vases, p. 54, No. 27 ; Gerhard, yi. V.

307 ; Panofka, ^un. de/P Inst. 1832, p. 371 ; Birch, Ancient Pottery, p. 195 ; Harrison and

Verrall, p. 91 ; Rayet and Collignon, p. 113; Arch. Zeit. 1856, p. 253*; Miiller, Handb.

§ 99, 3 ; C, I. Gr. 8036 ; Wernicke, Licblingsn. p. 22
; Klein, Licblingsinschr. p. 25. Designs in

black on red panels, with borders of ivy down the sides and lotos and honeysuckle along the

bottom
; accessories of white and purple.

I. On the shoulder : Combat of warriors, perhaps Achilles and Memnon,
as B 302 : In the centre, a warrior to 1., fully armed, with two pellets on shield,

beaten back on one knee by a similarly armed warrior, who also has a short

embroidered chiton, and a Boeotian shield. On the r. is another warrior coming
lip to the defence of the fallen one, with helmet, short embroidered chiton,

sword, spear, and shield with the device of an eight-point star. Behind each

of the two latter warriors is a female figure looking on and clapping her hands
;

each has long hair with a fillet, long embroidered chiton and striped himation.

Behind them are beardless male figures, with fillets, and drapery over the

lower part of their bodies, carrying spears.

Fig. 38, 2. On the body : Water-drawing at Callirrhoe (see type 0.) : On the 1.

P- 31. is a building supported by a Doric column painted white, on the 1. side of which

is a fountain with water pouring from a lion's head into a hydria placed on a

step. In the field is inscribed : KAVIPEKPENE, KaX{X)cp{p6)T] Kprjvi]. Outside

stands a maiden to 1.
;
above her is inscribed : $IVVMR, ^L/j,v\L<i. The next

one stands to 1. holding a Jiydriaow her head
;
behind her: 5I\/VMR (as before) ;

next to her is one to r. holding a /yv/rm on her head
;
in front of her : EPEPATE,

'"KTrr/pdri]. The next one, also to r., has a hydria on her head, in 1. hand

a wreath
;

in front of her, KVANE, Y^vavr). On the r. are two more, to 1., the

first with an empty hydria carried horizontally on a pad on her head, to

which she raises r. hand
;
behind her is inscribed : EVENE, Y^vrvr]. ;

The other

has a hydria on her head, and r. hand raised
;

behind her is inscribed :

XOPONIKE, XopovLKT]. All have long hair and fillets, long chitons and himatia,

both embroidered, and hold branches, except the second, who has no himation,

but a diapered chiton with diploidioii ; their faces have been much repainted.

Above is inscribed : HIPOKPATE^ KAVO^, 'l'7r{'7r)oKpdT'r)<i KaK6<^.

[According to Studniczka, Jahrbiich, 1887, p. i6i, this Hippocrates was the brother of

Cleisthenes.]

B 332. HYDRIA. Old No. 480. Ht. 23 in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 1464. Much injured.

Designs in black on red panels, separated by maeander with borders of ivy down the sides;

accessories of white and purple.

I. On the shoulder : Two quadrigae to r., into which charioteers, one beard-

less, with long white chitons, are stepping ;
between them, a dog to I.

regardant.
o
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2. On the body : Hydrophoria : In the centre is a buildinsf with two Ionic

columns between antae ; pediment and metopes painted white
;
on each side is

a fountain, with a lion's head from which water is pouring into a Jiydria held up
by a maiden. In the centre is a maiden moving to r. and looking back, 1. hand

raised, in r. a hydria. All three wear embroidered chitons and himatia, the one

on the r. wears a spJiendon^ and a cap covering the whole head
;
the other two

have long hair bound with the sphendonh On the 1. is Dionysos to r., with long

pointed beard and long hair, ivy-wreath, long chiton and embroidered himation,
caiitharos in 1. hand. On the r. is Hermes departing to r., looking back,

bearded, with long hair, fillet, embroidered chlamys, petasos, endromides, and

a spear. Both these figures are of colossal size, and perhaps represent
statues. In the field, branches.

B 333. HYDRIA. Old No. 475. Ht. 181 in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 1548. Mus. Etr.

pp. 142-6 ;
C. I. Gr. 8038 ; Archaeologia, xxiii. p. 232 ; Wernicke, Lieblingsn. p. 12

; Klein,

Lieblingsinschr. p. 23. Designs in black on red panels, with borders of ivy down the sides ;

accessories of white and purple.

1. On the shoulder: Combat of two warriors (type E. 5): The one

on the 1. is fully armed, with embroidered chlamys and Boeotian shield
;
the

one on the r. is also fully armed, with the device of a bent leg on his shield.

Between them is a bearded male figure (Zeus .')
to r. looking to 1., interrupting

the combat
;
he has a long chiton and striped himation, both embroidered,

1. hand raised. On either side is a female figure departing and looking back,

with long hair, long chiton and striped himation, and arms extended.

[The type is that of Heracles and Kyknos.]

2. On the body : Hydrophoria : On the 1. is a building with a Doric

column
;
an aryballos is suspended from the entablature. On the wall to the

1. is a fountain with a lion's head spout : on the ground is a hydria. In the field

is inscribed : KAV E. Outside is a maiden to 1., with long tresses, fillet, and diapered
chiton with diploidion ; above her, MNE$IVA (cf B 331), behind her, EVETEIEVN.

Next to r. a group of two similar female figures standing face to face and

conversing ;
the first has a striped himation, fillet, and Jiydria on her head

;
the

other has a striped chiton with diploidion, and fillet, and carries an empty hydria

horizontally on her head. Between them, above, POAON
; below, EVETEIEN.

Behind the third figure, above, AM AT
;
below EVETEVEIEN. Further to the r., a

second pair conversing, with hands extended
;

the first has an embroidered

chiton with diploidion, and Jiydria upright on her head, the second a diapered
chiton with diploidion, and Jiydria horizontal on her head

;
both have long hair

with fillets. Above, ED15 ; below, AN0VVE KA\e '

Kvdvki^j) koXi]. (Cf Jahn,
Vasens. zii MilncJien, p. 100, No. 333.)

3. Below, frieze of animals : Siren to 1. regardant, with long hair and wings
addorsed, panther with 1. paw raised confronting boar, lion (as the panther)

confronting boar; at either end a palmette.
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B 334. HYDRIA. Old No. 477. Ht. ig^''^ in. 1837. Canino Coll. De Witte,Descr.'No. 106
;

Inghirami, Vast Fitt. pi. 43. Designs in black on red panels, with borders of ivy down ihe

sides and chain of palmettes along the bottom ;
accessories of white and purple, the white partly

repainted.

1. On the shoulder: In the centre, Eris flying to r., in archaic running

attitude, looking back
;
she has long hair and a short embroidered chiton.

On the 1. is a bearded male figure to 1., looking back, in long chiton and

himation, with two branches in 1. hand
; facing him, Ariadne (?) seated to r.,

with long hair, long chiton and himation; behind her, Dionysos(?) seated to

r., looking back, bearded, and wrapped in a himation, with keras in 1. hand. On
the r. of Eris is Hermes standing to r., looking back, in a short chiton, with

chlamys,/^/'^j-6'i-, endroviides, wand in 1. hand
;
on either side of him a female

figure similar to Ariadne
;
the one on the 1. is seated to r. turned back towards

Eris, with hands held out to a branch
;
the other seated to 1. following with her

eye Hermes' r. hand, which points to Eris.

2. On the body : Hydrophoria : In the centre is a building with a centre

pilaster and two Ionic columns with purple necking and white abaci ; above is

a pediment running up into the design on the shoulder of the vase with volutes

at the ends, and a white circular disk in the centre
;

on the architrave are

metopes painted white. The centre pilaster is painted with a black and white

lozenge-pattern ;
on either side is a projecting lion's head, from which water is

pouring \x\\.oJiyd}'iae standing on bases. By each hydria stands a maiden holding

out her hands toward the fountain, in long chiton and himation, her hair bound

up with a sphcndonb and opistho-sphendon^, with a pad on the top to support the

hydria. On either side are two maidens departing, carrying hydriae on pads on

their heads
; they have long hair, fillets, long embroidered chitons and himatia

;

one of each pair holds a flower. In the field, imitation inscriptions.

B 335. HYDRIA. Old No. 479. Ht. 20^ in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 595. Designs in black

on red panels, with borders as last
;
accessories of white and purple.

1. On the shoulder : Two quadrigae moving to r., the charioteers in long
white chitons, with goads in their hands

;
the first is bearded and has a

quiver at his back, the second a Boeotian shield. By the side of each walks a

male figure, looking back, the first one bearded
;
both have long chitons, hair

gathered up behind, and 1. hand raised. In front of each is a dog to r.

2. On the body : Hydrophoria : In the centre a building with a centre

pillar and two Doric columns with white caps and architrave
;
above is a

pediment ending in volutes, with a white disc in the centre. On the entabla-

ture a zigzag pattern is incised, on the centre pillar a chequer pattern, and on

each side of it is a lion's head with water issuing therefrom, and falling into a

square cistern painted white. On each side of the building a maiden approaches,
with long hair, fillet, long chiton and himation, both embroidered

;
the one on

the r. holds a branch in 1. hand, the other a flower, both carry hydriae

horizontally on their heads, and at their sides are hinds
;
another pair, similar

O 2
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to the last, with pads on their heads, stand by the fountains, turned towards

the former ones
;
each holds a branch in 1. hand.

B 336. HYDRIA. Old No. 478. Ht. iS/^ in. From Vulci. Canino Coll, 1705. Mhs. Etr.

p. 155 ;
C. I. Gr. 8035 ; Wernicke, Lieblingsn. p. 17 ; Klein, Lieblingsinschr. p. 26. Designs in

black on red panels, separated by maeander, with borders of ivy down the sides ;
accessories

of white and purple.

1. On the shoulder: Departure of a warrior: In the centre a quadriga
to 1., into which the charioteer is stepping, bearded, in short embroidered chiton,

with sword at side. In advance of him, looking back, is a warrior in a visored

helmet, with spear and shield with device of three pellets. In front of the

horses is an old man seated on an okladias to r., with white hair and beard, in

long chiton and himation, in 1. hand a sceptre. On the 1. is a nude bearded male

figure advancing to 1., looking back, with 1. hand raised over the old man's head.

In front of him is a warrior with visored helmet, greaves, spear, shield with

device of a plane-leaf, facing an old man with white hair and beard, wrapped
in a himation, with sceptre in r. hand. Behind the chariot is a female figure to

r., in long chiton and himation over her head, facing a warrior armed as the last

one, with a dolphin as device on his shield
;
behind him an archer to 1., bearded,

in peaked cap and short chiton, carrying bow and quiver.
2. On the body : Hydrophoria .• On the 1., part of a building with one

Doric column and entablature, on the 1. side of which is a fountain with water

pouring from a lion's head into a Jiydria on a base. Before the building is a

maiden to 1. holding out her hands under the fountain
;

behind her are three

pairs of maidens confronted, on the way to and from the fountain and con-

versing ;
those on the way from the fountain have hydriae upright on their

heads, the others horizontal. All have long tresses with fillets, and long
embroidered chitons with diplo'idia. In the field are numerous imitation

inscriptions, and between the second and third pairs from the 1. is inscribed :

21ME KAVE, ^niT] KoXy).

3. Below : Frieze of animals : Lion to r. between boars (of the one on the

1. only the forepart is visible), and lion and boar confronted.

B 337. HYDRIA. Ht. \7\ in. Vulci, 1867. Blacas Coll. De Witte, Descr. 108. Designs in

black on red panels, with borders of ivy down the sides and chain of palmettes along the

bottom ; accessories of white and purple.

I. On the shoulder : Departure of warrior : In the centre, a quadriga to r.,

into which a charioteer is stepping, bearded, and wearing a long white chiton,

goad in r. hand, Boeotian shield at back with device of two pellets. By the

side of the chariot facing him are a warrior and archer side by side
;
the warrior

has a visored helmet, greaves, two spears, and shield with device of an anchor,
the archer has a peaked cap, anaxyrides, quiver, and bow. In front of the horses
is a beardless male figure seated to 1., in a himation, holding a staff

;
before him

a dog walks to r. Behind the charioteer is a male figure seated to 1., similar to
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the last
;
in front of him, a warrior departing, looking back, with helmet, spear,

and shield with device of a bent leg ; by his side a dog to r.

2. On the body : Hydrophoria : On the r., a building with one Doric

column, white necking and abacus; above, beaded architrave and white

metopes ;
within the building is a fountain with a panther's-head spout seen

from the front. Below stands a hydria on a base, by which is a maiden to r.

with one foot on the base, holding in r. hand a taenia or wreath
;
she has

long hair with fillet and pad for carrying the hydria, long chiton, and

embroidered himation. Behind her is a simi'ar maiden holding a branch in

r. hand and flower in 1., with a hydria horizontal on her head. Behind her

are two maidens conversing, with hydriae carried upright and hair looped up
under fillets

;
both wear long chitons, and the left-hand one an embroidered

himation
;
she holds a flower, the other a branch. On the 1. is a similar

maiden to r., carrying her hydria horizontally, with long hair, fillet, long chiton

and himation, both embroidered
;
in r. hand a branch, in 1. a taenia.

B 338. HYDRIA. Old No, 482. Ht. 18/0 in. From Viilci. Canino Coll. 1909. Overbeck,

Kunstmyth. {Zens), p. 351 ; Mayer, Gig. 11. Titan, pp. 311, 328, 333, Designs in black on

red panels, with borders as last
; accessories of white and purple.

1. On the shoulder : Three groups of a Gigantomachia, each group being
a variation of one and the same motive (type A.) : (i) In the centre, Athene
to r., with helmet, long embroidered chiton, and striped himation, spear in

r. hand, trampling on the prostrate Enkelados, who lies to r. with 1. leg drawn

up ;
he has a visored helmet, short embroidered chiton, spear, and shield with

two pellets. Another giant stands over him confronting Athene, armed as the

last, with greaves and sw'ord in addition, and two fishes as device on shield.

(2) On the r. is Hera (?), with long tresses, high-crestsd helmet, long chiton and

himation, both embroidered, transfixing with spear a giant, whose shoulder she

grasps with 1. hand. He has fallen on one knee to r., looking back at her
;
he

is armed as Enkelados, and has a shield with two pellets on it. (3) On the 1. is

a giant fallen on one knee to r., armed as the last
;
Artemis (?), to r., with long

tresses, fillet, long embroidered chiton and striped himation, is transfixing him
wMth spear. Another giant confronts her, armed as the last, with sword

;
on

his shield is a pellet ;
he attacks her with uplifted spear.

2. On the body : Hydrophoria : Two fountains with water issuing from

panthers' heads seen from the front
;
on the r. is a Jiydria on a stand, which is

being filled
;
over it are two maidens confronted

;
the one on the r. has one foot

on the stand
;
both have long tresses with fillets and pads on their heads, long

chitons and himatia, both embroidered, hands extended. In the centre is

another hydria on a stand, by which is a maiden to r., as the last, but with hair

looped up under a close cap, with one foot on the stand and hands extended.

Behind her is another maiden to r., looking to 1., as the first two, with 1. hand
raised. In the background is a tree spreading all over the field. Imitation

-inscriptions.
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B 339. HYDRIA. Old No. 460. Ht. 2o| in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. Mus. Etr. p. 141,

no. 1547 ; Archaeologia, xxiii. p. 231 ;
Ann. delP Inst. 183 1, p. 184, no. 744a ; Overbeck,

Kiinstmyth. {Apollo), p. 53 ; Foerster, Hochzeit d. Zeus u. d. Hera, p. 30 ; Wernicke, Lieblingsn.

p. 17 ; Klein, Lieblingsinschr. p. 24 ;
C. I. Gr. 8041. Designs in black on red panels, with

borders of ivy down the sides
; accessories of white and purple.

1. On the shoulder : Contest of Achilles and Memnon t (cf. B 302) : In

the centre Hes the body of Antilochos (?) flat on the face, the head to 1.
;
he is

nude and beardless. Over it Achilles and Memnon are confronted, both

fully armed, with spears and Boeotian shields
;
that of Memnon has a rosette,

incised, between four pellets, painted ;
Achilles has also a sword. Behind them

are two beardless male figures, looking on, with long hair, fillets, long chitons

and striped himatia
;
behind each of these, a beardless male figure, also looking

on, wearing a fillet and chlamys ;
all four hold wands.

2. On the body : Marriage procession (type C.) : A quadriga to r., in

which are a beardless male figure with fillet, long chiton, and himation, holding

reins in both hands, and a female figure in a long purple chiton and himation

over her head. By the side of the c]uadriga walks a female figure with long hair,

fillet, long chiton, and embroidered himation, clapping her hands. In advance,

at further side of horses and looking back towards her, is a male figure with fillet,

long white chiton, and striped himation, playing on the chelys. At the horses*

heads is the proegetes (as in B 174) to r., looking back
;
he has peiasos, chlamys,

endromides, and caduceiis. In the field above is inscribed : VV$iniAE$ Ka.\0$ and

POAON KAVE, Auo-tTTTTtS??? Ka\6<i, Po'Soy KolXr]. (For Rhodon, cf B 331.).

3. Below, a frieze of animals : In the centre a Siren to r. regardant, with

wings outspread ;
on either side a panther and doe confronted.

B 340. HYDRIA. Old No. 461. Ht. igf in. From Vulci. Canino Coll. 1815. Overbeck,

Kunstniyth. {Apollo), p. 53. Designs in black on red panels, with borders of ivy down the sides
;

accessories of white and purple.

1. On the shoulder : Battle-scene : A quadriga at full speed to 1.
;

in it a

warrior with visored helmet, two spears, and shield with device of a tripod. A
warrior is fallen to 1. under the horses' feet, fully armed, with Boeotian shield, on

which are two pellets. Behind him are two warriors to r. defending him with

spears, both fully armed
;
the first has an ivy-wreath as device on shield, the

second a tripod. Behind the quadriga, are two fully-armed warriors in combat
;

the one on the 1., with Boeotian shield, has beaten down the other on one knee

and is about to transfi.x him with spear.
2. On the body : Marriage-procession (type C.) : A quadriga to r,

in which are the bride and bridegroom (possibly Hera and Zeus), the former

veiled in a himation, the latter bearded, in long chiton and striped himation,

goad in r. hand, reins in both. In advance of them, at further side of horses, is

a beardless male figure (Apollo ?) to r., with long hair, curls in front of his

ears, embroidered chiton and striped himation, playing on the chelys. Facing
him, also on further side of horses, is a female figure (Aphrodite T) with long
tresses and long embroidered chiton, holding up a flower in r. hand. In front
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of the horses is the proegetes, or Hermes, to r., bearded, with long tresses,

striped chlamys, petasos, endroniides, and caducens.

3. Below : A lion to r. confronted by a boar twice repeated.

B 341. HYDRIA. Ht. iif in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll. Designs in black on red panels,

with borders of ivy down the sides
; accessories of purple and white, the latter faded.

1. On the shoulder: In the centre, two boxers about to engage, both nude

and beardless. Behind each is a paidotribes in long embroidered chiton and

himation, in further hand a wand. On the 1. a nude beardless figure to r., with 1.

hand raised
;
on the r. a similar figure to r. confronting a beardless figure in

long embroidered chiton and himation, holding a wand.

2. On the body : In the centre a seated figure to r., bearded, with long

hair, and long embroidered chiton and himation
;
the back of his chair ends

in a swan's head, the feet in lion's claws. Confronting him is a bearded male

figure, in petasos, short chiton and himation, both embroidered, crowning him
with a wreath. On the r. are two female figures to 1., with long hair, fillets,

long embroidered chitons and diploidia ; behind them a bearded male figure

to 1. with long hair tied in a club, long chiton and himation, both embroidered.

On the 1. are three similar figures all to r. The composition resembles that of

the birth of Athene, see type B. /S.

3. On a panel lower down : Horse-race : Three horsemen advancing to r.,

nude and beardless
;
the third has long hair. Between the first and second is

a small bird flying to r. On the r., a beardless male figure to 1., in a himation.

B 342. HYDRIA. Old No. 448. Ht. i6iin. 1837. Canino Coll. De Witte, i^^Jtr. No. 152. The
handle at the back is broken off. Designs in black on red panels, separated by maeander, with

borders of ivy down the sides and lotus-buds along the bottom
;
accessories of white and purple.

1. On the shoulder : Dionysos seated on an okladias to r., with long pointed
beard and long hair, ivy-wreath, in a long embroidered himation

;
in 1. hand a

keras. In the field are vine-branches with clusters of grapes. On either side is

a large eye, black with purple pupil and a white ring.

2. On the body : Two Sirens confronted, with long tresses and necklaces,

the one on the r. wearing a sphendojib ; their bodies are covered with large eyes,
as above, but only outlined in black. In the field, vine-branches with clusters

of grapes.

B 343. HYDRIA. Old No. 468. Ht. i9tV in- From Vulci. Canino Coll. 11 13. Designs in

black on red panels, separated by maeander, with borders of ivy down the sides
; accessories

of white and purple, the latter somewhat faded.

I. On the shoulder : Battle-scene : A quadriga at full speed to 1., in which
are a charioteer, whose head alone is seen, and a warrior, with lofty visored

helmet, two spears, and shield with two pellets. In front are an archer,

bearded, with peaked cap and bow, and a warrior with lofty visored helmet,

greaves, spear, and shield with two dolphins as device, followed by a similarly
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armed warrior, with a snake on shield as device, advancing at a quick march

to 1. Behind the chariot is a warrior marching to 1.,
as the others, with device

of a bent leg on his shield.

2. On the body: Departure of a warrior: In the centre a quadriga seen

from the front, in which are a charioteer in long white chiton, with a goad, and

a warrior in a visored helmet, with two spears. On the 1. is a female figure to

r., with long hair, long chiton and himation, caressing the outside horse
;
behind

her an archer to r., bearded, with peaked cap, short purple chiton, and quiver at

back. On the r. is a warrior to 1., with lofty visored helmet, greaves, two spears,

and shield with the prow of a ship as device
;

behind him an archer to 1.,

costume as previous archer.

3. Below : Frieze of animals : Boar and lion confronted, lion to r. between

boars, and fore-part of lion to 1.

B 344. HYDRIA. Old No. 486. Ht. i6i in. From Vulci. Uurand Coll. 690. Jahrbiich, iv.

(1889), p. 265 ; Schneider, Tro. Sageiikr. p. 47, n. 2; Bonner Stiidien, p. 252. Designs in

black on red panels, with borders of ivy down the sides
;
accessories of white and purple.

1. On the shoulder: In the centre, Eris rushing to r. in archaic running
manner and looking back

;
she has long hair bound with a spheiidotie, large

wings outspread, short embroidered chiton with an animal's skin over it, and

endroniides. On cither side is a beardless horseman in short white chiton,

charging one another with spear.

[For Eris, cf. C /. Gr. 7419, 7551 ; Roscher, p. 1338 ; Gerhard, Gcsanimelte Akad. Abhandl.

Atlas, pi. X.]

2. On the body ; Departure of a warrior : A quadriga to r., in which is

a charioteer, bearded, with fillet and long white chiton, goad in r. hand, reins in

both. By the further side of the quadriga is a herald to r., looking back,

bearded, with petasos, short embroidered chiton, and caduceus. In advance

of him, and at further side of horses, is an old man to 1. partly bald, with

white hair and beard, fillet, long purple chiton and embroidered himation,
in r. hand a staff. At the horses' heads is another old man, seated to r. on an

o/e/adias, bald, with white hair and beard, in a striped himation, staff in

1. hand.

B 345. HYDRIA. Old No. 484. Ht. 22| in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 241. Overbeck,
Kunstniyth. {Apollo), p. 46. Design in black on red panels, separated by maeander, with

bordeis of palmettes down the sides and along the bottom.

1. On the shoulder: In the centre, Eris (cf B 334), moving to r., looking
back, with long hair, fillet, embroidered chiton reaching to her knee, 1. hand
raised, and wings outspread. On either side a quadriga, approaching each other

at full .-^peed ;
the charioteers bearded, in long \vhite chitons, holding reins and

goads.
2. On the body: Two groups, each consisting of four deities : (i) On the

]., Hermes, bearded, with long hair, short z\\\\.ovi, petasos, endroniides, and caducens.
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and Hestia, with earrings, long chiton and embroidered himation, stand to r.,

facing Athene with helmet, aegis, long embroidered chiton and himation, spear,

and shield with device of an owl to !., and Heracles, bearded, wearing the lion's

skin, and carrying his bow
;
Athene extends r. hand to Hermes. In the second

group : On the 1., Apollo, beardless, laurel-crowned, playing the chelys with a

plectrum, and Artemis with hair gathered up under a wreath, head much

restored, facing Dionysos, bearded, with long hair, and ivy-wreath, holding an

ivy-branch and wand terminating in a cross, and Ariadne, with long hair and

fillet, her head restored. By Apollo's side is a hind
;

all the last four deities

have long embroidered chitons and himatia.

B 346. HYDRIA. Ht. 14^ in. Cameiros, 1864. Foot broken off and anciently repaired ; piece

also broken out of lip. Design in black on a red panel, with a border of lotos-buds above and

pomegranates down the sides
;
accessories of white and purple. Shape as B 315.

In the centre is Apollo Citharoedos to r., beardless, with long hair

wreathed with laurel, long chiton and himation with purple spots, playing on

the lyre with a plectrum fastened to it by a taenia. On either side, turned

towards him are two Maenads with long hair, ivy-wreaths, long chitons and

diplo'idia with white and purple spots, each holding crotala in either hand.

By the side of the pair on the r. is a hind to 1. regardant. In the field, branches.

B 347. HYDRIA. Old No. 483. Ht. 91 in. From Nola. Durand Coll. 11. ^/. G'r. ii. 78 ;

Overbeck, Kinistmyth. {Apollo), p. 47. Style not so coarse. Design in black on a red panel,
with double honeysuckle above, and borders of network down the sides

;
accessories of purple

and white.

On the I. is Dionysos to r., with long hair and beard, ivy-wreath, long
white chiton, and himation. In the centre, Apollo Citharoedos to r., beardless,

with laurel-wreath, long chiton, and himation, playing with a plectrum on the

chelys from which hangs drapery. Facing him on either side are two Maenads (?)

wearing fillets, long embroidered chitons, and himatia. On the r. is Hermes

looking back to 1., bearded, with short white chiton, chlamys, petasos, endro-

iiiides, and caduceus.

B 348. HYDRIA. Ht. 8^ in. Cameiros, 1864. Coarse style. Design in black on a red panel,
with network above

;
accessories of purple and white. Shape as B 315.

Heracles strangling the Nemean lion (type E. i) : The composition is

the usual one
;
Heracles is nude. On the further side stands Athene looking

to 1., in long chiton and himation
; very indistinct. In the field are branches

;

on the 1. is Heracles' garment suspended.

B 349. HYDRIA. Ht. 8^ in. Cameiros, 1864. One handle broken. Design in black on a

red panel, with maeander and palmettes above, and borders of dots down the sides
;

coarsely incised lines. Shape as B 315-

Peleus seizing Thetis (type F.) : On the 1. is a blazing altar (as in

B 355), with entablature above. On the r. is Peleus to r., nude and beard-
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less, armed with a sword, stooping forward and seizing Thetis round the waist.

She has long hair, long chiton and himation, arms extended. Behind her,

wings indicating one of her metamorphoses (cf Berlin Cat. 2003). On the r.,

part of a palmette.

B 350. HYDRIA. Ht. 61 in. Cameiros, 1864. Coarse style. Design in a panel, with borders

of ivy above and dots down the sides
;
white accessories, faded. Shape as B 315.

Contest of Theseus with the Marathonian bull : Theseus to r., beardless,

with hair looped up under a fillet and drapery floating behind him (?),
seizes the

bull round the neck, pressing with 1. knee against it
;
the bull stands to 1. in a

butting attitude. In the field above, drapery suspended.

B 351. HYDRIA. Ht. 4 in. Cameiros, 1864. Mouth injured ; one side-handle broken off.

Very coarse style. Design in black on a red panel, with occasional purple accessories. Shape

as B 315.

Cadmos at the fountain of Ares ? (cf B 505-6) : Cadmos runs to r.

looking back, bearded, with fillet, chlamys extended on 1. arm, and spear in

r. hand. On the 1. is a Doric column, indicating the fountain, on the r. is

an altar.

B 352. HYDRIA. Ht. gf in. Cameiros, 1864. Design in black on red panels, with borders of

dots down the sides ;
accessories of white and purple. Shape as Fig. 14.

1. On the shoulder : In the centre, a nude youth on all fours to 1.
;
on

either side of him a nude youth advancing towards him with chlamys on 1. arm.

The one on the r. has a cudgel in 1. hand. The scene appears to represent a

combat.

2. On the body : In the centre, Dionysos to r., bearded, with long hair,

ivy-wreath, long white chiton, and striped himation. On either side of him, a

Maenad and a Satyr dancing, the Maenads to r., the Sat)Ts to 1.
;
the Maenads

have long chitons with purple spots, the one on the r. has a hood over her

head.

B 353. HYDRIA. Ht. 7| in. Santa Maria di Capua, 1856. Temple Coll. Design in black on

a red panel, with borders of dots down the sides
;
no accessories. Shape as B 315, but more

cylindrical body. The handle has a high loop, terminating at the upper junciure in a cross-

piece.

A Maenad advancing to r. between Satyrs ;
she has long hair with a fillet,

long chiton, lyre in 1. hand. The Satyr in front looks back, with r. hand

raised
;
the one behind has a syrinx in 1. hand, r. extended. In the field, branches.

B 354. HYDRIA. Ht. 7f in. Cameiros, 1864. One handle broken off. Style as last. Design

in black on a red panel, with maeander and palmettes above, and borders of dots down the

sides ;
accessories of white and purple. Shape as B 315.

Above the design is a representation of rock? (cf B 355) ;
on the 1. is an

owl to r., with white markings, standing on a pedestal ;
on the r. is a large loutcr,
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with white dots and a purple band round the top, standing on an Ionic column
and plinth.

B 355. HYDRIA. Ht 7^ in. Cameiros, 1864. Style as last. Design in black on a red panel,
with borders as last

; accessories of white.

Above, a representation of a rock
(?) ;

on the 1., a blazing altar
;
on the

r., a colossal female head to
1.,

with short hair and a white fillet, perhaps repre-

senting the Nymph of some spring (see Robert, Arc/idol. Mdrchen, p. 200).

B 356. HYDRIA. Ht. 6| in. Cameiros, 1864. The lip has a piece broken out. Style as last.

Design in black on a red panel, with palmettes above and borders of dots down the sides ;

accessories of white, somewhat faded.

Nike standing to r. in a himation, with outspread wings, by the further

side of a bull to r. Her head is partly obliterated.

B 357. HYDRIA. Ht. 8i in. Rhodes, 1856. Lip and foot injured. Style very coarse. Design
in black on a red panel, with maeander and palmettes above, and borders of dots down the

sides
;
accessories of white.

Nik^ flying to r., looking back, her hair bound up with a white sphendon^ ;

she has wings outspread, starting from her breast, and a long chiton, both with

white markings ;
in her hands she holds out a white taenia. She is flying

towards an altar on which is a blazing fire. In the field, a branch.

B 358. HYDRIA. Ht. 6|in. Cameiros, 1864. Style as before
;
much repaired. Design in black

on a red panel, with borders of dots down the sides and along the top ; accessories of white.

Above the design, three palmettes.

On the 1., a blazing altar with horns and a rude scalloped ornament
round the top ;

above is a portion of the entablature of a building. An
Amazon is moving away to r., looking back, with long hair, high-crested helmet,

cuirass, short chiton, spear, and shield with device of a snake to 1. On the

extreme r. is the hind part of a dog (?) disappearing.

B 359. HYDRIA. Old No. C. 120. Ht. 6 in. Teucheira in the Cyrenaica, 1866. Nearly the
whole of the back broken away. Archaistic style. Design in black on a red panel, with
borders of dots along the top and sides

; purple and white accessories, the latter faded.

Bust of Athene to 1. : She has long tresses, high-crested helmet covering
the back of the neck, with a volute incised on the side, and aegis with over-

lapping scales and a fringe of snakes. Behind her is an owl to
1., perched on

a helix ; in front, half of a palmette.
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B 360-366. CRATERS (shape mostly as Fig. 7).

KELEBE. Ht. 19 in. Armento, 185 1. Braun Coll. Designs in black on red panels,

with borders of ivy down the sides ; accessories of purple]and white. Round the upper edge of

the lip, lotos-buds ;
on the front, an ivy-wreath. On the top of each handle, a male head to r.,

bearded, with long hair bound by a fillet.

B 360.
(^d) Departure of a warrior : A quadriga to r., in \vhich is a charioteer,

bearded, with long chiton with purple spots and girdle, purple petasos strapped
under his chin, sword at side, Boeotian shield with two purple pellets at back,

goad in r. hand and reins in both. Behind him is a warrior departing to 1.,

with visored helmet, greaves, two spears, and shield with device of a bent leg
in purple. Facing the charioteer, and at further side of horses, is a warrior, as

the last, shield with device of a tripod in purple and white
;
behind him another

warrior similarly armed, with four segments of circles on his shield
;
his legs

have not been painted in. At the horses' heads is an old man seated on an

okladias to 1., partly bald, with purple beard and tresses, wrapped in an em-
broidered himation. Behind, standing over him, is a herald, bearded, with r,

hand raised, long tresses, embroidered chXdiVnys, petasos, etidroniides, and caditceus.

{b) Two lions devouring a bull
;
one has sprung on him in front, the other

from behind. In the field, two rosettes.

B 361. KELEBE. Ht. 14^ in, Cameiros, 1863. Designs in black on red panels, with borders

of ivy down the sides
;

accessories of white and purple. Round the upper edge of the

lip, lotos-buds, and on the top of the handles, palmettes ;
round front of lip, two rows of

ivy-le^>ves.

{d) Athletes : On the r, an anletes to 1. bearded, with fillet and embroidered

himation, playing the double flute
; by his side a nude bearded figure with fillet

kneels to 1., laying down poles for eskammena (?), one of which he holds in his hand.

Facing the first is a nude bearded figure holding up a diskos in both hands, which

"he is about to throw. On the 1. are two similar figures to 1., wearing fillets
;
one

is- running.Tooking back, and holdfng three spears (?) ;
the other is about to hurl

a spear.
^ '

(/;) Quadriga advancing to 1,, in which are a warrior with visored helmet,
two spears, and shield painted white, with device of a dolphin with wing-shaped

fin, and a charioteer, of whom all that can be seen is his Boeotian shield. In

front of the horses is a warrior retreating to 1. looking back, bearded and fully

armed, with two spears, and shield with device of a bull's head.
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B 362. KELEB:fc. Old No. 561. Ht. lo| in. Diam. 91 in. Canino Coll. De\N\iie, Descr.

No. 62
; Micali, Storia^ pi. 96, 2, and vol. iii. p. 166. Coarse style. Designs in black on red

panels, with borders of ivy down the sides
; accessories of white and purple. On the top, as

last ;
round the lip, maeander.

{a) Sacrifice to Hermes : On the r., a terminal figure of Hermes, ithy-

phalHc and bearded, with long tresses
;
behind it a wreath is suspended ;

before

it is an altar with a fire blazing on it. On the other side of the fire stands a

youth wearing a myrtle wreath and short purple chiton, roasting part of a goat
on a spit ;

at his side is a Icbes, and behind, a table, on which are other parts
of the victim, which another youth to r., wearing a myrtle-wreath and short

embroidered chiton, is cutting up with a knife. Beneath the table is the goat's

head, and hanging up above are two haunches.

{a) Combat of two warriors, possibly Achilles and Memnon : The
warrior on the 1. has long tresses, visored helmet, shield, sword, and spear ;

the

other has visored helmet, short bordered chiton, greaves, sword, and shield

on which are four pellets, one in the centre, the other three are surrounded by
crescents

;
he attacks the other with spear. Between them at their feet is an

inverted palmette, with volutes. Behind each is a female figure (Thetis and

Eos?) with long tresses, fillet, long diapered chiton, and embroidered himation
;

the one on the 1. stands to r. with r. hand raised
;
the other one is turned to r.

and looks back.

B 363. KELEBE. Ht. 13^ in. Cameiros, 1864. Much injured ; a part broken away under each

handle. Designs in black on red panels, with borders of ivy down the sides
; accessories of white ;

the design on the rim merely painted in black. Round the lip, below, two rows of ivy-leaves.

On the top of the rim : Frieze of animals : A goat to r. confronting a

lion, four times repeated ;
on the top of the handles, palmettes with volutes.

{a) Quadriga to r., into which Dionysos is stepping, with long beard,

ivy-wreath, long white chiton and embroidered himation, reins in both hands.

In advance of him, and on further side of chariot, is a Satyr to r., playing the

chelys, in front of whom is a Maenad retreating to r. and looking back (hair
bound up with a wreath, long embroidered chiton, r. hand raised). In the field,

a bunch of grapes.

{b) Dance of Satyrs and Maenads : On the 1. is a Satyr, with a Maenad

looking back at him, next to them a similar Satyr and Maenad, on the r. a

Satyr, all turned to r. The Maenads have long hair bound up with wreaths,
and long embroidefed chitons and himatia.

B 364 CRATER. Old No. 560. Ht. 14^% in. Diam. 13 in. 1842. IViener Vorle^ebl. i^o-i,
pi. vi. I

; Overbeck, Kunsimyth, Atlas, iv. 7., i
;
id. {Zeus), p. 346 ; Roscher, p. 2210

; Dumont
and Chaplain, p. 352 ; Klein, Meistersig. p. 65 ; 'QrwnvL, Kiinsflergesch. ii. p. 715 ; Bolte, de Mon.
Odyss. p. 53. Repaired. White accessories faded. Shape as B 15 and B 37, with voluted

handles ; designs on the neck, with maeander and lotos and honeysuckle pattern above, except
under the handles ; below, two friezes. On the side of the handles : {a) an ivy-wreath; {b) a

spiral pattern.

Fig. 27, {a) Combat of Heracles and Kyknos (type E. 5) : On the I., two

p. 18. beardless figures to r., the first nude, the next with fillet, long chiton, and striped
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himation. In advance of them is a bearded figure (Hermes ?) running to r. and

looking back, with petasos, short chiton, and striped himation. Next on the r.

is a quadriga to r. at full speed, in which are lolaos as charioteer, beardless,

withdong white chiton and Boeotian shield at back, and Heracles with lion's skin,

short chiton, greaves, and shield, one foot on the pole, hurling a spear. By the

further side of the horses is a winged female figure moving to r. (probably Eris)
with long hair, fillet, short purple chiton, endromides, and wings attached to the

waist, recurved, 1. hand raised. In front of the quadriga is Athend to r., with

long tresses, helmet, aegis, long bordered chiton, and shield
; facing her is Ares,

with visored helmet, short purple chiton, greaves, and shield with six pellets ;

they are attacking each other with spears. Between them is Zeus interposing
to r., bearded, with long hair, long diapered chiton and striped himation, in r.

hand a thunder-bolt, 1. raised. On the r. is a quadriga retreating at full speed,

with Phobos {Sait. Her. 1. 463) as charioteer, bearded, wearing long white chiton,

and Kyknos, fully armed, turning back, with one foot on the pole, to hurl his

spear. By the side of the horses is a female figure to 1., with long hair, fillet, long

purple chiton and himation. At the horses' heads is a nude bearded figure

to r., with 1. hand raised, confronting a beardless figure in a himation, with spear
in r. hand.

ib) Battle-scene (in four groups): (i) On the 1., a warrior attacking with

spear another who kneels on one knee, looking back
;
each has a shield with a

snake in high relief as boss, and the latter has a high-crested helmet. (2) A
quadriga at full speed to 1., the charioteer bearded, with long purple chiton and

Boeotian shield
; by its side is a warrior to 1. (shield as before) thrusting with

spear. Beneath the horses' feet is a warrior fallen on his face to r., with high-

crested helmet, greaves, and short purple chiton. In front of the horses is a

warrior fallen on one knee to 1., looking back, and defending himself with spear
and shield

;
on the latter is a Satyric mask in high relief (3) A quadriga to r,,

the charioteer bearded, with long chiton and Boeotian shield
;

in advance of him

a warrior to r. (with shield as the first one), thrusting with spear at one fallen

back in front of the horses, who has a high-crested helmet with fillet
;
behind the

latter is a warrior retreating to r. and looking back, with embroidered chlamys,

thrusting with spear at the chariot
;
on his shield, alternate white and purple

pellets. (4) A warrior to r. attacking with spear another whom he has beaten

down on one knee
;
the latter has no cuirass, and on his shield is a snake in high

relief, as before. All the warriors are fully armed, except the one fallen beneath

the quadriga on the 1., and all have short purple or embroidered chitons.

On the top of the lip is inscribed: NlKO$©ENE5 EPGIESEN, Nt/coo-^ei^i??

kiroiricyev.

B 365. CRATER (FRAGMENT OF NECK). Ht. 4 in. Diam. loi in. Athens, 1866. Pre-

sented by E. Farquhar, Esq. Style and shape as last. Round lip, maeander.

Combat of Heracles and Kyknos (type E. 5) : In the centre, con-

fronted, are Heracles, with lion's skin, short purple chiton, sword, and Boeotian
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shield with a star of eight points as device, and Kyknos, fully armed, with

Boeotian shield on which are two pellets, attacking each other with spears.

Between them is Zeus interposing to r., looking to 1., bearded, with striped

chlamys over shoulders, and arms extended. On the 1. is a female figure

(Athen^ ?) to r., in long chiton and striped himation drawn over her head, 1.

hand raised. Behind her is a quadriga to 1., into which the charioteer (lolaos ?)

is stepping, looking back
;
he is bearded, with petasos, short striped chiton,

cuirass, Boeotian shield with device of a tripod, in r. hand a spear. In front of

him is an old man to r., with white hair and beard, himation, and spear. In

front of the horses, seated on a block to r., is a fully-armed warrior with high-
crested helmet, chiton with white spots, and shield with device of an ivy-wreath.
Behind him is a bearded figure to r. in an embroidered himation, holding spear.

Behind Kyknos is a female figure to r., looking to 1., with long hair, and long
chiton and himation, both embroidered. On the r. is a quadriga to r., into which

a charioteer (Phobos?) is stepping; he is beardless, with petasos, cuirass, short

chiton, Boeotian shield, and spear. Facing him is an old man with white beard,

himation, and spear.

B 366. BELL-SHAPED CRATER. Old No. 696.* Ht. 5^^^ in. Diam.eJ^in. 1849. Pizzati

Coll. Repaired and restored. Below the designs, lotos-buds.

{a) Two male figures, the first one bearded, in long chitons and himatia,

both embroidered
;
a female figure with long purple chiton and embroidered

himation over her head
;
and two male figures, the first bearded with long

purple chiton, and himation, the next in long chiton and striped himation
;

all

advancing to r. to meet three fully-armed warriors
;
the first has a high-crested

helmet, and on his shield a caduceus (a modern restoration) ;
on the shield of the

third is a dolphin to 1. (probably also modern).

{p) Similar scene
;

all the male figures on the r. are beardless
;
the first

warrior has three purple rings on his shield, the third a crescent
;
behind the

warriors are two male figures to 1., the first bearded, with long embroidered

chiton, the second has long hair, and a striped chlamys over r. arm.

B 1^7-11^. DRINKING-CUPS OF VARIOUS SHAPES.

B 367. EGG-SHAPED VASE. Old No. 696. Ht. 3f in. Diam. 2^^^ in. From Viilci. Durand
Coll. 978. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and purple accessories.

Frieze of animals : Lion passant to r., with I. paw raised
;

Siren to r.

regardant, with long tresses, fillet, and wings outspread ;
lion passant to 1.

;
cock

to r., and hen to r. looking back at the cock.
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B 368. PHIALE OMPHALOTOS. Ht. if in. Diam 71 in. 1852. Dubois, C^;//«^ C«/. 134 ;

Rev. Phil. ii. p. 487 ; Brunn, Kiinstlergesch. ii. p. 716 (Nikosthenes, 34) ; Klein, Meistersig.

p. 67. Design black on red, with purple accessories.

Interior : Round the omphalos, tongue pattern.

Exterior: The same; inscribed: NIKO50ENE5 EPOIESEN, NiKoaOevrj^;

iiroLrjaev.

B 369. SKYPHOS. Ht. 4f in. Diam. 6| in. Rhodes, 1885. Much injured. Coarse style ;

designs in black on a red band, with white accessories. Shape as Fig. 2.

{a) Bearded male figure reclining on the ground, looking to I., in a

himation, by his side a lyre, 1. arm on a white cushion. Before him is a youth
in a chlamys on horseback to r. (/;)

Similar design ;
the central figure has no

lyre ;
before him is a dog to r. with mouth open. On either side of the handles,

Sphinxes turned away from the scene.

B 370. SKYPHOS. Ht. 2J. in. Diam. 3 1 in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll. Very coarse style;

design merely painted in black.

{a) Gigantomachia (type A.) : Athene advancing to r., with high-crested

helmet, long chiton, himation (?), and shield, in contest with Enkelados, who has

a high-crested helmet and shield. On either side, palmcttes.

(/;)
The same design.

B 371. SKYPHOS. Ht. 2| in. Diam. 5! in. Cameiros, 1864. Much injured, part broken

away. Designs in black on a red band, with purple accessories. On either side of the handles,

palmettes.

{a) Dionysos seated on an okladias to 1., with long beard, fillet, and striped

himation, holding a keras ; on either side, vine- branches.

{b) The same design.

B 372. SKYPHOS. Ht. 3I in. Diam. 5^ in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll. 07xxg\\x\o, Mus. Borb.

100. Finely drawn. Foot injured. On either side of the handles, palmettes.

{a) A quadriga at full speed, turned three-quarters to r., the charioteer

beardless, with a long chiton and spear ;
on either side, an imitation inscription.

ib) The same design.

B 373. SKYPHOS. Ht. 61 in. Diam. 8| in. Thymbra in the Troad, 1877. Much injured ;
a

part of each side lost. Rather coarse style ; purple and white accessories.

{a) Satyr lying back to r., supported on 1. elbow, with long tresses
;
behind

him is a diota, round which is a wreath. His r. hand holds out grapes to a goat

standing to r., with open mouth. In the field, vine-branches, with clusters of

grapes in white,

{b) Dionysos (?) reclining on a couch, looking to r., his 1. elbow on a

cushion, wath drapery over his lower limbs
;
he is bearded. By the side of the

couch is a table with viands
;
on the r. is a nude youth to 1., wearing a fillet,
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holding out a kylix to Dionysos with 1. hand. On the 1. are two draped figures

to r.
; only their lower extremities visible. In the field, branches.

B 374. SKYPHOS. Ht. 4^ in. Diam. ']\ in. Cameiros, 1864. Somewhat injured ;
a piece

broken out. Coarse style ; designs black on a red band, with occasional accessories.

{a) Chariot-race : A quadriga at full speed to r., the charioteer beardless,

with fillet and long chiton
;
in the centre of the design, a meta (?) ;

on cither

side, a large palmette.

(/;)
The same design.

B 375. MASTOS, with two handles, one larger than the other
;
the one placed vertically,

the other horizontally. Old No. 695. Ht.
3y''o in. Diam. 5^*5 in. From Vulci. Durand Coll.

846. Purple accessories. Round the nipple a row of dots, and tongue-pattern in purple and

black.

id) Two mounted warriors, side by side, seen from the front
;
each has

a visored helmet, short purple chiton, greaves, and two spears, and turns towards

the other, as do also the horses' heads
;
the points of their spears are crossed.

On either side is a warrior facing the centre group, with visored helmet, chlamys
on 1. arm, greaves, and two spears ;

the one on the 1. has a short purple chiton.

{b) Similar design : the mounted warriors have no chitons, and only one

spear each
;
the others have striped chlamydes, and the one on the r. wears a

cuirass.

B 376. MASTOS, with handles, as last. Old No. 694*. Ht. 3| in. Diam 5^ in. Canino Coll.

De Witte, Descr. No. 55. Purple and white accessories. Round the nipple, pattern as

last vase.

{a) Two large eyes, with a nose between
;
the centre and outlines black,

the ground white, with two purple rings.

{b) The same
;
the eyes being black with a purple and white ring round

the pupils.

Under each handle are two Satyrs confronted, plaiting two vine-branches,

which spread out all over the field on both sides.

B 377. MASTOS. Old No. 69;. Ht. 3I in. Diam. 51 in. Purple and white accessories.

Round the nipple, pattern as before.

Dionysiac thiasos : {a) Six male figures dancing : on the 1. are three to

r., the middle one looking back, the first playing the double flute, W\\\\ pliorbcia ;

confronting them are the other three, the first holding a skypJios in 1. hand, the

second looks back, the head of the third figure is nearly obliterated. All are

nude and bearded, with beaded necklaces, and all except the two outside ones

wear ivy-wreaths ;
the one on the extreme 1. has a fillet. On the r. of the

group is a pitJios, from which issue ivy-branches.

ip) Five female figures : On the 1. is an aidetris to r., with upper em-

broidered chiton with diapered border, purple under-chiton with maeander-

border, hair concealed under a close embroidered cap, playing the double
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flute, with phorbeia. Facing her are the other four, dancing, with long hair and

ivy-wreaths. The first has a long chiton, diapered below, with purple diplo'idion,

and holds branches
;
the second figure is partly restored

;
she looks back,

holding branches, and wears a necklace and long embroidered chiton with

diplo'idion. The head of the third is restored
;
she wears necklace, long chiton,

richly embroidered, with purple diplo'idion, pardalis, and holds crotala in r, hand.

The fourth figure has a necklace and long chiton diapered below, and holds

branches. ''

B 378. CANTHAROS, with a mule's head in front. Ht. 8i- in. Diam. 5| in. Athens (?), 1876.

Much repaired. Purple and white accessories. Round the top, ivy-wreath ;
below the designs,

tongue-pattern, outlined in black on red.

[a) On the 1. Ariadne seated to r. on an okladias, with branches in r. hand,

and cantliaros raised in 1., long hair, ivy-wreath, long chiton and himation with

purple spots. On the r, an ithyphallic Satyr to 1., with r. hand raised, in the

attitude known as cnroaKOTrevwv, cf. Plin. H. N. xxxv. 1 38.

{b) Dionysos riding to r. on an ithyphallic mule, bearded, with ivy-wreath,

long chiton and himation, holding vine-branches in r. hand, and bridle in 1. In

advance of him is a Satyr moving to r. and looking back, with r. arm extended.

Behind is a Satyr moving to r., with hands laid on the mule's back as if to urge

it on, followed by a Maenad with long hair, ivy-wreath, long chiton and hima-

tion with purple spots, arms raised.

The mule's head is left in the colour of the clay, the bridle outlined in

black, eyes black on white, insides of ears white, nose and mouth white with

inner parts purple, and teeth white.

B 379-385. EARLY KYLIKES (shape as Fig. 16),

B 379. KYLIX. Ht. 51 in. Diam. 10 in. Siana, Rhodes, 1885. /. H. S. v. pis. 40-4^, PP- -^off- ;

Biliotti Sale Cat. 3-5 Dec. 1885. Much injured. Designs black on red ground ; purple and

white accessories. Underneath the foot, at the point of insertion of the stem, is a spike, as in

B 382, an imitation of metal-work. So-called Chalcidian style (?).

Interior, in a medallion with borders of dots and tongue-pattern : Ajax

seizing Cassandra at the Palladion (cf B 242) : Ajax to r., beardtd, with high-

crested helmet, white cuirass with incised lines (see /. H. S. v. p. 235), short

purple chiton with chevron border, purple greaves, sword-belt and sheath,

drawn sword in r. hand, is about to slay Cassandra, whom he has seized with

1. hand. She crouches to 1. at the feet of the Palladion, her head being hidden

behind it
;
she is nude, with 1. hand extended in supplication to Ajax. The

goddess is represented standing to 1., with long tresses, high-crested helmet,
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long diapered chiton with chevron border, spear brandished in r. hand, shield

painted purple with Gorgoneion in white, the features incised, eyes and tongue

purple. Behind is a Siren to r. regardant, with wings outspread, long hair and

fillet. In the field are two lotos-buds. In the exergue, a row of lotos-buds.

Exterior : Two friezes with ivy-wreath above, and borders of tongue-pattern
and dots below :

(a) Apotheosis of Heracles (type E. ii): On the Lis Zeus seated

on a throne to r., bearded, with long tresses, fillet, long white chiton with

incised lines forming a lozenge-pattern and border of the same, richly

diapered himation with maeander border, in 1. hand thunderbolt, sandals on

feet, which rest on a footstool. The throne is richly inlaid, with two horizontal

lails each side, between which are volutes, the back ending in a snake with head

turned back
;
at the end of the upper rail on the r. side is a large lotos-bud.

Behind Zeus is Hera similarly seated, with earrings, necklace, long purple

chiton, with borders of wavy and chevron patterns, the middle part diapered,
and purple himation, dravAn over her head, which she raises with 1. hand,
sandals on her feet, which rest on a footstool. Her throne is similar to that of

Zeus
;
at the back is a spiral instead of the snake. Before her on a footstool

stands Hebe to 1., with long hair tied in a club, fillet, long diapered chiton girt

at the waist, with lozenge border and purple diploidiofi, r. hand extended as if

supplicating Hera. Before Zeus advance Hermes and Athene leading up
Heracles

;
Hermes is bearded, with long tresses, short white chiton with

lozenge border, richly embroidered, purple chlamys with wavy border, petasos,

e?idroviides with the usual tags behind as well as before, caduceiis in 1. hand,
r. extended. Athene has long hair, high-crested helmet, long diapered chiton

with chevron border, aegis with snakes projecting on both sides, shield painted

purple with Gorgoneion in white, as in the inside design. Heracles has a

chiton as Hermes, over which is the lion's skin drawn over his head and tied on

his breast, r. hand extended
;
he is followed by Artemis, with long hair tied back,

curls in front, fillet with zigzags, long diapered chiton with lozenge border, girt

at the waist, and purple diplozdion, in r. hand two arrows, in 1. her bow
;
and

Ares, with high-crested helmet, short purple chiton with lozenge border, over

which is a skin, sword-belt and kibisis slung round shoulder, and endroniides, r.

hand extended.

{b) Combat of two warriors (perhaps Achilles and Memnon, as B 302)

thrusting with spears : The one on the 1. has a high-crested helmet, chiton and

skin as Ares in {ci), sword at side, purple greaves, and shield painted purple
inside

;
the other has a high-crested helmet, richly diapered chiton, sheath at

side with lozenge-pattern incised, white greaves, and shield with device of an

eagle flying to 1. Behind each is a female figure looking on, with long hair, fillet,

and long purple chiton with diplo'idion ; the one on the 1. has spear in 1. hand, the

chiton of the other is richly diapered. Behind each is a youthful warrior on

horseback
;
the one on the 1. has helmet, short purple chiton, white greaves,

spear, and shield painted purple inside
;
his horse has white mane and tail, and

P 2
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he is leading a second horse, which is white. The other has a high-crested

helmet, spear, and white shield with device of a six-leaved flower in purple ;
he

also leads a second horse. The tails of the horses appear to be plaited as in

B ^6. Behind each warrior is a lotos-bud ;
on the r., under the handle, is a

warrior, as the last one, crouching on one knee to 1., with white greaves, shield

painted purple with device as last, in white. Under the other handle is a

Sphinx seated to r. regardant, with long hair, fillet, and wings outspread.

B 380. KYLIX. Ht. 5^ in. Diam. 12 in. Siana, Rhodes, 1885. /. //. 5". v. pi. 43, p. 220 ff. ;

SiwAmczkdL, Beitrdge zur Gesch. der Alfgr. Tracht,^.-]z ; Jahrhuch,\\\. (1892), p. 32, note 2.

Style as last. Design on obv. rather worn
; purple and white accessories. Underneath the foot

is a spike in imitation of metal, as in B 379.

Interior, in a medallion, as last : A warrior advancing to r., in the act of

throwing a spear with the amentum {fjieaa<yKv\ov) looped round his fingers ;
he

is bearded, with long hair, high-crested helmet, short purple chiton with zigzag

border, over which is a skin, parameridia, white greaves, and Boeotian shield

painted purple inside.

Exterior : Two friezes, with ivy-wreath above, lotos-buds and dots below :

{ci) Perseus, Hermes, and Athene pursued by Gorgons (type P.) : On
the extreme 1. is Medusa, with a horse's head to r. in place of her own,

short purple chiton girt at the waist, with lozenge border, and four wings

outspread, the upper pair recurved. Behind her, under the handle, is Chrysaor
to r., represented as a nude youth with long hair and fillet. Next on the r. are

the two other Gorgons (Stheno and Euryale), with faces turned to the front,

short purple chitons with zigzag borders, bound at the waist with two serpents

which rise on either side of their heads, their tails resting on the ground ; wings
as Medusa. All three Gorgons are represented in the archaic running attitude

to r. Between the two last the figure of Chrysaor is repeated, standing to
r.,

with long hair. On the r. are Athene, Hermes and Perseus retreating to r., in

the archaic running attitude. Athene has long tresses, fillet, aegis with snakes

projecting behind, long purple chiton with zigzag border and diplotdion, spear,

and shield painted purple inside. Hermes looks back, and is bearded, with

hair looped up, short white chiton with chevron border, purple chlamys with

zigzag border, caducetis and endromides. Perseus also looks back, and is bearded,
with hair looped up, short purple chiton with zigzag border, over which is a

skin, the cap of darkness, endromides, and kibisis and sword slung round him.

{U) Procession of five warriors to 1.
;

each has a high-crested helmet,

purple greaves, two spears, and shield, and leads two horses. The first is under

the handles
;

his shield is white, with device of a crescent in purple. The
second and fourth have purple shields with Gorgoneion in white (as in B 379),
the third and fifth white shields, with a keras and a poplar-leaf? (cf. B 156, etc.)

as their respective devices. Of the further horses the first, third and fifth are

white
;

all have plaited tails. In the field behind each warrior (except the one

under the handle) is a lotos-bud.
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B 381. KYLIX. Ht. 6J in. Diam. 91" in. Siana, Rhodes, 1885. /. H. S. v. p. 220 ff. Style
as before. Purple and white accessories.

Interior, in a medallion with border of tongue-pattern : A Satyr dancing to

1., his face obliterated
;
beneath his feet is a lotos-bud. The black glaze is

turned to red.

Exterior : (a) Marriage-procession (type C.) : A quadriga to 1., of which

the hind-part only of the horses remains, the third horse white. In it are

the bride and bridegroom, the latter bearded, with fillet, long white chiton

and purple himation, holding goad and reins, the former veiled in an em-

broidered himation, which she raises with r. hand (as Hera in B 379). On the

further side of the chariot, facing them, is a female figure with long hair tied

in a club, fillet, long chiton and purple himation, r. hand raised
;
behind her an

imitation inscription. Behind the chariot are two figures to 1., male and female,

each with hair in a club, long purple chiton and embroidered himation
;
the

male is bearded.

(d) Combat of two warriors charging at each other with spears, in the

archaic running attitude
; they have long hair, helmets, greaves painted purple,

and shields
;
the one on the r. has a star of eight points with dots between

as his device
;
he also has a short purple chiton over which is a skin. Behind

each is a warrior on horseback
;
the one on the 1. is bearded, with short purple

chiton and spear ;
his horse has a white mane. The one on the r. looks back

;

he is bearded, with hair in a club, short white chiton, and spear. Between
the combatants is an imitation inscription.

Under each handle has been a swan to 1, pluming itself with wings

outspread ;
both much obliterated.

B 382. KYLIX. Ht. 5y\ in. Diam. 9^ in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll. Mi^see B/acas, pis. v., vl

pp. 19, 22. Purple and white accessories. The style shows " Chalcidian "
influence, and the

spike beneath the foot, an imitation of metal-work, may also be seen on the kylikes of similar

style, B 379 and B 380.

Interior, in a medallion : A stag to 1., with lofty antlers, rubbing its nose

with r. hind-hoof. Round the design, a band of guilloche-pattern (black on red

ground with white accessories), between two borders of dots.

Exterior : (a) Symposion : Four bearded male figures reclining on couches

to r.
;
before each is a table with viands and a stool below it. The first and

third have purple himatia, and are turned towards the second and fourth, who
have white himatia

;
all have long hair. Above are suspended five ^^/J^^^///(?)

and four kerata alternating, and on the 1. a lyre.

(Ji)
Combat of warriors, in three pairs : all have long hair, helmets, greaves,

shields, and spears; on the shield of the second from the 1. is a lion's head

erased to 1., on the fourth a ram's head, as the last, on the sixth a Satyr's head

to 1. with long hair.

B 383. KYLIX. Ht. 4y'g in. Diam. 7^ in. Melos, 1819. Burgon Coll. Foot broken. Resembling
Corinthian style.

Interior in a medallion : Swan to r. pluming itself, with wings recurved.
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Exterior : (a) Two pigeons (?) confronted, with crests and wings addorsed
;

between them, lotos-and-honeysuckle pattern, rather rude, with purple and

white accessories.

(d) The same design.

B 384. KYLIX. Ht. 4f in. Diam. 8^ in. Corinth, 185 1. Braun Coll. Style as last. Rather

worn ;
accessories sparingly used. On either side of the handles, tendrils with lotos-buds.

Interior, in a medallion : A male figure to r., nude and bearded, dancing,

in his 1. hand an uncertain object.

Exterior : (a) Above, between two rosettes, are two lotos-tendrils (?) ; below,

a bull to 1.

(/;)
The same design.

B 385. KYLIX. Ht. 8 in. Diam. 8^ in. Cameiros, 1864. /. //. S. v. p. 222 fif. Much injured.

Purple and white accessories, the latter rather faded. Under one handle a lotos-flower with

tendrils ;
the space under the other handle is painted over.

Exterior : (a) Gorgon flying to r., in archaic running attitude, with face to

the front, teeth and tongue showinp; ;
she has long hair, short embroidered

chiton with diploidion, endromides, and two pairs of wings, the upper ones

recurved.

{b) The same design.

B 38(5-400. KYLIKES WITH DESIGNS ON NARROW BAND
(shape as Fig. i).

B 386. KYLIX. Ht. 5i in. Diam. ^ in. Rhodes, 1885. Biliotti Sale Cat. 3-5 Dec. 1885.

Much broken. Coarse style ; designs black on a red band, with purple accessories. On either

side of the handles, a palmette.

Exterior : {a) Hound pursuing a hare to r. : On the r. is a net, of

triangular shape ;
on the 1. a huntsman to r., beardless, with embroidered

chlamys on 1. shoulder, and lagobolon in r. hand, 1. extended, urging on the

hound. He has just thrown another lagobolon, which is in the air above the

hare's back.

(/;) Similar design ;
instead of the huntsman, a bearded figure in long

chiton and striped himation.

B 387. KYLIX. Ht. si in. Diam. 8| in. Vulci, 1867. Blacas Coll. De Witte, Descr. 156.

Designs black on a red band, with purple and white accessories.

Exterior : {a) In the centre, two beardless male figures, with chlamydes
over their shoulders, and r. arms extended, the one on the 1. running to r.
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looking back, the one on the r. running to 1. Between them is Eris in the archaic

running attitude to r., looking back, with long hair, short purple chiton, and

wings outspread. On either side, looking on, is a beardless male figure in long
chiton and himation, with hair gathered up, holding a wand. At either extremity-
is a Sphinx passant, facing the scene, with long hair, and one wing advanced in

front.

[The scene perhaps represents an athletic contest.]

{b) The same design, white accessories partly faded.

B 388. KYLIX. Ht. 5 in. Diam. 8 in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll. Style as last. On either

side of the handles, a palmette.

Exterior: {a) On the 1., a beardless horseman galloping to r., with long

hair, and short white chiton. Before him is a beardless figure fleeing to r.,

looking back, with an embroidered chlamys over 1. shoulder, and arms

extended.

{b) Similar scene : the horseman has short hair, and an embroidered chiton.

B 389. KYLIX. Ht. ^l in. Diam. 8^ in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll. Repaired and restored.

Style as last.

Exterior : {a) In the centre, a Siren to r., with long hair, fillet, and 1. wing
advanced. On the 1. is a panther to 1. confronting a deer browsing ;

on the r. a

panther to r. confronting a similar deer
;
above each panther a ring of dots.

(b) Similar design ; on either side of the Siren, a panther to r. confronting
a deer to 1.

B 390. KYLIX. Ht. 3 in. Diam. 11 in. Cameiros, 1864. Style as before.

Exterior: {a) Combat of six warriors, in pairs : all have visored helmets,

cuirasses, short embroidered chitons, and spears ;
the one on the r. of each pair

is retreating before the other, and turning back to hurl his spear at him. The
first has a sword, and shield with one white and two purple pellets ;

the second

a shield with two white pellets and a tripod ;
the third, a sword and shield with

two white pellets ;
the fourth, a white shield with three purple pellets ;

the fifth,

a sword and shield with four pellets, two white, two purple ;
the sixth, a shield

with one white pellet. On either side is a Sphinx, with long hair, fillet, and

wings recurved, the one on the 1. to 1. regardant, the other to r.

(/;) Similar design : the first warrior has one purple and one white pellet on
his shield

;
the third, one white and two purple ;

the fourth, two white pellets ;

the sixth, one purple ;
and the fifth, a plain white shield.

B 391. KYLIX. Ht. 41^ in. Diam. SJ in. Cameiros, i860. Much injured ; parts of the bowl

broken away. On either side of the handles, a palmette.

Exterior : {a) Cock and hen confronted
;
between them a dotted circle with

spot in centre
;
on either side of them a deer browsing ;

the one on the 1. to r.,

the other to 1.

{b) Similar design ;
the cock and hen both to r.
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B 392. KYLIX. Ht. si '"• Uiam. 8i in. Corinth, 1852. Millingen Coll. Slightly injured ;

rather worn. Purple and white accessories. On either side of the handles, a palmette.

Exterior : (a) A cock and hen confronting a similar pair, the hens white ;

between them a Siren to r., with long hair, fillet, and one wing advanced. Behind

are, on the r. one, on the 1. two, male figures, beardless, with long purple chitons

and embroidered himatia, the first to 1,, the other two to r. (d) The same design.

B 393. KYLIX. Old No. 713. Ht. 4| in. Diam. 6/0 in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 983.

Shghtly injured. Purple accessories. On either side of the handles, a palmette.

Exterior, on either side : Two panthers confronted
;
between them, a stag to

1. browsing.

B 394. KYLIX. Ht. 3f in. Diam. 51 in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll. Purple and white

accessories.

Exterior, on either side : A ram to 1.

B 395. KYLIX. Ht. sjl in. Diam. 5^ in. Vulci, 1867. Blacas Coll. Durand Coll. 1882.

Fanoika, Na/zieu dcr Vasenbildner, p. 31 ;
Rev. Phil.n. p. 496; Klein, Meistersig. p. 217;

Brunn, Kiinstlergesch. ii. p. 730. Repaired and restored. Purple accessories. On either side of

the handles, a palmette.

Exterior : {a) A fox running to r.

(/;).On a piece let in, not an original part of the vase : [r]PIAn05EroiE5EN,

II]/3ta7ro«? eiroirjaev.

B 396. KYLIX. Ht. 51 in, Diam. 8^ in. Cameiros, 1864. Much repaired. Purple

accessories. On either side of the handles, a palmette.

Exterior, on either side : Frieze with deer to 1. browsing between two

panthers. Design on reverse partly obliterated.

B 397. KYLIX. Old No. 711. Ht. 5| in. Diam. 8^ in. Hamilton Coll. Schneider,

Tro. Sageiikr. p. 159. Style as last. On either side of the handles, a palmette.

Exterior: {a) Strife of Ajax and Odysseus over the arms of Achilles.^

(cf.
B 327) : In the centre. Ajax and Odysseus confronted, in embroidered

himatia, the one on the 1. (probably Ajax) bearded. Between them is Eris, in

the archaic running attitude to r., looking back, with long hair, necklace, long

embroidered chiton with purple diploidion, and wings outspread. Beyond on

either side, facing the scene, are two figures, a beardless male running up, with a

chlamys over his shoulders and arms extended, and a similar figure standing, in

a long embroidered chiton, the one on the 1. (probably Agamemnon) bearded.

{b) The same design.

[The subject appears to be a variety of B 387.]

B 398. KYLIX. Ht. 5i in. Diam. 8 in. Vulci, 1867. Blacas Coll. Durand Coll. 999.

Rei'. Phil. ii. p. 394; Klein, Meistersig. p. 76, no. 2
;

C. I. Gr. 8138. Purple accessories. On
either side of the handles, a palmette, much injured.

Exterior: {a) AP+ EKVE$ : MEnoi[E$E]N, 'Ap^e/f^^ /i'e7rot[77o-e]i'.

(/;
AP EK(V)E5 [METQIESEN], 'Ap;^e/c(X)»}9 [yu,' eTroirjaev.
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B 399. KYLIX. Old No. 679. Ht. 7/0 in. Diam. I2i in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 685.

Finely executed. Designs black on a red band with accessories of white and purple.

Exterior : (n) Three quadrigae about to depart : In the centre is one

turned to the front, in which is a charioteer, in a long white chiton, holding a

spear. On the 1. is another to 1., with one white and three black horses
;
the

charioteer is beardless, in a long chiton, holding the reins. Facing him, on the

further side, is a warrior with a visored helmet, shield, and spear ;
at the

further side of the horses is a female figure to 1., with long hair, long chiton, and

himation. In front of the horses is a beardless male figure seated on an

okladias to r., in long chiton and himation, holding a spear. On the r. is a

similar group ;
a quadriga to r., in which is a charioteer, beardless, in a long

chiton, holding the reins and a spear. Facing him are a warrior (as before, with

five pellets on his shield), and a female figure in long purple chiton and

himation. In front of the horses is a beardless figure seated on an okladias

to 1., in a long chiton and striped himation, holding a spear,

{b) Similar scene treated differently : In the centre, a quadriga to r., with

one white and three black horses, into which a warrior is stepping, with high-
crested helmet, short embroidered chiton, greaves, and two spears ;

in it stands

a charioteer bearded, with long purple chiton, embroidered himation, spear, and

Boeotian shield at his back. Facing them, on the further side, is a bearded

figure in long chiton and embroidered himation, holding a spear. By the side

of the horses is a warrior to r., with visored helmet, greaves, shield, and spear ;

facing him, a beardless figure in long chiton and himation, holding a spear. In

front of the horses is a warrior to 1., with visored helmet, chlamys, greaves,

spear, and shield with the device of a trident
;
behind him is a beardless figure

with fillet, long chiton, and embroidered himation, holding a spear. On either

side is a quadriga seen from the front, the charioteer in a long chiton (that of

the one on the r. is white), holding a spear. On either side of the handles is a

seated Sphinx, looking back at the scene, with long hair and fillet.

B 400. KYLIX. Ht. 8f in. Diam. \-i,\ in. 1857. Braun Coll. Rdm. Mittheil. iv. (1889),

pi. vii. p. 153 ff. (Schneider) ;
Wiener Vorlegebl. 1889, pi. ii. i«, \b, \c; Bull. delT Inst. 1847,

p. 124 ;
Arch. Zeit. 1847, pp. 24*, 37* ; Brunn, Kiinstlergesch. ii. p. 691 ;

Rev. Phil. ii. p. 513 ;

Klein, Meistersig. p. 78, no. 5, and Lieblingsinschr. p. 26
; Wernicke, Lieblingsn. p. 34 ;

C. I. Gr. %\wb ; Christie and Manson Sale Cat. 18 May 1853, no. 279. Finely executed ;

purple accessories only.

Exterior : Two friezes with combat of warriors :

{a) On the 1., a quadriga at full speed to r., the charioteer beardless, with

long hair, long chiton and cuirass, goad in r. hand, reins in 1. By his side is a

fully-armed warrior to r. pursuing another, who retreats and turns back to

thrust at him with his spear ;
the latter has a shield. Beneath the horses is a

warrior fallen on his face to r., bearded, and fully armed, his shield by his side.

Next to r., two fully-armed warriors, one wearing a chlamj's and short em-
broidered chiton, thrust with their spears at a warrior with high-crested helmet,

greaves, and shield with a purple pellet, who is beaten down on his knees to 1.
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Behind him is a warrior fully armed, with short diapered chiton, retreating to r.

and looking back. Next, a combat of two warriors over a fallen one
;
the one

on the 1. is bearded and fully armed, with a Boeotian shield covered with

scales
;
he thrusts with spear at the other, who is fully armed, his shield

painted purple ;
he is bending over the fallen one, who is bearded and fully

armed, and lies on his back, holding his shield. Next is a quadriga at full

speed to r., in which is a bearded warrior, fully armed, attacked by a similar

warrior, whose cuirass is covered with scales
;

the right-hand horse has

fallen wounded on his back. Next, a combat of three fully-armed warriors

over a fallen one
;
two on the 1. (one in a high-crested helmet and short

diapered chiton, the other with long hair) thrust with their spears ;
the fallen

warrior is fully armed, and looks up at them
;
he is defended by the other, who

is also fully armed, with short diapered chiton and a sword. Next is a

quadriga at full speed to 1., the charioteer bearded, with long chiton and a

Boeotian shield. At the further side of the horses a bearded fully-armed
warrior to r. pursues a similar one, who retreats brandishing his spear ;

the

former has a Boeotian shield. Behind the charioteer is a fully-armed warrior

retreating to r., and turning back to hurl his spear.

{b) On the 1., two warriors to r., bearded, each wearing pilos and greaves ;

one has long hair, a cuirass, spear and shield with the device of a bearded

face to 1., the other has a short embroidered chiton. In front of them

is a mounted warrior galloping to r., bearded, with pilos, chlamys and short

chiton, and spear, leading a second horse. Before him is a warrior falling

forward to r., bearded and fully armed, with high-crested helmet, short purple

chiton, spear, and Boeotian shield
;

he is defended by a similar warrior

advancing to 1., with shield and spear. Next is a quadriga at full speed to 1.,

the charioteer beardless, with long chiton, and goad in r. hand
;
at the further

side of the horses is a fully-armed warrior to r., thrusting with his spear at

another, who retreats looking back at him. Next, a combat of two pairs of

fully-armed warriors
;
one on the 1. has a short embroidered chiton, one on the

r. has the forepart of a boar to 1. as device on his shield
;
between them is a

warrior, as before, fallen on his back to 1. Next, a quadriga at full speed to r.,

the charioteer bearded, with petasos, long chiton, and Boeotian shield
; by its

side is a warrior with long hair and a scaly Boeotian shield, in combat with

another in a short embroidered chiton and scaly cuirass
;
both are fully armed.

Next, a fully-armed warrior to r., bearded, with scaly Boeotian shield, has

beaten down another on one knee to r.
;
the latter has a high-crested helmet,

and looks back at him
;
he is defended by two fully-armed warriors. On the r.

is a nude youth on horseback, galloping to 1., with a spear, at his further side a

second horse
;
behind him, a warrior to 1., fully armed, thrusting with his spear.

Under one handle: HirOKPlTG^ KAVI$TO$, 'iTTTrcJ/cptTo? KdWi,aTo<i\ under the

other: AVAYKYTE5 EPOIESEN, VXavKVTi]^ i-TTOLrjaev.
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B 401-425. KYLIKES BY MINOR ARTISTS
(shape as Fig. i).

B 401. KYLIX. Old No. 680. Ht. 6^5 in. Diam. 8^^ in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 1007.

A7i>i. deir Inst. 1857, pi. A, 2^, 2b, and p. 141 (Jahn) ; Panofka, Eigenn. pi. 4, 3, p. 59;

Wernicke, Lieblingsn. p. 28
; Klein, Lieblingsinschr. p. 27 ;

Arch. Zeit. 1885, p. 195, n. 12
;

C, I. Gr. 8046. Designs red on black ground, with purple accessories.

Exterior : {a) A female bust to 1., the face outHned in black
; long hair

tied in a club, fillet, earrings, necklace, and chiton, of which the top is visible.

Below : +AIPEKAiriEI . . . Xaipe Kol nrieL [ev.

{b) Above, the same design. Below: $TPOIBO^ KA\ O^, STpotj3o<i Ka\6<i.

[Cf. the following vase and fragment. The name Stroibos occurs on a similar kyhx
in Gerhard, A. V. 190-1, 3-4, which resembles the work of Glaukytes. This vase (also

B 402 and B 4021) may be attributed to him.]

B 402. KYLIX. Ht. 4 in. Diam. 5| in. Vulci, 1867. Blacas Coll. Arch. Zeit. 1885, p. 189.

Style as last.

Exterior : {a) Above, a female bust, to 1., exactly as in last vase
; below,

an imitation inscription.

(^) Above, as {a) ; below, imitation inscription.

B 402,. FRAGMENT OF KYLIX. 2i x 2\ in. Salamis (Cyprus), 1891. Presented by the

Cyprus Exploration Fund. J. H. S. xii. p. 143. Style as last.

Exterior : A female bust, as last, with hair looped up under a fillet.

Below: $T. . . ., %T\pol^o<^ Kcik6<i\.

B 403. KYLIX. Old No. 677. Ht. 5| in. Diam. 8J5 in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 335.

Wulff, Theseussage,"^. yi. Purple accessories
; style of Nicosthenes (?). In the centre of the

interior is an ancient bronze nail, by which the bowl was fastened to the foot.

Exterior, above :
( a) Theseus slaying the Minotaur (type N.) :

Theseus to r., with long tresses, fillet, short purple chiton, and sheath at side,

seizes the Minotaur by the horn with 1. hand, while he plunges his sword into his

breast. The Minotaur, who has a bull's head and neck, kneels on one knee to

r., with head turned to 1., and 1. hand raised, holding a stone
;
blood flows from

the wound.

{b) The same design. Below, on both sides, imitation inscriptions.
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B 404. KYLIX. Old No. 68 1. Ht. 51 in. Diam. 8 in. From Vulci. Uurand Coll. 790.

Purple accessories.

Exterior, on either side : Above, a beardless male figure running to r., looking

back, with chlamys over 1. arm. On either side, facing him, is a beardless male

figure in long chiton and embroidered himation. Below, imitation inscriptions.

B 405. KYLIX. Ht. si in- Diam. 8| in. Corinth, 1851. Braun Coll. Rather worn; purple
accessories. On either side of the handles, a palmette.

Exterior, on either side : Above, panther to r.
;
on either side, and below,

imitation inscriptions.

B 406. KYLIX. Old No. 714. Ht. 3y% in. Diam. 6 in. One handle broken. Purple
accessories. On either side of the handles, a palmette.

Exterior, on either side : Two cocks confronted, pecking at each other.

B 407. KYLIX. Ht. 61 in. Diam. 8f in. Naucratis, 1886. Put together from fragments.

Purple accessories.

Exterior, on cither side : Odysseus escaping from Polyphemos (type

M.) : The ram walks to 1., with Odysseus fastened under its belly by a rope

passing twice round its body ;
he is nude and bearded.

[A similar kylix from Vulci is in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, with the addition

of a draped male figure on either side of Odysseus.]

B 408. KYLIX. Ht. s^r in. Diam. 5^ in. Poll, Cyprus, 1890. Presented by the Cyprus Ex-

ploration Fund. /. H. S. xi. p. 42. Purple and white accessories.

Exterior, on either side : Centaur galloping to r., with a stone in either

hand, which he is about to hurl.

B 409. KYLIX. Old No. 678. Ht. 5f in. Diam. 8 in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 40. Style
as last. On either side of the handles, palmettes.

Exterior : {a) Above, two female figures confronted, each seated on an

okladias, with fillet, necklace, and long purple chiton with diploidion ; both are

enveloped in a large embroidered cJilaina which hangs between them like a

curtain (cf. B 163). Below, an imitation inscription, (b) The same designs.

B 410. KYLIX. Old. No. 682. Ht. 5| in. Diam 8^% in. Vulci, 1846. Canino Coll. Panofka,
Namett der Vasenbildner, p. 34; Brunn, Kiinstlergesch. ii. p. 738, No. 10; Rev. Phil. ii.

p. 504; Klein, Meisicrsig. p. 73, No. 16; C. I. Gr. 8302. Purple accessories. On either side

of the handles, palmettes.

Exterior : {a) Above, an ithyphallic Satyr stooping to r., with hands

extended, the body stippled all over. Below: TVES,ONHONEAPXOEnoiE$EN,
^\r](Twv 6 ^edp^ov eTroirjaev. {b) Similar to {a) ;

the Satyr to 1. The design
is nearly worn away.
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B 411. KYLIX. Ht, 6i in. Diam. 9 in. Cameiros, 1867. Style as before. On cither

side of the handles, palmettes.

Exterior on either side: TVE$ONHONEAPXOEnoiE5EN, TXijaov 6 Neap^of
eTroirjaev.

B 412. KYLIX. Old No. 685. Ht, 4 in. Diam. g^^^ in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 1000.

C. I. Gr. 8188
; V>xv.xin, Kiinstlcrgesch. ii. p. 693 ; Klein, Meistersig. p. 82, No. 2. Style as last.

On either side of the handles, palmettes. At the point ot insertion of the stem in the bowl is

a spike in imitation of metal, cf. B 382.

Exterior, on either side: HEPMOAENEJ EnoiE^EN, 'Epfioj€vr]<; iirolrjcrev.

B 413. KYLIX. Ht. 5 in. Diam 7^ in. Blacas Coll. 1867. Klein, Meistersig. p. 82, No. 7.

Style as before. On either side of the handles, palmettes.

Exterior : Above, an ivy-wreath, with alternate black and purple leaves,
and rmgs of dots between the leaves. Below: {a) HEP^'•OAENE$ EnoiE$EN
EME, 'E/?/i07eV7;9 iTTOiT]aev ifMe ; {b) HEPMOAENE$ [EPOjIESEN.

B 414. KYLIX. Old No. 684. Ht. 5|- in. Diam. 7| in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 1003.
Atm. delPInst. 1831, p. 187, No. 782; C. I. Gr. 8103. Surface much repainted; purple
accessories. On either side of the handles, palmettes.

Exterior: {a) +AIPEKAir'IOEME, Xalpe kuI tt'lov ifie. (l?)
Imitation in-

scriptions.

B 415. KYLIX. Ht. 4 in. Diam. 5| in. Vulci, 1867. Blacas Coll. A piece broken off the

foot. Purple accessories. On either side of the handles, palmettes.

Exterior, each side : +AIPEKAiniEIEV, Xaipe Arat TTi'ei ey.

B 416. KYLIX. Ht. 4^ in. Diam. 6 in. Cameiros, i860. Designs black on red ground, with

accessories of white and purple. Style of Tleson. On either side of the handles, palmettes.

Interior, in a medallion, with border of tongue-pattern : An eagle flying
to r. Exterior : On each side is inscribed : +AIPEKAIMEIEV, Xalpe koI itUl ev.

B 417. KYLIX. Old No. 701. Ht. 4| in. Diam. 6| in. 1847. Millingen Coll. Micah,
A/oH. Ined. pi. 42, pp. 248-9 ; Rev. Phil. ii. p. 416 ; Brunn, Kiinstlergesch. ii. p. 681

; Klein,

Meistersig. p. 72, No. i
;

C. I. Gr. 8202. Purple accessories only. On each side of the

handles, palmettes.

Interior, in a medallion, with border of tongue-pattern : Chimaera
seated to r., the lion's head regardant, with mouth open and 1. paw raised

;

goat's head and forepart of body rampant to 1., also with open mouth, and

serpent tail erect to 1. Under its r. paw is a tendril with two volutes.

Exterior: {a) EV-i-EPO$iEnoiE$EN (/;) HOPAOTIIVIOHYIHY5 ; Ei;x;efpo<?

eTTOirjo-ev 6 ('E)pjOTLfxov u/(e)y9.

[For vi{e)vs, cf. the dedication on the base of the statue by Antenor at Athens, Ephem.
Archacol. 18S6, p. 81.]
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B 418. KYLIX. Ht. 5^% in. Diam. 8| in. Vulci, 1867. Blacas Coll. Mus. Blac. pi. xvi.

fig. 2, p. 48 ; Brunn, Kunstlergcsch. ii. p. 659 ; Rev. Phil. \\. p. 394. ; Klein, Meistersig. p. 76,
No. I. A piece chipped off the foot. Purple accessories only. On each side of the handles,
palmettes.

Interior, in a medallion, as last : A horseman on a rearing horse to 1.,

nude and beardless, with hair tied in a club and bound by a fillet
;
the horse

has a top-knot. Exterior: {a) AP+KVE5EnoiE5EN, 'Ap;^^(t)/cX?}9 iirolr^asv.

AP+ IKVE5EnO[IE]5EN.

B 419. KYLIX. Old No. 683. Ht. 4y^ in. Diam. 7^ in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 826.

C.I. Cr. 8137. Style of Archicles or Eucheiros. Purple accessories only. On each side of

the handles, palmettes.

Interior, in a medallion, with border of dots and tongue pattern : Two
horsemen side by side to r.

;
the further one is beardless, \w'\t\\ petasos, the other

bearded, in a helmet with cheek-pieces ;
both have long hair and short chitons.

The nearer one is looking back
;
beneath the horses is a dog to r. regardant.

Exterior, both sides : Imitation inscriptions.

B 420. KYLIX. Ht. 4f in. Diam. 8| in. Santa Maria di Capua, 1856. Temple Coll.

Klein,. Meistersig. p. 75, No. 32. Purple accessories only.

Interior, in a medallion : Siren to r, regardant, with fillet, long hair, and

wings addorsed. Exterior, on either side : TVE^ON HONEAP + GEPQIESE, T\i]awv

Nedp-)(^ov eTroLTja-e. The inscription is much worn. On the foot is incised :

NIKAA0POAITH, vLfca 'A(f)poSLT7j.

B 421. KYLIX. Ht. 5I in. Diam. 7| in. Vulci, 1867. Blacas Coll. Durand Coll. 260.

Brunn, KiiLstlergesch. ii. p. 739, No. 27 ;
Rev. Phil. ii. p. 503 ; Klein, Meistersig. p. 75, No. 36.

Purple and white accessories. On either side of the handles, palmettes.

Interior, in a medallion, with border of tongue-pattern : Huntsman moving
to r., bearded, with short chiton richly diapered, holding a white hound in

a leash with r. hand, and carrying a hare and fox, the bodies of both stippled
all over, the fox purple, suspended by their fore-paws from a pole.

[A similar subject on the Corintho-Attic olp&, B 52.]

Exterior, on either side: TVE$ONHONEAPXOEnoiE$EN, T\?;o-ft)i/ o '^eapyov

em-oirja-ev.

B 422. KYLIX. Ht. 6 in. Diam. 9^ in. Cameiros, i860. Much injured. Purple accessories ;

style of Tleson. On either side of the handles, palmettes.

Interior, in a medallion, with border of tongue-pattern : Siren to 1., perched
on a lotos-tendril ending in two flowers

;
the head obliterated, wings addorsed.

On the 1., a tendril with lotos-flowers.

Exterior, on either side : +AlPEKAiniEIEY, Xalpe koL irUi ev.
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B 423. KYLIX. Ht. 4-\ in. Diam. 6f in. Vulci, 1867. Blacas Coll. Mus. Blac. pi. xvi.

4, 5, p. 48. Repaired ; one side completely restored. Style of Tleson. Purple accessories.

Interior, in a medallion, with border of tongue-pattern : A hind to r., with

dappled body, the 1. fore-leg raised, biting its own back.

Exterior: As the last.

B 424. KYLIX. Ht. 7iin. Diam. 11 in. Vulci, 1867. Blacas Coll. Durand Coll. 21. El.

Cer. i. pi. 56, p. 192 ; Rev. Phil. ii. p. 494; Raskin, Aratra Pentelici, p. 81
; Brunn, Kiinst-

lergesch. ii. p. 729 ; Klein, Meistersig. p. 82
;

C. 1. Gr. 8315 ; Overbeck, Kiinstmyth.

{Zeus)^ p. 27; Schneider, Geburt d, Athena, p. 11. Foot repaired. Purple and white

accessories.

Exterior : {li) Birth of Athene (type B.) : Zeus seated to r., bearded,
with long hair, fillet, long purple chiton, and embroidered himation, in

r. hand a thunderbolt
;

the back of his throne ends in a swan's neck and

head, the legs in lion's claws, and the arms are supported by four Doric
columns. From his head springs Athene to r., only the upper half of her being
visible, with long hair, purple chiton, and shield with a bull's head procrossos,

brandishing a spear in 1. hand. In front is Hephaestos departing and looking
back, bearded, with long hair, short purple chiton, and endromides, double-

headed axe in 1. hand. Below : XAIPEKAIPIEIMENAI + I, '^S^^alp^
kol ttUl fxe vatxi

{It) Apotheosis of Heracles (type E. 11): On the r. is Zeus seated to

1., bearded, with long hair, long purple chiton, and embroidered himation, in r.

hand a sceptre, the termination of which resembles the three prongs of a trident

(cf B 166) ;
the throne as in {a). Athene advances towards him, with long

hair, fillet, aegis with scales and fringe of snakes, and long embroidered chiton,

leading up Heracles by the 1. arm. He is bearded, and wears the lion's skin

with the head thrown back, over a short white chiton, and has club in r. hand,
and bow and arrows in 1. Below is inscribed: OPVNOS EnoiE$ENXAlPEMEN,

^pvvot eTroirjaev' 'X.cupe fxkv.

Inside is a relief, a later addition, representing Hermes carrying off the

infant Dionysos ;
the former departs to 1., wearing petasos and chlamys, and

holding Dionysos on 1. arm, and cadiiceus in r. hand
;
on the r. is a Maenad (J),

with long chiton and nebris, holding a torch (?) in 1. hand.

B 425. KYLIX. Ht. 5 in. Diam. Z\ in. Vulci, 1867. Blacas Coll. Mtis. Blac. pi. xix.
;
El.

Ch\ i. pi. 24, p. 43 ; Klein, Meistersig. p. 81
; Overbeck, Kunstmyth. {Zeus\ p, 28

; Rev.
Phil. ii. p. 506 ; Brunn, Kiinstlergesch. ii. p. 739 ; Panofka, Namen d. Vasenb. p. 39. Style

resembling last. On either side of the handles, palmettes.

Interior, in a medallion, with border of tongue -pattern : Iris, or Nike,

flying to r., in archaic attitude, with long hair, diadem, necklace, long chiton

schistos with purple spots, and wings outspread.
Exterior : (^d) Above, Zeus, Poseidon, and Pluto : In the centre is

Poseidon to 1., bearded, with long hair curly in front, long chiton with purple

spots, purple himation, in r. hand his trident. Behind him is Zeus to 1., bearded,
with long hair curly in front, long purple chiton, himation, in r. hand a thunder-
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bolt. In front of Poseidon is Pluto to r., looking back, as Poseidon, but in a

plain chiton, with 1. hand extended, in the r. a keras (J).
On either side, facing

the scene, is a winged horse, with wings recurved.

{b) Above, Persephone taking leave of Pluto
(?)

: On the r. is Pluto to 1.,

bearded, in a long purple chiton with guilloche border, and embroidered

himation, holding out a cantharos in r. hand. Facing him is Persephone, with

long hair, curls in front, diadem, long purple chiton with chevron border, and

himation, in r. hand a rhipis, or fan, and three ears of corn, in 1. hand a lotos-

flower. Behind her is Hermes Psychopompos, waiting to conduct her away,

bearded, with long hair, petasos, short purple chiton with chevron border, and

embroidered himation, endroviides, and caduceus. Behind him is Denieter(?)
to r., with long hair, diadem, long striped chiton, and purple himation, 1. hand

extended. Behind Pluto is a vine-branch hanging downwards, with clusters

of grapes.

Below, on both sides : +5Et^OKVE5 : EP0IE5EIV, Hew/cX?}? eiroirjaev.

B 426-461. LATER ATHENIAN KYLIKES (shape as Fig. 18).

B 426. KYLIX. Ht. 9 in. Diam. 21 in. Nola, 1873. Castellan! Coll. Moii. delP Inst. ix.

pis. 9-1 1
;
Attn, deir Inst. xli. (1869), p. 245 ;

Bull, dell' Inst. 1866, p. 217 and 1868, p. 218 ;

Corey, Amaz. Ant. Fig. pp. 26, 63; /. H. S. v. p. 182. Much injuied. Designs black on

grey ground (injured by fire), with faded accessories of white and purple.

Interior, in a medallion, with border as last : Dionysos riding on an ithy-

phallic mule to 1.
;
he is bearded, with long hair, ivy-wreath, short embroidered

chiton, and chlamys fastened in front, in 1. hand a cantharos, in r. ivy-branches.

In advance of him and at further side of mule is a Maenad moving to

1., looking back, with ivy-wreath and long embroidered chiton. On either

side is an ithyphallic Satyr, facing the centre
;

the one on the r. plays the

double flute. Round the central design is a frieze with a procession of

Trojan (?) warriors: In a quadriga to r. are two bearded figures, in long

chitons and embroidered himatia, the nearer one holding two spears and the

reins
;
one of them has a high-crested helmet slung behind him. In advance

of them are a pair of archers side by side to r., looking back, bearded, with

high peaked caps and embroidered jerkins and anaxyrides in one piece ;
both

carry quivers, and one an axe. By the further side of the horses are two fully-

armed warriors with parameridia^ each carrying two spears ;
the first has a

pellet and two crescents on his shield, the second a high-crested helmet
;
with

them are three archers (as before, the first and last with axes) ;
the first three

are to 1., the other two to r., looking back. In front of the horses is a youth to

1. with an embroidered chlamys over his shoulders, followed by : an archer and
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warrior side by side to 1., as before
;
the warrior has a triquetra on his shield

;

a similar pair ;
the warrior has a bull's head on his shield

;
an archer as before,

and an archer and warrior (as before) side by side
;
a youth on horseback in a

himation with crenellated border, carrying two spears ; by his side a similar

bearded figure, and an archer (as before) ;
three similar pairs of archers and

warriors side by side, on the shield of the first, part of a chariot, on that of the

second, a tripod ;
all these figures are to 1. [Here a large portion is lost.]

Next, a youth on horseback to 1., with long hair and himation with crenellated

border
; by his side an archer to 1. looking back (as before), and a warrior to 1.

with a high-crested helmet, and two spears, but no shield
;
behind them an

archer and warrior side by side, as before (the device on the latter's shield

obliterated), and two warriors, the devices on their shields obliterated
;

all

four to 1. Next are: a warrior looking to r., with helmet and two spears; a

youth on horseback to r., with two spears, his upper part lost
; by his side a

warrior to 1., only part of his helmet and rim of shield visible, carrying two

spears ;
an archer to r. (as before, with sword and axe) confronting a warrior with

high-crested helmet, shield, and two spears ;
an archer to r., looking back (as

before) ;
a bearded figure on horseback to r., with petasos, short chiton, himation

with crenellated border, sword and two spears ;
two fully armed warriors to r.

leading a horse, each with parameridia and two spears, and confronting them,
two similar warriors, the device on one shield obliterated

;
next is an archer to r.

(as before) ; lastly, two archers to r., as before, one with sword and axe, who

immediately follow the chariot first described.

Exterior: (^?) Contest of Heracles and Geryon (type E. 4): Heracles

to r., with lion's skin girt at the waist over a short embroidered chiton, brandishes

sword in r. hand against Geryon, who is represented as usual, all three bodies

being fully armed. The nearer one has a short diapered chiton
;
the device on

his shield is obliterated
;
the further one is apparently falling wounded, as his

legs are doubled under him. Between the combatants is Erytheia to r. looking

back, in a long embroidered chiton, her r. hand extended to Athene, who
stands to r. behind Heracles

;
she has long hair, high-crested helmet, the crest

cut off" by the edge of the vase, long striped chiton, and shield with a snake in

high relief. Behind Geryon is the dog Orthros fallen wounded on his back

to r. On either side, large eyes, with black and white rings, and black outlines

on the clay.

Pig. 28, {b) Contest of Heracles with the Amazons (type E. 6) : In the centre

p. 19. is Heracles to r., with lion's skin girt at the waist over a short striped

chiton, quiver with open lid in the form of a wing, sheath at side, and sword

in r. hand, attacking two Amazons
; they have long tresses, high-crested

helmets with cheek-pieces, cuirasses, short embroidered chitons, and swords, and

thrust at him with spears. The nearer one has paraniei'idia, greaves, a necklace,

and a Gorgoneion on her shield, the other has a tripod as her device. Between

the combatants is an Amazon fallen back to 1. on one knee, with long tresses,

high-crested helmet, cuirass, short chiton, sword, and Boeotian shield with device

Q
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of a large thunderbolt, and boss in the shape of a rosette. On the 1. is an

Amazon kneeling on one knee to r. (long tresses, high-crested helmet with

cheek pieces, cuirass, short striped chiton, spear, and shield with device of an

ivy-wreath), engaging with a Greek warrior (high-crested helmet with fillet,

cuirass, short diapered chiton, greaves, spear, and shield with device of a bull's

head), and seizing the handle of his shield with her 1. hand. On either side are

large eyes, as on {a). On the 1. and nearly covered by the handle, is a Greek

fully armed, with short chiton, sword, and spear, advancing to 1. to defend

another Greek warrior, under the handle, kneeling to r. and looking back, in

high-crested helmet and short chiton, nearly obliterated. Beyond the handle

on the 1. is an Amazon attacking the latter with her spear ;
she has long

tresses, high-crested helmet with cheek pieces, cuirass, short embroidered chiton,

and sword
;
the lower part of her is obliterated.

Under the other handle is Dionysos seated to r, on an okladias, bearded,

with long hair, ivy-wreath, long chiton and himation, in 1. hand a large vine

extending on either side, with clusters of grapes. Behind him is a Satyr

crouching down to r., with r. hand raised. Above the handle are three Satyrs

in various attitudes, two on the left-hand side confronted, and one on the r.,

gathering grapes from the vine held by Dionysos.
Below : Lotos-buds, and rays alternately outlined and black. Round the

stem, similar rays pointing downwards
;
round the foot underneath, tongue-

pattern in black.

B 427. KYLIX. Old No. 674. Ht. 5 in. Diani. 13J- in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 123.

Under each handle are two vine-branches intertwined, spreading over the field each side,

with bunches of grapes. Below the e.xterior designs, bands of dots, and rays alternately black

and outlined.

Interior, in a medallion, with border of ivy : Gorgoneion, with curls,

protruding tongue, and long tusks.

Round the central design, a frieze uith Dionysiac ihiasos : Dionysos
stands to r., bearded, with long hair, ivy-wreath, long white chiton and striped

himation, in r. hand vine-branches, in 1. a large kylix of archaic shape.

Behind him is a Maenad to r., with long hair, fillet, long chiton with purple

spots, and iiebris. In front of him are : a Satyr, looking back, with r. hand

raised
;
a Maenad to 1. with long hair looped up under a fillet, long chiton with

purple spots, and nebris, 1. hand raised
; Satyr to 1.

;
Maenad to 1., as last

(chiton plain with purple diplo'idioii) ; Satyr to r. looking back, with r. hand

raised
;
Maenad to r. (as the second one) ; Satyr to r.

;
all dancing. Con-

fronting the last is lacchos on an ithyphallic mule, wearing a fillet and short

chiton with purple spots. Behind the mule are a Satyr to 1., with face turned

to the front, and a Maenad to 1. (as the first one) ; next, a Satyr to 1. looking

back, with 1. hand raised, and two pairs of Maenads and Satyrs dancing, the

former to r. with hair looped up under a fillet, long chiton with purple diplo'idion,

and nebris, their hands raised, the Satyrs to r. looking back at them. Between

the figures are vine-branches.
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Exterior: {a) Dionysos to r., bearded, with long hair, ivy-wreath, long
white chiton and stripr-d himation, in r. hand a keras ; before him is a Satyr
looking back at him, with r. hand raised. On either side, large eyes, the pupils
black with rings of purple and white, the ground left red with black out-

lines, {h). Similar design ;
the Satyr stands facing Dionysos, who has a kylix

in 1. hand (shape as before).

B 428. KYLIX. Old No. 671. Ht. 4j% in. Diam, iif in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 209.

Gerhard, A. V. pi. 8, i, and p. 36 ; El. C<fr. iii. i
; Overbeck, Kunstmyth. {Poseidon), p. 217 ;

Stephani, Compte-Rendu, 1866, p. 91, n. 7. Under each handle, interlacing vines, spreading
out each side, with bunches of grapes.

Interior: Gorgoneion, carelessly executed, with curls, tusks and protruding

tongue.
Exterior : {a) Nereus seated on a sea-horse to r., with long white beard and

tresses, fillet, and embroidered himation, in r. hand a trident. The animal has

the head, neck, and forelegs of a horse and ends in a fimbriated fish's tail. On
either side are eyes, the pupils black, with rings of purple, white, and black, the

rest in white, with black outlines, {h) Similar design : Nereus has 1. hand ex-

tended, and holds the trident with the fork behind, not in front.

B 429. KYLIX. Old No. 688. Ht. 3^% in. Diam. 8^ in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 705.

Slightly injured.

Interior, design in white on a red medallion : A Siren, or Harpy, facing to

the front, with head turned to 1., wearing a fillet, with wings outspread, the

markings of the wings and tail, and the fillet, in purple.

Exterior : {a) Nude youth at the further side of a horse to 1.
; facing

him on either side is a maiden with long hair and long embroidered chiton. In

the field, ivy-branches ;
on either side, eyes in black, with white markings.

(h) Similar design ;
behind the central figure, a small bird flying to 1. Under

each handle, a Siren to r. regardant.

B 430. KYLIX. Old No. 691. Ht. % in. Diam. lof in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 167.

Slightly restored. Under the handles, interlacing vines, as before.

Interior, in a medallion : Gorgoneion, as B 428, with curls and protruding

tongue.
Exterior : {a) Combat of two warriors : both are fully armed, with

spears ;
the one on the 1. has a short chiton with scales, sword, and shield, and

has beaten down the other on one knee
;
the latter has a short chiton with

purple spots, over which is a skin, a high-crested helmet, and shield with device

of an ivy-wreath. On either side, eyes, black with purple and white rings

round the pupil.

{b) A Satyr to r., placing 1. hand on the neck of a Maenad who looks back

at him
;
she has hair gathered up under a fillet, and long embroidered chiton

;

her head is restored. On either side, eyes as on (a).

g 2
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B 431. KYLIX. Ht. 3I in, Diam. 7| in. Santa Maria di Capua, 1856. Temple Coll. Slightly

restored. Rather coarse style. Under the handles, vines as before.

Interior, in a medallion : Gorgoneion, as last, but ruder.

Exterior : (a) Winged female figure (Iris ?), seated on an okladias to r.,

with long hair, fillet, long striped chiton, hands extended, and wings recurved.

On either side, eyes, black with a white ring round the pupil.

(/;) Winged nude male figure advancing to r., beardless, with fillet,

endromides as Hermes in B 379, wings recurved and hands extended, probably a

wind-god (Zephyr 9) On either side, eyes, as {a),

B 432. KYLIX. Old No. 670*. Ht. 3y% in. Diam. 8^ in. Birch, Ancient Pottery, p. 162;

Ber. d. Siichs. Gesellsch. 1867, pi- 4, fig. 4, p. 100
; Mayer, Giganten u. Titanen, p. 310. Much

injured. Coarse style.

Interior, in a medallion : A potter, nude and beardless, with drapery over

1. shoulder, seated to r, before a wheel, on which is a kylix of archaic shape, the

handle of which he is moulding ;
on a shelf above him are four kylikes, in two

piles, and an oinochok

[Cf. the Corinthian pinax, Berlin Cat. 640.]

Exterior : (a) Gigantomachia (type A.) : Athene advancing to r., with

high-crested helmet, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, aegis on

1. arm, attacks Enkelados with spear ;
he has fallen back with r. leg drawn up ;

he has an embroidered chlamys over his shoulder. On either side, eyes, black,

with a white ring round the pupil. In the field, branches and bunches of grapes.

{b) The same design. Under each handle, a dolphin to r.

B 433. KYLIX. Old No. 672. Ht. 3^ in. Diam. 8| in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 206.

Design, black on red ground, with accessories of white and purple.

Interior, in a medallion : Gorgoneion with curls, protruding tongue and

teeth.

Exterior : {a) Bearded figure to r., with short white chiton and spear in r.

hand, riding on a kippalectryon, with a horse's head and forelegs joined to a

cock's body, tail, and legs (cf. a kylix by Xenocles, Berlin Cat. 1770). On
either side, eyes, white ground with black markings, and black pupil with a

purple ring round it. {U) The same design. Under each handle, a lotos-flower

inverted.

B 434. KYLIX. Old No. 670. Ht. 4| in. Diam. I2| in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 27.

Mayer, Giganten u. Titanen, p. 309, and p. 314, note 88 ; cf. C. I. Gr. 7562 and Wernicke,

Lieblings7i. p. 49, n. 2. White accessories faded. Bowl much injured. Under each handle is

a vine-branch with bunches of grapes.

Interior, in a medallion : Gorgoneion, as before, but not so rude.

Exterior : {a) Heracles strangling the Nemean lion (type E. i) :

Composition as usual
;
Heracles stooping to r., nude and bearded. In the

background is a tree from which are suspended his quiver and striped chlamys ;
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in the branches are perched five doves. On either side, eyes, black on red,

with a purple ring round the pupil.

(b) Gigantomachia (type A.) : Athen^ to 1., with long tresses, high-
crested helmet, aegis with scales and snake-border both sides, long embroidered

chiton, and shield with unintelligible device, is transfixing Enkelados with her

spear. He is beaten down on one knee to r., and is bearded, with long tresses,

and fully armed, with a short striped chiton. Above, an imitation inscription.

Under each handle is a vine-branch with bunches of grapes.

B 435. KYLIX. Ht. 3^ in. Diam. lo|^ in. Cameiros, 1864. Slightly injured. Rather coarse

style.

Interior, in a medallion : Ram to r., with white horns.

Exterior : {a) Maenad to 1., looking to r., with a fillet, long chiton and

himation, both with purple spots, between two Satyrs dancing. In the field,

vine-branches with bunches of grapes. On either side, eyes, black outlines on

red, purple pupils with white rings round, {b) Same design. Under each handle,
a dolphin to r.

B 436. KYLIX. Ht. SySgin. Diam. 8I in. Vulci, 1867. Blacas Coll. De Witte,Z'^^cr. 193 ;

Micali, Storia, pi. 103, 2
; Baumeister, p. 1599 ; Smith, Diet. Ant.^ vol. ii. pp. 209, 210, 213 ;

y. H. S. vi. p. 29 ; Jahrbiich, vii. (1892), p. 53.

Interior : Gorgoneion, with curls and protruding tongue and tusks.

Exterior: {a) Merchant-vessel {Iiolkas) sailing to r., rigged with mast and
sail

;
on the prow an eye ;

at the stern a landing-ladder, and steersman with

steering-oars {pedalia) ; along the sides, lattice-work bulwarks {cataphracti).

Sailing towards it is a war-galley with mast and sail, prow in the form of a

boar's head, bulwarks as before, high fore-deck, steering-oars and landing-
ladder at stern

;
two banks of row^ers, four sailors furling sail, and steersman.

{b) Similar design ;
the merchant-vessel has sails furled, no sailors are

visible in the galley. Under the handle on the r. is another boat to 1, with an

eye on the prow. The surface of the sea is indicated by a wavy line.

[Cf. B 679 and E 2.]

B 437. KYLIX. Ht. 3iin. Diam. 7f in. Cameiros, 1864. Coarse style.

Interior, in a medallion : Panther to r. regardant.
Exterior : {a) Dionysos seated to r., bearded, with a wreath, long chiton

and embroidered himation, in 1. hand a keras. Facing him is Hermes seated

bearded, ^\\.\\. petasos, embroidered chlamys, and endroniidcs. Behind Dionysos
is a Satyr riding to r. on a mule, followed by another with r. hand raised, as f

about to strike the mule. On the r. is a Satyr riding to r. on a mule
;
in front

of him a Satyr departing. In the field, vine-branches with bunches of grapes.

{b) Similar design : Dionysos as in {a), seated to r. on an okladias. Facing
him is Ariadnd, also seated on an okladias, with long hair, fillet, long chiton,

and embroidered himation. On the 1. is a Satyr to r., dancing, with 1. hand
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raised
;
behind him, a Satyr riding on a mule to r. On the r. is a Satyr riding

on a mule to r., and another departing. In the field, vine-branches with bunches

of grapes.

B 438. KYLIX. Ht. 3 in. Diam. 7f in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll. Very coarse style ; no

accessories ; imperfectly fired. Under each handle, an ivy-leaf..

Interior, in a medallion : Nude beardless figure running to r. and looking

back, carrying a bundle (?) on his 1. arm.

Exterior : (a) Ajax and Achilles, or Palamedes and Protesilaos (cf.

B 193), seated facing over a table, playing at pessi, both fully armed, with

chlamydes, their r. hands extended over the table. On either side is a warrior

to r. looking back, with visored helmet and shield (the one on the 1. has a

Boeotian shield). On the r. is a female figure seated to r., in long chiton and

himation. In the field, vine-branches, with bunches of grapes.

[Type H. (i).]

(d) Similar design : the female figure on the r. is looking back. On the 1.

is a similar figure seated to r., with a flower
(.-')

in her 1. hand.

B 439. KYLIX. Ht. 2^ in. Diam. lof in. Cameiros, 1864. Slightly injured. Rather coarse

style ;
remains of white accessories. Under the handles, a pattern of lotos-buds and palmettes.

Interior : Athene advancing to r., with high-crested helmet, aegis on 1. arm

as a shield, long chiton and himation, in r. hand two spears On either side of

her, imitation inscriptions.

Ex'erior: (a) Quadriga to r., into which a charioteer is stepping, with

fillet, himation, goad in r. hand, and reins in both. On the further side of the

chariot, looking back at him, is a beardless male figure with chlamys and hair

looped up under a fillet, in 1. hand a cJidys.

{U) The same design.

B 440. KYLIX. Ht. i\ in. Diam. 7f in. Cameiros, 1864. Slightly injured. Coarse style ;

no accessories. Under the handles, a pattern of lotos-buds and palmettes.

Interior, in a medallion : Female figure moving to r., with hair knotted

up, fillet, long chiton and himation, 1. hand raised, holding crotala (?). In the

field, an imitation inscription.

Exterior : {a) Dionysos seated on an okladias to r., bearded, with ivy-

wreath, long chiton and himation, in 1. hand a keras, in r. a vine-branch with

bunches of grapes. On either side of him a Maenad to 1., looking back, dancing
and playing the crotala, with hair looped up under a fillet, long chiton and

himation.

{b) The same, except that Dionysos is looking back.

B 441. KYLIX. Ht. 2| in. Diam. 71 in. Cameiros, 1864. Very coarse style; white

accessories. Under each handle, an ivy-leaf.

Interior : Male figure to r., with chlamys over 1. arm, in r. hand a staff

with hooked handle (?).
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Exterior : (a) Heracles subduing the Cretan bull (type E. 3) : The bull

is fallen forward to 1,
;
Heracles to r., nude and beardless, grasps it round

the neck, pressing with his knee against its head. Above are suspended his

bow, quiver, club, and chlamys. On the 1. is Athene seated on an okladias to

r., wrapped in a himation
;
on the r. is lolaos, stooping (?) to r., with chlamys

over 1. arm.

{b) The same design.

B 442, KYLIX. Ht. 3f in. Diam. iiin. Cameiros, 1864. /. //. 6". v. p. 182. Repaired and

restored. Purple and white accessories.

Interior, in a medallion : Bearded male figure to r. looking back, over 1.

arm a chlamys.
Exterior : {a) Contest of Heracles and Geryon (type E. 4) ;

Heracles

to r., bearded, with the lion's skin, is shooting with his bow at Geryon,
who is represented as usual, fully armed. The nearest body has a shield

with rays on it
;
the middle one, who falls back wounded, has a shield with

a bull's head, the other two thrust at Heracles with their spears. Between them
the dog Orthros lies wounded on his back to r.

;
behind Heracles Eurytion

is fallen prostrate (?) ;
this part is obliterated. Under each handle is one of

Geryon's cattle, facing the scene
;
in the background, a spreading tree with fruit.

{b) Three more of Geryon's cattle to r., the first looking back at the next
;

in the field, branches.

B 443. KYLIX. Ht. 3 in, Diam. \o\ in. Cameiros, 1864. One handle broken. Very coarse

style ; no accessories. Under each handle, an ivy-leaf.

Interior, in a medallion : Youth running to r., looking to 1., with a chlamys
over 1. arm.

Exterior: {a) Heracles strangling the Nemean lion (type E. i) :

Heracles, nude and beardless, seizes the lion's 1. forepaw with r. hand, and

grasps it round the body with 1. hand
;
the lion raises one hind-leg to thrust

him off. On either side is a nude youth on horseback to r.
; beyond them on

each side a warrior moving to r. and looking back, with helmet, Boeotian shield,

and short chiton (?). In the field, branches.

{b) In the centre, Dionysos seated to r., bearded, with ivy-wreath, long
chiton and himation, in 1. hand a keras

;
Ariadne is seated facing him, in long

chiton and himation. On either side of them is a Satyr to r., with 1. hand raised,

holding crotala (?) ; beyond, on the r. a bearded male figure to r. looking back,
in long chiton and himation, holding a keras ; on the 1., a female figure to r.,

looking back, in long chiton and himation. In the field, branches.

B 444. KYLIX. Ht. 2| in. Diam. 7| in. Cameiros, 1864. Slightly injured. Coarse style ;

no accessories. Under the handles, a pattern of lotos-buds and palmettes.

Interior, in a medallion : Maenad to r., dancing, with hair looped up
under a fillet, long chiton, and himation. in 1. hand crotala (J) \

on either side

of her, imitation inscriptions.
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Exterior : {a) In the centre, a pot or lebes, out of which a tree is growing,

laden with fruit
;
on either side is a female figure departing and looking back,

with hair looped up, long chiton and himation, hands extended.

{b) Similar design, with tree in background, but no lebes.

B 445. KYLIX. Ht. 3 in. Diam. iof| in. Cameiros, 1864. Sikes, Nike of Archermos, p. 8,

n. I. Repaired. Purple and white accessories. Under each handle, a dolphin to r.

Interior, in a medallion: Zephyr (cf. B 431) kneeling on one knee to

r., looking to 1., beardless, and winged, in short chiton and endromides, with

hands extended.

Exterior : {a) Three fully-armed warriors to 1.
;
on the shield of the

centre one an eagle flying to r., on the others, pellets. Between them, two Nikae

moving to r., looking back, in long embroidered chitons, with wings outspread.

In the field, branches. y^
{b) The same design.

B 446. KYLIX. Ht. 5f in. Uiam. 15! in. Cameiros, 1864. Much injured. Rather coarse

style ;
no accessories. Under each handle, an ivy-leaf.

Interior, in a medallion, with maeander border: Doe to r. regardant;

on its back, with his head over the tail and one leg on each side of

the neck, an ithyphallic Satyr is crouching down. In the field, imitation

inscriptions.
Exterior : {a) Symposion : Heracles and Hermes reclining on the ground

to r., with viands before them. On the 1. is Hermes, bearded, with pilos,

drapery over his lower limbs, and keras in r. hand, turning towards Heracles,

who is bearded, with curly hair, drapery as Hermes, keras in r. hand, and club

in 1., which rests on a cushion. On the r. is a bull to 1. regardant ;
on the 1. arc

two more, one to I. regardant, the other to r.
; beyond them is a tree with

branches spreading over the scene, from which are suspended Heracles' lion's

skin and quiver.

{b) Similar scene : instead of Hermes, Dionysos with long beard and tresses,

ivy-wreath, long chiton, and drapery over lower limbs, offering a cantJiaros in

r. hand to Heracles.

B 447. KYLIX. Ht. 5f in. Diam. 11 in. Cameiros, 1864. Much injured; several pieces

broken out. Coarse style ;
no accessories. Under each handle, an ivy-leaf.

Interior, in a medallion : Satyr to r. dancing, with 1. hand extended.

Exterior: {a. i) Heracles and the Erymanthian boar: On the 1.,

Heracles to r., nude and beardless, seizing from behind the boar, which moves

to r.
;

his quiver and bow are suspended above. In the centre is Athene

seated to r., looking back at him, with hair knotted up, long chiton and

himation. {a. 2) Heracles and the Cretan bull : Heracles to r., as before,

stoops forward and grasps the bull round the body, pressing his 1. knee against
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its neck, while the bull endeavours to butt him. Above are suspended his

chlamys, bow, club, and quiver.

{b) The same design.

[See types E. 2 (2) and E. 3.]

B 448, KYLIX. Ht. 5j^ in. Diam. 14^ in. Cameiros, 1864. Very much injured. Style as

last. Under each handle, an ivy-leaf.

Interior, in a medallion : Satyr to r., ithyphallic, dancing and looking back,

with 1. hand extended. In the field, dots.

Exterior : {a) Five female figures each seated on an okladias, with hair

knotted up, in long chiton and himation, holding out a wreath (?) ;
two pairs

are confronted, and the fifth is seated to 1. on the r.,; the third is looking back.

In the field, dots.

{b) The same design.

B 449. KYLIX. Ht. 2f in. Diam. 7f in. Rhodes, 1856. Much injured ;
a part broken away

on either side. No accessories. Under the handles, lotos and palmette patterns.

Interior, in a medallion, with border of network : Peleus seizing Thetis

(type F.) : Peleus to r., bearded, wearing himation, embraces Thetis, who
stands to r., looking back at him

;
she has hair looped up under a fillet,

long chiton, and himation, which she lifts up with her 1. hand. On either side,

imitations of inscriptions.

Exterior, on either side : Quadriga to r.
; only the lower parts of the horses

remain.

On the foot is incised l^z.

B 450. KYLIX. Ht. 3 in. Diam. 7| in. Rhodes, 1885. /. H. S. vi. p. 372 ff.
; Dumont and

Chaplain, p. 291, n. 4 ; Roberts, Gk. Epigr. p. 159 ; Kirchhoff, Stud.* p. 49. Much injured.

Very coarse style ; accessories faded. Under each handle, an ivy-leaf.

Interior : Nude beardless figure moving to r., with lyre.

Exterior : {a) Quadriga to r., in which is a female figure in long chiton and
himation. On the further side of the chariot is a citharist to r., beardless, in

long chiton and himation, with lyre. On either side is a draped figure riding
to r. on an ithyphallic mule, the one on the r. looking back. In the field,

branches.

{b) The same design.

On the foot is incised: *iATOZHMlTAZKAAAZAKYAI-t-ZAnoiKIAA, tJ^tXrw? jjytit

ra<i Ka\d<i a kv\l^ a iroLKiXa.

B 451. KYLIX. Ht. 3 in. Diam. 5| in. Rhodes, 1885. /. H. S. vi. p. 374; Dumont and

Chaplain, p. 291, n. 4 ; Roberts, Gk. Epigr. p. 159; Kirchhoff, Siud.* p. 49. Injured; one
handle lost. Coarse style ; purple accessories.

Round the outside, a band of palmettes.
On the foot is inscribed : lAAMENHOZHMI, 'ISafx.evijo'i rjfxi.
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B 452. KYLIX. Ht. 3 in. Diam. 8 in. Santa Maria di Capua, 1856. Temple Coll. Rather

coarse style. Design black on a red band, with accessories of white and purple. Under the

handles, interlacing vines.

Exterior : (a) Combat of warriors : A warrior to r. with visored helmet,

sword, shield, and spear, attacking another warrior with visored helmet, cuirass,

short chiton, and shield with device of a poplar-leaf (?), who retreats to r.,

brandishing his spear. On either side, eyes, black with a white ring.

(d) Similar design : The warrior on the r. has a sword but no chiton, and on

his shield is a tripod. Eyes, as on (a).

B 453. KYLIX. Ht. 3 in. Diam. 8| in. 1867. Blacas Coll. Much injured ; parts broken

away, including the stem. Imperfectly fired. Design as last. On either side of the handles,

palmettes.

Exterior, on either side : Cock and hen, side by side to r.
;
on either side

of them, eyes, with a purple and white ring round the pupil.

B 454 KYLIX. Ht. if in. Diam. 4^ in. 1863. Rather worn ; purple accessories. Low
stem

;
rather flat bowl.

Interior, in a medallion, with border of tongue-pattern : Bellerophon,
nude and beardless, riding to 1. on Pegasos, who has wings outspread, one

represented out of position.

B 455. KYLIX. Ht. 4j\ in. Diam. 8^ in. Santa Maria di Capua, 1856. Temple Coll.

Coarse style ; accessories faded. Under the handles, lotos-flowers inverted ; on either side,

large palmettes.

Exterior : (a) Bearded figure seated on an okladias to r., with long chiton

and himation, in 1. hand a spear. Facing him is a female figure in long
chiton

;
behind her a nude beardless figure with a spear, departing to r. and

looking back. Behind the first are two beardless figures to r., with spears ;
the

first is nude with long hair and 1. hand raised
;
the second has a long chiton and

himation.

{b) Similar design : the seated figure is looking back.

B 456 KYLIX. Old No. 712. Ht. 4 in. Diam. 8f in. Style not so coarse
; purple

accessories. Under each handle, a large lotos-flower ;
on either side a large palmette.

Exterior : {a) Gymnopaidia : Four nude youths dancing ;
the third to 1.,

wearing a fillet, the others to r.

{b) Similar scene.

B 457 KYLIX. Old No. 710. Ht. 5| in. Diam. 5| in. Coarse style ; purple accessories. On
either side of the handles, palmettes. Below, a wreath of ivy.

Exterior, round the rim, rude tongue-pattern : {a) Siren to r. regardant,

with wings outspread ;
on either side a bearded male figure wrapped in a

himation.

{b) The same.
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B 458. KYLIX. Ht. 2| in. Diam. 6/^ in. 1867. Foot and one handle repaired. No
accessories. The black glaze on the exterior is much worn.

Interior : Two Satyrs, antipodal ;
each moving to r., with r. hand raised,

looking to 1.

B 459. KYLIX. Old No. 689. Ht. 2^ in. Diam. 6^ in. Hamilton Coll. D'Hancarville,
iii. pi. 38. Slightly injured. Purple and white accessories.

Interior: In the centre Dionysos moving to r., with long beard and hair,

fillet, long chiton with purple border, and striped himation, in 1. hand a keras, in

r, a vine-branch. On the r. is Hermes moving to r., looking back at Dionysos ;

he is bearded, with long tresses, petasos, short chiton, chlamys with purple

border, and endromides. Behind Dionysos is a Satyr to r.

In the exergue are two eyes, black with a white ring, and between them a

nose (?).

B 460. KYLIX. Old No. 690. Ht. sf in. Diam. 8i in. Canino Coll. 1837. De Witte,
Descr, 180. One side much injured. Under each handle, a lotos-flower.

Interior : (i) In the centre is a citharist to r., bearded, with long hair, fillet,

long chiton and himation, both embroidered, playing with plectrum on a chelys

from which hangs drapery. On either side of him is a male figure ;
the one on

the r. stands to r. looking back, with long pointed beard, long hair, fillet, and

embroidered chlamys over his shoulders, in r. hand a wand
;
the one on the 1. is

to 1., looking back, similar to the other, with hair gathered up. In the field,

branches.

(2) In the exergue is Dionysos reclining on a couch to r., bearded, with a

fillet, and embroidered drapery over his lower limbs, holding a keras. On either

side is a Satyr stooping down towards him, with hands extended.

Exterior : {a) Dionysos riding to r. on an ithyphallic mule, bearded, with

fillet and striped himation, in 1. hand a keras, in r. vine-branches
;
in advance of

him is a Satyr looking back. On either side, eyes, with purple pupils, the rest

black with a white ring. Beyond on each side is a beardless figure seated, the

one on the 1. on an okladias to r., the other on a block to 1.
;
both have fillets,

long chitons, and embroidered himatia, and hold wands.

ib) The same design, except that the positions of the seated figures are

reversed.

B 461. KYLIX. Ht. i\ in. Diam. 6| in. Poli, Cyprus, 1890. Presented by the Cyprus

Exploration Fund. J. H. S. xi. p. 45. Repaired and restored. Design black on red ground,
with purple and white accessories.

Interior : Victor in the horse-race (cf B 144) : Male figure on horse-

back to r., reining in his steed
;
he is beardless, with a white loin-cloth. In

front of him is a youth moving to r., looking back, with 1. hand raised
;
over his

shoulders a striped chlamys, in r. hand a taenia. In the field, imitations of

inscriptions.
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B 462-470. KYATHI (shape as Plate vii. l).

B 462. KYATHOS. Old No. 660. Ht. 6I in. Diam. 4f in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 275.

Corey, Amaz. Ant. Fig. p. 84. Coarse style. On the handle, a moulded palmette, and bud

above, in imitation of metal.

Heracles capturing the Erymanthian boar (type E. 2) : Heracles,

nude and beardless, stoops forward to r., and grasps the boar round the

shoulders with both hands. In the background on either side is a tree, from

the branches of which hang his embroidered chlamys, club, bow, and quiver ;

he also holds a club in r. hand. On either side is a mounted Amazon looking

on, in high-crested helmet with fillet, and embroidered himation. On the r. is a

third Amazon, also mounted, turned away from the scene, similarly attired.

B 463. KYATHOS. Old No. 664. Ht. 6| in. Diam. 4^ in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 289.

Corey, Amaz. Ant. tig. p. 13. On the handle, a palmette and bud in relief.

Contest of Heracles with an Amazon (type E. 6) : Heracles to r.,

bearded, with cuirass, short chiton with purple spots, sword with cross-belt, club

in r. hand, has beaten down the Amazon on one knee to 1. She has a high-

crested helmet with cheek-pieces, cuirass, chiton and sword-belt as Heracles,

spear and shield with the device of a bull's head, with which she defends

herself On either side, eyes, with purple pupil, a white ring, and white edge,

the rest black. On either side of the handle are lions confronted, with one fore-

paw raised, regardant.

B 464. KYATHOS. Old No. 66 r. Ht. 6^ in. Diam. 41 in. Canino Coll. Repaired and

restored. On the handle, a moulded palmette and bud in relief.

Heracles received by Pholos (type E. 7) : In the centre is Heracles

to r., bearded, with lion's skin, over a short embroidered chiton, and sword
;
he

has just lifted off the lid of the pithos, which is partly buried in the earth.

Facing him is Pholos, with long tresses and pointed beard, and a horse's body
attached to his human body at the hips, holding out a pine-branch in both

hands. Behind Heracles is Athene to r., with high-crested helmet (partly

obliterated), aegis with scales, and fringe of snakes in front, and upper diapered

chiton, beneath which is a purple under-chiton with maeander border, 1. hand

extended to Heracles. On either side, eyes, black with purple pupils and

white rings. In the field, vine-branches with grapes. On either side of the

handle, a Satyr to r., one looking back at the other; they have long hair, and

ivy-wreaths round their bodies.
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B 465, KYATHOS. Old No. 667. Ht. 6^ in. Diam. 4|- in. From Vulci. Overbeck, Her.

Bildiv. p. 178 ; Schneider, T/o. Sagenkr. p. 76. Repaired and restored. On the handle is a

knob, and inside the vase at its upper juncture is a bearded head in relief.

Peleus carrying off Thetis (type F.) : In the centre is Peleus to r., nude

and beardless, with a fillet, seizing Thetis round the waist. She stands to

r., looking to 1., and has long hair, fillet, long chiton and himation. A lion has

leapt upon Peleus' back, indicating one of Thetis' metamorphoses. On each side

is a large eye, with a purple and white ring, the rest black. In the field,

branches. On either side of the handle are cocks confronted.

B 466. KYATHOS. Ht. 6^ in. Diam. 4I in. Vulci, 1867. Blacas Coll. Welcker, Alte

Detikm. pi. 2. Much injured. Coarse style. On the top of the handle is a knob.

In the centre, Ajax and Achilles (or other warriors, cf B 193 and B 501)

playing with pessi (type H.) ; they are kneeling on opposite sides of a

table, on which are visible six pessi, to which they put out their hands. Both

have high-crested helmets and spears, and are wrapped in himatia
;

in the

background is a palm-tree. Behind each warrior is a female figure looking on,

with long hair, fillet, long chiton, and embroidered himation
;
the one on the r.

extends her arms to the warrior. On the 1. is a bearded figure seated to 1.,

looking back, in long chiton and himation, both embroidered, r. hand raised. A
female figure (the head obliterated) advances towards him, in long chiton and

embroidered himation, holding out a wreath. On the r. is a bearded figure

seated to r., looking back, in long chiton and embroidered himation, with 1. hand

raised, holding a keras (i). Before him is a male figure departing, wrapped in

an embroidered himation, looking back.

B 467 KYATHOS. 'Old No. 662. Ht. sf in. Diam. 4J^ in. From Vulci. Repaired. On
the handle, a moulded bud and ivy-leaf.

Dionysiac thiasos : In the centre, Dionysos to r., with long beard and hair,

ivy-wreath, long chiton and himation, both embroidered
;
in 1. hand a keras, in r.

vine-branches. On either side of him is a Maenad to r., the one in advance

looking back
;
both have long hair, fillets, long chitons and embroidered himatia.

Beyond them on either side is a Satyr dancing, turned away from the scene
;

the one on the r. has an ivy-wreath round his body. On either side of the handle,

Sphinxes confronted, with long hair, fillets, and wings recurved.

B 468. KYATHOS. Old No. 665. Ht. 6 in. Diam. 4| in. Canino Coll. On the handle, a

moulded palmette, and bud above.

In the centre, a Satyr stooping forward to r., with long hair, and ivy-wreath ;

an ivy-wreath also round his body, in either hand branches. On either side of

him are eyes, black with purple pupil and a white ring. On either side of the

handle are Sphinxes confronted, regardant, with long hair bound by fillets, the

ends of which hang down, and wings addorsed.
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B 469. KYATHOS. Old No. 663*. Ht. 6 in. Diam. 3I in. 1847. Millingen Coll. Handle
broken off.

In the centre, Eris in archaic running attitude to r., looking to 1., her hair

looped up under a spJieiidonk, in long embroidered chiton, with wings recurved,

holding an ivy-branch in either hand. On each side is a large eye, black with
a purple and white ring and a white edge. On either side of the handle are

cocks confronted regardant.

B 470. KYATHOS. Old No. 666. Ht. 6 in. Diam. 4?. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 840.
On the handle, a palmette and bud in relief.

Youthful warrior kneeling in ambush to 1.
;
he is fully armed, with short

chiton, the folds of which are indicated, and a shield with the device of an

ivy-wreath. In the background are lines apparently representing the long
grass in which he is hidden. On each side is a large eye, black with a purple

pupil and a white ring; beyond, on either side, a nude youth running away,
armed with spear 3.x\d pelta, and looking back.

B 471-482. ATHENIAN OLPAE (shape as Fig. 44).

B 471. OLP^. Old No. 641*. Ht. \o\ in. 1849. Wiener Vorlegebl. 1889, pi. 4, \a, \b :

Magazitte of Art^ 1885, p. 503 ; Arch. Zeit. i88r, p. 30, n. 3 ; Rev. Phil. ii. p. 391 ; Brunn,

Kiinstlergesch. ii. p. 656 ; Klein, Mcistersig. p. 44, no. \; J. H. S. vi. p. 282
; C. I. Gr. 8126.

Much injured. Grooved handle. Design in black on a red panel, with lotos and honeysuckle

pattern along the top ;
accessories of white and purple.

Perseus slaying Medusa (type P.) : On the 1. is Perseus to r., looking
back, beardless, with pctasos, short embroidered chiton, over which is the

skin of a deer, endromides, and the kibisis slung at his back
;
he grasps

Medusa round the neck with 1. hand, and with r. plunges his sword into her

neck in front. Medusa moves away to r., in the archaic running attitude, with

face turned to the front, of the usual Gorgon type, with short curls in front and

protruding tusks and tongue ;
on the lower lip is a fringe of hair, and two

snakes rise from her head on either side
;
she has a short purple chiton, over

which is a stippled skin, with two snakes knotted round the waist, their heads
confronted

;
also endromides, and two pairs of wings, outspread, the upper ones

recurved. On the r. is Hermes to 1., bearded, with petasos, short embroidered

chiton, fringed chlamys, endromides, and caduceiis in 1. hand. Down the 1. side of

the panel is inscribed : AMA5I5MEP0IE$EN, ''Xfxaol'i jJb iiroi-qa-ev.

[For the figures of Perseus and Medusa, cf. the archaic Selinus metope, Benndorf,

Metopen von Seliniinf^ pi. r.]
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B 472. OLPt^ Ht.
8^^r

in. Cameiros, 1864. Corey, Amas. Ant. Fig. p. 14. Rather coarse

style. Design in black on a red panel ;
on the lip, rude chequer ;

on the neck, maeander and

network patterns ;
down the sides, borders of dots

; accessories of white and purple.

Heracles fighting the Amazons (type E, 6) : Heracles to r. with lion's

skin over a short chiton with purple border, brandishes his club in r. hand

against an Amazon (Andromache) who has fallen on her knees to r. before

him, the crest of whose helmet he seizes with 1. hand. She has long hair,

necklace, high-crested helmet, cuirass, short chiton with purple border, chlamys,
and shield with the device of a tripod, and turns back to hurl her spear at

Heracles. Over her stands another Amazon (Alkaia) to 1., defending her with her

spear, similarly armed, with two pellets on her shield. Behind Heracles, branches.

B 473. OLPE. Ht. 9| in. Cameiros, 1864. Much injured; part of neck and sides missing.

Imperfectly fired. Design in black on a red panel, with accessories of purple ;
on the lip, ivy ;

on the neck, two palmettes placed horizontally ; above and down the sides, borders of dots.

Heracles sacrificing (?) : Heracles

stands to r., with lion's skin over a short

striped chiton, the tail caught up under

a girdle, and sword at side, his club laid

behind him. Before him is an altar

with a fire, at which he is preparing to

roast some flesh placed on a spit which

he holds in his hands (cf. E 143, E 166,

E 788, Gerhard, A. V. iii. 155, and

Micali, Storia, pi. 97).

B 474. OLPE. Old No. 650. Ht.gJoin, From
Vulci. Durand Coll. 282. Panel, as before

;

on the lip, chequer-pattern ; on the neck, an

ivy-wreath ; slight accessories of white.

Heracles subduing the Cretan
bull (type E. 3) : Heracles to r., nude

and bearded, stands at the further

side of the bull, drawing its head

to the ground by a rope fastened

round its nose and hind-leg ;
the bull

kneels on its r. knee to r. In the field,

branches.

B 475. OLPE. Old No. 640. Ht. 9in, From
Vulci. Durand Coll. 191. Overbeck, Kunst-

myth. {Zens), p. 427. Design in black on a

red panel ;
on the lip, chequer-pattern ;

on the

neck, alternate palmettes and lotos-flowers, the

former inverted ; below, pomegranate-buds ;

accesssories of white and purple.

Maenad seated on a bull to r.,

locking back, with long hair, fillet,
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necklace, and long sleeved chiton with purple spots, playing the crotala. In

the field, vine-branches with grapes.

[Cf. Europa (?) riding on the bull, B 284.]

B 476. OLPE. Old No. 638. Ht. ^% in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 102. Design in black on
a red panel extending down the vase

;
on the lip, chequer-pattern ;

on the neck, maeander, and

ivy ; accessories of white and purple.

Symposion of Dionysos and Ariadne : On the r. is Dionysos reclining
to r. on a couch, bearded, with ivy-wreath and embroidered himation, 1. arm

resting on an embroidered cushion, in r. hand a vine-branch with grapes ;

before him are three apples (?). He looks back at Ariadne, who reclines on a

couch to r., looking at him and holding out a keras to him
;
she has a striped

himation, and her hair is gathered up under an embroidered cap ;
her 1, arm

rests on a cushion, and before her are three apples (?).

B 477. OLP^. Old No. 637. Ht. 61^0 in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 103. Rather coarse

style. Design in black on a red panel ;
on the lip, chequer ;

on the neck, maeander and net-

work ; down the sides, dots
;
accessories of white and purple.

Dionysos and Ariadne seated side by side on an okladias to r. Dionysos
looks back

;
he is bearded, with ivy -wreath, long white chiton and embroidered

himation, in r. hand a vine-branch with grapes, in 1. a keras. Ariadne has long

hair, fillet, long embroidered chiton and himation.

B 478. OLP;fc. Old No. 636. Ht. 6 in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 178. Design in black on

a buff panel ;
on the lip, chequer ;

on the neck, dots and lotos-buds inverted
j down the sides,

dots
;
white accessories.

Satyr crouching down to r., carrying a Maenad on 1. shoulder
;

she has

long hair and a long chiton, and plays the double flute. In the field, branches.

B 479. OLP:k. Old No. 641. Ht. 9^ in. Rather coarse style. Grooved handle. Design in

black on a red panel, with maeander-pajtern above
;
accessories of w hite and purple.

On either side a Maenad departing, looking back, and holding out one

hand to the other
; they have long hair, fillets, and long chitons and himatia,

both embroidered
;

the one on the r. also has a necklace. In the field,

branches.

B 480. OLPjk. Ht. 9:^ in. Cameiros, 1S64. Much injured and worn. Design in black on a

red panel, as before
;
on the lip, two rows of hatched lines

;
on the neck, maeander and dots

;

down the sides, dots
;
no accessories.

Horse advancing to r., with bit and bridle.

B 481. OLP^. Ht. iQi in. Cameiros, 1864. Much injured ; part of mouth lost. Design in

black on a red panel with pomegranate-buds above
;
accessories of white.

In the centre, Apollo Citharoedos to r., beardless, with long hair, fillet,

long chiton and himation with white spots, playing with a plecti-um on the lyre.

On either side facing him is a female figure (perhaps a Nymph), with long hair.
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necklace, long chiton, himation with white spots, and one hand raised
;
the one

on the r. has a fillet. In the field, branches.

B 482. OLPE. Ht. 8i in. Cameiros, 1864. Rather coarse style. Design in black on a red

panel ;
on the lip, ivy ;

on the neck, maeander and dots
;
down the sides, borders of dots

;

slight accessories of white and purple.

A warrior to r., fully armed, bearded, with a short striped chiton
;
on his

cuirass are volutes, and on his shield three rings.

B 483-525. ATHENIAN OINOCHOAE (shape generally as Fig. 3).

B 483. OINOCHOE. Old No. 643. Ht. g/o in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 32. Overbeck,

Kiinstniyth. {Zeus), p. 351 ; Mayer, Gig. u. Titan, pp. 310, 334. High grooved handle. Design
black on a red panel, with maeander above

;
accessories of white and purple.

Gigantomachia (type A.) : In the centre is Athene striding to 1., with

long tresses, helmet with cheek-pieces, high-crested, and bound by a fillet, long
embroidered chiton, and aegis with purple spots and snake-border both sides,

held out as a shield
;
she thrusts with her spear at Enkelados, who is beaten

back on his knees to r. He has a high-crested visored helmet, greaves, sword,

spear, and shield on which are two pellets ;
behind him is another giant defend-

ing him, fully armed, with short striped chiton and shield painted white.

Behind Athene is Hermes to 1., bearded, with long tresses, short embroidered

chiton over which is a skin, embroidered c^\?iVi\y's,, petasos, endromides, spear, and
sword at his side.

B 484. OINOCHOE. Old No. 645. Ht. 12I in. Canino Coll. De Witte, Descr. 128;

Overbeck, Kiinstmyth. {Poseidoti), p. 329 ; Mayer, Gig. n. Titan, p. 316. Design black on a

red panel, with ivy down the sides
;
accessories of white and purple.

Gigantomachia (type A.) : Poseidon to r., nude and bearded, with long
tresses, spear or trident in r. hand, and a large rock on 1. shoulder, springs
forward upon Polybotes, who falls back on one knee to 1.

;
he is fully armed,

and has a helmet with two crests and shield with the forepart of a lion to 1. as

device. On the 1. is another giant running off, fully armed, with short purple
chiton and shield with device of a bull's head.

[The rock held by Poseidon probably denotes the island of Nisyros, which he detached
from Cos with a blow of his trident, cf. Apollod. i. 6, 2 ; Strabo x. 489 ; Stephan. Byz. s.v.

Jsiavpov, and Overbeck, loc. rit., also a vase published in £/. O'r. i. 5.]

R
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B 485. OINOCHOE. Ht. 5J in. 1865. Pourtales Coll. Cab. Pourtales, pi. viii. p. 114.

Grooved handle
;

mouth circular, with flat rim. Design black on a red panel ; purple
accessories.

Nuptial car to r. drawn by two mules, one of which has drapery over its

back. Seated in front, with feet resting on aboard (as B 130), are two figures, a

beardless male figure driving, with goad and reins, in long himation, and a female

on his r. wrapped in a purple himation. At the back is a bearded figure (the

parochos) in long purple chiton, looking back. The body of the biga is incised

with a pattern ;
the wheels are of the archaic type, as in B 130.

[Type C. (2).]

B 486. OINOCHOE. Ht. 7^ in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll. Mouth broken. Design black on
a red panel ; accessories of white and purple.

Europa (?) riding to r. on a bull, looking to 1.
;
she has hair looped up,

long chiton, himation with purple spots, and a wreath in r. hand.

B 487. OINOCHOE. Ht. 6^ in. Cameiros, 1864. Rather worn ; coarse style. Design black

on a red panel, with border of dots above
;
white accessories.

Heracles subduing the Cretan bull (type E. 3) : Heracles is nude
and beardless, and stoops forward to r., grasping the bull round the shoulders

;

the bull has fallen forward to 1. on its head and forelegs. In the field, branches,
from which hang Heracles' chlamys, club, bow, and quiver.

B 488. OINOCHOfe. Ht. 9I in. Cameiros, 1864. On the neck, in front, chain of leaves in

red on black. Design black on a red panel, with network down the sides
; accessories of white

and purple.

Fig. 25, Heracles subduing the Cretan bull (type E. 3) : Heracles to n,

p. 16. nude and bearded, with a fillet, stoops forward with a rope in r. hand which

passes round the bull's hind-legs, and with which he is about to bind it
;
the

bull has fallen on its face and forelegs to 1. On the 1., the forepart of a second

bull is visible. In the background are Heracles' club and branches with

fruit.

B 489. OINOCHOE. Old No. 648*. Ht. 9^ in. 1847. MiUingen Coll. Trefoiled mouth.

Design in black on a red panel ;
on the neck, a chain of horizontal palmettes ; down the sides,

dots
;
accessories of white and purple.

Heracles strangling the Nemean lion (type E. i) : Composition as

usual
;
Heracles stooping to r., nude and bearded, wearing a fillet, with r. arm

thrusts away the lion's hind-leg from his head. On the further side stands

Athene to r., looking to 1., with long tresses, fillet, aegis with snake-border

behind, and long embroidered chiton, in 1. hand a spear, r. hand extended. On
either side is a tree with fruit, from the branches of which are suspended
Heracles' quiver and bow, and embroidered chlamys ;

his club leans against the

tree on the I.
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B 490. OINOCHOi;. Ht. 9 in. Nola, 1856. Temple Coll. Design black on a red panel, with

network-iaattern above, and chequer-pattern down the sides
;
accessories of white and purple.

Heracles strangling the Nemean lion (type E. 1) : Composition as

usual
;
Heracles is nude and bearded, with fillet, and sword at side

;
the lion's

mane is elaborately incised. By the further side of the lion stands Athene to

r., looking to 1., with long hair, high-crested helmet, aegis with scales and snake-

border behind, and long chiton, in r. hand a spear, 1. hand raised. In the field,

branches with fruit, from which hang Heracles' club, bow, quiver, and chlamys.

B 491. OINOCHOE. Ht. 5 in. Cameiros, 1864. Coarse style. Design black on a red

panel, with border of network above
;
remains of white accessories.

Heracles strangling the Nemean lion (type E. i): Composition as

usual
;
Heracles is nude and bearded. In the field, two branches, from each of

which is suspended a garment.

B 492. OINOCHOE. Old No. 647. Ht. 11 in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 274. Late

style. Design black on a red panel, with ivy down the sides
;
accessories of white and purple.

Heracles bringing the Erymanthian boar to Athene (type E. 2) :

Heracles advances to r. wilh lion's skin over a short embroidered chiton, sword,
bow and quiver with open lid in the form of a wing ;

he seizes the boar by its

r. hind-leg as it endeavours to escape. On the r. is Athene to 1., with long

tresses, high-crested helmet with cheek-pieces, aegis with scales and snake-border

in front, long embroidered chiton, and spear, r. arm extended towards Heracles.

B 493. OINOCHOi:. Old No. 646*. Ht. 9J in. 1847. Alillingen Coll. Rather coarse style.

High ribbed handle
;
mouth circular, with flat rim. Design black on a red panel, with network-

pattern above and down the sides ;
white accessories.

Contest of Heracles and Triton (type E. 8) : Heracles to r., nude,
has grasped Triton from behind by both wrists

;
the latter has long hair and

beard, and terminates from the waist in a fimbriated fish's tail. On the 1. is

a Nereid to r. with long hair, long chiton, himation with white spots, and 1.

hand extended. In the field, a tree.

B 494. OINOCHOE. Old No. 646. Ht. iii in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 299. Design
black on a red panel, with borders of ivy down the sides

; accessories of white and purple.

Contest of Heracles and Triton (type E. 8) : Composition as usual
;

Heracles is bearded, with lion's skin and short chiton. Triton has long tresses

and long pointed beard
;
his body ends in a fimbriated fish's tail from below

the waist. On the 1., two dolphins diving down to r.

B 495. OINOCHO^. Ht. 8^ in. Cameiros, 1864. Corey, Amaz. Ant. Fig. p. 19. Rather
coarse style. Design black on a red panel, with maeander above and dots down the sides

;

accessories of white and purple.

Combat of Heracles and Amazons (type E. 6) : Heracles, bearded,
with lion's skin over a short chiton and sword at side, advances to r. and thrusts

R 2
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spear into an Amazon, whom he has beaten down on one knee to 1.
;
she has a

high-crested helmet with fillet, cuirass, short chiton with purple spots, and shield

with three pellets. Behind her is lolaos or Telamon to 1., with visored helmet

bound by a fillet, short chiton and chlamys, both embroidered, sword, and shield

with three pellets ;
he is thrusting with spear at the Amazon.

B 496. OINOCHOE. Old No. 656. Ht. 7| in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 284 ; Corey,

A 711612. Ant. Fig. p. 19. Ribbed handle ; circular mouth. Design black on a red panel, with

border of ivy above ; accessories of white and purple.

Contest of Heracles with Amazons (type E. 6) : Heracles to r., with

lion's skin over a short purple chiton, and quiver at side, brandishing club in

r. hand, seizes an Amazon, who falls back on one knee tol.
;
she has long tresses

with curls in front, high-crested helmet with cheek-pieces, cuirass, short chiton,

greaves, spear, and shield with device of a thunderbolt. Behind her is Telamon

fully armed, attacking her with spear, on his shield the device of a tripod.

Behind Heracles is lolaos, armed as Telamon, with short purple chiton and

shield with three pellets, also attacking her with spear.

B 497. OINOCHOE. Ht. lo^ in. Vulci, 1S67. Blacas Coll. Durand Coll. Sjy. Trefoil

mouth.

Symposion of Heracles and. lolaos : They recline to r. on white couches
;

both are nude and bearded, and wear fillets
;
Heracles on the 1. holds some

kind of food (?) in 1. hand, and looks back at lolaos, who holds a knife

in r. hand. By the side of each lies food. In the field are imitation inscrip-

tions, and branches from which are suspended, above Heracles his sword and

bow, above lolaos a quiver with open lid in form of a wing, and drapery.

B 498. OINOCHOE. Ht. 7\ in. Athens, 1814. Burgon Coll. \Ndckcr,Alte Denkm. pi. 5, i
;

Gerhard, Etr. n. Gr. TrinkscJi. pi. C, 7. Trefoil mouth. Design black on red ground, with

white accessories. Under the handle, a palmette-pattern with tendrils.

Heracles and Athene : On the 1. is Heracles to r., with lion's skin over a

short chiton, the tail caught up under a girdle, sword at side and club over 1.

shoulder, from which hangs his quiver, with open lid in the form of a wing. He
holds out r. hand to take that of Athene, who stands facing him, in high-
crested helmet with cheek-pieces, aegis with snake-border both sides, long
chiton with stars incised on it, and himation with white spots. Between them
is a palmetto on a long stalk. In the field, imitation inscriptions.

B 499. OINOCHOE. Old No. 644. Ht. 11 in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 329. Slightly

injured. High grooved handle. Design black on a red panel, with pomegranate-buds above ;

accessories of white and purple.

Quadriga at full speed, turned half to r., in which are Athene as

charioteer and Heracles as parabates. Athene has long tresses, high-crested
helmet with cheek-pieces and fillet, necklace, aegis with snake-border at the
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back, and long embroidered chiton, and holds two spears ;
Heracles wears the

lion's skin. Behind them is Zeus(?) departing to 1., looking back, bearded,

with long tresses and striped himation, staff in L hand
;

in front of the horses

is Hermes (?) to 1., bearded, with long tresses, striped chlamys, and staff in hand,

[Type E. II.]

B 500. OINOCHOE. Ht. 9| in. Cameiros, 1864. Schneider, Tro. Sao-c/i/cr. Tp.-/g,n. 1. Design
black on a red panel, with pomegranates above, and cheque-pattern down the sides

; accessories

of white and purple, faded.

Peleus seizing Thetis (type F.) : Peleus to r., bearded, with a myrtle-
wreath on his head and embroidered drapery round his loins, seizes Thetis

round the waist
;
she moves away to r., looking to 1., with arms extended

;

she has long hair, fillet, long chiton and himation, both embroidered. On th(

r. is an altar with top in the form of an Ionic capital. On the 1. is a similai

Nereid, departing and looking back, with arms extended. The folds of tht

drapery are indicated in all three figures. In the field, branches.

B 501. OINOCHOE. Old No. 654. Ht. 9 in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 401. Overbeck

Her. Bildiv. p. 312. Trefoil mouth and grooved handle. Design black on a red panel, with

maeander above, and network down the sides
; accessories of white and purple.

Two warriors playing with pessi (type H.) : They are seated facing
each other over a table, on which four pessi are visible, to which they
stretch out their right hands. They are bearded, with long tresses, chitons,

embroidered drapery over their loins, greaves, and swords
;
each holds two

spears in 1. hand. Behind each is a high-crested visored helmet with a double

crest and fillet, and a Boeotian shield with two pellets.

[They are probably Palamedes and Protesilaos, cf. Euripides, Iph. Aul. 19^..]

B 502. OINOCHOE. Ht. 7| in. Cameiros, 1864. Raxxison, Myths of /he Odyssey, ^\. 6 b, ^.nd

\nj. H. S. iv. p. 263 ; Schneider, Tro. Sagenkr. p. 60, n. i. Design black on a red panel, with

borders of dots above and down the sides
; accessories of white and purple.

Odysseus escaping from Polyphemos (type M.) : On the r. is the

Cyclops leaning against the wall of his cave, the eyes drawn without pupils to

indicate blindness, r. leg drawn up, and r. hand extended. Odysseus approaches
from the entrance of the cave on the 1.. tied under the body of the ram

;
he is

nude and bearded. In the background, a tree with fruit.

B 503. OINOCHOfe. Ht. 10 in. Cameiros, 1864.. Design black on a red panel, with chequer-

pattern above and dots down the sides
; white accessories, faded.

In the centre is Circe (?) moving to r., looking to 1., with long tresses,

ivy-wreath, long chiton with white spots, and a skin fastened over her breast,

1. hand raised. On either side of her is visible the forepart of a sow rushing
towards her, apparently from a cave (cf. Pausanias, v. 19, 7) ; they would repre-
sent two of the transformed companions of Odysseus. In the field, two trees.
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B 504. OINOCHOE. Ht. 7^ in. Canieiros, 1864. Coarse style. Design black on a red panel
with borders of dots above and down the sides ; accessories of white and purple, faded.

Centauromachia (type O.) : A Greek warrior or Lapith, fully armed,
with chlamys, device of ivy-wreath on shield, advances to r., attacking with his

spear a Centaur, who retreats, turning back to hurl a stone at him, which he

holds in 1. hand. Beneath the Centaur's feet is a rock
;
in the background a tree.

B 505. OINOCHOE. Old No. 658. Ht. 6f in Hamilton Coll. D'Hancarville, i. pi. 51.

Rather coarse style. Mouth trefoil.

Cadmos at the fountain of Ares (cf B 351) : Cadmos moves to r., bearded,

with long hair looped up under a beaded fillet
;
an embroidered chlamys held

out on 1. arm, in r. hand two crooks
(?).

Behind him is a Jiydria on a stand,

indicating the fountain
;
in front of him is an object resembling a small rock

;

on either side of the scene is a palmette on a tendril,

B 506. OINOCHOE. Ht. 7^. in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll. Coarse style. Design black on a

red panel, with borders of dots above and down the sides
;
accessories of white and purple.

Cadmos at the fountain of Ares : Cadmos moves to r., looking to 1.
;
he

is bearded, with hair looped up under a fillet, and chlamys held out on 1. arm,

in r. hand a staff (?) painted white. He is apparently retreating from the

fountain, which is represented by an entablature supported on an Ionic column.

On the ground before him is a Jiydria, broken in two pieces (?).

B 507. OINOCHOi:. Old No. 668. Ht. lo^ in. 1846. Canino Coll. Bcr.d. Sachs. Gesellsch.

1867, pi. V. 2, p. 102
; Bliimner, Technologic, iv. p. 363 ; Welcker, Alte Dcnkvi. iii. p. 523, pi. 36 ;

Sitzungsb. Arch. Gesellsch. Berlin, May 1889, p. 10; Daremberg and Saglio, pp. 784, 860; Wer-

nicke, Licblingsn. p. 24; Klein, Lieblingsiiischr. p. 21
;

C. 1. Gr. 74i8ty Arch. Zcit. 1847, p.

154. 'I'refoil mouth ;
handle ending in a cross-piece. Design black on a red panel, with

pomegranate-borders down the side
; accessories of white and purple.

The forge of Hephaistos : In the centre is the caniinos or furnace, a high

cylindrical building, on the top of which is placed a lebes with a pyramidal top

rising in steps (see Bliimner, op. cit. p. 331). On the 1. a nude bearded figure,

seated on a stool to r., thrusts a mass of iron in at the open door in the bottom
of the furnace, through which a blazing fire is visible

;
he holds the iron with

tongs, and at his feet are two anvils
;
he wears a fillet and holds up 1. hand as if to

screen himself from the fire. Behind the furnace part of the bellows is visible,

and above the head of the figure a hammer and pair of tongs suspended. On
the r. is a similar figure standing to ]., with a slight beard, 1. hand on hip, and
in r. a hammer

;
behind him is a hammer, and suspended above him a hammer

and pair of tongs. Before and behind him are imitation inscriptions ;
above

and in front of the other :
^

•^^ ,6 Myf Ka\6<i BoKel; val.
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B 508. OINOCHOE. Ht. 9^ in. Vulci, 1867. Blacas Coll. In parts restored. Design black

on a red panel, with borders of dots down the sides ;
accessories of white and purple.

Ship to r. on the waves, rigged with mast and sail, with lattice-bulwarks,

stern-deck, and prow in the form of a fish's head, surmounted by a deck, on

which is represented an eye ;
the waves are indicated by an undulating line and

three fishes below swimming to r. On the edge of the prow stands a male

figure to r., nude and beardless, about to dive into the waves
;
behind him is a

similar figure standing in the ship to r., holding a staff in his hands, as if to push
the other off; seated in the ship to r. is a third figure, nude and bearded, engaged
in furling the sail. On the r, are branches, indicating the proximity of land (?).

[This scene may perhaps represent some religious ceremony, such as is described by

Frazer, Golden Bough, ii. p. 213 ;
or the landing of Protesilaos at Troy, cf. B 60.]

B 509. OINOCHOE. Old No. 659. Ht. 6| in. 1835. Burgon Coll. /. H. S. ii. pi. 14,

p. 309 ; Bolte, de Monum. ad Odyss. pert. p. 45, n. 95^. Mouth repaired. Design black on a

red panel, with network down the sides
;
accessories of purple.

Actors representing birds : On the 1. is an miletes to r., bearded, in a

himation, playing the double flute. Before him are two bearded figures to r.,

dancing and looking back, with purple crests on their heads, and bunches of

feathers at their knees
;
both wear dappled skins, the tails hanging down at the

back, and have their bodies stippled all over, the first with lines
;
he has wings

on the further side of his outstretched arms
;
the other is stij^pled with circles,

and has wings on the near side of his arms, the lines of which are indicated in

black. In the background are branches, apparently in relation to the Dio-

nysiac character of the scene.

B 510. OINOCHOl^. Ht. 9 in. 1850. Rather coarse style. Design black on a red panel,
with dots down the sides

; accessories of white and purple, somewhat faded.

Siren standing on a rock (?) to r., playing the double flute, with long

hair, fillet, and wings addorsed. On either side is a fish diving into water,

indicated by curved incised lines.

B 511. OINOCHOE. Ht. 10 in. Cameiros, 1863. Rather coarse style. Design black on a

red panel, with borders of dots above and down the sides ;
accessories of white.

Dionysos seated on the ground, looking to 1., with long beard and hair, and

ivy-wreath, 1. arm resting on a cushion, Ariadne moves past him to r., looking

back, with long tresses, ivy-wreath, long chiton and pat'dalis, the panther's head

showing over her 1. shoulder. On the 1,, the foreparts of the horses of Dionysos'

quadriga. In the field, branches.

B 512. OINOCHOE. Old No. 642. Ht. 10^^ in. From Vulci (?). Payne-Knight Coll. Mouth
broken. Design injured by burning. Design black on a red panel, with maeander above and
dots down the sides

; accessories of purple.

Dionysiac group : Dionysos reclines on a couch to r., bearded, with Icng

tresses, ivy-wreath, and embroidered himation, 1. arm resting on a cushion. He
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looks up at Ariadne, who is seated behind him on an ckladias to 1., with long

tresses, ivy-wreath, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, 1. hand

extended to him. On the 1. is a Satyr to r. with long tresses, playing on the

chelys with 2l plectrum. In the field, vine-branches with grapes,

B 513. OINOCHOfe. Ht. II in. Vulci, 1867. Blacas Coll. De Witte, Cat. de M. de

Magnoncourt. no. 22. Grooved handle. Design black on a red panel, with ivy down the sides ;

accessories of white and [Airple.

Dionysiac group : Dionysos is riding sideways on an ithyphallic mule

to r., bearded, with long hair, ivy-wreath, long white chiton, and himation, holding
keras and vine-branches. At the mule's head is a Satyr kneeling on one knee

to 1., with hands extended. Behind is a Satyr to r,, with face laid on the

mule's back and turned to the front
;
on the 1. another Satyr running to r.,

lookinsf back.'t5

B 514. OINOCHOE. Ht. 8i in. Cameiros, 1864. Much broken. Coarse style. Design
black on a red panel, with border of network above and dots down the sides ; accessories of

white and purple.

In the centre Dionysos to r., bearded, with ivy-wreath, long white chiton

and striped himation, keras in 1. hand, vine in r.; facing him is Ariadne, with long
• hair, fillet, necklace, long chiton and striped himation, hands extended. Behind

her is Hermes departing and looking back, bearded, with long hair, short

white chiton, striped chlamys, petasos and endromides. On the 1. is a Maenad
to r., as Ariadne, but without necklace.

B 515. OINOCHO^. Old No. 642*. Ht. 91 in. 1847. MiUingen Coll. Foot injured. Design
black on a red panel, with borders of maeander down the sides

; accessories of white and a

little purple.

Two Maenads moving to r.
;
the first looks back at the other, and carries

a goat in her arms
;
the second carries a panther. They have long hair looped

up with fillets, and long embroidered chitons and himatia. In the background
are two trees.

B 516. OINOCHOfe. Ht. ']\ in. Cameiros, 1864. Much injured; faded purple accessories.

Mouth trefoil.

Satyr seated on a rock (?) to r., ithyphallic, with fillet, large wreath

round his head and hands extended. In front of him is a cantharos, behind him

an oinochoL Under the handles, branches spreading over the scene.

B 517. OINOCHOi:. Ht. 8i in. Cameiros, 1864. Trefoil mouth. Design black on a red

panel, with border of maeander above and dots down the sides
; accessories of white and

purple.

Two Seileni to r., with long white tresses
;

before them a Maenad

retreating to r., looking back, with hair looped up, fillet, long chiton and

striped himation, 1. hand raised. In the field, a tree with fruit.
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B 518. OINOCHOjfc. Old No. 653. Ht. 8^ in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 353. Corey,

Amaz. Ant. Fig. p. 54. Mouth trefoil ; grooved handle. Design black on a red panel, with

network down the sides
;
accessories of white and purple.

Amazon running to r., looking back, with long tresses, high-crested

helmet with cheek-pieces, cuirass, short chiton with purple spots, spear, and

Boeotian shield with a pellet between two rings. By her side is a lion running
to r., with open mouth.

B 519. OINOCHOE. Old No. 634. Ht. iiJoin- Vulci, 1836. Burgon Coll. Qox^y, Amaz.

Ant. Fig. p. 54. Trefoiled mouth, ribbed handle. Design black on a narrow red panel, with

chequer-pattern above and borders of ivy down the sides ;
accessories of white and purple.

Two Amazons retreating side by side to r., looking back, with long tresses,

high-crested helmets, necklaces, cuirasses, short chitons and chlamydes, both

embroidered, and greaves ;
each carries two spears ;

the nearer one has shield

with device of a tripod, the other with device of a bull's head.

B 520. OINOCHOi^. Ht. g^^^ ii^- Cameiros, 1864. Design in black on a red panel, with

chequer-pattern above and dots down the sides
;
white accessories.

Two youths on horseback to r., nude, with long hair
;

the horse of the

hinder one is white. At the further side of each a nude bearded male figure

walks to r., leading the horse. In the background, branches.

B 521. OINOCHOE. Ht. 9I in. Cameiros, 1864. High grooved handle. Design black on a

red panel, with chequer-pattern above
;
accessories of white and purple.

Warrior arming : In the centre is the warrior to r., beardless, with

cuirass, short embroidered chiton, sword at side, and a greave on r. leg, painted

purple ;
he holds up 1. leg to put on the other greave. Facing him is a female

figure with long hair, fillet, and long striped chiton, holding his spear and shield
;

the device on the latter is a bull's head. Behind her is a warrior to 1., with

visored helmet, greaves, the 1. one painted purple, spear and shield with

the device of a bent leg ;
behind him an archer departing to r., looking back,

with peaked cap, short purple chiton, and quiver with lid in the form of a wing.
On the 1. is a warrior departing and looking back, armed as the last with a

chlamys ;
on his shield is a bull's head.

B 522. OINOCHOE. Old No. 649. Ht. loi in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 820. Grooved

handle. Design black on a deep buff panel, with network-pattern above and borders of ivy

down the sides
;
accessories of white and purple.

In the centre, a nude youth (Troilos ?) on horseback, looking to r., the horse

turned to the front. On the r. is a warrior to 1., with visored helmet, chlamys,

greaves, shield with three pellets, and spear ;
behind him, an archer departing

to r. looking back, with short beard, high peaked cap, embroidered jerkin and

anaxyrides in one piece, quiver at side with wing attached. On the 1., a warrior

to 1. looking back, as the last, shield with device of a bent leg ;
archer to r., as

before, but no wing attached to quiver.
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B 523. OINOCHO^. Old No. 655. Ht. 8y% in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 682. Ribbed

handle. Design black on a red panel, with borders of ivy above and down the sides ;
accessories

of white and prrple.

Quadriga to r., with one white and three black horses, the right-hand one

having a parsley (?) wreath round the shoulder
;
the charioteer bearded, with

embroidered himation, goad in r. hand, reins in both. Behind him is a warrior

to r., fully armed, with striped chlamys, and shield with three white and two

purple pellets (circles round the former) ;
at the further side of the horses a

similar warrior to r., with two spears, and shield with purple pellets round the

antyx. At the horses' heads is a third similar warrior to r., looking back, with

short purple chiton, and white shield with three purple pellets, the crest of his

helmet chequered white and purple.

B 524. OINOCHOE. Old No. 633. Ht. 83% in. From Italy. Burgon Coll. Style of Ando-

kides(?); cf. Burlington Fine Arts Club Cat. 1888, no. 108. Design black on a red panel,

with maeander above
; accessories of white and purple.

Quadriga seen from the front, the charioteer slightly bearded, with purple

pilos and long white chiton, the folds indicated by wavy lines
;
on either

side of him a small bird flying away. On the 1. is a male figure, bearded, with

long hair, fillet, long white chiton, folds as before, and purple himation, spear
in 1. hand. On the r. is a nude beardless male figure with long tresses, purple

pilos, and spear in r. hand. Below the handle is painted the face of a tiger, with

black markings on red, the ears in purple and white.

B 525. OINOCHO^. Ht. 8^ in. 1859. Design black on a red panel with borders of dots

down the sides
;
white accessories ; rather worn.

On the I., a bull to r., issuing from behind a rock
; facing him a cow, also

issuing from behind a rock, bending forward to lick a calf to r. In the field,

branches, with fruit.

B 525-586. ATHENIAN LEKYTHI (shape generally as Fig. 17).

B 526. LEKYTHOS. Old No. 613. Ht. 61 in. Hamilton Coll. Owerhec^i, Kunstmyth. {Zeus\

P- 35 1) {Poseido?i), p. 329 ; Mayer, Gig. u. Titan, pp. 310, 316. Neck repaired. No
accessories. On the shoulder, lotos-buds in black on white ground, above the design, network.

Gigantomachia (type A.) : On the 1. is Athene rushing forward to r.

(high-crested helmet with cheek-pieces, long chiton and himation, aegis with

snake-border held out on 1. arm as shield), thrusting with spear at Enkelados,
who retreats to r., turning back to thrust wuth spear ;

he is fully armed, with the

device of a cuttle-fish on his shield. On the r., Poseidon to r., bearded, with

hair looped up under a fillet, chlamys and spear, has beaten Polybotes down
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on the ground ;
the latter is fully armed and endeavours to protect himself with

shield from a mass of rock which Poseidon holds on 1. shoulder with intent to

hurl on him (cf B 484). In the background, a palm-tree.

B 527. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 7 in. Cameiros, 1864. Slightly injured. White accessories, faded ;

coarse style. Above the design, dots.

Contest of Heracles and Apollo for the tripod (type E. 10) : In the

centre is Heracles moving to r. looking to 1., nude and beardless, with fillet,

quiver at side with open lid in the form of a wing, club brandished in r. hand,

carrying the tripod in 1. hand. On the r. is Athene also moving to r., turning

back and holding out r. hand to encourage him
;
she has helmet, long chiton,

himation, and spear. On the 1. is Apollo pursuing, beardless, with long

tresses, fillet, short chiton, and quiver with lid in form of a wing ;
he seizes

the tripod with both hands. Behind him Artemis moves to r., with hair

gathered up under a hood (?), long chiton and himation, quiver with lid in form

of a wing, in r. hand a torch
(.''),

1. hand extended.

B 528. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 9I in. Cameiros, 1863. On the shoulder, palmettes ;
above the

design, network.

Contest of Heracles and Apollo for the tripod (type E. 10) : Heracles

moves away to r. looking back
;
he is nude and bearded, with fillet, quiver

with open lid in the form of a wing, and sword at side, carrying the tripod

in r. hand, club brandished in 1. Before him lolaos moves to r., bearded,

with club, sword at side, chlamys with purple spots over 1. arm. Behind

Heracles is Apollo pursuing, beardless, with white beaded fillet, quiver with

lid in form of a wing, sword at side, 1. hand raised
;
he seizes the tripod with r.

hand. Between them is the Delphic altar, with Ionic capitals, and a fire blazing

on it
;
behind Apollo is a Doric column indicating the temple.

B 529 LEKYTHOS. Ht. 9^ in. Cameiros, 1864. Mouth and handle broken. On the shoulder,

lotos-buds.

Contest of Heracles and Kyknos? (see type E. 5) : Heracles stands

to r., with lion's skin, short chiton, sheath at side, sword brandished in r. hand,

and shield with device of two pellets. Kyknos retreats before him, turning

back to thrust at him with spear ;
he is fully armed, with short embroidered

chiton and chlamys, high-crested helmet with fillet, shield painted white with

device of a snake to 1. in black. In the background, branches with fruit. On
either side of the scene is a rock apparently indicating that it takes place in a

cave, although according to Hesiod, Scut. Her., 1. 58, the place was a temenos of

Apollo.

B 530. LEKYTHOS. Ht. ']\ in. Thebes, 1865. Rather coarse ; purple accessories. On the

shoulder, lotos-buds.

Contest of Heracles with the Nemean lion (type E. i) : Heracles

strides to r., nude and bearded, with sheath at side, grasps the lion round neck
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with 1. hand, and plunges sword into its side
;
the h'on stands erect on its r.

hind-leg, the other being pressed against Heracles' 1. leg. Below Heracles is

his quiver ;
above is drapery suspended from a branch. On the r. is Athene to

1., with high-crested helmet, fillet, long chiton, himation, spear, and shield with

uncertain device
;
behind her, a bearded figure to 1., in long chiton and striped

himation, holding a spear. On the 1. is lolaos, bearded, with chlamys, and
sword at side

;
also a warrior looking on with visored helmet, greaves, chlamys,

two spears, and shield with device of a plane-leaf (?).

3 531_ LEKYTHOS. Old No. 624. Ht. 4| in. Hamilton Coll. Foot broken off. Ground of

neck and shoulder drab, with two rows of black hatched lines. Above the design, dots.

Heracles subduing the Cretan bull (type E. 3) : Heracles to r., nude,
with fillet and sword-belt, stoops forward and grasps the bull round the

body to fasten it with a rope held in his hand
;
the bull falls forward to 1. on

his fore-legs. On the r. is Hermes to r. looking to 1., with pctasos, embroidered

chlamys, and endromides. In the field, branches, from which are suspended
Heracles' quiver, sword and chlamys.

B 532. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 7 in. Athens, 1814. Burgon Coll. Neck and handle broken oft".

Coarse style ; purple and white accessories. Above the'design, chequer-pattern.

Heracles subduing the Cretan bull (type E. 3) : Heracles to r., nude,

with fillet and sword-belt, grasps the bull round the shoulders, holding his

club in r. hand
;
the bull falls forward to 1. On either side are trees with fruit,

from the branches of which hang Heracles' bow and quiver, also his club and

chlamys twice repeated.

B 533. LEKYTHOS. Old No. 624*. Ht. 73% in. Ann. delP Inst, i^^, ^^\.
C

-, Covey, A maz.

Ant, Fig. p. 21. On the shoulder, lotos-buds.

Contest of Heracles with Hippolyte for the girdle (t}pe E. 6) :

Heracles to r., bearded, with high-crested helmet, fillet, cuirass, short purple
chiton with skin over it, sword in r. hand, and the girdle in 1., has beaten down

Hippolyte on one knee to r. She has long tresses, high-crested helmet, cuirass,

short bordered chiton, greaves, embroidered chlamys, and shield with three

pellets and three crescents, and turns back to thrust with spear at Heracles.

On the 1. is a bearded figure looking on, with long white chiton, striped

himation, and staff; on the r. is a youth to r. looking back, with fillet, sword-

belt, striped chlamys on 1. arm, spear in r. hand, 1. hand raised.

B 534. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 12^ in. Gela, 1863. Corey, Aniaz. Ant. Fig. p. 15. Accessories

faded. On the shoulder, palmettes. Above the design, network-pattern.

Contest of Heracles with Amazons (type E. 6) : Heracles to r.,

bearded, with lion's skin over a short chiton with purple spots, sheath at side,

sword in r. hand, seizes with 1. an Amazon (Andromache), who kneels on one
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knee to 1. She has helmet, cuirass, short chiton with skin over it, sword, spear,
and shield with device of a bull's head. Behind her is another (Alkaia) defending
her, similarly armed, with a chlamys ;

on her shield the de^-ice of a tripod. On
the 1. is a third Amazon advancing to r., with high-crested helmet, short

embroidered chiton and skin over it, sword, spear, and shield with device of a

tripod (?). In the field, branches with fruit.

B 535. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 7^ in. Cameiros, 1864. Corey, Amaz. Ant. Fig. pp. 21, 85. Slightly

injured ;
handle broken off. Above the design, dots.

Contest of Heracles with Amazons (type E. 6) : In the centre is

Heracles to r., with lion's skin over a short purple chiton, club in r. hand, and

seizing an Amazon by the shoulder, who retreats to n, looking back
;
she has

high-crested helmet, cuirass, short chiton, spear, and shield. On the 1. is a

similar Amazon retreating and turning back to thrust with spear ;
on either

side, facing the scene, is an Amazon on horseback, with helmet and striped

chlamys. In the field, branches.

B 536. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 7| in. Corinth, 1852. White accessories. Above the design,

maeander.

Heracles received by Pholos (type E. 7) : Heracles to r., with lion's

skin over his short chiton, stands with one foot on the neck of the pithos, which

is buried in the earth
;
he has just pushed away the lid. On the other side of

it is Pholos confronting him, holding out a simpuhun in r. hand, in 1. a staff

with two cross-pieces ;
his r. foreleg is raised to the edge of the pithos. Above

are suspended Heracles' quiver and bow
;
behind him is Athene to r. with

high-crested helmet, aegis, long chiton and himation, spear in 1. hand. In the

field, branches,

B 537. LEKYTHOS. Ht. io| in. Gela, 1863. Much injured. Grey-drab ground, as B 426 ;

accessories faded.

On the shoulder, two panthers confronted, with faces turned to the front
;

between them, a palmette with volutes.

On the body, Contest of Heracles with a Centaur (type E. 7) :

Heracles to r., nude and beardless, sword at side, seizes the Centaur's wrist

with 1. hand, and brandishes club in r. The Centaur is beaten down on his

fore-legs to r., and looks back at Heracles, holding a stone in each hand, which

he vainly endeavours to hurl
;
he has long tresses. On either side, looking on,

is a youth in long chiton and himation, holding a spear.

B 538. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 5| in. Corinth (?), 1865, Coarse style ; purple accessories.

On the shoulder, a cock to r. between two ivy-leaves, design in black

only.

Heracles
(.^) slaying a Centaur (perhaps Nessos, see type E. 7) : The
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Centaur is to r. looking back
;
Heracles advances from 1. to slay him, beard-

less, with fillet and striped chlamys held out as shield on 1. arm. On either side

is a female figure looking on, with fillet, long chiton, and himation.

B 539_ LEKYTHOS. Old No. 626. Ht. 8 in. From Magna Graecia. Durand Coll. 591.

Neck repaired. White accessories. Above the design, maeander.

Oedipus and the Sphinx : In the centre is an altar, from the en-

tablature of which hang two white wreaths, on which the Sphinx is seated

to r, with wings addorsed. Facing her is Oedipus seated on an okladias,

bearded, with long chiton and himation, staff in r. hand with a cross-piece at

the top. On the 1. is a bearded male figure, perhaps Teiresias or Creon,
in long chiton and himation, with staft" in I. hand. In the field, branches

;
on

the r., behind Oedipus, a Doric column.

[Cf. B 122 and E 464.]

B 540. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 61 in. 1856. Foot injured. Very coarse style ;
white accessories.

Peleus seizing Thetis (type F.) : Peleus to r., nude and beardless,

seizes Thetis round the waist
;
she is to r., looking to 1., with long hair, long

chiton and himation. On either side is a Nereid to r. with long chiton

and himation, and 1. hand raised, the one on the r. looking back. In the field,

branches.

B 541. LEKYTHOS. Old No. 616. Ht. 12^ in. From Magna Graecia. Durand Coll. 403.

Welcker, Al/e Denkm. pi. i. ;
Raoul Rochette, Mon. Jnal. Odyss. pi. 56 ; cf. Schneider,

Tro. Sagcnkr. pp. no, 165, and Klein, Vcrhandl. d. Philologcnvers. in Innsbruck, p. 186.

On the shoulder, palmettes ;
above the design, network.

Pig. 35, Two heroes casting lots before the statue of Athene (type H.) :

p. 27. In the centre is the goddess, on a base of two steps, looking to 1., with long

hair, high-crested helmet, aegis with snakes in front, long chiton, folds

indicated, spear in r. hand, 1. extended. On either side of the base is a hero

crouching down on one knee fully armed, with high-crested helmet, ornamented

cuirass, that of the one on the r. probably of lintn, short striped chiton, greaves

with incised volutes, and two spears, r. hand extended to throw the dice.

Behind each is his shield
;
the one on the 1. has a tripod as device, the other an

ivy-wreath.

B 542. LEKYTHOS. Ht. I2f in. Gela, 1878. On the shoulder, palmettes; above the design,

network-pattern.

Achilles lying in ambush (type I.) : In the centre is a rock, on the

1. side of which is a lion's head, out of which water is pouring into a Jiydria ;

between two trees with fruit-laden branches on the top of the rock is a raven

to r. On the 1. is Polyxena moving away from her Jiydria to 1., looking back,

with outstretched arms
;
she has long hair, fillet, long chiton and embroidered

himation. On the r. is Achilles crouching down on one knee to 1., fully
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armed, with high-crested hehnet, short chiton with purple spots, and shield with

device of a snake to r., and purple spots round the autyx.

B 543. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 12^ in. Gela, 1863. Schneider, Tro. Sagenkr. p. 31, n. i.

Accessories faded. On the neck, pahnettes ;
above the design, maeander.

Quadriga of Achilles at full speed to r., the horses having very long

tails and pendants from their collars
;

the charioteer in long white chiton,

holding goad and reins, his head obliterated. It is passing by the tomb of

Patroclos, represented by a white bell-shaped mound, over which is the

hero's ghost, in archaic running attitude to r., fully armed, with two spears, and

winged (cf Achilles in B 240). By the side of the horses is a dog running

to r.

B 544. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 6f in. Santa Maria di Capua, 1856. Temple Coll.

Quadriga to r., into which a female figure is stepping, with hair looped

up under a beaded fillet, long chiton, himation with purple spots, goad in r.

hand, reins in both. By the further side of the chariot is Apollo Citharoedos

to r., beardless, with long hair looped up under a beaded fillet, and long chiton,

playing the dielys. In front of the horses is Hermes seated on an okladias to 1.,

bearded, with long hair, petasos, embroidered himation, endromides, and wand (?).

•g 545 LEKYTHOS. Ht. 7f in. Athens, 1814. Burgon Coll. Very coarse style ;
white

accessories. Design partly scraped off. Above and below the design, maeander, on a white

ground.

Quadriga to r. (the third horse white), into which a female figure is

stepping, in long chiton and himation, holding goad and reins. By the further

side of the chariot to r. are a female citharist with hair knotted up and long

chiton, and Dionysos (ivy-wreath, long white chiton), the latter looking back.

At the horses' heads is Hermes, in petasos, chlamys, and endro7iiides, 1. hand

raised
; only part of his figure remaining. In the field, branches.

[See type E. 1 1 (/3).]

3 54g^ LEKYTHOS. Ht. 6f in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll. Much injured.

Quadriga to r. (the third horse white, all with pendants from their

collars), into which a female figure is stepping, with hair looped up under a

fillet, long chiton and striped himation, holding goad and reins. In advance of

her, on further side, is a similar female figure, in front of whom is Dionysos,

looking back, bearded, in long white chiton and striped himation, holding a

keras. In front of the horses is a hind walking to r., looking up at a Satyr to r.,

who looks back at it, holding a taenia. In the field, branches.

B 547. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 6| in. Athens, 1814. Burgon Coll. Rather coarse style. Above
the design, dots.

Quadriga to r. (third horse white, pendants to collars), in which is a
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female figure with fillet and embroidered himation. By the further side of the

chariot is a female citharist with fillet and himation, playing on the lyre, and
in advance of her is Dionysos, looking back, bearded, with long chiton and
embroidered himation. At the horses' heads is Hermes to r. with pctasos,
embroidered chlamys, and endromidcs. In the field, branches.

[See type E. 1 1 (y)].

B 548. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 5| in. Athens, 1873. Accessories somewhat faded. On the

shoulder, lotos-buds. The design is bordered on either side by a panel with diagonal zigzag
lines

; at the back of the vase is another panel with an ivy-wreath.

Apollo and. Artemis confronted : On the 1. is Apollo, beardless, with long
white chiton and fringed himation, holding out his lyre. Artemis has hair

looped up under a fillet, long chiton with a border of spirals, purple himation,

quiver at back, bow held out in r. hand, an arrow in 1. Between them is a

palm-tree, by which is a hind to r.
;
in front of Apollo, an okladias ; behmd him,

a wreath suspended.

B 549. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 6| in. Cameiros, 1864. Neck broken off. Glaze mostly worn off

vase, specially at back
; white accessories faded. On the shoulder, lotos-buds.

Hermes reclining to 1. on a couch, with 1. arm resting on a cushion
;
he is

bearded, with long \\-^\x^petasos, and embroidered himation covering lower limbs.

In front of him is a goat to r.
;
behind him, a rock

;
in the background, a

tree.

B 550. LEKYTHOS. Ht. ']\ in. Cameiros, 1864. Slightly injured ; design partly worn. On
the shoulder, lotos-buds.

Hermes seated on an okladias to r., looking back, bearded, with petasos,

long chiton and himation, both embroidered, and endi-omides, holding vine-

branches. On either side is a female figure to r., with long hair, fillet, long
'

sleeved embroidered chiton and diphndicvi, holding a wreath in 1. hand.
On the r. is Dionysos seated on an okladias to r., looking back, bearded,
with long chiton and himation, both embroidered, holding keras and vine-

branches.

B 551. LEKYTHOS. Ht. Sf in. 1859. Foot broken. Very much worn
; purple accessories.

On the shoulder, lotos-buds.

On the 1. is Ariadn^
(?) seated on an okladias to r., with long hair, wreath,

long chiton, and striped himation, holding branches. In front of her is Nereus
(.?)

on an okladias to r., bearded, with long hair, wreath, long chiton, striped

himation, a fish held out in 1. hand. Next, Ares seated to r., looking back at

him, with helmet, long chiton and himation, spear, and shield with device (of a

Gorgoneion ?) obliterated. On the r. is Dionysos seated to r. looking back,

bearded, with long hair, fillet, long chiton, striped himation, ket-as in 1. hand,
branches in r.
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B 552. LEKYTHOS. Old No. 620*. Ht. 7| in. 1847. Millingen Coll. Handle broken off.

On the shoulder, lotos-buds,

Dionysos to r., bearded, with ivy-wreath, long chiton with white spots and

embroidered himation, keras in 1. hand, vine in r.
; facing him, Athene, with

high-crested helmet, necklace, long chiton and himation, both embroidered,

spear, and shield with device of an owl to 1., r. hand raised. Behind her is a

Satyr departing to r., looking back, holding a taenia in r. hand, I. hand raised.

Behind Dionysos is Ariadne to r., with wreath, necklace, long chiton and

himation, both embroidered, 1. hand raised
;
behind her, a Sat/r to r. dancing.

B 553. LEKYTHOS. Old No. 609. Ht. i2yVin. Coghill and Payne-Knight Colls. Millingen,
Vases de Coghill, pi. 39. Purple accessories faded. On the shoulder, palmettes ;

above the

design, network.

Dionysiac group : On the 1., a Satyr to r., with 1. hand extended to seize

a Maenad, who moves to 1., looking back and dancing, with long hair, long
chiton and himation, both embroidered. Next, a Satyr to r., dancing, and a

Maenad retreating and looking back at him, with r. hand raised, hair looped up
under a fillet, chiton and himation as last. In the field, branches with clusters

of grapes and other fruit.

B 554. LEKYTHOS. Old No. 612. Ht. 12-3^ in. Coghill and Payne-Knight CoUs. Millingen,
Vases de Coghill, pi. 38. On the shoulder, palmettes.

Dionysos seated on an okladias to r., with long hair and beard, ivy-wreath,

long chiton and himation, both embroidered, holding cantJiaros, and vine-branch

with grapes. On either side facing him is a Maenad on an okladias, with long

hair, fillet, long chiton and himation, both embroidered, hands extended, one

holding a flower. On the 1. is Hermes on an okladias to r., bearded, with short

chiton, chlamys, petasos, and endromides, 1. hand raised, in r. a wand
;
his figure

is partly restored.

B 555. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 4J in. Cameiros, 1864. On the shoulder, a dog pursuing a hare.

Dionysiac group : In the centre, Dionysos seated on an okladias to r.,

bearded, with fillet, long chiton and embroidered himation, keras in 1. hand

vine-branches in r. On either side, a Satyr facing the centre, embracing a

Maenad, who turns away from him and tries to escape ;
the Maenads wear long

embroidered chitons with Hebrides over them.

B 556. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 6f in. Athens, 1852. Repaired. Design black on a dark grey

ground (as B 426 and B 537), with white and greyish (originally purple) accessories. On the

shoulder, lotos-buds
;
above the design, network.

Symposion : Dionysos and Ariadne reclining to r. on the ground, with

their 1, arms resting on cushions. Dionysos is bearded, with long hair, ivy-wreath,
and striped himation

;
he looks towards Ariadne, who has hair looped up under a

wreath, long sleeved chiton, and striped himation. Before each are three apples.

In the background is a tree with fruit, and on either side of the scene is a rock.

S
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B 557. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 6f in. Athens, 1813. Burgon Coll. Neck repaired. Rather coarse

style. Above the design, dots.

Dionysos to r., bearded, with ivy-wreath, long white chiton with purple

border, and himation, holding kefas and branches with fruit. On either side a

female figure on a mule riding towards him, with hair looped up under a fillet,

and himation. Beyond, on either side, a Satyr to r. holding a taenia, the one on

the r. looking back.

B 558. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 6i in. Cameiros, 1864. Much injured ;
neck and large part of

shoulder lost. Purple accessories. On the shoulder, lotos-buds.

Dance of Maenads and Satyrs : A Maenad to 1., with long hair, fillet,

long, partly purple, chiton, and nebris, followed by a Satyr to 1. Next, a

Maenad to r., looking back, with long hair, fillet, long purple chiton, and

pardalis, and a Satyr to r., looking back.

B 559. LEKYTHOS. Ht. \o\ in. Cameiros, 1864. On the shoulder, lotos-buds.

A Satyr moving to r., looking back, with keras in r. hand and askos over

1. shoulder. In the field, branches with fruit
;
on either side, eyes, black with

white rings and edges.

B 560. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 7| in. Thebes, 1865. Deep buff ground ;
white accessories. On

the shoulder, lotos-buds.

Five Seilcni to r., each with a lyre, and carrying branches
; they have

long tresses, their hair, beards, and tails being white with black spots ;
their

bodies are stippled all over.

B 561. LEKYTHOS. Ht. yf in. Athens, 18 14. Burgon Coll. Mouth injured. Rather coarse.

On the shoulder, lotos-buds ; above the design, dots.

Dionysos seated on an okladias to r., looking back, with long beard, long
chiton and himation, both embroidered, holding cantharos and vine-branch. On
either side, eyes, with purple pupils and white rings and edges.

B 562. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 6| in. 1856. Much injured. Purple accessories. On the shoulder,

lotos-buds.

Komos : Three male figures moving to r., the first one looking back at the

other two, who wear ivy-wreaths ;
all three are bearded, with embroidered

chlamydes over their arms. The middle one carries branches, and has face

upturned, as if singing (cf. B 167 and B 192).

B 563. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 7^ in. Cameiros, 1864. On the shoulder, lotos-buds.

Two groups, each consisting of a citharist and dancer
;
the former to r.,

bearded, with fillet, and embroidered himation
;
the dancer facing him, bearded,

with embroidered chlamys over his shoulders, and 1. hand raised.
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B 564. LEKYTHUS. Ht. 9 in. Cameiros, 1864. Mouth broken off. On the shoulder,

lotos-buds.

Two female figures side by side to r., with long hair, fillets, long chitons, and

embroidered himatia. In the background, branches with fruit
;
on either side

eyes, black, with purple centres and white rings and edges.

B 565. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 4|^ in. Cameiros, 1864. Design worn
; purple and white accessories,

the latter faded. On the shoulder, lotos-buds.

Three female figures, with hair looped up under fillets, necklaces, long
chitons and himatia

;
the one on the 1. is to 1., dancing with crotala and looking

back
;
the next moves to r., playing the lyre ;

the third is to r., dancing and

looking back, holding a vine-branch with grapes, and crotala
(i*).

B 566. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 6| in. Corey, Amaz. Ant Fig. p. 77. Handle, neck, and foot

broken off. Design rather worn
; purple and white accessories. Above the design, network.

Two Amazons on horseback to r., between them a third walking ; they
have high-crested helmets, cuirasses, short striped chitons, and spears ;

the one

walking also has bow and quiver, with tail of an animal attached, and 1. hand

raised, and looks back.

B 567. LEKYTHOS. Old No. 629. Ht. 5| in. Rather coarse style; accessories faded.

On the shoulder, a cock to r. between two ivy-leaves, painted in black.

Combat of two fully armed warriors
;
one retreats to r. before the other,

and turns back to thrust at him with spear. On either side, looking on, is a

female (?) figure, in long chiton and himation, holding a wand.

[This may represent the combat of Achilles and Memnon in the presence of Thetis

and Eos.]

B 568. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 7| in. Cameiros, 1864. Slightly injured; imperfectly fired; purple
accessories. Above the design, dots.

Quadriga seen from the front, the charioteer beardless, with fillet, long

chiton, and two spears ;
on either side is an archer moving away, looking back,

wdth high peaked cap, jerkin and anaxyrides in one piece, spear, and quiver at

back with tail attached.

B 569. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 9I in. Poli, Cyprus, 1890. Presented by the Cyprus Exploration
Fund. y. H. S. xi. p. 43. Lip restored. Design black on a red ground, with purple and white

accessories ;
rather worn. On the shoulder, lotos-buds inverted.

Departure of warriors (?) : In the centre is Eris to r. in the archaic running

attitude, looking to 1., in long chiton with border of spirals and striped himation

girt at the waist
;
she has two pairs of wings, the upper ones recurved, the

lower hanging down, unless the sleeves of her chiton are thereby meant. On
the 1. are two beardless male figures to r., with spears ;

the first is nude, the

other has a striped himation. On the r. is a beardless male figure seated to r.

•s 2
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on an okladias, in long chiton and striped himation, holding a spear ; facing him
is a nude youth, holding a spear in r. hand.

B 570. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 7^ in. Cameiros, 1864. Rather coarse style ;
white accessories faded.

On the shoulder, two beardless figures in long chitons and himatia,

confronted
;
between them, a palmette.

On the body, a warrior to 1., fully armed, with chlamys and device of a

bent leg on his shield. On either side, turned towards him, are two beardless

figures in striped himatia, each holding a spear ;
one has a fillet.

B 571. LEKYTHOS. Old No. 619. Ht. S^'o in. From Magna Graecia. Durand Coll. 834.

Rather worn
; white accessories faded. On the shoulder, palmettes and lotos-buds with

volutes.

Bearded male figure to r., wrapped in a striped himation, holding spear ;

confronting him, two warriors, each with visored helmet, greaves, and two spears ;

the first has a high-crested helmet as device on his shield, the second, a dolphin
to 1.

;
the helmet of the latter is high-crested. Next, a beardless figure to r., with

long tresses, long purple chiton, and striped himation, holding spear ;
confront-

ing him, two warriors, as before
;
the first has two crests on his helmet and a

fillet, body of chariot as device on shield, the second high-crested helmet, device

of a tripod on shield. Next, an aged male figure to r., with white beard and

tresses, long purple chiton, striped himation, spear ; confronting him, two

warriors, as before
;
the first with high-crested helmet, shield with device of

wheels and axle of a chariot seen from above
;
the second has as device the

hind part of a dog. Next, a beardless figure to 1,, with long purple chiton and

striped himation, holding a spear.

B 572 LEKYTHOS. Ht. 7 in. Sardinia, 1856. Purple accessories. On the shoulder,

lotos-buds.

Warriors arming : On the 1, is a warrior to r., beardless, with fillet, and

greave on r. leg, placing the other on his 1. leg ;
at his side his sword, at his feet

his high-crested helmet. In front of him is a warrior looking to r., with visored

helmet, greaves, two spears, and shield with device of a bent leg. On the n,

two similar pairs of warriors, in this case facing each other
;
the one on the

extreme r. has the device of a snake to 1. on his shield.

B 573. LEKYTHOS. Old No. 625. Ht. 4^0 in. Hamilton Coll. D'Hancarville, i. pis, 60-61.

Foot broken. Purple accessories.

On the shoulder, two lions rushing towards each other.

On the body. Combat of two warriors : Both are fully armed
;
the one on

the r., who has a pellet on his shield, retreats to r., and turns back to thrust with

spear at the other, who has a ring on his shield as device. On the r., looking

on, is a beardless figure in a long chiton and himation
;
on the 1. a youth, with

striped chlamys held out on 1. arm, spear in r. hand.
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B 574. LEKYTHOS. Ht. ii|in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll. White accessories faded. On
the shoulder, palmettes.

Four warriors in single file to 1., with visored helmets, greaves, shields, and

spears ;
the first, second, and fourth have A as device on their shields

;
the device

on that of the third is obliterated.

[It is possible that A may denote Argos, as on the coins of that city ; cf. the shield of

Demophon in B 173, inscribed A®^ (=
'

hdr^vaios), and see Miiller in Revue Numismatiqiie,

1859, p. I
ff.]

B 575. LEKYTHOS. Ht. ii^ in. Santa Maria di Capua, 1856. Temple Coll. Accessories

faded. On the shoulder, palmettes ;
above the design, border of dots.

Two male figures on horseback, moving to r., bearded, each with a chlamys
and two spears. By the side of each horse is a dog, the second one running.

B 576. LEKYTHOS. Old No. 618. Ht. gf in. Hamilton Coll. D'Hancarville, i. pis. 66-68
;

Inghirami, Vasi Fitt. i. pi. 84 ; Krause, Gymnasiik, pi. xiii. 47, p. 452 ; Welcker, Zeitschr. 18 18,

pi. iv, 17, p. 265 ; Kietz, Diskosiuurf, pp. 62, 74. Purple accessories. On the shoulder,

palmettes.

Two athletes to r., nude and beardless
;
the hinder one holds two spears

in r. hand, and Jialteres in 1. The other holds out a diskos in both hands
;
on

either side of him are two poles fixed in the ground (probably to indicate the

place from which the diskos was to be thrown). Facing him is a paidotribes,

beardless, with fillet, embroidered himation, and wand.

•g gYY LEKYTHOS. Ht. 8 in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll. Purple accessories.

On the shoulder, three brabeis, beardless, the first to r., with long chiton

and purple himation
;
the other two facing him in long chitons, the first with

hair knotted up, and embroidered himation
;
the other in a purple himation.

On the body. Combat of three ephebi : Two advance to r., nude, with

spears in r. hands
;
the hinder one (lower part modern) has long tresses and an

embroidered chlamys on 1. arm. The third advances to meet them, with em-

broidered chlamys on r. arm, and spear in 1. hand. In the field, two garments

suspended.

B 578. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 7| in. 1867. Blacas Coll. Slight purple accessories. On the

shoulder, lotos-buds.

Preparations for a race (?) : A youth on horseback advancing to r., with

fillet, short chiton, and chlamys with purple spots. On either side is a nude

youth running to r., the one in front looking back, the other has 1. hand

raised, and wears a fillet.

B 579. LEKYTHOS. Ht. si in. Cameiros, 1864.

On the shoulder, a hound pursuing a hare to r.

On the body, a youth on horseback to r., with striped chlanus and spear.
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On either side of him is a youth to r. with striped chlamys on 1. arm and spear

in r. hand, the one on the r, looking back.

B 580. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 6i in. Athens, 1813. Burgon Coll. Somewhat injured. Coarse

style. Above the design, dots.

Quadriga advancing to r., the charioteer beardless, with fillet and long

chiton, the parabates having an embroidered chlamys and two spears ;
the

horses have ornamented collars
;
the third horse is white. On the 1, is a warrior

retreating, looking back, with high-crested helmet, cuirass, short chiton, two

spears, and shield. On the r., a Doric column.

B 581. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 6^ in. Athens, 1813. Burgon Coll. Mouth broken off; much

injured. Very coarse style ; purple and white accessories. Above the design, border of

network.

Chariot-race : Two quadrigae to r., one half a length ahead of the other
;

third horse white, in each case
;

all have ornamented collars. The charioteers

have long white chitons, and goads. By the side of the first quadriga is a lebes,

as the prize of victory, and on the extreme r. is a meta (?),
or altar, painted white.

B 582. LEKYTHOS. Old No. 617. Ht. iij in. From Sicily. Durand Coll. 679. On the

shoulder, palmettes ; above the design, meander.

Chariot-race : Two quadrigae at full speed to r., one overlapping the other

by about half a horse's length ;
the charioteers bearded, with long white chitons

girt at the waist.

B 583. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 7| in. Athens, 1813. Burgon Coll. Very coarse style ; white

accessories. Along the top of the design, maeander.

In the centre, a Doric column painted white, in front of which is an altar
(i"),

also white. On either side are two female figures to r., in long chitons and

himatia, with hands extended, those on the r. looking back. In the field,

branches.

B 584. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 9 in. Gela, 1863. Slightly injured. Coarse style ;
rather worn.

Above the design, dots.

Toilet-scene : In the centre, a female figure standing to r., with arms

extended
;
on either side a female figure seated on an okladias facing her,

holding out a wreath in both hands
;
at their feet are baskets. All have hair

knotted up, long chitons, and himatia. In the field are branches, and two

garments suspended above
;
on either side of the scene is a rude Ionic

(i')
column.

B 585. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 7| in. Cameiros, i860. Slightly injured. On the shoulder,

lotos-buds.

Sacrificial procession : In the centre, a female figure walking by the side

of a bull to r., with long hair, fillet, necklace, long chiton and himation, both
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embroidered
;
the bull has a long white woollen fillet hanging over his horns

with purple bands. At his head is a beardless male figure walking to r. and

looking back, with fillet and chlamys over his arms
;
behind the bull is a

citharist, beardless, with fillet and himation, playing on the lyre with 2. plectrwn.
In the background, a tree with fruit.

B 586 LEKYTHOS. Ht. 5f in. Athens, 1813. Burgon Coll. Foot broken. Rather coarse

style ; imperfectly fired. Shape as Fig. 4. Design in a panel, with accessories of purple.

In the centre, a nude beardless male figure running to r., looking back,

with purple chlamys over 1. arm, and spear in r. hand. On either side, facing

him, a beardless male figure in long chiton and himation, holding a staff.

B 587-598. MISCELLANEOUS SHAPES.

B 587. ARYBALLOS, in the shape of a sandalled foot. Ht. 3f in. Length 4| in. Samos, 1854.

J. H. S. vi. p. 282. Design black, white and purple on deep buff ground.

On the top is a tongue-pattern, and round the lip a band with leaves

alternately placed above and below, the upper ones black, the lower purple.

On the flat surface of the handle at the back is a Gorgoneion, outlined in

black, the ground of the eyes, nose, mouth, and ears white, protruding tongue,

curly hair and fringe of hair round the chin in black and purple. On the sides

of the handle is a lozenge-pattern. The strings of the sandal are purple ;
at the

back and where they meet on the top of the foot are raised ornaments with

purple and black rosettes
;
the one on the top has a palmette in purple at either

end. On each side of the foot the strap is ornamented with a pattern in black

on buff. Another strap passes round the foot just above the toes. The sole of

the sandal is left in the colour of the clay, with thin black lines round the

edge.^fc>^

[For the Gorgoneion, cf. a crater in the Louvre (Six, de Gor£-onc', p. 9, pis. i.,
iii. 2i; Cat.

Campana, iv. 84).]

B 588 ARYBALLOS, in the shape of a sandalled foot. Length 3|- in. Ht. 3^ in. Athens, 1875.

Design black and purple on red ground.

On the top, pear-shaped rays ;
at the back, a palmette ;

below the neck, a

band of tongue-pattern. The strings of the sandal are painted in purple ; they

are tied in a knot over the instep, passing over the toes, and interlacing in a
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network-pattern at the back and on either side of the heel. Round the edge
of the sole are dots.

[An exactly similar vase is engraved by Furtwaengler, Samml. Sabonroff, pi. 52.]

B 589. PINAX. Old No. 698. Diam. ^ in. 1837. Canino Coll. T>QW\iXQ, Descr. no. 22.

Much repaired. Late black figure style ; occasional purple accessories.

Dionysos seated to 1. on an okladias, bearded, with long hair, ivy-wreath,

long chiton with looped-up sleeves, the folds carefully indicated, and himation

with purple border, holding out a cantJiaros in r. hand.

B 590 PINAX. Diam. 7^ in. 1849. Style and design as last.

A warrior moving to r., with short curly hair, helmet with geison, cuirass

ornamented with volutes, short embroidered chiton, chlamys tied in front,

sword-belt, and purple greaves, blowing a trumpet through 3. phorbeia.

B 591. PINAX. Diam. 71 in. Vulci, 1867. Blacas Coll. Micali, ^/tr/^z, pi. 100, 4 ; Panofka,
Bild. Ant. Leb. pi. vi. 7 ; see also De Witte, Cab. Durand, 867. Late style ;

occasional

accessories of white and purple.

An archer to 1., beardless, with hair curly in front, earrings, high peaked cap,

and jerkin and anaxyrides in one piece, stippled all over, wnth a guilloche pattern

down the legs ;
at his side, his bow and quiver, the latter ornamented with

guilloche pattern, with open lid in the form of a wing ;
he is blowing a trumpet

through a pliorbeia.

B 592 PINAX. Diam. loi in. Athens, 1887. CAz^j. Tv^z/. i. (1887), p. 317. Imperfectly fired ;

coarse style. Two holes pierced for suspension. Design in a medallion, with border of dots ;

no accessories.

Apollo Citharoedos to r., beardless, playing on the lyre ;
on the further

side of him, a hind to r. On either side facing him is a female figure seated on

a four-legged stool. All three figures have long hair, and are wrapped in

himatia. Behind Apollo is suspended a basket containing a lekythos, from

which hang sprays of laurel
;

the lyre also is wreathed with laurel. Along
the bottom of the design, a band of dots

;
in the exergue, two dolphins

confronted.

B 593 PYXIS. Ht. 6|- in. Diam. 6^ in. Athens, 1814. Burgon Coll. Accessories faded. On
the cover, a conical knob, round which is a tongue-pattern in purple and black ; a row of lotos-

buds between two rows of dots ;
and round the edge a zigzag pattern in red on black.

On each foot is a design :

(i) Theseus slaying the Minotaur (type N.) : Theseus to r., beardless,

with short curly hair, fillet, short purple chiton, over -which is a skin, and

sheath at his side, plunges his sword into the Minotaur, who is falling to r.
;
he

has a bull's head, which is turned to 1., and a stone in either hand
;
Theseus

seizes his 1. arm. On either side, looking on, is a female figure with long hair.
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fillet, necklace, and long embroidered chiton. On the 1. is a nude youth to r.,

with curly hair and fillet, in r. hand a wand.

(2) Nude youth walking to r., on the further side of a horse, with curly

h3L\r,petasos, and two spears. On either side, facing him, is a female figure with

long hair, fillet, necklace, and long purple chiton. Above is drapery suspended.

(3) Bearded male figure seaied on an okladias to r., with long hair,

curls in front, long chiton, and striped himation, holding a wand. On either

side, facing him, is a female figure, as in (2) ; beyond on either side is a nude

youth to r. looking to
1., with short curly hair, and fillet, one hand raised, in the

other a wand.

B 594. STAND FOR VASE. Old No. 973. Ht. i^^ in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 36.

Purple accessories.

On the top, a Gorgoneion (as B 428), with protruding tongue and teeth,

and curls.

B 595. COVER OF VASE. Old No. 715**. Ht. 2^ in. Diam. 8| in. Slightly injured.

Design painted in black. Round the edge, an ivy-wreath.

Frieze of animals : A bull to r., confronted by a lion with mouth open
and one paw raised, repeated four times

;
a bull to r.

B 596. COVER OF VASE. Ht. 4^ in. Diam. 7^ in. 1859. Purple and white accessories.

Designs in a frieze with inner border of tongue-pattern, outer of lotos-buds and flowers.

{a) Contest of Heracles and Antaios (type E. 9) : Heracles to r. nude

and bearded, stoops forward and seizes Antaios round the waist
;
the latter,

who is also nude and bearded, crouches forward to 1. with hands extended to

retain hold of the earth. Behind Heracles is lolaos running up, bearded, in

a chlamys embroidered with purple and white rosettes, in 1. hand an uncertain

object. Behind Antaios are two bearded figures looking on, with long hair
;
the

first has a chlamys as lolaos, the second, long chiton and embroidered himation,

and spear.

{b) Theseus slaying the Minotaur (type N.) : Theseus to r., beardless,

with long hair, short chiton and skin over it, ejidromides, sheath at side,

seizes the Minotaur's head with 1. hand, and with r. plunges sword into his body.
The Minotaur retreats to r. looking back, 1. hand raised, holding a stone.

Behind Theseus is Ariadne looking on, with long hair, long chiton and em-

broidered himation
;
behind her three bearded figures with spears, also looking

on
;
the first has a white chiton and purple himation, the second, embroidered

chiton and purple himation, the third, purple chiton and embroidered himation.

On the r., looking on, are : a female figure with long hair, long purple chiton,

and himation in which her hands are muffled
;
in front of her a lotos-bud

;
two

bearded figures in embroidered chitons and purple himatia, the first holding a

spear ;
between them, a lotos-bud.
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B 597. IMBREX, OR ROOF-TILE. Length 141 in. Diam. 7| in. Ht. 5^ in. Dumont and

Chaplain, p. 381. Designs black on red panels, with accessories of purple and white, the latter

faded. Between the panels is a broad band of incised scale-pattern ; at either end, rays.

(a) On the 1. is a youth seated to r. on an okladias, with fillet, himation, and

sceptre in 1. hand, conversing with a female figure who is seated on an okladias

facing him
;
she has long hair, fillet, long chiton and himation, both embroidered.

Behind her is a goose to 1. regardant. On the r. is a similar female figure on

a four-legged stool to r. conversing with a bearded male figure seated on an

okladias, in long chiton and himation, both embroidered, with sceptre in r. hand.

Above are four garments suspended.

iV) Similar design : On the 1. is a female figure to r., with long hair, long

chiton, and himation
; next, a beardless male figure seated to r. on an okladias,

with fillet, embroidered himation and sceptre in 1. hand, conversing with a female

figure similarly seated, with long hair, fillet, long embroidered chiton and himation.

On the r. is a female figure, as the last, seated to r. on a four-legged stool

with back ending in a swan's neck and head, conversing with a beardless male

figure, as the other. Above are five garments suspended.
At the end of the tile is a female head in rehef, with long hair and sphendonb,

in red.

[On the subject of these tiles, cf. Benndorf, Gr. u. Sic. Vascnb. p. 70 ; Rayet and Collignon,

p. 389; Studniczka m Jahrbuch, ii. (1887), p. 69; Boetticher, Tektonik, p. 251; and also

Furtwaengler, Samml. Sabouroff, pi. 52, Berlin Cat. 2624, 4016.]

B 598. IMBREX, OR ROOF-TILE. Old No. 715*. Length 12^3^ in. Ht. 4/0 in. Townley
Coll. Birch, Ancient Pottery, p. 197 ;

Dumont and Chaplain, p. 381 ; Jahrhuch, ii. (1887),

p. 69. Designs on panels, with accessories of purple and white. Between the panels is a narrow

band of palmettes, with wider bands of incised scale-pattern each side. At the upper end, rays ;

at the lower, lotos-buds.

{a) Symposion (the design twice repeated) : Dionysos reclining on a couch,

bearded, with long hair, ivy-wreath, embroidered himation, 1. arm on a cushion.

He is turned to 1., conversing with Ariadnd, who is seated to r. on an okladias ;

she has long hair, fillet, long chiton, and embroidered himation. In the group
on the 1. Ariadne is seated on a block, and two garments are suspended above

;

in the other, two wreaths are suspended, and Dionysos raises r. arm.

{b) On the 1., two Maenads confronted, each seated on an okladias ; they
have long hair, fillets, long chitons and himatia with purple spots ;

between

them is di pithosQ), from which the one on the r. has just removed the lid (?) ;

the other holds her 1. hand over the pitkos, with a ladle (?) in it
;
behind her is

another pithos. On the r. a similar pair confronted over a pithos, into which

the one on the 1. pours wine from a vase held in her hands. In the field above

are four garments suspended.
At the end of the tile is a female head in relief, with long hair and

sphendonb, as on last.
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B 599-601. FRAGMENTS OF VASES OF ATHENIAN STYLE
(CHIEFLY FROM NAUCRATIS).

B 599i.
FRAGMENT of amphora (?). 3x3! in, Tel-el-Nebeireh (Naucratis), 1885. Part of a

panel, with design in black on red, and accessories of purple.

A bearded figure looking to r., with long hair, fillet, long chiton and purple
himation. Incised : AhEZAAPOZ, \\X€^a(y)Spo<i.

B599.. FRAGMENT of bowl of kylix. 6|x2^in. From Knidos. Purple accessories.

Exterior : Gigantomachia (type A.) : Athen^ to r., with long striped
chiton with chevron border, girt at the waist, and shield with device of a tripod,

thrusts with spear at Enkelados, who is beaten down on one knee to 1.
;
he is

fully armed, with spear and shield with device of two pellets. On the r. are

visible the legs of a departing figure ;
on the 1. is another giant kneeling to 1.,

in short chiton, with stone in r. hand.

B 5993. FRAGMENT. 3ix2|.in. Gela, 1863. Slight purple accessories.

Part of a frieze with a quadriga to r.
;
of the charioteer only his hands are

visible, the r. holding goad, reins in both. On the further side of the chariot,

looking back, is a beardless figure in long chiton.

B 599 .
FRAGMENTS of kylix, two in number. Old No. 700. From Nola. Temple CoU.

Purple and white accessories.

Exterior : Dionysos seated to r., bearded, with ivy-wreath, long white

chiton and embroidered himation, keras in 1. hand. In the field, ivy-branches.

On either side, eyes, with purple pupils and white rings, the rest outlined in

black.

B6OO1. FRAGMENT. lixjiin. Naucratis, 1886. Black on red ground.
Inscribed : cNTO$ .... $1.

B 6OO2. FRAGMENT of kylix. 2X i^ in. Nmicratis, i. pi. v. 52. Design black on red ground,
with incised lines.

Part of a frieze of animals : forepart of a deer tar., and tail and part of wing of a bird or

Siren to r.

B 6OO3. FRAGMENT of kelebe, forming the top of one handle. 2|x2iin. Design black on red

ground, with incised lines and purple accessories.

A Siren to r. regardant, with long hair confined at the neck, fillet, and wings recurved.

[Probably an imitation of the Corinthian style.]
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B 6OO4. FRAGMENT of pinax. 2x3 in. Colours as last.

Part of a frieze of animals : a deer walking to 1. Below, a band of dots.

B 600^. FRAGMENT of amphora or hydria. 3^X2^ in. Design black on red ground, with

incised lines.

Part of a bull fallen forward on its face to 1.

[From the position of the bull's head this would seem to be part of the design of Heracles

slaying the Cretan bull, cf. type C. 3.]

B 600t;. FRAGMENT. 2 x 3I in. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and.purple

accessories.

Part of a Satyr and Maenad confronted, with kerata; each wears a fillet, and the hair of

the Maenad is tied in a club. Above is a network-pattern of pomegranate-buds.

B 6OO7. FRAGMENT, forming bottom of kylix. Diam. i\ in. Colours as last
; style of

Archicles.

In a medallion, an archer moving to 1.,
nude and beardless, with bow, quiver, high peaked

cap and fillet.

B 600g. FRAGMENT, forming bottom of kylix. Diam. i\ in. Design black on red ground,

with occasional incised lines, and accessories of white and purple.

In a medallion, Gorgoneion, with protruding tongue and teeth, curls, and fringe of hair

round the chin.

B 6OO9. FRAGMENT, forming bottom of kylix with low stem. Diam. i\ in. Design black on

red ground, with incised lines and purple accessories
; roughly drawn.

In a medallion, Gorgoneion, with protruding tongue, curls, and fringe of hair round the

chin.

B600i(). FRAGMENT, ifxifin. Colours as last, roughly executed.

Part of a bird or Siren to r., with I. wing advanced, and head of deer to 1.

B6OO11. FRAGMENT, 2^ x i^ in. Design black on red ground, with incised lines, and

accessories of purple and white, the latter faded.

A female figure to r. with long hair and long diapered chiton ;
on the r. is part of another

figure in an embroidered himation ;
on the 1. is a club, but the figure holding it is lost.

[This may be part of an apotheosis of Heracles.]

B6OO12. FRAGMENT. i|xi^. in. From the temenos of Apollo. Imperfectly fired. Design

black on buff ground, with incised lines and purple accessories.

Part of a figure with a coiylos (?) in one hand reclining on a couch, on which two pillows

are visible.

B6OO13. FRAGMENT, forming bottom of kyhx. Diam. 3 in. Design black, rudely painted, on

red ground.
In a medallion, a Satyr squatting, with face turned to 1.

B600 FRAGMENT, ifxi^in. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and acces-

sories of white and purple.

Lower part of draped figure with spear (.^), and on r., the forelegs of two horses.

B600 .
FRAGMENT. 3X3iin. Colours as last.

^^'
Heracles strangling the Nemean lion (type E. i) : The composition must have been as in

type E. I (i), the hon standing erect on its hind-legs ;
but only its hinder-part remains.

On the r. is Athen^ looking on, in long chiton and purple himation, her feet and hands

painted white ;
her head is lost.
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B6OO1C. FRAGMENT of amphora. 2|x5 in. Design black on red ground, with incised hncs

and purple accessories.

Part of a large bird or Siren to r. with wings addorsed,

B 6OO1;. FRAGMENT of amphora. i| x 3^ in. Colours as last, but on buff ground.
Part of two warriors to 1.

;
the hinder one has a bull's head in three-quarter profile as

device on his shield (black on ground the colour of the clay) ; both have high-crested helmets

and spears.

B6OO18. FRAGMENT of large vase. 4 x 4^ in. Design black on red ground, with incised lines

and accessories of white and purple, faded.

Forepart of two horses of quadriga to r. ; at their heads two male figures to 1., one in

embroidered himation, the other with greaves and shield with device of two dolphins.

B600t. FRAGMENTS, two in number, of large vase. Ht. 7| in. Design black on red ground,
with incised lines and accessories of white and purple.

Part of a quadriga seen from the front, the charioteer in long white chiton
; the horses

have plaited tails. Below : head of a lion to 1.

B600 FRAGMENT, 4^x31 in. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and purple
accessories.

A beardless male figure to r., with hair tied in a club, fillet, chlamys with purple spots

over 1. arm, and r. hand raised, looking on at a contest, of which is visible the 1. hand of one

figure clasping the arm of another (?).

B600>i. FRAGMENT, forming part of the handle of a large kelebe. 4^X31 in. Design black

on red ground, with sparing use of incised lines.

A bearded head to 1. with long hair.

B600 .
FRAGMENT of neck of crater, afxslin. Design black on red ground, with incised

lines and purple accessories. Above, maeander.

Departure of a warrior : On the 1. are visible the foreparts of the horses of a quadriga ;

at their side a dog. In front of them is an archer to r. looking back, bearded, with high peaked

cap, short chiton, quiver and bow. On the r. is a male figure seated on a block to 1. with long

chiton, himation, and spear in r. hand.

B 600,\ FRAGMENT of bottom of kylix. Diam. 3I in. Colours as last.

In a medallion, Nereus to r., his body ending in a fish's tail, with short purple chiton, in

1. hand a fish.

B600 .
FRAGMENT of kylix. _2iX2iin. Nankraiis I. -pi. \\\\. g. Colours as last.

Nereus to r., his body ending in a fish's tail, in 1. hand a fish.

B600) FRAGMENT of bottom of bowl. Diam. 2| in. Imperfectly fired. Colours as before.

In a medallion, a warrior kneeling on one knee to r., looking back, bearded, with cuirass,

sword, shield, and spear brandished in r. hand.

B600 FRAGMENT of kylix. ixi§in. N^aukratis I. ^\.x\\\. 6. Colours as before.

A small youthful figure to 1, in long chiton and purple himation,

B6OO27. FRAGMENT of rim of crater. 8|X2iin. Design black on red ground, with incised

lines and accessories of white and purple ; rather worn. Above, a maeander.

Round the neck, a frieze of figures : in the centre, a bearded figure seated to r. on an

okladias, with long hair, long chiton and striped himation ; behind him a nude youth, female
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figure with long chiton and embroidered diplo'idion and long hair, and parts of a female

figure in long chiton, and beardless male figure with fillet, all to r. Opposite the seated

figure are two females addressing him, with long hair, fillets, and long chitons ; the first

has a purple himation, the second a diplo'idion. Next, two figures, a male and female, con-

versing ; on the r. a beardless male figure in long chiton confronting a figure, of whom only-

one hand is visible.

B600., .
FRAGMENT of kyhx, 3 x if in. Naukratis I. -^.yim.. \. Design black on red ground,

with incised lines and purple accessories.

Interior : Two male figures conversing, one to r., bearded, with one hand raised to the

chin of the other, who is beardless
;
both have short tight-fitting purple chitons, the first also a

himation. On the r. is part of another figure (?)

B6OO29. FRAGMENT. 2^x1^ in. Naukratis I.^^\.^\\\. i^.
Colours as last.

Warrior arming (?) : A nude bearded figure to r., with a helmet held up in r. hand, con-

fronted by a figure holding a shield with 1. hand by a handle or loop ; behind the first is the hand
of a third figure, holding a spear.

B600 .
FRAGMENT of rim of kyhx. ilx^in. Naiikratis I. ^\.\\\\. \o. Colours as before.

Interior : A nude male figure to r. adjusting 1. sandal with I. hand.

B600 .
FRAGMENT of shoulder of amphora. 2|X2 in. Naukratis I. ^\. xiii. 7. Colours as

before
;
late style. Above, a band of lotos-buds.

Part of a combat between a bearded horseman to r. with pilos and two spears, and a

warrior with high-crested helmet, shield and spear ;
the horse's mane is tied in a top-knot.

B6OO32. FRAGiMENT of rim of kylix. 2fxiin. Naukratts I. ^l.xm. 12. Design black on red

ground, with incised lines and accessories of white and purple.
Two horsemen cantering to 1., with long hair

;
the first has a short purple chiton, and his

horse has a white mane and tail
;
the second has a short white chiton.

B600 .
FRAGMENT of rim of kylix. 2 x i^ in. Naukratis I.-pl. xm. it,. Anciently repaired (?).

Style of Xenocles(?). Design black on red ground, with incised lines and purple accessories.

Combat between a lion and a panther ;
the lion's 1. fore-paw is raised

;
the panther's face

is turned to the front.

[Cf. Burlington Fine Arts Club Cat., 1888, pi. 2.]

B600;^. FRAGMENT of rim of keleb5. 2x11 in. Naukratis I. pi. xiii. 17, Colours as last
;

shape as Fig. 7. Round the edge, an ivy-wreath.

Lion to r. confronting boar, and part of a second lion to r. ; on the 1. a palmette with

volute.

B6OO35. FRAGMENT of neck of crater. 3|x3i in. Colours as before. Round the rim,
maeander.

Combat of three fully-armed warriors, two on the
I., one on the r. The nearer one on the

1. and his opponent have Boeotian shields, the latter with a thunderbolt as device. On the 1.

two heads of horses of a quadriga ;
on the r. part of a shield.

BeOOjy. FRAGMENT. i^^xii in. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and
accessories of white and purple.

A lion to r., with open mouth and tail curled over the back.

B 600j7. FRAGMENT, forming bottom of kylix. 2|x if in. Colours as last
; style of Eucheiros,

cf. B 423.

In a medallion, with border of tongue-pattern, a spotted deer to r., the hind legs resting
on a helix.
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B600;j,s. FRAGMENT of bowl. 2x1^ in. Design black and purple on red ground, roughly

painted.

Cock and hen confronted. Below, a band of lotos-buds.

B600. .
FRAGMENT. lixifin. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and purple

accessories.

Parts of two male figures to r. in long chitons and himatia
;
the first is bearded and his

himation is purple, the second has a fillet.

B600 FRAGMENT of rim of kyhx. 2^x1^ in. Class. Rev. ii. (1888), p. 233. Design black

on red ground, with incised lines and purple accessories.

A horseman riding to r., beardless, with long hair, fillet, and short chiton. Inscribed :

n$OIEA$E, 'I'oteaf e['roiVf(?)-

B600 .
FRAGMENT. Ht. 2| in. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and acces-

sories of white and purple.

Part of a chariot-group : A charioteer to r. in long white chiton, adjusting the harness (?) ;

by his side a figure in an embroidered himation.

B6OO42. FRAGMENT. Ht. 3| in. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and white

accessories.

Part of a quadriga to r., with charioteer in long white chiton, holding goad and reins, and
a warrior to v., with quiver, on the further side of the chariot, of whom little is visible.

B6OO43. FRAGMENT. Ht. 2 in. Design black on red, with incised lines and accessories of

white and purple, somewhat faded.

Combat of Heracles with Amazons (type E. 6) : Heracles to r., bearded, with lion's

skin over head and tied round neck, and sword-belt, seizes an Amazon round the neck with

1. hand. She has a high-crested helmet, spear, and shield with device of a tripod, and retreats

to r., looking back.

B 6OO44. FRAGMENT of rim of bowl. 2|-x 2| in. Colours as last, but accessories not faded.

Part of five figures to 1. : a male hurling a spear, nude and beardless, with long hair,

followed by a female with fillet, long purple chiton, and embroidered himation drawn over her

head ; next, three males as the first, all carrying spears. In the field, imitation inscriptions.

B600 .
FRAGMENT of bottom of kylix. 2|X2|in. Colours as last.

In a medallion, part of a combat : a warrior kneeling on one knee to
1.,

with short purple

chiton, cuirass, skin, greaves, and sword, in combat with another who has a short chiton,

greaves, sword, and Boeotian shield with device of a palmette ; only parts of them are

visible.

B6004e. FRAGMENT. 2| x 2 in. Design black on red ground, with finely-incised lines and

white accessories ; style of Exekias or Pamphaios.
Lower parts of a male and a female figure to r. walking at the further side of a quadriga

with one svhite horse
;
the male has cndrotnides, the female a long finely-diapered chiton and

endromidesJ her legs are apparently visible through the drapery.

B6OO47. FRAGMENT. 4| x 2^ in. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and purple

accessories, the black much faded.

Theseus slaying the Minotaur (type N.) : Theseus! to r. in a stippled skin, with sheath

at side, seizes the Minotaur with 1. hand, and stabs him with sword held in r. hand
;

the

Minotaur is represented as usual, with a bull's head. ....

BGOO^;^. FRAGMENT. 3 x 2 in. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and accessories

of white and purple ; carefully executed.
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Lower parts of two nude male figures and another draped figure moving to I. ;
the latter

has a staff or spear, long white chiton (folds indicated by wavy lines), and purple himation with

border.

B600 .
FRAGMENT. i^Xii in. Colours as last. Rosettes as in Corintho-Attic style

(B 149, etc.).

Part of two male figures to r., perhaps Dionysos and Ares
;
the hinder has a long purple

chiton and embroidered himation, kci'as in 1. hand, and a vine-branch (?) with bunches of

grapes in r. ;
the other has cuirass and skin over a short chiton.

f

B6OO50. FRAGMENT, i^xi^rin. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and purple
accessories.

Part of a draped figure. Inscribed: ^OMAI'^n, Hpianos.

B6OO51. FRAGMENT, ifxif in. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and

accessories of purple and white.

Part of a figure to
1.,

in long white chiton with incised patterns and purple himation,

carrying a staff; on either side a draped figure.

BGOOgo. FRAGMENT, forming bottom of kylix. Diam. 3f in. Design black on red ground with

incised lines and accessories of white and purple ; coarsely drawn.

In a medallion, Gorgoneion, with smooth hair, protuding tongue and tusks, and a fringe

of hair round the chin.

B600j3. FRAGMENT of foot of kylix. Diam. 3I in. Naukratis I. p. 53 ; Klein, Me/s/ers/j^.

p. 220
;
Class. Rev. ii. (1888), p. 233 ;

Wiener Vorlegebl. 1890-1, pi. vi. \a, 4c.

Underneath the foot is inscribed : NIKO$0 EN, ^iKoaOyvrjs eTroiTjaJf:.

B 6OO54. FRAGMENT of rim of kylix. i| x i^ in. Design black on red band, with incised lines

and purple accessories.

A Centaur galloping to r.

B 600- .
FRAGMENT of bowl. 3I x 2|- in. Design black on red ground, with incised lines.

Frieze of Maenads in long chitons to r., alternating with Satyrs to
1.,

all in dancing
attitudes.

B600--. FRAGMENT. i|xi^in. Design black on red gi-ound, with incised lines and acces-

sories of white and purple.

Parts of a Maenad and a Satyr.

B 6OI1. FRAGMENT of rim of vase. 2xi| in. Naucratis, 18S8. Naukratis II. pi. xxi. 8i2.

Design black and purple on red ground.

;
Incised : A0 POAIT . . . ,1t^] 'A0po8tV[.v. Below, parts of a honeysuckle-pattern.

B 6OI2. FRAGMENT of pinax. 31 x 3^ in. Design black on red ground.
A quadriga to r. at full speed, the forelegs of the horses alone remaining. Incised :

ANAP1Z4>IA . . .

B 601 .
FRAGMENT, if x i^in. Class. Rev. ii. (1888), p. 233 ;

Wiener Vorleg. 1890-1, pi. vi. \b.

Design black on red ground.

Legs of a nude male figure moving to r. Behind,, part of a volute. Inscribed:

.... OIE^EN, 6 hfiva eV] oiva-ev.

B 601 . FRAGMENTS, three in number, of early black-figured kylix. Naukratis II. pi. xxi.

828-9 ; Class. Rev. ii. p. 233.
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Inscribed on a red band : (i) '^AQTIIVQSh (2) f $EN (3) (A5 f , 'E]pyort/iof

e[7roj']r;crei'[' KXir]tay e[ypa\f/€P (?).

[These fragments (if all part of one vase) may be by Ergotimos and Clitias, the artists

of the Frangois-vase.]

B 601 .
FRAGMENTS, three in number, as last. Naukratis 11. pi. xxi. 827 ;

Class. Rev. ii.

P- 233-

Inscribed on a red band : (i) M0$ ; (2) and (3) \$ i ^APAct^^EN, 'Epyori]/Lios [eTrot'rio-ei'-

KXirt'n]? eypa\jr(v (?).

[(i) is not certainly part of the same vase as (2) and (3).]

B 601e. FRAGMENTS, six in number, from four kylikes. Naukratis II. pi. xxii. 849, 850, 852 ;

Class. Rev. ii. (1888), p. 233.

(1) SONAPOS:!, 2wi/Spo? eX^roiVei/.

(2) and (3) $ONZ. .... POIE^EN, 2^i/S[pos ejTrotVf"-

(4) and (5) $Or .... 101 E, 2w[i/5pof e]7roif/[Tfi'.

(6) ONAf>, 2]wi/Sp[os eTTolrjaev.

B 601-. FRAGMENT, as before, i^xifin. Class. Rev. \\. ^. 22,2,.

Inscribed : I lUI^Pl, E?;^e]ipos 'Ep-y[oriyLioi; inoiriaev (?).

B 601«. FRAGMENT of rim of Kylix. 41 x 2^ in. Class. Rev. ii. p. 233.

Inscribed: EPOIESEN. Incised: zA<l>POAITHlH,-.? Maj/Spcim]^ 'A(/)po8iV»/ 7

B 601,,. FRAGMENT. lixifin. Class. Rev. n. p. 22,4.; Klein, Liedl/ngsnise/ir. p. 20. Design
black on red ground, with incised lines and purple accessories ; finely executed.

Calf of leg of male figure advanced to 1., confronting a female figure in long embroidered

chiton and purple himation. Inscribed : . . . . Bl$ KAVO5 ? KXeo];iJiff koKos.

B 6 Olio. FRAGMENT of kylix. ifX2iin. Class. Rev. ii. p. 2^4. Colours as last.

Part of a palmette. Inscribed: IKA.

B 601u. FRAGMENT. 2f x i| in. Naukratis II. pi. xxii. 851.

Inscribed: AVONEVO.

B 6OI12. FRAGMENT of Kylix. 31 x 2| in. Naukratis II. pi. xxii. 853 ;
Class. Rev. ii. p. 234.

Inscribed on a band : XAIPEKA .... Xaipe Ka\^L ttUi (v.

B 6OI13. FRAGMENTS, two in number, of hydria. 21x2^ in. and 3x3^ in. Class. Rev. ii.

p. 234. Design black on a red panel with borders of lotos and honeysuckle pattern down the

sides
;
incised lines and purple accessories.

Amazonoinachia (type E. 6) : (i) Part of a warrior to r. in cuirass and close-fitting

short chiton diapered with maeander-pattern, with border of zigzags. Inscribed : V\OAA\/£,

IlejAdycoi', or [T€]Xa(/x)a)i' (?).

(2) Part of an Amazon fallen to r., with cuirass, short chiton, (crenellated pattern on

girdle, folds indicated by wavy-lines), Boeotian shield, sword, and spear ; in front of her the

leg of a warrior charging to r. The face of the Amazon is rendered in outline. Inscribed :

iinO>lYy, AvKWTriy. Below, a band of dots.

B 601 .
FRAGMENT, i^xiin. Colours as last.

Part of a male figure to r. looking to 1., bearded, with purple himation, face painted

purple. Inscribed : . . . . >/ 9 0<lTAn, YlaTpoKK\o^.

B 6OI15. FRAGMENT of rim of kylix. i^x i^ in. Design black on red ground, with incised hues

and accessories of purple and white ; style of Nicosthenes (cf. B 364) or Glaukytes (B 400).

T
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Battle-scene : A quadriga at full speed to r., part of the horses being visible
;
beneath them

lies a warrior on his back with face to the ground, in helmet, short white chiton and greaves ;

over him strides a warrior to r., with short chiton and greaves, both purple, and another to 1.

Inscribed : (i) E5I. (2) ^ ^^'

B 601i6" FRAGMENT, i^x i^ in. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and purple
accessories.

Hermes to r., bearded, with caduce^is and purple chlamys ;
before him a lotos-flower.

Inscribed : Bf .
., 'E[p)Lt^s.

B 601,7. FRAGMENT, i^xfin. Colours as last ; finely executed.

Part of a female figure to r. in long purple chiton with finely-diapered border
;

she

apparently holds a child in her arms, of which the legs are visible (cf. Leto in B 168). Behind

her is inscribed : D<=l<t)A, 'A^po[6iV.J7.

B 6OI18. FRAGMENT. 2ixiiin. Colours as before.

Part of a female figure to r., in long purple chiton, holding a wreath and a lotus-bud. In

front of her is inscribed : BEPA, "Hpa.

B 6OI19. FRAGMENT, i^ x \% in. Colours as before, finely executed.

Head of Dionysos to r., bearded, with long hair and ivy-wreath. Incised on the inside ;

Th, 'A(ppo8i]T7] (?).

B 6OI2,. FRAGMENT, i^xiiin. Colours as before.

Part of a horse galloping to 1.
;

in front, the tail of another. Inscribed : EAI, 6 SfZi/a]

eylpa-^fv (?).

B 6OI0,. FRAGMENT, i x i4 in. Colours as before.H

Part of a figure in purple drapery (?), and a maeander. Inscribed : KAN-

B 6OI22. FRAGMENT. |xiin. Colours as before.

Part of two male figures back to back, one in short purple chiton, with hair tied in a club,

holding up 1. hand
;
the other is nude, with long hair.

B 6OI25. FRAGMENT of rim of large pinax. Ht. i-^
in. Length 9^ in. Colours as before.

Apparently of Corinthian style ; high rim curving outwards.

Lion to r. and goat to 1.,
back to back ;

on the 1., lotos and honeysuckle-pattern. In the

centre the fore-feet of a horse or deer, and hind-paw of a lion.

B 601.,4. FRAGMENT, a^-xifin. Colours as before.

Part of a chariot to 1., with the necks of two horses, their manes tied in top-knots, hand

of charioteer holding reins, and on one horse's back an owl to h, with face turned to front.

Above, the feet of a lion or panther to 1.

B 6OI23. FRAGMENTS of a pinax, two joined. 3X2|in. Colours as before. Early Attic, or

perhaps Corinthian style.

In a medallion, with border of dots, a Gorgoneion, of which the curls over the forehead,

1. ear, and a serpent rearing to r., are visible. Round the centre design, a frieze, of which a

lion seated to r. and behind him a lotos and honeysuckle pattern, remain.

[Cf. the Aegina plate, Berlin Cat. 1682, Arch. Zeit. 1882, pi. 10.]

B 601
FRAGMENT. 2ixifin. Colours as before.

26 Above, part of a lotos and honeysuckle pattern. Below, parts of two Sirens confronted,

with long hair.
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B 6OI27. FRAGMENT of rim of vase, s^xi in. Design in black on red ground, with incised

lines.

A hare running to r.

B 601. .
FRAGMENT of kylix. 2^ x i| in. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and

accessories of white and purple.

Exterior : hind-part of a horse, painted white
; behind, a palmette.

B 601.29' FRAGMENTS, two in number, of rim of kylix. 4^ x 3I and 4^ x 3 in. Designs black on

red ground, with incised lines and purple accessories
; coarsely drawn. Style and shape as the

late kylikes from Cameiros, B 437-450.

(i) Heads of two Satyrs and two Maenads dancing, all to r., the Satyrs looking back at

the Maenads
; ivy-branches spreading over the design.

(2) Satyr to 1. between Maenads, all dancing and looking back
;
the Maenads have hair

knotted up and long chitons and himatia
; ivy-branches as before.

B 6OI3,,. FRAGMENTS of kylix, nine in number. Diam. 5| in. Designs black on red ground,
with incised lines and accessories of purple and white.

Interior : Tongue and lotos patterns.

Exterior : A lion to r.

B 6OI31. FRAGMENT. ifxiyVin- Colours as last.

Two horsemen galloping to r. ; the second on a white horse.

B 6OI32. FRAGMENT of kylix, 2|xi|in. Colours as before.

Exterior : A beardless horseman to 1., with short white chiton and spear ; behind him

the head and r. arm of a beardless male figure. In the field imitation inscriptions.

B 6OI33.
FRAGMENT of rim of kylix. 2^x2 in. Colours as before. Style and shape as

B 437-450.
Two horses side by side to r., the further one white ;

at the further side is a charioteer

to r., bearded, with long white chiton and Boeotian shield at back, adjusting the harness (?).

B 601. .
FRAGMENT of kylix. i|x i in. Design black and white on red ground, with incised

lines and slight accessories of purple.

A nude beardless male figure to r., dancing, between two female figures ;
the latter are

merely painted in white, without incised lines.

B 601 .
FRAGMENT, i^xi^ in. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and acces-

sories of white and purple.

Part of a warrior to 1. with short embroidered chiton, greaves, and shield
; behind him

part of a female figure in long striped chiton with diploidion, her hands extended,

B 601 .
FRAGMENT. lixiin. Colours as last.

Pegasos to r., with wings re-curved.

B 6OI3-. FRAGMENT, 2ix if in. Wiener Vorlegebl. 1890-1, pi. vi. 4^. Design black on red

ground, with incised lines and purple accessories; carefully executed. Style as B 601 15,

perhaps by Nicosthenes.

On the 1. is a warrior to
1.,

bearded and fully-armed, thioisting with spear ; on the r. a

similar warrior to r. with polypus as device on his shield (both sides of the crest of his helmet

are shown), thrusting with spear at an advancing biga.

B 6013^. FRAGMENT of pinax. 2 x i in. Design as last.

In a medallion, with border of tongue-pattern, the head of Heracles to r., with lion's skin

stippled in zigzag lines, his face painted purple ; facing him, part of the head of a female figure

with fillet.

On the outside, tongue-pattern and dots.

T 2
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FRAGMENT, ifxiiin. Design black on red ground, with incised lines.
B DOI39. Male head to r., bearded, with fillet and long hair confined at neck

; the head is stippled
all over.

^ ^rs, FRAGMENT. lixiin.
^' The topiof a head stippled as last, and a tree painted in black.

B6OI41.
FRAGMENT. If x| in.

Incised : AFAn.

B 601 FRAGMENT of bottom of kylix. Diam. 3 in. Design black on red gi-ound, with
^^'

incised lines and purple accessories.

In a medallion, with border of tongue-pattern, a Gorgoneion with curls, protruding tongue
and fringe of hair round the chin.

R Rm FRAGMENT. i|x|in. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and acces-
"'

sories of purple and white.

Part of a female figure to r. in embroidered himation.

R Rm FRAGMENT, ifxiiin. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and purple
^*'

accessories.

Lower part of two male figures to r. in long striped chitons and himatia, each holding a

staff. Below, a border of zigzags.

FRAGMENT of late ]black-figured kylix. 3^ x i| in. Design black on a red band,
^^' with occasional incised lines.

A sheep to r. The red ground is unglazed.

FRAGMENT of rim of kylix. ifxi^ in. Design black on red ground, with incised
^*'' lines and accessories of white and purple.

Parts of a male and a female figure to r., dancing (?) ; both have long hair and fillets ; the

former is nude and bearded.

B 601,..
FRAGMENT, i^xif in. Design black on red ground, with incised lines and purple

accessories.

Part of three male figures to r. in himatia, the last two carrying spears ; the last is

bearded, and the himation of the middle one is embroidered with stars.

U4S.B 601 FRAGMENT of rim of kylix (early black-figured style). i|xi| in. Design black on

red ground, with incised lines and accessories of white and purple.

^^ Part of a combat : On the 1. are the forelegs of the horses of a quadriga at full speed to r..

Opposed to it is a fully-armed warrior, with a linen cuirass, sword, Boeotian shield with device

of a purple pellet, and stone in r. hand. Behind him is part of a warrior to 1. in short purple

chiton, thrusting with his spear ;
he has a shield painted purple with device of a lion's head . to

1., painted black and stippled all over.
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B 602-612. LATE PANATHENAIC AMPHORAE (see p. 46).

Shape as Fig. 40.

B 602. PANATHENAIC AMPHORISKOS. Old No. C. 122. Ht. 6 in. Cyrenaica, 1856.

Werry Coll. Stephani, Compte-Rendu, 1876, p. 48. One handle broken off. Obverse archaistic ;

coarse style. Designs black on buff panels divided by narrow bands, with incised lines.

{a) Athene standing to 1. between two Doric columns, with r. foot and

r. arm drawn back, brandishing spear in r. hand
;

she has a high-crested
helmet w^ith geison, long chiton with diplo'idion, and shield on 1. arm. The
columns stand on plinths ;

on the one on the 1. is a cock to r.

{b) An athlete to r. exercising, nude and beardless, holding diskos in r. hand
and in 1. an uncertain object with one end curved

;
he looks back at ?i paidotribes,

who is also nude and beardless, and stands to r. with wand in 1. hand and r.

extended.

B 603. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Old No. C. 113. Ht. 2 ft. \\ in. Teucheira, 1866.

Mon. deir Inst. x. 47 and 48^, i
; Ann. delP Inst. 1877, p. 308 ; Murray, Handbook of Gk.

Archaeol. pi. x.
; Dennis, Trans. Roy. Soc. Lit. Sen 2, ix. pt. i, p. 167, No. i, pi.

2
; Stephani,

Compte-Rendu, 1876, p. 41. Obverse archaistic. Designs black on red panels, with accessories

of buff and white
;
black varnish much worn. On the obverse the panel is continuous with neck

;

on the reverse it is separated by a black border. On the neck, double honeysuckle-pattern.

{d) Athene standing to 1. between two Doric columns, with r. leg and arm
drawn back, r. hand brandishing spear ;

she has a high-crested helmet with

geison, cheek-pieces turned up, ornamented with a volute and palmette, and

phalos in the shape of a volute
; aegis with scales, spiral border above, and

fringe of snakes in front
; long chiton and diplo'idion girt at the waist, with

white borders
; long hair tied at the neck, earrings, necklace, and bracelets,

these and her features being picked out with yellow ;
shield on 1. arm with star

of sixteen points as device. On the 1. column is Triptolemos to r. in 'his

winged car, with a snake at the side
;
he has long hair and drapery over lower

limbs, in r. hand an ear of corn. Down the side of the column (with letters at

right angles to it) is inscribed : TONA0ENE0ENA0AON, tmv 'Xdrjvijdep ci&Xoiv.

Oh the other column is a similar figure to 1.
;
down the side is inscribed :

POAYZHAOZAPXnN, noXu^7;\o9 apxo^v (B.C. 367).

{b) Two athletes wrestling, nude and beardless
;
the one on the r. has

r. arm on the other's back, the other has 1. on his back, their other hands are

clasped. On the 1. is a brabeus to r., bearded, in long chiton and himation,
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which he holds up with 1. hand, in r. hand a palm-branch. On the r. is an

epJiedros (or perhaps z. paidotribes), nude and beardless, moving away and looking

back, 1. hand extended, in r. a palm-branch.

[The lines of the figures are carelessly incised ; the style is altogether that of the fourth

century.]

B 604. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Old No. C. 114. Ht. 2 ft. \i^'\n. Teucheira, 1866.

Mon. deir Inst. x. \Zb and 48^, 12
; Dennis, Trans. Roy. Soc. Lit. Ser, 2, ix. pt. i, p. 170,

No. 3 ; Stephani, Compte-Rendu, 1876, p. 42 ; Aim. delP Inst. 1877, p. 326 ; Klein, Mcistersig.

p. 86. Repaired and restored. Obverse archaistic style. Designs in panels, as before
;
neck

as before, with elongated tongue-pattern below.

{a) Athend standing to 1. between two Doric columns, with 1. foot advanced,
and r. arm drawn back brandishing spear ;

she has a high-crested helmet {geison,

cheek-pieces turned up, volute-patterns, very large crest with plume reaching

nearly to the waist), aegis with scales and borders of snakes both sides, long
chiton with girdle and diploidion reaching to the knees, ornamented with white

;

on 1. arm a shield with device of a star of sixteen points, between them dots,

and ?V^ incised
;
lower on the shield is incised YHY

;
on the antyx are white

spots. She has a necklace, and long hair, which is buff on the neck but rendered

in incised lines over the aegis. On each column, turned towards Athene, is a

figure of Triptolemos seated in his winged chariot, with a serpent at his side
;

he has long hair with a white wreath, and a himation over his lower limbs, in

one hand two ears of corn. On the r, of the column on the 1. is inscribed

kionedon: TONA0ENE0ENA0AON
;
on the 1. of the other: KITTOZ EnoiEZEN,

KtTTO? iiroirjaev.

[The date is probably 365-350 B.C.]

{b) Two nude beardless athletes engaged in the pancration : The one on

the 1. has the other's head in his 1. arm, and is about to strike him with his r.

hand
;
the other tries to release himself by pressing 1, hand against the forehead

of the first, and repelling his blow with r. hand. On the r. is a paidotribes,

or ephedras, looking on, nude and beardless, with 1. hand on thigh, r. extended
;

on the 1. is a brabeiis to r., bearded, with olive-wreath and himation over lower

limbs, in r. hand a palm-branch.

B 605. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Old No. C. 115. Ht. 2 ft. 5 in. Teucheira, 1866.

Mon. dell' Inst. x. 48^ and 48/2, 14 ; Ann. delV Inst. 1877, p. 328 ; Dennis, Ivans. Roy. Soc.

Lit. Ser. 2, ix. pt. i, p. 171, No. 4, pi. i
; Arch. Zeit. 1869, pi. 24, 2 and p. 106

; Baumeister,

p. 1 1 53; Harrison and Verrall, p. 83; Stephani, Compte-Rendji, 1876, p. 46. Designs black

on red panels as before, with accessories of purple, white and buff, and incised lines
; obverse

archaistic. Neck, as last.

{a) Athene standing to 1. between two Doric columns surmounted by
cocks, with r. leg and arm drawn back, brandishing spear in r. hand

;
she has a

high-crested helmet with phalos and cheek-pieces turned up on either side, and

aegis with scales, border of wave-pattern in white, and fringe of snakes behind
;

her chiton reaches below the knees, and is embroidered with white spots and
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borders of wave- and chevron-patterns, with star-pattern on the sleeve and a

broad band down the front on which is a wreath of olive
;
over it is a diploidion

girt at the waist and falling nearly to the knees, embroidered with white dots, and

purple border. She has long hair, earrings, necklace, and bracelets
;

these

ornaments and her features are picked out in buff. On her 1. arm is her shield

with the group of Harmodios and Aristogeiton as device {probably an imitation

of the famous group by Critios and Nesiotes, Paus. i. 8, 5, and Overbeck,

Gesch. d. Gr. Plastik^, vol. i. p. 1 19 fif.). They advance to 1., the younger in front

of the other
;
he holds out 1. arm covered with a chlamys, in 1. hand sheath,

1. foot advanced, r. arm drawn back, as if to strike
;

the other advances

r. foot, holding r. arm over head as if about to strike, in 1. hand a dagger ;
his 1.

arm is drawn back, and by it is seen the end of a chlamys or of his sheath. The

group is in white picked out with buff; both figures are nude and beardless.

On the r. side of the column on the 1. is inscribed : TONAOHNHOENAOAQN.

{b) Two athletes exercising : Both stand to r. and are nude and bearded
;

the first holds out 1. hand, in which are two spears ;
his body is half turned to

the front, and he has r. arm in front of his chest. The other holds out r. hand
towards him, as if conversing ;

his 1. hangs down. On the r. is a paidotribes to

1., bearded, with fillet and himation leaving r. shoulder bare, in r. hand a palm-

branch, 1. arm enveloped in himation.

B 606. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Old No. C. 116. Ht. 2 ft. 2^^ in. Teucheira, 1866.

Mon. deW Inst. x. 48^: and 48/^, 13 ;
Atih. deW Inst. 1877, p. 327 ; Dennis, Trans. Roy. Soc. Lit.

Ser. 2, ix. pt. i, p. 174, No. 5 ; Stephani, Compte-Rendu, 1876, p. 49. Designs in panels, as

before, with accessories of purple, white and buff; obverse archaistic. On the neck, double

honeysuckle-pattern.

{a) Athene standing to 1. between two Doric columns, with r. leg and r.

arm drawn back, brandishing spear, shield on 1. arm with device of a star
;
she

has a high-crested helmet {geison, cheek-pieces turned up, plume with purple

edge), and aegis with scales, borders of maeander above and chevron on the r.

side, fringe of snakes in front
;
chiton half-way down the leg, with diploidion girt

at the waist and falling \x\ pteryges, on the sleeve a star-pattern. The chiton is

embroidered with white rosettes and has purple borders
; along the bottom is a

broad border with a frieze between two bands of wave-pattern, on which are six

figures (painted in white) dancing, three on the r. to r., and three on the 1. to I.,

with drapery to the knees, Athene also has long hair, earrings, necklace and

armlets
;
the white throughout the design is touched up with buff. On each

column is a cock turned towards Athen^
;
down the side of the 1. column is

inscribed, in letters at r. angles to the column : TONA0ENE0ENA0AON.

ib) Chariot-race : A quadriga at full speed turned half to r., the charioteer

bearded, with short rough hair
;
he has a long white chiton with purple border

and girdle, and holds one pair of reins in each hand, in r. the goad. The
harness of the horses is ornamented with white dots

;
the foremost has one foot

advanced beyond a white stelk^ which represents the goal.
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B607. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Ht.
'

2 ft. 8| in. Cervetri, 1873. Castellani Coll.

Mon. deW Inst. x. \']a and 48^, 2
; Ann. dclP Inst. 1877, p. 312 ; Coniptes-rendus de PAcad. dts

Inscr. 1873, P- 238, 1875, p. 53 ; Stephani, Compte-Rendu, 1876, p. 43. Repaired and restored.

Obverse archaistic style. Designs in panels, as before
;
accessories of white. On the neck, an

olive-wreath.

{a) Athene standing to r. between two Ionic columns, with r. leg and r. arm

drawn back, brandishing spear in r. hand, shield on 1. arm which passes through
the ochanoii, which has a rude palmette on either side. She has a high-crested
helmet with geison and spiral ornaments

;
of her aegis only the Gorgoneion is

visible, painted white
;
she wears a long chiton with diploidion, girt at the waist,

the girdle and borders of the chiton white
;
over her arms is a small himation

;

the folds of the drapery fall in ptcryges. On the column behind her is a figure

of Athene to r. with high-crested helmet, long chiton with diploidion, in r. hand
an olive-branch, on which is perched an owl, in 1. a stand for a trophy (as the

Nike in B 608). Down the r. side of the column is inscribed kionedon :

nYOOAHAOZAPXQN, ^vdoli)Xo<i apxoiv (B.C. 336). On the Other column is

Triptolemos seated to 1. in his winged car, drawn by two snakes, with drapery
over his lower limbs, in his r. hand ears of corn. Behind him is a sheaf of

corn (?), partly obliterated. Down the column is inscribed (as before) :

TONA0ENE0ENA0AON.

{b) Two boxers, nude and beardless, engaged in combat, wearing the

caestus ; their muscles are strongly marked. On the 1. is an epJiedj'os, also nude

and beardless, with caestus, 1. hand raised to mouth, in which he holds the end

of the thong. On the r. is Nike to 1. as brabens, wnth. large wings, long hair

tied at the back, laurel wreath, long white chiton, and himation, holding palm-
branch in r. hand.

B 607i. FRAGMENT of Panathenaic amphora. 5^x2! in. Paphos, 1888. /. H. S. ix. p. 222.

Part of the panel on the obverse ; design black on a red ground ; style as B 607.

Part of the figure of Athene to r., showing part of shield and one of the

pteryges of her himation hanging from 1. arm
;
also part of the column on the r.,

A
on the further side of which is inscribed : -vdvl

^

KB\jf]vy]Oe.v ddXcov.
I

•

B 608. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Ht. 2 ft. 8yV in. Cervetri, 1873. Castellani Coll.

Mon. delV Inst. x. 47 <5 and 48^', 3 ;
Ann. dell' Inst. 1877, p. 314 ; Comptes-Rendus de PAcad.

des Inscr. 1873, p. 238, 1875, p. 53 ff. ; Stephani, Coinpte-Rendti, 1876, p. 40. Repaired and
restored. Designs in panels as before ; accessories of white

; obverse archaistic. On the neck,
double honeysuckle and elongated tongue pattern.

(<^)
Athene standing to r. between two Ionic columns, with feet close

together, and r. arm drawn back brandishing spear, shield on 1. arm. She has

long hair, earrings, and bracelets
; high-crested helmet with geison, ornamented

with volutes, aegis with Gorgoneion, long chiton with diploidion, embroidered,
with a white border, and himation hanging from her arms

;
the folds of the

drapery fall m pteryges. On the column behind her is Triptolemos seated to 1.
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in his winged car drawn by two snakes
;
he is looking to the front, and wears a

wreath of ears of corn, in his r. hand is another ear of corn, and one on

either side of him. Down the r. side of the column is inscribed (as before) :

TO[N]A0ENE©ENA0<ON. On the other column is Nike standing to 1., winged,

wearing a wreath and long chiton with diphndion, holding in r. hand an aplustre

(as on a sard scaraboid from Cyprus in the Brit. Mus.) and in 1. a staff with

cross-piece, painted white, such as were used for the erection of trophies (cf the

Victory on rev. of gold staters of Alexander). Down the 1. side of the column is

inscribed (as before) PYOOAHAOZNPXEN, ^vBolriKo^ {h)pX^v.

[He was archon 336 B.C. For the use of ^fx^" ^f- Etiairero? ^px^"; ^"^ ^^ Lysicrates

monument, C. I. Gr. 221.]

{b) Foot-race of armed warriors : Four beardless warriors running to ].,

with helmets and shields. [Greaves were no longer worn in this race, cf.

/. H. S. vii. p. 190.] The first and fourth have the device of an eight-point
star on their shields, the second a snake to 1., and the shield of the third is

painted white with A and part of another letter incised.

B 609. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA with cover. Old No. C. 1 18. Ht. 2 ft. 2\ in. Benghazi,

1856. Werry Coll, Mon. deW Inst. x. \']c and 48^, 4 ; Ann. deW Inst. 1877, p. 317 ; Birch,

Ancient Pottery, p. 430; Stephani, Compte-Rendu, 1876, p. 37. Designs in panels, as before,

with accessories of buff and white ; the latter faded. On the'neck, double honeysuckle.

{a) Athene standing to r. between two Doric columns, with 1. foot advanced,

spear in r. hand, and shield on 1. arm
;
she has a high-crested helmet with

geison and cheek-pieces turned up, the crest supported on a double volute
;

aegis with Gorgoneion (much faded), long chiton with diploidion, girt at the

waist, and small himation hanging from her arms
;
the inside of her shield is

visible, with porpax and ochanon, the latter ornamented with two palmettes ;
she

has long hair, and earrings, necklace, and armlets, picked out with buff. On
the column behind her is a figure of Athene to r., with high-crested helmet, long
chiton and himation, holding out an aplustre in r. hand

;
down the side of the

column is inscribed (as before): APXONNIKOKPATHZ,
"

Kpywv NiKOKpdTi]<i. (He
held office in 333 B.C.) On the other column is a similar figure to 1.

;
down the

side is inscribed (as before) : TnNAOHNHOENAOAQN.

(/;) Foot-race : Three nude beardless athletes running to r., with arms bent

close to their sides.

B 610. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Ht. 2 ft. 6f in. Capua, 1873. Castellani Coll. Alon.

delV Inst. x. 47^ and 48/, 5 ;
Ann. delV Inst. 1877, p. 317 ;

Bidl. delP Inst. 1872, p. 38, no. i
;

Urlichs, der Vasenmaler Brygos, p. i
; Stephani, Compte-Rendu, 1876, p. 42. Free style, with

few archaisms. Designs on panels, as before
; accessories of white and buff. On the neck,

double honeysuckle- pattern.

{a) Athene standing to r. between two Doric columns, in attitude as on last

vase, with spear and shield with wave-border. She has earrings, bracelets and a

necklace of pendants, picked out in buff; high-crested helmet ornamented with
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volutes, and aegis, of which only the Gorgoneion and two white cross-bands

remain
; long chiton with diploidion, and himation, both as in last vase. On

each column is a Nike turned to the front, standing on the prow of a ship on

which two eyes are incised
;
she has wings outspread, a wreath, white chiton, and

himation leaving the upper part of the body nude, and holds out a wreath in

both hands. Down the side of the column on the r. is inscribed (as before) :

NIKHTHZAPXnN. [He held office 332 B.C.
;
the prows of ships on which the

Nikae stand may refer to some naval victory in that year.] Down the side of

the other column is inscribed : TflNAOHNHOENAOAnN.

{b) Pancration : An athlete to r., nude and bearded, with face turned to

the front, has the head of a similar athlete to 1. in his 1. arm, and is about to

strike him with his r. hand
;
the other tries to release his head. On the 1.

is an epJiedros, nude and beardless, turned to the front, with r. hand on hip ;

on the r. is a brabeus to 1., with face turned half to the front, wearing a

white wreath and himation, r. hand holding out a palm-branch, in 1. a

wreath.

B 611. PANATHENMC AMPHORA. Old No. C. 117. Ht. 2 ft. 8 in. Teucheira, 1866.

Mon. dell" Inst. x. 47/ and 48/, 7 ; Dennis, Trans. Roy. Soc. Lit. Ser. 2, ix. pt. I, p. 175, no. 6
;

Ann. dell Inst. 1877, p. 319 ;
cf. Comptes-rendus de VAcad. des Inscr. 1868, p. 181

; Stephani,

Compte-rendu, 1876, p. 38. Repaired; black glaze much worn away. Designs black on red

panels (as before), with accessories of purple, white and buff; obverse archaistic. On the

neck, double honeysuckle and elongated tongue pattern.

(<^)
Athene to r., between two Ionic columns, with 1. foot advanced, and

spear brandished in r. hand
;
she has a high-crested helmet with geison and

cheek-pieces turned up, ornamented with wave-pattern and volutes, the crest

supported on a double volute
;
of the aegis only the Gorgoneion in the centre

and the fringe of snakes in front remain, both painted white. She wears a long

chiton with diploidion girt at the waist and falling in pteryges below the hips ;

from her arms hangs a small himation
;

these garments are embroidered in

white
;
she has earrings, necklace and armlets, which, with her features, are

picked out in yellow. On her 1. arm is her shield, the arm passing through the

central broad strap, or ocJianon, and the hand through the smaller /^r/^jv; at

each end of the ochanon is a palmette. On each column, turned towards her,

is an Athene Nikephoros, with high-crested helmet, long chiton, and diploidion

girt at the waist, spear held upright in 1. hand
;
in the r. hand a winged Nik^,

draped, with wings spread, turned towards the central goddess. Down 1. side of

the column on the r. is inscribed (as before) : TfiNAOHNHOENAOAnN
;
down the

r. side of the other column : APXQNEVOVKPITOZ, "Ap;^wz^ ^vOvKpiro^ (he held

office 328 B.C.).

(/;)
Foot-race : Four nude beardless athletes running to r. with 1. hands

extended in front, and r. hands behind.

B 612. PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Old No. C. 119. Ht. 2i| in. Teucheira, 1866.

Dennis, Trans. Roy. Soc. Lit. Ser. 2, ix. pt. i, p. 169, no. 2
; Stephani, Compte-Rendu^ 1876,
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p. 45. Slightly injured ; imperfectly fired. Design in panels, as before ;
accessories of white

and buff. On the neck, double honeysuckle.

(a) Athene standing to 1. between two Doric columns, in attitude as last
;

she has a high-crested helmet with geison, cheek-pieces turned up, and phalos
with volute, the plume of unusual length ; aegis with scales, white border, and

fringe of snakes in front
; long chiton with diploidion reaching to the knees,

with white borders, and white girdle ; long hair, earrings with long pendants,
necklace of beads, and bracelets

;
her hair, features, and ornaments touched

up with buff. On her shield is incised a star of eight points. On each column

is a ram turned towards her.

{b) Two boxers^ nude and beardless, sparring with the caestus, 1. arms ex-

tended
;
on the r. an ephedros, nude and beardless, looking on, with r. hand on

small of back.

B 613-681. ATHENIAN VASES WITH DESIGNS ON
WHITE GROUND (see p. 47).

AMPHORA. Old No. 493. Ht. 7\ in. Durand Coll. 89. Designs black on white

ground, with incised lines and purple accessories. Shape as Fig. 15. On the neck, double

honeysuckle-pattern.

{a) Dionysos to r., looking to 1., bearded, with ivy-wreath, long chiton and

striped himation, keras and vine-branches in either hand. On either side is a

Maenad departing, looking back, each with hair looped up under an ivy-wreath,

long chiton and striped himation, and holding out a wreath in one hand.

{b) Similar scene
; Dionysos only has a keras in 1. hand and vine in r.

;
the

Maenad on the r. has vine-branches in her r. hand, and 1. hand extended, but no

wreath.

Under each handle is a Sphinx seated to r., with long hair, fillet, and wings
recurved

;
in front of one is a branch.

AMPHORA. Old No. 493. Ht. 7-^ in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 90. Designs
black on drab ground, with incised lines and purple accessories. Shape as Fig. 15. On the

neck, a chain of palmettes each side.

{a) Combat of three warriors (possibly Achilles and Memnon over

Antilochos) : On the 1. is a warrior (Memnon) advancing to r., fully armed,
with short purple chiton, the outside of his shield fully shown

;
he thrusts with

spear at a similar warrior (Antiloclios) with high-crested helmet, who is beaten
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down on one knee to r. and defends himself with shield
;
both shields have

purple dots round the antyx. On the r. is the third warrior (Achilles) to 1.,

defending the second one with spear ;
he is also fully armed, with short chiton

with purple spots, and chlamys.

{b) Dionysos seated to r. on a couch, bearded, with fillet, long chiton and

purple himation, in 1. hand a keras, in r. a vine-branch with clusters of grapes.

The leg at the 1. end of the couch is inlaid with a rude voluted cap ; by the

side of it is a table with viands. Before Dionysos is a Maenad dancing to r.,

playing on the crotala, in a high conical cap and striped himation. On the

other side of him is a Satyr moving to r., stooping forward, with fillet and taenia

over r. shoulder, hands extended.

B 615. AMPHORA. Old No. 498. Ht. 71 in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 806. Designs

black on drab ground, as before. Shape as Fig. 15. On the neck, double honeysuckle-pattern.

{a) Symposion : Two male figures reclining on a couch to 1., bearded, with

ivy-wreaths, and striped himatia over their 1. shoulders, their 1. arms resting on

cushions
;
each has a vine-branch in 1. hand, and r. extended holding a cantJiaros.

By their side is a table with viands.

{b) Similar scene
;
the one on the r. has no cantJiaros.

Under each handle is a Sphinx seated to r., with long hair, fillet, and wings

recurved.

B 616. AMPHORA. Ht. 7J- in. Santa Maria di Capua, 1856. Temple Coll. Designs black

on drab ground, as before. Shape as Fig. 15. Neck as last.

{a) Symposion : Two male figures seated to 1. on the ground, the one on

the 1. looking back at the other
; they are bearded, with ivy-wreaths, and striped

himatia over their 1. shoulders. Under the handle on the 1. is a tree with

fruit-laden branches spreading over the field.

{b) Similar scene : each holds out a cantharos in r. hand. In the field are

branches with fruit.

B 617. OINOCHOfe. Old No. 651. Ht. gf in. Canino Coll. De Witte, Z?^j<rr. 185 ; Inghi-

rami, Vast Fitt. pi. 41 ; El. Cer. i. 7.; Mayer, Gig. ti. Titan, p. 332. Trefoil mouth ;
the handle,

which ends in cross-pieces, is broken off. Design black on pale buff ground ;
accessories of

purple. Shape as Fig. 3.

Gigantomachia (type A.) : On the 1. is Ares advancing to r., about to

transfix a giant with his spear (probably Mimas, cf Apoll. Rhod. iii. 1227 and

Overbeck, Kunstni. Atlas, pi. 5, 3 b) ;
he has a wreath round his helmet, linen

cuirass (of the same type as Ajax in B 379, cf B 541 and /. H. S. v. p. 235),

short chiton with purple border, greaves with volutes, sword at side, and shield

with device of a bull's head. The giant is fallen to r., looking back, armed as

Ares, with high-crested helmet, and the device of a tripod on his shield
;
he

endeavours to thrust with his spear ;
blood flows from a wound in his 1. side.
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and from another under his r. arm. Above is an eagle flying to 1. with a snake

in its mouth and talons. In the field, imitation inscriptions. Under the handle

are branches spreading out on either side.

B 618. OINOCHOlfc. Old No. 652. Ht. 8f in. Hamilton Coll. D'Hancarville, iii. pi. 103 ;

Schneider, Tro. Sagenkr. p. 48, n. 9. Trefoil mouth
;
handle ending in cross-pieces. Design

black on pale buff ground ; purple accessories. Shape as Fig. 3.

Two warriors in ambush (perhaps Odysseus and Diomedes) : They
crouch down to r., and are bearded and fully armed, with short chitons with

purple spots and folds indicated
;
on their greaves and cuirasses are volutes.

The hinder one has a snake to r. as device on his shield, painted in purple. In

the field are three trees
;
also branches spreading out on either side from under

the handle.

B 619. OINOCHO^. Ht. (^\ in. Cameiros, 1864. Much injured ; part of one side broken

away. Trefoil mouth. Design black on white ground, with purple accessories. Shape as

Fig. 3-

Peleus seizing Thetis (type F.) : In the centre is Peleus to r. beard-

less, with fillet and drapery round loins, stooping forward and seizing Thetis

round the body. She moves away to r., looking to 1., and has hair looped up
under a beaded fillet, and long chiton and himation with purple spots. On
the 1. is a Nereid running away, in a long chiton and himation, as Thetis, holding
a wreath in 1. hand. Under the handle, branches spreading over the field.

B 620. OINOCHOE. Ht. iii in. 1867. Blacas Coll. De Witte, Descr. 136 ; /. H. S. i. pi. 2,

p. 132; Loeschcke, y^rr/i. Z^//. 1881, p. 36. Repaired and restored. Late black figure style;

design black on drab ground, with purple accessories and finely-incised lines. Shape as Fig. 39.
Trefoil mouth, and three-ribbed handle. On the neck, chequer-pattern ; below, tongue-pattern,

alternately black and outhned.

Peleus bringing the infant Achilles to Cheiron : On the 1. is Cheiron
to r., of the archaic Centaur-type, with a horse's body and hind-legs attached

behind
;
he is bearded, with long tresses, striped himation over 1. shoulder,

r. hand extended, in 1. a pine-tree held over the shoulder. In front of him is

a tree. On the r. is Peleus advancing to 1., bearded, with hair curly in front and

striped himation, holding the infant Achilles in both arms, the latter also wearing
a striped himation. Before them is a dog to r., with r. hind-paw and head raised,

as if greeting them.

[For the subject, cf. Overbeck, Her. Bildw. p. 282, and Robert, Bild u. Lied,

p. 123.]

The handle terminates on each side of the mouth in a snake's head in relief,

with black markings on red
;
at each junction of the handle with the vase is a

female head in relief coloured red, of later date than the rest of the design

(but the whole vase is painted in an affected manner). Under the handle is a

palmette inverted, with tendrils ending in buds.
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B 621. OINOCHOE. Old No. 648. Ht. iif in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 268. Ann. ddV
Inst. 1831, p. 153, No. \o-]a; Arch. Zeit. 1881, p. 36. Style and shape as last ; design black

on pale buff ground, with purple accessories and finely-incised lines. Mouth and handle as last

vase. On the neck, lotos-buds inverted ; tongue-pattern as before.

Heracles strangling the Nemean lion (type E. i) : In the centre is

Heracles standing to 1., with head turned to r.
;
he holds the head of the Hon

under his 1. arm, and forces its jaws open with r. hand. The Hon stands on one

hind-leg to r., with head twisted back, and endeavours to free himself by fixing
the claws of his r. forepaw in Heracles' 1. arm

;
Heracles is nude and bearded.

On the 1. is lolaos to r., bearded, with striped drapery girt round his loins, and
sword suspended from a belt, Heracles' club in r. hand, 1. extended as if

encouraging him. On the r. is Athen^ moving away and looking back, with

long tresses, curls in front, high-crested helmet with geison, and wavy pattern
on the crest, long embroidered chiton with wavy border, and himation with

purple border, both girt at the waist
;

in her r. hand is her spear pointed

downwards, on her 1. arm her shield
;
her aegis hangs over her 1. shoulder.

At the upper and lower junctions of the handle with the vase are female

heads in relief, as on the last vase. Under the handles, palmettes with tendrils

and buds.

B 622. OINOCHO^k. Ht. 6| in. Cameiros, 1864. Design much worn. Trefoil mouth.

Design black on white ground, with purple accessories. Shape as Fig. 3.

Contest of a Lapith and a Centaur (type O.) : The Lapith, fully

armed, with a drawn sword in r. hand, rushes to r. on the Centaur, who kneels

to 1. on 1. foreleg, and with 1. arm seizes the other's sword, endeavouring to push
him away with his r. hand. Beneath the Lapith's feet is a rock

;
behind him

are his spear and shield. On the further side of the Centaur is a pine-tree.

B 623. OINOCHOE. Ht. 7f in. Cameiros, 1864. Trefoil mouth. Design black on a drab

panel, with borders of dots, as on last vase ; accessories of purple. The design is partly worn

away.

Centauromachia (type O.) : A Centaur to 1. rushes upon a Lapith,

wielding a pine-tree in both hands
;
the Lapith is fallen back with one leg

doubled under him, and tries to defend himself with his spear. He is fully

armed, \\\\k\. paranieridia, and three pellets on his shield as device. In the field,

imitation inscription.

[The Centaur may be named Petraios, and the Lapith Hoplon ;
cf. the Francois vase,

Mon. deir Inst. iv. 57.]

B 624. OINOCHOE. Ht. yf in. Cameiros, 1864. Trefoil mouth, partly broken. Design
black on a drab panel, with borders of dots above and down the sides

;
accessories of purple.

Dionysos seated to r. on an okladias, looking back
;
he is bearded, with

ivy-wreath, long chiton and himation with purple spots, kej-as in 1. hand, in r.

a vine with clusters of grapes.
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B 625. OINOCHOfe. Ht. 10 in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll. Slightly injured. Trefoil

mouth. Design black on a white panel, with borders of network above and down the sides ;

slight accessories of purple.

Dionysiac thiasos : In the centre a Satyr to r. with hair looped up, playing
the double flute

;
the sybenk hangs from his 1. arm. On either side of him is a

Maenad dancing and looking back at him, with long hair, fillet, J>arda/is knotted

in front, and long chiton. The one on the r. has an embroidered chiton with

diploidion ; the other has a'^/^/(«. In the field, branches.

B 626. OINOCHOlfc. Ht. 9 in. Cameiros, 1864. Slightly injured. Trefoiled mouth. Design
black on white ground ; very much worn.

Two Satyrs moving to r. and looking back, with large wreaths on their

heads, spears, and shields with drapery hanging over them (ornamented with

stars) and the device of three pellets on each
;
the shields have the shape of the

pelta, but are probably the laiseia mentioned in Hom. //. v. 452, xii. 425 (XaLo-^'ia

nTTepoevra) and Hdt. vii. 91 {Xaiar'fLa (Ofxo/doir]'; TreiroiTjfjieva).

[Cf. E 183, E 198, E 351 ; Helbig, Horn. Epo^, p. 329 ; Smith, Diet. Anf'. i. p. 459.

The Satyrs seem to be attired as burlesque representations of Homeric heroes.]

B 627. OINOCHO6. Ht. 8| in. Cameiros, 1864. Trefoil mouth. Design black on drab

ground, rather worn.

Sacrifice before a term of Hermes (cf B 362) : On the r. is the term to 1.,

standing on a pedestal, bearded and ithyphallic, with a large wreath
;
before it

is a blazing altar, on the other side of which stands an auletes to r., beardless,

with large wreath, long chiton and himation, playing on the double flute. The
term is decorated with branches. Under the handle, branches spreading out on

either side.

B 628. OINOCHO^. Ht. 8f in. Cameiros, 1864. Athen. Mittheil. v. (1880), pi. 13, p. 380 ;

Jahrbuch, ii. (1887), p. 100. A piece broken out. Trefoil mouth. Design black on white

ground.

Consecration of the statue of a victorious athlete (?) : On the r. is the

statue of a warrior to 1., armed with high-crested helmet, greaves, and shield,

r. arm extended
;
the statue stands on a plinth. Before it is a priest {}), bearded,

with a large wreath on his head and himation over 1. shoulder, in 1. hand a

lustral branch.

[The manner in which the warrior is armed seems to indicate that he is a winner in the

hoplites' foot-race, which in the fifth century was always run with helmet, greaves, and shield ;

cf. B 143, and the statue of Epicharinos erected on the Acropolis by Critios and Nesiotes

(Paus. i. 23, 9, C. I. A. i. 376).]

B 629. OINOCHOE. Ht. 6J in. Cameiros, 1864. Trefoil mouth. Lower part of design
much worn. Design black on a pale buff panel, with borders of dots down the sides

;
acces-

sories of purple.

A barbarian warrior moving to r., beardless, with high peaked cap with

purple spots, fillet, short chiton, and chlamys on 1. arm
;

he is blowing a
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trumpet, and holds two spears in r. hand
;
in front of him is a shield. The

lower part of the design is nearly obliterated. In the field, a branch.

B 630. OINOCHOE. Ht. 7f in. Cameiros, 1864. Much injured ; parts lost. Imperfectly
fired. Design black on drab with purple accessories. Trefoil mouth.

A barbarian horseman riding to r. and looking back, bearded, with high

peaked cap, cuirass, short chiton with purple border, and axe in r. hand. Before

him walks a dog ;
behind him is a bird flying to 1. Under the handles, branches

soreadine out on either side.
'fc>

B 631. OINOCHOE. Ht. iii in. 185 1. Braun Coll. {Sale Cat., Christie, 21 Feb. 1850,

Lot 59) ;
Reisch in Rom. Mittlicil. 1890, p. 318 ; Klein, Meistersig. p. 215 ; id. Lieblingsinschr.

p. 21
; Wernicke, Licblingsii. p. 16

;
Arch. Zeit. 1885, p. 252. Repaired and restored

;
a piece

broken out. Trefoil mouth, with grooved handle ending in cross-pieces. Design black on white

ground. Round the neck, maeander.

On the body, vine-branches with clusters of grapes. Inscribed : (i) inverted :

XAPINOS : ^nOI^S . .
., Xapivo<i 67To[7]a[ev. (2) +$^NOAO[K]^ irA"''*V^,

SevoB6\_K]7] [/j,oL (?) SoKe]l Trat? Ka\rj.

B 632. OINOCHOE. Old No. 1151. Ht. 9^ in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. i no.

Flat trefoil mouth. Round the neck is a band with palmettes in black on

a white ground ;
between every two are two birds flying to r. Above this band

is a narrow one of tongue-pattern, black on white, and below a narrow band of

leaf-pattern, white on black. Round the foot are black rays on a white ground.
The handle ends above in two snakes, with heads resting on the lip, red with

black markings.

B 633. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 8^ in. Cameiros, 1867. Froehner, Deux peintwes de Vases Grecs,

pi. I
; Wiener Vorlegebl. \x. 9, 3 ; Newton, Trans. Roy. Soc. Lit. Ser. 2, vol. ix. (1870), p. 434 ;

. Roscher, pp. 1168-70; Smith, Diet. Atitig.^, vol. ii. p. 16; Harrison and Verrall, p. 158;

Deneken, de Theoxeniis, p. 5 ;
Naukratis I. (C. Smith), p. 51, n. i

; Arch. Zeit. 1872, p. 35 ;

Heydemann, Mitth. aiis d. Ant. Obcr- u. Mittelital. p. 5, note i ; Wernicke, Lieblingsn. p. 15.

Design partly painted, partly outlined in black, with accessories of bright red, and incised lines

on the black, on a cream-coloured ground (red on the shoulder). Shape as Fig. 17. Above the

design, maeander.

The Dioscuri coming to the feast of the Theoxenia : A couch with

three coverlets and a cushion at either end, all painted over in red
;
a rJiipis lies

on the cushion on the r.
;
the legs are inlaid with palmettes, and have Ionic

caps above
; along the side of the couch are figures of two dogs (?) to r., and

rosettes (forming a frieze between the capitals). Above are the Dioscuri riding

to r. on black horses, beardless, with black hair and red chlamydes floating

behind. Below the couch is inscribed:
y^\\jt\' f^^^V Miva, i.e. koXtj Mvla

(Heydemann, /. c. reads M/;^a, Wernicke, /. c. MIKA = ]VItV«:a).

[For the Theoxenia, cf. Pind. Pyth. v. 8, 01. iii. 35-41, N^ent. x. 49; also Paus. iii. 16, 2,

and a Thessalian relief in the. Louvre (Froehner, /. c. pi. iii.). They were celebrated at Athens,

Sparta, Cyrene, and other places ; possibly thisvase wasmade at.Naucratis, where the Dioscuri

had a temple ;
its technique would support this view.]
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B 634. LEKYTHOS. Old No. 614. Ht. 8/- in. 1842. S/uar/ Sa/e, 1841, Lot 422. Corey,
Amas. Ant. Fig. p. 15. Slightly injured and restored. On the shoulder, lotos-buds (red ground).
On the body, design black on white ground, with purple accessories ;

round the top, an ivy-wreath.

Heracles fighting with the Amazons (type E. 6) : In the centre is

Heracles to r., with lion's skin tied in front and girt up over a short purple

chiton, the tail caught up under the girdle ;
he grasps the crest of Andro-

mache's helmet, and springs forward to despatch her with his sword. She is

fallen to r., looking back, and thrusts at him with spear ;
she has a high-crested

helmet, cuirass, short chiton, shield with purple spots round the antyx, and an

unintelligible device. Behind Heracles is Telamon, rushing forward and

thrusting with spear ;
he is fully armed, with high-crested helmet, short purple

chiton and chlamys over 1. arm, and shield with purple spots round the antyx.

On the r. is a second Amazon (Alkaia) advancing to defend the first with her

spear ;
she is armed as the first, with chlamys on 1. arm and Boeotian shield

with device of two snakes and boss in the form of a rosette. Behind her is a

third Amazon running away and looking back
;
she is attired as an archer, with

high-peaked cap, jerkin and anaxyrides in one piece, quiver at side, bow in r.

hand, 1, raised, as if she had just shot an arrow. In the field, imitation

inscriptions.

B 635. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 8^ in. Cameiros, 1864.. Neck repaired. Coarse style. Design
black on white ground, with purple accessories. Above the design, chequer-pattern (on red) ;

below, maeander.

Combat of Heracles with Amazons (type E. 6) : In the centre is

Heracles advancing to r., with lion's skin over a short chiton, with purple girdle,

and sword-belt, brandishing his club over Andromache, who kneels on one
knee to 1. She has a high-crested helmet, cuirass, short striped chiton, greaves,

sword, shield, and spear. Behind her is another Amazon (Alkaia) advancing to

her defence, with high-crested helmet, fillet, cuirass, short striped chiton, sword,
and shield, thrusting with spear. Behind Heracles is a third Amazon retreating
and looking back, with high-crested helmet, fillet, cuirass, short chiton, shield,,

and spear.

B 636. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 6| in. Athens, 1813. Burgon Coll. Neck and shoulder lost.

Design black on drab ground ; coarse style. Above the design, palmettes.

Heracles subduing the Cretan bull (type E. 3) : Heracles to r., nude
and beardless, stoops forward with 1. knee pressed against the bull's forehead,

grasping it round the shoulders
;
the bull falls forward to 1. In the field are

branches with fruit, from which hang Heracles' chlamys, bow, quiver, and club.

B 637. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 71 in. Corinth, 1852. Coarsely painted ; imperfectly fired. Design
black on drab (red on shoulder), with tinely-inciscd lines. Above the design, maeander.

Heroes casting lots before the statue of Athene (type H.) : In the

centre is Athen^ to r. looking to
1., with high-crested helmet, long hair, necklace,

U
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aegis with wave-border, long chiton and himation with folds indicated, spear in

1. hand. The heroes kneel on one knee, one on each side
; they have high-

crested helmets, short chitons girt at the waist, swords and spears ;
behind them

are their shields. Each extends one hand, as if to throw the dice. Behind

Athene are branches.

B 638. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 81 in. 1867. Blacas Coll. Designs : on shoulder, black on red,

with purple and white accessories
;
on body, black on drab, with purple accessories.

1. On the shoulder: A Satyr on all-fours to r., with face to front, pursuing
a Maenad, who runs away, looking back at him

;
she has a long chiton with

diploidion, and hair knotted up. In the field, vine-branches, with grapes.
2. On the body : Heroes casting lots at the statue of Athen^ (type

H.) : In the centre is the statue of Athene to r. looking to 1., with long hair,

high-crested helmet with fillet, long chiton and striped himation, spear in r.

hand, 1. raised. Behind her is a table, on either side of which is a bearded

warrior crouching down on one knee
;
the one on the 1. has a helmet with fillet,

short striped chiton, chlamys, greaves, shield and two spears ;
his r. hand is

stretched out to the table. The other has long hair with fillet, greaves, Boeotian

shield, and spear.

B 639. LEKYTHOS. Ht. Sf in. Capua, 1873. Castellani Coll. Murray, Hist. Gk. Sculpt?
ii. p. 28

; Schneider, Tro. Sagenkr. p. 141 ; Vogel, Scenen Eurip. Tragod. p. 19. Repaired
and restored. Design black on drab ground, with purple accessories. On the shoulder, lotos-

buds
;
on the body, above, an ivy-wreath.

Contest of Achilles and Memnon (or Hector) : On either side is a

warrior, bearded and fully armed, thrusting with spear, each having a short

chiton with purple spots ;
the one on the 1. has a Boeotian shield, the other has

the device of a crab (?). In the centre Hermes to r., bearded, with petasos,

short chiton and chlamys, both with purple spots, and ejidj-omidcs, holds out a

pair of scales in 1. hand, each scale containing a small winged male figure,

representing the souls of the two heroes (cf. Pottier, LhytJies blancs Attiques,

p. ^6). In the field, imitation inscriptions.

B 640. LEKYTHOS. Ht. \l\\n. Gela, 1863. Much injured; a large part of the design
obliterated. Design black on drab ground, with purple accessories. On the shoulder, palmettes
on red ground ; above the design, dots.

Achilles lying in wait (type I.) : On the 1. is Troilos to r., beard-

less, with long hair, short striped chiton, striped drapery over r. arm, in 1. hand

two spears ;
at his further side is a second horse. In front is a bearded

warrior to r., looking back, with petasos, short chiton, sword, shield, and two

spears ;
next to him, Polyxena to r., with long hair tied at the back, and long

purple chiton. She is inside the building containing the spring, which is

indicated by two columns (one obliterated) and a panther's head, whence water

is pouring ;
below is a base for a Jiydria. On the further side of it is Achilles
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crouching to 1., with high-crested helmet, wreath, short embroidered chiton,

greaves, sword, spear, and Boeotian shield with device of four pellets and a

rosette. In front of him, a tree.

B 641. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 7f in. Athens, 18 14. Burgon Coll. Much injured. Design black

on drab ground, with slight accessories of purple. Above the design, maeander.

In the centre is the Delphic omphalos ; on either side of it, branches with

fruit, on which are perched two eagles, confronted
;
the one on the r. has some

object (.'')
in its beak, the other looks back. On either side is a warrior seated

on a block to r., the one on the r. looking back
; they have high-crested helmets,

shields, and two spears each
;
the one on the 1. has a chlamys hanging from his

1. arm.

[These may represent Orestes and Pylades taking refuge at the omphalos, cf. Schol. Find.

Pyth. iv. 4 ;
NiDiiismatic Chronicle, Ser. 3, vii. p. 58, New Ser. xvi. p. 279.]

B 642. LEKYTHOS. Old No. 615. Ht. 12^% in. From Sicily. Durand Coll. 338. Wulff,

Theseussage. p. 32. Restored (white repainted). Design black on white ground, with purple
accessories. On the shoulder, palmettes on red ground.

Theseus slaying the Minotaur (type N.) : Theseus to r. beardless, with

long hair, fillet, cuirass, short chiton, sheath at side, and drawn sword in

r. hand, with 1. hand seizes the horn of the Minotaur, who has a bull's head

and tail, and crouches down lo r., with 1. leg doubled under him, and face

turned to 1. The Minotaur has a stone in either hand, and blood flows from a

wound on the r. side of his neck. On either side is an Athenian maiden looking

on, with long hair and long embroidered chiton
;
the one on the 1. has a hima-

tion and 1. hand raised
;
the other has a diploidion over her chiton and r. hand

raised. In the field above is a garment suspended.

B 643. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 91 in. Vulci, 185 1. Braun Coll. Design black on drab ground,
with purple accessories. On the shoulder, palmettes on red ground. On the body, round the

top, a row of dots.

Komos of Satyrs : On the 1. is a Satyr moving to r., looking back, with

fillet and large wreath, r. hand extended. On the r. are two Satyrs confronted

over an amphora with pointed foot, wreathed with ivy, which the one on the r.

supports with r. hand
;
both are ithyphallic, and wear fillets and large wreaths

;

the one on the 1. plays on the double flute, the other holds out a keras in

1. hand, and has his r. leg raised behind. In the field, imitation inscriptions.

B 644. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 9f in. Gela, 1863. Much injured; design partly obliterated.

Design on the body, black on a drab ground, with purple accessories, and maeander border

above. On the shoulder, palmettes, black on a red ground.

A Maenad riding on the Dionysiac bull (cf B 475) : She rides to r.,

looking to 1., and has a fillet and long chiton with purple border, branches in

r. hand, and 1. extended holding keras.

U 2
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B 645. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 8f in. Athens, 1813. Burgon Coll. Neck repaired. Very coarse

style. Design black on drab ground ; above, maeander (on red ground).

A Maenad moving to r. looking to 1., with hair in a knot behind, long
chiton girt at the waist, and a himation spread out over her arms like wings.

On either side is a Satyr stooping forward as if to seize her. In the field,

branches
; above, a wreath suspended. Below the Satyr on the r. is an askos {?}.

B 646. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 7| in. Athens, 18 14. Burgon Coll. Neck repaired. Coarse style.

Design black on drab (on the shoulder, red) ; above, chequer-pattern.

The chariot of Ariadnd : A quadriga to r. into which Ariadn^ is stepping,

with hair looped up under a fillet, long chiton and himation. In advance of her,

on the further side, is Dionysos, with fillet, long chiton and himation, holding
branches and a cantJiaros ; facing him is a female figure, as Ariadn^. At the

horses' heads is a similar female figure seated to 1. on an okladias ; in front of

her, a branch.

B 647. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 5I in. Gela, 1863. Repaired. Very coarse st>de. Design black on

buff ground (on shoulder, red), with remains of purple accessories ; above,'a border of dots.

Marriage-procession ? (see type E.) : A quadriga to r. in which are

two draped figures ;
on the further side of the chariot to r. is a citharist in

long chiton, playing on the lyre ; facing the last is a figure in a long chiton,

holding a branch. At the horses' heads is the /r^^^^^/^jr moving to r. and looking

back, with wreath, chlamys and endroniides. In the field, a branch.

[The composition is that of the apotheosis of Heracles as in type E. 11 (i), or of

the nuptials of Zeus and Hera (type C.) ;
the figures answer to Zeus and Hera (or Athen^ and

Heracles), Apollo, Dionysos, Hermes.]

B 648. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 8| in. Athens, 1809. Burgon Coll. Neck repaired. Veiy coarse

style ; design rather worn. Design black on a pale red ground, with faded accessories of

purple.

Sacrificial procession to right : On the I. is a female figure {kladepJioros)

walking by the further side of a bull, with fillet, long chiton and himation, in

1. hand tvv^o branches
;
next is a similar figure, in a purple chiton, with branches

in r. hand, and in 1. accuser {tJiymiaterion, cf Brit. Mus. Cat. of Sculpture, 32456.7).

In advance of her is a kanephoros in long chiton and himation, supporting the

basket on her head with r. hand (cf terra-cotta panel in Brit. Mus., Combe,
Ancient Terracottas, pi. xxix.). They are preceded by a male figure with large
wreath and chlamys over 1. shoulder, blowing a trumpet held in 1. hand, in r.

hand a staff.

B 649. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 7^ in. Athens, 18 14. Burgon Coll. Neck repaired. Design rather

worn. Design black on drab ground (red on shoulder) ; above, maeander.

In the centre, an anletes to r., beardless, wearing a himation and playing
the double flute. On either side is a warrior kneeling In ambush on one knee
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to r., with high-crested helmet, shield and spear. In the field, branches
;
on

the r., a Doric column.

B 650. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 8J in. Corinth, 1865. Design rather worn. On the shoulder and

round the top, rays and dots on red ground ; below, design black on drab.

In the centre is a Sphinx seated to r. regardant on a tomb, which is repre-

sented by a short Ionic column on a plinth ;
she has long hair and wings

addorsed. On either side, facing the centre, is a beardless male figure in a

himation, leaning on a staff, his other hand on his hip. Beyond, on either

side, a Doric column.

3 g51^ LEKYTHOS. Ht. ii^in. Melos, 1819. Burgon Coll. Harrison and Verrall, p. 584 ;

Harrison, Myths of the Odyssey, pi. 39. Lower part of design nearly obliterated. Foot modern.

Shoulder, as last. Design on the body, black on white ground, with purple accessories ; above,

network-pattern.

In the centre, a Siren to r., standing on a tomb (?) consisting of a block on

a high plinth. The Siren has long hair with a fillet, large wreath, and wings

addorsed, and plays on the lyre with a plectrum attached by a strap. In front

of her are a dog seated to 1. regardant, and a bearded male figure with fillet,

large wreath, and himation, standing to 1. and leaning on a staff. On the 1. are

similar figures to r. (the dog not regardant).

B 652. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 7\ in. Athens, 1813. Burgon Coll. Repaired. Coarse style.

Design black on drab ground (on shoulder, red). Above the design, chequer ; below, dots.

Nike running to r. looking back, winged, with hair looped up under a fillet,

long chiton and himation, taenia in 1. hand. On either side, two palmettes.

B 653. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 7^ in. Athens, 18 13. Burgon Coll. Neck repaired. Coarse style.

Design black on drab ground, with purple accessories.

Chariot-race : Two quadrigae at full speed to r., one a horse's length in

front of the other
;
the charioteers bearded, in long chitons, with goads. In

front is a lebes as a prize.

B 654. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 7| in. Athens, 1813. Burgon Coll. Much injured. Design black

on drab (brown above), with purple accessories. Above and below the design, chequer pattern.

Chariot-race : As the last vase, except that the charioteers are beardless,

and there is no lebes.

B 655. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 7\ in. Athens, 1814. Burgon Coll. Neck and handle repaired.

Rather coarse style. Design black on drab ground (red on shoulder). Above the design,

maeander.

Combat of three warriors : On the 1. is a mounted warrior to r., with high-

crested helmet and short chiton
;
before him is a warrior fallen on one knee

to r., looking back, similarly armed, with shield. On the r. is a warrior charging

to 1. with spear, armed as the last.
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B 656. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 6 in. Cameiros, 1864. Design on the shoulder, black on red; on

the body, black on white, with purple accessories. On the shoulder, lotos-buds. On the body,
round the top, a row of dots.

In the centre is a youth (Troilos?) on horseback to r., in petasos and

chlatiiys, with two spears. On either side is a warrior moving to r. and looking

back, with high-crested helmet bound by a fillet, two spears, and Boeotian shield

with the device of a thunderbolt. In the field, branches.

B 657. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 13^ in. Gela, 1863. Slightly injured. Shoulder, as before, with

palmettes. Design on body, black on cream-coloured ground, with accessories of purple and

white.

Warrior arming : In the centre is the warrior to n, bearded, with fillet,

cuirass ornamented with a volute and star, short purple chiton with border, and

greave on r. leg, engaged in fastening the other on his 1. leg ;
at his feet is his

helmet, and at his side his sword, with three white spots on the vinkes of the

sheath. Facing him is a female figure with long hair, fillet, long chiton with

purple border, and embroidered himation, holding his spear in her r. hand, and in

her 1. his shield, which has a bull's head as device. On either side of them is a

warrior departing and looking back, fully armed, each with two spears ;
the one

on the 1. has parameridia and the device of a bent leg on his shield, the other

has a high-crested helmet, short purple chiton with border, and the device of a

tripod on his shield. On the extreme 1. is a bearded figure to r., with petasos,

short chiton, embroidered chlamys, sword, and two spears in 1. hand.

B 658. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 8| in. Athens, 1814. Burgon Coll. Coarse style; design much
worn. Design black on drab ground (red on the shoulder) ; above, maeander.

Three warriors moving to r., with high-crested helmets, short chitons girt

at the waist, greaves with volutes, and drawn swords in their r. hands
;
each

carries a human head in his 1. hand, wearing a high-crested helmet. In the

field, branches.

B 659. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 9 in. Cameiros, 1864. Neck repaired. Design rather worn.

Design black on drab (on the shoulder, red), with accessories of vermilion-red. Above the

design, maeander and chequer-patterns ; below, chequer-pattern ; both bordered with ver-

milion.

A warrior moving to r., with high-crested helmet, cuirass, short chiton,

spear in 1. hand, shield on ground supported by r. hand. On either side is a

palmette with volutes, touched up with vermilion.

B 660, LEKYTHOS, in the form of a left leg. Old No. 1004. Ht. 8^ in. Design black and

purple on a drab ground.

Round the top are rays ;
at the back of the calf is a small handle, painted

black. On the foot is a sandal, the sole painted in purple ;
a strap passes round

the back of the heel and is tied over the instep ;
it is attached to the sole by

two other straps, and connected by another strap with a band passing over

the toes.
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B 661. LEKYTHOS, in the form of a booted left leg. Old No. 1004*. Ht. 12^^ in. Design
black on a drab ground, with accessories of purple, and occasional incised lines.

Round the top are pear-shaped markings ; below, three rows of maeander

and one of alternate black and purple squares. The boot has a purple sole and

reaches half-way up the calf; at the back is a large tag, with a band of tongue-

pattern round the centre, surrounded by purple pear-shaped rays, and a circle of

black dots. It is laced up over the instep, and encircled by a purple band

above the ankle-joint ;
above the lacing appears the tongue of the boot, ending

in a tongue-pattern border with a volute on either side
;
from the instep a strap

with maeander incised on it passes down to the sole on the inner side of

the foot.

B 662. ASKOS, in the shape of a duck. Old No. 1006. Ht. 3^0 in. Length 4^ in. From
Vulci. Durand Coll. 1326. Design black on red ground.

The beak and eyes are black, and the plumage of the wings is outlined in

black. The handle over the back and spout surmounting the tail are also

painted black.

B 663. ASKOS, in the shape of a duck. Old No. 1007. Ht. 3i% in. Length 4 in. From

Magna Graecia. Durand Coll. 1327. Inghirami, Vasi Fiit. iv. 351. Shape as last
;
the body

rests on a flat base
;
the spout is trefoiled.

The head is white, the beak scarlet, and the eyes scarlet with black pupils.

The body is red with black markings ;
on the wings, palmettes, and a band of

chequer-pattern, from which straight lines converge to the tail crossed by
a diagonal line of dots. On the top of the back, two rows of palmettes.

B 664. ASKOS, in the shape of a duck. Old No. 1008. Ht. 2^^ in. Length 4^ in. From
Nola. Durand Coll. 1328. Repaired. Design black on a grey ground (of the same colour as

B 426). Shape as before.

The markings on the head are obliterated
;
the wings and back are marked

as the last (without the diagonal row of dots).

B 665. ASKOS, in the shape of a duck. Old No. 1009. Ht. 2y%in. Length 3| in. Hamilton

Coll. D'Hancarville, iv. pis. 34-35. Repaired. Design black (turned to brown) on red

ground. Shape as before.

The beak and eyes are in outline
;
on the wings are straight lines converging

to the tail, crossed by a diagonal line of dots.

B 666. ASKOS, in the shape of a duck. Length 4| in. Santa Maria di Capua, 1889.

There is no handle
;
the spout is on the top of the head, and the beak does

not lie on the breast but is thrust forward
;
the legs are indicated. The ground

is red
;
on the front of the head and the wings, white dots and lines, indicating

feathers, on black ground ;
the beak and eyes are purple, the tail black with

purple and white markings.
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B 667. ASKOS, in the shape of a duck, Ht. 2| in. Length 3| in. Nola, 1867. Blacas Coll.

Design black on a red ground.

The spout is in place of the head
;
the handle arched over the back

;
the

body rests on a flat base. On the wings are straight lines converging to

the tail, crossed by a diagonal line of dots. On the back, two palmettes

each side.

B 668. ALABASTRON. Ht. 5| in. Marion, Cyprus, 1887. /. H. S. viii. pi. 82, pp. 291, 318 ;

The Owl (Science Suppl.), Nikosia, i Sept. 1888, pi. i, p. 5 (Duemmler) ;
Class. Rev. i. p. 25 ;

Klein, Meistersig. p. 222
; Duemmler, Bonner Stud. p. 80. Design black and yellow with

black outlines on white ground. Shape as Fig. 6. Above and below the design, tongue-

pattern in black
;
on the bottom a rosette in red on black

;
on either side of the vase an ear in red.

Bacchic ceremony : On the 1. is a Maenad to r., with hair in a tuft at the

back, and a yellow plume (?), long yellow chiton and white himation over her

shoulders, holding out a phialt in 1. hand. Before her is a crane to r., painted

black, with yellow feathers on head and breast. On the r. is a Maenad rushing

towards the other, with spJiendoiie and cap over her hair, chiton and himation as

the other, sandals, and nebris tied at the neck, holding a laurel-branch in either

hand. Above is inscribed : 1 A5IAAE$ : EroiE5EN, ITao-mS?;? eTrolrjaev. On the

top of the vase: HOrA15KAV05, 6 Trat? Ka\6<;.

B 669. ALABASTRON. Old No. 695*. Ht. 5^ in. 1847. Much injured ; part broken away. PLATE

Design black on drab ground, with accessories of purple, white and buff. Above the design,

tongue-pattern and maeander ; crenelle-pattern interspersed with dots, drab on black. Below,

maeander, drab on black. On either side of the vase is an ear.

Frieze of four Maenads moving to r. in pairs ;
the right hand one of each

pair looks back. Each wears a long striped chiton with sleeves and purple spots

above, over which is a nebris knotted in front, painted over in buff
;
each holds

a large branch in r. hand. The hair of the two on the 1. is gathered up under a

band wound several times round the head, appearing in a tuft over the forehead,

and a top-knot at the back of the head (cf. last vase) ;
that of the others is

covered by a close cap, and falls over the neck, with a tuft in front.

B 670. ALABASTRON. Ht. 7 J in. Cameiros, 1867. Design black, partly painted, partly

outlined, on drab ground, with no incised lines or accessories ;
rather worn.

An ephebos to r. in long chiton (the folds outlined) and himation held out

on r. arm
;
his face is outlined, the himation painted black. Behind him is a

brazier with three legs ;
in front, a stork to r. pluming itself. In front of him,

looking back, is another ephebos in long chiton and himation, both outlined, his

face also in outline
;
in his 1. hand is di pyxis.

B 671. ALABASTRON. Ht. 5 in. Cameiros, 1864. Mouth broken
; design much worn away.

Design black on drab ground ; below, a band of dots.

An ankles to r., with fillet, and chlamys over shoulders, playing the double

flute. Before him is a male figure dancing to I., with chlamys over arms and
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staff in one hand with a double crook at the end
;
next to him is a beardless

male to 1., dancing, with chlamys on r. arm, skyphos held out in r. hand, and staff

in 1. (as the last). Above is a wreath suspended.

B 672. ALABASTRON. Ht. 4^ in. 1873. Design black on drab ground, with incised lines.

Hydrophoria : In the centre is a building with a Doric column in front and

architrave above
;
inside is a fountain in the form of a lion's head, from which

w^ater is pouring into a hydria placed on a base. Before it stands a female

figure to 1. in long chiton and himation, with hands extended. Behind her is a

male figure to 1., beardless, with chlamys over 1. arm, leaning on his staff
;
at his

feet is a dog, fawning upon him.

B 673, ALABASTRON. Ht. 6^ in. Cameiros, 1864. Froehner, Deux peinhires de Vases

Grecs, pi. ii.
;
Naukratis I. (C. Smith), p. 51 ; Arch. Zeit. 1872, p. 35 ;

A then. Mittheil. xiv.

(1889), P- 41 ; Corey, Amaz. Ant. Fig. p. 89. Much broken and worn away at back. Design

black, partly painted and partly outlined, on drab gi'ound. On either side of the vase,

ears. The technique resembles that of Naucratis, cf. the fragments B 1023, 10227, 10233,

1039, 10318.

An Amazon (?) to r. looking to 1., with long hair, short chiton and em-

broidered linen cuirass, beneath which are a sleeved jerkin and anaxyrides in

one piece, embroidered with rows of white dots. She has a quiver at her back

and double-headed battle-axe in r. hand
;
over her 1. arm is an embroidered

chlamys with zigzag border. On the r. is a small table
; beyond it, a palm-

tree, rudely drawn.

B 674. ALABASTRON. Ht. 6^- in. Tanagra (?), 1875. Naukratis I. (C. Smith), p. 51;

Corey, Amaz. Ant. Fig. p. 90. Design in black, somewhat faded, rudely painted in outline on

a drab ground.&'

An Ethiopian (perhaps Memnon) to r., looking to 1., with black face and

woolly hair
;

he is attired as an archer, in sleeved jerkin, linen cuirass, and

anaxyrides, all embroidered, in r. hand a double-headed axe, over 1. arm a

garment with maeander-border and fringe. On the 1. is a table, on the r. a

palm-tree, as in last vase.

[B 673 has many points of resemblance, though the figure on that vase is apparently
female. An almost identical vase is engraved by Froehner in his Deux peinturcs de Vases

Grecs, p. 16, belonging to the Musde de Compiegne. Cf. also A then. Mittheil. xiv. (1889),

p. 41 fi".]

B 675 ALABASTRON. Ht. 6| in. Cameiros, 1864. Design partly worn away, black on drab

ground, with purple accessories
; above, palmettes. On either side of the vase are ears.

A quadriga half-turned to 1., in which is a warrior with high-crested helmet

and shield with three pellets as device
;
he is pursuing another, who retreats to

1., looking back
;
he is fully armed, with chlamys over shoulders and shield with

device of bull's head. In the field, imitation inscriptions.
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B 676. ALABASTRON. Ht. 7^ in. Santa Maria di Capua, 1856. Temple Coll. 214. Design
black on drab ground, with incised lines. Above, chequer-pattern.

Gigantomachia (type A.) : A quadriga at full speed to r., the

charioteer bearded, with long chiton and Boeotian shield, holding goad and

reins
; by his side is Athene stepping forward on to the pole ;

she has a high-

crested helmet, aegis extended on 1. arm, and long chiton, and thrusts with her

spear. Beneath the horses is a giant (Enkelados ?) fallen back, looking to 1.,

fully armed, with voluted cuirass, shield and spear. The design is bounded by
a we^a (?).

B 677. PYXIS. Ht. 2^ in. Diam. 4^ in. Athens, 1813. Burgon Coll. Lower edge slightly

injured. On the top of the cover is a leaf-pattern in red on black ;
on the pyxis, intersecting

lines in black on red. Design round the side of the cover, black on white ground.

Chariot-race : Four quadrigae at full speed to r., the charioteers in long

chitons, with goads. In the field, imitation inscriptions.

B 678. PHIAL^. Diam. 8i in. Capua, 1873. Castellani Coll. Arc/i. Zeit. 1881, pi. 5, and

p. 34 ff. Fragments pieced together ; the omphalos restored. Design black shaded yellow, on

drab ground, with incised lines.

Round the omphalos, spirals interspersed with crosses
;
round the rim a

band of white chevrons with purple dots between, on black.

Two friezes, the inner one representing a hare-hunt : Four hounds running
at full speed to r. after a hare, which flees towards a net, behind which a hunter

(the \iv6'inri<i) crouches to 1.
;
he is nude and beardless, with drapery over

r. arm and a stick in 1. hand.

Outer frieze : Crow (?) and fox confronted (twice repeated) ;
similar bird

to r. with wings extended (the heads of this and the first bird are obliterated) ;

snake to r., scorpion to 1., and snake to 1. In the field, imitation inscriptions.

[Loeschcke (^Arch. Zeit. I. c.) attributes this vase to Nicosthenes.]

B 679. KYLIX. Old No. 676. Ht. 4/0 in. Diam. 13/0 in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 807.

Klein, Euphronios'^, p. 41, n. i. Designs : (i) interior and below outer design, black on red

ground, with purple and white accessories
; (2) exterior, black on white ground, with purple

accessories, finely executed. Shape as Fig. 18. Below the designs, a band of leaf-pattern

between two of dots. Round the stem, rays alternately black and in outline.

Interior, in the centre : Gorgoneion, with protruding tongue and teeth,

curls, and fringe round the chin. It is encircled by a broad black band with

undulating outer edge, representing the sea, on which four war-galleys are

sailing to 1. They are rigged with masts and large sails of which only the

lower parts are visible
; they have one bank of rowers, cancelli {KaTa(f)paKroi)

along the sides, high fore-decks and prows in the form of boars' heads
;
at the

stern, which terminates in a cheniskos or goose's head, are two pedalia, or

steering-oars.

[Cf. E 36, in style of Epictetos, with black-figured interior.]
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Exterior: (a) Symposion : Two male figures reclining. on a couch looking

to 1. The one on the 1. is bearded, wears an embroidered himation, and plays

the double flute
;
the other is beardless, with long hair, long chiton, and em-

broidered himation over his lower limbs, and holds out a kj'/ix. The legs of

the couch are inlaid with palmettes ;
the right-hand one has an Ionic cap. By

the side of the couch is a table on which are viands
;
beneath it is a dog to r.,

gnawing a bone. On the 1. is a citharist to r., bearded, with long hair, long

embroidered chiton, and striped himation, playing with ?i plectrum on the chelys ;

on the r. is a female figure to 1., with long tresses, fillet, long chiton and

striped himation, holding in r. hand an oinocho^, in 1. a phialL In the field,

branches.

{b) Similar design ;
the figure on the 1. has 1. arm extended and looks back

at the other, who has an embroidered chiton, and holds out an apple to the first.

The citharist is beardless, and is not playing on his lyre ;
the dog looks up.

On the r. is an auletes, bearded, with long purple chiton and embroidered

himation. Under each handle is a vine with bunches of grapes, the stems and

branches interlacing, and forming a kind of trellis.

B 680. KYLIX. Old No. 709. Ht. 3^ in. Diam. 8fL in. From Vulci. Durand Coll. 10.

Overbeck, Kunstmyth. (^Apollo), p. 43. Imperfectly tired. Designs black on white ground

(interior red), with incised lines, and accessories of whiteiand purple, the former faded. Shape
as Fig. 18.

Interior, in a medallion : Gorgoneion, with protruding tongue, curls, and a

fringe of hair round the chin.

Exterior : {a) In the centre is Apollo Citharoedos to r., beardless, with

long hair, fillet, long purple chiton, and himation, playing with a plectrum on

the chelys. Facing him is Artemis, with long hair, mitra, long purple chiton

and diploidion, quiver at back, bow in r. hand. Behind Apollo is Leto to r.,

with long hair, fillet, long purple chiton, and himation, holding out wreath in

1. hand. On either side, eyes, black with a purple and white ring. In the field,

branches.

{b) Similar design ; Apollo has a plain chiton and striped himation,
Artemis a striped chiton

;
Leto has no wreath in 1. hand.

Under each handle a Siren to r. regardant, with long hair.

B 681, MASTOS. Ht. 2>\ in- Diam. 4| in. 1882. Repaired and much restored. Designs
black on pale buff ground, with accessories of whiteiand purple. Shape as B 375-376.

{a) Apollo Citharoedos to r., beardless, with long hair, long chiton and

himation, both embroidered, holding lyre in 1. hand, and plectrum in r. attached

to the lyre by a strap,

{b) Hermes moving to r., looking back, bearded, with, petasos, short chiton,

embroidered chlamys, endromides, caduceus in r. hand, 1. extended.

Under the handles, pattern of lotos-flowers and tendrils
;
round the nipple,

ivy-wreath and tongue-pattern.
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B 682-700. ATHENIAN VASES WITH OPAQUE DESIGNS ON
BLACK GROUND (see p. 47)-

B 682. PHIALf: OMPHALOTOS. Diam, 7| in. Cameiros, 1864, Salzmann, Necropole de

Camiros, pi. ii.
;
Gaz. Arch. 1888, p. 284 (referred to under wrong numbers). Repaired and

restored. Design red, white, and buff, with incised hnes, on a black ground. The omphalos
is buff, with black and red bands

;
round

it, buff rays.

Two Sirens to r., with long hair painted bufif, red fillets, and wings addorsed,

each playing with 2,plectrum on the lyre. In front of each is a dove to r. regardant,

painted bufif. Between the Sirens are patterns of palmettes, one bufif between

two red on either side, joined by white tendrils. Round the rim, white hatched

lines. In the field, imitation inscriptions painted in white
;
on the omphalos is

incised A/.

B 683. PHIALi^. Diam. 4| in. Thymbra, 1877. Style as last. Design white on black ground,
with accessories of red ; much worn.

A Siren to r. with wings outspread, the markings of the plumage red
;
the

head is obliterated.

The rim is painted red, and pierced with holes for suspension.

B 684. PHIALfe. Diam. 4^ in. Thymbra, 1877. Presented by A. W. Franks, Esq., C.B.

Rhodian style. Design white on red ground, with accessories of black and red. The rim is

pierced with holes for suspension.

A swan to r. pluming itself, painted white, the markings of the plumage
black and red.

B 685. PHIALE OMPHALOTOS. Diam. 7i in. Thymbra, 1877. Gaz. Arch. 1888, p. 284.

Repaired ;
a piece broken away. Rhodian style. Design white and buff on a black ground ;

the omphalos purple, surrounded by buff rays.

Two birds flying to r., painted white, alternating with two lotos-flowers

with volutes, painted bufif

B 686. LEKYTHOS. Old No. 1691. Ht. 7^% in. Gaz. Arch. 1888, p. 196. Design opaque
red on a black ground, with incised lines

; much worn. Shape as Fig. 17.

A bearded male figure moving to r., with chlamys over shoulders and 1. arm

extended. At the back of the vase are two palmettes with tendrils.
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B 687. LEKYTHOS. Old No. 765. Ht. 5^% in. Vulci, 1837. Canino Coll. Miis. Etr.

p. 132, 1449 ;
De Witte, Descr. no. 151 ;

Ann. dclV Inst. 1831, p. 152, No. 395, 2, and No. 664 ;

Panofka, Bull. delP Insl. 1829, p. 141, and Gerhard, ibid. p. 144, 12; Heydemann, Ann.
dell' Inst. 1876, p. 352 ; Welcker, Altc Denkm. v. p. 235 ;

Butcher and Lang, Odyssey, p. 152 ;

J. H. S. iv. p. 259 ; Schneider, Ti'o. Sagenkr. p. 60, n. i
; Bolte, de Monuin. ad Odyss. pert.

p. 13 ; Gaz. Arch. 1888, pi. 28 B and p. 199 ; Harrison, Myths of the Odyssey, p. 14. Design

black, indicated by incised lines, on a black ground, with red and white accessories
; neck and

shoulder red with black and white rays.

Odysseus escaping from Polyphemos (type M.) : Odysseus is tied

under the belly of the ram to r., looking up ;
he is beardless, with short chiton

and sword held up in 1. hand. He is painted red throughout, the rani's horns

and breast white. In the field, imitation inscriptions.

B 688. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 71 in. Tarentum, 1887. Class. Rev. i. (1887), p. 250; Gaz. Arch.

1888, p. 204. Neck broken away. Design incised on a black ground, with white and pale red

accessories. On the shoulder, lotos-buds in black on a red ground.

A Maenad rushing to r., looking to 1., with necklace, long chiton, and
himation with red borders

;
the flesh is painted white, the hair (which is looped

up under a fillet) red
;
her hands are extended, in the 1. is a chelys, which is

painted red. In the field, imitation inscriptions.

[Cf. Furtwaengler, Samml, Sabonroff, pi. 54, i.]

B 689. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 4^^. in. Athens, 1865. Pourtal6s Coll. Gas. Arch. 1888, p. 209.

Foot broken. Design in opaque white on a black ground ;
shoulder as last vase.

Two nude youths, the one on the 1. advancing towards the other, with

hands extended
;
the other is fallen back on one knee, with upturned face and

hands extended.

B 690. LEKYTHOS. Ht. 6^ in. Athens, 18 14. Gaz. Arch. 1888, p. 203 ; Corey, Amaz. Ant.

Fig. p. 75. Design and style as B 687.

An Amazon riding to r., with helmet, short chiton, and two spears ;
the

nude parts and the spears are painted white, the hair, chiton, and plume of

helmet, red.

B 691. STAMNOS. Old No. 1688. Ht. lo^^ in. Gaz. Arch. 1888, p. 197. Repaired and
restored. Design opaque red on a black ground, with incised lines

; rather worn. Archaistic

style.

{a) An athlete to r., nude and bearded, holding out a diskos in both hands
;

facing him is a similar athlete holding two halteres in r. hand, 1. hand extended
;

the pupils of his eyes are indicated in black.

{b) An athlete to r. as on the obverse
; facing him, an auletes, bearded, in

a himation, playing the double flute.

On both sides, imitations of inscriptions.

[A similar vase, Berlin Cat. 4029.]
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B 692. OINOCHO^. Ht. 2^"^ in. 1842. Trefoil mouth, the front part chipped away.

Style as last.

A hound to r. painted red, in a red frame on a black ground.

B 693. KYATHOS. Old No. 663. Ht. 5| in. Diam. 41 in. Marquis of Northampton's Coll. Plate VII. 1.

Gas. Arch. 1888, p. 202. Repaired. Design white on a black ground, with accessories of black

and purple, and incised lines.

Dionysos seated to r. on an okladias (bearded, long chiton and himation,
both embroidered), holding in his hands two vine-branches laden with grapes,
one of which spreads in front of him, the other behind.

On either side of the handle is a lotos-bud. On the handle, a moulded

ivy-leaf and bud above.

B 694. OINOCHOE. Old No. 992. Ht. 4f in. Trefoil mouth. Design red on a black ground,
with incised lines

;
much faded. Round the neck egg-moulding ; below the handle a palmetto.

Eros flying to 1. holding out a taenia in both hands
;
on either side of him

a laurel-branch.

B 695. OlNOCHOil. Ht. 3I in. Cameiros, 1864. Trefoil mouth, broken. Design opaque
white on a black ground, the glaze very much worn.

A goat to r. regardant.

B 696. OINOCHOE. Old No. 942. Ht. Sf in. Temple Coll. Trefoil mouth. Design in a

red panel on a black ground, with borders of dots down the sides, nearly obliterated ; the glaze
worn below.

A female figure running to r., looking back, with hair knotted up ;
in r.

hand she holds a skyphos.

B 697. KYLIX. Ht. i| in. Diam. 4^. in. Cameiros, 1864. G^s-. ^r<r/!. 1888, p. 289. Design
'

in opaque white and red on a black ground. Shape as Fig. 18.

In a medallion, a male figure moving to r., looking back, with r. arm
extended and 1. hand on hip ;

he wears a short chiton.

On the foot is incised : >E.

B 698. KYLIX. Ht. if in. Diam, 4^ in. Cameiros, 1864. Gaz. Arch. 1888, p. 289. Design
in opaque red on a black ground ; rather worn.

In a medallion, a male figure moving to r., looking back, with a chlamys
over his shoulders.

B 699. SKYPHOS. Old No. 935. Ht. 2J-^ in. Diam. 3^ in. Designs red, with black mark-

ings, rudely painted on a black ground.

{a) An owl to r., with face turned to the front
;
on either side, a laurel-

branch.

(/;) The same design.
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B 700. AMPHORA. Old No. 1690. Ht. 8^111, Designs in opaque red on a black ground,
with incised lines, coarsely drawn and somewhat faded.

{a) A beardless male figure standing to I., in a himation, with staff in

r. hand.

{I?) The same design.
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INDEX.

Note.—The letter B has been omitted from before each mimber for the sake of brevity.

ACAMAS bringing back Aithra from Troy,

173, 243, 244, 245

ACHELOOS, combat with Heracles, 228, 313

Achilles, combat with Hector (conjectural),

57j 639 ; dragging corpse of Hector, 239 ;

combat with Memnon (conjectural), 214,

219, 240, 280, 302, 331, 339, 362, 379,

614, 639; brought to Cheiron, 'Jl, 620 ;

playing with pessi, 193, 211, 438, 466;

combat with Penthesilea, 209, 210, 322,

323 ;
in ambush for Polyxena, 324, 325,

542, 640 ; pursuing Troilo'=;, 307 ; slaying

Troilos, 326 ; corpse of, carried by Ajax,

172, 279 ;
shade of, passing over ships,

240 ;
chariot of, 239, 326, 543

Actors as birds, 509
Aegis worn by AphroditC;, 254
Aeneas at death of Troilos, 326 ; carrying

off Anchises from Troy, 173, 280

Agamemnon in council, 149 ;
at strife over

arms of Achilles, 327, 397
AlGOLlos stung by bees, 177

Aithra brought back from Troy, 173, 243,

244, 245

Ajax, son of Telamon, playing with pessi,

193, 211, 438, 466; carrying body of

Achilles, 172, 279 ;
strife of, with Odys-

seus for arms of Achilles, 327, 397

Ajax, son of Oileus, seizing Cassandra, 242,

379

Akontistes, or javelin-thrower, 48, 64, 134,

326

Alcmen^, at repast of Heracles, 301

Alexandros, 599i

Alkaia in Amazonomachia, 164, 217, 218,

219, 315,472, 534, 634, 635
Alkyoneus slain by Heracles, 314

Altar, of open woodwork, 80
;

of Zeus

Herkeios, 205, 241 ;
of Apollo at Delphi,

528 ;
of Apollo at Troy, 326 ;

of Athen^,

80
; see also 70, 349, 351, 355, 357, 35S,

473, 500, 539, 583

Amasis, potter, 471 ; imitation of signa-
ture (?), 209

Amazonomachia, with Heracles, 154, 164,

217, 218, 219, 315, 426, 463, 472,495,

496, 533, 534, 535, 600,3, 601,3, 634, 635 ;

with Achilles, 209, 210, 322, 323 ;
with

Greeks, 40, 1022,, 11 5 1, 249
Amazons on horseback, 158, 462, 566, 690;

on foot, 129,3, 358, 518, 519, 566, 673
Amentum (/xfo-ay/cvXoi') of spear, 37, 134,

380

Amisodaros, King of Lycia, 162

Amphitrite (?), 262

Amphitryon (?) with chariot of Heracles,
201

Anaxyrides, 60, io22fi, 164, 184, 207, 234,

252, 255, 267, 303, 304, 337, 426, 522,

568, 591, 634, 673, 674

Anchises, carried off from Troy, 173, 280

Andromache, wife of Hector, 205, 235,

241

Andromache in Amazonomachia, 154, 164,

217, 218, 219, 315, 472, 534, 634, 635
ANGUIPED giant, 62

Antaios, combat with Heracles, 196, 222,

322, 596
Antaios at hunt of Calydonian boar, 124

Antaios, name in real life, 75

Anthippos, 147

Anthylle kale, 333

Antilochos, with Agamemnon, 149 ; at

combat of Achilles and Memnon (con-

jectural), 214, 219, 240, 280, 302, 339,

614
Antinoe and Asteropeia, daughters of

Pelias, 221 ; see also 328

Antiochos, 75

Antiphatas, 37
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Aphrodite, at judgment of Paris, 171, 236-

239, 312 ;
at nuptials of Zeus and Hera,

197, 340 ;
with chariot of Athene, 203 ;

with other deities, 212, 254, 262
;
with

Aeneas and Anchises, 173, 280

AplustrE of ship, held by Nike, 608, 609

Apollo, with Cyrene, 6
; at birth of Athene,

147 ;
in arms of Leto, 168, 213 ; seizing

a stag, 169 ; contest wath Heracles for

tripod, 190, 195, 233, 316, 527, 528; at

nuptials of Zeus and Hera, 197, 298,

340 ; with chariot of Heracles, 199, 200,

201, 211, 230, 319, 321 ;
with chariot of

Athen^, 203 ; with bridal pair, 257 ;
with

other deities, 179, 195, 212, 238, 245,

255, 262, 345, 548, 680; as Citharoedos,

147, 179, 195, 197, 199-201, 203, 211,

212, 215, 230, 238, 245, 255-263, 282,

283, 298, 319, 321, 340, 345-347, 481,

544, 592, 680, 681

Aposcopeuon (attitude of Satyr), 378

Apotheosis of Heracles, 166 (Ais), 379, 424,

60O11

Apples from garden of Hesperides, 4

Archers, 60, 115, 173, 184, 207, 243, 246,

252, 255, 267, 268, 280, 291, 294, 303,

304, 316, 323, 336, 337, 343, 426, 521,

522, 568, 591, 6007

ArCHICLES, potter, 398, 418
Architecture : Temples : 49, 528 (Apollo

at Delphi) ; Fountains : 325, 329-338,

351, 506, 640, 672 ;
Doric columns :

131-134, 136, 137, 139 {/,!/), 140, 143,

145, 146, 190, 198, 260, 275, 539, 580,

583, 602-606, 609, 610, 612, 650 ;
Ionic

columns : 135, 138, 198, 354, 584, 607,

608, 611, 650 ;
see also 196, 358, 651

Ares, in Gigantomachia, 145, 251,617; at

birth of Athen^, 147 ;
at combat of

Heracles and Kyknos, 156, 158, 197,

202, 212, 329, 364; at apotheosis of

Heracles, 379 ;
with other deities, 191,

228, 254, 551, 600,9

Argos slain by Hermes, 164
Ariadne at contest of Theseus and Minotaur,

174, 246, 247, 596; with Dionysos, 41,

181, 198, 203, 204, 206, 208, 220, 212,

256-259, 267, 290, 327, 334, 345, 378,

437, 443, 476, 477, 5", 512, 514, 55 1,

552, 556, 598 (dis), 646 ;
in chariot, 179,

646
Aristogeiton with Harmodios, on shield of

Athene, 605

Arming of warriors, 165, 224, 243, 292, 521,

572, 657

Artemis, statue in temple (?), 49 ;
in arms

of Leto, 168, 213 ; at contest for tripod,

"95, 3 '6, 527 ;
at nuptials of Zeus and

Hera, 197, 298 ;
with chnriot of Athen^,

203 ; at seizing of Keryneian stag, 231 ;

at apotheosis of Heracles, 320, 379 ;
in

Gigantomachia, 338 ;
with Apollo, 212,

215, 245, 257, 260, 262, 345, 548, 680

Asteropeia, see Antinoe

ASTYANAX, 205, 235

Athene, birth of, 147, 218, 244, 424; in

Gigantomachia, 145, 208, 250, 251, 252,

338, 370, 432, 434, 483, 526, 599-2, 676 ;

in chariot, 203, 252, 258, 676 ;
in groups

of deities, 203, 228, 238, 345, 552 ;
at

Judgment of Paris, 171, 236, 237, 238,

239, 312 ;
at combat of Achilles and

Hector, 57 ;
with Perseus, 155, 248,281,

380 ;
at contests of Heracles :

—with

Hera, 57 ;
with Apollo for tripod, 195,

316, 527 ;
with Acheloos, 313 ;

with

Alkyoneus, 314; with Antaios, 196, 222,

322 ;
with Erymanthian boar, 161, 162,

447, 492; with Geryon, 155, 156, 157,

310, 426; with Cretan bull, 309, 441,

447 ; with Kyknos, 156, 158, 197, 202,

212, 329, 364, 365 ;
with Keryneian stag,

231 ;
with Nemean lion, 159, 160, 193,

217, 232, 234, 276, 301, 303, 305-308,

318, 319, 330, 348, 489, 490, 530, 600,5,

621 ;
with Heracles and Pholos, 464,

536 ; conducting Heracles to Olympos,

199-201, 211, 230, 317-321, 499; with

Heracles before Zeus, 166 {iis), 379,

424 ; with Heracles, 198, 228, 237, 301,

498 ; running, 439 ;
sacrifice to, at Pana-

thenaic games, 80
;
statue of, 242, 379,

541, 637, 638; Nikephoros, 611
; on

Panathenaic amphorae, 130-146, 602-

612
;
bust of, 359

Athenian games, 80

Athenian victims, 148, 174, 175, 205, 246,

247, 313, 642

Athletes, 48, 124, 131, 136, 137, 138, 140,

142, 147, 175, 182, 253, 271, 295, 32S,

341, 36 r, 387, 576, 577, 602-605, 607-

612, 691
Athletes victorious, see Victors

Auletes (flute-player), 3, 41, 64., 78, 79, 80,

io6„ 188, 299, 361, 509, 627,649,671,

679, 691

X
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AULETRIS, I03ii, 123, 377

Bacchic ceremony, 668

Ball-playing, 182

Banquets, see Symposion
Barbarian warriors, 629, 630, and see

Trojan warriors and Archers

Battle-scenes, 212, 213, 304, 317,321, 34°,

343, 364, 400
Bees stinging Laios and others, 177

Bellerophon, 105, 454, and see 329
Bells or bullae (?), 62, 63, 65

Bema, for musical contests, 141, 188

BiGA, 17, 80, 127, 130-132, 273, 485

BiREME, 60

Birth of Athenfe, 147, 218, 244, 424
Blinding of Polyphemos, 154

Boar-hunt, 37, 147, 304

Boat, 1293

Boreades, 4, 104

Boreas, 104

Boxers, 64, 124, 140, 191, 271, 295, 341,

607, 612

Brabeus, 48, 64, 73, 124, 136, 140, 141, 182,

271, 295, 300, 577, 604, 610

Briseis (?), 172

Britomartis (?), 309
Bull sacrificed, 79, 80

Bust of Athenfe, 359 ;
of female, 401, 402,

4021 ;
in relief, 324, 597, 59S, 620

Cadmos at fountain of Ares, 351, 505, 506
Caestus, 64, 140, 295, 607, 612

Calais, son of Boreas (?), 104

Calathos, head-dress of Sphinx, iS, 72,

1023

Callippe kale, 330

Callirrhoe, fountain of, 331
Calydonian boar, 124

Caminos, or furnace, 507
Cancelli of ships, 60, 436, 679
Canephoros, 174, 648
Cap of Darkness {kvvt] Al'Sou), 154, 248, 281,

380

Carceres, 64
Carystios (?) kalos, 195

Cassandra, 242, 379

Castor, see Dioscuri

Cataphracti, see Cancelli

Cattle of Geryon, 442

Cave, 154, 314, 502, 503, 529
Centaurs : Cheiron, 'j'j, 620 ; Pholos, 226,

464, 536 : Nessos, 30, 227, 278, 537,

538 ; Petraios, 623 ;
in combat with

Heracles, 30, 51, 227, 278, 537, 538;
in combat with Lapiths, 50, 176, 504,

622, 623 ;
see also 25, 60, 63, 214, 408,

and 6oOg4

Chariades, 199

Charinos, potter, 631
Chariot-race 130-132, 374, 581, 582,

606, 653, 654, 677

Charon, name in real life, 40

Cheiron, see Centaurs

Cheniskos, or goose's head, 79, 679

Chimaera, 105, 162, 417
Chiton heteromaschalos, 42, 147

Chlaina, enveloping two female figures, 53,

163, 409

Choronike, 331

Chrysaor, 380

Circe, 503

Citharist, 139, 450, 460, 545, 547, 563,

585, 647, 679

Cleitagoras, 309

Cleo, 329
Cocks fighting, 29, 31 ; on columns, 80?,

131-137, 139, 140, 143, MS, 146, 190

[bis), 198 ibis), 602, 605, 606

Comic chorus, 80

Conclamaiio of mourners over corpse, 63
Consecration of statue, 628

Crane, 77, 214, 668

Crater with oinochoe, at sacrifice, 3

Creon (?), 539
Cretan bull, see Heracles

Cretan goat, 42, 54, 56, 76
Creusa (?), 173, 280

CklTIAS, 323
Cronon (?), 309

Crotala, 64, 179, 206, 230, 241, 265, 277,

278, 279, 300, 346, 377, 440, 443, 444,

475, 565, 614, 625

Crowning of warrior, 51 ;
of athlete, i, 138

Cuirass of linen, 59, 60, 61, 209, 379, 541,

617, 673, 674
Cybele (?), 49

Cyrene, 4, 6

Dance of figures, 36, 44, 82, 10234, 1032, 296,

299, 363, 558

Deer-hunt, 147, 301, 319

Deianeira, 30, 227, 278, 313
Delphic omphalos, 641 ; temple, 528 ;

tripod, 190, 195, 233, 316, 527, 528
Demeter 425
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Demophon, 173, 243, 244, 245
Departure of warriors, 26, 151, 161, 171,

176, 178, 183-185, 212, 214, 222, 235,

246, 247, 252, 255, 267, 274, 285, 292,

305, 306, 314, 316, 320, 323, 330, 336,

337, 343, 344, 360, 399, 569, 60022

Design abandoned, 1025, 158

Deuteros(?), 199
Devices on shields : Anchor, 156, 184, 285,

294, 337 ; bent leg, 183, 207, 252, 291,

292, 294, 302, 314, 316, 323, 333, 337,

343, 360, 521, 522, 570, 657 ;
bird flying,

166, 325 ; boar, 59, Ii5i, 191, 251, 400 ;

bull's head, 47, 136, 176, 189, 199, 212,

245, 248-250, 276, 307, 319, 320, 323,

361, 424, 426, 443, 463, 484, 519,521,

534, 60017, 617, 657, f75 ; cantharos,

267 ; Centaur, 191 ; chariot, part of, 146,

219,426, 571 ; crab, 639 ; crescents, 173,

235, 263, 293, 360, 362, 366, 380, 426,

533 ; cuttle-fish, 161, 526; dog, hind-part

of, 571; dolphins, 130, 143, 199, 237, 268,

280, 291, 304, 305, 330, 336, 338, 343, 361,

571, 6oOjg ; eagle, 76, 155, 194, 310,

379, 445 ; goat, forepart of, 76 ;
Gor-

goneion, 39, 379, 380, 426, 551 ;
Har-

niodios and Aristogeiton, 605 ; helmet,

571 ; horse, hind-part of, 138, 220; ivy-

wreath, 158, 159, 202, 208, 209, 221,

322, 323, 325, 326, 340, 365, 426, 430,

470, 504, 541 ; keras, 380 ; leaf (plane
or poplar?), 143, 154, 156, 291, 336, 380,

452, 530; letters of the alphabet, 574,

608; lion, 140, 154, 184, 207, 326, 329,

382, 484, 6oi^g ; okladias, 246 ; owl, 345,

552 ; palmette and lotos, 329, 600^5 ;

panthers, 243, 324; Pegasos, 131, 132 ;

pellets, passim ; polypus, 60I3- ; ram's

head, 382; rings, 186, 292, 316, 366,

482, 518, 523, 573 ; rosette or star, 141,

144, 157, 162, 166, 169, 197, 331, 365,

379, 381, 442, 603, 604, 606, 608, 612
;

Satyric mask, 61, 158, 178, 193, 217, 306,

364 ; Satyr's head, 382 ; scorpion, 200,

212
; ship, part of, 316, 343 ; snake, 24,

133, 137, 143, 151, 183, 202, 242, 243,

279, 292, 303, 310, 343, 529, 542, 572,

608, 6x8, 634 ;
snake in relief, 152, 231,

364, 426; swan, 165 ; thunderbolt, 156,

280, 426, 496, 60035, 656 ; trident, 399 ;

tripod, 24, 145, 151, 156, 164, 169, 170,

189, 196, 197, 199, 204, 208, 211, 2X2,

214, 217, 219, 224, 239, 240, 250, 25X,

25s, 274, 31 q, 322, 323, 330, 340, 360,

365, 390, 4^6, 472, 496, 519, 534, 541,

571, 5992, 600^3,6x7, 657 ; triquetra, 135,

142, 158, X83, X98, 323,426; wheel, X34

Dikaearkes, 199
Diomedes in ambush, 618 (?)

DiONYSlAC scenes, 148, 163, 177, 178, 179,

181, 204, 2c6, 208, 227, 232, 267, 300,

302, 327, 377, 427, 467, 512, 513, 553,

555,625

DiONYSOS, in Gigantomachia, 253 ;
with

chariot of Heracles, 200, 201, 211, 230,

318, 319, 320, 321 ;
with chariot of

Athen^, 203 ;
received by Icarios, 149,

X53 ;
with Oinopion, 210

;
at nuptials of

Zeus and Hera, 197, 298 ;
at return of

Hephaestos, 42, 264, 265 ;
in ship-car,

79 ;
with other deities, x68, X95, 2x3,

255, 256, 259, 267, 302, 334, 345, 347,

446, 459, 514, 545, 547, 55C-552, 55+,

600^9 ; with Ariadn^, 41, x8i, 198-, 203,

204, 206, 208, 220, 256-259, 267, 290,

327, 334, 315, 378, 437, 443, 476, 477,

511, 512, 514, 551, 532, 556, 598, 646;

reclining or at symposion, 41, 289, 302,

373, 446, 476, 556, 598 ; with Satyrs and

Maenads, 148, X78, 179, 202, 220, 223,

225, 227, 241, 242, 250, 268, 269, 276,

279, 282, 285, 287, 300, 327, 334, 352,

363, 426, 427, 440, 459, 460, 467, 511-

514, 546, 554, 555, 557, 613, 614; re-

clining on ram, 288
;
between vine-poles,

180; at hydrophoria, 332; head of,

60I19; see also 342, 371, 561, 589, 599,,

624, 693

Dios, name of horse (?), 199

Dioscuri, 124, 170, 275, 575, 633

DiOTA, 297, 373

DiSKOS, 48, 64, 134, 136, 142, 27 X, 326, 361,

576, 602, 691
Dithyrambic victory, 79, 80

Diving (?), 508
Drawers worn by charioteer, 131, X32

Dysneiketos, 144

Ears of corn, 261, 425, 603, 654, 607, 60S

Egyptian combat, ic6
; dress, 1153; hawk,-

106.3

Eidolon, or shade, 240, 543, 639

EiLEiTHYiA, 147, 218, 244
Endromides worn by Hermes, passim;

by Perseus, x6, 63, 248, 28x, 380, 471 ;

by Gorgons, 248, 281, 385, 471 ; by
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Hephaestos, 302, 424 ; by Apollo, 190 ;

by Ares, 379 ; by winged figures, 1063,

212, 218, 344, 364, 445 ; by Theseus,

596; by Paris, 312; by other figures,

149, 339, 340, 360, 6oo,s, 647

Enkelados, 145, 208, 250, 251, 252, 338,

370, 432, 434, 483, 526, 5992, 676
Eos (conjectural), 214, 302, 362, 567

Epeios, 149

Eperate, proper name, 331
Ephedros in pentathlon, 603, 604, 607, 610,

612

Ephialtes, 208

Erastes scene, 262

Eresilla kale, 330

Eris, 334, 344, 345, 364, 387, 397, 469, 5^9

Eris, name in real life, 333

Eros, 694
Erymanthian boar, see Heracles

Erytheia, 156, 426

Eskammena, 48, 361

Ethiopian, 209, 674

EUCHEIROS, potter, 417, 60I7

EUDOROS, 37

EUENE, 331

EUPHILEIOS kalos, 134, 316
EUROPA on the bull, 284, 486

EURYALE, 248, 380

EURYSTHEUS, 161, 162, 213

EURYTION, 156, 157, 194, 220, 221, 442

EURYTOS, in Gigantomachia, 253

EURYTOS, father of lole, 165

EUTHYCRITOS, archon, B.C. 328, 611

ExEKlAS, artist, 170 (?), 209, 210, 211 X?)

Eye without pupil, 156, 157, 226, 310, 314,

502
Eyes painted in design, 154, 215, 216, 264,

266, 275, 290, 318, 342, 376, 426-435,

452, 453, 463-465, 468-470, 559, 561,

564, 5994, 680; incised, 54, 55, 610

Fachys (?), 75

Foot-race, 137, 609, 611

Forge of Hephaestos, 507

Fountain, 229, 324, 325, 329-338, 351, 355,

505, 506, 542, 640, 672
Funeral scene, 63 ; games, 124

Ge, 196, 322

Geryon, winged and triple only above waist,

155 ;
with the three bodies joined at the

hips, 156, 157, 194, 220, 221, 310, 426,

442

Giant winged, 7^, 62

Gigantomachia, 62, 145, 208,250-253,338,

370, 432, 434, 483, 484, 526, 5992, 617,

676

Glaucos, 76

Glaukytes, potter, 400 ; (conjectural) 401,

402, 402i

GORGONEION, 5, 8, 39, 58, I028, io3i3, 379,

380, 426-428, 430, 431, 433, 434, 4:6,

587, 594, 6008, 6005, 6oo.,2, 60I25, 60I42,

607-611, 679, 680

GORGONS, Io6g, 248, 281, 380, 385, 471

Gryphov, 8, 27, 54, 57, 72, 149
Guinea-fowl (r), 58

Gymnopaidia, 456

Hades, scene in, 261
;
see also Pluto

Halteres, 48, 134, 576, 691

Hare-hunt, 30, 386, 579, 67S

Harmodios, 605
Harnessing of horses, 303-305
Harpe of Perseus, 248

Harpies, 4

Harpolycos, 208

Hebe, 200, 201, 230, 317, 379
Hector, 57, 76, 235, 239, 326

Hecuba, 70, 205, 241

Helena, 125,3

Helmet with projection in front, 1151, ii6g

Hephaestos, at birth of Athsnfe, 147, 218,

244, 424 , returning to Olympos, 42,

264, 265 ; at feast of Dionysos, 302

Hera, in Gigantomachia, 208, 338 ; nuptials
with Zeus, 197, 298, 340 ;

at birth of

Athene, 147 ; at Judgment of Paris, 171,

236-238, 312; contest with Heracles,

57 ;
at slaying of Argos, 164 ; at apothe-

osis of Heracles, 379
Heracles slaying Nemean lion, 129-, 159,

160, 193, 199, 216, 217, 232, 233, 234,

276, 301, 303, 305-308, 318, 319, 330,

348, 434, 443, 489, 490, 491, 530, 60015,

621 ; with Erymanthian boar, 161, 162,

213, 447, 462, 492; with Cretan bull,

277, 309, 441, 447, 474, 487, 488, 531,

532, 60O5, 636 ; shooting Stymphalian

birds, 163 ; seizing Keryneian stag, 231 ;

slaying Geryon, 155-157, 194, 220, 221,

310, 426,442 ; slaying Kyknos, 156, 158,

197, 202, 212, 329, 364, 365, 529; com-

bat with Amazons, 154, 164, 217-219,

315, 426, 463, 472, 495, 496, 533-535,

6co„, 601,3,634,635 ; received by Pholos,
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226, 464, 536 ;
combat with Centaurs,

30, 51, 227, 278, 537, 538 ;
contest with

Acheloos, 228, 313; contest with Triton,

201, 223, 224,311,312, 493,494 ;
contest

with Nereus, 225 ;
contest with Antaios,

196, 222, 322, 596 ;
contest with Apollo

for tripod, 190, 195, 233, 316, 527, 528 ;

contest with Hera, 57 ; shiying Alkyo-

neus, 314; contest with Chimaera (?),

162 ; in Gigantomachia, 208
; at birth

ofAthen^, 147 ; carrying off Kerkopes (?),

80
; seizing lole, 165 ; conducted to

Olympos, 199, 200, 201, 211, 230, 317-

321, 499 ;
in presence of Zeus, 166 {bis),

379, 424 ; reposing or feasting, 167, 301,

446, 497 ; bathing, 229 ; playing lyre,

228 ; sacrificing, 473 j with Athene, 198,

228, 237, 345, 498 ; see also 56, 66, 60133

Herald, 144., 149, 360
Hermes killing Argos, 164 ;

at birth of

Athene, 244 ;
with infant Dionysos, 424 ;

in Gigantomachia, 483 ; Psychopompos,
261, 425 ; weighing souls of heroes, 639 ;

at judgment of Paris, 171, 236-239, 312 ;

with Perseus, 248, 380, 471
•

at contests

of Heracles :
—with Nemean lion, 199,

305-307, 330; with Cretan bull, 309,

531 ; with Geryon, 310; with Kyknos,
364; with Antaios, 196, 222, 322; with

Apollo, 316; with Acheloos, 228, 313;
with Heracles and Pholos, 226

; at apo-
theosis of Heracles, 166, 199, 201, 211,

230, 318, 319, 321, 379, 499 ; ^vith Hera-
cles feasting, 167, 301, 446 ; with Hera-
cles bathing, 229 ; with chariot of

Athene, 203, 545, 547 ; at nuptials of

Zeus and Hera, 197, 340 ; with Zeus,

144, 157 ;
with Dionysos, 168, 195, 255,

257, 259, 267, 302, 327, 332, 334, 347,

437, 459, 514, 550, 554; with other

deities, 168, 179, 191, 215, 230, 245,254,
262, 263, 345, 544, 681

; reclining, with

goat, 549 ; with Athene on Panathenaic

vase, 144 ; sacrifice to term of, 362, 627 ;

see also 16, 32, 100, 601^
Hermogenes, potter, 412, 413
Heroes playing with pessi, 193, 21 r, 438

ibis), 466, 501 ; casting lots before statue
of Athen^, 541, 637, 638

Hestia, 345

HiPPALECTRYON, 433

HiPPOCAMP, 68

Hippocrates kal(7s, 331

HiPPOCRiTOS kalos, 400

HiPPOLYTE, queen of the Amazons, 533-

HiPPOSTHENES, 48

HOLKAS, see Merchant-vessel

HOPLITES' foot-race, 64, 143, 185, 608
; see

also 628

HOPLON, a Lapith, 623

HORSE-RACE, 133, 144, 341, 461
HORSES' hoofs, Satyrs with, in, 113, 114

115,, I25s, 126

Human heads, warriors carrying, 658
Hunter, 52, 69, 421
Hydria of Cadmos, 505, 506 ;

of Polyxena,

153, 307, 324, 325, 542 ; shaped like

red-figured calpis, 329, 330

Hydrophoria, 329-338, 672
Hyllos (?), 230

Hypereios, 208

Hypocrateridion, or stand for crater, 3

Iacchos, 427 ; see also 174

ICARIOS, 149, 153

Iliupersis, see Aithra, Aeneas, Cassandra,
and Priam

lo as heifer, 164

lOLAOS, 154, 159, 160, 161, 162, 167, 193, 199,

216, 217, 232-234, 237, 301, 303, 305-
309, 313, 319, 322, 329, 330, 364, 365,

441, 495, 496, 497, 530, 596, 621

Iole, 165

lOPE, 329

Iphinoe, 322

Iris, 218, 425, 431

Jason, 328

Judgment of Paris, 171, 236-239, 312

Kalaurops, 130

Kamakes, see Vine-poles

Kebriones, 76
Keleos and Kerberos stung by bees, 177

Ke'/joTo, spiral coils of hair, 209, 211

Kerkopes (?), 80

Keryneian stag, 231

KiBisis, 155, 248,281,379,380,471
Kittos, potter, 604

Kladephoros, 648
Komos or revel, 562, 643

Kyane, 331

Kyknos, 156, 158, 197, 202, 212, 329, 364,

365, 529

KvfijBaxos, see Helmet

Kvprj AtSou, see Cap of Darkness
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Lagobolon, 386
Laios stung by bees, 177

Laiseion, 626

Landing of Greeks at Troy (?), 60, 508

Lapiths, 50, 176, 504, 622, 623
Leagros kalos, 325
Lebes with snakes in relief, 57 ; carried by

Aphrodite, 197 ; of Medea, 221, 328 ; as

prize in chariot-race, 653 ;
see also 41,

io6„ 362, 444
Leda (?), 275

Leto, 168, 213, 262, 680

Leucon, 199
Libyan mountains, 248

A'lKvop, see Vannus

AivoTiTris, 678

LOUTER, 354

Lycopis, 601 13

Lygos, 271

Maenads, 64, 73, 74, 10310?, iii, 113, 114,

1256, 126, 148, 163, 177, 179, 202, 203,

204, 206, 208, 220, 223, 227, 229, 241,

250, 265, 269, 270, 276-279, 282, 285-

287, 296-298, 300, 302, 327, 346, 347,

352, 353, 363, 378, 426, 427, 430, 435,

440, 444, 475, 478, 479, SH, 51 5, 5i7,

553-555, 6006, 600,5, 6005,5, 60 1 29, 614,

625, 638, 644, 645, 668, 669, 688

Marathonian bull, 350
Marriage procession, see Processions

Medea, 221, 328
MeDON, 75

Medusa, 1069, 281, 380, 471

MEMNON,combat\vith Achilles (conjectural),

214, 219, 240, 280, 302, 331, 339, 362,

379, 614, 639 ; 209, 674

Menelaos, 125,3

MERCHANT-vessel, 436

Meta, or goal. 300, 374, 581, 606, 676?

Metamorphoses, of Dionysos (?), 253

Mimas, 617

Minotaur, 148, 174, 175, 205, 246, 247, 308,

313, 403, 593, 596, 600,,, 642

MiTRA, 147, 215, 221, 245, 260,262,268,316,
680

;
see also Calathos

Mnesilla kale, 330, 333
Moulded designs, 324, 424, 597, 598, 620
MuKES of sheath, 323, 657
Mule of Dionysos, 42, 225, 264, 265, 270,

378, 426, 427, 437, 450, 460, 513, 557
Musical contest, 141, 188

Myia kail', 633

Mys kalos, 507

Naiades, 155

Naval fight, 60

Negro, 10233, 209, 674

Nemea, the nymph, 319
Nemean lion, see Heracles

Neoptolemos, 70, 205, 241

Nereid, 224, 225, 298, 311, 312, 493, 500,

540, 619

Nereus, 201, 223, 224, 225, 311, 312, 428,

551, 60023, 6002^

Nessos, see Centaurs

NICOCRATES, archon, B.C. 333, 609

Nicosthenes, potter, 295-297, 364, 368,

60O53; (conjectural) 601,.,, 60I3-, 678

Nike, i (?), 356, 357,445, 607, 608, 610, 611,

652

NiKETES, archon, B.C. 332, 610

Nisyros, rock held by Poseidon, 484, 526
Nude female figure on horseback, 1 161.4;

in chariot, 10232, 125^

Nuptial car, 485 ; torches, 197, 298
Nuptials of Zeus and Hca, 197, 298, 340 (.?)

Nymphs, 155, 230, 259, 261, 268, 310, 319,

355 (head of)

Ochanon of shield, 607, 609, 61 r

Odysseus, 70, 154, 327, 397, 407, 502, 618,

687 ; ship of, passing the Sirens, 103, g

Oedipus and the Sphinx, 122, 539
Oinanthe

(i*), 141

Oineus, father of Deianeira, 278, 313

OiNOPloN, 210

OLiVE-gathering, 226

Omphalos at Delphi, 641 ;
of shield, 218,

231, 279, 339, 426, 634, 640
Onetor kalos, 170

Onetorides kalos, 210

Orestes at Delphi Q), 641

Orthros, dog of Eurytion, 194, 426, 442

Paidotribes, 48, 175, 185, 188, 191, 271,

326, 341, 576, 602, 603, 604, 605

Palaemon, 166

Palaestra, scene from, 253 ; see also

Athletes

Palamedes
(.?), 193, 438, 501

Pamphaios, potter, 300
Panathenaic games, 80, 130-144, 146, 602-

612

Pancration, 604, 610

Panthippos, 37
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Parablemata, or cushions for defence of

ships, 60

Parameridia, or armour for the thighs, 48,

172, 176, 183, 193, 207, 208, 245, 310,

325, 380, 426, 623, 657

Ilapda-eipos, 303-305

Paris, 171, 236, 312
Parochos in marriage-procession, 174, 485

Pasiades, potter, 668

PATROCLOS, 240, 60I14; tomb of, 239, 543

Pedalia, or steering-oars, 60, 436, 679

Pegasos, 45, 62, 63, 65, 71, 6oi3e ; with

Bellerophon, 105, 454 ;
as device on

shield, 131, 132 ; allusion to, 329

Peirene, fountain of, 329
Pelagon (?), name of Greek warrior, 601 jg

Peleus, bringing Achilles to Cheiron, 77,

620; wrestling with Thetis, 215, 298,

349, 449, 465, 500, 540, 6i9j

Pelias, with Medea, 221, 328

Pelops, 2

PeltA, 209, 315, 470, 626

Pentathlon, 48, 134, 326

Penthesilea, 209, 210, 322, 323

Persephone, 261, 310, 425

Perseus, 16, 63, 155, 248, 281, 380, 471

Pessi, 193, 211, 438, 466, 501

Petraios, see Centaurs

Philonoe, 170

Phobos as charioteer of Ares, 364, 365

Pholos, see Centaurs and Heracles

Phorbeia, or mouth-piece, 41, 79> 377, 59°,

591

Phrygl^N cap, 184, 246, 323, 591, 629, 630

Phrynos, artist, 424

Pigmy, 77, 214

PlIHOS, of Eurystheus, 161, 162, 213; of

Pholos, 226, 464, 536 ;
also 377, 598

Pluto, with Persephone, 261, 310, 425 ;

with Zeus and Poseidon, 425

POLITES, 205

Polybotes, 484, 526

POLYDAS, 37

Polydeukes, see Dioscuri

POLYDOROS, at Sacrifice of Polyxena, 70

POLYDOROS, 37, 75

POLYPHAS, 37

POLYPHEMOS, 154, 502

POLYXENA, 70, 153, 307, 324, 325, 542, 640

POLYZELOS, archon, B.C. 367, 603

PORPAX of shield, 609, 611

PORPHYRION {?), 250

Poseidon, in Gigantomachia," 484, 526; at

combat of Heracles and Hera, 57 ;
at

birth of Athen^, 147 ;
at apotheosis of

Heracles Q), 166
;
at contest of Heracles

and Antaios, 196 ;
at nuptials of Zeus

and Hera, 197 ;
with other deities, 191,

212, 228, 254, 262, 425
Potter at work, 432

Priam, 153, 6oOgo ;
death of, 205, 241

Priapos, potter, 395
Priest consecrating statue, 628

Priestess of Athene, 80

Processions, of deities, 167, 212, 230 ;

marriage, 160, 174, 197, 257, 298, 339,

340, 381, 485, 647 ; sacrificial, 79, 80,

648 ;
of warriors, 291, 380, 426 ; Pan-

athenaic, 80

Proegetes at marriage, 174, 339, 340, 647
Protesilaos (?) playing with pessi, 193, 438,

501 ; landing at Troy {?), 60, 508

Proteus, 201

Psoieas, artist, 600^0

Purse of Hermes, 319
Pylades at Delphi {?), 641

Pyles ^a/os, 199
Pythocles ka/os, 254

Pythodelos, archon, B.C. 336, 607, 608

Quadriga, of Achilles, 239, 326, 543 ;
of

Ariadnfe, 179, 646 ;
see also Zeus, Athene,

and Heracles

Quails, 57, 64

Rape of Persephon^, 310
Return of Persephone, 261, 425

Rhesos, 234, 235

Rhipis, 425, 633

Rhodon, 330, 333, 339

Rhodopis, 329

Rhosias, horse's name, 199

Rocks, 229, 240, 324, 354, 355, 484,510,516,

525, 526, 542, 549, 556

Roof-tile, 96, 97, 597, 598

Sacrifice, to Athene, 80
;
to Hermes, 362,

627 ;
of bull, 79, 80, 585 ;

of Polyxena,

70 ;
Heracles sacrificing {?), 473 ;

see

also 3, 648

Saddle-cloths, 1161, 1162

Satyric Mask, 266 ;
see also Devices on

Shields

Satyrs, 64, 71, 73, 79, lo^gg, 1031^, in, 113,

114, 115,, 1 1 58, i25e, 126, 148, 149, 163,

168, 177-179, 181, 203, 204, 206, 208,
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213, 220, 225, 227, 232, 242, 264-267,

269, 270, 284, 286, 287, 290, 296, 297,

300, 302, 352, 353, 363, 373, 376, 378,

381, 426, 427, 430, 435, 437, 443, 446-

448, 458-460, 464, 467, 468, 478, 512,

513, 516, 546, 552, 553, 555, 557-559,

6006, 60013, 60O55, 60066, 60I29, 614, 625,

626, 638, 643, 645
Sceptre terminating in flower, 166, 237,

238, 246, 424 (?)

Sea-lion, 68

Seileni, 42, 167, 288, 517, 560

Ships, 60, 240, 436, 508, 679 ; of Odysseus,

I03i9 ; ship-car of Dionysos, 79 ; prows
of ships, 610, and see Devices on

Shields

SiCHLOS, 48

SiGEUM, Cape (?), 240

SiLPHIUM, 4
SiME kale, 336

SiMOS, 309

SiMPULUM, or ladle, 536

SiMYLIS, 331

Singing, 167, 192, 562
Siren and ship of Odysseus, 10319 ; see also

II, 13, 14, 16, 22, 25, 34, 35, 42, 44, 46-

48, 56, 75, 100, I02i3, 102,,, I0227, 10231,

10237, io3i8, I0323, 10320, 10612, III, 112,

114, 1 154, Ii5i2, 121, 126, 130, 147, 197,

215, 292, 296, 311, 333, 339, 342, 367,

379, 389, 392, 420, 422, 429, 457, 6002,

60O3, 60O10, 60O10, 60I2G, 680, 682, 683 ;

Siren on tomb, 651 ; playing flute, 510;
bearded male Siren, 215

SiSYPHOS in Hades, 261

Skiron (?), 80

Snakes, handle moulded in form of, 39, 620,

632 ; drawing car of Triptolemos, 603,

604, 607, 608 ; figures of, on lebes, 57 ;

forming tail of giant, 62 ;
snake of

Athenfe, 80
;
of Typhon or Boreas, 104 ;

at tomb of Patroclos, 239 ; painted on

pediment, 330 ;
in eagle's mouth, 17, 147,

617

SONDROS, potter, 60 1 g

Sphinx, with Oedipus, 122, 539; on tomb,

650 ;
see also 4, 8, 14, 18, 32, 47, 48, 54,

55, 57, 58, 72, 75, 90-93, 98, loi, 1023,

I028, io2io, 10222, io3io, io6s, 10612, 107,

113, i25i, 1253, 1292, 152, 166,260,297,

369, 379, 387, 390, 399, 467, 468, 539,

613,615,650

Sponge, 64

Staff with cross-piece for erecting trophy,
608

Statue, of Athene as Promachos, 80
;
as

Nikephoros, 611; also 607, 609; Pal-

ladion at Troy, 242, 379, 541, 637, 638 ;

of Artemis or Cybele, 49; terminal

figure of Hermes, 362, 627 ; of victorious

athlete, 628
; copy of group of Har-

modios and Aristogeiton, 605

Steersman, 60, 436
Stele as goal, 606

Stheno, 248, 380
Stroibos kalos, 401, 402i
Stymphalian birds, 163
Sybene or flute-case, 41, 264, 625

Symposion, 41, 46, 301, 302, 382, 446, 476,

497, 556, 598, 615, 616, 679

Talaria of Perseus, 63, 155, 281

Talthybios, 149
Teiresias (?), 539
Telamon in Amazonomachia, 154, 164, 495,

496, 601 13, 634
Telecles (?), 309

Temple, 49 ; at Delphi, 528

Tettix, 104

Theoxenia, 633

Theseus, and Minotaur, 148, 174, 175, 205,

246, 247, 313, 403, 593, 596, 6oo„, 642 ;

and Marathonian bull, 350 ;
and Ski-

ron (?), 80

Thetis, contest with Peleus, 215, 298, 349,

449, 465, 500, 540, 619 ;
at contest of

Achilles and Memnon (?), 214, 302, 362,

567 ;
with body of Achilles, 172 (?), 279

Thymele (?), 78

Thymiaterion, or censer, 648

Tleson, potter, 410, 411, 420, 421
Tomb of Patroclos, 239, 543
Tortoise (?), 80

Tragic chorus, 80

Trident, of peculiar form, 57 ; borne by
Nereus, 428 ; by Palaemon (?), 166

Tripods, as prizes, 124; see also Delphic

tripod and Devices on shields

Triptolemos, 603, 604, 607, 608

Triton, 201, 223, 224, 311, 312, 493, 494

Troilos, departure of, 151, 153, 181, 522,

656 ;
with Polyxena, 324, 325, 640 ;

flight and death, 307, 326

Trojan women, 70 ; warriors, 173, 280

436 ;
and see Archers

Trumpet, 590, 591, 648
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TUMI3LER, -J},

TUTULUS, 64, 74

Tympanon (?), 78

Tyndareus, 170

Typhon, 62, 104 (?)

Vannus, see 174
Victors in athletic and other contests, i,

138, 144, 461, 628

Vine-Poles, 180

Wheel with eight spokes, 127 ; of archaic

type, 17, 80, 130, 131, 485 ; potter's,

432 ;
as device on shield, 134

Wind-god, 104, 212, 431, 445
Winged female figure, i, 1063, 1252, 431,

445 ; see also Eris, Gorgons, Iris, and

Nik6

Wolf-hunt, 7^

Wrestlers, 48, 73, 124, 191, 295,603 ;
form

of wrestling known as t6 eXKnu, 322

Xenocles, artist, 425
Xenodoke ^a/e, 631

Zephvros (?), 212, 431, 445
Zetes (?), 104
Zeus in Gigantomachia, 145, 208, 251 ;

nuptials of, 197, 298, 340 ;
at birth of

Athen^, 147, 218, 244, 424; at contest

of Heracles and Apollo, 316 ;
of Heracles

and Kyknos, 156, 212, 333, 364, 365 ; at

apotheosis of Heracles, 166 (ii's), 379,

424; with other deities, 144, 157, 425,

499
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Plate II.

B 59. Caeretan Hydria : Combat of Warriors, and Boys on Horseback.
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Plate VII.

B 693. Kyathos : DiONYSOS.
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B 669. Alabastron : Maenads.
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